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Correspondence respecting the Halifax Fisheries Commission.

No. 1.

The Earl of Derby to Sir A. GCalt.

Sir, Foreign Offce, August 27, 1875.
THE Queen having been graciously pleased to appoint you to be Her Majesty's

High Commissioner at the Commission to be appointed to meet at Halifax, Nova
Scotia, under the provisions of the XXIInd and following Articles or the Treaty of
Washington of the Sth May, 1871, I transmit to you herewith fler Majesty's Com-
mission to that effect, under the Royal Sign-Manual.

I also inclose a copy of the Treaty, from which you will see the nature of the
duties entrusted to you.

The XXIIrd Article of the Treaty provides that one Commissioner shall be
named by Her Britannic Majesty, one by the President of the United States, and a
third by Her Britannic Majesty and the President of the United States conjointly;
and in case the third Commissioner shall not have been so named within a period of
three months from the date when this Article shall take effect, then the third
Commissioner shall be named by the Representative at London of His Majesty the
Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary.

1er Majesty's Government are not yet informed of the appointment of a Com-
missioner on the part of the United States, nor have arrangements yet been
concluded for the appointment of the third Commiýsioner; but full information will
be afforded to you in regard to these and other matters relating to the proceedings
of the Commission as soon as Her Majesty's Government are in a position to
render it.

I have to add that Mr. F. C. Ford, H er Majesty's Chargé d'Affaires at Darm-
stadt, bas been named to attend the Commission as Iler Majesty's Agent in
accordance with the XXIIIrd Article of the Treaty.

I ain, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 2.

The Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford.

Sir, Foreign Office, August 27, 1875.
TH iE Queen having been graciously pleased to appoint you to be ier Majesty's

Agent to attend the Commission on the Fisheries, about to be appointed to meet at
Halifax, Nova Scotia, under the provisions of the XXIlnd and XXIIIrd Articles of
the Treaty between Great Britain and the United States of the 8th May, 1871, I
transmit to you herewith Her Majesty's Commission to that effect.

I aiso transmit to you a copy of the Treaty, from which you will see the object
of the Commission, and the nature of your duties in attendance upon it.

The date at which the Commission will meet is at present uncertain; but in
order that you may possess a full knowledge of the suhjects to which you will have
to direct your attention, it will be desirable that you should at once place yourself
in communication with thé proper De'artments of this Office and of the Colonial
Office, who will have directions to afford you access to all the information and
correspondence with which it may be useful to you to-be made acquainted:-

F636] B



The XXIVth Article of the Treaty states that the proceedings shall be con-
ducted in such order as the Commissioners shall determine ; and contemplates that
either Governiment may offer oral or written testimony, and also present a Case for
the consideration of the Commissioners.

The Case on the part of Her Majesty's Government has been drafted in Canada,
and, when finally settled and approved by Her Majesty's Government, it will be
given to you for presentation.

Her Majesty's Government, relying upon the judgment and ability which you
have shown in the discharge of your diplomatie duties, and on al] other occasions
when your services have been called for, (o not consider it necessary to give you
more specific instructions at present; and have only to add that it is their desire, as
they feel confident it will be your wish, that you should co-operate, in all matters
connected with the Commission, in the most cordial manner with the Canadian
Governiment, and with all the Colonial Authorities with whom you may be brought
in contact.

Iam, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 3.

The Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford.

Sir, Foreign Office, August 27, 1875.
I HAVE to acquaint you that I have appninted Mr. J. B. G. Bergne, of this

Office, to be Secretary to Her Majesty's Agency at Halifax, and to assist you'gene-
rally in aiy business connected with the Fishery Commission in which you may
think proper to einploy his services.

I arn, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 4.

Mr. Ford to the EarI of Derby.-(Received August 30.)

My Lord, Worthing, August 28, 1875.
I HAVE the honour to acknowiedge the receipt of your Lordship's despatch

of the 27th instant, informing me that the Queen has been graciously pleased
to appoint nie to be Her Majesty's Agent to attend the Commission on the Fisheries
about to be appointed to meet at Halifax, Nova Scotia, under- the provisions of the
XXIInd and XXIHrd Articles of the Treaty between Great Britain and the United
States of the 8th May, 1871.

I have likewise the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Her Majesty's Com-
mission to that effect inclosed in your Lordship's despatch.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 5.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of .Derby,-(Received August 30.)

My Lord, Worthing, August 28, 1875.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's despatch

of the 27th instant, informing me that your Lordship had appointed Mr. J. H.
G. Bergne to be Secretary to Her Majesty's Agency at Halifax, and to assist
me. generally in any business connected with the Fishery Commission ir which 1
may think it proper to employ his services.

I have, &c..
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.



No. 6.

Sir A. Galt to the Ear[ of Derby.-(Received October 13.)

My Lord, Ottawa, September 29, 1875.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's despatèh

dated the 27th ultimo, informing me that the Queen has been graciously pleased
to appoint me to be Her Majesty's Commissioner at the Commission to meet at
Halifax, Nova Scotia, under the provisions of the XXIInd and fo1lowing Articles of
the Treaty of Washington of May 8th, 1871; and transmitting to me Fier Majesty's
Commission to that effect, under the Royal Sign Manuial.

In expressing to your Lordship my thanks for this mark of Her Majestfs
favour, I beg leave to say that, in obedience to Her Majesty's command, I shaHf hold
myself in readiness to undertake the duties entrusted to me at whafever time may
be' fixed for the meeting of the Commission.

I have, &c.
(Signed) A. T. GALT

No..7.

Identic Note addressed to Count Beust by' Lord Derby and the ,United State' Minister in
London.

M. l'Ambassadeur, Foreign Ofice, March 1, 187.
ARTICLES XVIII, XIX, and XXI of the Treaty of Washington of the 8th May,

1871, of which i have :the honour herewith to inclose a copy, provide for certain
privileges in respect to fisheries, and remissions of Customs duties to be granted by
Great Britain and the United States respectively; and in the XXllnct and XXIIIrd
Articles of the Treaty it is further provided that-

" Inasmuch as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannie Majesty that
the privileges accorded to t.hecitizens of the United States under Article XVIII of
this Treaty are of greater value than those accorded by Articles XIX and XXI of
this Treaty to the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, and this assertion ist not
admitted by the Government of the United States; it is further agreed that Coni-
missioners shall be appointed to determine, having regard to the privileges. accorded
by the United States to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, as stated iin
Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty, the amount of any compensation. which,
in their opinion, ought to be paid by the ,Government of the United States to the
Government of ler Britannic Majesty in return for the privileges accorded .to the
citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treatv; and that any
sum of, money, which the said Commissioners may so award shall be paid by the
United States' Government, in a gross sum, within twelve months after such award
shall have been given.

"XXIII. The Commissioners referred to in the preceding Article shall be
appointed in the following manner, that is to say:-One Conmissioner shall.be
named by Her Britannic Majesty, one by the President of-the United, States, and a
third by Hier Britannic Majesty-andý the-President of theý United States conjointly;
and in case a third Commissioner shall not have been so named 'witi-n a period of
three months from the date when -this Article shall take ,effect, then the third Cont
missioner shall be named by the Representative at London of IisMaj-estv the
Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary. In case of, the death., absence, or
incapacity of any Commissioner, or in the event of any Commissioner omittiîngdr
ceasing4o act;the vacancy shall be filled in the manner hereinbefore provided for
maki:ngthe origin apjiOntment, the period of three months in case of such substi-
tutioti being calculated from the date of the happening of the vacancy.

" The Comnissioners so named shall meet in the City of Halifax, in the
Province of Nova Scotia, at the earliest convenient period after they have been
respectively named, and shall, before proceeding to any business, mnake and
subscibrasolemndeclaration that they wvill impartially and carefully examine
and decide the matters referred to ehné t&thbest of ïeirjï dment, and accordiig
to justice and equity; and such declaration shall be entered on the record of their
proceed ings.

" Each of the High Contracting Parties shall also name one person to attend
[6361 B2
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the Commission as its agent, to represent it generally in all matters connected with
the Commission."

The period of three months specified in the Article last above quoted having
elapsed, it has become necessary to take steps for the appointment of the
third Commissioner, in accordance with its provisions; and with this view, an
application has already been addressed to His Imperial and Royal Majesty's
Minister of Foreign Affairs at Vienna, that His Majesty may be graciously pleased
to instruct your Excellency to undertake the duty of selecting some gentleman
properly qualießed to act as third Commissioner, to which His Majesty has been
pleased to give his assent. I have therefore the honour, on behalf of Her Majesty's
Government, to request your Excellency to undertake this duty and to select some
person properly qualified to act in that capacity.

In consideration of the fact that the proceedings of the Commission will be
conducted in the English language, and that the evidence, documents, and testimony
will also be in English, it appears to Her Majesty's Government to be a necessary
qualification that the third Commissioner should possess an accurate knowledge of
that language.

The Commissioner appointed by Uer Britannic Majesty is Sir Alexander T.
Galt, K.C.B., &c., &c.; and the Commissioner appointed by the President of the
United States is the H1onourable Ensign 1-1. Kellogg.

The arrangements for the composition of the Commission being otherwise
complete, I have the honour to suggest that the third Commissioner should be so
named by your Excellency as soon as shall be convenient.

A smilar request will be preferred to you on behalf of the Government of the
United States.

I have, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 8.

Count Beust to the Earl of Derby.-(Received March 2.)

M. le Comte, Belgrave Square, le 2 Mars, 1877.
EN me référant à la note que votre Excellence a bien voulu m'adresser à la

date du ir du courant, j'ai l'honneur de l'informer qu'en vertu de l'Article XXIII du
Traité du 8 Mai, 1871, je viens de nommer M. Delfosse, Ministre de Sa Majesté le
Roi des Belges à Washington, troisième Commissaire pour la Commission siégeant à
Balifax. J'ai encore l'honneur d'ajouter, que je n'ai pas manqué de porter cette
nomination à la connaissance des Ministres des Etats Unis et de Belgique à
Londres.

Veuillez, &c.
(Signé) B3EUST.

(Translation.)

M. le Comte, Belgrave Square, March 2, 1877.
WITH reference to the note which your Excellency was good enough to

address me on the Ist instant, I have the honour to inform you that in virtue of the
XXII frd Artiefe of the Treaty of the 8th May, 1871, I have *just named M. Delfosse,
the Belgian Minister at Washington, the third Commissioner to the Commission to
sit at Halifax. I have likewise the honour to add that I have not failed to. bring
this nomination to the knowledge of the Ministers of the United States and of
Belgium in London.

Receive, &c.
(Signed) BEUST.



No. 9.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Herbert.

Sir, Foreign Office, March 2, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Derby to transmit to you, to be laid before the

Earl of Carnarvon, a copy of a note from the A ustrian Ambassador at this Court,
appointing M. Delfosse to act as third Commissioner at the approaching Fisheries
Commission at Halifaz.*

I am, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 10.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received April 9.)

My Lord, Foreign Office, April 7, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to report that I have been privately informed by Sir A.

Galt that he has suggested the 15th June next as a convenient time for the first
meeting of the Fisheries Commission at Halifax.

This date has not as yet been definitively fixed, but as the Dominion Govern-
ment have intimated to me their wish that I should proceed to Canada as soon as
possible to assist in completing the necessary arrangements, I propose, with your
Lordship's sanction, to start by the Cunard steamer of the 5th May next.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 11.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Herbert.

Sir, Foreign Ofice, April 12, 1877.
WITH reference to previous correspondence, I am directed by the Earl of Derby

to transmit to you, for the information of the Earl of Carnarvon, the accompanying
copy of a despatch from Mr. Ford,t announcing his intention of proceeding to
America, should there be no objection thereto, by the Cunard steamer of the
5th May next, to enter upon his duties in connexion with the Halifax Fisheries
Commission, and I ara to state to you that his Lordship has sanctioned the adop-
tion of this course.

I am, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 12.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Ford.

8ir, Foreign Ofce, April 12, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Derby to-acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of the 7th instant, stating that you propose, should there be no objection thereto,to start for America by the Cunard steamer cf the 5th May next, to enter upon
* No. 8. t No. 10.



your duties in connexion with the Halifax Fisheries Commission, and I am to inform
you in reply that his Lordship sanctions your adopting this course.

I am, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 13.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received April 17.)

My Lord, Foreign Office, April 16, 1877.
'WITH reference to my despatch of the 'th instant I have the honour to inform

your Lordship that I have received a telegram from the Canadian Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, stating that the Halifax Commission will meet on the
15th June.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 14.

The Earl of Derby to Sir A..Galt.

Sir, Foreign Oflce, May 2, 1877.
I HAVE to inform you that Commissioners have been appointed to act,

conjointly vith yourself, under Articles XVIII to XXV and XXXII to XXXIII,
inclusive, of the Treaty of Washington of the Sth of May, 1871, as follows:-

Honourable Ensign H. Kellogg, by the President of the United States; and
M. Delfosse, the Belgian Minister at Washington, by the Austrian Ambassador

in London;

To determine, having regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to the
subjects of lier Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of the Treaty,
the anount of any compensation which in their opinion ought to be paid by the
Government of the United States to the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, in
return for the privileges accorded to the-citizens or the United States under
Article XVIl[ of the Treatv.

The Hlonourable Dwight Foster lias been appointed Agent to the Commission
on the part of the United States.

Mr. F. C. Ford has been appointed in the same capacity on the part of Her
Majesty's Government, and he will be assisted generally in the business of the
Commission by Mr. J. FI. G. Bergne, of this Office.

You will see from the instructions i have given to Mr. Ford, and of which a
copy is inclosed, that he has been directed to proceed to Canada in time tô make, in
conjunction with the Dominion Government, all the necessary arrangements in
connection with the Commission; and I do not doubt that he will place himself in
communication vith you in order to arrange any matters of detail. He is to attend
the nieetings of the Commissioners, as required by the Treaty, and lie will present
to the Commissioners the " Cases " on behalf of Her Majesty's Government.

In case of any difficulty occurring in conducting the business of the Commis-
sion, Mr. Ford will consuit with you, and, if necessary, apply to Her Majesty's
Government for instructions.

t 1 have been informed that Counsel have been appointed by the Governments of
the Dominion of Canada and of Newfoundland to argue the Cases laid before the
Comm issioners.

I have every confidence that they vill discharge their duties with the greatest
e!iciency; but H-er Majesty's Government cannot be held internationally responsible
for any arguments they may use in support of the claim of Great Britain.



You have beén already acquainted, by my despatch dated the 27th August,
187.5; in which was forwarded HerMajesty's Commission, with the general nature
of- the duties entrusted to you, and 1 have now therefore only to add the following
special-instructions

Article XXIII of the Treaty provides that the Commissioners shall meet in the
city of Halifax, Nova Scotia, at the earliest convenient period after they have been
respectively named, and Her Majesty's Government would wish that you should
place yourself in communication with M. Delfosse and Mr. Kellogg in order to make
arrangements with them for proceeding thither at an early date. You will informn
me of the time fixed for the first meeting of the Commission.

Article XXIV provides that the proceedings shall be conducted in such order
as: the Commissioners shall determine, and Her Majesty's Government villingly
leave this to be settled by them, in the full assurance that their. own good feelings
and knowledge of business wil enable them to arrive at such an understanding on
the subject, as will best conduce to the speedy dispatch of the matters which may
come before theni, and afford satisfaction to their respective Governments.

I have, however, to call your especial attention to the provisions of the same
Article, to the effect that the-Commissioners shall be bound to receive such oral or-
written testimony as either Government may present; and that the case on either-
side shall be closed within a period of six months from the date of the organization
of the Commission, ñnless in the case of any vacancy occurring among the Commis-
sioners, when the aforesaid period of six months may be extended for three months;
having regard to which latter provision I do not doubt that you will be careful to
make suitable arrangements to prevent unnecessary delay.

Article XXV of the Treaty states that the Commissioners are to keep an
accurate record and correct minutes of all their proceedings; and I would suggest
that, for this purpose, the minutes of each meeting of the Commissioners, after
havirg been agreed upon by them, should invariably be entered in a book and
signed by the Commissioners at their next meeting.

The same Article empowers the Commissioners to appoint and employ a secre-
tary, and any other necessary officer or officers to assist them in the transaction of
the business which may come before them.

The appointment of Secretary being vested in the Commissioners, and his
duties being purelv ministerial, I have no desire to interfere with their free choice
by making any suggestion as to the person to be employed.

I amn, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 15.

The Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford..

Sir, Foreign Office, May 2, 1877.
I HAVE to inform you that Commissioners have been appointed, under.

Articles XVIII to XXV and XXXII to XXXIII inclusive of the Treaty of Wash-
ington of the 8th May, 1871, as follows:

Sir A. T. Galt, K.C.M.G., by Her Majesty the Queen;
Honourable Ensign H. Kellogg, by the President of the United States; and
M. Delfosse, the Belgian Minister at Washington, by the Austrian Ambassador:

in London:

To determine, having regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to the
subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of the
Treaty, the amount of any compensation which in their opinion ought to be paid by
the Government of the United States to the Government of Her Britannic Majesty,
1Wreturn for the privileges. accorded., tothe citizens. of the United States under
Article XVIII of the Treaty.

The Honourable Dwight Foster has been appointed Agent to the Commission
on the part of the United States.

You have already been acquainted, in my despatch of the 27th August,



1875, with the general nature of the duties intrusted to you, and, relying on the
ability -which you have always displayed in the discharge of your diplomatic duties,
and on the knowledge which you have already acquired of the Fisheries question, I
have only now to add the following special instructions with regard to your proceed-
ings in connection with the Commission.

You will be duly informed as to the precise date on which the Commission is
to meet, and you will then proceed to Canada in time to make, in consultatibn with
the Dominion Government, all the preliminary arrangements which you may think
necessary.

The Commissioners will meet at lHalifax, Nova Scotia, and you will proceed
thither and present to them the "Case" of Her Majesty's Government, which is
alreadv in your possession; and it v:ill be your duty to watch the proceedings
generally, and to require that the Commissioners shall receive such oral or written
testimony as Her Majesty's Government nay think necessary to present, under the
ternis of Article XXIV of the Treaty.

The proceedings will be conducted in such order as the Commissioners shall
determine; but should any difficulty occur in the course of the business of the
Commission, yôu should endeavour to consult the wishes of Her Mlajesty's Commis.
sioner, and, if necessary, apply to lier Majesty's Government for instructions.

You will also correspond with this Office on all matters on which you may
require to report, and upon which you think it necessary to ask for special instrue-
tions. Counsel have been retained by the Government of the Dominion of Canada
and of Newfoundland, who will argue the Cases presented on behalf of Her

1ajesty's Governnent; and you vjll to the best of your ability supply them with
any information which you may think likely to be useful, and assist them in the
preparation of the « Counter Case " and any other papers vhici it nay be found
necessary to prepare.

You will be accompanied by Mr. J. H. G. Bergne of this Office, who will assist
you generally in any business connected with the Commission in which you may
think proper to employ his services.

You will keep an account of your own and Mr. Bergne's expenditure whilst
employed on this service.

I am, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 16.

Sir A. Galt to the Earl of Derby.-(Received June 5.)

.My Lord, Ottawa, May 21, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's letter of

instructions dated 2nd instant.
I have written M. Delfosse and Mr. Kellogg, informing them that I was

instructed to place myself in communication with them for the purpose of fixing the
date for the first meeting of the Fisheries Commission at Halifax, and proposing
that- such date should be the 15th day of June. As this date has already been
informally agreed to, I presume it may be assumed as settled; but I shall duly,
inform your Lordship of their replies.

My careful attention shall be given to the special instructions with which I have
been honoured ; and my best efforts will be directed to bring the labours of the
Commission to a conclusion satisfactory to Her Majesty's Government.

I have, &c.
(Signed) A. T. GALT.



No. 17.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received June 12.)

My Lord, Ottawa, May 30, 1877.
I HAVE the.honour to inform your Lordship that i was officially notified this

day, by Sir A. T. Gait, of the fact that Mr. Kellogg, the United States' Commissioner,
and M. Delfosse;the third Commissioner to the Halifax Commission, have agreed
to Sir A. T. Galt's proposition that the first meeting of the Halifax Commission
should be held on the 15th of June next.

I purpose proceeding to Halifax next week, and arriving in that city on the
1lth of June, in order to confer preliminarily with Judge Foster, the United States'
Agent.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 18.

Sir A. Galt to the Earl of Derby.-(Received June 12.)

My Lord, Montreal, June 1, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to state that having, in obedience to your Lnrdship's

instructions, put myself in comnunicàtion with M. Delfosse and Mr. Kellogg, the
15th day of June instant has beèn"forrmälly' agreed upon as the day when the
Fisheries Commission under the Washinigton Treaty shal meet at Halifax.

I have dulv informed Mr. Ford, and have requested him to notify the Governor-
General of the day appointed.

I have, &c.
(Signed) A. T. GALT, Commissioner.

No. 19.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received July 3.)

(Extract.) Halifax, June 16, 1877.
SINCE writing my last despatch, 1 have been engaged ýat'Ottawa, in com-

niunication with Mr.-Whitcher, in making preparations for thé' Commission. On
the 7th instant I fouid,'that I had done al that could be accoihnlished at Ottawa
towards arranging and'classifying the documentary evidence relied on in the case,
and I therefore started for Halifax, arriving in that'city on the morning of the
9th instant, and taking up my quarters at the Waverley Hotel, where I shall
probably remain during the whole of my stay here.

Al the Counsel retained on behalf of the Dominion, and Mr. Whiteway from
Newfoundland, arrived here on the 11th, and I was, therefore, able to consult with
them as to the rules of procedure to be adopted by the Court and other necessary
inatters before the arrival of the Commissioners and of the United States' Agent.

Sir A. T. Galt, Mr. Delfosse, and Mr. Kellogg, the tliree Commissioners,
arrived in Halifax on the 13th. Judge Foster, the United States' Agent, reached
the city the same day, and I lost no time in submitting, for his consideration, the
draft of Rules which f had drawn up in consultation with the British Counsel.

The first meeting of the Commission was fixed for June 15 at 2 P.M., and at the
hour appointed the Commissioners Agents and Counsel assembled at the Legislative
Council Chamber, which has been placed at our disposal during the sittings of the
Commission.

I propose to defer submitting to your Lordship the complete Protocols of the
proceedings until I shall be able to embody them in a general Report at the close
of the sittings, unless I receive your Lordship's instructions to the contrary; in the
reanwhile I may briefly state the result of the proceedings so far as they have
gone:-

The Commissioners having exchanged and exaiiined their respective powers,
elected M. Delfosse as the President of the Comfris'sion, who, at the reqiièst of
Sir A. T. Galt that a Secretary should be appointed namèd Mr. Bergne as a
suitable person to act as Secretary to the Commission.
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The respective Agents having produced and submitted to the Commissioners
their respective commissions, Judge Foster produced the draft of Rules which I had
submitted to him, and stated that although in the main he was prepared to agree
to #hem, he objected to certain portions which contemplated that Counsel on either
side, as well as the -respective Agents, should be allowed to address the Court. To
this he objected, stating that, in his opinion, this duty should, under the ternis of
the Treaty, devolve upon the Agents alone.

I subnitted that this contention could not be maintained, having in view the
wording of the Articles referred to; and Judge Foster having replied in support of
bis contention, the Commissioners retired to deliberate.

On their return, M. Delfosse announced that the Commissioners had decided
that the Agents on either side should be permitted to bie heard either personally or
by Counsel, but that in the case of the British Agent. he should be lirnited to five,
as representing the maritime Provinces of the Atlantic Coast of British North
America, and in the case of the Agent of the United States, he should be allowed a
similar numnber.

The Court was thus fully constituted as follows:-
M. Maurice Delfosse, President;
The Honourable Ensign H. Kellogg and Sir A. T. Galt, K.C.M.G., Commis-

sioners appointed respectively by the United States and Great Britain;
Judge Foster, United States' Agent, and myself in a similar capacity on the

part of Great Britain;
Mr. J. H. G. Bergne, Secretary and Protocolist;
Mr. Josepli Doutre, Q.C., of Montreal, .representing the Province of Quebec;
Mr. S. R. Thomson, Q. C., of St. John, representing the Province of New

Brunswick;
Honourable W. V. Whiteway, Q.C., of St. John's, representing the Colony of

Newfoundland;
Honourable Louis H. Davies of Charlottetown, representing the Province of

Prince Edward Island ; and
M r. R. L. Weatherbe, Q.C., of Halifax, representing the Province of Nova

Scotia,
-as Counsel on the part of Great Britain.

Judge Foster stated that he would request permission te name such Counsel as
might be enployed on behalf of the United States after the adjourument to be
made after the delivery of the Case of Her Britannic Alajesty.

I have the honour to inclose herewith a copy of the Rules which were eventually
adopted by the Commissioners,* from which your Lordship will learn the course of
procedure which it is proposed to follow ; and I also inclose a copy of a solemn
Declaration which was made and signed in duplicate by the three Commissioners.*

The question of the admissibility of ex purte affidavits having been previously
fully discussed between myself and our Counsel, we had come to the conclusion that
it would be desirable to exclude. this class of written testimony if possible, and I
therefore proceeded to challenge a decision of the Cominissioners on this point.
Judge Foster naintained a contrary view, and the Commissioners, after consultation
decided that such aflidavits should be admitted under the ternis of Article XXIV
of the Treaty.

I then presented to the Commissioners, and to the United States' Agent, copies
of the "Case" of Her Majesty's Government,† together with a schedule of the
documents te be filed with the Secretary in support of it.

The Commission then adjourned until to-day, Wvhen the full minutes of yester-
dav's proceedings were read and approved, and the Commission thereupon adjourned
until the 28th of July.

It has been decided by arrangement that such persons whose presence may be
required by either side shall attend the sittings of the Commission. Otherwise the
proceedings will be strictly private, and the representatives of the press will be
entirely excluded.

I may add that the proceedings thus far have been conducted with the utmost
harmony and amicable feeling, and I see no reason to doubt that the inquiry will be
con(ucted in a straightforward and impartial manner, so as to arrive at an equitable
solution of the long-pending question under discussion.

Judge Foster proposes, I believe, to return to the United States whilst engaged
See Protocol I. -Record of Proceedings.

t Sec Appendix A.-Record of Proceedings.



in the preparation of the " Counter Case," and I shall probably stay in*this city to
arrange materials for the " Reply " of Her Majesty's Government, and to assist in
the marshalling of evidence, &c., on the British side.

Trusting that my proceedings will meet with your Lordship's approval, I
have, &c.

Inclosure 1 in No. 19.

Rules for the Procedure of the Halifax Commission.

[See Protocol I.-Record of Proceedings. j

Inclosure 2 in No. 19.

Declaration.

[See Protocol I.-Record of Proceedings.]

Inclosure 3 in No. 19.

CAsE oF fIlER MAJEsTY's GOVERNMENT.

[See Appendix A.-Record of Proceedings.)

Inclosure 44in No. 19.

List of Documents to befiled with the Secretary of the Commission in support of the
Case of Ber Majesty's Government.

[Attached to Appendix.A.-Record of Proceedings.]

No. 20.

Sir A., Gait to. the Ear of Derby.-(Received July 3.4

My Lord, Halifax, June 18, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to state, for the information of HTer Majesty's Government,

that the Commissioners appointed under the Fisheries' Clauses- of the Washington
Treaty, met in this city on the 15th instant, and organized by the appointment of
M. Delfosse as President.

Mr. Bergne, of the Foreign. Office, was thereafter selected to act as Secretary of
the Commission.

Mr. Ford will no doubt keep your Lordship fully informed of the proceedings
had before the Commissioners.

I have, &c.
Signed) A. T. GALT,

ier Majesty's Commissioner.

No. 21.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Malcolm.

Foreign- Qfve; July 10, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Derby to transmit to you, to be laid before

the Earl of Carnarvon, the accompanying copy of a despatch from Mr. Ford,*

* No. 19.
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together with its inclosures, reporting what took place at the first sittings of the
Halifax Fisheries' Commission, and I am to request that in laying these papers
before his Lordship you will state to him that Lord Derby proposes, with Lord
Carnarvon's concurrence, to approve Mr. Ford's proceedings.

I am, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 22.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received July 20.)

(Extract.) Halifax, July 9, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to irform your Lordship that, in compliance with the

rules adopted for the procedure of the Halifax Commission, the United States'
Agent has filed the Answer of the United States to the Case of Hier Britannic
Majesty's Government, accompanied by a Brief upon the queštion of the extent and
limits of the inshore fisheries and territorial waters on the Atlantic coast of British
North America.

These documents reached Halifax this morning by steamer from Boston, and i
have not yet liad sufficient time to study them completely ; but I avail myself of
the mail which leaves to-morrow to senti duplicate copies, for your Lordship's
information, in order that i mav be in a position later to ask for instructions by
telegraph if I find necessity to do so.

Inclosure 1 in No. 22.

Answer on behalf oj the United States of America to the Case of Her Britannic Majesty's
Government.

[See Appendix B, Record of Proceedings.]

Inclosure 2 in No. 22.

Brief on behalf of the United States, before the Commission convened at Halifax in June,
1877, pursuant to the Treaty between the United States and Great Britain, concluded
at Washington, May 8, 1871; upen the question of the Extent aad Limits of the Inshore
Fisheries and Territorial Wjaters on the Atlantic Coast of British North America.

[Sec Appendix C, Record of Proceedings.]

No. 23.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Malcolm.

Sir, Foreign Ofce, July 21, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Derby to transmit to you, to be laid before the

Earl of Carnarvon, for any observations that lie may have to offer thereon, a copy of
a despatch from Mr. Ford,* inclosing a copy of the Answer vhich has been filed by
the Agent of the United States at Halifax, in reply to the Case of Her Majesty's
Government, and which is accompanied by a Brief upon the "Headland Question,"
claiming six miles as the limit of the territory of bays.

I amn, &c.
(Signed) TENTIERDEN.

* No. 22.



No. 24.

Mr. Bramston to Lord Tenterden.-(Received July 25.)

sir, Downing Street, July 24, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 10th instant, inclosing a copy of a despatch from Mr. Ford, reporting
the proceedings at the first sittings of the Halifax Fisheries Commission on the
15th and 16th June, and forwarding a copy of the Case of Her Majesty's Govern-
ment, as laid before the Commission.

Lord Carnarvon concurs in the approval of Mr. Ford's procee.dings which the
Earl of Derby proposes to express; and I am to request that two additional copies
of Mr. Ford's despatch, and of its inclosures, may be furnished to this Department,
in order that they may be transmitted, officially, to the Governments of Canada and
Newfoundland.

I amn, &c.
(Signed) JOHN BIAMSTON.

No. 25.

The Earl of Derby to M1r. Ford.

Sir, Foreign Office, July 28, 1877.
I HAVE had under my consideration, in communication with Her. Majesty's

Secretary of State for the*Colonies, your despatch of the 16th ultimo,.together
with-its inclosures; and I--have to convey to you the approval of Ber Majesty's
Government of your proceedings at the sittings of the Fisheries Commission on the
15th and 16th June, as reported by you.

I am, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 26.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby..- (Received August 7.)

My Lord, Halifax, July 26, 1877.
WITH reference to my despatch of the 9th instant, I have the honour to

inclose copies of..the Reply to the Answer of the United States, which I have
drawn up in consultation with my Cou nsel.

I delivered copies of it yesterday to the Secretary of the Commission, in com-
pliance with the second rule adopted fôr the procedure of the Court, and it is now
in the hands of the Commissioners and the United States' Agent.

Considerable difficulty presented itself as to the manner in which to meet the
contention of the United States with regard to the Headland question; and as I
calculaïèd that the United States' Answer, forwarded in my despatch of the 9th
instant, could not possibly reach your Lordship before the 20th, I deemed it useless
to telegraph.for instructions until your Lordship should be in a position to judgé of
the circunstances under which the point had been raised. I therefore telegraphed
on that day, having in the' meantime franed the reply which I inclose in this
despatch, and which I was obliged, according to the rules, to present on the
25th instant.

I should infßnitely have preferred the question not having been raised in limine
by the United States' Government; but when once it was forced upon us, I enter-
tained no doubt in my own mind as to the proper-indeed, the only-manner in
which it could.be jnet..Ifelt that, in the interests of Her Majesty's Government,
and of her Colonial possessions on this Continent, the only course to pursiialndèr
the circumstances was to adopt the language employed in the first section of the
reply, and which your Lordship will perceive is framed so as not to commit Her
Majesty's Government to any expression of opinion on abstract principles of Inter-
national Law; the position taken being merely to affirm that, for the purposes of



this Commission, and with regard to the exclusive right of fishing in bays, the
literal and obvious construction of Article 1 of the Convention of 1818 must be
adopted.

The view consistently naintained by successive Governments of Great Britain
lias been that, under that Convention, the United States renounced for ever the right
to fish in any bays, whether lar-e or small of Der Majestys North American
Possessions; and I have accordingly elaborated this view in a Brief which I am
drawing up with Counsel, and which I propose to submit to the Commissioners.

The line taken in this Brief is, that although H-er Majesty's Government have
from time to time oranted certain indulgences to Anerican fishermen with regard to
fishing in bays, the right to exclude them has ever been expressly reserved; a slight
distinction being drawn, however, in the case of tjie Bay of Fundy, which, for
various reasons with which your Lordship is acquainted, has been practically
thrown open to citizens of the United States.

I an anxious to be able to lay this paper before the Commissioners at as early
a date as possible, inasmuch as, although I do not contemplate inviting them to give
any open decision on the Headland questioi, their judgment of the merits of the
case will doubtless be materially affected by the arguments which can be brought
forward in support of the contention of either side.

I trust that your Lordship vill approve of my proceedings in this important
matter; and I can only repeat that I shall be most careful to guard against making
any statements which miglht be construed as binding H-er Majesty's Governiment for
the future to any line of policy with regard to the general question of maritime
jurisdiction or international law, upon which, as has been expressly stated both in
the United States' Answer and in the British Reply, the Commissioners have no power
to decide.

The arguments advanced to refute the several assertions on other important
points treated in the United States' Answer are so fully expressed in the Reply, that
I deem it unnecessary to trouble your Lordship with any observations with regard
to them.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

Inclosure in No. 26.

Reply on behalf of Her Britannie Majesty's Government to the Answer of the United States.

[See Appendix D.-Record of Proceedings.]

No. 27.

1r. Lister to Mr. lerbert.

Sir, Foreign Ofice, August 7, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Derby to transmit to you, to be laid before the

Earl of Carnarvon, a further despatch frorm Mr. Ford, inclosing a copy of the Reply
to the "Answer" of the United States, which he has delivered to the Secretary of
the Halifax Fishery Commission, and reporting his views with regard to the Brief
on the Hleadlands question, which hé is drawing up, and which he is anxious to lay
before the Commissioners as soon as possible.*

* No. 26.



No. 28.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby-(Received August 14.)

My Lord, Halifax, August 2, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to report that the Halifax Commission resumed its sittings

on Saturday, the 28th ultimo.
The first meeting after the adjournment was confined to reading the Minutes

and other matters of a formal character.
On Monday. the 30th, the British Case was opened by reading the "Case of

Her Britannic Majesty's Government," the " Answer of the United States," and the
Reply ou behalf of Great Britain."

The documents alluded to in the British Case, which had been filed with the
Secretary, were also read; and l have the honour to forward herewîth copies of a
reprint of the extracts and portions relied on, which lias been arranged by
Mr. Bergne for the use of the Commission and for preservation in the archives.*

The Commission then proceeded to take evidence in support of the British Case,
and I propose to send your Lordship copies;of the short-hand writers' notes occasion-
ally, when they may be ýcollected in a convenient form for transmission home. These
notes will be certified in duplicate by the reporters taking the same, and will fora
part of the records of the Commission.

I should add that Mr. Richard H. Dana, jun., of Boston, and Mr. W. H. Trescot, of
Washington, have been named as Counsel on behalf of the United States, in addition
to Mr. Foster, and these gentlemen are now in daily attendance at the sittings.
Mr. Alfred Foster, of Boston, Mr. J. S. D. Thompson, of Halifax, and Mr. H. A.
Blood, of Washington, attend the Commission to perform such duties as may be
assigned to them on the United States' side.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 29.

Mr. Herbert to Mr. Lister.-(Received August 18.)

Sir, Downing Street, August 17, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 7th instant, inclosing a copy of a despatch from Mr. Ford, with a copy
of the Reply to the Answer of the United States, which he has delivered to the Secre-
tary of the Halifax Fishery Commission, and reporting his views with regard to the
Brief on the Headlands question which he is drawing up, and which he is anxious to
lay before the Commissioners as soon as possible.

Lord Carnarvon desires me to request that you will state to the Earl of Derby
that, subject to the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown, who appear to have
been consulted on these papers, his Lordship concurs generally in the course taken
by Mr. Ford and in the views expressed in his despatch.

I am, &c.
(Signed) ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.

No. 30.

The .Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford.

Sir, Foreign Office, August 31, 1877.
I HAVE had under my consideration, in communication with Her iMajesty's

Secretary of State for the Colonies and the Law Oflicers of the Crown, your
despatch of the 26th ultimo, inclosing a copy of the Reply to the " Answer'' of the
United States delivered by you to the Secretary of the Halifax Commission, and
reporting your views with regard to the Brief on the Headlands question which
you were drawing up, and xvhich you were anxious to lay before the Commissioners
as soon as possible, as well as your despatch No. 15 of the 9th ultimo, together with
the previous correspondence relating to these matters.

* See Appendix E.-Record of Proceedings. (Statistical matter not reprinted in this Volume.)



I have now to inform you that Her Majesty's Government concur in your views
and in the course taken by vou, as reported in your despatch above referred to, and
that they approvz throughout the Reply which you have presented on their behalf
to the "Answer" of the United States.

I am, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 31.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received September 18.)

(Extract.) Halifax, September 3, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to transmit herewith, for your Lordship's information,

duplicate copies of the "Brief on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, in reply to
the Brief for the United States on the Headland question,"* which I presented this
day to the Commission.

I may add that I have been particular in directing the weight of evidence
adduced before the Commission to bear on the fact of fishing done actually within
three miles of the shore, irrespective of the question of bays; and as it appears
from the testinony already taken that the fish taken in the centre of such bays along
the whole coast arnounts to a very insignificant quantity, I do not anticipate that
the Headland question will be , pressed upon the Commission, unless, indeed, the
United States' evidence should 'point to a different conclusion as to the quantity of
fish taken in the centre of the bays, which, however, I regai-d as improbable.

No. 32.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Herbert.

Sir, Foreign Office, September 22, 1877.
WITH reference to your letter of the 1st ultimo, I am directed by the Earl of

Derby to transmit to vou, to be laid before the Earl of Carnarvon, the accompanying
copy of a despatch from Mr. Ford, together with its inclosure, relative to the
Headland questioh,t and 1 am to request that, in laying these papers before his
Lordship, you wìll state to hin that Lord Derby proposes to-approve Mr. Ford's
procecdings should there be no objection thereto.

I am, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 33.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received September 27.)

My Lord, Halifax, September 10, 1877.
THE period allowed for the evidence in support of the British Case before the

Halifax Commission closed on the 7th instant, and I take this opportunity of
reporting to your Lordship brielly the result of the proceedings, so far as tbey
have gone.

The evidence on the British side was commenced on the 30th of July, and has
been continued during. the whole of the six weeks available under the Rules
adopted for the procedure of the Commission. Both oral and written testimony
has been adduced, the records of which forn a voluminous mass of printed matter,
which I shall transmit for your Lordship's information as soon as completed and
arranged. In the meanwhile I may call your Lordship's attention to the salient
points established.

The mackerel fishery, being that most extensively pursued by Americans in
British waters, is the branch of the inquiry to which the greatest attention was
devoted. These fish first appear on the coasts of the British North American
Provinces about the month of April, travelling nor-thward as 'the season advances,
until about the end of the month of October, when they commence to leave the

* See Appendix K.-Record of Proceedings. † No. 3 1.



Gulf of St. Lawrence and return southward to the coasts of the New England
States, where it seems they disappear late in the year until about March or A pril
the next season. The mackerel fishery on the Canadian coasts thus commences
about April and generally ends about the ]st November, while that off the United
States' coasts commences a little earlier and ends a littie later than these dates;
but it is scarcely. probable that during the months when the large body of mackerel
appears to travel northward, the catch on the American coast can, as a rule, be
equal in quantity or value to that taken in British waters north of the State of
Maine.

The fish taken in the spring are poor, and for this quality, terned in the
trade "No. 3," 5 dollars to 6 dollars per barrel is a fair average price. The
summer mackerel improve in size and price, and these, which are called "No. 2,"
realize from 8 dollars to 14 dollars a barrel. The " Fall " (autumn), or " No. 1,"
mackerel is the best quality of the season's catch, and is taken during the rniths
of September and October, and in some years' in the latter portion of August.
The average price of this class would be, taking one year with another, about
13 dollars a barrel; and within the last seven years it lias reached as high as
18 dollars. The price this year in this city is exceptionally high, as much as
24 dollars per barrel being offered at the present moment.

It is estimated that of a whole season's catch one-half would be " No. 1," and
the remnainder " No. 2" and " No. 3" in about equal proportions.

According to the evidence adduced on the British side, it seems beyond doubt
that at least three-quarters of the mackerel taken on the British North American
coasts is caught within the three mile limit; vhile, owing probably to the existence
of sandy shoals at some distance from the shore, the catch of this fish in United
States' waters, north of the 39th parallel of north latitude, is principally beyond
that distance.

I give this as the result of the testimony of a large number of witnesses of
undoubted position and integrity, whose practical knowledge of the subject has
enabled them to speak with authority; but I must add that I anticipate consider-
able conflict of testimony on this particular point, if I may judge from the evidence
given by two witnesses called, by ny permission, on behalf of the United States,
during the period allotted to the reception of evidence on the British side.

The herring, invariablv taken close inshore, is another very important business
from which Americans derive large profits. This fishery is chiefly carried on in
the Bay of Fundy, in the vicinity of Grand Manan, and at the Magdalen Islands,
as vell as to a certain extent along the shores of Cape Breton and the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. No claim can, however, be made on account of the fishery at the
Magdalen Islands, unless proved to be pursued actually from the shore, as United
Staïes' citizens previously, under the Convention of 1818, enjoyed the privilege of
fishing, although not of landing, on the coasts of these islands.

The cod fishery is pursued to a limited extent only by United States' fishermen
within British territorial waters, and this is probably the case with regard to hake,
haddock, pollock, &c.

The halibut fishery has been, and is still, a profitable branch of United States'
enterprise; but is not now so extensively pursued as formerly.

With regard to the numbers of United States' vessels engaged in these various
branches of the fishing business, it is obviously difficult to arrive at a very satis-
factory estimate. - The weight of testimony at present adduced appears, however,
to point to the following facts:

Taking an average for the past twenty or thirty years, the number of
United States' mackerelmen arinually resorting to British North American waters
would be about 400 to 600 sail, ranging from 50 to 120 tons each. During the
Reciprocity Treatv the numbers were no doubt greater than that given above,
but for the past four years they have much declined; and this is a particularly
unfortunate circumstance, as these are the first four years of the period for which
payment has now to be assessed. It is, however, fair to assume that, as has
happened at previous periods, this fisherv, like all others, is subjectto fluctuations,
and that advices of a good catch in, British waters may, any year, attract a large
number of United States' mackerelmen to these coasts.

The probable annual average catch of each vessel, taking the smaller with the
lar-ger tonnage, would be from 600 to 700 barrels.

The herring fishery at GrandManan is pursued both by vessels and boats from
the adjacent United States' coasts, and the average annual catch secured by then
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has been estimated by reliable witnesses as worth upwards of 500,000 dollars. To
this estimate must be added the very considerable value of the herrings eaught by
:United States' fishermen on other parts of the British North American coasts, not
inclusive of the greater portion taken at the iMagdalen'Islands.

About 100 sail would apparently be a fair estimate of the average number of
United States' cod-fi3hing vessels frequenting British North American waters, not
inclusive of those pursuing the fishery on the Grand Banks outside of British
jurisdiction.

The evidence is somewhat vague as to the proportion of cod-fish taken by
Anericans in British inshores, and it does not probably amount to anything
considerable, except on certain portions of the north shore of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence.

The evidence on the British side is unanimous, and, I think, conclusive, that
United States' waters are never resorted to by British fishermen. The catch of
mackerel, however, by Americans off their own coasts, which had fallen off to a
great extent during the past many years, revived last year, but has again been a
total failure during the present season, which will probably have the effect of
bringing a larger number of United States' vessels to British waters for the " fall,"
or autumn &shing, this year.

The testimony as to the actual net profts accruing to United States' fishermen
from their operations in British waters has been somewhat uncertain, but some
competent witnesses speak to as much as 50 per cent. on the gross catch.

The above is a summary of the facts as to the chief points at issue, and it
remains to notice the resuits arrived at with regard to the collateral advantages
mentioned in the British " Case," such as transhipment, obtaining bait, supplies, &c.

Your Lordship will have observed that the United States' "Answer" denied
the competence of the Commission to take these privileges into account at all in
their estimate of compensation, alleging that as they were not specifically
enumerated in the Treaty they do not corne within the scope of the present inquiry.
The view thus held by the United States' Government was brought forward in a
-very serious and pointed manner by Mr. Foster at the Conference held on the
]st instant, and after the matter had been very fully discussed by the Counsel on
both sides, the Commissioners decided that it was not within their competence to
award compensation for the privileges of purchasing bait, ice, supplies, or of trans-
shipping cargoes in British waters.

The decision thus arrived at wvas unaniiious, but was accompanied by a
declaration from Sir Alexander Galt of his views on the subject, which will be
found in the report of the specches made, which I have the honour to inclose
herewith.e

Y our Lordship will not fail to observe the importance of this decision for the
following reasons:-

'1. It eliminates from the consideration of the tribunal a very important
element in the assessient of compensation to Canada.

2. Very serious inconveniences may arise fron the point so ably stated by
Sir A. Gait in his speech, viz., that by the interpretation thus placed on the Treaty
by the United States, the right of their fishermen to any use of Canadian ports or
shores for any purposes save those of fishing, landing to dry their nets, and curing
théir fish is distinctly renounced and abandoned.

Were any dissatisfaction to arise in these colonies, particulàrly in Newfound-
land, with regard to the eventual award, the Colonial authorities May, not
unnaturally, feel that wbilst United States' fishermen have for some years already
enjoyed the benefit of all privileges without question, advantage lias been taken of
a-rigid construction of the Treaty of Washington by the United States' Govern ment
to escape the paynent which was probably contemplated by that Treaty; and it
might wei happen that a disposition should be shown to re-enforce the suspended
statutes against any use of their coasts by United States' fisbermen, except for the
specified purposes, thus debarring them from the privilege of purchasing bait, ice,
and supplies, and especially of transhipping their cargoes, which last is a most
valuable advantage. lt is needless for me to point out the very g-rave diffi-
culties to which any restrictive policy in this direction might give rise.

The decision, however, renoves any reasons which the United States might
advance for repudiating the award on the ground of the Commissioners having
acted ultra vires.

* See No. 3 in Appendix J to Record of Proceedings.



Anotber point-raised during the, course of the proceedings was-on a<notiom of,
the United States' Counsel to, be- allowed the right of reply, orally as, well as in:
writing. The full report of the discussion will be found in Section 2 of the Report,
of Speeches, above inclosed; and it is only necessary for me to remark that I
thought it right to press the matter to a decision, in order to secure if possible that
the final arguments should be made in writing, so as to obtain, without any question
as to the accuracy of reporting, the actual and deliberate expression of the views of
the Agents of either Government on a matter which vill have a lasting historical
interest with regard to the British North American colonies. It 'vas also of
considerable importance to the success of the British Case to maintain our right to
the actual and final reply.

The foregoing is a brief indication of the points established in the British
evidence; some matters still remain to be brought out, either in the rebuttal
evidence, for which a period of two weeks is allowed to the British side, or during,
three days, which I shall be entitled to take out of the time allowed for the Unitedi
States' evidence, in. consideration of the time allowed, for the examination of
vitnesses on the United States' side during the past six weeks, and the dayst

devoted to the discussion of motions brought forward by the United States' Agent.
Chief among such matters is the question of the free market for fish and fish oil
which will no doubt form an important portion of the United States' Case.

At the conclusion of the Conference held on the 7th instant, the Commission
adjourned until Monday the 17th instant, on the motion of Mr. Foster, who desired,
to avail himself of the recess for making arrangements with regard; to witnesses.
on the understanding that such adjournment should be deducted from the period.
allowed for the reception of testimony in support of the United States' Case.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 34.

.fr. Herbert to Lord' Tenterden.-Receied October 2)

My Lord, Downiùg Street, October 2; 1877..
1 AM directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to acknowledge the receipt. of. your

letter of the 22nd September, inclosing a despatch froin Mr. Ford, vith a Brief,'
drawn up by him on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, and presented to the
Halifax Fishery Commission, in reply to the Brief on behalf of the Government of
the United States relating to the Headland question.

Lord Carnarvon concurs in the.approval which the Earl of Derby proposes to
convey to Mr. Ford, and his Lordship has pleasure in taking this opportunity of t

expressing the satisfaction with which Lord Carnarvon has observed the abilitv and'
judgment displayed by Mr. Ford throughout his proceedings, so far as they have
hitherto been reported.

I am to request that two additional copies of the Brief accompanying!
Mr..Ford's despatch may be supplied for transmission to the Governor-General of
Canada and Governor of Newfoundland;

I am, &c.
(Signed). ROBERT G. W. IERBERT.

No. 35.

The Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford.

Sir, Foreign Office,., October 6, 1877.
I. REFERRED to lier :Majesty's Secretary of Statefor the. Colonies yonr

despatch e hetheh7t ultimo, inclosing the Brief drawn. up by you on behair- of,
Her Majesty's Government and. presented to the Halifax Fisheries- Commission-,
in reply tothe Brief on behalft of the Government of the-United States relative-,to
the Headland question, and in conveying to you the approvali of Her Majesty's.
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Government of the Brief in question, I take the opportunity of adding the expression
of their satisfaction with the ability and judgmient displayed by you throughout
your proceedings,

I amn, &c.
(Signed) DERBY.

No. 36.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received November 13.)

My Lord, Halifax, October 30, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to inform your Lordship that the evidence produced on

behalf of the United States before the Halifax Commission closed on the 24th
instant.

Seventy-eight witnesses, in al], have been examined, and 280 affidavits filed, on
the United States' side; and, as was the case with the testiiony on the British
side, the main part of it has been directed to the inackerel fishery, with regard to
which the United States' Counsel have sought to establish the following salient
points:-

1. That the fishing grounds principally resorted to by the United States'
fishermen in the Gulf of St. Lawrence are on the banks situated outside the three-
mile limit, and at the Magdaiene Islands, to which they had access previous to the
conclusion of the Treaty of Washington.

2. That the fishing business is at the best an unprofitable one, as regards its
net results to the owners or charterers of vessels.

A mass of statistics lias been put in evidence with a view to prove this asser-
tion, and to show that the Canadian in-shore fisheries can hardly be pursued by
United States' citizens except at a loss; whilst those on their own shore yield a
greater prospect of remunerative results.

3. That the remission of duties on Canadian fish is a great benefit to the
producer, inasnuch as the chief market for mackerel is that of the United States.

With regard to the cod and halibut fisheries, the United States' evidence goes
on to show that they are alinost exclusively carried on outside the three-mile limit,
in deep-sea vater; and, as respects herring, certain witnesses have been called to
refute the evidence brought forward on the British side as to the value to United
States' citizens of the in-shore fisheries at Grand Manan and in other parts of the
Bay of Fundy.

I inclose, for your Lordship's information, copies of the United States' evidence
and affidavits; but I do not propose in this despatch to enter into the facts and
arguments which nay be advanced in denial of the points thus sought to be estab-
lished by the United States' Counsel. These will be fully elaborated in the final
argument to be presented to the Commission on behalf of Her Majesty's Govern-
ment.

1 may, however, observe that as it has never been denied, even by the British side,
that a certain portion of the mackerel taken by United States' vessels in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence is caught outside the three-nmile limit, there could be no difBculty
in producing a considerable number of fishermen who would truthfully depose that
the majority of their successful trips had been made outside the limit of British
territorial jurisdiction.

The main fact, however, remains practically intact, viz., that without access to
the inshores it would be impossible for the general business of mackérel fishing by
United States' vessels in the Gulf of St. Lawrence to be pursued with profitable
results.

As regards the small profits, or even dead loss, alleged to be derived from
fishing operations, the evidence and statistics produced by the United States has
been of so vague a nature, wlhen Lhoroughly sifted and analyzed, that I do not
anticipate much difficulty in disposing of it in the closing argument.

Your Lordship may remember that a period of fourteen days was assigned for
British evidence in rebuttal of that brought forward by the United States ; but
after consultation vith my Counsel I do not think it will be necessary to avail
myself of more than a short portion of this time; and I have, therefore, made the
folloving arrangement vith the United States' Agent vith regard to the disposition
of the time to be occupied by the remainder of the proceedings.



The Commission now stands adjourned until Thursday, November 1; and I
have at present called one witness in rebuttal. The 1st and 2nd November I
propose to devote to further rebuttal testimony, after which the Commission will
adjourn until Wednesday, the 7th of November, when the closing arguments on
the United States' side will be commenced, and will probably last until Tuesday,
the 12th.

A further adjournment of one week will then be made for the preparation of
the final arguments on behalf of ler Majesty's Government, which will be com-
menced on Tuesday, the 20th November, and will probably be concluded on the
22nd.

Then the Case on either side will be finally closed, and the Commissioners will
at once proceed to consider their'award, unless they may express a desire to hear
further arguments in elucidation of any special points; and I trust that the deci-
sion will be given without loss of time.

I bave, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 37.

AIr. Herbert to Lord Tenterden.-(Received December 6.)

My Lord, Downing Street, December 6, 1877.
I AM directed to request that you will inform the Earl of Derby that the

Queen has been pleased, on the recommendation of the Earl of Carnarvon, to give
directions for the appointment of Francis Clare Ford, Esq., Her Majesty's Chargé
d'Affaires at Darmstadt, and lately Her Majesty's Agent before the Fisheries
Commission at Halifax, to be a member of the Third Class or Companions of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, in recognition of the
valuable services rendered by him in connection with that Commission.

The formal instrument of appointment, wiLh. the requisite insignia, will be
transmitted to him in due course.

I am, &c.
(Signed) ROBE RT G. W. HERBERT.

No. 38.

Sir A. Galt to the Earl of Derby.-(Received December 7.)

My lord, Halifax, November 24, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to state that the proceedings of the Halifax Commission were

yesterday concluded by an award in favour of Her Majesty's Government of
5,500,000 dollars in gold, rendered by M. Delfosse and myself, the American
Commissioner being dissentient.

I regret that the award could not be made unanimous, but the difference of
opinion was so great as to render it wholly impracticable, and I can only express
the hope that the result will meet the approval of Her Majesty's Government.

I should be wanting in my duty if I omitted to state in the strongest ternis my
appreciation of the manner in which the British Case has been conducted by Mr. F.
C. Ford, to whose intelligence; zeal, and tact the measure of success obtained must
be mainly attributed.

In all the proceedings Mr. Ford has been most ably supported by Mr. Albert J.
Smith, Minister of Marine and Fisheries, who has constantly attended the Commis-
sion as representing the Dominion Government, and of whom it is difficult for me to
speak in fitting terms of appreciation.

As Commissioner I have had an opportunity of observing the great value of
the services of these two gentlemen, and I most respectfully bring them under the
notice of Her Majesty's Government.

I have, &c.
(Signed) A. T. GALT.



No. 39.

Mi'. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received December 7.)

ly Lord, Halifax, November 26, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to inform your Lordship that the proceedings of the Halifx

Commission were closed on the 23rd instant, when M. Delfosse, the President, having
first expressed the thanks of the Commissioners to Mr. Foster and myself for the-
able manner in which we had conducted the proceedings, and his best wishes for the
welfare of all those who had been connected with the inquiry, read the following
award

" The Undersigned, Commissioners appointed under Articles XXI and XXIII of
the Treaty of Washington, of the Sth of May, 1871, to determine, having regard to
the privileges accorded by the citizers of the United States to the subjects of Her
Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of said Treatv, the amountof
any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be paid by the Government of
Her Britannic Majesty in return for the privileges accorded to the citizens of the
United States under Article XVIII of the said Treaty; having carefully and im-
partially examined the matters referred to them, according to justice and equity, in
conformitv with the solemn declaration made and subscribed by thern on the 15th
day of June, 1877;

" Award the sum of 5,500,000 dollars in gold to be paid by the Government of
the United States to the Government of Her Britannie Majesty, in accordance with
the provisions of the said Treaty."

This award was signed by M. Maurice Delfosse and Sir Alexander T. Galt, and-
dated Halifax, the 23rd day of November, 1877.

To this award was appended the following statement, signed by.the United
States' Commissioner -

" The United States' Commissioner is of opinion that the advantages accruing
to Great Britain under the Treaty of Washington are greater than the advantages-
conferred on the United States by said Treaty, and he cannot, therefore, concur in
the conclusions announced by his colleagues. And the American Commissioner'
deems it his duty to state further that it is questionable whether it is competent for
the Board to make an award under the Treaty except with the unanimous consent
of its members."

Mr. Foster, the United States' Agent, then addressed the Commission as
follows:-

" Gentlemen of the Commission, I have no instructions from the Government
of the United States as to the .course to be pursued in the contingency of such a
result as has just been announced. But if I were to accept in silence the paper
signed by two Commissioners, it miglt be claimed hereafter that, as Agent of the-
United States, I had acquiesced in considering it as a valid award. Againstý sueh
an inference it seems to be my duty to guard. 1, therefore, make this statement.
which I desire to have placed on the Record."

Mr. Kellogg then expressed his thanks and those of Sir A. Galt to M. Delfosse-
for the manner in which lie had fulfilled the duties of President of the Commission.

The President then announced that the Commission was adjourned sine die.
I have, &c.

(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 40.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Herbert.

Sir Foreign Office, December 10, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Derby to transmit to you, to be laid before the-

Earl of Carnarvon, the accompanying copies of despatches from Sir A..Galt and.
Mr. Ford, reporting that the proceedi ngs of the H alifax Commission were concluded
on the 23rd ultimo by an award in favour of Her Majesty's Govermnient of
5,500,000 dollars in gold, rendered by M. Delfosse and Sir A. Galt, the American
Commissioner being dissentient.*

* Nos. 38 and 39.



Sir A.:Galt bearswarm testimony-to the-zeal, intelligence,-and·tact displayed by
Mr. Ford in conducting the British'Case ; and I am also to·transmit the accompany-
ing drafts of despatches which, if Lord Carnarvon concurs, Lord Derby proposes 'to
address to those gentlemen, conveying the thanks of ier Majesty's Government to
"Sir A. Galt for his services, and expressing their high appreciation of Mr. Fords
zeal and ability as shown in his conduct of the proceedings before the Com-
mission.

i- am-further'to suggest, for Lord Carnarvon's consideration, that an approval
of Mr. Albert Smith's -services should be conveyed.to that gentleman by the Colonial
Office.

I am, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 41.

The Earl of Derby to Mr..Ford.

Sr, :Foreign Office, December 14, 1877.
I HAVE much satisfaction in acquainting you that the Queen has been

ýgraciously pleased, on the recommendation;of the Earl of Carnarvon,,to-signifyher
intention of appointing you a Member of the Third Class or Companions of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, in recognition of the
valuable services rendered by you in connection with the Fisheries Commission at
Halifax.

I have, at.the same time, much pleasure iniexpressing to you my satisfaction at
ýthis well-merited recognition of your services.

(Signed) ]DER]3Y.

No. 42.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Heibert.

Sir, Foreign Off.ce,;December 14,1877.
WITH reference to your letter of the.6th'instant, on the subject of the appoint-

ment of Mr. Ford.as a Member of the Third 'Class of.the Most'Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George, I am directed by the Earl of Derby to transniit to
you, for the information of the 'Earl of Carnarvon, copy of a letter which his
Lordship has addressed to that gentleman, acquainting him with Her Majesty's
intention of conferring-thathonour upon.him.

I am, &o.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 43.

.Mr. Ford to the.Earl ofJ)erby.--(Reeived-December]19.)

fy Lord, Foreign Office, December 17, 1877.
-IN my despatch of the 16th June last I informed your Lordship that

.Mr..Bergne had beenlappointed to act as .Secretary.to-the .Halifax Commission, and
iLhave now the honour to report that, on .the termination ,of the :proceedings, the
,thanks il the Conimissioners were.tenderedtoiim, as will,be foundin the record of
.the sevemy-seventh Conference. The President ,also ,addressed to me a letter
stating that the suin of 2,500 dollars iin gold .(or -about 5001. sterling) had -been
assigned to Mr. Bergne in recognition of the able manner in which he had fulfilled
the duties -of Secretary and Protocolist, and I have accordingly authorized him to
receive that amount.

I. hope I may be allowed, inbringing,-theseacts.toyyour-Lorsrhip'sJonomledge,
to express my sense of the valuable assistance that was rendered by Mr. Bergne



during the protracted sessions of the Halifax Commission, the labours and anxieties
of which were materially lightened by his unceasing attention, zeal, and energy;
and T cannot but- speak in the highest terms of the services he rendered to me per-
sonally in connection with the business of the Fishery Commission during the whole
period for which it has been my good fortune to have enjoyed the benefit of his
services.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 44.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received December 1 9.)

My lord, Foreign Office, December 17, 1877.
AT the close of the proceedings of the Halifax Commission, f feel I should not

be doing my duty were I not to acknîowledge in fitting terms the services of those
gentlemen at Halifax fromu whom I received the iiost valuable assistance.

I do not desire to speak of the signal services rendered by the Counsel retained
on behalf of Her Majesty's Governnent, notably those of the Honourable Mr. White-
way, Mr. S. R. Thomson, and the Honourable L. H. Davies, as I presume the able
manner in which they performed their arduous and responsible duties will be
brought to the notice of Her Majesty's Government by the Governor-General of
Canada, and by the Governor of the Colony of Newfoundland.

I w'ould beg more especially to spealk of the advantages derived througlh the
services of Mr. Edward Miall, Mr. Whitcher, and Mr. John Galt.

Mr. Miall is an English gentleman at present holding a high situation in the
Department of Internal Revenue at Ottawa, and to his uniform willingness to assist
me in every way in which his services might be made available or his talents turned
to account I wish to speak in ternis of the highest recognition. To his knowledge
of statistics and accuracy in dealing with them, I ascribe in a great degree the
success of that important part of the British Case which depended on a true and
clear exposition of figures, and I feel greatly indebted to the Canadian Governmient
for having placed that gentleman's services at my digposal.

Mr. Whitcher is the Canadian Commissioner of Fisheries. His intimate
acquaintance with the subject, and his long official experience in all matters
connected with it, proved of high value during the progress of the late inquiry.

To Mr. John Galt, son of Sir Alexander Galt, my best thanks are due for the
zealous manner in which lie offered me his services, and for the marked ability with
which lie performed such duties as I had occasion to entrust to hin.

I have, &c.
(Signed) TRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 45.

Mr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received December 19.)

My Lord, Foreign Office, December 18, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's despatch

of the 14th instant, acquainting me that the Queen had been graciously pleased, on
the recomimendation of the Earl of Carnarvon, to signify her intention of appointing
me a Mienber of the Third Class or Conpanions of the Most Distingnished Order
of St. Michael and St. George.

I beg to convey herewith to your.Lordship the high sense I entertain of the
honour that has been conferred upon me, and I am the more gratified with this mark
of distinction, as your Lordship lias been good enough to express your satisfaction
at my having received this recognition of the services I was able to render in
connection with the Fisheries Commission at Halifax.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
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No. 46.

Mr. Herbert to Lord Tenterden.-(Reccived December 22.)

Sir, Downing Street, Decenber 21, 1877.
I AM directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to acknowledge the receipt of-your

letter of the 10th instant, inclosing copies of despatches from Sir A. Galt and
Mr. Ford, reporting that the proceedings of the Halifax Fisheries Commission were
concluded on the 23rd ultimo, by an Award in favour of Her Majesty's Government'of
5,500,000 dollars, rendered by M. Delfosse and Sir A. Galt, the American Com-
missioner being dissentient.

Lord Carnarvon desires me to request that you will state to the Earl of -Derby
that his Lordship entirely concurs in the draft despatches proposed to'be addressed
.to Sir A. Galt and Mr. Ford respectively, and bis Lordship has conveyed through
the Governor-General to Mr. Albert Smith, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries of
Canada, the thanks of Her Majesty's Government for the valuable assistance
rendered by him in connection with the business of the Commission.

Sam, &c.
(Signed) 1OBEBRT G. W. lERBER.

No. 47.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. H erbert.

Sir, Foreign Office, December 22, 1877.
WITH reference to my letter of the l0th instant and to previous correspondenceè

I am directed by the Earl of Derby to transmnit to you, to be laid before the Earl o
Carnarvon, the accompanying' copy of a despatch from Mr. Ford,* bearing
testimony to the valuable assistance rendered to him by Messrs. Whiteway,
Thonison, and Davies, the Counsel retained for H er Majesty's Governrment at the
late Ha.lifax Fisheries Commission, as well as by Messrs. Miall, Whitcher; and Galt,
in the several capacities in which tliey were employed; and I am to request that in
layingthis despatch before his Lordship, you will suggest to him the advisability of
causing to be conveyed to those gentlemen the high appreciation by Her Majesty's
Government of their valuable iervices.

I amn, &c.
(Signed) TENTERDEN.

No. 48.

The Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford.

sir, Foreign Office, December 27,.1877
I HAVE received with much satisfaction your despatch of the 26th ultino,

reporting that the proceedings of the Balifax Commission were closed on the
23rd ultimo, vhen.an award was given in favour of Her Majesty's Government
of 5500,000 dollars in gold, signed by M. Delfosse and Sir H. Galt, the American
.C6mmissioner being dissentient.

It-has also given me much satisfaction to receive Sir A. Galt's testimony to th6
intelligence, zeal, and tact displayed by you iin conducting the British Case to
which7Sir A. Gàlt considers that the measure of success obtained must be mainty
attributed'; and I have-great pleasure in expressing to you the high appreciation
entertained by Her Majesty's Governnent: ovour services.

(Signed) DI4Y



No. 49.

The Earl of Derby to Sir A. Galt.

Sir Foreign Office, December 27, 1877.
I HAVE received with much satisfaction your despatch of the 24th ultimo,

*reporting that the proceedings of the Halifax Commission were concluded àn the
23rd ultimo by an award in favour of the Government of Rer Majesty of 5,500,000
dollars in gold, rendered by M. Delfosse and yourself, the American Commissioner
being dissentient; and I have great pleasure in conveying to you the thanks of thè
Queen and of ler Majesty's Government, lor your services as Commissioner.

It has also given me much satisfaction to receive your testimony to the intelli-
.gencc, zeal, and tact with which Mr. Ford has conducted the Briti«h Case, and. I
shall with great pleasure express to him the high appreciation entertained by Her
Majesty's Government of his zeal and ability, as shown by his conduct of the pro-
ceedings before the Commission.

I have conimunicated your despatch to ler Majesty's Secretary of State for the
Color.ies, who will likewise convey to Mr. Albert Smith the approval of Her Majesty's
Governnent of his services.

I am, &c.
(Signed) -DERBY.

No. 50.

The Eurl of Derby/ to Mr. Ford.

Sir, Foreign, Ofice, December 28, 1877.
I FIAVE much satisfaction in acquainting you that the Prime Minister has,

upon my recommendation, submitted your name to the Queen for a Conpanionship
of the Bath, and ler Majesty has béen 'graciously pleased to apprôve of your
.receiving that honour as a mark of Hler Majesty's approbation of the manner i
which you performed the duties of British Agent before the Fisheries Commission
at lHalifax.

I amn, &c.
(Signed) Di RiBY.

No. 51.

Lord Tenterden to Mr. Herbert.

Sir, Foreign Office, December 28, 1877.
WITH reference to my letter or the 24th instant, I am directed by the Earl of

Derby to transmit to you, to be laid before:the Earl of Carnarvon, the accompanying
copy of a despateli fron Mr. Ford,* bearing testimony to the valuable services
rendered by Mr. Bergne whilst employed in connection with the Halifax Fisheries
Commission, and stating that the suin of 2,500 dollars in gold, equivalent to about
5001. sterling, had been assigned to that gentleman by the Commissioners in recog-
nition of the able manner in which he had -performed the duties of Secretary
and Protocolist to.the Commisson, which sum Mr. Ford had authorized ,him to
accept; and I an to request that in laying these papers before Lord Carnarvon
you will infori his Lordship that Lord Derby proposes to approve Mr. Ford's
proceedings in the matter, should there be no objection thereto.

I am, &c
(Signed) TENTERDEN..

No. 52.

Mfr. Ford to the Earl of Derby.-(Received December 29.)

My Lord, -- Foreign-OfieerDecem ber 29r 1874'
IN acknowledging receipt of your Lordship's despatch of the 28th instant,

informing me that the Prime Minister had submitted my name to the Queen
0 No. 43.
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for a Companionship of the Bath, and. that Her Majesty had been graciously
pleasédý to approve of my receiving that hnour as a mark of Her Majesty's
approbation of the manner in vhich I had performed the duties of British Agent
befêre the Fisheries Commission, at Halifax, I have the honour to convey to your
Lordship the high appreciation 1 entertain of the honour that has been conferred
upon me, and the expi'ession of my most réspectful thanks for the gracions act of
Her Majesty towards me.

I have, &c.
(Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

No. 53.

Mr. Herbert to Lord Tenterden.--(Received January 7.)

Sir. Downing Street, January 5, 1878.
I. AM directed by theEarl of Carnarvon to transmit to you, to be laid before

the Earl of Derby, a copy of a despatch from the Governor of Newfoundland,
inclosing the Report of the Solicitor-General of the Island on the proceedings of the
Halifax .Fisheries Commission, together with a Minute of the Executive Council,
recording their high appreciation-of the services rendered by Mr. F. C. Ford.

Lord Derby will observe that Mr. Whiteway's Report also bears testimony to
the efficient manner in which Mr. J. H. G. Bergne discharged the duties devolving
upon him in connection with the business of the Commission.

I am,.&c.
(Signed) ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.

Inclosure 1 in No. 53.

Governor Sir J. Glover to the Rarl of. Carnârvon.

My Lord, Government House, December.13, 1877.
I HAVE the honour to inclose, for your Lordship's information,ý the

ReportCofthe Honourable the Solicitor-General-on the proceedings of the, Halifax
Fishery Commission, together -with- a Minute of. the Executive Council, recording,
their high appreciation of the services of Mr. F. C. Ford, and which my Ministers
respectfully desire may be communicated to the Foreign Office.

I have, &c.
(Signed) JOHN Il. GLOVER.

Inclsiure 2 in No. 53;

Report of Hon. Mr. WhileWay, Q. C.

Sir, St. John's, Neujfoundland, Deceiber 3, 1877.

In the Matter of the Halifax Fishery Commission under the Washington
Treaty, Sth May, 1877.

I HAVE the honour to report that, pursuant to the instructions received by me
froni you'r Excellency, I left St. John's on the 9th day of June last for Halifàx;
Nova Scotia. lJpon my arrival there I placed ,myself in communication with
Mr. Fraicis C. Ford, the agent of Her Majesty's Government.

Then Commissioners met on the 15th day of June; and having subscribed a
declaration in conformity with the 'terms of the Treaty, general rules of proceeding,
to the preparation of vhich our attention had been devoted, were adopted,' and
Counsel were nominated by, the Agents respectively of Great Britain and the United
States. I then returned to St. John's for' the purpose:of collecting -additional
testimony and securing the personal àttendance at Halifax'ofcompetentwitnesses to
sustain4the-case for Newfoundland.

Proceeding forthwith again to Halifax, I was constantly engaged in the

[6 6* - - ~ - - - -E
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discharge of the duties incumbent upon me until my return to St. John's on the
29th ultimo.

On the 23rd ultimo an award was made by the majority of the Commissioners
grauting to Great Britain the sum of 5,500,000 dollars in gold.

1 have the honour to transmit herewith a copy of the proceedings of the Com-
mission, so far as the same have been printed and handed to me.

I have requested that 50 copies of the proceedings shall be forwarded to your
Excellency as soon as they are printed.

In making'this Report, 1 desire to record my appreciation of the valuable
services rendered by Mr. Ford, as well to Her Majesty's- Govern.nent as to the
Dominion of Canada and this Island. IHis thorough knowledge of the subject,
combined with a well directed, indefatigable energy, has been brought to bear with
great judgment. To the ability vith which he has discharged the important and
delicate duties devolving upon him in the management of this case, is attributable
to a great degree, in my judgment, not only the successful result, but the harmony
wbich has peculiarly characterised this important and complicated investigation.

1 have also much pleasure in bearing testimony to the very great zeal and
efiiciency with which Mr. J. H. G. Bergne discharged the duties devolved upon him
in connection with our proceedings.

I have, &c.
(Signed) W. V. WHITEWAY, Q.C., Solicitor-General,

Neufoundland, Counsel for the British Govern-
ment, Halifax Fishery Commission.

Inclosure 3 in No. 53.

Minute of Executive Council of Newfoundland of December 12, 1877.

IN the Report of the Hon. Mr. Whiteway, Counsel for Newfoundland at tae
llalifax Fisheries Commission, to his Excellency the Governor, dated 3rd December
instant, the Executive note makes special mention of the services rendered bv
Mr. Francis Clare Ford, British Agent.

Previous knowledge of Mr. Ford, acquired during his stay in St. John's last
year, had led the Executive to anticipáte advantages of high importance from his
management of the British Colonial Case.

In the preparation of the Newfoundland portion he gave valuable aid, and
impressed the Executive in marked degree with his zeal, judgment, and ability.
This impression has been confirmed by information subsequently received of his
conduct of the proceedings before the Commission at Halifax.

The Executive have, therefore, great pleasure in being able to record their
entire concurrence in the estimate forned by Mr. Whiteway of Mr. Ford's labours,
and regard it as but ajust tribute to his merits.

(Signed) E. D. SEA, Clerk, Executive Council.

No. 54.

3r. Herbert to Lord Tenterden.-(Received January 11.)

Sir, Downing Street, Januaryu-9, 1878
I AM directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to acknowledge thé receipt of your

letter of the 24th December, inclosing a despatch received fron Mr. Ford, bearing
testiniony to the valuable assistance rendered by the Counsel for ,Her Majesty's
Govcrnnent at the late Halifax Fisheries Commission, as well as by Miessrs. Miali,
Whitcher, and Galt.

1 an desired1 to transmit to you, to be laid before the Earl of Derby, copies of
despatches wbich have been addressed upon this subject to the Goyernor-GeneraY
of Canada and to the Governor of Newfoundland.

I am, &c.
(Signed) ROBERT G. .ERIBERT.
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Inclosure 1in No. 54.

The BEarl of Carnarvon to the Earl of Duferin.

My Lord, Downing Street, Jannuir 9, 1878.
I HAVE the hondur to transmit to your Lordship a copy of'a dèspatch reeved

through the Foreign Office fi-om Mr. Ford, bearing testimony to the väluable
assistaâce rendered by the Counsel- for Her Majesty's Governinent at thetat
Halifax Fisheries' Commission, as well as by Messrs. Miall, Whitëher, and
Galt.

A communication will be addressed to the Government ofNewfoundland vît
respect to Mr. Whiteway, and as regards'the rest of the gentlemen above-iamed.

I request that you will be so good as to convey to then the high appreciation
entertained by Her Majesty's Government of their valuable services.

I have, &c.
(Signed) CARNARVON.

Inelosure 2 in No. 54.

The Earl of Carnarvon to Governor Sir J. Glover.

Sir, Downing Street, January 7, 1878.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch of the

13th December, incl.osing the Report of the Solicitor-General on the proceedings
of the Halifax Fisheries Commission, together vith a Minute of your Executive
Council, relating to the services rendered by Mr. F. 0. Ford.

I have communicated your despatch and its inclosures to the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, and-1 have to inform you that Her:Majesty's Government have
already made known to Mr. Ford the estimation in which they have held the services.
rendered by him in the conduct of the British Case.

I take this opportunity of inclosing a despatch from Mr. Ford, bearing îesti-.
mony.to the able assistance rendered by the Counsel for Her Majestys Government
who were engaged before the Commission, as well as by Messrs. Miall, Whitcher;
and Galt, and I request that you will inform Mr. Whiteway that Her Majesty's.
Government have had much pleasure in- receiving Mr. Ford's testiiony to the
ability and zeal with which he acted on the part of Newfoundland, and that you
will convey to him the high appreciation in which Hèr Majesty's Government regard.
his services.

1 ý have, &c.
(Signed) CARNARVON.

No. 55.

Mr. Malcolm to Lord Tenterden.-(Received January 16.)

Sir, • Downing Street, January 14, 1878.
I AM directe'd by the Earl of Carnarvontotransmit to you,to be laid before

the Earl ofDerby, .a. copy of a dèspatch from the Governor-General of Canada,
inclosing an Order in Council passed by the Privy Council of Canada expressive of
the deep sense entertained by the Government of the Dominion of the zeal, abilitV.
and energy with which Mr. Ford discharged his duties in connectio~ with the Ilà
Fishery Commission at Halifar,and adding his own testimony to that of his
Government in recognition of the services.reudered by Mr. Ford.-

I am also to inclose a copy of the reply, which Lord Carnarvon ha2s returned
to the Governor-General's despatch.

(Signed) W. R, MALCOLM.
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Inclosure 1 in No. 55.

The Earl of Du/'erin lò the Earl of Carnarvon.

My Lord, Government Bouse, Ottawa, December 21, 1877.
I HAVE very great pleasure in forwarding to your Lordship, under cover of

this despatch, an Order in Couneil which has just been passed by the Privy Council
of Canada, expressive of the deep sense my Government entertains of the zeal,
ability, and energy with which Mr. Francis Clare Ford has discharged his duties in
connection with the late Fishery Commission.

It is a great satisfaction to me to be able to have this opportunity of combining
my own testimony with that of my Government in recognition of this gentleman's
services. I have had ample opportunity of observing the great industry and
intelligence which he displayed in the preparation of the British Case, and these
qualities have, I have no doubt, tended in a great measure towards the satisfactory
character of the award.

.1 have, &c.
(Signed) DUFFE'RIN.

Inclosure 2 in No. 55.

The Earl of Carnarvon to the Earl of Duferin.

M1y Lord, Downing Street, Januairy 12, 1878.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your (espatch of

December 21, inclosing an Order in Council passed by the Privy Council of Canada
expressive of the deep sense ntertained by your Government of the. zeal, abilityï
and energy with which Mr. Ford discharged his'duties in connection with the late
Fisherv Commission 'at Halifax, and adding your own testimony to that of your
Government in recognition of the services rendered by Mr. Ford.

Her Majesty has already marked her appreciation of Mr. Ford's services by
conferring upon him a Conpanionship of the Bath as well as of the Order of
St. M ichael and St. George.

i am, &c.
(Signed) CARNARVON.

Inclosure 3 in No. 55.

Report of a Committee of the Ilonourable the Privy Council, approved by his Exc11eny 
the Governor-General, December 21, 1877.

THE Committee of Council have had uinder consideration the representations
of the Honourable Mr. Sinith, Minister of Muarine and Fisheries, respecting the
services of Francis Clare Ford, Esq., British Agent, before the Fishery Commission
lately sitting at Halifax. Mr. Smith, who was present during the whole time
attending to the case in behalf of the Canadian Government, states that Mr. Ford
displayed the greatest-zeal, energy, and dIevotiofn to his responsible duties in the
preparation and management of the Case.

The Committee recomnend that your Excellency should inform Her Majesty's
Imperial Government of the great satisfaction felt by the Canadian Government with
Mr. Ford's able and valuable services, and that any recognition Of such services by
Her Majesty's Government would be received with great pýeasure by the Govern-
ment of Canada.

Certified,
(Signed) H. A. HIMSWORTH,

Clerk, Privy Council.
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Mr. Herbert to Lord Tenterden.-(Received January 17.)

Sir, Downing Street, January 15, 1878.
I A1M directed by the Earl of Carnarvon to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 28th ultimo, inclosing a despatch froni Mr. Ford, bearing testimony to
the valuable services rendered by Mr. Bergne whilst employed in connection with
the 1-lalifax Fisheries Commission, and stating that he had .authorized Mr. Bergne
to accept the sum of 2,500 dollars in gold assigned to that gentleman by the
Comnissioners in recognition of the.able manner iin which he had performed the
duties of Secretary and Protocolist.

Lord Carnarvon.desires me to request that you will infrorm the Earl of Derby
that lie concurs in the proposed approval of Mr. Ford's proceedings in this matter,
and his Lordship desires me to add that lie has observed with much pleasure the
high terms of approval· in which Mr. Ford speaks of the services rendered by
Mr. Bergne.

I1 amn, &c.
(Signed) IROBiRT G. W. HERBERT.

No. 57.

The Earl of Derby to Mr. Ford.

Foreign Offce, January 28, 1878.
J REFERRED to Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonies your

despatch of the 17th ultimo, bearing testinony to the valuable services rendered
by Mr. Bergne whilst employed in connection with the Halifax Fisheries Com-
mission, and stating that you had authorized that gentleman to accept the sun
of 2,500 dollars in gold, assigned to him by the Commnissioners, in recognition of
the able inanner in which he had discharged the duties of Secretary and Protocolist
to the Commission ; and I have to state to you that your proceedings in the matter
are approved.
. 1. have to.add that Lord Carnarvon lias observed with much pleasure the high
term, of approval in which you speak of Mr. Bergne's services.

Iam, &c.
(Signed) 'DERBY.

No. 58.

Mr. Malcolm to Lord Tenterden.-(Received February 6.)

Sir, Downing Sireet, February 4, 1878.
WITR reference to your letter of the 1 Oth December, and to the reply from this

Department of the 21st. of.the sanie month, I amn directed by the Secretary of State
for the Colonies to trànsmit to you, for 'the informuatio'n of the Earl of Derby, a copy
of a despatch- from the Governor-General of 'Canada, inclosing a l'ette'r from
Mr. Albei t J. Smith, Minister of Marine and Fisheries of the Dominion, acknow-
ledging the intimatio which has benconveyed tô him of the- appreciation enter-
tained by fHer Majesty's Government of his services in connection.wvith the business
of the Halifax Fisheries Commission.

I arn; &c.
(Signed) W. R. MAMCOLM.

Inclosure 1 in No; 58.

The Earl of Dufferin Io the Earl of Carnarvon.

My Lord; Ottawa, January 14, 1878.
I HAVE the honour-.to-inform you-oti rdship that in' accordance with the

instructions contained in your Lordship's despatch of the 27th 'ultimo, I



conveyed to Mr. Albert J. Smith an expression of the high appreciation entertained
by Rer M'ajesty's Government of the services rendered by him in connection with
the business of the Halifax Fishery Commission, and their thanks for his co-opera-
tion and nost valuable assistance. I have the honour now to transmit herewith to
your Lordship, a copy of a letter from Mr. Smith acknowledging the receipt of my
communication.

I have, &e.
(Signed) DUFERIN.

Inclosure 2 in No. 58.

The Hon. A. J. Smith to the Earl of Dufferin.

My Lord, Marine and Fisheries Department, Ottawa, January 12, 1878.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the Sth instant,

in wice ou say that you have been instructed by the Earl of Carnarvon to coin-
municate to me the expression of the high appreciation entertained by Her Majesty's
Governnent of the services rendered by me in connection with the business of the
Halifax Fishery Commission, and their thanks for my co-operation and valuable
assistance.

I have to thank your Excellency for this communication, and to request that
yoti wil! inform Lord Carnarvon that i have experienced much pleasure by the
assurance that my services in connection with the Halifax Commission have been
appreciated by Her Majesty's Government.

I have, &c.
(Signed) A. J. SMIfTH.

No. 59.

Mr. Herbert to Lord Tenterden.-(Received M1ay 31.)

My Lord. Downing Street, May 30, 1878.
I AM\1 directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transmit to you,

for the information of the Marquis of Salisbury, a copy ofthe despatch Sir Michael
Hicks Beach has addressed to Lord Dufferin, informing him that the Queen had
conferred upon Sir A. Galt the dignity of Grand Cross, and upon Mr. Albert Smith
that of Knight Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George, for their
services in connection with the Halifax Fisheries Commission.

. I am, &c.
(Signed) ROBERT. G:. W. HERBERT.

Inclosure in No. 59.

Sir 31. Hicks Beach to the Earl of Duferin.

My Lord, Downing Street, May 25, 1878.
. AS you have been informed in a separate communication, the Queen has been
pleased io confer upon Sir Alexander Galt. K.C.M.G., the dignity of Grand Cross
of the Order of St. Michael and St. George, and upon Mr. Albert Smith that of
Knight Commander of the same Order.

I had mnuch satisfaction in bringing under the special notice of Her Majesty
the valuable assistance rendered by these gentlemen to the Imperial Government
and to that of the Dominion in connection with the Halifax Fisheries Commission ;
and I feel confident that the manner in which Her Majesty has been pleased
to recogniize their services wili be highly appreciated by their fellow-subjects
in Canada.

l have, &c.
(Signed) E. M. HICKS BEACH.

t t.



No. 60.

PROTOCOIS.
Protocol No. 1.

Record of the Proceedings of the Commission appointed under Articles XXII and
XXIII of the Treaty of Washington, of the 8th May, 1871, at the first
Conference held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 15th day of June, 1877:-

THE Conference was convened at the Legislative Council Chamber, at
Halifax, in accordance with an arrangement previously made between the' three
Commissioners.

The Commissioners who were present and produced their respective powers,
which were examined and found to be in good and due form, were:

His Excellency M. Maurice Delfosse, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, at Washington, named
by the Ambassador at London of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Austria-
Hungary;

The Hon. Ensign H. Kellogg, named by the President of the United States;
and

Sir Alexander T. Galt, K.C.M.G., named by Her Britannic Majesty.

The Hon. Dwight Foster attended the Conference as Agent of the United
States, and Francis Clare Ford, Esq., attended as Agent of Her Britannic Majesty.

The Hon. Ensign H. Kellogg then proposed that M. Delfosse should preside over
the labours of the Commission ; and

M. Delfosse, having expressed his acknowledgments, assumed the Presidency.

Sir A. T. Galt then requested M. Delfosse to name some suitable person to act
as Secretary of the Commission. M. Delfosse named J. H. G. Bergne, Esq., of the
Foreign Office, London, who accepted the position.

The Commissioners thereupon proceeded to make and subscribe the following
solemn Declaration, which was read by the Secretary and signed in duplicate by
each of the Commissioners:-

The Undersigned, namely: His Excellency M. Maurice Delfosse, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of the
Belgians at Washington, &c., &c., &c., appointed by the Ambassador in London of
His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Austria-Hungary;

The Honourable Ensign H. Kellogg, &cii &c., &c., appointed by the President
of the United States; and Sir Alexander. Tilloch -Galt, K.C.M.Gs. &c., &c., &c.,
appointed hy Her Britannie Majesty, having met at Halifax as Commissioners
under Article XXII of the Treaty of Washington of the Sth May, 1871, to determine,
having regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to the subjects of
Her Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles' XIX and XXI of the said Treaty, the
amount of any compensation which, in our opinion, ought to be ,paid by the Govern-
ment of the United States to the Government of Her Britannie Majesty, in return
for the privileges accorded to the citizens of the.United States, under Article XVIII
of the said Treaty, do hereby solemnly declare that we will impartially and care-
fully examine and decide the matters'referred to us to the best of our judgment, and
according to justice and equity.

In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names, this 15th day of
June, 1877.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE.
E. H. KELLOGG.
A. T. GALT.
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Mr. Ford then produced his commission as Agent of ler Britannic Majesty,
which was found to be in due form. Mr. Foster also produced his commission as
Agent of the United States, which was likewise found to be in due form.

Mr. Foster then produced a draft of Rules proposed for the procedure of the
Commission, which had been submitted to him by Mr. Ford. To these, he said,
that in the main he agreed, but took exception to certain of them which contern-
plated the appearance of Counsel on either side, as vell as the accredited Agents.
Re submitted to the Commissioners that no person other than the Agent, on either
side, should be permitted to address the Court.

Mr. Ford objected to this view, and contended that Counsel should be permitted
to address the Court.

Mr. Foster, in reply, gave his reasons for maintaining his contention.
The Commissioners thereupon retired to deliberate, and on their return

M. Delfosse·announced the following decision:
"l The Commissioners having considered the statements-made by the Agents of

the respective Governments, decide: That each Agent may be heard personally or
by Counsel, but in the case of the British Agent lie shall be limited to five, as repre-
senting the maritime provinces on the Atlantic coast of British North America;
and in the case of the Agent of .the United States, he shall be allowed a siniiar
number."

Mr. Ford then stated that,,he desired to raise an important:point,viz., whether
ex parte aflidavits should be admitted as written testimony, uinder the terms, of
Article XXIV of- the Treaty of Washington. .He contended that such ex parte
affidavits should..not be admissible before.the Commission.

Mr. Foster, on the other hand, contended that such ex parte aflidavits should be
admitted as written testimony, the Commissioners being left to attach to them such
value as they might think.fit.

1r. S. R. Thomson, on the part of Great Britain, maintained the views
expressed by Mr. Ford on this point.

The Commissioners then retired to deliberate, and, on their return, M. Delfosse
announced that the Commissioners had decided that affidavits should;be admitted.

The, Comnmissioners then again retired..for deliberation, and, on their return,
M. Dellosse stated that .the following rules .had been adopted for the procedure of
the Court; and directed them to be read by the Secretary:-

Rules for the Procedure of the Halifax' Commission.

1. When the Commissioners shall bave completed all necessary preliminary
arrangements, the British Agent shall,!present.a copy of the "Case" of Her
Majesty s Government to each of .the Commissioners, and duplicate copies to the
United States' Agent.

2. The Court shall thereupon adjourn for a period of six weeks, on the expira-
tion of one half of which period the United States' Agent shall deliver to the
Secretarv of, the Commission fat least 'twelve copies of the Counter Case of the
Uited States' Government.

The British Agentshall, three'days ibefore the meeting of the Court after ·such
adjournment, deliver to the Secretary of the Commission at, least twelve copies of
the -Replv of, Her Majesty's Government.

3.' The evidence.brought forward insupport of the:British '.Case" must be closed
within a.period of six -weeks after the case shall have been. opened by the British
Counsel unless a further-time be allowed by the Commissioners on-application.

The evidence ýbrought forward in support of ;the United States' Counter 'Case
-must be.closed -withina-similar period after ;the opening of the United, States' case
in -answer, .unless a ,further time ,,be allowed by the Commissioners: on ,application.
A period:ofofourteenýdays shall then ;he.-allowed 'for the' evidence ln' reply onthe
British side, unlessafurther :ti-me.be allowed'bythe Commissioners on application.

-;But as -solnias the evidence i n:support of the British case is closed, that in support
,of the UnitedStates'-shall'be commencedgand as soon as that, is closed, the evidence
in reply shal be commenced. After which argumentstshall be délivered on the part
of the Ujnited States.inýwriting within a period oftendays,-unless atfurther time
be allowed by the Commissioners on application; -and arguments in closing on the
British side.shallibe dèlivered in, writing within a further period of ten days unless
a further time be allowed by the Commissioners on application. Then the case on
either side shall be considered as finally closed, unless the Commissioners shall



direct further arguments upon special points; the, British Government having in
such case the right of general reply, and the Commissioners shall at once proceed
to consider their award. The periods thus allowed for hearing the evidence shail-
be without counting any. days of adjournment that may be ordered by the Coin-
Missioners.

4: The- Commissioners shall meet from day to day at the place appointed unless
otherwise adjourned

5. The Secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings -of the Commission
upon each day of its session, which shall be read at -the next meeting, and signed,
after approval, by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and the Agents.

6. The Secretary shall keep a notice book, in which entries may be made by
the Agent or Counsel for either Governient, and all entries in such book shall be
due notice to the opposing Agent or Counsel.

7. The Minutes of proceedings and evidence shall be kept in duplicate, one of
which will be delivered to the -Agent, of :each Government at the -close of thel
proceedings.

8. One Counsel only shall be a.1lowed to examine a witness, and one Counsel
only to cross-examine the saine witnessý unless: otherwise: allowed by the Commis-
sioners. -

9. The oral evidence shall be certified by the reporters- takingthe-same.
10.JThe Secretary will have charge of all the books and papers of the Commission,

and no-papers shall be withdrawn froin the files:or taken from theoffice without an
order : of the Commission.:- The. Agent or Cou nsel on either side- -shall, however, be
allowed access to suchibooks-and-papers:for purposes-of-reference, and at theclose
of the proceedings books and papers filed shall be returned to the respective parties,
who may:have produced them.

11. All witnesses shall be examined on oath or solemn affirmation, and ex parte
affidavits are to be admitted.

12.ý.The award shall be made out in duplicate, and copy be--piesented to: the
respective Agents of the two Governments.

13. The Commissioners:shall have power to alter, amend,tadd to; suspend,;or
annul any of the foregoing Rules, as may seemto them expedient during the-course
of the proceedings.

Mr. Ford then proceeded to name the British Counsel, as follows,:-
Joseph Doutre,-Esqi, Q.C., of Montreal.-
S. R.-Thompson, Esq., Q.C.,of'St. John,-New Brunswick.
Hon. W. V. Whiteway, Q.C., of St. John's, Newfoundland.
Hon. Louis H.Davies,-of Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; and
R. L. Weatherbe, Esq., Q.C., of Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Mr. Foster stated that he would request permission to nanie the Counsel on'the
part of the United States, after such adjournment :as,-might be decidedion aftër the
presentation of the .- Case" of Her Majesty's Government;, which request was
acceded to bÿ the Cdmmissioners.

Mr. Ford then presented to each of the Commissioners a c9py of the." Case', of
Her Majesty's Government, and duplicate copies to the United States' Agent,
accompanied by a list f the documents to be filed with- the Secretary'in support'of
the "'Case.""(Sée Appendia A.)

The Commission thereupon adjourned until next "day, the' sixteenth June; at
noon.

(Signed),, MAURICE DELFOSS: (Sig'ned) FRANCIS CtA1tE OJILD
EHi KET- xE aGG., DWIGr riOSTER
A T. GALTI

J. I. G. BERGNE.

Protocol Ko. 2.-

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission ,at the Second Conference,
heldàt Hålifax, Nova Seia the 16tfrda fJune87

The Conference was held pursuant to adjournment.
The three Commissioners, andLthe-x Agents :of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
[636] F 2



The President having directed the Secretary to read the records of the last
Conference, these were approved and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

The Commission was thereupon adjourned until Saturday, the 28th day of July,
at 11 A.m.

(Signed) MAIIRICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. Hl. G. BERGNE

Protocol No. 3.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission at the Third Conference,
held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 28th day of July, 1877.

The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
The Secretary reported that, during the adjournment, the United States' Agent

had, in compliance with the Second Rule adopted for the procedure of.the Commis-
sion, delivered to him twelve copies of the "Answer on behalf of the United
States of America to the Case of Her Britannic Majesty's Government." (Appen-
dix B.)

This " Answer " was accompanied by a " Brief for the United States upon the
question of the extent and limits of the inshore fisheries and territorial waters on
the Atlantic coast of British North America." (Appendix C.)

Copies of both doeuments were forwarded by the Secretary on Monday, the 9th
July, to each of the Commissioners.

In conformity vith the same Rule, the British Agent had delivered to the Secre.
tary twelve copies of the "Reply on behalf of Her Britannic Majesty's Government
to the Answer of the United States of America." (Appendix D.)

A copy of this document was forwarded by the Secretary to each of the Com-
missioners on the 26th day of July.

The Secretary, by direction of the President, then read the records of the last
Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. Foster then proceeded to nane the Counsel retained on behalf of the United
States, as follows :-

Hon. William H. Trescot, of Washington; and
Richard H. Dana, Esq., Junr., of Boston.

Mr. Foster added that lie might possibly, although not probably, name others
at a later day.

The Secretary then inforined the President that, subject to the approval of
the Commissioners, the services of Mr. George B. Bradley and of Mr. John A.
Lumsden had been secured as Stenographic Reporters of the proceedings of the
Commission. The Commissioners were pleased to express their approval.

The President next requested the Secretary to record the fact that the proceedings
of the Commission would be of a strictly private character.

Mr. Ford then proposed that the sittings of the Commission should, unless
otherwise ordered, be held daily, from noon to 4 P.m., Saturdays and Sundays
excepted.

Mr. Foster concurred in the proposed arrangement, which was agreed to by
the Commissioners, on the understanding that, if time were found ýto press, the hours
of the daily sittings should be lengthened.

The Commission then adjourned until Monday, the 30th July, at noon.
(Signed) MAURICE DELPOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. Il. G. BERGNE.



Protocol No. 4.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission at the Fourth Conference,
held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 30th day of July, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Foster then requested permission to introduce Mr. J. S. D. Thomson, of
Halifax, and Mr. Alfred Foster, of Boston, who would attend the Commission to
perform such duties on behalf of the United States as might be assigned to them.
He added that Mr. Henry A. Blood, of Washington, would also attend to render
clerical assistance.

Mr. S. R. Thomson, rising to open the Case of Her Britannie Majesty's
Government, stated that he proposed to commence by reading the printed "Case"
submitted to the Comnimissioners on behalf of Her Britannic Majesty's Govern-
ment.

This he proceeded to do, and the documents therein referred to were read in
due order by the Secretary. .These will be found in a collective form in Appendix E.

Mr. Foster then proceeded to read the " Answer on behalf of the United States
of America to the Case of Her Britannic Majesty's Government," printed copies of
which had already been submitted to the Commissioners. He stated, however, that
such reading formed no part of his opening, in course of viich he proposed to quote
extracts from the " Answer."

The reading of the " Answer " was unfinished at 4 P.m., when the Commission
adjourned till next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE TORD.
E. 1H. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BEGE.

Protocol No. 5.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Fifth Conference,
held atHalifax, Nova Scotia, on the 31st day of July, 1877.

The Conference met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

The Secretary next read an entry which had, been made in the notice book by
the United States' Agent, requesting the production of certain documents.

Mr. Foster then continued the reading of the " Answer on behalf of the United
States of America to the Case of Her Britannie Majesty's Government,' on the con-
clusion of which Mr. S. R. Thomson read " The Reply on behalf of Her Britannic
Majesty's Govern ment to the Answer of theUitiid States of America."

The Secretary read in due order " TheInstructions to Her Majesty's High
Commissioners, and Protocols of Conferences held at Washington between the 27th
February and the :6th May, 1871, so far as this paper relates to the 'Fisheries."
(No. 15, Appendiz E.)

Mr. S. R. Thomson, on concluding the readiig of the "Reply," åaid that the
"Case of Her Majesty's-Government," the "Answer of the-United States," and the
"«Reply of Her Majesty's~Government " having now béen read,he would leave the
case, as brought out in, evidence, in the hands of the Cormissioners, who, he was
confident, would carefully and impartially decide upon it. By arriving 'at a"fair



and equitablc decision, they vould remove a source of irritation between Great
Britain and the United States, and earn a lasting title to the gratitude of two great
and friendly nations.

The Commission then proceeded to take evidence in support of the " Case of
Her Britannic Majesty's Government."

Simon Chivirie, a fisherman, residing at Souris, Prince Edward Island, was
called,.and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry. (No. 1,
Appendix F.)

The Commission adjourned at 4 r.i. until the following day, at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELTOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE TORD.
E. I. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
-A T. GALT.

J. H. G. BElGN.

Protocol No. 25.

Record of the proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Twenty-fifth
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 28th day of August, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, vhich were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the· Secretary,
and the Agents.

M1r. William Mfacdonnell, of Argyll, Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia, a trader
and formerly a fisherman, was called, and gave evidence -on oath 'on matters
connected with the inquiry. (No. 45, Appendix P.)

The witness vas examined by Mr. Davies, and cross-examined by Mr. Dana.

3fr. Tohn Holliday, of the City of Quebec, a partner in the firm of A. Fraser
and Co., fish merchants, was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected
with the inquiry. (No. 46, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. S. R. Thomson, and cross-examined by
Mr. Foster.

Mr. DJavies then read affidavits made relative to the present inquiry by the
follow«ing persons:

Mr. Philip L. Montais, of Arichat. (No. 129, Appendix G.)
Mr. Christopher Smyth, of Port Hood. (No. 130, Appendix G.)
M r. John Ingham Brand, of Pubnico. (No. 131, Appendix.:G.)
Mr. Edward Hlirtle, of Lunenburg ,Town. (No. 132, Appendix G.)
Mr. Rufus Riser, of Rose Bay, County of Lunenburg. (No. 133, 4ppendix G.)
Mr. John M Horien, of Port Medway. (No. 134, Appendix G.)
Mr. John Smeltzer, of Lùnenburg.Town. (No. 135, Appendix G.)
\Ir. Elias. Richards, of Getson's Cove, County of Lunenburg.. (No. 136,

Appendix G.)
Mr. James Getson, of Getson's Cove, County of Lunenburg.. (No. 137,.

Appendix G.)
Mr. James. Publicover,, of New, Dublin, County of Lunenburg. (No. 138y

Appendix G.)
Mr. Donald McDonald, of Main-à-Dieu, Cape Breton. (No. 139, Appendix G.)
Mr. John Bagnall, of Gabarus, Cape Breton. (No. 140, Appendix G.)
Mr. Peter Bosdet, of3West Arichat, Nova Scotia. (No. 141, Appendix G.)
Mr. James Marnmean, of Ariebat, Nova Scotia. .(No. 142, Appendix G.)
21r' David.Grouchy, of Descousse, Nova Scotia... (No, 143,.Appendix G.)
Mr. Isidore Leblanc,of .Arichat, Nova Scotia.. (No. 144, Appendix.G.)
M r. Bryan Murphy, of .Port Hood. (No-145, appendixcG.),
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Mr. Simon Ferris, of West Arichat, NovaScotia. (No. 146,,Appendix-G.)
Mr. William' Creighton,-of'West 'Arichat.,Novai Scotia. (No. 147, Appendîx G.)
Mr. Isaac Levesconte, of Arichat,'Nova Scotia. (No. 148, Appendix G.)
Mr. William Wentzel,ý of Moose Harbour. (No. 149, Appendix G.)
Mr. Pardon Gardner, of 'Port Mouton. (No. 150, Appendix G.)
Mr. George McLeod,,of Brooklyun Queen'sCounty. (No. 151, Appendix G.)
Mr. John"Lloyd, of Port Mouton. (No. 152, Appendix G.)
Mr. J. McDonald, of Port Jollie, Queen's County. (No. 153, Appendix G.)
Mr. William Frehel, of Arichat. (No. 154, Appendix G.)
Mr. Philip Diggdon, of Port Medway. (No. 155, Appendix G.ì
Mr. Michael McDonald, -of -Whitehaven, County of Guysboro. (No. 156,

Appendix G.)
Mr. George Murphy, of Port Hood. (No. 157, Appendix G.)
Mr. James Phelan, of Arichat, Nova Scotia. (No. 158, Appendix G.)

Mr.Trescot then stated that he desired tormnke-amotion for the consideration
of the Commissioners, which he read in the following terms:-
"Mr' President andi Gentlemen of the- Commission,

" As the time is now approaching when the ýevidence :in support of the British
ýcase will be!closed, and we will -berequired ,to open :the-.testimonyin behalf of the
'United States,'we would ask ileave to make a:slight change ýin the orcder of our pro-
ceeding as it has been at present arranged.

"According.to the present arrangement it will be our duty to open our case ii
advance of the testimony, by laying before you the general scheme 'of our argument,
and indicating the points upon which evidence vill be submitted..n its support.

"The.character of the testimony which has been now submitted in.support of the
British~Case, and the tenor of that which we will offer (as may be inferred from the
evidence of the two witnesses whom we were allowed to examine out of order) have
impressed us with etheconviction:that a practical discussion of the:real issues will be
more"certainlysecired, and the time:and patience of ;the 'Commission-will be more
wisely>economised,if'wea-reallowed to submit such viewsjas it.may be our duty to

ýmaintain at the close,instead of-in advance,-of the examination-of witnesses.
As'weunderstand the'wish ofbothGovernments to.be:that'the whole discus-

sion hall be tas-'frank and full as possibleit has occurred ,to us·that yonamight be
disposed to allowkius to adopt such'a-n arrangement:as would, in our judgment, best
enable us to lay before you a complete presentmentrof-the opinions of' the Govern-
ment we represent. ,And!1wetfeelUmore assurediin'that -opinion,-as this:privilege
'deprives Counsel on theýotherýside of'no :advantage which they now possess. For
beside the rightito replyý to the printed. Argument, which theymow:have, we would

Lof ,course! expect that ýthey Nwould alsoý be. aIlowed ithe: right:of oral:,reply,'if they
desiredto exercise it.

":,9An-openjing speech' is mot.necessary,:as-theCounsel 'for the other side have
shown,but-it woüld 'be obviously improper'.to submit this7case %vithout a careful
review of the testimony which will have been offered on both sides. And this'can
be done with more convenience and thoroughness by>an -oral speech than by a written
argument. To say 'àllthat:it.may 'be!our duty.to -say. in a printed argument would
be impossible without swelling it:into a volume-of unreadable proportions.

" It is our purpose to -make the' printe 'dArgument aicomplete but concisetsum-
"mary of the icontention-a clear:statemeiit lofethe:principles involved, and the autho-
Jrities referred to, accompaniedby 'an:analysis-of' theeeading facts of' the: testimony.
.JThis weican do, soas' toimake;it aneicientuhelp to you:in'yourowni examination

ôfathe caseif we areinoncompelled tc'overload it with alLthe discussion'which the
evidence and the case itself suggest, but which we couldýîsufficiently dispose of in
Or al argument.

We would therefore requesti permission soto distribute the argument on jour
,,,side.,as ito..have.the opportunity of submitting.our ,views orally upon full..comparison

ofall,the>testimonytaken. Itis no small inducement' tomake this request that
we believe that upon the close of the testimony we ,will. be.able to dispense with

.. much.agumentwhich.we can ;scarcelyavoid in the ,present imperfect condition of
the testimony.

Respectfully,

"WM. HEN.RY TRESCOT, J



Mr. Foster supported the application.
Mr. Doutre stated that the -matter should receive consideration, and requested

permission to defer giving a definite answer until the next meeting.

The Commission then adjourned till the following day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DEL-FOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARIE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGHIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. EEGNE.

Protocol No. 26.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Twenty-Sixth Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 29th day of August, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mir. James A. Tory, of Guysborough, Nova Scotia, Customs Officer, and formerly
a fisherman, was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the
inquiry. (No. 47, Appendix F.)

The witness was exaniined by Mr. Weatherbe, and cross-examined by
Mr. Dana.

Mr. S. R. Thomson then rose to reply to the motion made at the last Conference
by Mr. Trescot. He stated that the British Agent was willing to consent to the
following arrangement with regard to the point in question, namely, that if the
United States' Counsel desired to make oral arguments in closing, these must be
submitted simultaneously with the vritten arguments on the United States' side,
required by the rules adopted for the procedure of the Commission; after which it
should be competent for the British side to reply, both orally and in writing, if both
methods of reply were desired by thern.

Mr. Trescot, in reply, said that the proposal of Mr. Thomson did not meet the
approval of the Counsel of the United States, inasmuch as the object of their motion
was to have the oral reply of the British Counsel to their oral arguments;. then to
file the United States' printed argument, leaving to the British Counsel their right
of final printed reply to the printed Argument of the United States. What they
desired was a full statement of the case as regarded by the British Counsel, and
Mr. Thomson's proposal did not accomplish that, which they deemed a. fair
request.

M-r. S. R. Thomson replied, and Mr. Dana, Mr. Foster, and Mr. Doutre subse-
quently addressed the Commissioners. (See No. 2, Appendix No. J.)

At the conclusion of the debate, Mr. Trescot handed in the following amend-
ment, which he proposed should be made in Rule III

"Ordered by the Commissioners that the third paragraph of the IlIrd Rule
shall be amended, by inserting after the words ' The evidence in reply shall be com-
menced," the following :-" When the whole evidence is concluded, either side may,
if desirous of doing so, address the Commissioners orally, the British Government
having the right of reply."

The President then announced that the Commissioners would take the matter
into consideration, and give an early decision upon it.

Mr. Robert M1acDougall, of Port Hood, High Sheriff of the county of Inverness,
in Cape Breton, was next called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected
with the inquiry. (No. 48, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Weatherbe, and cross -examined by
Mr. Foster.

Mr. Weatherbe then read affidavits made relative to the present inquiry by the
following persons



Mr. J. E. Robinson, of Griffin's Cove, Province of Quebec. (No. 159, Appen-
dix G.>

Mr. Daniel West, of Grand Grève, Province of Quebec. (No.; 160, Appen-
dix G.)

Mr. Michael Mclnnes, of Port Daniel, Province of Quebec. (No. 161, Appen-
dix G.)

The Commission adjourned at 4 r.x. until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELIOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. l. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 29.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Twenty-ninth Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 1st day of September, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, pursuant to adjournment.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

The President then read the following decision:
" The Comissioners having considered the motion submitted by Messrs. Dana

and Trescot, decided that-
" Having due regard to the right of Her Majesty's Government to the general

and final reply, the Commissioners cannot modify the Rules in such a manner as
might impair or diminish such right. Each party will, however, within the period
fixed by the Rules, be allowed to offer its concluding argument, either orally or in
writing; and if orally, it may be accompanied by a written résumé or summary
thereof, for the convenience of the Commissioners, such résumé or summary being
furnished within the said period.

"Mr. Kellogg dissenting."
Mr. Foster then read the following notice of motion:
"The Counsel and Agent of the United States move the Honourable Commis-

sioners to rule and declare that-
"It is not competent for this Commission to award any compensation for com-

mercial intercourse betveen the two countries, and that the advantages resulting
from the practice of .purchasing bait, ice, supplies, &c., &c., and from being allowed
to transship cargoes in British waters, do not constitute good foundation for an
award of compensation; and shall-be wholly excluded from the consideration of this
Tribunal."

The Commission then adjourned until Monday, the 3rd September, at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELT11OSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 30.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Thirtieth Conference,
held at Haifax, Nova Scotia, on the 3rd day of September, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, pdrsuant to adjournment.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present. - t

By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Con
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ference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Ford then presented to the Commissioners, and to the Agent of the United
States, copies of the " Brief on behalf of Her Majesty's Government" in Reply to
the cBrief for the United States upon the question of the extent and limits
of the inshore fisheries and territorial waters on the Atlantic Coast of British
North Aimerica." (Appendix K.)

Mr. Doutre next read aflidavits made relative to the present inquiry by the
following persons:-

(Here follows a list of 47 deponents.)

The Commission adjourned until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MA.URICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. . KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BFRGCNE.

Protocol No. 32.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Thirty-second Con-
ference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 5th day of September, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Conimissi6ners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read records of the last Con-

ference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Foster read the notice of motion which had been filed by him at the
Conference of the 1st of Septemnber (see Protocol No. 29), and supported the
application made thercin on behalf of the United States.

Mr. S. R. Thomson, Mr. Doutre, Mr. Weatherbe, and Mr. Whiteway, answered
on behalf of Her Majesty's Government. Mr. Trescot and Mr. Dana replied. (No. 3,
Appendix J.)

The Commission then adjourned at 4 P.m. till the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. HR. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. 1. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 33.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Thirty-third Con-
ference, held at 1-lalifax, Nova Scotia, on the 6th day of September, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The-three Commissiôners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. Foster read certain documents relative to the liabilitv to confiscatioi
of United States' vessels for obtaining supplies, trans-shipping cargoes,&c. (No.3,
Appendix J.)

The matter was discussed by Mr. Foster, Mr. S. R. Thomson, and
Mr. Weatherbe.

Mr. Dana then resumed his speech left unfinished at the close of the proceedings
of the previons day.



The Commission then retired to deliberate, and on their return, the President
read the following decision:

" The Commission having considered the motion submitted by the Agent of the
United States, at the Conference held on, the lst instant, decide:

"That it is not within the competence of this Tribunal to award compensation
for commercial intercourse between the two countries, nor for the purchasing of
bait, ice, supplies, &c., &c., nor for the permission to trans-ship cargoes in British
waters."

Sir Alexander Galt stated the reasons which had induced him to acquiesce in
this decision, which was unanimous. (See No. 3, Appendix J.)

Mr. Marshal Paquet, of Souris, Prince Edward Island, a farmer and fisherman,
was next called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry.
(No. 55, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies, and cross-examined by Mr. Foster.

Mr. Barnaby McLsaac, or East Point, Prince Edward Island, a farmer and
fisherman, was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the
inquiry. (No. 56, Appendix F.

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies, and cross-examined by Mr. Dana.

Mr. Joseph Tierney, of Souris, Prince Edward' island, a master mariner and
fisherman, was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the
inquiry. (No. 57, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies, and cross-examined by Mr. Foster.

Mr. James McPhee, of East Point, Prince Edward Island, a farmer and fisherman,
was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry.
ýNo. 58, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies. No cross-examination was desired.

Mr. Whiteway read an affidavit made relative to the present inquiry by Mr. J.
O. Fraser. (No. 274, Appendix G.)

Mr. Whiteway also handed in a.certified copy of a despatch from the Earl of
Kimberley to Governor Hill, dated the 7th July, 1871, relative to the admission
of United States' fishermen to Newfoundland waters. (Appendix N.)

Mr. John MacDonald, of East Point, Prince Edward Island, a farmer and
formerly a fisherman, was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected
with the inquiry. (No. 59, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies. No cross-examination was desired

The Commission adjourned at 5 P.m. till the next day at noon.

(Signed) MATJRICE -DELIOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE TORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. HE. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 36.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Thirty-sixth
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 18th day of September, 1877.

The Commission met at noop, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By dirédtion of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, which vere approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. William i. Harrington, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, a commission 'and fish
agent, was called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected-with the inquiry
{No. 78, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies, and cross-examined by Mr. Dana
Mr. John Purney, of Sandy Point, Sheburne, Nova. Scotia, a fish merchan, was
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next called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected vith the inquiry.
(lNo. 79, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. S. R. Thomson, and cross-examined by
Mr. Dana.

Mr. Robert G. Noble, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, a commission and fish agent, was
called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry. (No. 80,
Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies, and cross-examined by Mr. Dana.

Mr. James Barry, of the Custoins Department, at Ottawa, was called, and gave
evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry. (No. SI, Appendix F.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Davies.

Mr. Davies then read affidavits made relative to the present iiquiry by the
following persons:-

(lere follows a list of 18 deponents.)

This closed the Case of Her Majesty's Government, with the exception of a
few witnesses, cxpectcd at a later date, permission to examine whom, during the
course of the United States' evidence, was asked and obtained.

The Commission adjourned at 3-30 r.Ni. until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELTOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. EERGNE.

Protocol No. 37.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Thirty-seventh
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 19th day of September, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last-

Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. Foster, in commencing the Case of the United States, stated that he did not
propose to make any formal opening, but that before proceeding to examining
witnesses, he would hand in certain statistical documents relating to the fisheries,
and the trade in fish between the United States and British North America.

These statistics were accompanied by an affidavit as to their correctness, by
the compiler, Mr. Hamilton Andrews Hill, of Boston. (Appendix 0.)

Mr. David Ingersoll, of Gloucester, Massachusetts, a fisherman, was then
called, and gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry. (No. 4,
Appendix L.)

The witness was exammed by Mr. Foster, and cross-examined by Mr. S. R.
Thomson.

Mr. Nathaniel E. Attwood, of Provincetown, Massachusetts, a manufacturer and
dealer in cod-liver oil, and formerly a fisherman, was called, and gave evidence on
oath on matters connected with the inquiry. (No. 5, Appendix L.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Foster.

The Commission adjourned at 4 r.m. until next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELKOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BERGNE.



Protocol No. 63.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Sixty-third Conference,
held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 24th day of October, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Se(. y read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by he Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Pitz J. Babson, Collector of Customs at Gloucester, Massachusetts, was called,
and gave evidence on oath on inatters connected with the inquiry. (No. 78. Appen-
dix L.)

The witness was examined by Mr. Trescot, and cross-examined by Mr. Davies.
Mr. Babson produced astatement collected by Inspector Blatchford of the resuits

of fishing operations of certain Gloucester firms.
Upon the presentation of this paper, objection was made by Messrs. Thomson

and Davies to its being received, upon the ground that. the statements therein
included werc not sworn to.

Mr. Foster submitted that, under the Treaty, he had the right to file this return
as evidence, to go for what it was worth before the Commissioners.

The Commissioners so decided, and the paper was accordingly filed. (No. 4,
Appendix 0.)

Mr. Foster then filed thirty-two affidavits made by various persons relative to
the present inquiry. (Nos. 249 to 280, inclusive, Appendix M.)

Mr. Foster also handed in a statement of the mackerel inspected at Portsmouth
and Newcastle for the vears 1869 to 1877, inclusive. (No. 5, Appendix 0.)

Also a summary of the Annual Returns of the Inspector-General of Fish for the
State of Maine, for the years 1866 to 1873, inclusive. (No. 6, Appendix 0.)

Mr. Foster then stated that the Case of the United States was now closed, with
the exception of certain returns of the Inspector-General of Fish of Massachusetts,
which by agreement were to be introduced when received.

Mr. Daniel M. Browne, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, a retired Navigating Lieutenant
of the Royal Navy, and now a Clerk in the Marine and Fisheries Department of
Canada, was then called on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, and gave
evidence on oath on inatters connected with.the inquiry. (No. 83, Appendix F.)

The wvitness was examined by Mr. S. R. Thomson, and cross-examined by
Mr. Foster.

This closed the direct evidence on behalf of Her Majesty's Government.

The Commission then adjourned until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) IRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. I. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER .
A. T. GALT.

J. H1. G.: BERGNE.

Protocol No. 64.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Sixty-fourth Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 25th day of October, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last.Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

The rebuttal evidence on behalf of Her Majesty's Government was commenced.

Mr. Henry Youle Hind, M.A., of Windsor, Nova Scotia, was called, and



gave evidence on oath on matters connected with the inquiry. (No. 1, Appen-
dix Q.)

The witness was examined by Mr. S. R. Thomson and by Mr. Whiteway.

The Commission then adjourned till next day at noon.

(Signed) MLVURICE DELTOSSE. (Signed) FRiANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGHIT TOSTERL.
A. T. GAiLT.

J. Hl. G. BERIGNE.

Protocol No. 66.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Sixty-sixth Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 1st day of November, 1877.

The Comm'ssion met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

• Mr. Whiteway read affidavits made relative to the present inquiry by the
following persons, resident in Newfoundland:-

(Here follows a list of 7 deponents.)

Mr. Doutre then stated that the Case of Her Majesty's Government was now
altogether closed.

Mr. Foster stated that he hoped to be prepared to address the Court on Monday,
the 5th November, and the Commission accordingly adjourned until that day at
noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. HI. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 67.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Sixty-seventh Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 5th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, pursuant to adjournment.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

. Mr. Foster commenced the Closing Argument on behalf of the United States.
(No. 4, Appendix J.)

The Commission adjourned at 3-30. .. until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT TOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. Hl. G. BERGNE.
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Protocol No. 68.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Sixty-eighth Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 6th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the -United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By-direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Foster resumed bis àddress left unfinished the previous day.
On the conclusion of bis speech, Mr. Foster requested permission to be absent

for a few days on urgent private affairs. He suggested that during his absence the
records should be signed on his behalf by Mr. R. H. Dana, Junr.

The proposal was accepted by the Commissioners.

The Commission then adjourned until Thursday, the 8th November, at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELIOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLAIRE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. EnGE.

Protocol No. 69.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Sixty-ninth Confe-
rence, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the Sth day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States (Mr. R. H. Danla,

Junr., acting) and of Grea.t Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Confe-

rence, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Trescot addressed the Commissioners in continuation of the closing argu-
ments on behalf of the United States. (No. 5, Appendix J.)

On the conclusion of Mr. Trescot's address, the Commission adjourned until the
next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. l. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. El. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 70.
Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventieth Con-

ference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 9th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States (Mr. R. H. Dana,

Junr., acting) and of Great Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. Dana addressed the Commissioners in continuation of the closing arguments
on behalf the United States. (No. 6, Appendix J.)

The Comnission adjourned at 4 . until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. .DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GAIT.

J. H. G. BENE.



Protocol No. 71.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-first Con-
ference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 10th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States (Mr. R. H.

Dana, Junr., acting) and of Great Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Con-

ference, vhich were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

M%1r. Dana resumed his speech left unfinished the previous day.
This concluded the final arguments on behalf of the United States.

Mr. Thomson then stated that the British Counsel vould be prepared to
commence the closing arguments on behalf of Her Britannie Majesty's Government
on Thnrsday, the 15th November; and the Commission accordingly adjourned until
that day at noon.

(Signed) IMAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
I. Hl. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT FOSTER.

A. T. GALT.
J. E. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 72.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-second
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 15th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States (Mr. R. I.

Dana, Junr., acting) and of Great Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, vhich were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. Whiteway commenced the closing arguments on behalf of Her Britannic
Majesty's Government. (No. 7, Appendix J.)

The Commission then adjourned until the next day at noon.

(Signed) M.AURICE DELTOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. A. KELLOGG. DWIGI[T FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 73.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-third Con-
ference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 16th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The thrce Córnmissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last Con-

ference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. Doutre addressed the Commission in continuation of the closing arguments
on behalf of ier Majesty's Government. (No. 8, Appendix J.)

The Commission adjourned until Saturday, the 17th November, at 3 P.M.
(Signed) MAURICE D)ELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.

E. HE. KELLOGG. DWIGIT FOSTER.
A. T. GAIT.

J. H. G. BERGNE.



Protocol No. 74.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-fourth
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 17th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at 3 P.M., as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. Doutre resumed his speech left unfinished the previous day.

The Commission adjourned at 4-20 P.M., until Monday, the 19th of November,
at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. IH. KELLOGG. DWIGIIT FOSTER.
A. T. GAIT.

J. I. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 75.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries 'Commission, at the Seventy-fifth Con.
ference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on'the 19th day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, vhich were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

Mr. S. R. Thomson addressed the Commissioners in continuation of the
closing arguments on behalf of Hler Britannic Majesty's Government. (No. 9,
Appendù.v J.)

The Commission adjourned at 4 P.m. until the next day at noon.

(Signed) MAURICE DELTOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H1. G. IBERGN.

Protocol No. 76.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-sixth Con-
ference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 20th day of November, 1877.

rhe Commission met at noon, as appointed.
The three Commissioiers, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the Secretary read the records of the ilast

.Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
nd the Agents.

Mr. S. R. Thomson resumed his address left unfinished the previous day.

The Commission adjourned until the next day at 11 A.M.

(Signed) MAURICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. H. KIELLOGG. DWIGHT .OSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. H. G. BERGNE.
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Protocol No. 77.

]Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-seventh
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 21st day of November, 1877.

The Commission met at Il A.M., as appointed.
The three Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, were present.
By direction of the President, the'Secretary read the records of the last Con-

ference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary, and
the Agents.

Mr. S. R. Thomson resumed his address left unfinished the previous day; and
on its conclusion stated that the Case on behalf of the United States having been
concluded, that of Her Majesty's Government was now finally closed.

The President then requested the Secretary to enter on the minutes that the
Comiissionersdesired to record their thanks to Mr. Bergne for his services as
Secretary to the Commission; and their sense of the zeal, intelligence, andaccuracy
which had marked the discharge of bis duties.

The Commission adjourned until Friday, the 23rd November, at 2 P.m.

(Signed) MAURICE DELIFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. Hl. KELLOGG. DWIGIIIT FOSTER.
A. T. GALT.

J. f. G. BERGNE.

Protocol No. 78.

Record of the Proceedings of the Fisheries Commission, at the Seventy-eighth
Conference, held at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 23rd day of November, 1877.

'he Commission met at 2 r.b.,,pursuant to adjournment.
The thrce Commissioners, and the Agents of the United States and of Great

Britain respectively, vere present.
By direction of 'the 'President, the Secretary read the records of the last

Conference, which were approved, and signed by the Commissioners, the Secretary,
and the Agents.

The President first expressed the thanks of the Cormmissioners to Mr. Foster
and to Mr. Ford for the able manner in which they had conducted the proceedings,
and his best wishes for the welfare of all those who had been connected with the
inquiry.

The President then read the following Award

" The undersigned Commissioners appointed under Articles XXII and XXIII
of 'he Treaty of Washington of the 8th May, 1871, to -determine, having regard to
the privileges iaccorded by the United States to the subjects of Her Britannie
Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of said Treaty, the amount of any
compensation which in their opinion ought to be paid by the Government of the
United States to -the Government' of Her Britannic Majesty, in return for the
privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States, under Article XVIII of the
said Treaty;

"cHaving carefully and impartially examined the matters referred to them
according to justice and equity, in conformity with the solemn declaration made
and subscribed ;by them on the fifteenth day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-seven;

" AWAR THE SUM OF TIVE 'MILLIONS TIVE HUNDRED THOUSÂNDI DOLLARS, IN

GOLJ, 0to beýpaid by the Government tof the United States to 'the Government of
Her Britaniic Majesty, in accordance with the provisions-ofithe said Treaty.

«Signed at Halifax, this twenty-third day of November, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven.

(Signed) "MAURICE DELFOSSE.
" A. T. GALT.'
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"The United States' Commissioner is of opinion that the advantages accruing to
Great Britain under the Treaty of Washington are greater than the advantages
conferred on the United States by said Treaty, and he cannot therefore concur in
the cqnclusions announced by bis colleagues.

"And the American Commissioner deems it bis duty to state further that it is
questionable whether it is competent for the Board to make an award under the
Treaty, except with the unanimous consent of its members.

(Signed) "E. H. KELLOGG,
Commissioner."

Mr. Foster then addressed the Commission as follows:-

"Gentlemen of the Commission,
"I have no instructions from the Government of the United States as to the

course to be pursued in the contingency of such a result as bas just been
announced.

" But if I were to accept in silence the paper signed by two Commissioners, it
might be claimed hereafter that, as Agent of the United States, I had acquiesced in
treating it as a valid Award. Against such an inference it seems my duty to guard.
I therefore make this statement, which I desire to have placed upon record."

Mr. Kellogg next expressed bis thanks, and those of Sir A. T. Galt, to
M. Delfosse, for the manner in which he had fulfilled the duties of President of
the Commission.

The President then announced that the Commission was adjourned sine die.

(Signed) MATRICE DELFOSSE. (Signed) FRANCIS CLARE FORD.
E. I. KELLOGG. DWIGHT FOSTER.
A. T. GAILT.

J. G. H. BERGNE.
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Introduction.

Negotiations in
1783.

Treaty of Paris,
September 3, 1783.

IN laying the case of H-er Majesty's Government before the Commissioners, it
will be desirable to commence by a brief history of the Fisheries Question since the
outbreak of the War of Independence in 1775.

Before the commencement of this war all British colonists enjoyed equal
privileges in matters connected with fishing, but at its close, and on the conclusion
of peace, it became a question how far such privileges should be restored to those
who had separated from the British Crown. The matter was very fully discussed
in the negotiations which preceded the Treaty of the 3rd September, 1783, and
though Great Britain did not deny the right of the American citizens to fish on the
Great Banks of Newfoundland, or in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, or elsewhere in the
open sca, she denied their right to fish in British waters, or to land in British
territory for the purpose of .drying or curing their fish. A compromise was at
length arrived at, and it 'was agreed that United States' fishermen should be at
liberty to fish on such part of the coast of Newfoundland as British fishermen could
use, but not to dry or cure their fish on that Island ; and they were also to be
allowed to fish on the coasts, bays, and creeks of other British possessions in North
America, and to dry and cure their fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbours, and
creeks of Nova Scotia, the Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, so long as they should
remain unsettled; but so soon as any of them became settled, the United States'
fishermen were not to be allowed to use them without the previous permission of
the inhabitants and proprietors of the ground.

The [lIrd Article of the Treaty of Paris of the 3rd September, 1783, is as
follows

"It is agreed that the people of the United States shall continue to enjoy unmolested the right to
take fish of every kind on the Grand Bank and on all the other banks of Newfoundland; also in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, and at all other places in the sea, where the inhabitants of both countries used at any
time heretofore to fish; and also that the inhabitants of the United States shall have liberty to take
fisli of every kind on such part of the coast of Newfoundland as British fishermen shall use (but not to
dry or cure the saine on that Island), and also on the coasts, bays and creeks of a1l other of. Iis
Britannic Majesty's Dominions in Arnerica; aud that the American fishermen shall have liberty to dry
and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbours and creeks of Nova S*cotia, Magdalen Islands, and
labrador, so long as the same shall remain unsettled ; but so'soon as the same, or either of them, shall
be settled, it shall not be lawful for the said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such Settlement without a
previous agreement for that purpose with the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground."

Rights securéd to It should, however, be observed that the rights conceded to the United States'
United States' sub. fishermen under this Treaty were by no means so great as those which, as British
jects by Treaty of snbjects, they had enjoyed previous to the War of Independende, for they were not1783. to be allowed to land to drv and cure their fish on any part of Newfoundland, and

only in those parts of Nova Scotia, the Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, where no
British Settlement had been or might be formed, expressly excluding Cape Breton,
Prince Edward Island, and other places.

Outbreak of war So matters stood until the war of 1812 broke out, when, of necessity, the right
of 1812.' of American citizens to fish in- British waters, and to dry and cure their fish on

British tetritory, terminated. In the course of the negotiations wiIch preceded the
Peace of 1814, this question was revived, and the alleged right of American citizens
to lish and cure fisli within British jurisdiction was fully gone into by the British
and American Commissioners, who were assembled at Ghent for the purpose of
drawing up the Articles of Peace. At that time, however, the circumstances had
very considerably changed since the Treaty of 1783 had been concluded.: The
British North American possessions had become more thickly populated, and there
were fewer unsettled bays, harbours, and creeks in Nova Scotia than formerly.
There w'as consequently greater risk of collision between British and American
interests ; and the colonists and English merchants engaged in the fisheries
petitioned strongly against a renewal of the privileges granted by the Treaty of
1183 to the American fishermen.

le-otiations at It was under these circumstances that the negotiations for peace were entered
Ghent, 1814. into. At the first meeting, which. took place on- the 8th August, 1814, the

British Commissioners stated " that the British Government did not intend to
grant to the United States gratuitously the privileges formerly granted to them by
Treaty of lishing within the limits of British territory, or of using the shores of
the British territories for purposes conneéted with the fisheries." They contended
that the claim advanced by the United States of immemorial and prescriptive right



was quite untenable, inasmuch -as the inhabitants of theMnited States ihad, until
quite recently, :been British subjects, and that the rights which they possessed
formerly as such could not be continued to them after they lhad become ýcitizens !of
an independent State.

After much discussion, it was finally agreed to emit :all mention of this question Signature of Treaty
from the Treaty, which was signed at Ghent on the 24th December, 1814, and which of Ghent, 1814.
contains:no reference to the Fisheries Question.

Orders were now sent out to the Governors of the British North American
Colonies not to interfere with citizens of the United States engaged in fishing on
the Newfoundland Banks, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, or on the high seas, but to
prevent them from using the British territory for purposes connected with the
fishery, and to exclude their fishing-vessels from the harbours,ibays, rivers, and
creeks of all Her Majesty's possessions. Orders were also given to the British
naval oflicers on the Halifax station to resist any encroachment on the part ýof
American fishermen on the rights of Great Britain. The result was the capture
of several American fishing.vessels for trespassing within British waters; and the
President of the United States, in 1818,-proposed -to -the Prince Regent that negotia-
tions should be opened for the purpose of settling in -an amicable manner disputed
points which ibad arisen connected with the :Fisheries. Commissioners were
accordingly appointed by both parties to meet in London, ;and the Convention of Signature of Con-
20th October, 1818, was eventually signed. vention of 1818.

Article I of this Convention is in these wordsý:-

"Whereas differences have arisen respecting the liberty.claimed by the. United States for the
inhabitants thereof to take, dry, and cure fish on certain coasts, bays,.harbours and creeks -of His
Britannick Majesty's dominions in America, it is agreed between the Iigh Contracting Parties that the
inhabitants of the said United States shall have, for ever, in common with the subjects of Ris
Britannick Majesty, the liberty to take -ish of -every kind on that part of the southern coast of New-
foundland which extends 4from Cape Ray'to the Rameau Islands, on the western and northern coast of
Newfoundland, from the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on:the shores of the Magdalen Islands,
and:also on the coasts, bays, -harbours and creeksifrom Mount Joly, on the southern coast;of Labrador,
to and through the Straits of Belle Isle, and thence northwardly indefinitely -along the coast, without
prejudice, however, to any:of the exclusive rights of the Hudson Bay Company; and that the American
fishermen shall also have liberty, forever, to dry aid cure fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbours,
and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundlandhereabove .described, and of the coast of
'Labrador; -but so soon as the same or any portion theredf shall be settled, it shall not'be lawful for the
said'fishermen to dry or cure fish at suchportion so settled, without previous :agreement ifor such:pur-
pose with the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground. And the United States hereby
renounce:forever any:liberty heretofore enjoyed or -claimed by the inhabitants thoreof, to tak-e dry, or
cure fish on-or -within three marine miles of any of the coasts, .bays, creeks, or harbours, -of His
Britannick Majesty's dominions in America -not included within the above-mentioned limits. Provided,
however, that the American fishermen shall be admitted to .enter suoh bays or'harbours for the purpose
of shelter, and -of repairing danages therein, of purchasing-wood, and of obtaining water, and lor no
other purpose whatever. But they shall be under such restrictions as shall be necessary to -prevent
their taking,'drying, or curing -fish therein, or ;n anyother :manner: whatever abusing -the privileges
herebyxeserved tothem."

'Subsequent to the conclusion-of this Convention, in iconsequence of numerous
complaints on the >part -of Her Majesty's .Government of encroachments on ;their
waters by American fishermen, the United States' Government issued a notice
warning their subjects that they .were " to observe strictly the limits assigned for
taking, -drying, and, curing fish by the:fishermen of -the United States, under the Ist
Article of ithe Convention of the 20th October, 818," a copy of which -wasannexed
to ýthe Circular Notice.--

This iwas the state of -affairs until the >year 21847, when, lin <consequence o a
Petition ,addressed to the <Queen by the -Canadian iParliament, negotiations -were
opened between the two Governments for the establishment ôf reciprocal free trade
between Canada and the United States; and <on tihe 1st of November, 1849,
Sir H. Bulwer, who :was then.about-to proceed to Washington as British Minister,
was authorizedto'enter ànto a>negotiation 'by which access to the -fisheries of -all
the colonies (except -Newfoundland, which refused to-conseut on -any, iterms) should
be given to-the citizens-of ithet.United-States, in;return for reciprocity of trade with
the United States, in ail natural productions, such as fish, wheat, timber, &c.

The ;proposal wasfavourably ,received by the ,United States' GovernnMent, but
some delay oceurred owing 4to the death, of ,General Taylor in ,1850. - .The :new
President, thowever, sdoubted .. whether it -was ,a :proper subject for a Treaty, and
thought;that it should -be done by legislation,,and accordingly:a Bill was brougit
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in for the purpose. The Bill was, however, thrown out, and from one cause or
another nothing was done from that time until 1852, when a desire was evinced on
the part of the United States' Government to come to an arrangement on the su bject,
and a draft Convention having been prepared, a copy thereof was sent home by the
British Minister on the 19th December, 1852, together with remarks made by the
President thereon.

A good deal of correspondence passed between the two Governments on the
subject, but, owing to difficulties connected with the question of Tariff, the United
States' Government appeared anxious to have the Fisheries Question dealt with
separately, but to this the British Government would not assent. The fishing
season of 1853 accordingly opened without any agreement having been come to
with the United States, and fortunately, owing to the measures taken by both
Governnments for the preservation of British rights, came to a close without the
occurrence of further causes of dissatisfaction.

In the meantime, negotiations for a Treaty had been continued by the two
Governments; and in the month of May, 1854, Lord Elgin, who was on his way to
resume his duties as Governor-General of Her Majesty's North American Provinces,
received instructions to visit Washington, and to ascertain the views of the United
States' Government, and, if any favourable opportunity presented itself, to conclude
a Treaty on the subject. So successfully were Lord Elgin's negotiations conducted,
that in a letter dated 12th June, 1854, he was able to announce that he had
executed a Treaty with Mr. Secretary Marcy, relative to fisheries and reciprocity of
trade between the United States and the British provinces in North America. This
was the Reciprocity Treaty signed on the 5th June, 1854, and confirmed by the
United States' Senate on the 3rd August of the saine year. , Its main provisions
were as follows:--

British waters on the east coast of North America were thrown open to United
States' citizens, and United States' waters north of the 36th degree of north
latitude were thrown open to Biitish fishermen, excepting always the salmon and
shad fisheries (which were exclusively reserved to the subjects of each country),
and certain rivers and mouths of rivers to be determined by a Commission to be
appointed for that purpose. Certain articles of produce of the British colonies and
of the United States were admitted to each country respectively free of duty. The
Treaty was to remain in force for ten years, and, further, for twelve months after
either party should have given notice to the other of its wish to terminate the
same.

Some difficulty was experienced in regard to Newfoundland, but at length a
clause was agreed to, providing that if the Imperial Parliament of Great Britaiù,
the Provincial Parliament of Newfoundland, and the Congress of the United States
should agree that Newfoundland should be included, all the provisions and stipula.
tions of the Treaty should apply to that colony.

The Commission for the designation of the places reserved to each country
from the common right of fishing met subsequently, and was engaged for some
years in determining the places to which the exclusive right of fishing applied. It
is, however, unnecessary here to do more than notice this fact, as the reservations
in question are expressly mentioned under Article XX of the Treaty of Washington,
of 1871.

From the year 1854 until 1865 the Reciprocity Treaty continued in force, and
ho further difficulties appear to have arisen on questions connected with the
fisheries; but on the 17th of March of that year, Mr. Adams, the United States'
Minister in England, informed the British Government that he was instructed to
give notice that at the expiration of twelve months from that day the Reciprocity
Treaty was to terminate. This notice was given in pursuance of a Resolution of
Congress approved by the President of the United States.

Efforts were made on the part of Her Majesty's Government towards a renewal
of the Treaty, but these, from varions reasons, proving unsuccessful, the Treaty
came to an end on the 17th of March, 1866; and, as a consequence, the provisions
of the Convention of 1818 revived on the same day, and remain in effect at the.
present moment, except in so far as they are affected by the stipulations of the
Treaty of Washington of 1871.

In the meantime a notice had been issued by Lord Monck, warning the citizens
of the United States that their right to fish in British waters would cease on the
17th of March, 1866; and it became necessary to consider what measures should
be adopted for the protection of British rights. Her Majesty's Government were



very desirous to prevent, as far as possible the injury and loss which nist be
inflicted upon citizens of the lUnited States by a sudden withdrawal of the
privileges enjoved by them for twelve years; but with every desire in this direction,
they found theiselves bound by Acts both of the Inperial and Colonial Legislatures
to enforce severe penalties upon all persons, not being British subjects, who night
be found fishing within British jurisdiction.

Eventually, however, on the suggestion of Lord Monck, it was decided that Liéensig ssteM
American fishermen should be aIloved, durinog the year 1866,to fish in ail provindcia8a prvcansd abànd6ned.in
waters upon the payment of a nominal license fee, to be exacted as a formal 1870
recognition of right.~ This system, afterbeing maintained for four years, was
discontinued, owing Lo the neglect of American fishermen to provide themselves
with licenses; and in 1870 it again became necessary to take strict measures for
the enforcement of British i-ights. Orders were given to Admiral Wellesley to
dispatch a sufficient force to Canadian waters to ensure the protection of Canadian
fishermen and the maintenance of order, and to instruct the senior officer of such
force to co.operate cordially with any United States' force sent on ihe same service.I
It was also found necessary to employ a local Marine Police Force for the saine
purpose.

The result of'these measures was the capture and forfeiture of several American
vessels for infringing the provisions of the Convention of 1818, both by fishing
within British waters, and by frequenting Canadian ports for objects not permitted
by the Convention ; and notwithstanding the. steps taken by the British Government
to mitigate as far as possible the stringency of the orders given for the exclusion of
American fishermen fron British waters, it was found at the close of the season of
1870 -ihat many seizures of American vessels had been made by cruizers both of the
Imperial and Dominion Governments.

The dificulties caused by these untoward evénts subsequently led to the
reopening' of negotiations for the settlement of questions connected with the
fisheries.

It is unnecessary here to relate the circumstances which led to the appointment Joint High Com
of the Joint High Commission in 1871 ; suffice it to say that, towards the end of mission in 1871.V
1870, Sir John Rose, haviig been commissioned to proceed in an unofficial character
to Washington for the purpose of ascertaining the views of the United States on
the subject, was able,.in the month of February, 1871, to announce that the United
States' Government were prepared to refer ail questions between the two countries
to a Joint High Commission.

The Commissioners held their first meeting at Washington on the 27th
February, 1871, and the Treaty was signed on the 8th May of the same year.

Fishery, Articles of the Treaty of Washington.

The. Articles in this Treaty relating to the fisheries, and in virtue of which this
Commission is constituted, are Articles XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII,
XXiV, XXV, XXXII, XXXIII. They are as follows:

"ARTICLE XVIII.

"It is agreed by the -High Contracting Parties that in addition' to the liberty secured to the
United States' fishernien by the Convention between Great Britain and the United States, signed at.
London on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish 01 certain coasts of the
British North American Colonies therein defined, the inhabitants of the United Statès shall have, in
cominon with the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, the liberty, for the ternm of years .mentioned in
Article XXXIII of this Treaty, to'take fish of every kind, except shell-fish, on the sea-coasts and 'shores,
and in the bays; harboirs, and creeks of thé Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and
the Colony of Prince Edward's IsIand, and of the several islands thereunto adjacent, without being
restricted to any distance from the shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts and shores and
islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish;
provided that, in so doing, they do not interfere with the rights of private propertyor with British
fishermen, in the peaceable use of any part of the'said coasts in their occupancy for the sane purpose.

"It is understod'that the ibove-mentioned liberty applies s1ely to the sea fisheiy and-that the
salmon and shad fisheris, and'ail other fislieries in rivers and the mouths of rivers are hereby reserved,
exslsively for British fishermeni.

"ARTICLE XIX

is aredbythe Hig ontracting Parties that Britishasubjeá' sshail have, h common vith the
citizens of the >United States, th& liberty, for the term of years mentioned h Article XXXTTT of this
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Treaty, to take -fish of every kind, except shell-fish, on the eastern sea-coasts and shores of the United
States north of the thirty-ninth parallel of north latitude, and on the shores of the several islands
thereunto adjacent, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the said sea-coasts and shores of the United
States and of the said islands, without being restricted to any distance from the shore, with permiss.ion
to land upon the said coasts of the United States and of the islands aforesaid for the purpose of drying
their nets and curing their fish ; provided that, in so doing, they do not interfere with the rights of
private property, or with the fishermen of the 'United States, in the peaceable use of any part of the
said coasts in their occupancy for the same purpose.

"It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that salnon
and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and mouths of rivers, are hereby reserved exclusively
for fishermen of the United States.

"ARTICLE XX.

"It is agreed that the places designated by the Comrnissioiers appointed under the Ist Article of the
Treaty between Great Britain and the Uited States, concluded at Washington on the 5th of June, 1854,
upon the coasts of Her Britannic Majesty's Dominions and the United States, as places reserved from
the common right of lishing under that Treaty, shall bc regarded as in like nanner1 reserved from the
common right of fishing under the preceding Articles. Iii case any question should arise between the
Governments of ·the United States and of Her Britannic Majesty as to the common right of fishing in
places not thus designated as reserved, it is agreed that a Commission shall be appointed to designate
such places and shall bc constituted in the same manner, and have the sanie powers, duties and authority
as the Commission appointed under the said Ist Article of the Treaty of the 5th of June, 1854.

"ARTICLE XXI.

"It is agreed that, for the terni of years rnentioned in Article XXXIII of this Treaty, fish-oil and
fish of all kinds (except fish of the .inland lakes and of the rivers falling into them, and except fish
preserved in oil), being the produce of the fisheries of the United States, or of the Doninionl of Canada,
or of Prince Edward lsland, shall be admitted into each country respectively free of duty.

"ARTICLE XXII.

"Inasmuch' as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannic Majesty that the privileges
accorded to the citizens of the Unîited States under Article XVIII of this Treaty are of greater value

*than those accorded by Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty,
and this assertion is not admitted by the Government of the United Statesit is further agreed that
Commissioners shall be appointed to determine, having regard to the privileges accorded by the United
States to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty, the
amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be paid by the Government of the'United
States to the Government of Her.Britannic Majesty in return for the privileges accorded to thè citizens
of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty; and that any sum of imoney which the said
Commissioners nay so award shall be paid by the United States' Government, in c gross sum, vithin
twelve months after such award shall have been given.

ARTICLE XXIII.
"The Commnissioners referred to in the preceding Article' shall be appointed in the following

manner, that is to say: One Commissioner shall be named by Her Britannie Majesty, one by the
President of the United States, and a thiird by ler Britannic Majesty and the President of the United
States conjointly; and in case the third Commissioner shall not have been so named within a period of
three months from the date whîen this Article shall take effect, then the third Commissioner shall b
named by the Representative at London of His Majesty the Emperor of Austria and King of Hùngaïy
In case of the death, absence, or incapacity of any Commissioner; or inthe event of any Commissioner
omitting or ceasing to act, the vacancy shall be filled in the manner hereinbefore provided for making
the original appointment, the period of threc mûonths in case of sucli substitution being calculated froi
the date of the happening of the vacancy.

"The Commissioners so named shail meet in the City of Halifax, in the Province of INova Scotia, at
the earliest convenient period after they have been respectively named, and shall, before proceeding to
any business, make and subscribe a solemn declaration that they will inpartially and carefully examine
and decide the matters referred to theni to the best of their judgment, and according to justice and
equity ; and such declaration shall be entered on the record of their proceedings.

"Each of the High Contracting Parties shall also name one person to attend the Commission as its
agent, to represent it generally in all matters connected with the Commission.

« ARTICLE XXIV.

"The proceedings slall be conducted in sucl order as the Commissioners appointed under
Articles XXII and XXIII of this Treaty shall determaine. 'They shall be bound to receive' such oral or
written testimony as either Government may present. If either Party shall offer oral testimony, the'
other party shall have the riglt of cross-examnination, under such rules as the Coniniissioners shal
prescribe.

"if il the case submitted to the Comnissionerseithe'r party shall have specified or ailuded to any
report or document in its own exclusive possession, without anne'xing a copy, such partyshall be bound,
if the other party thinks proper to apply for it, to.furnish that'party with a copythiereof; and either party,



may call upon the other, through the Cominissioners, to produce the originals or certified copies of any.
papers adduced as .evidence, giving in each instance sucih reasonable notice as the Cominissioners
may require.

<c The case on either side shall be closed hvithin a period of six inonths from the date of the organiza-
tion of the Commission, and the Comnnissioners shall be requested to give their award as soon as
possible thereafter. The afóresaid period of six months may be extended for three months in case of a
vacancy -occuring among the Commissioners under the circunistances contemplated in Article XXIII
of this Treaty.

ARTICLE XXV.
The'. Cominissioners shall keep an accurate record and correct minutes or notes of all their pro-

ceedings, with the dates thereof, and nay appoint ,and employ a Secretary and any other necessary
officer or oficers to assist themn in the transaction of the business -which may corne before them.

"Each of the High Contracting Parties shall pay its own Commissioner and Agent or Counsel; all
other expenses shall be defrayed by the two Governients in equal moities."

ARTICLE XXXII.

"It is further agreed that the provisions and stipulations of Articles XVIII to XXV of this Treaty
inclusive, shall extend to the Colony .of Newfoundland, so far as they are applicable. But if the
Imperial Parliament, the Legislature of Newfoundland, or the Congress of the United States shall not
embrace the Colony of Newfounrdland in their laws enacted for carrying the foregoing Articles into effect,
then this Article shall be of no eftect ; but the omission to inake provision by law to give it'effect,
by either of tie lZegislative bodies aforesaid, shal not in any way impair any other Articles of this
Treaty.

"ARTICLE XXXIII.

"The foregoing Articles XVIII to XXV, inclusive, and Article XXX, of this Treaty, shal take
effect as sooun as the laws required to carry themu into operation shall have been pissed by the inveiial
Parlianent of Great Britain, by.the Parliament cf Canada,;and by the Legislature of Prince Edwiaid's
Island, on the oné hand, and by the Congress of the United' States on ti other. Such assent- having
been given,' the said Articles shall remaini in force for the period of ten years from the date at wici
they may come into operation; and further. rntil the expiration of t'wo years after eitier of theRHigh
Contracting Parties shall have given notice to the other of its visI te terminate the sar; eachof the
.Higli Contracting Parties being at liberty to give suce .notice to.the other at the end of the said peiod
of ten .years, or at any timle afterwards.

The Acts necessary to enable these Articles to be carried into efWect Nyer
passed by the -Imperial Parlianent of Great Britain on the 6thAugust, 1872; by
the Parliament of Canada on the 14th June, 1872; by the Legislature of Prince
Edward Island (which did nôt at that time form part of, the Dominion) on the
29th June, 1872; and 'by the United Stàtes' Congress on the 25th February,. 1873.
A Proclamation, dated 'Washington, 7th June, 1873, fixes the 1st of July of that
year as the day on' which these Articles should come formally into operation.

Soine difficulties having arisen ini the case of Newfoundland, it was not until the
28th March, 1874, that the necessary Act was passed by that Colony; and 'a
Proclamation issued on the 29th May of the same year fied~ the 1st day of June,
1874; as the day on which the Fishery Articles of the Treaty of Washington, so far
as'they relate to Newfoundland, should come into efféct.

In the case of Canada,'itwas deemed advisable to admitAmerican fishermen
to the practical use of the privileges specifed in the Treaty in advance of the
formai Legislative Acts necessary for, that purpose. A n official communication to
that effect was imade early in 1873, and by a Circular from tie United States'
TreasuIry Departmnent, dated lst April, 1873, American fishermen at once availed
themselves of tle freedo, of Canadian inshore waters. This was fitly acknow-
ledged by the United States' Government as) "a liberal andfriendly" act on the.
part of the Dominion Government. A similar concession had 'been previously
muade by the Government of Prince Edward Island. who admitted American fisher-
iento the practical freedor of their waters on the24th July,.1871.

The Treaty of Washington hav'ing been ratified, it became necessary to take
.steps for the constitution of the Commissiou appointed to meet at Halifax in the
manner prescribed by the Treaty, and in thenmeanwhile, HèrMajesty's Goveriiment
having appointed theirAgent to the:Commission, he proceeded to Washington,and
some negotiations were ýentered into with'a view'tosubstitute an-arrangement with
respect to reciprocal free trade between Canada and the United States,'for the
awardof' the Commissioners as. provided under Article 'XXI"of the Treaty,. it
being alwaysdistinctly understood thatin caseof the failure of suchnegotiations



the rights of Hler Majesty's Government with respect to the appointment of the
Commission, should in no wvay be prejudiced. These negotiations having led to no
resuit, it became necessary to revert to the terms of the Treaty and to take steps
for the constitution of the Commission in the manner prescribed by it.

Hlaving thus stated the circuistances which led to the conclusion of the
Fishery Articles of the Treaty of Washington, having recited those Articles, and
enumerated the legislative enactments which have been passed for the purpose of
rendering theni effective; it is submitted that in order to estimate the advantages
thereby derived respectively by subjects of the United States and of Great Britain,
the following basis is the only one which it is possible to adopt under the ternis of
the first portion of Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washington, of 1871, viz:-That
the value of the privileges granted to each country respectively by Articles XVIII,
XIX, and XXI of that Treaty, which wiere not enjoyed under the Ist Article of the
Convention of the 20th October, 1818, is that which this Commission is constituted
to determine.

Article I of the Convention of the 20th October, 1818, provides that-

" The inhabitants of the United States shall have, forever, in conmnon -with the subjects of Ris
Britannie Majesty, the liberty to take fish of every kind on that part of the southern coast of Newfound-
land which extends froni Cape Itay to the Rameau Islands, on the western aud northern coast of New-
foundland fron the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on the shores of the Magdalen Islands, and
aiso on the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks fron Mount Joly, on the southern coast of Labrador, to
and through the Straits of Belle Isle, and thence northwardly indefinitely along the coast; without preja-
dice, however, to any of the exclusive rights of the Hudson's Bay Company; and that the Ainerican
fishermen shall also have liberty forêver to dry and cure fish in any of the .usettled bays, harbours,
and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundland hereabove de.scribed, and the coast of
Labrador; but so soon as the saine or any portion thereof shall be settled, it shall not be ltwful for the
said fishernen to dry or cure fish at such portions so settled, witholut previous agreement for such
purpose with the inihabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground. And the United Stateshereby
renounce forever any liberty ieretofore enjoyed or claimed by the inhabitants thereof te take, dry, or
cure fish on or within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of His
Britannie Majesty's dominions in America not included within the above-mentioned limits: provided,
however, that the Anerican fisiennen shall be admitted to enter such bays or harbours for the purpose
of shelter and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of obtaining water, and for no
other purpose vhatever. But they shall be under such restrictions as may be necessary to prevent
their taking, drying, or curing fish therein, or in any other inanner whatever abusing the privileges
hereby reserved to them."

Such was the respective position of each country under the Convention of 1818
on matters connected with the Fisheries; and it now remains to state precisely
what additional liberties are acquired by each under the Trepty of Washington.

Articles XVIII and XXI of the Treaty of Washington stperadd to the
privileges conferred upon United States' citizens by the Convention of 1818:

(1.) "l The liberty to take fish of every kind, except sieil-fish, on the sea-coasts and shores, and in
the bays, harbours, and creeks of the provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and Ne-w ~Brunswick, and the
Colonv of Prince Edward Island and of the several islands thereunto adjacent, without being restricted
to any distance fromn the shore, with permission to ]and upon the said coasts and shores and islands and
aiso upon the Magdaien Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets or curing their fish ; provided that
in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private property or with British fshermen in the
peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the same purpose.

"It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that the
salmon and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and the mouths of rivers are hereby reserved
exclusively for British fishermen.

(2.) " The admission into Canada of fish oil and fish of ail kinds (except fish of the inland lakes
and of the rivers falling into themu, and except fishs preserved in oil) being the prodluce of the fisheries
of the United States, free of duty.

(3.) " The enjoymnent of these privileges te continue during a period of twelve years certain.
Similar privileges are granted by Article XXXII in regard to the Colony of Newfoundland."

Articles XIX and XXI confer the following privileges upon British subjects:-

(1.) " The liberty to take fishs of every kind, except shell-fish, on the eastern sea-coasts and shores
of the United States nîorth of the 39th parallel of north latitude and on the -shores of the several
islauds thereuito adjacent, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the said sea coast and shores
of the United States and of the said islands without being restricted to any -distance' from the shore,
with permission to ]and upon the said coasts of the United States and of the islands aforesaid for
the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish; provided that in se. doing they do not inter-
fere with the rights of private property or with the fishermen of the United States i, the péaceable
use of any part of the coast in their occupancy for the same purpose.

"It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that
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salmon and shad fisheries and all other fisheries in rivers and inouths of rivers are hereby reserved
exclusively for fisiermen of the 'United States."

(2.) The admission into the United States of " fish-oil and fish of all kinds (except fish or
the inland lakes and of the rivers falling into them, and except fish preserved in oil) being the
produce of the fisheries of the Dominion of Canada, or of Prince Edward Island," free of duty.

(3.) The enjoyment of these privileges to continue during a period of twelve years certain.
Article XXXII extends the above-mentioned privileges, far as they are applicable, to the Colony

of Newfoundland.

Upon this basis Great Britain asserts that the privileges specified in Article
XVIII of the Treaty of Washington, of 8th May, 1871, exceed in value the
privileges specified in Articles XIX and XXI. This assertion is macle upon the
following grounds, which, for convenience of argument, have been divided into two
parts. Part I deals exclusively with the case of the Dominion of Canada. Part I
deals exclusively with the case of the Colony of Newfoundland.

PART I.

CANKDA.

CHArTEn I.-Extent and Value of Canadian Fisheries.

It will probably assist the Commission in arriving at a just estimation of the
intrinsic worth of the concurrent fishing privileges accorded to United States'
citizens bv the Treaty of Washington, to refer briefly to the extent and value of the
sea-coast fisheries of the Maritime Provinces of Canada, as evidenced in part by the
profitable operations of British fishermen.

The districts within which British subjects carry on fishing on the coasts, and
in the bays, harbours, and creeks of Canada, extend froin the Bay of Fundy to the
Gulf of St. Lawrence inclusive. - The superficial area of these extensive fishing
grounds, as shown on the accompanying map, comprises many thousands of square
miles, forming the home of a great variety of the most prolific and valuable of sea-
fish, the capture of which contributes in an important degree to British and American
commerce, and supplies vast quantities of food to several millions of people. The
chief of these fisi, in the pursuit of which British subjects and United States'
citizens now participate in common, under Treaty arrangements, are mackerel.
codfish, herring, halibut, haddock, hake, pollack, and, many of the smaller varieties
taken principally for bait.

It appears by the subjoined statement (Annex A) that the produce of these
fisheries caught by British subjects has greatly increased during seven years past.
Their steady development and increasing wealth, as shown by this Return, proves
that a very considerable amount of industry and enterprise is embarked therein,
and also that they are capable of still further expansion. This marked improve-
ment in their condition and yield for the period specified in the Table, is an
important circuinstance in relation to the present inquiry. It shows that, in an
article of commerce and a source of food, thleir actual productiveness keeps pace
wivth the yearly increasing demands made on them for al the purposes of foreign
and domestie trade, and of local consumption. Also, they are now of much greater
value than they were during the existence of the Reciprocity Treaty. The admission
ôf American fishermen to concurrent rights under the Treaty of Washington, is
therefore, in every resp -, highly advantageous to the United States' citizens.

CHAPTER I.--Advantages derived by United States' Citizens.

.1. Liberty of fßshing in British waters.
Liberty to prosecute freely the sea fisheries 'on the coasts and shores, and

in the bays, harbours, and creeks" of Canada, is, in itself a very valuable con-
cession to United States' citizens. It concedes the common use of extensive and
productive fishing grounds, which are readily accessible to A merican fishermen,
and are hdvantageously situated as regards their home market. The full value of
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this important concession can be but imperfectly determined by reference merely to
the precise number of vessels and fishermen engaged in the business of fishing il these
waters, or to the exact quantity of fish taken therefrom in the course of each
successive season. Doubtless the aiount of capital thus invested, the employment
afforded, the trade and industry thereby promoted, and the necessary food supplied,
wili be justly regarded by the Commission as forming material elements in the
calculation of probable benefits dcrived by the American nation. But, as it is
desirable to refer to such specific data as may fairly establish the equitable foundation
and practical character of the present claim, wve propose to show, by such evidence
as the case adnits,-

(1.) The number of United Stats' fishing vessels frequenting these waters:
(2.) The kinds and quantities of fish it is customary for them to take, aud the

profits accruing to them. thereby;
(3.) The anount of capital embarked in these operations, and other advantages

accruing to United States' citizens tbereby.
Pirst.-The officiai records of the United States' Government show that in 1868

the "enrolled and licensed " vessels engaged in the cod and naekerel lisheries
nuibered 2,220; in 1869 there were 1,714 vessels so employed; in 1870 their
numbers were 2,292; in 1871 there were 2,426 vessels thus engaged; and in 1872
there were 2,385.

The classification of decked fishing vessels in the United States is confned
nominally to the cod and mackerel fisheries, but no doubt includes such vessels as
embark also in the herring, halibut, haddock, hake, pollack, and bait fisheries on
the coast of Canada. There arc, certainly, fluctuations from year to year in the
number of vessels engaged, as well as in the success of their respective voyages,
but there is a remarkable concurrence in the statements made by varionus informants
that an average number, ranging betwèen 700 and 1,200, of the United States'
vessels have annually resorted to British waters for fishing purposes for many years
past.

These vessels arc variously occupied on the shores of Canada throughout each
season. Some of them resort to the Gulf of St. Lawrence from ea'rly spring time to
late autumn in pursuit of cod, mackerel, herrings, and halibut. Others frequent the
western coast of Nova Scotia and the Bay of Fundy throughout the season. During
the existence of the Reciproeity Trcaty, when free access was afforded to British
waters, it vas admitted by an American authority, MAlr. E. H. Derby, that about
600 of these vessels fished every year for mackerel alone on the Gulf coasts of Canada;
and it is probable that as nany more fished along the Atlantic coasts of Canada,
and also on the banks and ledgesoff shore. Captain Scott, R.N., commanding the
Marine Police, and Captain Nickerson, of the same force, both state that as many
as 1,200 United States' fishing vessels have been known to pass through the Gut of
Canse in a single season. Inspector Venning states that, during the existence of
the Reciprocity Treaty the annual number was from 1,200 to 1,500. The Executive
Council of Prince Edward Island, in a Minute dated 17th February, 1874, states that
1,000 sail of United States' vessels were engaged in the mackerel fishery alone in the
y ear 1872. The former commander of the Government éruizer «La Canadienne,' in his

eport of 1865, estimates that there were in that year from 1,050 to 1,200 American
vessels engaged exclusively in the mackerel fishery of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Subsequently, in 1866, the actual number of United States' vessels dulv licensed by the
Canadian Goverunment on passing through the Gut of Canso for the inshore maekerel
fisheries was 454, as shown by official returns of the local Collectors of Custons.
The exact number of other vessels which then refused to take out lieonses, on the
pretext that they intended fishing in outside waters, vas not, of course, recorded;
but ve are justified in assuming from the observations of qualified persons, whose
oral or wýritten testimiony will be offered to the Commission if required, that at
least 600 more were also engaged in the mackerel and other fisheries in British waters.

It is stated in the Annual Report of the United StatesSecretary of the Treasury
for 1871 that "The district of Gloucester is rost extensively engaged in this
occupation. . Her cod and mackerel fleet amounting to 548 vessels, 28,569 tons,
showing an increase of 97 vessels since June 30, 1810." The same authority states
in the Annual Report for 1872 that " the tonnage employed in the cod and riackerel
fisheries bas increased sonewhat for the past three years."

Thirty-nine new fishing vessels vere built at the port of Gloucester, Massa-
chusetts, alone, in 1874, and about flfty more were to be built in the next following
year; and as there are several other important outfitting ports in the siame State,



besides many others in the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and New York, it is fair to infer that a corresponding increase in the
fishing fleet from these numerous ports will also take place iiow that the Canadian
fisheries are reopened to their, vessels. These five States added 243 schooners to
their fishing Beet in 1866, when the inducements to build were less certain. There
is, therefore, good reason to anticipate that in the course of the twelve vears
stipulated in the present Treaty a stil greater inipetus will be given te the fishing
industry and commerce of the United States. Such a result may be more confi-
dently expected in consequence of the rapid increase of population and extension
of settlements, the more numerous markets opened up by railway enterprises, and
the growing demand for fish food from the seaboard te replace the failing supplies
fromi inland waters.

The withdrawal of New England tonnage from the whale fishery, in conse-
quence of the rapid decline of that pursuit as a paying adventure, will most likely
have the effect of engaging other sail in the more lucrative branches of marine
industry. Mr. R. D. Cutts, in an able Report to the United States' Government on
the political importance and economic conditions of the Fisheries, expresses some
apprehension of the imminent failure of the cod and other fisheries on the Grand
Banks, Should such ensue, it would probable engage additional tonnage in the
in-shore fisheries around the coasts of Canada.

We are, therefore, warranted in reckoning a yearly average number of vessels
as availing themselves of the privileges accorded to United States' citizens by the
Treaty of Washington at about 1,000, reserviùg the right to show the probability
of a still larger iumber being se engaged.

Second.-American fishermen pursue their calling around the islands and in the
harbours of the Bay of Fundy, and along parts of the coasts of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick bordering the said bay; down the south coast of Nova Scotia, and
around the Island of Cape Breton; thence through the Strait of Canso, along the
northern coast of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick; thence through the Strait of
Northumberland, and all around Prince Edward [sland, particularly on its western,
northern, and eastern coasts, resorting especially ta the bays and harbours of the
southern shore to transship cargoes and procure supplies; thence into Miramichi
Bay, the Bay of Chaleur and Gaspé Bay; thence around the Magdalen Islands
and Anticosti Island; thence up the south shore of the River St. Lawrence to
Father Point, and down the north shore of the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence
from Point des Monts to Blanc Sablon Bay. These localities abound with codfish,
niackerel, herrings, halibut, haddock, pollack, hake, and a variety of other and
sm.aller fishes used expressly for bait, such as spring-herring, capelin. smelts,
sandlaunce, gaspereaux, also such bai; as squid and clams. , These are the principal
descriptions of fish captured by United States' citizens in British waters. They
generally frequent the inshores, and are there caught in the largest quantities and
of the finest quality, and with greater certainty and facility than elsewhere. A
considerable portion of the codfish taken by American fishermen is donbtless caught
on the banks and ledges outside, such as GreenM, iscou, Bradelle, and Orphan Banks;
and within Treaty limits around the Magdalen Islands, and on the southern coast
of Labrador. Latterly it has been the practice to use cod seines close inshore, and
te iisli with trawls and lines near the coast of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec,
and Anticosti; there is also a small portion of the other fishes named taken at
varlous distances fr-m the shore.

A majority èGh Le fishing fleet frequenting British waters being fitted almost
exclusively for the mackerel fishery, that pursuit willbe first considered as te the
quantity taken by each vessel. lu an ordinary voyage or "trip" from an
American port te the Gulf fishing grounds and back. wvithout the liberty of resort'
ing freely to the bays, creeks, and harbours, and the inshores generally, te fish,
relit, tranship, &c., but with only illicit opportunities te use these privileges, the
profits of each vesseL would be comparatively insignificant; but being privileged
to fish, and te land and refit, and te transfer each fare to steamers or railwàys in
Canada, and afterwards to replenish stores and resume operations, the vessels
would return immediately while the fishing was good, te catch a second fare, which
is similarly disposed of, and would often make a third trip before the season closes,
Captain P. A. Scott, R.N., of Halifax, Nova Scotia, states that these facilities,
combined: with freedom of inshore fishing, enable. each mackerelman to average
about 800 barrels per season, worth 12,100 dollars. Captain D. . Brown,
R.N., of Halifax, makes the saie statement. Captain J. A. Tory, of Guysboro,
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Nova Scotia. states that it is common, vith such advantages, for each vessel to catch
from 1,001 to 1,500 barrels of mackerel in three trips. Mr. E. H. Derby estimates
the catch of vessels "in the mackerel business from 500 to 700 barrels."
Mr. William Smith, late Controller of Customs at St. John, New Brunswick, now
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries, computes the catch of mackerel by
American vessels at 10 barrels per ton. The late Mr. M. H. Perley, Her Majesty's
Commissioner under the Treaty of 1854, reports in 1849 having accosted five
United States' vessels actively lishing about three miles from Paspebiac, in Chaleur
Bay, and several in Miramichi Bay, having upwards of 900 barrels of mackerel
each. It appears froin a returii niade by the Collector of Customs at Port Mulgrave,
in the Gut of Canso, that among 135 vessels of the American nackerel fleet which
verc casually spoken at that port, in 1873, the names of which he gives, there were

33 having over 300 barrels a-piece; 55 having over 400 barrels each; 28 having
over 500 barrels each; 12 having over 600 barrels each; and 7 having over 700
barrels a-piece. Probably these were not the largest 'ares secured, as the vessels
were reported before the fail fishery (usually the best) had taken place. In the
year 187-1, 161 United States' fishing vessels took, at the east point of Prince
Edward Island, 383 barrels per vessel. The catch of mackerel in that season-by
the Island fishermen, who arc few in numbers, and fsh mostly in open boats and
with seines, was altogether inshore, and amounted to 27,317 barrels.

We may confidently state that at a very moderate computation each Anerican
fishing vessel frequenting British waters, obtains through the privileges conferred
by the Treaty, a catch of at least 300 barrels of mackerel alone, worth 12 dollars
per barrel, at cach trip,-or a gross value of 3,600 dollars per vessel.

'Tlie proportion of codrish taken and forming part of mixed fares would be com-
paratively small when distributed amongst a large number of vessels fishing princi.
pally for nackerel and herrings. It is estimated that vessels fishing for cod,
herrings, and other fish during the intervals of mackereling, usually take of herrings
300 barrels; codfish, 100 quiitals; halibut, 200 quintals; haddock, pollack, and
bake, 100 quintals; and bait tishes (exclusive of herrings, used fresh), 200 dollars'
worth; each vessel averaging about 2,000 dollars' worth in ail. Many of these vessels,
or others of smnaller tonnage, are engaged in fishing around the western coasts of Nova
Scotia, and in the Bay of Fundy, both before and after their regular voyages to the
eastern and Gulf tishing groiunds. But the maximum number of vessels and the
value of catch reckoned in this claimi, for the purpose or stating a basis of computa.
tion, without prejudice, lowever, to whatever addition to the number of vessels
engaged, and the quantity and value of fish caught, may he substantiated in further
evidence, does not specifically include the catch of those smaller vessels, which are
constantly occupied in the inshore fishings of the western coasts of the Maritime
Provinces for other kinds besides mackerel. This rescrvation is necessarily due, if
not to the moderation of the claim involved, at all events to the obvious difliculty of
ascertaining with exactness the movements and operations of a fleet of foreign
vessels, of varied tonnage, numbering between 1,000 and 3,000, besides the many
small boats attached. which arc continually noving about in different and distant
localities, or frequenting throughout each season the countless indentations of a
sinuous coast nearly 4,000 miles in lineal extent.

In recapitulation of the above, it is estimated that eaclh United States' fishing
vessel wili, on a moderate computation, take within .British Canadian waters 3,600
dollars' worth of mackerel, and 2,000 dollars' worth of other fish ; or a total of 5,600
dollars' vorth of lish of all kinds as an average for each trip. This estimate is,
however, made, as stated in the case of the number of vessels engaged, without pre.
judice to any larger catch per vessel, which we may be able to substantiate in
evidence )efore the Commission.

Third.-The estimated amount of capital embarked in this business by United
States' citizens exceeds 7,000,000 dollars. Mr. Lorenzo Sabine, formerly President
of the Boston Board of Trade, estimates it at 7,280,000 dollars. It employs about
16,000 inen alloat, besides many others ashore. That the investment is a profitable
one, is proved by the large amount of vessels and men engaging ii it, and also the
more costly appliances which are provided in. these fishing pursuits, If the con-
struction and equipment of vessels for the various fisheries which United States'
eitizens so persistently follow in British waters was not proved to be highly advan-
tageous, it is reasonable to assume that it would cease to engage a large amount of
capital, for the use of which so nany other attractive enterprizes exist. It must be



concluded, therefore, that the inshore fisheries afford never-failing occupation for
men and money'preferable to many other lucrative industries.

The advantages resulting to the commerce and supply of United States' citizens
generally from the privileges to which American fishermen are admitted by this
Treaty are most important. The.demand for fish fond in ail parts of the American
Union is yearly irreasing, and immense efforts are now being made to supply this
want. A population already exceeding 40,000,000, constantly aigmentiig in
numbers by immigration from foreign countries, and where the people consume the
products of the sea to a very large extent, requires mucl more of this kind of foci.
than the failing fisheries of the United States can now produce. Their productive
.power is no longer equal to the consumptive capacity of the nation. The rapid
means of transport, and the improved methods of preservation now availa he, are
fast bringing the inhabitants <f the interior praccically witlin easy reach of the sea-
board; and fish of ail kinds, even the most inferior descriptions, and1 qualities not
hitherto saleable, are required to supply the public want. , The magnitude of the
present fish trade of the United States is hardly conceivable from the mengre and
partial statements derived from official returns. These Tables publish onlvthe
"products of Anerican fisheries received into the Ctistoms districts," which forn but
a small proportion of the enormous quantities of fish landed from United States'
boats and vessels, and much of which is obtained from the sea-coasts of Canada.

We have referred elsewhere to reports made by American officiais regarding
the deteriorated condition of the fisheries ou the coasts of the New England States.
They affirm that, owing to such decline, "the people arce obliged to resort to far-
distant regions to obtain the supply which formerly couicd be secured aliost within
sight of their homes." The above state of things already renders it necessary for
United States' citizens to secure access to Canadian fisheries; and the gro% ing
demand for local consumption before-mentioned, apart from the requirenients of
their foreign trade, must tend greatly to increase this necessity.

Weret United States' citizens unable to supply such an extensive demandi in
consequence of being precluded from fßshing in British Canadian waters, it would
no doubt be supplied through British subjects, who would also catch more fish in
their own exclusive waters than if fishing in the same limits concurrently with
American fishermen. This consideration, therefore, foris an additional reason for
the compensation which we now claim.

2. Liberty to land for the purposes of drying nets, curing fish, &-c.
The privileges secured to United States' subjects in this respect by the Treaty

ofWashington are-the liberty to land for purposes connected with fishing on the
coasts of Labrador, the Magdalen Islands, and the other portions of the seaboard of
the Dominion of Canada. As the rights thus secured to United States' lishermen for
a period of twelve years vary somewhat in the different localities above named, it will
be well to consider them separately.

Under theConvention of 1818, United States' citizens were privileged to flsh on
certain parts of the coast of Labrador, but were restricted in theý liberty or dryir
and curing fish to unsettled places. Such districts as vere then occupied, or ight
subsequently become settled, were reserved for the exclusive use of British lisher-
men, and rights and properties possessed by the Hudson's Bay Coinpany were
likewise reserved from common user. Graduai settlement during fifty years past lias
filled up nearly ail available landing-places along the southern coast of Labrador,
between Blanc Sablon and Mount Joly; and the establishnents maintained by the
H-udson's Bay Company, whose rights and privileges are now acquired by Canada,
have confirmed the exclusive occupancy contemplated by the Convention.'Under
such altered circumstances, United States' fishermen might -have 1een excluded
under the terms of the Convention from using these landings, without the free use of
which the fisheries cannot be profltably pursued. The filsh taken in these waters
include herrings, cod-fish, and sometimes mackerel, which are seined on the main
shore, and among the islands throughout that region, and the famous " Labrador
herring," which abounds there.

The Convention of 1818 entitled United States' citizens to fish on the shores of
the Magdalen Islands, but denied them the privilege of 7landing there. Withou
such permission, the practical use of the inshore fisheries -was inpossible. Although
such permission. has tacitIy existed,.as a matter of uffdrance, it might at any
moment have been withd1 awn, and the operations of United States' fsherinen in
that locality would thus have-been rendere.d ineWfectual. The value-of these insi-ore



fisheries is great: mackerel, herring, halibut, capelin, and launce abound, and are
caught inside of the principal bays and harbours, where they resort to spawn.
Between 300 and 400 United States'fishing vessels yearly frequent the waters of this
group, and take large quantities of fish, both for curing and bait. A single seine
bas been known to take at one haul enough of herrings to fill 3,000 barrels. Seining
mackerel is similarly productive. During the spring and summer fishery of the year
1875, when the mackerel were closer inshore than usual, the comparative failure of
American fishermen vas owing to their being unprepared wiith suitable hauling
nets and small boats, their vessels being unable to approach close enough to the
beaches.

In the case of the remaining portions of the seaboard of Canada, the ternis of
the Convention of 1818 debarred United States' citizens froin landing at any part
for the pursuit of operations connected with fishing. This privilege is essential to
the successful prosecution of both the inshore and deep sea fisheries. By it they
would be enabled to prepare their fish in a superior manner in a salubrious climate,
as well as more expeditiously, and they would, be relieved of a serious embarrass-
ment as regards the disposition of fish offals, by curing on shore the fsh which
otherwise would have been dressed on board their vessels, and the refuse thrown
overboard.

All the advantages above detailed have been secured for a period of twelve
years to United States' fishermen. Without them fishing operations on many parts
of the coast would be not only unremunerative, but impossible; and they may,
therefore, be fairly claimed as an important item in the valuation of the liberties
granted to the United States under Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washington.

3. Transskipping cargoes and obtaining supplies, 4c.
Freedom to transfer cargoes, to outfit vessels, buy supplies, obtain ice, engage

sailors, procure bait, and traffic generally in British ports and harbours, or to
transact other business ashore, not necessarily connected with fishing pursuits, are
secondary privileges which materialiy enhance the principal concessions to United
States' citizens. These advantages are indispensable to the success of foreign
fishing on Canadian coasts. Without such facilities, fishing operations, both inside
and outside of the inshores, cannot be conducted on an extensive and remunerative
scale. Under the Reciprocity Treaty these coniveniences proved very important,
more particularly as respects obtaining bait and transferring cargoes. The
American fishermen then came inshore everywhere along the coast and caught bait
for themselves, instead of requiring, as previously, to buy, and preserve it in ice,
saving thereby much tine and expense. They also transshipped their fish and
returned with their vessels to the fishing ground; thus securing two or three fares
in one season. Both of these, therefore, are distinct benefits. There are other
indirect advantages attending these privileges; such as carrying on fishing opera-
tions nearer the coasts, and thereby avoiding risks to life and property, as well
whilst fishing as in voyaging homeward and back; also having always at command
a convenient and commodious base of operations. They procure cheap and regular
supplies without loss of time, enabling them always to send off their cargoes of fish
promptly by rail and steamers to meet the current market demand for domestic
consumption or foreign export, instead of being compelled to ''beat up" to
Gloucester or Boston with each cargo, seldoni returning for a second; and it may
be remarked that all their freight business in fish from provincial ports is carried
on in Anierican bottoms, thus creating a profitable business for United States'
citizens.

The advantages above described of being able to make second and third full
fares, undoubtedly, in most instances, doubles the catch which can be nade in
British Canadian waters by a vessel during one season, and it, therefore, may be
reasonably estimated that it enables United States' fishermen to double their profits.

4. Formation offishing establishments.
The privilege. of establishing permanent fishing stations on the shores or

Canadian bays, creeks, and harbours, akin to that of landing to dry and cure fish,
is of material advantage to United States' citizens. Before the Treaty the common
practice with American vessels was to take away their cargoes of. codfish in a green
state, and to dry them at home. Those codfish caught on the banks off-shore are
usually fine, well-conditioned fish, but, being cured in bulk instead of being cured or
packed ashore, are of inferior value. Apart from the fishingfacilities and business
conveniences thus afforded to Americans for prosecuting both the deep-sea and
inshore fisheries, there are climatic advantages connected with this privilege of a



peculiar nature, which attach to it a special value. It is a fact universally known
and undisputed, that codfish, for example, cured on our coasts, comimand a much
higher price in foreign markets than those cured in the United States. This is
due in a great measure to the salubrity of the climate and the proximity of the
fishing grounds. Permanent curing establishments ashore also enable the fisher
men to obtain more frequent "fares," and the dealers to carry on the business of
curing and shipping on a much more extensive and economic scale, than if their
operations were conducted afloat. There are further advantages derivable from
permanent establishments ashore, such as the accumulation of stock and fresh fish
preserved in snow or ice, and others kept in frozen and fresh state by artificial
freezing; also, the preservation of fish in cans hermetically sealed. The great
saving of cost and of substance, and the rapid preparation of a more saleable, more
portable, and more nutritive article of food, which commend these improved methods
of treating edible fishes to general adoption, will, undoubtedly, induce enterprizing
dealers to avail themselves very extensively of the remarkable opportunities which
free access, and an assured footing on Canadian coasts, are calculated to afford.
The broad effect of these increased facilities is to be found in the abundant and
increasing supply to the American public of cheap and wvholesome fish, which
supply would certainly diminish or fail without the advantages secured by the
Treaty of Washington.

5. Convenience of reciprocal free market.
A reciprocal free market for any needful commodity, such as fish, entering

extensively into daily consumption by rich and poor, is so manifest an advantage
to everybody concerned, the producer, the freighter, the seller and consumer alike,
that the reinission of Canadian duties on American-caught fish imported into
Canada, cannot, in our opinion, forai a very material element for consideration.
The benefits conferred by a cheap and abundant supply of food are evident,
especially to countries where, as in the United States and Canada, the chief
necessaries of life are expensive, and it is so desirable to cheapen the means of
living to the working classes.

6. Participation in improvements resulting from the Fsheries Protection Service of
Canada.

In addition to the statutory enactments protecting the Canadian Fisheries
against foreigniers, and regulating participation in them by the United States'
citizens, under Treaty stipulations, the Provincial Governments bave for many
years past applied an organized system of municipal protection and restriction,
designed to preserve them from injury and to render them more productive.. A
marked increase in their produce during the last decade attests the gratifying
results of these measures.

A large number of fishery officers is employed by the Government of the
Dominion in the Maritime States at an annual cost of about 75,000 dollars. This
staff is actively engaged, under an organized systeni controlled by the Departmnent
of Marine and Fisheries, in fostering and superintending fish culture in the rivers
and estuaries. Regulations are enforced for the protection of these nurseries, and
considerable expense has been incurred in adapting and improving the strep.ms for
the'reproduction of river fish.

The intimate, connection between a thriving condition of river and estuary
fishings and an abundant supply in the neighbouiring deep-sea: fisheries has not,
perhaps, as yet been sufficiently appreciated. It is, however, obvious that the
supply of bait fishes thus produced attracts the deep-sea fish in large numbers.
Their resort is consequently nearer inshore than formerly, and the catch of the
fishermen who have the privilege of inshore fishing is proportionately increased,
whilst they pursue their operations. in safer waters, and within easier reach of
supplies. In addition to the measures above described for the increase of the
fisheries, special care has been devoted to the protection of, the spawning grounds
of sea fishes, and. the inshores now swarm with valuable fish of ail kiids, which,
owing to the expense incurred by the Canadian Government, are now. abundant in
places hitherto almost deserted.

It will also be necessary for the proper maintenance of these improvements
and for the preservation of order in the fishing grounds, as well in the interest, of
the United States as of the Canadian fishermen, to ,supplement the existing
Fisheries:Service by anadditional number of f officers and men which: willprobably
entail an increaseof at least 100,00Q dollars ori the:preserit expenditure.

In all these important advantages, produced by the restrictions' and taxation



imposed on Canadians, United States' fishermen will now share to the fullest
extent, withoit having as yet in any way contributed towards their cost: it niay
then fairly be claimed that a portion of the award to be demanded of the United
States' Government shall be in consideration of their participation in the fruits of
additional expenditure borne by Canadians to the annual extent, as shown above,
of nearly 200,000 dollars.

&rnmary.

The privileges secured to United States' citizens under Article XVIII of the
Treaty of Washington, which have been above described particularly and in detail,
ray be summarized as follows:-

1. The liberty of fishing in all inshore waters of the Dominion; the value of
which is shown by the kinds, quantity, and value of the fish annually taken by
United States' fishiermen in those waters, as -well as by the number of vessels, hands,
and capital employed.

2. The liberty to land for the purpose of drying nets and curing fisl, a privilege
essential to the successful prosecution of fishing operations.

Z. Access to the shores for purposes of bait, supply, &c., including the ail-
important advantage of transferring cargoes, which enables American fishermen
to double their profits by securing two or more full fares during one season.

4. Participation in the improvements resulting from the Fisheries Service
maintained by the Government of the Dominion.

'The above privileges may be considered as susceptible of an approximate
money valuation, which it is respeòtfully submitted should be assessed as well with
reference to the quantity and value of fish taken, and the fishing vessels and fisher-
men employed, as to other collateral advantages enjoyed by United States'
citizens.

It has been stated in the preceding portions of this chapter that an average
number of at least 1,000 United States' vessels annually frequent British Canadian
waters. The gross catch of each vessel per trip has been estimated at 5,600 dollars,
a considerable proportion of which is net profit, resulting, from the privileges
conferred bv the Treaty.

These privileges profitably employ men and materials representing in industrial
capital several millions of dollars; the industries to the advancement of'which
they conduce, support domestie trade and foreign commerce of great extent and
increasing value; they also serve to make a necessary and healthful article of food
plentiful and cheap for the American nation. It is not merely the value of "raw
material" in fish taken out of British Canadian waters which constitutes a fair
basis of compensation ; the right of this fishery was an exclusive privilege, the sole
use of which was highly prized, and for the common enjoynient of which we
demaid equivalents to be meastired by -our just estimation of its worth; we
enhance the main concession on this point by according kindred liberties and
indispensable facilities, alil of which are direct advantages; and, in order to illus-
trate the assessable value of the grant, we adduce certain data relating to the
number of United States' fishing vessels more immediately interested, and the gross
quantity and value of their catch in British Canadian waters.

In addition to the advantages above recited, the attention of the Commis-
sioners is respectfully drawn to the great importance attaching to the beneficial
consequences to the United States of honourably acquiring for their fishermen full
freedoin to pursue their adventurous calling without incurring constant risks, and
exposing themselves and their fellow countrymen to the inevitable reproach of wilfully
trespassing on -the rightful domain of friendly neighbours. Paramount, however,
to this consideration is the avoidance of irritating disputes, calculated to disquiet
the public mind of a spirited and enterprising people, and liable always to become
a cause of mutual anxiety and embarrassment.

lIt was repeatedly stated by the American members of the Joint. High Commis-
sion at Washington, in discussing proposals regarding the Canadian fisheries, " that
the United States desired to secure their enjoyment, .not for their commercial or
intrinsie value, but for the purpose of removing a source of irritation." This com-
mendable desire evidently was reciprocated by the British Commissioners in
assenting to the proposition that the matter of!idisagreement as regards a'money-
equivalent "should be referred to an impartial Commission." It should not be lost
sight of that an offer for the reciprocal free admission of coal, salt, fish, and luimber,
had previously been made by the United States' Commissioners, " entirely in the



interest of a peaceful settlement," but was declined by the British Comumissioners ak
inadequate. It is now shown that the contention of the British Commissioners
regarding the "great value " of these fisheries was wéli founded, and that the
privileges subsequently accorded by the Treaty of Washington as in part compen-
satory are of no appreciable value.

It must be admitted, therefore, that the concessions made by Great Britain in
the interests of American fishermen, quite irrespective of their commercial value,
are indeed extremely valuable to the United States. Probably,it will be said that in
this respect, there is an international gain. But it seems impossible for British
subjects, if unmolested in their rights and privileges, to occasion any such irritation
as the United States' Commissioners expressed their anxiety to avoid. The provo-
cation would be confined entirely to foreign intruders, seeking their own gains at the
cost and injury of British fishermen, thereby, perhaps, involving both nations in
serious difilculties and incalculable expense. The duty (with its attendant cost) of
g'iarding against any sucli vexations on the part of United States' citizens, devolves
solely on the American Government. If, to avoid the onerous responsibility of
fulfilling it, and at the same time to secure for the inhabitants and trade of the
country the concurrent use of these valuable privileges, the Government of the
United States requires to pay fair equivalents, it certainly cannot be expected that
Great Britain would abate the just estimation placed on them because of a mere
assertion by the United States, as beneficiary, " that their value is over-estimated,"
or that any further measure of concession is due to international amity. Great
Britain laims to have fully reciprocated the desire expressed by the United States'
Commissioners.; and being in possession of proprietary rights of special importance
and value to herself,:the mutual enjoyment of which was voluntarily sought on
behalf of United States' citizens, we are justified in asking the present Commission
to consider these'circumstances in determining the matter thus referred to equitable
assessient under the present Treaty.

CniarATn II.-Advantages derived by British Subjects.

1. Liberly offishing in United States' waters, and other privileges connected therewith.
The privileges granted to British subjects by Article XIX of the Treaty of

Washington are the saine right of fishing and landing, for purposes connected with
fishing, in United States' waters, north of the 39th parallel of north latitude, as are
granted to United States' citizens in British North American waters. It may at the
outset be. stated that this concession is absolutely valueless.

That the several kinds of sea fishes formerly abundant on the north-eastern
sea-coasts of the United States have not merely become very scarce, but are in some
localities almost extinct, is an unquestionable fact. An exhaustive investigation
into the causes of their decline was commenced in 1871 by Professor Baird, the
Chief of the United States' Fisheries Commission, and lis stili in progress. This
eminently thorough and scientific investigator reports, substantially, that the failing
supply of edible coast fishes is mainly due to overnetting and incessant fishingby
other means. These causes, joined to continuous havoc made by predaceous fishes;
have considerably, exhausted the coast fisheries along the southern and north-eastern
seaboard of the United States. The Fishery Commissioners of the State of, Maine,
in their Reports for 1872-4, endorse the official statements of the Federal Commis-
sioner, that the sea fishes on the: coasts of New England have " almost entirely
disappeared," anid that "the people are, obliged to resort to far distant regions-to
obtain the supply which formerly could be secured almost within sight of, their
homes.".

The following extracts from Professor Baird's Report, published in 1873, are
conclusive:

In view of the facts adduced in reference to the shore fisheries, there can be no
hesitation in accepting the:statement that there has been an enormous 'diminution
in their number, although this had already occurred to a considerable degree, with
some species;by the beginning of the present century."

'4The testimony everywhere, with scarcely an exception, both fromine-men and
trappers;.was that the whole business of ;fishing was pretty.nearly at an endand
that it iould scarcely pay parties to attempt to continue the work on a large scale
in 1873.

Vhentthe above statements . are fairly considered, and when we also consider
that the only remedy for this state of decline is to diminish the numbers andrestrict
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the catchment powers of fisbing engines in use, it is highly improbable tbat any
foreigner will resort to these waters for fishing purposes.

l a geographical sense, the fishery grounds thas formally opened to British
subjects comprise about 2,000 square miles, distant and unproductive, and which,
for these and other reasons, are practically unavailable to the British fisherman. It
is shown above that the best United States' authorities concur in opinion that these
fisheries are rapidly becoming exhausted, affording scarcely remunerative employ-
ment for Anierican fishermen, who have been themselves obliged to abandon these
grounds, and resort in large numbers to the more productive waters of Canada.
It is as impossible to conceive in theory that British fishermen should forsake their
own abundant waters to undertake a long and arduous voyage to those distant and
unremunerative fisheries, as it is an undisputed matter of fact that they do not, and
in all probability never will, do so.

A similar concession embodied in the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, which em-
braced 3 degrees more in a southerly direction, extending along the coasts of
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and part of North Carolina, to the 36th parallel of
north latitude, proved during the twelve years it existed of no practical value what-
soever, not a single British fisherman having utilized it.

The question of bait must now be considered, as some importance may, perhaps,
be attached by the United States to the supposed advantages derived in this respect
by British subjects. It might appear at first sight that the privilege of resorting to
the inshores of the Eastern States to procure bait for mackerel fishing was of
practical use. Menhaden are said to be found only in United States' waters, and
are. used extensively in the mackerel fishing, which is often successfully pursued
with this description of bait, especially by its use for feeding and. attracting the
shoals. It is, however, by no means indispensable; other fish baits, plentiful in
British waters, are quite as successfully used in this particular kind of fishing
business, and very generally in other branches, both of deep-sea and inshore fishing,
as, for example, fresh herrings, alewives, capelin, sandlaunce, smelts, squids, clams,
and other small fishes caught chiefly with seines close inshore. British fishermen
can thus find sufficient bait at home; and can purchase from American dealers anv
quantities they require mnuch cheaper than by making voyages to United States'
waters in order to catch it for themselves. It is a remarkable fact that for six years
past, American fishermen have bought from Canadians more herring bait alone than
all the menhaden bait imported into Canada during the same period. The menhaden
bait itself can also be bred and restored to places in the Bay of Fundy, on the
western coast of Nova Scotia, where it existed up to the time of its local extermi-
nation.

It is notorious that the supply, both of food and bait fishes, bas become
alarmingly scarce along the United States' coast. At Gloucester alone some thirty
vessels are engaged during about six months in each year catching menhaden for
bait. They sel about 100,000 dollars' worth annually, and, by catching them
immoderately in nets and weirs for supplying bait and to furnish the oil mills, they
are rapidly exterminating them. The Massachusetts Fishery Commissioners, l
their report for 1872, state that "It takes many hands working in many ways to
catch bait enough for our fishing fleet, which may easily be understood when it is
remembered that each George's man takes 15 or 20 barrels for a trip; and
that each mackereler lays in from 75 to 120 barrels, or even more than that." One
of the principal modes. for the capture of bait and other fishes on the New England
Coast is by fixed traps or pounds on the shore. By means of :these, herrings,
alewives, and menhaden are caught as bait for the sea fishery, besides merchantable
fish for the markets, and the coarser kinds for the supply of the oil factories. There
are upwards of sixty of these factories now in operation on the New England Coast.
The capital invested in them approaches 3,000,000 dollars. They employ 1,197
men y 383 sailing vessels, and 29 steamers, besides numerous other boats. The fish
material which they consume yearly is enormous, computed at about 1,191,100
barrels, requiring whole fishes to the number of about 300,000,000., These modes of
fishing for menhaden and other bait are furthermore such as to preclude strangers
from participating in them without exceeding the terms. of the Treaty ; and -even
without this difficulty, it must be apparent that such extensive; native enter.
prises would bar the competition, and suffice to ensure:the virtual exclusion of
foreigners.

The attention of the Commissioners is therefore respectfully drawn,, to the
following points:



1. The "sea fishery " is distant and unproductive.
2. The inshores are occupied to the fullest possible extent, and the supply,

especially in the matter of bait, is rapidly becoming exhausted.
3. British fishermen have not, either during the Reciprocity Treaty or the

Treaty of Washington, availed themselves of the freedom of fishing in United States
waters.

A careful consideration of these points will, we believe, lead to the conviction
that in this respect no advantage whatever accrues to British subjects.

2. Customs remissions by United States in favour of Canada.
The privilege of a free market in the United States for the. produce of the

fisheries of the Dominion of Canada, excepting fish of the inland lakes and tributary
rivers, and fish preserved in oil, remains to be considered. It forms the only
appreciable concession afforded by the Treaty for the right of free fishery in British
waters, and the collateral advantages derived by United States' citizens. We have
already adverted in paragraph 5 of chapter 2 of this Case to the mutual benefit of a
reciprocal free market for fish. This is so clearly an advantage to all concerned,
and particularly to the nation comprising the largest number of fishermen, traders;
and consumers, that it cannot be contended that in this respect any advantage is
conceded to Canada which is not participated in by the United States.

Conclusion.

For ‡hese and other reasons Her Majesty's Government, for the concession of
these privileges in respect of the Dominion of Canada, claim, over and above the
value of.any advantages conferred on British subjects under the Fishery Articles o'f
the Treàty of Washington, a gross sum of 12,000,000 dollars, to be paid in accord-
ance with the terms of the Treaty.

PAT IL.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

CUL&PTEr L-Introduction and Description of Newfoundland FÏsheries.

It has been already submitted, on page 62 of the Introductory portion of this
Case, that the following basis is the only one which it is possible to adopt under
the terms of the first part of Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washington, 1871,
namely, that the value of the privileges granted to each country respectivély by
Articles XVIII, XIX, and XXI of that Treaty, which were not enjoyed under the Ist
Article of the Convention of the 20th- of Octol>er, 1818, is that which this Commission
is constituted to deteriine.

The position occupied by Newfoundland, in regard to the right of fishing enjoyed
by the United States' citizens on her coasts is, however, in many points distinct
from, that of Canada, and it is desirable to state precisely how the case stands.

By Article I of the Convention of. 1818 the inhabitants of the United States
acquired '" for ever the liberty to take fish of every kind on that part of the southeri
coast of Newfoundland which extends-from Cape Ray to the Rameau Islands, n'tlie
western and northern coast of Newfoundland, from the said Capé Ray to the Quirpon
Islands, and also on the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks from Mount Jolyon'the
southern coast of Labrador, to and through the Straits of Belle-Isle, and;thence northli
wardly indefinitely along the coast, and the liberty, for ever to dry and cure fish in
any of theunsettled bays, harbours, ànd:creeks. of. the southiern part of the-coast of
Newfoundland, hereabove described; andthe coast of Labrador; but so soon asthe
same, or any part- thereof, shall be settled, it shall not be lawful for'thessaid fishedi-
mento dry or cure fish at such portionsso settled .without previous agreement for
suchpurpose with 4the inhabitants; proprietors, or .possessorsof thegrând! *nd
the:U]nited States renounced for ever any ]iberty heretofore énjoyed or claimed;by
the inhabitants ,thereof, to take, dry,, or cure:fish on or within. three marine miles of
any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of His,.Majesty's 'Dominions inAdmerie;
npt inldde ithin teaoenetioned lii &'proidédhoevéÏ, thatitheiUited
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States' fishermen shall be admitted to enter such bays or harbours for the purpose
of shelter and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood and of obtaining
water, and for no other purpose whatever; but they shall be under such restrictions
as shall be necessary to prevent their taking, drying, or curing fish therein, or in
any other manner whatever abusing the privileges hereby reserved to them."

In addition to the privileges so enjoyed under the Convention of 1818, Articles
XVIII and XXI of the Treaty of Washington granted to United States'
citizens:-

(1.) The liberty to take fish of every kind except shell-fish, on the remaining
portion of the coast of Newfoundland, with liberty to land on the said coast for the
purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish; provided that in so doing they
do not interfere with the rights of private property, or with British fishermen in the
peaceable use of any part of the said coast in their occupancy for the said purpose:
the salmon and shad fisheries and all other fisheries in rivers and mouths of rivers
being reserved exclusively for British fishermen.

(2.) The admission into Newfoundland of fish oil and fiih of all kinds, except
fish of the inland lakes and rivers falling into them, and except fish preserved in oil,
being the produce of fisheries of the United States, free of duty.

The enjoyment of these privileges to continue for the period of twelve years
certain.

In return for the privileges so granted to United States' citizens, British subjects
acquired under the same Treaty:-

1. Similar rights of fishing and landing on United States' coasts, north of the
39th parallel of north latitude; and,

2. The admission into the United States of fish oil and fish of all kinds, except
fish preserved in oil, being the produce of the fisheries of Newfoundland, free of
duty.

These privileges also arc to continue for a period of twelve years,
certain.

A reference to the accompanying map will show that the coast, the entire
freedom of which for fishing purposes las thus been acquired by the United States
for a period of twelve years, embraces that portion extending from the Rameau
Islands on the south-west coast of the island eastward and northwardly, to the
Quirpon Islands. This coast contains an area of upwards of 11,000 square miles,
including admittedly the most valuable cod fisheries of the world. Fish of other
descriptions, namely, herring, capelin, and squid, which are by far the best bait for
the successful prosecution of the cod fisheries, can be taken in unlimited quantities
close inshore along the whole coast, whilst in some parts are turbot, halibut, and
lance.

The -subjoined tables (Annex B) of the exports of fish from Newfoundland
for the past seven years will show the enormous and increasing value of these
fisheries; and the Census Returns also annexed (Annex C) afford the clearest
evidence that the catch is very large in proportion to the number of men, vessels, and
boats engaged in fishing operations, on the coasts of Newfoundland, which have
been thrown open to United States' citizens under the Treaty of Washington.

In addition to the value, as shown above, of the inshore fisheries, the proximity
of the bank fisheries to the coast of Newfoundland forms a very important element
in the present inquiry. These fisheries are situated at distances varying from 35
to 200 miles from the coast of Newfoundland, and are productive in the highest
degree. Although they are open to vessels of all nations, their successful prosecu-
tion depends almost entirely in securing a commodious and proximate basis of
operations. Bait, which can be most conveniently obtained inthe inshore waters
of Newfoundland, is indispensable, and the supply of capelin, squid, and herring is
there inexhaustible for this purpose.

With reference to the importance vhich has from earliest times been attached
to the, value of the fisheries of Newfoundland, it is to be observed that a great
portion of the Articles in the Treaties of 1783 and 1818 between Great Britain and
the United States is devoted to careful stipulations respecting their enjoyment; and
it will not escape the observation of the Commissioners that the privileges granted
to United States' fishermen in those Treaties were always limited in extent, and did
not confer the entire freedom for fishing operations which is now accorded by the
Treaty of Washington, even on those portions of the coast whichw'ere then thrown
open to therm. Thus, whilst according the privilege of fishing on certain portions
of the coast, the Treaty f' 1783 denied thé right of landing to dry aiidcuie oôn'the:
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shore, and the result was that, so ar as concerned dried cod-fish, the concession to
the United States was of little or no advantage to them. It was indispensable to
the production of a superior article of dried cod-fish that there should be a speedy
landing and curing in a suitable climate. The climate of the United States is not
adapted for this purpose, whilst that of Newfoundland is peculiarly suitable. This
fact is evidenced by the United States having never competed with Newfoundland
in foreig n markets in the article of dried cod-fish, whilst they were debarred from
landing on Newfoundland shores. Again, it is necessary for the prosecution of the
fisheries, with reasonable prospects of lucrative results, that the fishermen should
be in proximity to their curing and drying establishments.

The Treaty of 1783 was annulled by the war of 1812 and the stipulations of
Article I of the Convention of 1818, quoted in extenso on page 57 of this Case, made
important modifications in the privileges heretofore enjoyed by United States'
fishermen. Although they had, under this Convention, the liberty of drying and
curing fish upon the southern coast of Newfoundland fron the Rameau Islands to
Cape Ray, it was confined to the unsettled bays, harbours, and creeks within these
limits; and, it being provided that so soon as any portion thereof should be settled, the
liberty should cease, the fishermen of the United States have been prevented, by
the coast becoming generally settled, from availing themselves of the liberty so
conceded. Previously, therefore, to the Treaty of Washington, United States'
fishermen did not interfère with the Newfoundland fishermen as regards the article
of dried codfish, although they prosecuted the herring fishery at Bonne Bay and
Bay of Islands on the western coast.

The question of the privileges of fishing on certain portions of the Newfound-
land shores enjoyed by French fishermen does not come within the scope of this
Commission, vet a passing allusion may be made to it. These privileges consist in
the freedom of the inshore fisheries from Cape Ray northwardly to Quirpon Islands,
and from thence to Cape John, on parallel 50° of north latitude; and the value
attached to this right by the French Government is attested by their solicitude in
maintaining it, and by the amount of French capital embarked in the prosecution
of these fisheries. ''his affords another proof of the productiveness of the waters
of the island.

CnRAPTER II.-Advantages derived by United States' Citizens.

It will not be a matter of surprise that there should be an absence of exact
statistical information when the facts are taken into consideration that, until the
Washington Treaty, this vast extent of fishery was exclusively used by the people
of Newfoundland-sparsely scattered over a long range of coast, for the most part
in small settlements, between the majority of which the only means of communica-
tion is by water; and where, up to the present time, there was no special object in
collectino statistical details. It is proposed, however, to show, by such evidence as
willi, it is believcd, satisfy the Commissioners, the nature and value of the privileges
accorded to the citizens of the United States under the Treaty of Washington.
These may be conveniently divided into three heads, as follows

I. The entire freedom of the inshore fisheries.
Il. The privilege of procuring bait, refitting, drying, transshipping, and

procuring supplies.
111. The advantage of a free market in Newfoundland for fish and fish oil.
The privileges granted in return to British subjects will be treated subse-

quently, and consist of-
1. The liberty of prosecuting fishing operations in United States' vaters north

of the 39th parallel of north latitude ; and
2. The advantages of a free market in the United States for fish and fish oil

I.-The Entire Freedomn of the Inshore Fisheries.

New.foundland, from that part of its coast now thrown open to United States'
fishermen, yearly extracts, at the lowest estimate, 5,000,000 dollars' ivorh of fish
and fish oil, and when the value of fish used for bait and local consumption for food
and agricultural purposes, of which there are no returns, is takeiïinto account,
the total may be fairly stated at 6,000,000 dollars annually.

It. may possibly be contended on the part of the .United, States that -their
fishermen .have, not in the' past availed themselves of the Newfoundland inshore
fisheries, with but few exceptions, and that they would and do resort to thecosts
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of that island only for the purpose of procuring bait for the Bank fishery. This
may up to the present time, to some extent, be true as regards cod-fish, but not as
regards herring, turbot, and halibut. It is not at all probable that, possessing as
they now do the right to take herring and capelin for themselves on all parts of the
Newfoundland coasts, they will continue to purchase as heretofore, and they will
thus prevent the local fishermen, especially those of Fortune Bay, from engaging in
a very lucrative employment which formerly occupied them during a portion of the
winter season for the supply of the United States' market.

The vords of the Treaty of Washington, in dealing with the question of
compensation, make no allusion to what use the United States may or do make of
the privileges granted them, but simply state that, inasmuch as it is asserted by
Her Majesty's Government that the privileges accorded to the citizens of the United
States under Article XVIII are of greater value than those accorded by Articles
XIX and XXI to the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, and this is not admitted
by the United States, it is further agreed that a Commission shall be appointed,
having regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to Her Britannic
Majesty's subjects in Articles Nos. XIX and XXI, the amount of any compensation
to be paid by the Government of the United States to that of Her Majesty, in return
for the privileges accorded to the United States under Article XVIII.

It is asseited, on the part of Her Majesty's Government, that the actual use
which may be made of this privilege at the present moment is not so much in
question as the actual value of it to those who may, if they will, use iL. It is
possible, and even probable, that United States' fishermen may at any moment avail
themselves of the privilege of fishing in Newfoindland inshore waters to a much
larger extent than they do at present; but even if they should not do so, it would
not relieve them from the obligation of naking the just payment for a right which
they have acquired subject to the condition of making that paynient. The case
may be not inaptly illustrated by the somewhat analogous one of a tendency of
shooting or fishing privileges ; it is not because the tenant fails to exercise the
rights which he has acquired by virtue of his lease that the proprietor should he
debarred from the recovery of his rent.

There is a marked contrast, to the advantage of the United States' citizens,
between the privilege of access to fisheries the most valuable and productive in the
world, and the barren right accorded to the inhabitants of Newfoundland of fishing
in the exhausted and preoccupied waters of the United States north of the 39th
parallel of north latitude, in which there is no field for lucrative operations even if
British subjects desired to resort to them; and there are strong grounds for
believing that year by year, as United States' fishermen resort in greater numbers
to the coasts of Newfoundland for the purpose of procuring bait and supplies, they
will become more intimately acquainted with the resources of the inshore fisheries
and their unlimited capacity for extension and development. As a matter of fact,
United States' vessels have, since the Washington reaty came into operation, been
successfully engaged in these fisheries; and it is but reasonable to anticipate that,
as the advantages to be dèrived from them become more widely known, larger
numbers of United States' lishermen will engage in them.

A participation by fishermen of the United States in the freedom of these
waters must, notwithstanding their wonderfully reproductive capacity, tell materially
on the local catch, and, while affording to the United States' fishermen a profitable
employment, nust seriously interfere with local success. The extra amount of bait
aiso which is required for the supply of the United States' demand for the Bank
Fishery must have the effect of diminishing the supply of cod for the inshores, as
it is well known that the presence of that fish is caused by the attraction offered bv
a large quantity of hait fishes, and as this quantity diminishes the cod will resort
in fewer numbers to the coast. The effect of this diminution may not in all pro-
bability be apparent for some years to come, and whilst United States' fishermen
will have the liberty of enjoying the fisheries for several years in their present
teining and remunerative state, the effects of over-fishîng may, after their right taq
participate in them has d, beco sica t the intersts of the

locl fsheme . lpsed bemre seriously prejudicial ' th neres of.te,local fishermen.
II.-The Privilege of procuring Bait and Supplies, Refitting, Drying, Transsktipping, Sçc.

Apart from the immense value to United States' fishermen of participation in
the Newfoundland inshore fisheries must be estimated the irnportant privilege of
procuring bait for the prosecution of the bank and deep-sea fisheries, which are
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capable of unlimited expansion. With Newfoundland as a basis of operations, the
right of procuring bait, refitting their vessels, drying and curiig fisb; piihring ice
in abundance for the preservation of bait, liberty of transshipping their.cargoes, &c.,
an almost continuous prosecution of the Bank Fishery is secured to them. By
means of these advantages, United States' fishermen have acquired, by the Treaty
of Washington, all the requisite facilities for increasing their ishing operationsto
such an extent as to enable them to supply the demand for fish food in the United
States' markets, and largely to furnish the other fish markets of the world, and
thereby exercise a competition which must inevitably prejudice Newfoundland
exporters. It must be remembered, in contrast with the foregoing, that United
States' fishing craft, before the conclusion of the Treaty of Washington, could, only
avail themselves of the coast of Newfoundland for obtaining a supply of wood and
water, for shelter, and for necessary repairs in case of accident, and for no other
pVurpose whatever; they therefore prosecuted the Bank Fishery under« great dis-
advantages, notwithstanding which, owing to the failure of the United States' local
fisheries, and the consequent necessity of providing new fishing grounds., the Bank
Fisheries have developed into a lucrative source of employment to the fishermen of
the United States. That this position is appreciated by those actively engaged in
the Bank Fisheries is attested by the statements of competent witnesses, whose
evidence will be laid before the Commission.

It is impossible to offer more convincing testimony as to the value to United
States' fishermen of securing the right to use the coast of Newfoundland as a basis
of operations for the Bank Fisheries than is contained in the declaration of one
who has been for six years so occupied, sailing from the ports of Salem and
Gloucester, in Massachusetts, and who declares that it is of the greatest importance
to United States' fishermen to procure from Newfoundland the bait necessary for
those fisheries, and that such benefits can hardly be over-estimated;.that there will
be during the season of 1876 upwards of 200 United States' vessels in Fortune
Bay for bait, aud that there will be upwards of 300 vessels from, the United States
engaged in the Grand Bank Fishery; that owiig to the great advantage of being
able to run into Newfoundland for bait of different kinds they are enabled to make
four trips during the season; that the capelin, which may be considered as a bait
peculiar to Newfoundland, is the best which can be used for this fishery, and that a
vessel would probably be enabled to make two trips duiing the capelin season,
which extends over a period of about six weeks. The same experienced deponent
is of opinion that the Bank Fisheries are capable of immense expansion an.d
development, and that the privilege of getting bait on the coast of Newfoundland
is indispensable for the accomplishment of this object.

As an instance of the demand for bait supplies derived from the Newfoundland
inshore fisheries, it may be useful to state that the average amount of this article
consumed by the French fishermen, who only prosecute the Bank. Fisheries during
a period of about six months of the year, is from 120,000 to 160,000 dollars annually.
The herring, capelin, and squid, amiply meet these requirements, and are supplied by
t'he people of Fortune and Placentia Bays, the produce of the Islands of St. Pierre
and.Miquelon being insufficient to meet the demand.

It is evident from the above considerations that not only arethe United States'
fishermen almost entirely dependept on the bait supply from. Newfoundland, now
open to them for the successful prosecution of the Bank fisheries,, but also that thev
are enabled, through thé,privileges conceded to them by the Treaty.of Washington,
to largely increase the number of their trips, and thus considerably augment, the
profits of the enterprise. This substantial advantage is secured at the risk, as before-
mentioned, of hereafter depleting the bait supplies of the Newfoundland inshores,
and i is but just that a substantial equivalent should be paid by-those who profit
thereby.,

We are therefore warranted in submitting to the. Commissioner' that riot.only
shouldthe present atcual advantages derived on this head by Lnited.States' fisher-
men be taken into consideration, but also the probable effect, of the concessions
made in their favour. The inevitable consequence of these concessions :will
be to attract a larger amount of United States' capital and enterprise, follcving
the profits already made in this direction,,and the effect, will -be to infliet an injury
on the local fishermeri, both by the. increàsed demand on their' sources of supply
and:by competition witli them in their trade With foreign markets.

* .y~;'w



III.-The advantage of a Free Market for Fish and Fish Oil in Newfoundland.

It might at first sight appear, from the return of lish exports fron the UTnited
States to Newfoundland, that this privilege was of little or no value; indeed, the
duties when collected on this article were of insignificant amount. There is,
however, an important benefit conferred by it on United States' fishermen engaged
in the Bank Fisheries. In fishing on the banks and deep-sea, heretofore large
quantities of smali fish were thrown overboard as comparatively useless, when large
fish, suitable for the United States' market, could be obtained in abundance; this
practice was highly prejudicial to the fishing grounds.

Under the Washington Treaty, two objects are attained; first, a market for the
small fish at remunerative prices i'n Newfoundland ; and secondly, the preservation
of the fishing grounds.

It is evident that, although at the present time United States' fishermen have
been in enjoyment of the privileges conferred by the Treaty of Washington only for
a short period, and may not have availed themselves to the full extent of this privi-
lege, the actual profits derived thereby, and which, in certain instances, will be sub-
stantiated before the Cominissioners by the evidence of competent witnesses, will be
more fully appreciated during the remaining years of the existence of the right, and
this item must form a part of the claim of Newfoundland against the United
States.

CHAPTER III.-Advantages derived by British Subjects.

Having now stated the advantages derived by United States' fishermen under
the operation of the Treaty of Washington, it remains to estimate the value of the
privileges granted thereby in return to the people of Newfoundland.

In the first place, the value of the right of fishing on the United States' coast
conceded to them must be considered. This consists in the liberty of fishing opera-
tions, with certain exceptions already set forth, on that part of the United States'
coast north of the 39th parallel of north latitude.

The arguments on this head contained in section 1 of chapter 3, in the "Case"
of Canada, will, it is believed, have satisfied the Commissioners that no possible
benefit can be derived by the fishermen of Newfoundland in this respect. Indeed,
all that has been said with regard to Canada applies with even greater force to the
more distant Colony of Newfoundland. Evidence has, however, been collected, and
will be laid before the Commissioners, if required, to prove that no fishermen from
Newfoundland resort to United States' waters for fishing operations.

Secondly, and finally, the remission of the duty by the United States on New-
foundland exports of fish and fish oil, must be taken into account, and this, no
doubt, will be viewed as the most important item of set-off to the privileges conferred
on United States* citizens.

This privilege is, however, reciprocal, and enables the people of the United
States to dispose of their fish in Newfoundland markets. When the comparatively
small export of Newfoundland fish and fish-oil to the United States is taken into
consideration, the amount of duty remitted thereon is so insignificant that it could
not, under any circumstances, be entertained as an offset for a participation in the
privileges accorded under Article XVIlI of the Treaty of Washington.

The Tables annexed (Annex D) will show not only the small amount of
exports of this article froni Newfoundland to the United States, but also the large
and increasing trade with other countries. Even if a prohibitory duty were imposed
in the United States on exports of fish from Newfoundland, it would be a matter of
small moment to that Colony, which would readily find a profitable market for the
small quantities of fish which would otherwise be exported in that direction.

Again, upon an article so largely consumed as fish is in the United States, a
remission of duty must be admitted to be a benefit to the community remitting the
duty, as in reality it relieves the consumer, while it affords no additional remunera-
tion to the shipper; and this, as a matter of fact, has been particularly the case as
regards Newfoundland fish shipments to the United States.

The opening up of tie fishing grounds in Newfoundland, and their bait supply
to United States' eterprise, enables the people of that country to meet the demand
for fish food in their markets; already an appreciable falling off has taken place iii
the exports to that country of Newfoundland caught fish (which has always been
very limited), and which, it may not unreasonably be supposed, will soon cease,
owing to the extension of United States' fishing enterprise.
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Conclusion.

It has thus been shown that under the Treaty of Washington there lias been
conceded to the United States,-

First, the privilege of an equal participation in a fishery, vast-in area, teeming
with fish, continuously increasing in productiveness, and now yielding to operatives,
very limited in number when considered with reference to the field of labour, the
large annual return of upwards of 6,000,000 dollars, of which 20 per cent. may be
estimated'as net profit, or 1,200,000 dollars.

It is believed that the claim on the part of Newfoundland in respect of this
portion of the privileges acquired by United States' citizens under the Treaty of
Washington will be confined to the most mnoderate dimensions when estimated at
one-tenth of this amount, namely, 120,000 dollars per annum, or, for the twelve
years of the operation of the Treaty, a total sum of 1,440,000 dollars.

Secondly, there has also been conceded to the United States the enormous
privilege of the use of the Newfoundland coast as a basis for the prosecution of
those 'valuable fisheries in the deep sea on the Banks of that island capable of
unlimited development, and which development must necessarily take place to
supply the demand of extended and extending markets.. That the United. States
are alive to the importance of this fact, and appreciate the great value of this
privilege, is evidenced by the number of valuable fishing-vessels already engaged in
this branch of the fisheries.

We are warranted in assuming the number at present so engaged as at least
300 sail, and that each vessel will annually take, at a moderate estimate, fish to the
value of 10,000 dollars. The gross annual catch made by the United States' fisher-
men in this branch of their operations cannot, therefore, be valued at less than
3,000,000 dollars, and of this at least 20 per cent., or 600,000 dollars per annum,
may fairly be reckoned as net profit; of this profit Newfoundland is justifiwd ii
claiming one.fifth as due to her for the great advantages derived by United States'
fishermen, under the Treaty of Washington, of securingNewfoundland as a basis of
operations and a source of bait supply indispensable to the successful, prosecution
of the Bank fisheries. An annual sum of 120,000 dollars is thus arrived at, whicl,
for the twelve years of the operation of the Treaty, would amount to 1,440,000,
dollars, which is the sum claimed by Her Majesty's Government on behalf of
Newfoundland in this respect.

In conclusion, for the concession of the privileges showi above, Her Mjesty's
Government claim in respect of the Colony of Newfoundland, over and above any
alleged advantages conferred on British suhjects under the fishery Articles of thé
Treaty of Washington, a gross sum of 2,880,000 dollars, to be paid in accordance
with the terms of the Treaty.

Summary.

In Part I of this Case the claim ofU Her Majesty's Governument in respect of'
the Dominion of Canada, has been stated at a sum of 12,000,000 dollars; theii
claim in respect of the Colony of Newfoundland has been stated in Part Il ata
sum of 2,880,000 dollars ; or a gross total of 14,880,000 dollars,-which is the
amount which they submit should be paid to them by the Gövernment of the
United States, under the provisions of Article XXII of the Treaty of Washington
of the 8th May, 1871.

[6:36]M
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List of Documents fied with the Secretary of the Commission in support of the Case
of Her Majesty's Government.

i. TREATY of Paris, 1783.
2. Treaty of Ghent, 1814.
3. Convention of October 20, 1818.
4. Reciprocity Treaty, 1854.
5. Instructions to Her Majesty's High Commissioners, and Protocols of the

Conferences held at Washington between February 27 and May 26, 1871.
6. Treaty of Washington,,May 8, 1871.
7. Imperial Act of August 6, 1872.
8. Canadian Act, June 14, 1872.
9. Prince Edward Island Act, June 29, 1872.

10. Proclamation issued at Washington, June 7, 1873.
Il. Ditto, May 29, 1874.
12. Document admitting United States' fishermen by Prince Edward Island in

1871.
13. Annex A (attached to Case).
14. United States' Trade and Navigation Reports of 1868, 1869, 1870, 1871,

1872.
15. Mr. E. H. Derby's report.
16. Minutes of Executive Council of Prince Edward Island, l7th February,

1874.
17. Report of Commander of "La Canadienne," 1865.
18. Schedule of fishing icenses issued to United States' citizens in 1866, 1867,

1868, 1869.
19. Cape Ann Advertiser, March 6, 1874.
20. United States' Trade and Navigation Returns for 1866.
21. Colonel R. D. Cùtt's Report, 1869.
22. Mr. W. Smith's Report, 1866 (p..2 7 ).
23. Mr. Perley's Report, 1852 (pp. 28, 33, 44, 49, 52, 56).
24. Report of Collector of Customs at Port Mulgrave, 1873.
25. Mr. Lorenzo Sabine's Report, 1865.
26. Professor Baird's Repoit, 1871-72.
27. Report of State Commissioners for Maine, 1872-74.
28. Mr. Currie's Report, 1873.
29. Mr. Andrev's Report, 1852.
30. Canadian Fishery Reports for last ten years.
31. Report of Massachusetts Fishery Commissioners, 1872 (p. 39'.
32. Annex B (attached to Ca.se).
33. Annex C. Census Return of Newfoundland.
34. Annex D. Exports from Newfoundland to foreign countries.



APPENDIX B.

ANSWER ON BEILFI OF TME -UNITED STATES Op AMERICA TO THE CASE 0F RER

BRITANNIC MAJESTYS GOVERNMENT.

.

BEFORE proceeding to consider the:Case whièh.has'been presented on behalf
of Her Majesty, the attention of the Comrniss iners is ftrst called ,to the precise
question which, and which only, they have been appointed and are authorized to
determine.

By Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washingtou, the inhabitants of thelUnited
States have acquired, for the term of twélve years, iwhidh commenced Jùly 1,
1873, liberty " to take fish of every .kind, except shell;fish, on the sea coasts and
shores, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the provinces ofQuebec,:Nova
Scotia, and New Brunswick, and the colony of Pfince Edwa-d's -Island, and -of the
several islands thereunto adjacent, without being restrited'to any distance from the
shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts and shores and 'islands, and
also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drÿing their nets ,and curing
their fish: provided that, in so doing, .they do not interfere with the rights of
private propertyjr with.Jritish fišhermen'ii the peaceable use of any part: of the
said coasts in their occupancy for the same purpose.

"It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea
fishery, and that the salmon and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and
the months of rivers, are reserved exclusively for British fishermen."

By Article XXII provision is made for the appointment of Commissioners to
determine the amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be
paid by the Government of the United States to that of Her Britannic Majesty, in
return for the privileges accorded to the oitizens of the United States under
Article XVIII of the Treaty.

Compensation can be awarded only for such new privileges as the United
States acquired by virtue-of-Article'*V :-I. It is -not--competent for the Commis-
sioners to award compensation for those rights which the fishermen of the United
States enjoy in common with the rest of mankind, nor for the liberty secured to
thein by the Convention of 1818, nor for any rights, privileges, liberties, or advan-
tages to which the United States are entitied by virtue of any other articles of the
Treaty of Washington. Nothing, except the privileges newly acquired by virtue
of Article XVIII, falis within the claim for compensation which Her Majesty's
Government is entitled to make, and upon the validity and amount of which the
Commission has jurisdiction·to deterniine.

These are-
lst. The privilege to fish on the sea coasts and shores, and in the bays,

harbours, and crecks of Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward's



Islandi, and the.adjacent. islands, without, being, restricted, to, any distance from the
shore.

2nd. The permission to land on said coasts, shores, and islands, for the purpose
of drying nets andý curing fish; provided1thatt they do' not-interfere- with the. rights
of private-propertyor with the occupancy-of B-itish fishermen.

These are the only privileges accorded for-which any possible compensation-can
be denianded'. The liberty extends- only to the sea fishery.:. the salmon and! shad
fisheries, and all other fisheriès in rivers and mouths of rivers, are reserved exclU-
sively for British fishermen.

It becomes.necessary at the·outset to- inquire wliat rightsAmerican.fishermen
and those of other nations:possess, independently. of Treaty,. upon. the groundi that
the;sea isthe common.property of all, mankind, For the, pprposes of fishing,.the
territorial waters of every country along, the sea: coast extend three miles fror
low-water. mark ;, and, beyond, is-the open. Ocean, free to. all.. In the case of bays
and gulfs, such-only are- territôrial waters, as, do. not exceed six, miles. in width at
the! mouth;,upon a straight lineý measured from headland to headland. AL larger
bodies of water connected with the open sea form a part of, it.. And wherever the
mouth of.a bay,. gulf,.or inlet exceeds the maximum width of.six. miles:at its mouth,
and sot loses the character of territorial or inland waters,. the jurisdictional or
proprietary line, for the purpose of excluding foreigpers from fishing,.is measured
along the shore of tlie- bay,. according,to its sinuosities,.and the, limitof exclusion. is
three miles from low-water mark.

TheUnited: Statesinsist upow the maintenance of these, rules,, believing them
to conform to, the- well established principles of* international, law, and to have
received a traditional.recognition fromi other-Powers, including, Great Britain.

Moreover, the, province of the present 'Commission is- not, to decide upon
questions. of international law. In, determining. what,.if. any, compensation. Great
Britain is entitled to receive from the UnitedStates, for the!privilege of. using;fbr
twelve years the in-shore sea fisheries, and for the permission to land on unoccupied
and desert shores for the purpose of curing fish and drying nets, it is the manifest
duty of the Commissioners to treat the question practically, and proceed upon
the basis. of. the status actually existing when the Treaty of Vashington was
adopted..

The Commissiôners who framed the T-eaty ofWashington, decided not to
enter into an examination. of the. respective rights of the two, countries undr the
Tieaty of 1818 and the generàl law of nations,'but to approachs the settieient of the
qµestion .on a comprehensive basis."' . mrla.

What, then, was .the p:ractical extent of, the privileges enjoyed by me can
fishermen at and before the date of the Treaty of Washington,?

. Even; before the R.eciprocity Treaty,-"adopted Jne 5, 1854the extreme and
untenable claims- put forh at an carliér day had been abandoned; and dfrectly
after its abrogation, ihe Colonial authorities were instructed' (April 12, 186 that
American fishermen, shlould not be .interferd with, either by notice or otherwise,
unless, found within three miles of: the. shore, or withiâ., thrèe ?iles of a line drarn
across- the mouth of a buy or creek which is: lss than ten y,eogralioil miles ik width, in
conformity with thearrangenent Ma de with France iii 1839."

After that .time,,tilï 1870,the Canadian Government issued licenses to foreign
Eshermien. And when that system was discontinued (May 14, 1870 the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries gave orders to the Commander of the Governnent:vesselk
engaged in protecting the fisheries, not to interfere "with any American fishermen,
unless, found, within three-mies; of the shore,, ar within, three: milesof a lne drawn. across
the mouth of a bay or-creek which is less thante'gogaphioalmiles innoidth.. In thercase
of any other- bay-asthe' Bay- or Chalurs, fôr example-ydut wil> not admi y any
United States' fshing-vessel or boat, or- any American fishermen, inside of a line
drawn across at that part of such bay where its width does not exced ten miles." [t if
not apprehénded. that, for the purposes of the present Commission, there would be
any appreciable practical difference hwe'en extendihg the headland- doctrine to
bays ten miles wide atthe mouth, and limftinig itto those ýwhich are onysixrmils
wide..

But,. as soon- as thes instructions were receFved in England; Her Majesty'h
Government made haste to- telegrapi to the GovernorG enera 'itschopé "thathe
UnitedStates'fishermen wil1 not be for the present preventeèd from fishingexcêpt
within three miles ofland, or ,nibays which are less-than sixo mi's- broad 'at the
mouth."~ Accordingfy, Mi. Peter Mitchell th Minrster à ine Fisheries,



vas compelled to withdraw his former instructions, and to give new ones, as follows,
under the date of June 27, 1870

"Uiitil further instructed, therefore, yoi will not interfere with any American fishermen, unless
found vithin three miles of the shore, orwithin three miles of a line drawn across the mouth of a bay
or creek, whilich, though in parts more than six miles wide, is less tian six geographical miles in width
at ils mouth1. In the case of any other bay,-as Bay des Chaleurs, for example,-you will not inter-
fere with aliy United States' fishing vessel or boat, or any fishermen, unless tiey arc found within tiree
milcs qf Itl shore.

In connection with and as a part of this case, the United States submit to the
Commission a Brief, exhibiting more fully the history of this controversy, and the
authorities- upon it, which conclusively show that .the. instructions justý quoted
correspond exactly with the well-established rules of international law. CIt is not
doubted that the instructions given were carefully framed with a view to precise
confornity with these rules, and in order that Great Britain might claim no more
than it was prepared to concede to ail foreign Governments, in dealing with a
question of great practical importance.

The United States believe that lier Majesty's Government are now in full
accord with their own on this subject, and that all more extensive claims formerly
nade are regardcd by it, in the recént and forcible language of. the Lord Chief
Justice of England, "as vain and extravagant pretensions, which have long since
given way to the influence of reason and common sense. ..... These
assertions of sovereignty were manifestly based on the doctrine that the narrow
seas are part of the realm of England. But that doctrine is now exploded. Who
at this day would venture to afirm that the sovereignty thus asserted in those
times now exists? What English lawyer is there who would not shrink from
maintaining, what foreign jurist who would not deny, what foreign Government
which would not repel, such a pretension ?"

II.

Having ascertained the extent and limits -of the privileges accorded to the
United States by Article XVIII, it is next necessary to state what are the privileges
aecorded to Her Majesty's subjects by Articles XIX and XXI of the Treaty of
Washington. For Article XXII, which defines the powers and duties of this Com-
mission, and constitutes its sole authority to: act; expressly directs it to have
"regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to the subjects of Her
Britannic Majesty,-as stated in Articles XIX and, XXI."

By Article XIX British subjects acquire, for the:same term of years, identically
the same privileges, and upon the same restrictions of landing to cure fish and dry
nets, and of fishing on the eastern coasts and shores of the United States north of
the 39th parallel'of north latitude, and on the shores of the adjacent islands, and
in the bays, harbours, and creeks of said sea -coasts and shores, without being
restricted to any distance from the shore; as by Article XVIII had been accorded
to United States' fishermen in regard to the territorial waters of the Atlantie coast
of British North Ainerica. Mutatis mutandis, the privileges conceded by each side
to the other are* of the same character, and expressed in precisely the sane
language.

Article XXII is as'follows:-

"It is agreed that, for the tern of years mentioned in Article XXXIII of this Treaty, fish-oil and
fish of all kinds (except. fish of the inland lakes and of the rivers falling into them, and except
fish preserved in oil), being the produce of the fisheries of the United States, or of the Dominion
of Canada, or of Prince Edward's Island, shall be admitted into each country, respectively, free ôf
duty."

The right to admit iish and fish-oil, free of duty, from the United. States into
Canada and Prince Edward's Island is regarded in the Treaty as of such insignifi-
cant and inappreciable importancè that no account is to be taken of it in the esti-
mate and adjustment of equivalents which the.Commissioners are directed to make.
But the right granted to 4,000,000 of people, a large poirtion of whoM find their
chief industrial interest and source of wealth in the Fisheries, to import ;fish and
fishioil for twelve years duty free, into tihe manrkets of a nation of 40,000,00 of
inhabitants, the Conimissioners are directed to6 eigh and appreciate. The magni.
tude arid value of this privilége'will be considered hereafter.,:



In regard to Newfoundland, no special -remarks seem to be required at this
point, except that by Article XXXII the provisions andstipulations of Articles XVIII
to XXV inclusive are extended to that island, so far as they are applicable. But
there is no previous mention, of Newfoundland in the Treaty; and it seems a
strained and unnatural construction of Article XXXII to hold that, by this general
language, it %vasintended to make the provisions as to this Commission applicable
thereto. The United States assert that the jurisdiction *of the Commissioners does
not -extend to inquiring whether compensation should be nade for the inshore
fisheries of that island, both because the language of the Treaty does not authorize
them to do so, and because the extensive rights to the inshore fisheries of that
island, and to dry and cure fish upon its shores, alrcadv possessed by the United
States under the Convention of 1818, render it extremely improbable that any idea
of possible compensation to that island could have been entertained by either of the
High Contracting Powers vhen the Treaty vas framed.

III.

It is proposed next to consider the value of the advantages which the United
States derive from the provisions of Article XVIII. This will be done in the light
of the principles already laid down, which, it is trusted, have been established to
the satisfaction of the Cominissioners.

The only material concession is that of fishing within British territorial watersý
over which jurisdiction exists to such an extent as to authorize the exclusion of the
rest of mankind. Such jurisdiction only exists within three miles froni low-water
mark, both on the shores of the sea and within bays less than six miles wide between
their headlands, for all bays and gulfs of larger size are parts of the open ocean; and
wyhatever lies beyond is the gift of God to all, incapable of being monopolized by
any kingdom, or State, or people.

The necessity of reiterating and emphasizing these positions arises from the
surprising circumstance, that the Case of Her Majesty's Government throughout
completely and studiously ignores any such distinction. "'Froni the Bay of Fundy
to the Gulf of St. Lawrence inclusive," over "an area of many thousands of square
miles," it claims the whole as British property (p. 18). This is not done, indeed, in
formal and explicit terms: if it had been, the pretension would have been more
easily refuted, or rather its extravagance would have refuted itself. But all the
assertions as to value, and ail the statistics of the case, though vague and indefinite,
nevertheless are based constantly upon this untenable and lonoe-since. exploded
theory. The affirmative lies upon Ber Majesty's Government to sow the value to
American.fishermen of the inshore fisheries as separated and distinguished from those
oF> the deep sea ; but this distinction the British, case nowhere attempts to draw.
The tnited States insist that the true issue cannot be evaded thus; and that the
party claiming compensation is bound, by every principle of law, equity, and
justice, to show, with some degree of definiteness and precision, wherein consist
the privileges which are made the foundation of an enormous pecuniary demand.

(1.) The ,fisheries pursued by the United States' fishermen in.the waters
adjacent to .the British provinces on the Atlântic coast are the. halibut and cod
fishery, and the mackerel and herring fishery. The halibut and cod fisheries include
hake, haddock, cusk, and pollock. These fish are caught exclusively on the banksy
far beyond the jurisdiction of any nation. The cod fishery, therefore, is solelya deep
sea fishery, and not aî subject :within the cognizance qf this Commission. This appears
even by theinspection of the naps attached todthe British Case, highly coloured and
partial as those are believed to, be, they having been drawn and marked without
any discrimination between territorial waters and the open sea. Moreover, it will
appear in evidence, conclusively,. that there is substantially no inshore cod fishing,
done by the Americans.,

Nor do they land on the shores to dry their nets.or cure ,their. fish.. These
customs belonged to the primitive mode of catching codfish practised by former
generations of fishermen, and have been disused for many years past. Codfish are
now ldf temporarypreservation shipboard; but are cured
lishments.at home, by fish .packers and curers, ivho make this afseparatebusiness,
and to whom thefisharesold from the vessels in a green state., + -

(2.) Nor do the American scod fishermen: fish for bait to any considerable
extent in the territorial waters of-the British. dominions. Theirvessels are sojarge,

nd theiroutfitis so expensive, that they find it more economical when'the first
[636]' ' ' N



supply of bait, which is always brought from home, is exhàusted, to purchase fresh
bait of the Canadians, who fish for it in open boats or small craft near théir own
homes, to which they return every night. Thé best bait for cod and other similar
fish is the frozen herring, large quantities of which, of a quality too poor for any
other use, are taken in seines by the Canadians, and sold to the United States'
fishermen. The importance of this and other kinds of traffie to the poor inhabi-
tants of the Canadian fishing villages, and the destitution to which they were
reduced, when, from motives of policy, and to affect the negotiations between the
two Governments, it was broken up by the Canadian authorities, wilIl appear from
their own testimony and from official documents. This subject will receive atten-
tion hereafter. Sufice it nou' to observe, that lthe clIin of Great Britain to be compensated
for allowing United Stales' fishermen to buy bai! and other supIpliés qf 3ritish subjecIs, finds
no semblance offoundation in the Treaty, by which no right of trajfic is conceded. The
United States are not aware that the former inhospitable statutes have ever been
repealed. Their enforcement nay be renewed at any moment, and the only security
against such a course is the fact that such uncivilized legislation is far more incon-
venient and injurious to the Canadians than it eau possibly be to American fisher-
men. It will appear in the sequel, that, in the unanimious opinion of that'portion of
the Canadians who reside on the sea-coast, the benefits of such commercial inter-
course are at least as great to themselves as to foreign fishermen.

(3.) It is further important to bear in mind, that the fishery claims of the
Treaty of Washington have already been in formal operation during four years,-
one-third of the whole period of their continuance ; while practically both fishing
and commercial intercourse have been carried on in conformity with the Treaty
ever since it was signed, May 8, 1871. After that date, the "provincial authorities
desisted fror the system of seizures and other molestations by which foreign
fishermen had been previously annoyed. And what"has been the result, to each
party, of the liberal policy inaugurated by the' Treaty ? Under its benign
influences, as the British Case declares, "ethe produce of the fisheries caught by
British subjects has greatly increased during seven years past." But, whilé thé
result to them lias been one of "steady development and increasing wealth the
United States' cod fishery, even, has declined in anount- and valuie,-not to" be
sure, to such an extent as the mackerel fishery, but sufficiently to derinonstrate that
the 'American fisheries for halibut, cod, haddock, pollock, and hake, have not been
benefited by any privileges conceded to the United States under the Treaty of
Washington ; and that, in respect to these fisheries, no just claim for compensation
can be maintained before this Commission.

(4.) Almost the only fish e'îer taken by Americans within the three-miles liiit
of the coast of the British Provinces are the mackerel; and of théeentire catch' of
this fish, only a very small fractional part is so taken. They abound along the
Atlantic coast, from Cape May northward ; great quantities of them' are found in
the deep sea ; and the chief use made of the inshore fisheries on thë Canadian
coast by American fishermen is to follow, occasionally, a school of fish which in
its progress, chances to set in towards the shore.

rThe method of taking them formérly was by hand-lines with the jig hooks;
and this method is still the one principally practised off the British coast. Within
the past few years, the use of purse-seines has become the method most äpprovéd
and most generally adopted by United States' fishermen. By means of them the
schools of fish can be controlled and caught, 'whether they are inclined to take bait
or not. And this new mode of taking fish has revolutionized the business, since
American fisherien now require no bait, and are enabled to take an abundant supply
of mackerel in American waters throughout the whole fishing season.

The migration of mackerel in thé spring begins on the Atlantic coast' from a
point as far south as Cape Hatteras. The first-comers reach Provincetown, Ma's.,
about May 10. Here they begin to scatter, and they are fouind during 'the entiire
season along the New England coast.

"Whatever may be the, theories of others on the subject," says Professor Baii, the., American
mackerel fisher knows perfectly well that in spring, about May, hé will fid thé schoo of inackerel off
Cape atteras, and that he eau follow them northward, day by day; as they mové in còuntless nyri'ds
on to the óoast of Maine, of N6va Scotia, and into the Gulf of St. Lawrehde. They inay be casionally
lost sight of by their sinking below the surface; but they are sure to present themelves, shiortly aftér
to those who look for them farther north'and east."

Leaving it to naturalists to accoumt for the reasons, the faW is uni e y
acknmoledgd, that or number of earpastý.thé vaïou the mace fishèeèi



:in British waters has diminished, while, during the same period, th. qqantity
and quality of these fish taken off the coast of New England has greatly
improved.

As early as 1868, the following statement appears in the Annual Report of
Marine and Fisheries

"Owing to some unknown cause, the net as well as the bait mackerel fishery has nearly failed on
our coasts. As already stated, the spring fishing at Magdalen Islands had yielded alnost nothing to
the inhabitants, and the foreign schooners whic.h resorted thi pur esae fishing had barelv
c-eéred the cost of utfit. Acorinîg to general opinion, miackeel apiarel but in very smallnuimhers
in Pleasant Bay. -However had this fisheÝy liadi béen, hopos were entertined of the results "of ile
summer fishery. There was, howover, to be further disapþointmentin this instance. Mackefel,' it is
true, was seen on the shores of Magdalen Islands, Gaspé and Bay des Chaleurs, but in. such limited
numbers that, :vith.the exception of a few caught for bait, a very limited quantity was taken at the
Islands and at Gaspé Bay and Basin. The miackerel would not take bait at the surface of the water;
and after'ying every mean for several weeks t inducethe ish to con to the surface, by ineans of
bait, the American schooner- left the islands d shoras of Gasp6, with only W feklarrels takn
have since ascertained that, at the end 6f Augûst o' beaining of Setember, mackèrel lad bei ~abn-
dant on the shores of Prince Edward's Island, and that the schooners which had resortëd theré had
done well. It is to be hoped that this report was true, as otherwise the loss incurred by our own and
foreign schooners nust have beenvery large, if this fishing had been a failtire everywhere. The cost
of outfit is heavy; ahd, to compensate for expenses lnecessarlly incuTed by most of the vessels; it was
necessary that there shouid be 'at leâst a maiddling succeÏs. The scarcity of mackerel wià, therefore,
the reason why I met o very few American schoon èrs near our sh6î-ês. ' [ue, July, September
andOober, 'howevei, whe the +esults of this fishiù ee wre still uncertain,ý everal schooners «ere
seen in Bay des Chaleu s,"Paspebiac, Port Daniel, and Percé. From what I could aé>értain, about one-
third had licenses ; but the rest, dreading a bad season, préferred fishing only où the Banks, at Magdalen
Islands, or outside the limits, rather than to pay'for' a license. Moreover, from information obtàinéd,
I have reason to believe that few, were seen fishing inside of the three-mile limits; and even tsqpe
iay have been proyided with licenses. During the whole of my cruise in August, I saw. none .of
theim acting in contravention of thè law; and tle oners ofschoneïs whúm'Imd, withot aliéen è
had left without infririging the aót, after being notified. Thé fact Of th'e natteÈ is, that, hanf
and costly vessels, of which they are for the most part ownérs, they cani ill afford. the riskavf ošibg
them, especially this year, by fishing within the three-mile limits (Report of TheophileTétu, Esq.
on the Fisheries of the Gulf of, St. Lawrence:: Annual Report of the Canadian Departmeént of Maiine
and Fisheries, 1868, p. 54.)

The same deterioration of inshore mackerel fishing bas steadily continued down
to the present time:

"Is it not an extraordinary thing," says the Report of the same Department for 1876, "that halibut
and mackerel, which have only a comparatively inferiâr'value i our mna-kets, are always quoted at a
high pice with our neighbours ? They ar-e 'difficltfilsh to ure, and this ay explain 'the difference
m price between both markets; and, -as thii fishery is vëry uncertain, our people dare-not enti it;
on adcount of the possibility of heavy losses in time ànd money. With the exceptiöi of the'iríhabithets
of Magdalen Islands and some three or four fishermen ffom Gaspé, nobody ,in-the' whole 'division
placed under my charge takes'any interest in either of these fisheries. ,The importance of this filshery
even as carried on b strangeS, has greatly diminished. Out of five or six, hundred schoonerswh
for-nely frequented Bay des Chaleurs, Magdalen Islawds, &c., in search of nackerel, hardly un d
are no' counted. One schooner only, The W. Merchan(,' of Gloucester, às'this year en d n
halibut fishing and, whè:I visited her at Esquimau Péint she'had' éauglt nothing,-not even one
bairel of herring. The restiiction's' to whici foreigners fish in' oürt ts èi subjeted'during
past years, and 'the seizures of vessels which were the' cornseuence of violátionsiof Canaian ýfisheïy
laws, must undoubtedly have contributed'a great deal to deter Amnerians from the the waters of thé
Gulf,·and compelled them to take another direction, where they very.lilely find more remunerative
results. In the- course of a conversation with the United States' Consul at Gaspé, he handedme' a
news'papeo fm Gloucester, Mas, whi'h explains in a fe woiad' tis d edÛe f Americisciohiera
in our waters:-' Our large fimis, said tha ipaper, 'far fo en m-ui-tailiùg thef ngshiroíitfits,'heé
increased them. Most of them. have added another yessel to the number .already possessed. The
attention of oiitfittrs ,seems "now to be Élely, en'ipn ó od-fising Ih former tmiiùne hiwhole
reiaice was plia'ed uàon dickermellishing,hich was pratisé & Gó h ondrye's Bal, "orith e
G'ulf óf St.eLawrerce ; but/vr listle noticee 'takeh, ofifi6,-ömueh thet'oäcatchi
rmackerelib'our vessels is '.now r&duced to' one-teith ofwhat ii used tobe. 'Seral, causes hav'e, nce
adduced to explain th-'is ange'; bt'ltÑe first is undoui'edly the use of Neiries. 'Iti ialst' an ujpos
sible thing n'ow to catch"rackerel; as 'formerly,with' ook and line, and seining~is s'&ncextaml' tha
most f' thé masters ' com-pelld"to'abàdon his' fishery.Ë Mckrl' fislningin th&iG'f
St. La*rence formerly c'onstituted the occupàtion of thé wliole Glouceste 'et durg.t fáll èe on;.
but'no'hadlylfty r 'sixtys lidoneris 'are' met vithi its 'waters.'T T al've statements

ft t bsrvatinsI heina'de durifig t past season. Afé years ago,,no more ha
a-dozen Gloucester schoonets were enae'g-ihn oithê'banks'i .now'there'ãré,two'liiihde.:
attention whatever was'then given tocod-fishiigbut n it' ttr'td·th iïotice ofthtdeo
Glducsr.'Hibutfishiÿ 's"üiother eiiuit' which' is' daily' gróing more, an morëim r for
Glouéester fishernin; but - t appear ..,h ve ban .. théGifrih t1ô erudwi



these fish formerly frequented. Several of the finest and swiftest sailers of that fleet mwere employed
during the whole year, and fitted so as to be able to carry these fisn, fresh or salted. The above will
explain the cause of the disappearance of American schooners from our waters."

It is also to be observed, that the American mackerel uniformly command a
higher price than the Colonial eatch,-the difference varying from 4 to 6 dollars per
barrel; the average excess in price in favour of the catch off the coasts of the
United States is at least 5 dollars per barrel.

The evidence to be laid before the Commission will fully establish the position
taken by the American Commissioners who framed the Treaty of Wasbington, that
the value of the inshore fisheries has been greatly exaggerated ; and that the United
States have desired to secure the privilege of using them, not for tbeir commercial
or intrinsic value, but for the purpose of removing a source of irritation.

The simple truth is, that ail American fishermen would, at the date of the
Treaty, and ever since, have gladly abandoned all fishing in the territorial waters
of Canada, rather than have been subjected to competition on equal terms with the
Canadian fishermen.

(5.) As for the herring !ishery by Americans ii British waters, it amounts to
nothing. Hardly anv trace of its existence can be found. Herring are purchased,
but not fished for, bv United States' fishermen in British territorial waters.

The United States call upon the British Agent to produce, aind upon the Com-
inissioners to require at his hands, tangible evidence of the actual practical value
of the privilege of fishing, by Americans, in British territorial waters, as 'it has
existed under the Treaty for four years past: as it exists to-day : and as, judging
of the future by the past, it may reasonably be expected to continue during the
ensuing eight years embraced in the Treaty. It is insisted that the Commissioners
have no rigit to proceed upon vague and general claims and assertions, as unsub-
stantial as the log banks along the coast, and, therefore, as difficult to refute as it
would be to dissipate a fog. Especially are they bound not to suWfer themselves to
be misled by the untenable and exploded theory that the portion of the high seas
which is adjacent to the British Provinces constitutes a part of their dominions.

(t is next proposed to consider the advantages derived by British subjects froni
the provisions of the Treaty of Washington.

In the first place, the admission of American fishermen into British waters is no
detrinent, but a positive advantage, to Colonial fishermen: they catch more fish,
make more money, and are improved in all their material circumstances, by the
presence or foreign fishermen. The large quantities of the best bait thrown over
from American vessels attract mvriads of tish. so that Canadians prefer to fish
side by side with them; and, when doing so, make a larger catch than they other-
vise could. The returns of the product of the British fisheries conclusively show

that the presence of foreign fishermen cannot possibly have donc them any injury.
Secondly, the incidental benefits arising from. traffic with Aimerican fishermen

are of vital importance to the inhabitants of the British maritime provinces.
When, after the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, the Caiadian authorities
saw fit to prohibit such commercial intercourse, the disastrous consequences which
ensued are thus depicted by the Hon. Stewart Campbell; M.P., in his letter to the
Department of Marine and Fisheries, in 1869:

"The principal source of inconvenience and grievance oi the part of 'the British traders and sub-
jects generally in the Maritime Provinces, vio are eonnected with the fiàieries, is to be found iii the
great change or circuinstances brought about by the abrogation of the lleciprocity Treaty. During the
existence of that Treaty, the entire freedom with which that branci of industry represented by the
fisheries was pursued, on the part of the subjects of the United States ofÂierica, on the coasts of the
British Provinces, naturally brought these foreigners into most intimate biisiness relations with mer-
chants, traders, and others, in many localities of the maritime 'portion' of the Dominion, and especially
at and in the vicinity of the Straits of Canso. The great body of the large fleet of American fishermei,
numbering several hundred-vessels, which ainually passed through that strait to the Gulf of St. Law-
rance, in the prosecution of the fisheries, and especially the mackëiel fishery, was invariably'in the
habit of procuring much of the requisite supplies for the voyage at th' sèveral ports in that Strait. The
business thus created largely benefitted not only those directly eigéà in commercial pursuits, but
was also of immense advantage to other classes of the inhabitants öf sevéral of the adjacent counties of
Nova Scotia. The contant demand for, and ready disposal'at ren-xnerative prices te the Anerican
fisling vessels of, a large quantity of farm produce, and 'other p odits of iidustry, in the sli'of



barrels, hoops, lumber, wood, &c., was at once the character and result of the intercourse whidh sub-
sisted during the existence of the Reciprocity Treaty.

"And here I may offer some observations as to what, in my judgment, would be the probable
effects of dealing with the American fishermen in the more liberal spirit of cheap licenses. In a former
part of this communication, I have referred to the active and advantageous business relations subsisting
between themn and the mercbants, traders, and others, in the eastern counties of Nova Scotia, and
particularly at the Strait of Canso, during the existence of the IReciprocity Treaty, and pointed out
the very prosperous condition of our own people during that period. Much depression has prevailed.
since its abrogation, caused principally by the exaction of a high rate of tonnage dues, which bas
induced the Americans to transfer their former business relations to Prince Edward's Island, where the
terms of the Convention of 1818 are practically permitted to be unrecognized."

The value of this trade during the period of that Treaty is thus stated by
Sir John A. Macdonald, in the debate in the Dominion Parliament, May 3, 1872

"Tie people of Nova Scotia and the other provinces found that the Treaty, while it yielded a
nominal right, conferred many and solid aRdvantages. A great trade, which they liad never anticipated,
sprung up in consequence of the admission of American fishermen; and, instead of the min they
feared, they gained so much in e-very respect that they desired a continuance of the Treaty, and
lamented its repeal. It was found, too, that the people of Prince Edward's Island also experienced a
great advantage from the Treaty, in respect to trade in coarse grains 'with the United States, which was
largely increased by the permission granted to Americans to frequent their coasts for fishing purposes.
In that colony, too, there had been apprehensions,-aid lie doubted not they were sincere,--that the
Treaty would not be really beneficial to the people ; but, when the privileges given to citizens of the
United States were freely enjoyed by thenm, they, in return, brought so many benefits that we heard
no complaints from the Colony. No injury was done to the fishermen of the island; on the contrary,
the trade which grew up was found to be profitable in many different ways. More goods were imported
than ever before; commerce vas brisk; stores were opened, and profits made, which never would have
been realized but for the existence of the Treaty."

In the same debate Mr. Power, of Haliax, who was described by another
speaker as "a man who had devoted his whole life to enterprises connected with
the fisheries of the maritime Provinces, who had given them the most careful study
and attention, and had become possessed of every information concerning them,"
declared that-

* The harbours on the entire line of coast were visited by United States' vessels, for the purose
of obtaining supplies of bait, ice, &c., for the deep-sèa and other fisheries; and, if we wished tohave
the protection effectual, we would prevent this. Hc might, however, say that: Ac had always- been
opposcd to United States' vessels being prevented from obtaining these supplies from our people. It looked
too much like the cutting of thei nose to be revenged on the face. 7h valuc of articles supplied in this
way was ver y large, and the revenue, as well as the inhabitants, was benefited by it; whilst the only injury
that would be done to the Americaus by prohibiting the trade wasto oblige them to bring the supplies
with them from home,. or drive theni to Prince Ed'ward's Island, where. every facility was readily given
them. He understood that, until the Treat' was finally ratified, it was the intention of the Govern-
ment to prevent American véssels from landing their catch in ports of the Dominion. He much
doubted the wisdom of this restriction. It:might be all well enough if they were'net permitted to de
so in Prince Edward's Island. That island lay almost in the centre of the fishing-grounds; and there
they were allowed to take all supplies they might require, and land their fisb, which was reshipped in
American steamers that plied weekly between Charlottetown and Boston. : Such action on the part of
the Government would hardly form auy restriction to the Americans :while they had Prince Edward's
Island open to them, and would only deprive our people of the Strait of Canso of the advantage of
storage and harbour attendant on the landing of cargoes, and our vessels of the benefit of the freighting
of them to the United States."

The condition of things in' 1870 appears from the reports of Vice-Admirai
anshawe, and the other officers in command of the war-vessels cruizing off 'the

Canadian coast, for the protection of the 6sheries.-Canadian. Report of the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries, 1870, pp. 324, 338, 339, 341,and 349. Admiral Fan-
shawe says:- ,

"The strong interest that both the resident British traders and the United States' fishermen'have
in maintaining the trade would, in.my opinion, render its suppression extremely difficult, even werl it
thought judicious to continue the attempt; whilst the combination between these two bodies to'evâde
British law, and the sympathies arising therefrom, must be very undesirable."

The Commander of Her Majestv's gun-boat "Britomart," in his report c.n'the
fisheries of the Bay of Fundy, says: .

" The inhabitants on the Nova Scotia coast, froin St. Mary's Bay to Cape Sable, I believe, prefer
tie Ameicans coming lu,'as they are lu the habit of 'elling them stores, bait, aud 'icé;-andgive them
every information as to my movements. -



.e Whereyer I went, I found the people most anxious whether the Americans were still going to be
allowed to come and purchase the frozen herrings; if they were not, they had no other market for
them, and the duty was so heavy they could not afford to take them into American ports themselves.
At the same time, they wished to have the Americans prevented from fishing on their coasts."

The Commander of Her Majesty's ship "i Plover," in his report from Prince
Edward's Island, in the same year, says:

" Every facility is given in the ports of this island to foreigners for obtaining and repleiishiug
their stock of stores and necessaries for fishing. This, if the Treaty is intended to be strictly enforced,
should not be allowed ; as, if it is wished to drive the United States' fishermen fromu these waters, they
will then be obliged to return home for supplies."

H. E. Betts, Commander Government schooner "Ella G. MeLean," says:-

"'I anchored off Port Mulgrave, and procured wood and water. Here the feeling is very much
againSt the law that prevents the American fishermen procuring supplies, such as bait, barrels,
provisions, &c. One house, whose receipts in 1864 and 1865 were about 80,000 dollars each year, this
year was reduced to 10,000 dollars, the principal part of which was 'stolen.' They advocate the
return to the licence system, doing away with the twenty-four hours' notice there used to be, and
having these schooners to rigidly enforce the law, and to instantly seize any vessel fishing inside the
limits without a licence. They suggest that the proceeds of the licences night be used as a set-off
against tie American duty of 2 dollars a barrel, by dividing it at so much per barrel amongst our
fishermen as a bounty, thus putting our fishermen on nearly equal terms with the Americans as regards
a. market for their fish."

The anticipations that the Treaty of Washington would so operate as to
remove the distress existing in the maritime provinces at the date of its negotiation
have been fully realized, as will appear by the testimony to be laid before the Com-
mission. It also appears that several thousands of British fishermen find lucrative
employment on board American fisliing vessels.

The benefits thus far alluded te are only indirectly and remotely within the
scope and cognizance of this Commission. They are brought to its attention chiefly to
refute the claim, that it is an advantage to the United States to bé able to enter the
harbours of the provinces and traffic with the inhabitants. No doubt, all such
advantages are mutual and reciprocal. They only show that, in this instance, as
in so many others, a system of freedom rather than one of repression, proves the
best for all mankind.

V.
It is necessary now to consider the specifie benefits which the Treaty directs

the Commission to regard'in its comparison and adjustment of equivalents.
1. What do British subjects gain by admiision to the fishing >onds of the

United States down to the 39th parallet of north latitude ?
All descriptions of fish found in British waters also abound along this portion

of the coast of' the United States. They are nearly as extensive territorially, and
equally valnable. If the provincial fishermen invested the same amount of capital
in"the business,' and exerted equal enterprise, industry, and skill, they woulc find
thè Ameican vaters fully as valuable to them as theirs now are'to the fisherrnen of
tiie Unied States.

Off the Anerican coast is found exclusively the menhaden or porgies, by
Çar the best bait for mackerel. This is vell stated by Sir John 'Macdonald, who
vnys:-

It is also true that, in American waters, the favourite bait to catch the mackerel is found, and it
is sn mücli tii favourite bait, thatone fishing-vessel havin'g this bait on' board would draw' a .vhole
school of mackerel in the very face of vessels having an inferior bait. Now, the value of- the privilège
of entering American waters for catching that bait is very great. If Canadian fishermen were excluded
frein ÀxiEerican watérs byany combination among American fishermen, or by any ãct öf Congress, they
would be "depiived. of getting a sin"le oince et the hait) Ämerican fishermennmight ombine' for thiat

ejét, or a, laWi miaht be 'passed hr Congress forbidding the exportation "of inenhadèiùbut, by'the
provision made in the Treaty; Ca'adian fishermen are allowed to enter intoimericaiiâters to procuire
the bait, and the consequence of that is, that no such combination can exist, and Canadians can
purahase thè' bàit,'aid be'able té fi'h on equal terms wfitlthe Americans."-Speech ef SirJohn A.
Macdonald, May 3, 1872.

These statemnents were based upon the Canadian OfficiaI Reports p ei u ly
published which say:-



" For mackerel fishing, the Americans use 'porgies' and clams, chopped fine, as bait., The 'pôrgies'
are found only on the coast of the United States, and, when imported into the Dominion, cost about
6 dollars per barrel.

" The bait with which the Americans axe supplied is far superior to any which eau be procured in
this country, to which may be attributed in a great measure the success of the Americans previously to
the recent restrictions, although even now the local fishermen complain that they have no chance while
an American schooner is fishing near them."-.Annual Report of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries for the year ending June 1870, pp. 312, 342.

The menhaden fishery bas within ten years grown into an immense businesa
Formerly they were taken only for bait, and were either ground in hand-niills for
mackerel, or used in what is called "slivers " for codfish bait. There is now a large
fleet of steamers and sailing vessels engaged in this fishery. Large factories have
been erected on shore for extracting the oil. As these fish are not valuable until
they are fat, which is in August and September, they are not much taken in their
spawning time; and tbey will not therefore be exterminated. They are caught
solely with seines, near the shore, their food being a kind of marine seed which
floats upon the waters, consequently they will not take the book. This fishery is
one of the most profitable of all the fisheries, the oil being used for tanning and
currying extensively at home, and being exported in large quantities. The refuse
of the fish, after being pressed, is used for manufacturing guano or fish phosphate,
and is very valuable as a fertilizer. This fishery is purely an American fishery, no
nienhaden ever being found north of the coast of Maine. It'is entirely an inshore
fishery, the fish being taken within two miles from the shore.

The (Jnited States inshore fisheries for mackerel, in quality, quantity, and,
value, are unsurpassed by any in the world. They are within four hours' sail of the.
American market, and many of the mackerel are sold fresh at a larger price than
when salted and packed. The vessels fitted with mackerel seines can use the saine
means and facilities for taking menhaden, so that both fisheries can be pursued
together. And they combine advantages compared with which the Dominion
fisheries are uncertain, poor in quality, and vastly less in quantity. The Canadian
fisheries are a long voyage from any market whatever, and involve far more
exposure to loss of vessels and life. These fisheries along the shores of the United
States are now open to the competitiori of the cheap-built vessels, cheap-fed crew,"
and poorly paid labour of the Dominion fishermen, who pay trifling taxes, and live,
both on board their vessels and at home, at less than half the expense of American
fishermen. It is only from lack of enterprise, capital, and ability that the Dominion
fishermen have failed to use them. But recently hundreds of Dominion fishermen
have learned their businèss at Gloucester and other American fishing towns, and by
shipping in American vessels. They have in United States' waters to-day over
thirty vessels equipped for seining, which, in company with the American fleet, are
sweeping the shores of New England.

2. The enormous pecuniary value of the right to import fish and fish-oil, free
of duty, into. the markets of the United States, must be admitted by every candid
mind. Testimony from all quarters can be adduced of the most convincing
character on this subject.

In June 24, 1851, long before the adoption of the Reciprocity Treaty, the
British Minister at Washington, Lord Elgin, wrote to Mr. Webster, that if the
United States would admit "all fish, either, cured or fresh, imported from the
British North American possessions, in vessels of any nation -or, description, free of,
duty, and upon terms in all respects of equality with fish imported by citizens of
the United States," ier Majesty's Government were prepared "to throw open . to
the fishernien of the United States, the fisheries in the waters of the British North.
American Colonies, with permission to those fishermen to lad on the coast of thosè
Colonies for the purpose of drying their nets and curing fish; provided that. in so
doing, they do not interfere with the owners of private property, or, ithhe
operations of British fisherm en."-Documents accompanying President's message,
December, 1851, part 1, pp.89, 90.

And after the 'abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty in 1867, a Committeè of
the Nova Scotia Legislsture earnestly recommended "that, instead of levyingâ
pecuniary license fee, steps be taken to arrange, if practicable, with the American,
Governinent, for the admission of, the products of Colonial fishermen. into te'
American. market free, or under a more reduced Tariff:than that now imposed.".
-Report of Committee of Legislature of Nova Scotia. 1867, . quoted in Knight's-
Report on the Fisheries ofl' Nova. Scotia, p. 14.. .



Under the Reciprocity Treaty," said 34r. Stewart Campbell, in the memorandim already quoted
from, "the total cxemption from diuy of ail fish eport«i from the maritime provinecs to hlie markets of
the United States, was also a booe of inestimablk ralue to tie very large class of Bitish sibjets dirctlyr
and indirectly connected with or feheris anl its resulting trade. This state of things, Thich was
beneficial also in no small degree to the subjects of the United States, undoiibtedly created a .condition
of general prosperity and contentment among the classes of British subjects refered ta, such as iad
never previously existed.

On this subject, Sir John A. Macdonald, in the Parliament of the Dominion,
thus expressed himself:-

1I may be liable to the charge ofi injuring -our own case in discussing the advantages of the arrange
ments, because every word used by me mnay be quoted and used as evidence against us hereafter. Th6
statement has been so thrown broadcast that the arrangement is a bad one for Canada, that, in order te
show ta this Ilouse and the country that it is one that cau be accepted, one is obliged ta mni the risk
of his language being used before the Commuissioners to settle the amount of compensation, as an
evidence of the value of the Treaty to us, It scems to me that, in looking at the Treaty in a comnmer-
cial point of view, and looking at the question whether it is right to accept tle articles, -we have to
consider mainly that interest which is nost peculiarly affected. Now, nless I ar greatly misinforned,
the fishing interests in :Nova Scotia, with one or two exceptions for local reasons, are altogether in
favour of the Treaty. They are so anxious to get free admission for their fish into the Anierican
market, that they would view with great sorrow any action of this House whieh would exclude themu
from that market ; that they look forward with increasing confidence ta a large development of their
trade, and of that great industry; and I say that, that being the caser-if it be to the interest of the
fishermen, and for the advantage of that brandi of national industry, setting aside all other considera-
tions-w-e ought not wilfully ta injure that interest. *Why, Sir, what is the fact of the case as it
stands ? 17 only narket for the Canadian No. 1 mackerel i» the world is the United States. Ti.t is
our only market, and ie are practically excluded from it by the Present <luty. The conseguence of that
duty is, that o shermen are at the mercy of the Anericnffisherrien. ley arc made the uwers of wvood
and the drawers of water for the Americans. 'tey are obliged to sell lkeir jîsis at the Americans' own2rice.
The Aerican jsherme 'purchase their fish at a nominal value, anid control thc American arket. The
great profits of the trade are handed over to the American fishermen, or tie Ainerican merichanits
engaged in the trade, and they profit to the loss of our own industiy and our own people. let anyone
go down the St. Lawrence on a summler trip- as many of us do-and call from the deck of the steamer
to a fisherman in his boat, and see for what a nominal price you Can secure the whole of his catch; and
that is from the absence of a market, and froin the fact of the Canadian fishernen being completely
uder the control of the foreigner. With the duty off Canadian fish, the Canadian fisherman may send

his fish at the right tine, when he can obtain the best price, ta the American market, and thus be the
meaus of opening a proiltable trade vith the United States in exchange. If, therefore, it is for the
advantage of the maritime provinces, including that portion of Quebec which is also largely interested
iii the fisheries, that this Treaty should be ratified, and that this great market should be opened to
them, on what ground should we deprive thein of this right ? Is it not a selfish argument that the
fisheries can be used as a lever in order to gain reciprocity in flour, wheat, and otlier cereals? Are you
te shut our fishermen out of this great niaket, in order that you may coerce the United States into
giving you an extension of the reciprocal principle?

"I have heard the fear expressed that, with this Treaty, the Americans would come down into our
waters and take the fish away from our people. This vas a groundless fea. Why had not this
occnrred under the Reciprocity Treaty, under which the Americans enjoycd fully equal privileges to
those they would have under the Treaty of Washington ? Did we find them interfering with oui
fishermen? We did not; and; with the Jnited States' markets open to us on the sanie terms as. to.
its own fishermen, could any intelligent man suppose that they could come down four or five hundred.
miles in vessels costing more to build, equip, and sail than our vessels, and compete with our people,
who took the fish almost at their own doors ? l I Mr. Knight's report on the wourkiug of the Reciproeity
Treaty, drawn up in the year 1867, was found the following extract of a letter fron a gentleman in
Guysborough: ' The fisherien in this locality have, since the commencement of the Reciprocity Treaty,
say, for the past ten years, made more money than during any ten years pirevious, from the fact that
they had a free market in the United States, iwhicl is the only markt wihere a large proportion of o4r
fishi will sell ta advantage; and,, although fish have net been so abundant, the extra price has more than
compensated for the deficiency in the catch. If a heavy duty were put upon Our mackerel and herrings
iu the United States, the fishery would not be remunerative; and, lie added, 'the American .cod and
mnackerel fishermen have not interfered with us nor injured our fisheries during the past ten years, and
our fishermen caught more mackerel in 1864 thain in any previous year.' It would be seen that we
ieed have no fears that the Aiericans would do us any greater injury under this Treaty. Ie also

found in Mr. Knight's report that the value of fish exported from the province of Nova Scotiafrom
1855 ta 1865, during the existence of the Reciprocity Treaty, had increasei from: 1,940,127 dollars te
3,476,461 dollars, and-was t not fair to assume that a proportionate increase would take place under
the Wasbington Treaty ?

« Those opposed ta the Treaty seemned te set great vaiue upon vhat we Were asked. by^ ite
sírrender. 'Oh1, said they, «wly should we give up our valuable fisheries, sucl important prvileges,
and:forso small a: consideration ?' lad those who talked iu this way studied the case? Ielieve
they iad. not, else they would fom a different opinion.That aur' fisheries were valuable, I am well
aware. ;Their value under favourable conditions could not be over-estimated; but that value wouldiie
great or small just in proportion ta the markets we possessed. ý By this Treaty Ye. surrendered very



little, andgained in many ways; for, in addition to our own fishing grounds, which we still retained, we iact
the privilege, if we choose to avail ourselves of it, of going into United States' waters ta fisb, and would
gain a free market, which would have the effect of increasing the value of our own fisheries ta a most
important extent. Newfoundland and Prince Edward's Island had given strong indications that they
would ratify this Treaty; and Americans having free access ta the fishing grounds of the former, they
would be quite independent of us in the lierring and cod fisheries. Prince Edward's Island's ratifying
it would give them access ta the mackerel fishery of that island; and with the right which they now
possessed, under the Treaty of 1818, to take all linds of flsh when and where they pleased. at the
Magdalen Islands-and the Islands comprise, both for herring and inackerel, about the best fishing
ground of the Dominion-the Americans need care very little for any privileges that ire might have the
power ta withhold from them, which would amount to but a few miles of au inshore mackerel fishery;
in return for which the markets of the entire United States were thrown open to us, free, for all the filsh
and products of the fisheries of the whole Dominion."

In the same debate of May 13, 1872, Mr. Poiver, of' Halifax, said:
"le was in favour of accepting the Treaty even as 'it vas, and the following were soie of his

reasons,-they were not merely theoretical, but the result of years of practical experience and careful
observation. In the spring of each year, some forty or fifty vessels resorted ta the Magdalen Islands
for herring, and lie lad known the number ta be greater. These vessels carried au average of 900
barrels each, sa that the quantity taken was generally in the neighbourhood of 50,000 barrels. During
the existence of the Reciprocity Treaty, no United States' vessels went after these fislh. Al the vessels
engaged in that fishery belonged to some one of the proviuces now forming this Dominion. Since the
abrogation of the Treaty and the imposition of the duty of 1 dollar per barrel by the United States, the
case had become entirely changed. Vessels still went there; but they were nearly all American.
Niow, under this Treaty we wouil get that important branich of trade back again. The lower provinces,
Nova Scotia in particular, had a large herring trade with NSLewfoundland. Vessels went there with salt.
and other supplies, and brouglit back cargoes of herring in bulk. Employment was thus given ta the
cooper and labourer in preparing these fish for export; and, as the business was prosecuted mostly in
the 'winter months, when other employment was difficult ta obtain, it always proved a great booni to
the industrious. We lost this trade also when we lost the Reciprocity Treaty; but it would return ta
us under the Treaty now offered for our acceptance. A little more than two years ago, two vessels
belonging to the Province of Quebec arrived in Halifax from Labrador. They had between them 3,400
barrels of herrings. Not finding sale for themu in Halifax, they proceeded ta New York, where they
sold. The duty on these two cargoes amounted to 3,400 dollars in gold. Under a Treaty of this kind
this 3,400 dollars would go into the pockets of the owners and crews of the vessels, instead of into the
United States' Treasury, and cases of this kind occurred almost every day. The sane reason applied
to the mackerel fishery, but with still greater force, the duty being 2 dollars per barrel. There was
another feature connected with this fishery, which ought to have a good deal of weight with this
House, in favour of the Treaty. American vessels following the cod and, mackerel fisieries were
manned in great part by natives of saine part of this Dominion. The chief cause of tiis was, that, as
the hands fished on shares-viz., one-h-alf of, wvhat they caught,-those employed on board of United
States' vessels got theirs in fiee of duty, whilst the men employed in the vessels of the Dominion had
to pay the duty on theirs. A hand catching twenty-five barrels of mackerel ta his share, on board of a
United Staites' vessel, would receive 50 dollars more thai lie would receive for the same quantity taken.
in one of our own vessels. A consequence of this was, that the best men went on board the American
vessels, and our vessels had ta put uip with the less capable. Indeed, should the present state of
things continne much longer, our people would be compelled ta give. up the hook-and-line fishing
altogether, for it vas impossible that they could continue-ta compete against the duty and thoir other
disadvantages. During the existence of ·the Reciprocity Treaty, the number of vessels following the
hook-and-line mackerel fishery had increased to about sixty in the county of Luinenburg alone. , Since
the termination of the Treaty the number had been gradually falling off, until, during last session, no
more than half a dozen vessels engaged in .that business; and he believed that., should this Treaty not
be ratified, there would not be a single vessel fitted out in. that county for tl mackerel fihery tie
approaching season. He had bean assured by vessel owners in Havre au Bouche-an enterprising
settlement at the eastern end of the County of Antigonish-and also by those On the western side. of
the Strait of Canso, in the County of G uysboro' (frora bath of which places the maceel and hrrine
fisheries lad been extensively prosecuted), that lie buiness will Iot mxore thmi"pay expeuses, anld
that, unless something was donc ta relieve those fish from. the present duty, they would.be obliged to
abandon the business altogether. Ths need cate no surprise, when it is considercd that, at the
present value of mackerel and herrings; the duty is' fully equal ta 50 per cent. Owing ta the advan-
tages offered by the American vessels over our provincial vessels engaged in fishing, iot only were pur
best men induced to give their skill ta the Americans in, fishing, but in niany cases they remained
away, and their industry ,vas lost ta the provinces. They went ta the Statés in the vessel the last
trip, in order to get settled up for the season's ork, aid gencrallyremained there tO man thcshing
and othaer vessals of the.Republic. Why, a very large proportion af the inhabitants ai Gloucester and
other fishing towns of Massachusetts and Maine were natives iof some of the.provinces ofa this
Dominion. .Now, with this Treaty, the inducements ta give a preference ta American vessels 'w6ùld
be removed, and our own vessiels avold be able ta select good hands,wiho wouhd remainat home; the
temptation to emigrate, as he had just ealained, being removed. lie hacl luard it said that the
%mer pacid thte duty. JVow, whilst this 'might b~e thte case with sme rticles, it was k not so~with,. the drticle

o/four fesl. An our case in this businses, our fisherxen Asked side by side with their Arnieca*n als,
both carrying the procedis of their catch to the same market,biherá our men had ta contend C'.ainst ie
/hre. ß/sh of the 4mrican. ßfsecrmen. Let him iltréîate thtis. An Ane'a an1 a proencial vas .
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500 barrels of mackerel cach ; both vesscis were confiuned to the samc market, where they sold- at the san
price. Oîe luul to pay a duty qf 1,000 dollars, while the other had not to do so. WVho thelb paid "the
1,000 dollars? 3fost certainly, not the purchaser or consumer, but the poor, hard-worced,/isherman of this.
Dominion ; for this 1,000 dollars was decluetecd froîi his account of sales. Those who contended that
in this case the consumer paid the duty, ought to be able to show that, if the duty w«ere taken off in
the United States, the selling price there would 'be reduced by the amount of the duty. There was,
nothing in the nature or existing circumstances of the trade to cause any person who -understands to
believe that this would be the case; and, tcrcforc, it would be sccn. that at present our ffisiermem
iaboured undcr disadvantages, which enade it almost impossille for thcrit to compctc with their rivals in the
Unitecl States, auc that the removal of the cluty, as proFoscl by this Treaty, would be a great boon, a7lJ
enable ten to do a good biusincss wihere tley now werc blut struggling, or doing a losing tradc."

In the sane debate Dr. Tupper, of Hilifax, said:

"While in 1854 American fishermen werc able to compete with Canadians, because tiey had no
high taxes to pay, and the cost of ontfit was mucli less than at present, the 'war and the burdeus it had
left behind had so changed their position in relation to this question, that every Canadian fishernan,
wlo had the fish in the sea at his own door, with ail the advantages of cheap vessels and cheap equip-
ment, if lie belonged (as ne one doubted) te the sane courageous and adventurous class as the-
Americans. woIld enter into the coIpetition with au advantage of 40 or 50 per cent. in his favour.

. ...... ho wouhl say that the Canadian fisherman w«as deserving of any consideration, if he-
wvas not able, with that prenium in his favour, te ineet the competition, not only of the United States,
but of the world ? Why, then, instead of the Treaty surrendering our fishermen and fisheries te the
destructive competition of the forcigner, the result would be-and mark his wor(ls, the facts would.
soon show it-that the Anerican fisherinen 'who eiployed their industry in the waters of Canada
would becone like the American luibermen wvho engaged in that trade in the valley of the Ottawa,
they would settle upon Canadian soil, bringing with them tleir character for enterprise and energy,
and would beconie equolly good. subjects of Roer Majesty, would give this country the beneit cf their
talents, and their enterprise, and their capital. lias there anybody who could doubt as to the eject qf
renoving the <Iy11 which was now levied qf 2 dolltrslper barel zipon-mackercl, anl 1 dollar upon horrings,
of takiny off this corrmous bounty in favour of the Anerican, fthenne, andI leaving our, ishermenrce
and unrcstricted accs te tlc best market for them. in the world ? Was there any one 'who could doubt
that the practical result would be to leave the Canadians, in a very short time, ahnost w«ithout any
comipetition at all? The Opposition for a long timue lheld out the idea that Parliament and the Govern-
ment must protect the poor strggling and industrious fishermen of Nova Scotia and the other
provinces against the operation of this Treaty, which, it wvas leld, w«ould be ruinous to them in every,
way. Gradually, however, light began to break in upon themn, until at last they discovered this extra-
ordinary fact, that while the clauses of this Trenty which related to Canada were held by every,
intelligent lishermnran to be a great boon, as soiething which would take the taxes off theni, and relieve
them fro Imn dreds of thousands of dollars' tribute that they were now compelled to pay to a foreign.
nation, the lisherien of the United States were, on the other hand, just as much averse to the Treaty
as our own people -were anxions that it should be carried into effect. How different would the future.
be under this lreaty from wat it would certainly bc if the present state of affairs w«ere to continue !
What was the result now ? Why, mnany of our fishernen were compelled to go te the United States, .
abandoning tlcir homes in Canada, in order to place themselves upon an equal footing with the
Anericans. The ieniber for West Durham stated that, if Canada had continued the policy of
exclusion, the American fisheries would very soon have utterly failed, and they would bave been at:
our mercy. This was a great mistake. Last summer he went down in a steamer from Dalhousie to,
Pictou, and fell in w«ith a Ileet of thirty American fishing vessels, which had averaged 300 barrels of
mackerel in three weeks, and bad never been within ten miles of the shore."

The lon. S. Campbell, of Nova Scotia, said

" Under the operation of the system that lad prevailed since the repeal of the Treaty of 1854, the:
fishermen of Nova Scotia bad, to a large extent. become the fishermen of the United States. They had;
been forced to abandon their vessels and homes in Nova Scotia, and ship to American ports, there te
become engaged in aiding the commercial enterprizes of that country. It '«as a inelancholy feature to
sec thousands of young and hardy fishermen compelled to leave their native land to embark in the
pursuits of a foreiga country, and drain their own land of that aid and strength which their presence
would bave secured. There was another evil in connection with this matter, that, not only were they
forced to aid in promoting the welfare of another country, but they were, by being so, gradually
alienated froi the land of their birth, and led to make unfortunate contrasts and comparisons to the
detriment of the country to which they belonged; because, in the country to which they -departed, they
derived benefits that were unattainable in their own. Another evil of the present state of things was
the impediment thrown in the -way of shipbuilding by the depression caused in the business of the-
country. While Nova Scotia had mechanics who wecre able to build vessels that w«ould compete in-
every important respect -with those built by our Anierican neighbeurs, the commercial impedimenta
thrown in the way of Ameriýans fishing in Canadian waters had an 'injurious effect upon the ship-
building interest. It had been said that the concessions obtained by the Dominion 'were not equivalent
to the concessions which, were granted to the United States. Upon that point, he regarded what had
been said by the 1Minister of Justice about the privileges of Canadians resorting to American waters;
.or the purpose of procuring bait, as being of great importance. Ie believed that.to be a very:valuable -
nd impoant concession. lie did not regard the American inshore fisheries as of such little value M



.had been represented; for he knew that frequently American fishermen left our coast, and resorted to
their own waters, where they received a valuable iecompense for changing their venue and base of
operations. By- the Treaty of 1818, American fishing vessels were not permitted:to enter our harbours,
except for the purpose 'of obtaining wood, water, and shelter. This limitation had produced a great
deal of dissatisfaction, and did injustice to our shore population. During the reciproeity, those vessels
werc constantly in our waters, engaged in a mutually advantageous business with the merchants
who lived on shore. Both parties desired a renewal of that relation, which would decidedly be to the
advantage of Nova Scotia. It was because lie desired to restore to the people of Nova Scotia the
advantages of that reciprocal trade, that lie was ardently anxious for the ratification of this Treaty.
To use a phrase that had been employed on both sides of the House, his constituents had 'set their
hearts upon it ;' and, as far as his voice and vote went, they would surely have it."

Mr. Macdonald, of Nova Scotia, remarked

" The Ionourable Member for Halifax, who addressed the H-ouse a few days ago (Mr. Power), has
told what effect the high duty on mackerel in the States has had on this hook-and-line fishing. The
nunber of vessels ftted out for it from Lunenburg County lias decreased from sixty to seventy under
the Reciprocity Treaty. Until last year, not more than half-a-dozen ventured to engage in it, finding
the high duties made it unprofitable. Last year, nearly all that fine fleet of vessels, after returning
froim Labrador, instead of going out again for mackerel, were compelled to lay for the remainder of the
season idly swinging at their anchors in the harbours and coves around the coast; while the young
men who should have formed their fishing crews were cither compelled to remain at home, or seek
other imployment elsewhere,-some of them, perhaps, on board American vessels, vhere the fish they
caught -were worth more than if taken on board their own vessels, because they would be frec of duty
under tihe Amcrican flag. It was thns of vital importance to tIe fishing people of that country that
the fshery Articles of the Treaty should be ratified; because tbey believed, and lie judged they rightly
believed, they would then be placed on a much better footing than they occupied at the present time.
Not only were bis constituents deeply interested, but the vhole people of Nova Scotia were imme-
diätely concerned. He read from statistics to show the magnitude and importance of the fishing
interest, the number of mon it employed, and the value of the products. In 1853, the year before the
commencement of the Ieciprocity Treaty, the total value of the products of the fisheries in Nova Scotia
was something less than two millions of dollars, of which only about thirty per cent., or less than
582,038 dollars' worti, founîd a market in the United States. In 1865 the total yield of the fisheries
had risen, with varions fluctuations, to an aggregate of nearly three and a half millions; and it was
found that the export to the States had iot only kept pace with that aggregate increase, but had
largely exceeded it, the exports to the States in that year being about forty-three por cent. of the aggre-
gate catch, or near a million and a half of dollars. ..Thus it would seem that, under the old Reciprocity
Treaty, our fishermen lost nothing by allowing their American neiglibours to fish in our waters. On
the conitrary, they liad gained in every way. The influence of a frec market had acted as a stimulant'on
their energies, so that, althougl their fishing grounds were shared by American fishermen, their total catli
had increased fifty per cent.; and so beneficial w«as that free market found to be, that the ekports to the
States had increased over a hundred and fifty per cent. in the twelve years. Nothing could more clearly
establish the two -important fhets, that our fishermen have nothing to fear from fair competition -vith
American fishermen in our own waters, and that the free access to the markets of that -countiy is of
the greatest possible importance to us. A comparison of the last three years of the Reciprocity Treaty
withithree years siuce its abrogotion shous that the exports of fish to the States have fallen off seven
per cent. since the Treaty vas abrogated,-another proof of the value of that Treaty to our fishermen.
Give us this Treaty, and what happened before 'will happen again. Give us a free market in' the
States. and the energies of our fishermen will be stimulated anew into life. and activity, and an
increased aggregate yield, together witl a largely increased export to the States, would show that
our people were fully equal to conpeting, on fair termis in our own waters, with their American,
neighbours."

There vas one important consideration, which had been overlooked ln weighing the adantages
and disadvantages of the Treaty, and that was.that the admission of'British vessels to fisI in American
waters would enable Aniericais to purchase vessels in provincial ports, where the cost of construction
was much less than in the United States. It was true they would be unable to obtain American
registers, but they could take out British registers."

"The privilege given by the niew Treaty to vessels carrying the British flag; to fish in the United
States' waters, it would be found, w«as nlo barren privilege, as had been asserted; for, besides the priTi-
lege o? fishing there, which our people might avail thiemselves of if they choose, we should now build
fishing-vessels for our neighbours. The fishing masters of Maine and Massachusetts, when they fiid
that they can get as good a vessel built in Iuneiiburg or Shelbourrie or Yarmouth for 5,000'dollaes as
they cean in Gloucester for 8,000 dollars, «ill not be slow to avail themseIves of the advantage thus
placed within their reach: they 'ill not throw away the extra -cost"of .the vessel on anv mere-senti-
ment about the flag, wvhen the less costly vessel will suit their purpose as 'well, and the fla o? théir
own nation does~not secure to them any special advantages. He considered this a very nadterial point;
and lie believed that Ameiicans would largely avail themselves of the 'opportunity whil 'would thus
be offered of obaiing vessels at much less cost tban-th6y now pàid."

" Tholonoiorale gentlenan knows tihat for te 'best brands of mackerel, ob.'1 and No. 2, , ad
literally no maret; exceipt the United States ; whildefor the~inferfor :fsh,' No 3 we had also a market
there, as welhas furtler south."

Remove te dutyÃ,s it ls proposed by the Washington Treaty,"and our flshertmen 'Will-Iiave-the'e
äVluable fields of industry restored 'to them. Ie justified the'stàtement made by the President 'o? ihe

Coundil, to 'the ffect that the duty on pickled'fsh in the :United States as equzl o a of 60,000
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dollars lust year on thei fishing industry of Nova Scotia. The member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) had
denied this, and stated that the duty on mackerel and herring shipped to the States in 1871 ivas only
about 90,000 dollars. That was another of that gentleman's facts that was made to do duty for a mis-
statement. It was quite true that the duty on our fish exported to that market last year would onI
bave aniounted to about 90,000 dollars, but that only proved that the duty was so nearly prohibitory
as to prevent the export of larger quantities. He read from a retum to show that the value of the fish
canught in Nova Scotia last year aiounted to over 5,000,000 dollars. Of this quantity there were
228,152 barrels mackerel and 201,600 barrels herring; the duty on which, if shipped to the States,
would he over 650,000 dollars; so that the statement made by the President of the Privy Council was
more than justified by the facts. If there was so small a proportion of this total sold in the States, it
wvas because the duty was alinost prohibitory. Riemove the duty, and the Custom-house returns of fisit
shipped to that market vill show a much larger resuit."

It will be observed that the foregoing extracts relate in part to other points
than the value of the right which the Canadians hav- acquired, of free access to
the markets of the United States. But it seemed most convenient to present
them together.

Evidence will be laid before the Commission conclusively showing that the
renission of duties to the Canadian fishermen during the four years which have
already clapsed under the operation of the Treaty has aiounted to about 400,000
dollars annually. But this subject, by the British Case, is disposed of summarily in
two or tiree passing sentences, under the head of the convenience of reciprocal
free markets, in n ciich it seenis to be tacitly assumed, rather than expressly
asserted, that the removal of the duty has inured to the benefit of the American
fish consuiners, and not the Canadian fishermen. Such a claim can be fullv refuted
in various ways. In point of fact, as will appear by proof, prices were not
cheapened in the markets of the United States when the fishery clauses of the
Treaty took effect. And there has been no subsequent gain thus produced to the
consumer. The reasons are obvious ; the American catch has always fixed the
price in the United States' markets. It is four times as large as the importations
from the British provinces, and the business is almost exclusively in American
hands. Consequently, after the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, the duties
levied on fish and fish oils at the custom houses of the United States were a direct
tax on Canadian fishermen, who could not add any part of the duties paid by them
to the price of their shipinents.

When a tax or duty is imposed upon only a small portion of the producers of
any commodity fr'om which the great body of its producers are exempt, such tax
or duty necessarily remains a burden upon the producers of the smaller quantity,
diminishing their profits, and cannot be added to the price and so distributed among
the purchasers and consumers.

Statesmen of every age and nation have striven to secure to their people by
Treaties free access to large foreign markets. .The British Government, Çanadian
statesmen, and the inhabitants of the maritime provinces, all regarded this right,
under the Treaty of Washington, as 4 an inestimable boon."

The last four years have been a period <f commercial depression all over the
world. Nevertheless, the benefits already reape(d by the British provinces. from the
Treaty of Washington have been immense; and they are destined to increase during
the next eight years in a rapid ratio of progression.

In recapitulation, the United States maintain :

First. That the province of this Commission is limited solely to estimating the value, to the inha-
bitants of the United States, of new rights accorded by the Treaty of Washington to the fisheries within
the territorial waters of the British North American Provinces on the Atlantic coast; which comprise
only that portion of the sea lying within a marine league of the coast, and also the interior of suci
hays and inlets as are less than six miles wide between their hieadlands; 'while all larger bodies of
water are parts of the free and open ocean, and the territorial line within them is to be measured along
the contour of the shore, according to its sinuosities, and within'these limits no rights existing under
the Convention of 1818 eau be made the subject of compensation.

2ccond. That within these limits there are no fisheries, except for mackerel; which United States
fishermen do or advantageously can pursue; and that, of the nackerel catch, only a small frictional
part is taken in British territorial waters.

'hird. That the various incidental and reciprocal advantages of the Treaty, such as the privileges
of trafie, purcbasing bait and other supplies, are not thesubject of compensation ;'because the Treaty
of Washington confers no such rights on the inhabitants of the United States, who now enjoy them
inerely by sufferance, and who can at any time be deprived of them by the enforcement of existing laws,
or the re-enactment of lormer oppressive statutes. Moreover, the Treaty does not provide for -any
possible compensation for such privileges; and they are far more important and valuable to the subjects
of Her Majesty than to the inhabitants of the United States.
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FourtA. That the inshore fisheries alcng the coast of the United States north of the thirty-nintli
parallel of north latitude are intrinsically fully as valuable as those adjacent to the British Provinces
and that British fishermen can, and probably will, reap from their use as great advantages as the
Americans bave enjoyed, or are likely to enjoy, from the right to fish in British waters.

.Fifth. That the right of importing fish and fish-oil into the markets of the United States is to
British subjects a boon amounting to far more than an equivalent for any and all the bencfits which
the Treaty ias conferred upon the inhabitants of the United States.

Sixth. In respect to Newfoundland, the United States, under the Convention of 1818, enjoyed
extensive privileges. But there are no fisherios in the territorial waters of that island of which the
Americans make any use. There, as everywhere else, the cod fishery is fo]lowcl in the open sca;
beyond the territorial waters of Great Britain. No herring, mackerel, or other fishery is there pursued
by Americans within the jurisdictional limits. The only practical connection of Newfoundland with
the Treaty of Washington is the enjoyment by its inhabitants of ·the privilege of free importation of
fish and fish-oil into the United States' markets. The advantages of the Treaty are all oit one side,-
that of the islanders, who are immensely benefited by the opening of a valuable traffic, and by acqiuiring
free access to a market of forty millions of people.

For the foregoing reasons, and others to be more fully dev'eloped in evidence
and argument, the United States deny that this Commission ought to award any
sum to the Government of Ber Britannic Majesty, and assert that the advantages
conferred on her subjects are vastly greater than any that have been or will be.
realized by the citizens of the United States under the fishery clauses of the Treaty.
of Washington.

DWIGIIT FOSTER,
Agent of the United States' Government.
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APPENDIX C.

BRIEF ON BEIALF OF THE INITED STATES, BEtORE THE COMMISSION CONVENHED AT
ILIFAX IN JUNE 1877, PURSUANT TO THE TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AN]) GulEAT ]3RITAIN, CONOLTUDED AT WASHINGTON, MAY 8, 1S71; PON THE
QUESTION OF THE EXTENT AND LIMITS OF THE INSHORE FISIIEIES ,AND
TERRITORIAL WATERS ON THE ATLANTIC COAST OF IITISH NORTH AMEzicA.

THE Articles relating to the Fisheries in this Treaty are the following :-

ARTICLE XVIII.

Itlis agreed by the High Contracting Parties that, ii addition to the liberty secured to the United
States' lisherien by the Convention between the United States aid Great Britain, signed at London on
the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish 0n certin coasts of the British North
Americain Colonies thercin, defined, the inhabitants of the United States shall have, in connnon with the
subjects of Her Britamie Majesty, the liberty, for the terni of years imentioned in Article XXXIIi cf
this Treaty, to take lisi of every kind, except shell-fish, on the sea-coasts and shores, and in the bays,
harbours, aid creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and _New Brunswick, and the Colony of
Prince Edwîrard's Island, and of the several islands thereunto adjacent, without being restricted to anv
distance fromt the shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts and shores and islands, and also
upoin the agdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish ; provided that,
in so doing, thev do not interfere w'ith the rights of private property, or with British fisherinen, in the
peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the sanie purpose.

it is understood that the above-inentioned liberty applies solely to the sea-fishery; and that the
sahnon and shad fisheries, and all other fishieries in rivers and the moutihs of rivers are reserved exclu-
sively for British fishernien.

ARTICLE XIX.
It is agreed by the Higi Contracting Parties that British subjects shal have, in connon with the

citizeis of the United States, the liberty, for the tern of years mentioned in Article XXXIII of this
Treaty, to take fisi of every kind, except shell-fish, on the eastern sea-coasts and shores of the United
States norti of the tliirty-ninth parallel of north latitude, and on the shores of the several islands
thereunto adjacent, and iii the bays, harbours, and creeks of the said sea-coasts and shores of the United
States, and of the said islands, without being restricted to any distance from the shore, with permission
to land upon the said coasts of the United States and of the islauds aforesaid, for the purpose of drying
tieir nets and curing their fish: provided that, in so doing, they do not interfere with the rights of
private property or with the fishermen of the United States, in the peaceable use of any part of the
said coasts in their occpancy for the saine purpose.

It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and tiat salmon
and shad jisheries and ail otier fisheries in rivers and mouts of rivers are iereby reserved exclusively
for lisherncu ofi the United States.

ARTICLE XX.

It is agreed that the places designated by the Commissioners appointed under the Ist Article of
the Trcaty betweenr the United States and Great Britain, concluded at Washington on lie 5th of June.
1854, upoin the easts of Her 1ritaini Majesty's dominions and lie United States, as places reserved
fron the counion right of iishing under tliat Treaty, shal be regarded as in like mainer reserved from
the coimron right of lishing under the preceding Articles. In case any question should arise between
tihe Coveriinents of the United States and of lier Britannio Majesty as to the connon right of fishing
in places no1t thus designrated as reserved. it is agreed that a Commission shall be appointed to
designate such places, and siall be constituted in the sane manriner, and have the saine powers, duties,
andauîthority as te Conunission appointed under the said Ist Article of the Treaty of the 5th of une,
1854.

ARTICLE XXI.

It is agreed that, for the terIi of years mrentioned in Article XXXIIT of this Treaty, fisi-oil and
tisi of aUl kinds (except lisi of the iiland lakes and of the uivers falling into them, and except fish
preserved in oil), being the produce of the fisieries of the United States or of the Dominion of Canada.,
or of Prince Edwaxd's Islaind, shall be admitted into each country respectively free of duty.

ARTICLE XXII.

Inasmnuch as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannie Majesty, that the privileges
accoided to tire citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty are of greater value
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than those accorded by Articles. XIX andý XXI of this Treaty to the subjects of Her Britanice
Majesty; and this assertion is not admitted by the Government of the -United States, it is fürther
agreed that Commissioners shall be appointed to determine, having regard to the privileges accorded
by the United States to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of
this Treaty, the amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be paid by the
Government of. the United States to the .Government of Her Britannic Majesty, in return for the
privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty: and that
any sui of money which the said Commissioners may so award, shall be paid by the United States'
Governm ont in a gross sum, within twelve months after such award shall have been given.

ARTICLE XXIII.

The Commissioners referred to in the preceding Article; shall be appointed in the following
mianner ; that is to say, one Comiissioner shall be named by the President of the United States, one
by Her Britannic Majesty, and a third by the President of the United States andl Her Britannic
Majesty conýjointly; and, in case the third Commissioner shall not have" been so named within a period
of thrce months froin the date when this Article shall talie effect, then,the third Commissioner sball be
named by the Representative at London of His 3Majesty the Emperor of Austria andKing of Iuirgary.
lu case of the death, absence, or incapacity of any Comnissioner, or in the event of any Cominissioner
omitting or ceasmg to act, the vacancy shall be filled in the manner hereinbefore provided for making
the original appointment, the period of three mionths in case of sucl substitution being calculated
from the date of the happening of the vacancy.

The Commissioners so named shall meet in the City of Halifax, in the Province of Nova Scotia,
at the earliest convenient period after they have been respectively named ; and shall, before proceeding to
any business, inake and, subscribe a solemn declaration that they will impartially and carefully examine
and decide the matters referred to them to the best of their judgment, and according to justice and
equity; and such declaration shall be entered on the record of their proceedings.

Eaci of the ligi Contracting Parties shall also name one person to attend the Commission as its
Agent, to represent it generally in all matters connected with the Commission.

ARTICLE XXIV.

The proceedings shall be conducted in sucli order as the Commissioners appointed under Articles
XXII: and, XXIII of this Treaty shall determine. They shall be bound to receive sucli oral or written
testinony as either. Goverument may present. If either. party shall offerr oral testimony; the other
party shall have the riglit of cross-examination, under such rules as the Commissioners shall prescribe.

If in the case submitted to the Commissioners either party shall have specified or alluded to any
repoft or document in its own exclusive possession, without annexing a copy, such party shall be bound.
if the other party thinks proper to apply for it, to furnish that party with a copy thereof ; and; either
party may call upon the other, througr the Comiaissioners, to produce the originah or certified copies
of any papers adduced as ýevideice, giving in each instance such reasonable notice as the Commissioners
may reqire.

The case on either side shall be closei witlin a period of six months from the date of the organization
of the.Commission; and the Comnissioners shall be requested to give their award as soon as possible
thereafter. The aforesaid period of six months may be extended for three months, in case of a
vacancy occurring among the Commissioners incer the circumstances contemplated in Article XXIII
of this Treaty.

ARiTICLE XXV.

The Commissioners shall keep an accurate record and correct minutes or notes of all their
proceedings, 'with the dates thereof, and may appoint and employ a secretary, and aný other necessary
officer or officers; to assist them in the transaction of the businesswhicl may cone before them.

Each of the igh Contracting Parties shall pay its own .Commissioner and Agent or Counsel; al
other expenses shall be defrayed by the tvo Governments in equal inoieties.

ARTICLEXXXII.

It is firther agreed that the provisions and stipulations of Articles XVIII to XXV of this Treaty,
inclusive, shall extend to the Colony of Newffoundland; so far as they are applicable. But if the
Imperial Parliament, the Legislature of. Newfoundland, or the Congress of the United States, shal l not
embrace the Colony of Newfoundland in their laws enacted for carrying thé foregoing Articles into
effect, then this Article shall be of no effect.; but the omission to make provision by haw to give it
effect, by either, of the Legislative Bodies aforesaid, shall not in any way impair any other Articles of
this Treaty.

ARTICLE XXXIIL .

The foregoing Articles: XVIII to XXV, inclusive, and Article XXX of this Treaty, shall take
effect, as soon as the laws required:to carry theminto operation shail hlave been passed.by.the Imperial
Parliament of Great.Britain, by the Parliameit of Canada, and by the Legislature cf Prince Edward's
Island on the onehand, and by the. Congress of the Jnited States. on the other. Suclh assent having .
beengiven, the said-Articlesshall remain in force .for, then period of. ten. years fromn -theèdate atwvhich
they, maycomekinto, operation.; and furthernatil. the expiration of two years after eier ,f:the àigh

#a- r. .î1l à e,
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Contracting Parties shall have given notice to the other of its wish to terminate the same, eacli of the
11igh Contracting Parties being at liberty to give such notice to the other at the end of the said period
of ten years, or at any time afterward.

3y the Treaty of Paris (February 10, 1763,) France yielded up to Great Britain
all the possessions formerly held by her in North America, with the exception of
sonie small islands; and Great Britain thus acquired the fisheries along the shores
of the North American Provinces.

From that time until the Revolution, the citizens of the 'United States, being
under the Government of Great Britain, enjoyed the fisheries equally with the other
inhabitants of the British Empire.

Bv the Treaty of 1783, in which the independence of the United States was
recognized by Great Britain, the Arerican fishermen were permitted to fish in the
waters of the North American Provinces, and to use certain parts of their coast for
drying and curing fish.

Article III oi the Treaty is as follows, viz.

"It is agreed that the people of the United States shall continue to enjoy unmolested the riglit to
take fish of every kind on the Grand Bank and on all other banks of Newfoundland, also in the Guif
of St. Iawrence, and at all otier places in the sea where the lihabitants of both countries used at any
Lime heretofore to fishb; and also that inhabitants of the United States shail have liberty to take fish of
every kind on such part of the coasts of Newfoundlanid as British fishernen shall use, but not to dry
or cure the sanie on that island, and also on the coasts, bays, and creeks of all his Britannie Majesty's
dominions inii America, and that the American fishernen shall have liberty to dry and cure fish in any
of the unsettled bays, harbours, and creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, as long as
the sanie shall remain unsettled. But as soon as the sanie or either of them shall be settied, it shall
not bc lawful for said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such settlenient without a previons agreement
for that purpose with the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground."

The fisheries were among the questions discussed by the Commissioners Who
framed the Treaty of Peace at the close of the war of 1812. The United States'
Commissioners claimed that the Treaty of 1783 conferred no new rights upon the
United States ; that it was merely an agreement as to a division of properry, which
took place on the division of the British Empire after the success of the American
Revolution, and was in no respect abrogated by the war. The British Commis-
sioners, on the other hand, held that, while the Treaty of 1783 recognized the right
of the United States to the deep-sea fisheries, it conferred privileges as to the inshore
fisheries, and the use of the shores which were lost by a declaration of war. The
Commissioners were unable to come to an agreement, and the Treaty of Ghent,
December 24, 1814, did not allude to the question of the fisheries, which remained
unsettled.

Until the year 1818 the American fishermen carried on the fisheries as before
the war of 181.2, but were harassed and troubled by the British cruizers; and several
were capturcd and carried into Halifax for alleged infringement of the fishing laws,
although the American Government still clained, under the Treaty of 1783, the
right to fish anywhere on the coasts of the British Provinces. In a long corre-
spondence with Lord Bathurst, Mr. John Quincy Adams maintains the claims of the
United States. " American State Papers, Foreign Relations," vol. iii, page 732 et
seq. In 1818, Mr. Albert Gallatin, the Minister to France, and Mr. Richard Rush,
the Minister to Great Britain, were empowered by the President to treat and nego-
tiate with Great Britain concerning the fisheries, and other matters of dispute
between the two Governments. - Mr. Frederick John Robinson and Mr. Henry
Goulburn were the British Comnmissioners; and, after a long conference, the Con-
vention of October 20, 1818. was agreed upon, thé Article of which concerning the
fisheries and the subject of the present discussion is as follows, viz.

"ARTICLE 1.

"Whereas differences have arisen respecting the liberty claimed by the United States for the
inhabitants thereof to take, dry, and cure fish on certain coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks of His
Britannie Majesty's dominions in America, it is agreed betveen the Highi Contracting Parties that the
inhabitants of the said United States shall have for ever, in common with the subjects of His Britannie
Majesty, the liberty to tak&efish of any kind on that part of the southern coast of Newfoundland which
extends from Cape Ray to the fameau Islands, on the western and northern coasts of Newfoundland
fron the said'Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on the shores of the Magdalen Islands, and also onthe
coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks fron Moîunt Joly, on the southern coast of Labrador, to and through
the Straits of Belle Isle, and thence northwardly indefinitely. along thecoast;: and that the American
ishermen shall aiso have the liberty for ever to dry and cure fisli in any- of he unsettled baya, harbours,
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and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundland hereinbefore described, and of thecoast
of Labrador. But as soon as the same or any portion therèof shall be settled, it shall not be lawful'for
said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such portion so settled vithout previous agreement for such
purpose with the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors (if tie ground; and the United States hereby
renounces for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claiied 14y the inhabitants thereof to take, dry, or
cure fish, on or within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of His
Britannie Majesty's dominions iii America not included within the above-inentioned limits: , Provided,
however, that the American fishermien shall be admitted to enter such bays or liarbours for the purpose
of shelter, of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of obtaining water, and for no other
purpose whatever. But they shall be under such restrictions as shall be necessary to prevent their
taking, drying, or curing fish therein, or in any other manner whato' abusing the privileges hereby
secured to them."

The construction placed upon this Article by the Govertiment of the Dominion
has been formerly,-First, that American fishermen arc thereby excluded from, and
have given up all rights to, the fisheries in the large bays, sucli as the Bay of Fundy,
the Bay of Chaleurs, and the Bay of Miramichi. Second, that a straight line should
be drawn, froni headland to headland, across the mouths of all bays,, gulfs, or
indentations of the shore, and from this line the three marine miles mentioned in the
Convention should be measured ; and that this was the limit within which the
Americans were forbidden to prosecute the fisheries. On the other hand, the
Ainerican Government has always insisted that the three-mile limit should follow
the coast parallel to its sinuosities, and should be measured across the mouths of
bays only when the distance from headland to headland did not exceed six miles. .

After 1818 there appears to have been 0no correspondence between the two
Governments until 1824; and, during these six years, American fishermen used the
fisheries in the Bay of Fundy, and more than three miles beyond the line of low-:
water mark along the shores, without molestation or interference.

In September 1824, Mr. Brent writes to Mr. Addington, Chargé d'Affaires from
Great Britain

"I have the lionour to transmit to you three nciorials fron sundry citizens of the United States
belonging to the State of Maine, accompanied by seven protests and afikdavits, which exhibit the nature
and extent of the facts referred to by the memorialists, complaining of the interruption which they
have experienced during the present season in their accustomed and lawful employment of taking and
curing iish in the Bay of Fundy and upon the Grand Banks by the British armed brig 'Dotterel'
comnmanded by Captain Hoare, and another vessel, a provincial cutter of New Brunswick, acting under
the orders of that officer, and earnestly soliciting the interposition of this Government to procure them
suitable redress."

This complaint of the American Government was caused by the seizure of two
vessels, the " Reindeer " and the "Ruby," on July 26, 1824, at Two-Island Harbour,
Grand Menan. The correspondence does not show vhat the precise cause of the
seizure was. The Report of Captain Hoare merely says, " infringing the Treaty.,
These two vessels were afterwards rescued by the fishermen, and carried into the
harbour of Eastport.

Afterwards, in answer to this, February 19, 1825, Mr. Addington writes to
Mr. Adams, Secretary of State:

"It will, I trust sir, most conclusively appear to you that the complainants have no just ground of
accusation against the officers of the 'Dotterel,' nor are entitled to reparation for the loss they have
sustained ; that, on the contrary, they rendered themselves by the irregularity of their own conduct
justly obnoxious to the severity exercised against them, having. been taken, some Jlagrantc delicto, and
others in such a position and under such circumstances as rendered it absolutely impossible that they
could have had any other inte'ntion than that of pursuing their avocations as fishermen within the
lines laid down by Treaty as forming boundaries within'which such pursuit *was interdicted to
them."

The evidence regarding the seizure of these and varions other American vessels
is appended to this letter, and vill1 be found in full, with the affidavits of the
American seamen, in Sonate Ex. Doc. No. 100, 32nd Congress, 1st Session.

The. next correspondence was January 1836, when Mr. Charles Bankhead,
Chargé d'Affaires, writes to Mr. Forsyth concerning the encroachments "ou the
limits of the British fisheries carried on in the River and Gulf of St. Lawrence."

At this time a circular was issued by the Secretary of the Treasury to the
American fishermen, enjoining themn to observe the limits of the Treaty, butý,ithôut
saying what these limits were. The claim of the provincial authoritiesàto exelude
Ametienn fisherme from the great bays, snh as Fundy and Chaleurs, and 'also
from a distance of three miles> determined by a line drawn from headland to head-
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land across their mouths, was not attempted to be euforced until the years 1838 and
1839, when several of the Auerican fishing-vessels were seized by the British
cruizers, for fishing in. the large bays. On July 10, 1839, Mr. Vail, the acting
Secretary of State, writes to Mr. H. S. Fox, complaining of seizures in the Bay of
Fundy by the British Government vessel the "Victory."

A letter from Lieutenant-Commander Paine to Mr. Forsytb, Secretary of State,
dated December 29, 1839, sums up the matters in dispute, thus:-

"The authorities of Nova Scotia seem to claim a right to exclude Americans from all bays,
including such large seas as the Bay ofi Fundy and the Bay of Chaleurs; and also to draw a line from
headland to headland, the Americans iot to approacli within three miles of this line. The fishermen,
on the contrary, believe they have a right to work anywhere, if not nearer than three miles from the
land."

With the exception of the vessels seized in the Bay of Fundy, referred to in
the letter from Mr. Vail, this construction of the clause in the Treaty was not
rigidly enforced. Indeed, the orders of Admiral Sir Thomas Hardy, as stated by
himself, were only to prevent American vessels fishing nearer than three miles from
shore.

la February 1841, Mr. Forsyth writes to Mr. Stevenson, the American Minister
at St. James's, desiring him to present formally to the British Government the
demand of the United States in regard to the right of fishing off the Canadian
coast:-

ME. FoRnsYTn TO MR. STEVENSON, FEB. 20, 1841.

"'The first Article of the Convention of 1818 between the United States and Great Britain, whiclh
contains the Treaty stipulations relating to the subject, is so explicit in its ternis that there would
seemu to be little room for nisapprehending themi ; and, indeed, it does not appear that any conflicting
questions of riglit between ithe two Govermnents have arisen out of diffirences of opinion between theni
regarding the intent and mueaning of this Article. Yet in the actual application of the provisions of
the Treaty, comuiitted, on the part of Great Britain, to the hands of subordinate agents, subject to and
controlled by local legislation, difficulties growing out of individual acts have sprung up fromn time to
time; and, of these, perhaps the iost grave in their character are the recent seizures of American
vessels inade, it is believed, under colour of a provincial law, entitled William IV., chap. 8, 1836;
enacted, doubtless, with a view rigorously to restriet, if not intended to directly aim a fatal blow at,
our fisheries on the coast of Nova Scotia. Fron information in the possession of the Departnent, it
appears that the Provincial authorities assume a right to exclude Amnerican vessels fromn all their bays,
even including those of Fundy and Chaleurs, and to prohibit their approach witlin three miles of a line
drawn from headland to headland."

"Our fishermen believe-and they are obviously riglit in their opinion, if uniforn practice is any
evidence of correct construction-that they can with propriety take fish anywhere on the coasts of the
British Provinces, if not nearer thitan three miles to land, and resort to their ports for shelter, wood,
water, &c.: nor lias this claim ever been seriously disputed, based às it is on the plain and obvious
terms of the Convention, whilst the construction attemnpted to be put upon that instrument by the
authorities of Nova Scotia is directly in conflict with its provisions, and entirely subversive of the rights
and interests of our citizens. It is one whicih would lead to the abandonment, to a great extent, of a
highly important branch of American industry, and cannot for one moment be admlitted by this
Government."

Mr. Stevenson, in his official note to Lord Palmerston, states the matter in
dispute and the claims of the United States very strongly:-

"It also appears, fromu information recently received by the Governnent of the United States, that
the Provincial authorities assume a right to exclude the vessels of the United States from all bays, even
including those of Fundy and Chaleurs; and likewise to prohlibit their-approaci within three miles of
a line drawn from headland to liadland, in.stcad of from. the indents of the shwres of the provinces. They
also assert the riglit of excluding thein from British ports, except in actual distress, warning them to
depart, or get under weigh and leave harbour, whenever the Provincial Custon-house or British
naval oflicer shall suppose that they have renained a reasonable time, and this withont a full exami.
nation of the circunstances under which tley nay have entered the port. Now the fishermnen.of the
United States believe-and it would seeni that they are riglit in their opinion, if uniform practice is
any evidence of correct construction-that they cai with propriety take fish anywhere on the coasts of
Ilhe British provinces, if not nearer than lhrec marine miles froin land, and have the right-to resort to
their ports for shelter, wood, and vater ; ior lias this claim, it is believed, ever bean seriously disputed,
based as it is on the plain and obvions ternis of the Convention. Indeed, the main object of the ireaty
was not only to secure to Amnerican fishernen, in the pursuit of their employment, the riglit of fishing,
but likewise to insure themn as large a proportion of the conveniences afforded by the neiglbouring
coasts of British settlements as miglt he reconcilable with. the just rights and interests of British
subjects and the due administration of Fer Majesty's Dominions. The construction, therefore, which
lhas been attemnpted to be put upon the stipulations of the Treaty, b the authorities of Nova Scotia, is
-directly in conflict with their object. and entirely subversive of the rights and intereats of the citizens
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of the United States. It is one, moreover, which would lead to the abandonnient, to a great extent, of
a highly important branch of American industry, which could not for a moment be admitted by the
Government of the United States."

Lord Palmerston acknowledges the receipt of this note, 'and states that he has
referred the matter to the Secretary of State for the Colonial Department. Here
the matter rested, no definite understanding seeming to :have arisen between the
two Governments.

On May 10, 1843, the American schooner "Washington," belonging to New-
buryport, Massachusetts, was seized in the Bay of Fundy by an officer of the
Provincial Customs, and carried into Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, on account of alleged
violation of the provisions of the Treaty. The " Washington " was, at the time of
her seizure, within the Bay of Fundy, but distant ten miles from the shore, as
appears from the deposition of William Bragg, one of her crew:

"I further depose and say, that at no time while I was on board said schooner did we, or any of us,
take or attempt to take fish within ten miles of the coast of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, or of the islands
bclonging to either of those jprovinces; that the place where said. schooner was taken possession of, as
aforesaid, was opposite to a place on the coasts of Nova Scotia, called Gudivcr's Role, and is distant
from Annapolis-Gut about fifteen miles, the said Gulliver's Hole being to the south-westward of said
A=napolis-Gut."

This seizure of the "Washington" was the cause of a special Message of
President Tyler to the United States' Senate, February 28, 1845.

The correspondence between Mr. Everett, the American Minister, and Lord
Aberdeen, shows the positions taken by the two Governments:-

MR. EVERETT TO LORD ABERDEEN, AuG. 10, 1843.

«The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the «United States of
America, has the honour to transmit to the Earl of Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, the accompanying papers relating to the seizure, on the 10th of May last, on
the coast of Nova Scotia, by an officer of the Provincial Customs, of the American fishig schooner
'Washington,' of Newburyport, in the State of Massachusetts, for an alleged infraction of the stipula-
tions of the Convention of the 20th October, 1818, between the United States and Great Britain.

"It appears from the deposition of William Bragg, a seaman on board the 'Washington,' that at
time of lier seizure she was not within ten miles of the coast of Nova Scotia. By the Ist Article of
the Convention above alluded to, the United States renounce any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed
by their inhabitants to take, dry, or cure fish on or within three marine miles of any coast of Her
Majesty's Dominions, in America, for which express provision is not made in the said Article. This
renunciation is the only linitation existing on the right of fishing upon the coasts of Her Majesty's
Dominions in America, secured to the people of the Ufnited States by the HIrd Article of the Treaty
of 1783.

" The right, therefore, of fishing on any part of the coast of Nova Scotia, at a greater distance
than.three miles, is so plain that it would be difficult to conceive on what ground it could be drawn in
question, had not attempts been already made by the provincial authorities of Her Majesty's Colonies
to interfere with its exercise. These attenpts have fornied the subject of repeated complaints on the
part of the Government of the United States, as will appear from several notes addressed by the
predecessor of the undersigned to Lord Palmerston.

"lFrom the construction attempted to be placed, on former occasions, upon the Ist Article of the
Treaty of 1818, by the Colonial authorities, the undersigned supposes that the 'Washington' was
seized because she was found fishing in the Bay of Fundy, and on the ground that the lines within
which American vessels are forbidden to fish are to run from headland to headland, and not to follow
the shore. It is plain, however, that neither the words nor the spirit of the Convention admits of any
such construction; nor, it is believed, was it set up by the provincial authorities for several years after
the negotiation of that instrument. A glance at the map will show Lord Aberdeen that there is
perhaps, ne part of the great extent of the sea-coasts of Her Majesty's possessions in America in
which the right of an American vessel to fish can be subject to less doubt than that in wbich the
'Washington' was seized.

"For a full statement of the nature of the complaints which have. from time to time, been made
by the Government of the United States against the proceedings of the dolonial authorities of Great
Britain, the undersigned invites the attention cf Lord Aberdeen to a note of Mr. Stevenson, addressed
to Lord Palmerston on the, 27th March, 1841. The receipt of this note was ackiîowledged by Lord
Palmerston on the 2nd April; and Mr. Stevenson was informed that the subject was referred by bis
Lordship to the Secretary of State for the Colonial Department.

"On the 28thr of the sane month, Mr. Stevenson was further informed by Lord Palmerston that
ie had received a letter from the Colonial Department, acquainting his Lordship that Mr. Stevenson's
communication would be forwarded"to Lord Falkland, with, instructions to inquire int the
allegations contained therein, and to furnish a detailed report.npon th subject. The undersignd
does not find on the files of this Legation any further comnmunication from LoÏi' Falmerston,
in reply te Mr. Stevenson's letter of tie 7th farcih 1841 and hie believes that letter stiremans
unanswered.
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"In reference to the case of the ' Washington,' and those of a similar nature which have formerly
occurred, the urndersigned cannot but remark upon the impropriety of the conduct of the Colonial
authorities in undertaking, without directions froin Her MLajesty's Governiment, to set up a new
construction of a Treaty between the United States and England, and in proceeding to act upon it by
the forcible seizure of American vessels.

IlSuch a sunimary procedure could only be justified by a case of extreme necessity, and where
some grave and imipending iischief required to be averted without delay. To proceed to the capture
of vessels of a friendly lower, for taking a few fish within limlits alleged to be forbidden, although
allowed ly the express terns of the Treaty, must he regarded as a very objectionable stretch of
provincial authority. The case is obviously one for the consideration of the two Governments, and in
which no disturbance of a right, exercised without question for fifty years fron the Treaty of 1783,
ouglit to, be atteipted by any subordinate authority. Even Her Majesty's Government, the under-
signed is convinced, would not proceed in such a case to violent measures of suppression, without
some understanding with the Government of the United States, or, in the failure of an attempt to
come to an uiiderstaniding, without due notice given of the course intended to be pursued.

"PThe undersigned need not urge upon Lord Aberdeen the desirableness of an authoritative
intervention, on the part of Her Majesty's Governient, to put an end to the proceedings complained
of. The Plresident of the United States entertains a confident expectation of an early and equitable
adjustment of the difficulties which have been now for so long a tinie under the consideration of Her
Majesty's Governient. This expectation is the result of the President's reliance upon the sense of
4ztice of Her 3Majesty's Government, and the fact that, fromi the year 1818, the date of the Conven-
tion, until somie years after the atteipts of the provincial authorities to restrict the rights of American
vessels by Colonial legislation, a practical construction vas given to the Ist Article of the Convention,
in accordance with the obvious purport of its terms, and settling its meaning as understood by the
United States.

" The undersigned avails himself of tlis opportunity to tender to lord Aberdeen the assurance of
his distinguished consideration."

LorD ABERDEEN TO MR. EVERETT, ARIL 15, 1844.

" Mr. Everett, in subnitting this case, does not cite the words of the Treaty, but states in general
terms that, by the Ist Article of the said Treaty, the United States renounce any liberty heretofore
enjoyed or claimed by their inhabitants to take, dry, or cure fish on or within three miles of any of the
coasts of Her Majesty's dominions in Ainerica. Upon reference, however, to the words of the Treaty,
it will be seen that American vessels have no right to fish, and indeed are expressly debarred from
fishing, in any bay on the coast of Nova Scotia.

"The words of the Treaty of October, 1818, Article I. ru thus:-
"' And, the United States hereby renounce for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimned by

the inhabitants thereof, to take, dry, or cure fisb, on or within three i'ine miles of any coasts, bays,
creeks, or harbours of lis Britannie Majesty's dominions in America, not included within the above-
mentioned limits; that is, Newfoundland, Labrador, and other parts separate from Nova Scotia:
provided, however, that the American fishernien shall be admitted to enter such bays or harbours for the
purpose of shelter,' &c.

"It is thus clearly provided that Amnerican fishermen shall not take fish within tbree marine miles
of any bay of Nova Scotia, &c. If the Treaty was intended to stipulate simply that American fisher-
men should not take fish within three miles of the coast of Nova Scotia, &c., there was no occasion for
using the word 'bay' at all. But the proviso at the end of the article shows that the word 'bay' was
used designedly; for it is expressly stated in the proviso, that, under certain circumstances, the
American fishernen may enter bays; by which it is evidently meant that they may, under those
circunistances, pass the sea-line vhich forns the entrance of the bay. The undersigned apprehends
that this construction will be admitted by Mr. Everett."

"MI. EVERETT TO LORD ABERDEEN, MxY 25, 1844.

"The undersigned had renarked in bis note of the 10th August last, on the impropriety of the
conduct of the Colonial authorities in proceeding, in reference to a question of construction of a Treaty
pending between the two countries, to decide the question in their own favour, and, in virtue of that
decision, to order the capture of the vessels of a friendly State. A summary exercise of power of this
kind, the undersigned is sure, would never be resorted to by Her Majesty's Government, except Lu an
extreme case, while a negotiation was in train on the point at issue. Suci a procedure on the part of
a local Colonial authority is, of course, highly objectionable; and the undersigned cannot but again
invite the attention of Lord Aberdeen to this view of the subject.

"With respect. to the main questiòn, of the right of American vessels to fish within the acknow-
ledged limits of the Blay of Fundy, it is necessary, for a clear understanding of the case, to go back to
the Treaty of 1783.

"By this Treaty it was provided, that the citizens of the Uuited States should be allowed ' to take
fish of every kind on such part of the coast of Newfoundland as British fishermen shall use, but not
to dry or cure the saine on thatisland ; and also on the coasts, bays, and creeks of all other of his
Britaunie Majesty's dominions in America: and that the uAmerican fishernen shall have liberty to dry
and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbours, and creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands, and
Labrador, so long as the sane shall remain unsettled; but so soon as the sane, or either of them shall
be settled, it shall not be lawful for the said fishernmen to dry or cure fish at such settlement, withoújt.
à previous agreement foi thàt purpose with the inhabitats, proprietors; or possessors of thêt ground2
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" These privileges and conditions were, in reference to a country of which a considerable portion
was tQen unsettled, likely to be attended with differences of opinion as to wbat should, in the progress
of time, be accounted a settlement froin which American fishennen might be excluded. These
differences in fact arose ; and, by the year 1818, the state of things was so far changed that Her
Majesty's Government thought it necessary, in negotiating the Convention of that year, entirely to
except the province of Nova Scotia from the number of the places vhich might be frequented by
Americans, as being in part unsettled, and to provide that the fishermen of the United States should
not pursue their occupation within three miles of the shores, bays, creeks, and harbours of that and
other parts of Her Majesty's possessions similarly situated. The privilege reserved to American
fishermen by the Treaty of 1783, of taking fish in all waters, and drying them on al the usettled
portions of the coast of these possessions, vas accordingly, by the Convention of 1818, restricted as
follows :-

The United States hereby renounce for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed by the
inhabitants thereof to take, dry, or cure fish on or witlin three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays,
creeks, or harbours of His Britannic Majesty's dominions iii America, not included within the above-
mentioned limits: provided, however, that the American fishermen shall be admitted to enter such
bays or harbours for the purpose of sheltering and repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, and
of obtaining water, and for no other purpose whatever.

'<The existing doubt as to the construction of the provision arises from the fact that a broad arm
of the sea runs up to the north-east, between the provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. This
arm of the sea, being commonly called the Bay of Fundy, though not in reality possessing all the
characters usually implied by the term ' bay,' has of late years been claimed by the provincial author-
ities of Nova Scotia to be included aimong 'the coasts, bays, creeks, and harbours' forbidden 'to
American fishermen.

"An examination of the map is suflicient to show the doubtful nature of this construction. It
was notoriously the object of the Article of the Treaty in question to put an end to the difficulties
which had grown out of the operations of the fishermen froi the United States, along the coasts and
upon the shores of the settled portions of the country; and, for that purpose, to remove their vessels to
a distance not exceeding three miles from the same. ln estinating this distance, the undersigned
admits it to be the intent of the Treaty, as it is itself reasonable, to have regard to the general line of
the coast ; and to con§ider its bays, creeks, and harbours-that is, the indentations usually so accounted
-as included within that line. But the undersigned cannot admit it to be reasonable, instead of thus
following the general directions of the coast, to draw a line from the south-westernmost point' of
Nova Scotia to the termination of the north-eastern boundary between the United States and New
Brunswick ; and to consider the arms of the sea which will thus be cut off, and which cannot on that
line be less than sixty miles wide, as one of the bays on the coast from which American vessels are
excluded. By this interpretation, the fishernien of the United States would be shut out from the
waters distant, not three, but thirty miles from any part of the Colonial coast. The undersigned cannot
perceive that any assignable object of the restriction imposed by the Convention of 1818 on the fishing
privilege accorded to the citizens of the United States, hy the Treaty of 1783, requires such a latitude
of construction.

"It is obvious, that, by the terms of the Treaty, the furthest distance to which fishing vesiels di
the United, States are obliged to hold themselves from the Colonial coasts and bays is three miles. But,
owing to the peculiar configuration of these coasts, there is a succession of bays indenting the shores
both of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, within any distance not less than three miles,-a privilege
from the enjoynent of which they will be wholly excluded,-in this part of the coast, if the broad arm
of the sea which flows up between New Brunswick and Nova Scotia is itself to be considered one of the
forbidden bays.

" Lastly,-and this consideration seems to put the matter- beyond doubt,-the construction set up
by Her Majesty's Colonial authorities would altogether nullifyanother and that a most important
stipulation of the Treaty, about which there is no controversy ; viz., the privileges reserved to American
fishing vessels of taking shelter and repairing damages in the bays within which they are forbidden to
fish. There is, of course, no shelter nor means of repairing damages for a vessel entering the Bay of
Fundy, 1i itself considered. It is neèessary, before relief or succour of any kind eau be had, to traverse
that broad arm of the sea, and reacli the bays and harbours (properly so called) which indent the coast,
and which are no doubt the bays and harbours referred to in the Convention of 1818. The privilege
of entering the latter in extremity of weather, reserved by the Treaty, is of the ttmost iiportance.lt
enables the fisherman, whose equipage is ahvays 'very slender,-that of the 'Washington' was four men
all told,-to pursue his laborious occupation witl comparative safety, in the assurance that, in. one of
the sudden and dangerous changes of weather sO frequent antd so terrible on this irons-buhd coast, lie
can take shelter in a neg7còwring and.friendly port. To forbid him to approach within thirty miles ai
that port, except for shelter in extremity of weather, is ta forbid him to resort there for that purp e.
It is keeping him at such a -distance at sea as wholly to destroy the value f the privilège expres-ly
reserved.

"In fact, it would follow; if the construction contended for by the British"Colonial authorities
were sustained, that two entirely different limitations would exist in reference to the right ai shôltér
reservedi to American vessels on the shores of Her MajeÏty's Colonial possesion They vùld be
alowed to flish within three miles -i the place o? shelter along the greater pirt of the coast ;hile, iï
reference to the entire extent of shore within the Bay of undy, they would be wholly prohibited froin
fishing along the coast, and would be kept at a distance of twenty or thirty miles fronany place af
refuge in case of extremity. There are ,ërtainly no obvious principles which render such a: construction
probable." '. '.". i ,
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the coast of Cape Breton, under exactly siminlar circumstances with the seizure of
the "Washington."

Mr. Everett, at the request of the United States' Government, called this
seizure to the notice of the Earl of Aberdeen, and reiterates the arguments
previously used with reference to the "Washington:"

RI. EVERETT TO THE EARL OF ABERDEEN, OCTOBiER 9, 1844.

" The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of
America, has the honour to transmit to the Earl of Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, the accompanying papers relating to the capture of an American fishing
vessel, theI 'Argus,' by a Governmnent cutter fron Halifax, the ' Sylpb,' on the 6th July last.

"In addition to the seizure of the vessel, her late commander, as Lord Aberdeen will perceive from
his deposition, complains of harsh treatient on the part of the captors.

" The grounds assigned for the capture of this vessel are not stated -with great distinctness. They
appear to be connected partly with the construction set up by Her Majesty's provincial authorities in
Anerica, that the line within which vessels of the United States are forbidden to fish is to be drawn
froi headland to headland, and not to follow the indentations of the coast; and partly with the regu-
latious established by those authorities in consequence of the annexation of Cape Breton to Nova
Scotia.

"With respect to the forner point, the undersigned deems it unnecessary, on this occasion,
to add anything to the observation contained in his note to Lord Aberdeen of the 25th of
May, on the subject of the limitations of the riglit secured to American fishing-vessels by the
Treaty of 1783 and the Convention of 1818, in reply to the note of bis Lordship of the 15th of
April on the sanie subject. As far as the capture of the 'Argus' was made under the same autho-
rity of the Act annexing Cape Breton to Nova Scotia, the undersigned would observe that lie is
uider the impression that the question of the legality of that measure is still pending before the
Judicial Conimittee of Her Majesty's Privy Couneil. It would be very doubtful whether rights
secured to American vessels under publie compacts could, under auy circumstances, be impaired by
acts of subsequent doniestic legislation; but to proceed to capture American vessels in virtue of such
acts, while their legality is drawn in question by the home Govenuent, seems to be a measure as
unjust as it is harsh.

" Without enlarging on these views of the subject, the unîdersigned would invite the attention of
the Earl of Aberdeen to the severity and injustice which in other respects characterize the laws and
regulations adopted by Her Majesty's provincial authorities against the fishing-vessels of the United
States. Some of the provisions of the provincial law, in reference to the seizures which it authorizes
of Amaerican vessels, werepronounced, in a note of Mr. Stevenson to Viscount Palmerston, of the
27th of Marci, 1841, to be 'violations of vell-established principles of the common law of England,
sud of the principles of the just laws of well-civilized nations;' and this strong language was used by
Mr. Stevenson under the express instructions of bis Govermnent.

"A demand of security to defend the suit from persons so littie able to furnish it as the captains
of small fishing schooners, and so heavy that, in the language of the Consul at Halifax, 'it is generally
better to let the suit go by default,' must be regarded as a provision of this description. Others still
more oppressive are pointed out in Mr. Stevenson's note above referred to, in reference to which the
undersigned finds himself obliged to repeat the remark made in his note to Lord Aberdeen of the 10th
of August, 1843, that lie believes it still remains unanswered.

'It is stated by the captain of the 'Argus' that the commander of the Nova Scotia schooner by
which lie was captured said that lie was iwitlin three miles of the line beyond 'which, 'on their construcý
tion of the Treaty, we were a lawful prize, and that lie seized us to settle the question.!

The undersigned again feels it his duty, on behalf of bis Govermnent, forimally to protest against
an act of this description. American vessels of trifling size, and pursuing a brancl of industry of the
muost harnless description, which, however beneficial to themselves, occasions no detriment to others
instead of being turned off the debateable fishing ground,-a remedy fully adequate to the alleged evil,
-are proceeded against as if engaged in the inost undoubted infractions of municipal law or the law
of nations, captured and sent into port, their crews deprived of their clothing and personal effects, and
the vessels subjected to à mode of procedure in the Courts which amounts in nany cases ta confisca-
tion ; and this is done to settle the construction of a Treaty.

" A course so violent and unnecessarily harsh would be regarded by any Government as a just
cause of complaint against any other with whom it miight differ in the construction of a national com-
pact. But when it is considered that these are the acts of a provincial Government with whom that of
the United States bas aid can have no intercourse, and that théy continue and are repeated while the
United States and Great Britain, the only parties to the Treaty the purport of whose provisions is called
in question, are amicably discussing the matter, -with every wish on both sides to bring it to a reason-
able settlement, Lord Aberdeen will perceive that it becomes a subject of conplaint of the most serious
kind.

"As such, the undersigned is instructed again to bring it to Lord Aberdeen's notice, and'to express
the confident hope thiat suchmeasures of redress.as the urgency of the case requires will, at the inàtance
of bis Lordship, he promptly resorted to."

March 10, 1845, Lord Aberdeen writes to Mr. Everett, informing him that,
although the British Government still adhered to their previous construction of the

nre 4y, an1 deni n igh4t of American fishermen to #sh within three miles of a
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ine drawn from headland to headland across the mouths of the bays on the Cana-
dian coast, yet the rule would be relaxed so far that American vessels would be
permitted to fish in the Bay of Fundy at any part not less than three miles from
shore, and "l provided they do not approach, except in the cases specified in the
Treaty of 1818, within three miles of the entrance of any bay on the coast of Nova
Scotia or New Brunswick."

Mr. Everett, March 25, 1845, thanks Lord Aberdeen for "the amicable disposi-
tion evinced by Her Majesty's Government;" but he still maintains the American
construction of the Treaty, saying that he does this,-not " for the sake of detracting
fron the liberality evinced by Her Majesty's Government in relaxing from what
they regard as their right, but it would be placing his own Government in a false
position to accept as mere favour.that for which they have so long and strenuously
contended as due to them from the Convention."

"In the case of the 'Washington' which formed the subject of the note of the Undersigieëd of
the 25th of May, 1844, to which the present communication of Lord Aberdeen is a reply, the capture
complained of was in the waters of the Bay of Fundy. The principal portion of the argument of tie
Undersigned.was addressed to that part of the subject.

" In the case, however, of the 'Argus;' which was treated in the note of the Undersigned of the
9th of October, the capture was in the waters which wash the north-eastern Coast of Cape Breton,--a
portion of the Atlantic Ocean intercepted, indeed, between a straight line drawn from Cape North to
the northern head of Cow Bay, but possessing noue of the characters of a bay (far less so than the Bay
of Fundy), and not called a ' bay' on any map which the Undersigned has seen. The aforesaid line
is a degree of latitude in length; and, as far as reliance can be placed on the only maps-(English ones)
in the possession of the Undersigned on which this coast is distinctly laid down, it would exclude
vessels from fishing-grounds which might be thirty miles frorn the shore.

" But if Her Majesty's provincial authorities are permitted to regard as a 'bay' any portion of the
sea which can be cut off by a direct line connecting two points of the coast, however destitute in other
respects of the character usually implied by that nane, not only will the waters on the north-eastern
coast of Cape Breton, but on many other parts of the shores of the Anglo-American Dependencies
where suci exclusion has not yet been thought of, be prohibited to American fishermen. In fact, the
waters which wash the entire south-eastern coast of Nova Scotia, from Cape Sable to Cape Canso, a
distance on a straight line of rather less than 300 miles, would in this way constitute a bay, from which
the United States' fishermen would be excluded.

" The Undersigned, however, forbears to dwell on this subject; being far from certain, on a com-
parison of all that is said in the two notes of Lord Aberdeen of the 10th instant, as to the relaxation
proposed by Her Majesty's Government, that it is not intended to embrace the waters of the north-
eastern coasts of Cape Breton, as well as the Bay of Fundy.

" The British colonial fislermen possess considerable advantages over those of the United States.
The remoter fisheries of Newfoundland and Labrador are considerably more accessible to the colonial
than to the United States'fishermen. The fishing-grounds on the coasts of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, abounding in cod, mackerel, and herring, lie at the doors of the former: ho is therefore able to
pursue his avocation in a smaller class of vessels, and requires a sinaller outfit; he is able to use the
net and the seine to great advantage in the small bays and inlets along the coast, from which the fisher-
men of the United States, under any construction of the Treaty, are excluded.

"All or nearly all the materials of shiipbuilding-timber, iron, cordage, and canvas-are cieaper in
the Colonies than in the United States; as are salt, hooks, and lines. There is also a great advantage
enjoyed by the former in reference to the supply of bait and curing the fish. These and other causes
have enabled the colonial fishermen to drive those of the United States out of many foreign markets,
and might do so at home but for the protection afforded by the duties.

"It may be added, that the ,highest duty on the kinds of fish that would be sent to American
market is less than a half-penny per pound, which cannot do more than counterbàlance the numerous
advantages possessed by the colonial.

The Undersigned supposes, though he has no particular information t that effect, that equal or
higier duties exist iii the Colonies on the importation of: fish from the United States.

"The Undersigned requests the Ear of Aberdeen to accept the assurance of his highi considera-
tion."

On the same date, March 25, 1845, Mr. Everett writes to Mr. Calhoun, report-
ing the communication of Lord Aberdeen, granting American fishermen permission
to fish in the Bay of Fundy

"You are aware that the construction of the Isf Article of the Convention between Qréat Britafi
and the United States of 1818, relative to the right of fishing in the waters of tid Anglo- AuÈeiièàn
Dependencies, has long been in discussion between tie two Governments. Instructions on this subject
were several times addressed by Mr. Forsyth to-my predecessor, particularly in a-de'patch of the 20th
of February, 1841, vhich formed:tiebasis of an able and elaborate note from M. Stevenson.to Lord
Palmerston of, tie 27ti of the following month:. Mr. Stevenson's representations were acknowledged
and referred byte Colonial ffice to the Provincil Goveriunent of ,N ova Sotia butno ti-er answern
was returned tothen

"T'h excl sion of A Èerin fisheme fronthie waters of the Bay of Fundy was h n
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prominent of the grievanees complained of on behalf of the United States. Having received iústrue-
tions from the Department in reference to the seizare of the 'Waslhington,' of Newburyport, for fisling
in the Bay of Fundy, I represented the case to Lord Aberdeen in a note of the lth of August, 1843.
An answer was received to this note on the 15th of April following, in whlich Lord Ab erdeen confined
himself to stating that, by the ternis of the Convention, the citizens of the -United States vere not
allowed to fish within three miles of any bay upon the coast of the British American Colonies, and
could not, therefore, bc pennitted to pursue their avocation within the Bay of Fundy. I replied to
this note on the 25th of May following, and endeavoured to show that it was the spirit and design of
the lst Article of the Convention of 1818 to reserve to the people of the United States the right of
fishing within three miles of the coast. Somle remarks on the state of the controversy at that time
will bc found in iy despatch No. 130 of the 26th of May last.

" On the 9th of October last, in obedience to your instructions No. 105, I addressed a note to Lord
Aberdeen in reference to the case of the'Argus' of Portland, which was captured while fishing on
St. Anne's Bank, off the north-eastern coast of Cape Breton. The papers relative to this case left the
precise grounds of the seizure of the 'Argus' in some uncertainty. It was, hovever, sailiciently
apparent that they were, to some extent at least, similar to those for which the 'Washington' had been
captured.

" I rcceived a few days since, and herewith transiit, a note froin Lord Aberdeen, contaiuing the
satisfactory intelligence that, after a reconsideration of the subject, although the Queen's Governiment
adhere to the construction of the Convention which they have always maintained, they have still come
to the determination of relaxing froi it so far as to allow American fishermen to pursue their avoca-
tions in the Bay of Fundy.

"I thouglit it proper, in replying to Lord Aberbeen's note, to recognize in ample terms the liberal
spirit evinced by ler Majesty's Goverinment in relaxing from what tbey consider their right. At the
saine time I felt myself bouni to say that the United States could not accept as a mere favour what
they had always claimed as a matter of right, secured by the Treaty."

ML. EVERET To MR. BUcdANAN, APRIL 23, 1845.

"With my despateh No. 278 of 25th March I transmitted the note of Lord Aberdeen of the 10th
of March, communicating the important information fhat this Govermnent lad cone to the determi-
nation to concede to American fislhermen the riglit of pursuing their occupation within the Bay of
Fundy. It was left sonewhat uncertain by Lord Aberdeen's note whether this concession was intended
to be confined to the Bay of Fundy, or to extend to other portions of the coast of the Anglo-American
possessions, to which the principles contended for by the Government of the United States equally
apply, and particularly to the waters on tie north-eastern shores of Cape Breton where the 'Argus'
was captured. In imy notes of the 25th ultimo and 2nd instant, on the subject of the 'Washington
and the 1 Argus,' I vas careful to point out to Lord Aberdeen that all the reasons for admitting the
riglit of Americans to fish in the Bay of Fundy apply to those waters,[Land with superior force,
inasmucli as they are less landlocked than the Bay of Fiindy, and to express the hope that the conces-
sion was meant to extend to them, vhich there was some reason to think, from the mode in which Lord
Aberdeen expressed himself, was the case.

"I received last evening the answer of his lordship, informing me that my two notes had been
referred to the Colonial Office, and that a final reply could not be returned till lie should be made
acquainted vith the result of that reference, and that, in the meantime, the concession must be under-
stood to bc limited to the Bay of Fundy.

" The mnerits of the question are so clear that I cannot but anticipate that the decision of the
Colonial Office will be in favour of the liberal construction of the Convention. In the meantime I
beg leave to suggest that, in any public notice which may be given that the Bay of Fundy is hence-
forth open to American fishermen, it should be carefully stated that the extension of the sane privilege
to the other great bays on the coast of the Anglo-American dependencies is a inatter of negotiation
between the two Governments."

After an ineffectual attempt to induce the United States to conclude a Reci-
procity Treaty vith the British Provinces, Mr. Crampton gave notice to the Secre-
tary of State, Mr. Webster, July 5, 1852, that a force of war-steamers and sailing-
vessels was coming to the fishing-grounds to prevent encroachments of vessels
belonging to citizens of the United States on the fishing-grounds reserved to Great
Britain.

August 23, 1852, the Provincial Secretary issued a notice that "no American
fishing-vessels are entitled tO commercial privileges in provincial ports, but are
subject to forfeiture if found engaged in traffic. The colonial collectors have no
authority to permit freight to be landed from such vessels, which, under ,the
Convention, can only enter our ports for the purposes specified therein, and for
no other."

Under the clauses of the Convention of February 8, 1853, the case of the
"Washington" came before the Joint Commission for settlement of claims, in
London, and, on the disagreement of the C9mmissioners, was decided by the
urmpire, Mr. Joshua Bates, in favour of the United States, on the ground that, by
the construction of the Treaty of 1818, the 'United States fishermen had the right to
fish in the Bay of Fundy and the other bays of the coast of British'North Americah
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Provinces as long as they did iot fish wvithin three miles of the coast. The full text
of the decision is as follows. viz.

Bates. Umpire:-
The schooner 'Washington' 'was seized by the revenue schooner 'Julia, Captain Darby, while

fishing i the Bay of Fundy, ten miles from .the shore, on the 10th of May, 1843, on the chargè of
violating the Treaty of 1818. She was carried to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and 'there decreed to be
forfeited to the Crown by the Judge of the 'Vice:Admniralty Court, and, 'with her stores, ordered to be
sold. The owners of the ' Washington' claim for the value of the vessel and, appurtenances, outfits
and damages, 2,483 dollars, and for eleven years' interest, 1,638 dollars, amounting togethei to
4,121 dollars. By the recent iReciprocity Treaty, happily concluded between the United States and
Great Britain, there seems no chance for any further dispute in regard to the fisheries.

"It is to be regretted that, iii that Treaty, provision was not made for settling a few small claims
of no importance iii a pecuniary sense, which were then existing ;,but, as they have not'been settled,
they are now broughbt efore this Commission.

'<The 'Washington' fishing schooner was seized, as before stated, in the Bay of Tundy, ten miles
fromu the shore, off Annapolis, Nova Scotia.

"It will be seen by the Treaty of. 1783 between Great Britain and the United. States that the
citizens of the latter, in common with the subjects of the former,. enjoyed the . right to take and cure
fish on the shores of all parts of Her Majesty's dominions in America, used by British fishermen ; but
not to dry fisi on the Island of Newfoundland, which later privilege was confined to the shores of
Nova Scotia, in the following words: And American 'fishermen shall have liberty"to dry and cure fieh
on any of the unsettled bays, ha-tbours, and creeks of Nova; Scotia;i but, as soon as said shores shal
become settled, it shall not be lawful to dry or cure fish at such Settlement, without a previous agreement
for that purpose with the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground.

"The Treaty of 1818 contains: the following stipulations in relation to the fishery. 'Whereas
differences have arisen respecting the liberty claimed by the United States to take, dry, and cure fish
on certain coasts, 7tarb1ours, aind crecs of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America, it is agreed
that the inhabitants of the United States shail have, in common with the subjects of lis Britannic
Majesty, the right to fish on certain portions of the southern, western, and unorthern coast of New-
foundland ; and, also. on the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks from Mount Joly, on the southern coast
of Labrador, to and through the Straits of Belle Isle• and thence, northwardly, indefinitely along the
coasts: and that American fishermen shall have liberty to dry and cure .fish in any of the unsettl.ed
bays, harbours, and creeks of said described coasts, until the saine become settled, and the'United
States renounce the liberty teretofore enjoyed or claimed by the inhabitants thereof to take, dry,. or'cure
fish on or wcithin thlrec rnarinc mniles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, and harbours of His B ritannic
Majesty's dominions in America, not included in the abovementioned limits: Provided, howvever, that
the American fishermen shall be admitted to enter such bays or' harbours for the purpose of shelter,
and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of obtaining vater, and for no other purpose
whatever. But they shall be under sûcI restrictions as may be necessary to prevent their talng,
drying, or curing fish therein, or in any other mnanner 'whatever abusing the privileges hereby reserved
for them.

'The question turns, so far as relates to the Treaty stipulations, on the meaning given to the
word 'bays ' in the Treaty of 1783. 'By that Treaty, the Americans had no right to dry and card fish
on the shores and lays of Newfoundland ; but they had that right on the shores, coasts, bays, harbours,
and creeks of Nova Scotia; and, as they must land to cure fish bn the shors, bays, and creeks, they were
evidently admïitted to the shores of -the bays, &c. By the Treaty of 1818, the saine right is f granted' to
cure fish on the coasts, .bays, &c., of ,Newfouidland; but :the Americans relinquished that right, -and
the righît to fishr withkin; threcniles of the coasts, bays, &c. of Nova Scotia. Taking it for granted that
the framers of the Treaty intended that the word 'bay' or 'bays' should have the saie meaning in
al cases, and no mention beiig made of headlainds, there appears no doubt that the 'Washington,' in
fishing ten miles from the shore, violated no stipulations of tereaty. '

"It was urged on behalf of the -British Government, that by 'coasts,' bays,' &c., is understood an
imnaginary line drawn along the coast from headland to headland, and- that the jurisdiction of 'Her
Ma.jesty extends three marine miles outside ofthis line; thus closing al the bays on:the -coast or shore
and that great body of water called the, Bay,.of Fundy, against Americans and others, making the latter
a British bar. This doctrine of the headlands is new, and has ieceiü'd a proper limit in the Conven-
tion betweon irance and Great Britian of 2nd of August, 1839;¾in which 'it is agreed'that the
distance of tliree miles, fixed as:the general limit for the exclusive right' of fishery-upon theW coaits'of
the two countries, shall, with respectto bays the mouths of which do not exceed.ten miles 'n width
be measured from a straight line drawn froi headland to headland.'

"iThe Bay of Fundy is from 65 to 75 miles wide, and 130 to 140 miles long;. it has several bays
on its coast; thus the word 'bay,' as applied to this great body of water,has the same meaning as that
applied to the Bay of Biscay, the Bay of Bengal, over whieh no natio'n can have the right to assume
sovereignty. One of the headlands of the Bay of 'undy is in the United States, and ships boind t
Passamaquoddy msts a arge space of it. The islands of Grand Manan (British) and'
Little Manan (American) are situated nearly on- a line fromu headland to headland. These islands, as
represented in all geographies, are situated lu the Atlantic Ocean. The conclusion li therefore in my
mind irresistible, that the Bay of Fundy is fnot -a British bay, nor a baywithin the meaning of the
word as used li the Treaties of*1783 and -1818.

* This Convention betwen 'France and- GreatBritain extended tb headland doctrine.to baysten miles wide; thus going
beyond the general rule of international law, according to which no bays are treated as within the territorial jurisdictionof a State
ýwhich arc more than six miles wide on astraigît ine measured from one headland to the êther ''

(636]Q
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"The owners of the 'Washington' or their legal representatives, are therefore entitled to compen-

sation ; and are hereby awarded, not the amount of their claim (which is excessive), but the sum of
3,000 dollars due on the 15th of January, 1855."

The intention of the framers of the Convention of 1818 appears from a letter of
Mr. Richard Rush, oie of its negotiators, to the Secretary of State, July 18, 1853,
referring to that instrument :-"In signing it we believed that we retained the
right of fishing in the sea, whether called a bay, gulf, or by whatever term desig-
nated, .hat washed any part of the coast of the British North American Provinces,
with the simple exception that we did not come within a marine league of the shore.
We inserted the clause of renunciation. The British Plenipotentiaries did not
desire it.

The conclusion of the Reciprocity Treaty, June 5, 1S51, rendered controversy
of no importance, and disp.osed of all the other questions, for the time being.
During the time when this Treaty was in force no complaints of any kind were
made by the Canadians, who were fully satisfied that the benefits derived from
the Treaty were far more valuable than any loss they received from the using of
their inshore fisheries by the Americans. The United States, however, perceivng
that the value of the fisheries did not equal the loss of revenue from the duties
on Canadian goods imported into the United States, and that the Canadian fisher-
men, by their nearness to the fishing-grounds and the cheapness of labour and
materials for building boats in the provinces, rendered unprofitable the prose-
cution of the fisheries by the Americans, gave notice, March 17, 1865, to
abrogate the Treaty in one year from the time of the notice.

April 12, 1866, the following instructions for the guidance of the naval'officers
on the coast of the North American Provinces were sent fron the Secretary of State
for the Colonies to the Lords of the Admiralty

"lEven before the conclusion of the Reciprocity Treaty, Her Majesty's Government had consented
to forego the exercise of its strict right to exclude .American fishermen from tihe Bay of Fundy; and they
are of opinion that, during the present season, that right should not be exercised in the body of the
Bay of Fundy; and that American fishermen should not be interfered with, either by notice or other-
wise, unless they are found within three miles of the shore, or within three miles of a line drawn
across the mouth of a bay or creek which is less than ton geographical miles ini width, in conformity
with the arrangement made with France in 1839.

" Hier Majesty's Government do not desire that the prohibition to enter British bays should be
generally insisted upon, except when there is reason to apprehend some substantial invasion of British
rights. And, in particular, they do not desire American vessels to be prevented fron navigating the
Gut of Canso, from which iHer Majesty's Government are advised they may lawfully be excluded, unless
it shal appear that this permission is used to the injury of colonial fishermen, or for other improper
objects."

The Canadian Government then resorted to the system of issuing licences
permitting American lishermen to fish in the inshore fisheries. , The number of
licenses taken -out the irst year, 1866, was 354, at 50 cents per ton. The license
fee for-the next year was 1 dollar per ton,; and the number of licenses diminished
to 281. In 1868, the license fee was raised to 2 dollars per ton, and only 56 licenses
were taken out. In 1869, only 25 licenses were taken ont.

In 1870, the Canadian Government, having decided to issue no more licenses to
foreign fishermen, the following correspondence ensued between the two Govern-
ments

1R. FisH To MR. THORNTON, APRIL 1, 1870.
cInformation has reached this Department to the effect that it was announced, on behalf of the

Canadian Minister, in the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada, on- the 9th ultimo, that it -was the
intention of the Government to issue no more licenses to foreign fishermen; and that theywere taking
every step possible to protect their fisheries."

Mr. TiiORNToN.TO MI. FIsIi, APRIL 2,1870.

"In reply to your note of yesterday's date, I have the honour to inform you that, although I am
aware ofthe announcement recently made by the Canadian Goverament of their intention to issue no
more licenses to foreign fishermen, I have received no official information to that effect from the
Governor-General of Canada."

MuR. FIsu TO MR. THoRNToN, APRIL :21 .1870.

"Thave thehonour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of thelI4th instant. I!must 'invite
your attention, and that ôf Hier Majesty's authorities, tothe first para.ap of the 'Order iiï Council 6f
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the Sth of'January last, as quoted in the memorandum of the Prime Minister of the Dominion of
Canada, accompanying tlie despateh of his Excellency the.Governor-General; which paragraph is in:the
following language, to wit,' That the system of granting fishing license, to foreign vessels, under the
Act 31 Vict., c. 61; be discontinued, and that~henceforth allforeign ßshermn be prevented from fshing
in the, waters of Canada. The words underscored seem to 'contemplate an interference with, rights
guaranteed to the United: States under the first Article of the Treaty of 1818, which se6ures to
American fishermen the right of fishing in certain waters which 'were understood to be claimed". at
present as belonging to Canada."

M4. THoiRNToN TO MR. FIsH, ARIuL 22, 1870.

"I am forwarding a copy of your note to the Governor-General of Canada; but, in the meantime,
I beg you will allow me to express my convictionthat there was not, the slightest intention, in issuing
the above-mentioned order, to abridge citizens of the United States: of any of: the rights to which
they are entitled by the Treaty of October 20, 1818, and which are tacitly acknowledged in the Cana-
dian Law of May 22, 1868, a copy of which I had the honour to forward to yon in my note of the
14th instant."

Mr. TuoRNToN TO MR; FISH, MAY 26, 1870.

"-I have the honour to enclose, for the information of the Governmient of the United States, copies
of letters which have been addressed by the Admiralty to Vice-Admiral George G. Wellesley, com-
manding ler Majesty's naval forces on- the ýNorth American and West Indies station, and of a letter
from the Colonial Department to the Foreign Office, from which you will see the nature of the instruc-
tions to be given to Her Majesty's and the Canadian officers, who will be employed in maintaining
order at the fisheries in the neighbourhood of the coasts of Canada."

MR. ROGERs -TO THE SECRETARY OF. THE ADMIRALTY, APRIL 30, 1870.

"In fr. Secretary Cardwell's letter to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty of the 12th
of April, 1866, it, was stated: that American vessels should not be seized for violating the Canadian
fishing laws, 'except after wilful and persevering neglect of the warnings which they may have
received; and, in case it should become necessary to proceed to forfeiture, cases should, if possible, be
selected for that extreme step ini which the offence has been committed vithin three miles of the
land.

The Canadian Gor ment lias recently determined, with thé concurrence of Hier Majesty's
Ministers, to increase the stringency of thé existin practice of dispensing with the warnings hitherto
given, and seizing at once any vessel detected in violating-the law.

"<In view of this change, and of the questions to which it may give rise, I am directed by Lord
Granville to request. that you will move their Lordships to instruct the officers of H1er Majesty's ships
employed in the protection of the fisheries, that they are not to seize any vessel, unless it is» evident
and can bc clearly proved that the offence offishing has.been committed, and the vessel itself captured
within three miles of land.

May 14, 1870, the following instructions as to the jurisdiction were given by
Mr.. Peter Mitchell, Minister of: Marine and Fisheries, to the officer in command o
the Governmentvessels engaged in the protection of the Fisheries:

"The limits within which you fill, if necessary, exercise the power to exclude United States'
fishermen, or to detain American fishing vessels or boats, are for the present to be exceptional. Difi-
culties have arisen iný former times with respect: to the question, whether: the exclusive limits should
be measured on lines drawn parallel everywhere to the coast; and describing its sinuositiesýor on lines
produced;fromheadland to headland :across the;entrances of bays, creeks, or harbours. 'Her Majestys
Government are clearly of opinion that, by the Convention.of 1818, the United States have renounced
the riglit of fishing, not only within three miles of the Colonial shores, but within three miles of a liie
drawn -across the mouth of any British bay or creek. 5 It is, however, the wish of Her Majesty's
Government neither to concede, nor forithepresent to enforce,:any,,rights in this respect whichare in
their nature open to any serious question. Until further instructed, therefore, you will not interfere
witlhanyAmerican fishermen, unless.found within three miles of the shore, or within three miles-of a
line draw across the mouth of a bayor creek wkich is less thian ten geographicald miles inuwidth. Iný the.
case of any other bay---as the Bayof Chaleurs, for example-you will not admit any ,United States'
fishing vessel or boat, or any American fishermen, inside of a line. drawn across at that part of such-
bay whereits width, does not exceed ten miles."--Sessional Papers, No. 12, 1871.

This r'e-assertion of the hèladland' doctrine did not seem to me'et-the approvl
of the Home Goverment. June 6, 1870, Lord Granville telegraphs totheGover<
nor-General,. " Her Majesty's Governiment hopes that the United States' fiálermen
will not be for the present prevented from Blshing,.except within three miles ofland,
or in bays which are less than six miles broad. atthemouth."

in consequence of this telegram,' on June 27, 1870, Mr. Mitchell gives toithe.
commanders of fthe Government'vessels newinstructions; as follows:-

[636] Q 2
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" The limits within which you will, if necessary, exercise, the power to exclude United State'
fishermen, or to detain American fishing vessels or boates, are for the present to be exceptional
Difficulties have arisen in former timés 'with respect to the question, whether the exclusive limits
should be measured on lines drawa parallel everywhere to the coast and describing its sinuosities, or
on lines produced froi headlaud to headland across the entrances of bays, creeks, or harbours. .Her
Majesty's Government are clearly of opinion that, by the Convention of 1818, the United States have
renounced the right of fishing, not only within three miles of the Colonial shores, but Vithin three
miles of a line drawn across the mouth of any British bay or creek. It is, however, the wish of Her
Miajesty's Governinent ncither to concede, nor for the present to enforce, any rigits in this respect
which are in their nature open to any scrious question. Until further instructed, therefore, you will
not interfere with any American fishermen, unless, found within three miles of the shore, or.within
three miles of a line drawn across the mouth of a bay or creck, which, thoughlb in parts more than six
miles wide, is less than six geographical miles in width at its imouh&. In the case of any other bay-as
Bay'des Chaleurs, for example--you will iot interfere with any United States' fishing vessel or boat,
or any Ainerican fishermen, unless thcy are found w.ithtin ilirc miles of the shore."

The true doctrine on the subject is laid down by the Government of Great
Britain in a " Memorandum from the Foreign Oflice respecting a Commission to
settle the limits of the right of exclusive fishery on the coast of British North
America." (Sessional Papers 7 to 19, vol. ii., No. 4, 1871.)

"The right of Great Britain to exclude American fishermen froin waters within three miles of the
coast is unambiguous, and, it is believed, uncontested. But there appeared to be some doubt -what are
the waters described as within thrce miles of bays, creeks, and harbours. When a bay is less than six
miles broad, its waters are within the three miles'limit, and, therefore, clearly withiu the meaning of
the Treaty; but, when it is more than that breadth, the question arises whether it is a bay of Her
Britannic Majesty's dominions. This is a question whicli lias to be considered in each particular case
with regard to international laws and usage. When such a bay, &c., is net a bay of Her Majesty's
dominions, the Amcrican fishermen will be entitled to fish in it, except within three miles of the
' coast;' when it is a bay of ier Majesty's dominions, they will not be entitled to fish within three
miles of it--that is to say, it is presumed, within three miles of a line drawn friom headland to
headland."

The foregoing statement is accepted as an accurate and satisfactory definition
of the rights of the two Governments under the provisions of the Convention of 1818.
The question is, What are bays of Her Majesty's doininions ?

On this subject we will examine the authorities.
The latest and most authoritative expositions of the law of England as to what

are territorial waters, and as to the extent of jurisdiction, for any purposes, beyond
low-water mark, will be found in the case of the "Franconia,' decided in November,
1876, before all the Judges of England. Queen v. Keyn, L. R., 2 Exch. Div. 63.

The opinions of the'different Judges are a repertory of nearly ail the learning,
ancient and modern, English, .Anerican, and Continental, which could be collected
from treatises and reports. The immediate question did not relate to headlands,
but was whether the criminal jurisdiction. of England extended to a c'ime com-
mitted by a foreigner on a foreign vessel, within three miles of the English
coast.

The case is remarkable for the unanimous and emphatic repudiation, by all the
Judges, of former English claims of jurisdiction or sovereignty over portions of
the sea. All of the opinions should be read and studied by whoever desires to
master the subject.

A few 'citations are subjoined. Sir Robert Phillimore says:

"Whatever may have been the claims asserted by nations, in times past, and perhaps no nation
has been more extravagant than England-in this matter, it is at the present tinie an unquestionable
proposition of international jurisprudence, that the highseas are of right navigable by the ships of all
States.....

"The question as to dominion over portions of the seas enclosed within headlands or contiguous
shores, such as the King's Chainbers, is not now under consideration. It is enough to say that, within
this term ' territory,' are certainly comprised the .ports and harbours, and the space between the flux
and reflux of tide, or the land up to the furthest point at which the tide recedes.

'With respect to the second question, the distance to which the territorial waters extend, it
appears, on an examination of the authorities, that the distance has varied (setting aside even more
extravagant claims) from one hundred to three miles, the present linit. .

" The sound conclusions which result from the investigations of the authorities which have been
referred to appear to me to be these:-

" The consensus of civilized, independent States, has recognized a maritime extension of frontier to.
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the distance of three miles from low-water mark, -because such a frontier or belt of water is necessary
for the defence and security of the adjacent State.

"It is for the attaiiment of these particular objects that a dominion bas been granted over this
portion of the high seas."

Lindley, J., expressed himself as follows:

('The controversy between Grotius, in his <.Mare Liberum,' and Selden, in ,is 'Mare Clausum,'

has been observed upon by almost every writer on international'law since their day, and the result bas
been that, whilst the extravagant propositions contended for by each of these celebrated men have been
long ago exploded, it appears to me ta be now agreed, by.the most .esteemed writers on international
law, that, subject to the riýht of ail ships freely to navigate the high seas, every State bas full power
to enact and enforce what laws it thinks proper, for the preservation of peace and the protection of its
own interests, over those parts of the high seas which adjoin its own coasts and are within three miles
thereof; but that beyond this limit, or, at ail events, beyond the' reacli of artillery on its own coasts, no
State has any power to legislate, save over subjects and over persons on board ships carrying its
flag.

"It is conceded that, even in tiie of peace, the territoriality of a foreign merchant ship, within
three miles of the coast of any State, does not exempt that ship or its crew from the operation of those
laws of that State which relate to its revénue or fisheries."

Grovey J.

"The proposition, that a belt or. zone of three miles of sea surrounding or washing the shores of a
nation-what is termed ' territorial water'--is the property of that nation, as a river flowing through
its land would be, or, if not property, is subject to its jurisdiction and lawi is not in its terms of ancieut
date ; but this defined limit, so far at least as a maritime country like 1ngland is concerned, is rather
a restriction than an enlargement of its earlier claims, which vere at one time sought ta be 'extended
to a general dominion on"the sea, and subsequentlyover the: channels.between it and other countries,
or, as they were termed, ' the narrow seas.' The originof .the three mile zone appears undoubted. It
was an assumed limit to the range of cannon-an assumed distance at which a nation was supposed
able toexercise dominion:from the shore.

"The principal authoritiesmay be.convemently arranged as follows:
"1. Those who affirra the right, in what are generally termed 'territorial vaters ta extend

at least ta the distance at which it eau be commanded from the shore, or as far as arms can
protect it.

"2. Those who, assignilng the same origin to the right, recgnized it as being fixed at a marine
league, or three geographical miles from the shore.

"3. Those who affirm the right ta be absolute and the same as over an inland lake, or (alowing for
the difference of the subject-matter) as over the land itself.

"4. Tliosovho regard the right ns qualified: and the main, if not ùnly qualification that seems
to me fairly. deducible from the authorities is, that there is a riglt of transit 'or passage, and, ns
incident thereto, possibly a right of anchorage when safety or convenience o navigation requires it, in
the territorial waters, for. foreign ships.

"Puffendorf, Bynkershoek, Casaregis, Mózer, Azuni, Klülber,Vheaton Hautefeuille, and Kalten-
bor, though not all placing l the liiit iof territorial jurisdiction at the same distance from the shore
noue of them fix it at a smaller distance than a cannon-s1ot, or as far off as 'arms can command it.
They also give no qualification to the jurisdiction, but 'seem to regard it as if (having iregard to thé
difference af land and watei) it vere an absolute .territorial possession. Chahcellr Kent 'seemîs also to
recognize an exclusive dominion. Hautfeull speaks af the power o a nation:o exclude others
from the parts of the sea whicli wsh its territory, and ta 'pünish' them for infraction of its laws, and
this 'as if it were dealing with its land dominion.

"Wheatcn, Calvo, Halleck, Massey, Bishopand Manningg ive the limit as a marine league, or three
miles. Heffter mentions thié limùit, but s'ays it inay be extended. .Ortolan, Calvo, and Massé pit the
right as one of jurisdiction, and nat fi property; but do not limit it fither' than that the former
writer says that. the laws of police. and surety are there obligatory, and Massé also writes of police
jurisdiction. Bluntschli says thè territorial waters are subject to the' militaiy and poli'céauthorities of
the place. Faustin Helie speaks of crimes in these 'waters coming 'within .the jurisdiction ' of the
tribunals of the land ta which they belong. Unless these words, 'military, police, and surety,' be
taken to impose a limit, no limit ta the jurisdiction of a country over its ter rial waters, beyond a
right of passage for foreign shipst is mentioned, as far as I could gather from thé numerous authorities
cited; except by Mr. 'Manning, who confines' it (thouglh not' by' words expressly negativing( other
rights) to' fisheries, customs, harbours, lighthouses; dues, and protectio'n' af territory during war.
Grotius, Ortolan, Bluntschli, Schmaltz, and Massé consider there is a rightof peaceable passage for. the
ships of othei- nations; and 'Vattel says that it is the dutyof 'nations 'to permit this, bnt seems-to
think that, as a matter af absoltte right,'they' may prohibit it.

" Such are the conclusions of ,the principal publicists, .most of whom: are of very high authority
on questions of international law.'

"'The result of them 'is ta show;that, asin the case' af any other rights, a territorial jurisdiction
over a neighbouring'hbelt ofi sea hiad its 'origin ini might, its limits 'being at first doubtful and contested;
but ultimately,by a concession or comity of nations, it became fixed at'what'was for a long tie the
supposed range of a cannon-shot,'viz., three miles' distance.
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eIn addition to the authority of the publicists, this three mile range, if not expréssly

recognized as an absolute boundary by international law, is yet fixed on, apparently without dispute,
in Acts of Parliament, in Treaties, and in judgments of Courts of Law in this country and
America."

Brett, J., uses the following language

"What are the limits of the realm should, in gencral, be declared by Parliament: Its declaration
would be conclusive, cither as authority or evidence. But, in this case of the open sea, tbere is no
sucli declaration; and the question is in this case necessarily left to the judges, and to be determined
on other evidence or authority. Such evidence might have consisted of proof of a continuous publie
claim by the Crown of England, enforced, when practicable, by arms, but not consented to by other
nations. I should have considered sucli proof sufficient for English Judges. In England, it cannot be
adinitted that the limuits of England depend on the consent of any other nation. But no sucli
evidence was offered. The only evidence suggested in this case is that, by law of nations, every
country bordered by the sea is to be leld to have, as part of its territoiy (meaning thereby a territory
in vhich its law is paramount and exclusive), the three miles of open sea next to its coast; and, there-
fore, that England, among others, bas suchb territory. The question on both sides has been nade to
depend on whether such is or is not proved to be the law of nations.

<I cannot but think, therefore, that substantially all the foreign jurists are in accord in assserting
thlat, by the comnmon consent of all nations, each vhich is bordered by an open sea bas over three
adjacent miles of it a territorial right. And the sense in which they al use that term seemas to me to
be fully explained by Vattel (lib. i. c. 18, § 205). He says:-

"'Lorsqu'une nation s'empare d'un pays qui n'appartient encore à personne, elle est censée y
occuper l'Empire, ou la souveraineté, en même temps que le domaine. Tout l'espace dans lequel une
nation étend son Empire forme le ressort de sa juridiction, et s'appelle son territoire.' At lib. ii., § 84:
SL'nEmpire, uni au domaine, établit la juridiction de la nation dans le pays qui lui appartient, dans son
territoire.'

" This seems plain: sovereignty and dominion necessarily give or import jurisdiction, and do -so
throughout the territory.

"Applying this to the territorial sea, at lib. i. c. 23, § 295, ho says:-
Quand une nation s'empare de certaines parties de la mer, elle y occupe l'Empire aussi bien que

le domaine, &c. Ces parties de la mer sont de la juridiction du territoire de la nation. Le Souverain
y command ; il y donne des lois, et peut reprimer ceux qui les violent; en m mot, il y a tous les mêmes
droits qui lui appartiennent sur la terre,' &c.

"I t seems to me that this is, in reality, a fair representation of the accord or agreement of substan-
tially all the foreign writers on international law ; and that they all agree in asserting that, by the
consent of all nations, each which is bordered by open sea has a right over such adjacent sea as a terri-
torial sea-that is to say, as a part of its territory ; and that they all mean thereby to assert that it
follows, as a consequence of such sea being a part of its territory, that each such nation has, in general,
the same right -to legislate and to enforce its legislation over that part of the sea as it bas over its land
territory.

"Considering the authorities I bave cited, the terms used by then-wholly inconsistent, as it
seems to me, with the idea that the adjacent country bas no property, no dominion, no sovereignty; no
territorial right,-and, considering the necessary foundation of the admitted rights and duties of the
adjacent country as to neutrality, wbich have always been made to depend on a right and duty as to
its territory-I am of opinion that it is proved that, by the law of nations, made by the tacit consent
of substantially al nations, the open sca within three miles of the coast is a part of the. adjacent
nation, as much and as completely as if it were land, and a part of the territory of such nation. By the
same evidence which proves this proposition, it is equally proved that overy nation -%rhich possesses this
water territory has agreed with all other nations that all shall have the right of free navigation to pass
through such water territory, if such navigation be with au innocent or harmless intent or purpose:
The right of free navigation cannot, according to ordinary principles, be withdrawn without common
consent; but it by no means derogates from the sovereign authority, over all its territory, of the State
which bas agreed to grant this liberty, or easenent, or right, to al the world."

Lord Chief Justice Cockburn delivered.the Judgment of the Court, from vhich
the following passages are extracted:

"By the old common law of England, every offence was triable hi the county only in which it had
been conmitted; as, fromn that countyalone, the 'pais,' as it wmas termed-in other words, the jurors by
whom the fact vas to be ascertained-could come. But only so raucli of the land of the outer cast as
was uncovered by the sea was held to be within the body of the adjoining.county. .If an offence nwas
committed in a bay, gulf, or estuary, inter fauces terro, the conmmon law could deal with it, because'the
parts of the sea so circumstanced were held to be. within the body of the adjacent cointy or counties;
but, along the coast, on the external sea, the jurisdiction of the common law extended no further than
to low-water mark."

"The jurisdiction of the Admiral, lowever largely asserted in theory i ancient times, being
abandoned as untenable, it becomes necessary for the Counsel for the Crown to have recourse to a
doctrine of conparatively moder growth, namely, that a belt of sea, to a distance of tlhree:iniles from
the coast, though so fàr a portion of the high seas as to be still within the jurisciction of the Admiral,
is part of the territory of the reahn, so as to make a foreigner in a foreigurship, vithin sicl belt, thiough
on a voyage to a forcign. port, subject to our law, whichm it is clear hè ýould iot be on the higih"sea
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:béyond such limit. It is necessary.to keep the old assertion of jurisdiction and that of to-day essen-
*tially distinct; and it should be borne in' mind- that it is because all proof of the actual exercise. of any
jurisdiction by the Admiral over foreigners in the narrow seas totally fails, that itbecones necessary:to
give to the three-mile zone the character of territory, in order to make good the assertion of jurisdiction
over the foreigner therein.

"<Nov, it nay be asserted, withiout fear of contradiction, that the, position tliat the sea witlin the
belt or zone of three:miles from the shore, as distinguished from the rest of ,the open sea, forms part of

-,the realm or territory of the Crown, is a doctrine unknown to the ancient law of England, and whichlhas
never yet received the sanction of an English criminal court ofjustice. It is true that, from an early period
the Kings of England, possessing more ships,.than tleir. opposite neighbours,:and being thence able to
sweep the Channel, asserted the right of sovereignty over:the narrow seas, as appears froin the com-
missions issued in' the fourteenth century, of which examples are given in the 4th Institute, in the
chapter on the Court of Admiralty, and others are to be found in Sclden's 'Mare Clausum,' book 2. At
a later period, still more extravagant pretensions were advanced. Selden does not scruple to assert the
*sovereignty of the Xing of England over the sea as far as the shores of Norway, in which he is upheld
by -Lord Hale, in his treatise 'De Jure Maris.' (Hargrave's Law Tracts, p. 10.)

"Ail these Tain and extravagant lpretensions have long since given way.to the influence.of reason
and common sense. If iudeed, the sovereignty thus asserted had a real existence, and. could ,now be
maintained, it would, of:course, independently of any questions as to the three-mile zone, be.conClusive
of the present case. .But the claim to sucli sovereignty, at all times unfounded, has long siicebeen
abandoned. No one would now dream of asserting that the Sovereign of these realims has any greater
right overthe surrounding seas than the Sovereigns on the opposite shores; or that it is the especial
duty and privilege of the Queen of Great Britain to keep the peace 'in- these. seas, or that the Court .of
Admiralty could try a foreigner for an offence committed in a foreign vessel in' all parts. of the
Channel."

"iThe concensus of jurists, whicli hasbeen so mcli insisted on as authority, is perfectlyunanimous
!as to the ,non-existence of any such jurisdiction. Indeed, it is .because this, clain of sovereigntyis'
admitted to be untenable that it lias been found necessary to resort to the tlèory of the threc-mile. zone.
It islin vain, therefore, that the ancient.assertion. of sovereignty over theýnarrow seas is invoked to give
countenance to the rule now sought to:be established, of jurisdietion over the three-mile zone. If this
rule.is to:prevail, it must be on altogether:different grounds. To invoke as its foundation, or in its
support, an assertion of sovereignty, which, for all'practical purposes,.is, and always has been, idle
and unfounded, and the invalidity of which renders it necessary to have recourse toethe new
doctrine, involves an inconsistency on which. it would, be superliuous to .dwell. I must confess
minyself unable to comprehend how, when the ancient:doctrine'as to sovereisnty over the. nairow seas
is adduced, its operation can be confined to the thrce-mile zone. If the argument isgood for any-
thing, it must apply to the whÔle of the surrounding seas. But the counsel for the Crown evidently
shrankfrom applying it tothis extent. Such a pretension!would not be admitted or endured by
foreign nations. : That it is out of this extravagant assertion of sovereignty that the doctrine of the
three-mile jurisdiction, asserted on the part of the Crown, and which, the older claimD.being necessarily
ýabandoned, we are 'nowcalled upon to consider, has sprung up;I readily admit."

"Trom the review ofthese authorities, we arrive at the.following results. Thcrc can be no. doubt
that the suggestion of Bynkershoek, that the sea surrounding the coast to the: extent Of cannon-range should
beýtreated-as belonging. to tie State owning the coast, has, with but very few exceptions, been accepted
and adoptedi by thie publicists who have rfollowed hi during the lasttwo centuries. But it is equaily
clear, that, in the:practical application of the rule in respect. of the. particular of distance, as also in-the
still more essential particular of the character and degree of sovereignty.and dominion to be exercised,
'great' difference of opinion and uncertainty have prevailed, and still continue to exist.

"'As regards:distance, -while thejmajority of, authors have .adhered;to the three-mile zone, others,
like M: Ortolan and Mr. Halleck,applying with greater consistency the .principle on which the wvhole

ýdoctrine ,rest, insist ,on ,extending the distance /to, the-modern range eof cannon-in other words,
'doubling:it. This difference of opinion maybe, of little practical importance in the present instance,
inasmuch as the:place atavhich the offence occurred was:within thelesser distance but itis, neverthe-
less, not immaterial, as showing how unsettled this doctrine stillis. The question of sovereignty, on
the other hand, is all-important. And here we have every shade of opinion.

- One set of writers-as, for instance M.-Rautefeuille--ascribe to-the State territorial propertyand
'sovereignty over the tiree, miles of sea, to the, extent-of the :right of iexcluding the ships .of ail other
-nations, even for the purpose of passage,-a doctrine flowingimmediately fromtheprinciple of.territoiial
property, but -which is too monstrous sto beadmitted. Another set .concedeterritorial propertyr aid
sovereignty, but make it subject to the right 'of other nnations to use these waters for thefpurposeif
na;vigation. Others ý again, like M. Ortolan and M..Calvo, denyany right of territôrial.property,ibt
concede 'jurisdiction;'- by:which Lunderstand themi tomeanthe power of applyingthe law,,applicable
to persons. ontherland, to all who arewithin the::territorialavater,;and therpower of legislatingin
respectof it, so-as to bind:every oneWho comeswithirvthe jurisdiction, whether subjects or;foreigners.
Some,like M.-Ortolan, would cnfine this jurisdictiono te purposes of'afetyand police]'¿bywhiéh I
should be disposed te ünderstand mensures for the protectionaoftheterritory, and for, tie regulation of
the' navigation and 'the use 'of'harbours .andoroadsteads,:andtlie maintainance of, erder- amenge
shipping therein,:rather than the general applicationý of the criminl law.

Othrer authors-foriinstance, r.eManning-would restrict.the jurisdiction: to. certain spebified
purposes in which the local State'has an immediate interest ; namelythegprotetion ofitsevenue and
-Esheries, the'exacting et harbour andight' dues; and the protection-ef itscot in tmfe oir.

Some' of these authors4àfor instance-rofessoraeBluntschlii-ake a xnost inportòanta distinction
-between a commorant andaypassing'ship. According to thisauthor whle!thelcormrmorat ship is ii'llie
tothe loeàl jurisdictionionly.inmatters of'militaryandepoliceý rguatior iide for th 0s ety 0Êlie
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territory and population of the coast,' noue of these writers, it should be noted, discuss the question
whether, or go the length of asserting that, a foreigner in a foreign ship, using the waters in question
for the purpose of navigation solely, on its way to another countr, is liable to the criminal law of the
adjoining country for an offence conmitted on board."

" To those whe assert that, to the extent of three miles from the coast, the sea formas part of the
reilm of England, the question mnay vell be put, Wlhen did it become se? 'Was it so fron the
beginning ? It certainly -was net deened to bo so as te a three-mile zone, any more tian as te the rest
of the high seas, at the time the Statutes of Richard Il were passed. For in those Statutes a clear
distinction is inadu between the realm aid the sea, as also between the bodies of couinties and the sea;
thel jurisdictionl of the Admirail being (subject to the exception already stated as to inurder and mayhem)
confined strictly to the latter, aid its exercise 'within the realm' prohibited in ternis. The language of
the first of these Statuxtes is espcCi.ally remarkable : ' Tie A dmirals and their deputies shall not meddle
froin henceortli vith anything done withi te cirali qf Engl«nd, but only witk hing donc ilpon the
sca.

" It is impossible net te be struck by the distinction here taken between tle realm of England nd
the sca; or. .hen the two Statutes are taken together, net to sec that the termi 'realnused in the first
Statute, aud 'bodies of counties,' the teri used in the second Statute, nean one aird the saine thing.
lu these Statutes, the jurisdiction of the Admiral is restricted te the high seas, and, in respect of murder
and mayhemi, to the great rivers below the bridges: while wlatever is within the realm-in other
words, within the body of a couinty-is left within the demain of the common law. But there is ne
distinction taken between one part of the higih sea and another. The three-mile zone is no more
dealt with as within the realm than the seas at large. The notion of a three-imile zone was in those
days in the womb of time. When its origin is traced, it is found te be of compara tively modern
growth ..

"For centuries before it was thought of, the great landmarks of our judicial system lad .been set
fast: the jurisdietion of the comimon law over the land, and the inland waters contained within it,
forming together the realm of England; that cf the Admiral over English -vessels on the seas, the
commonl property or highway of nankind."

" But te wlat, after all, do these ancient authorities amount ? Of what avail are they towards
establishing that the soil in the three-mile zone is part of the territorial demain of the Crown ? These
assertions of sovereignty were nanifestly based on the doctrine tiat the narrow seas are part of the
reahn of England. But that doctrine is now exploded. Who at this day would venture to affirm that
the sovereignty tlius asserted in those times now exists? What English lawyer is there who Mould net
shrink froin maintaining, what foreign jurist who would not deny, what foreign Government which
-would net repel, suci a pretension ? I listened carefully te sec whether any such assertion would be
made; but none was made. No one h.as gone the length of suggesting, muclh less of openly asserting,
that the jurisdiction still exists. It seems te me to follow, that, wheni the sovereignty and jurisdiction
from whicl the property in the soil of the sea was inferred is gene, the territorial which was suggested
te be consequent upon ilt must necessarily go with it.

"But we are met here by a subtle and ingenious argument. It is said, that, although the doctrine
f te criminal jurisdiction of the Admiral over foreigners on the four seas has died out, and eau no

longer be ulpheld, yet, as now, by the consent of other nations, sovereignty over this territorial sea is
conceded te us, the jurisdiction fornerly asserted may be revived and made te attach te the newly
acguired demain. I am unable te adopt this reasoning. Ex conccsis,the jurisdiction over foreigners in
foreign ships never really existed; at all events, it has long been dead and buried; even the ghost of it
lias been laid. But it is evoked fron its grave, and brought te life, for the purpose of applying it,to a
part of the sea wIîich Vas included in the whole, as to which it is now practically admitted that it
never existed. Froin the time the jurisdiction was asserted te the time when the pretension to it was
dropped, it was asserted over this portion of the sea, as part of the wvhole te which the jurisdiction was
said te extend. If it was had as to the whole indiscriminatey, it was bad as to every part of the
whole. But why was it had as te the whole; sinply because the jurisdiction did not extend te
foreigners in forcign ships on the higli seas. But the waters in question have always formed part of
the iigli seas. Tiey are alleged in this indictment te ho se now. H{ow then, can the admiral have
the jurisdiction over them contended for, if ho had it not before ? There having been no new statute
conferring it, how lias lie acquired it ?"

"First, tiein, let us sec how the matter stands as regards Treaties. It inay be asserted, without
fear of contradiction, thtat the rule that the sea surrounding the coast is te be treated as a part of the
adjacent territory, se that thte State shall have exclusive dominion over it, and that the law cf the latter
shall be generaly applicable te those passing over it in the ships of other nations, has nover been made
tie subject-matter of aniy Treaty, or, as matter of ac-inowledged rigit, ha3 formed the basis of any
Treaty, or lias even been the subject of diplomatie discussion. It lias been entirely the creatior uf the
writers on international law. It is true that the writers who have been cited constantly refer te
Trenties in support of the doctrine they assert. But when the Treaties they refer te are looked at, they
will be found te relate te two subjects only,-the observance of the rights and obligations of neutrality
and the exclusive right of fishing. In fixinig the limits te which these rights should extend, nations
have se far followed the writers on international law as te adopt the three mile range as a convenient
distance. There are several Treaties by which nations have engaged, in the event of either of them
being at war with a third, te treat the sea within three miles of each other's coasts as neutral territory,
within which no warlike operations should be carried on: instances of 'which vill be found in the
various treaties on international law."

"Again, nations possessing, opposite or neighbouring coasts, bordering on a commîion sea, have
sometimes found it expedient te agree that the subjects of each shall exercise an exclusive-right of
fishing te a given distance froi their own shores, and here aiso have accepted the three miles as a con,
venient distance. Such, for instance, are the Treaties made between this country and the United States
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in relation to the fishery off the coast of Newfoundland, and those between this country and Trance in
relation to the fishery on their respective shores; and local laws have been passed to give effect to
these engagements.

"But in all these Treaties, this distance is adopted, not as a matter of existing right established
by the general law of nations, but as matter of mutual concession and convention. Instead of upholding
the doctrine contended for, the fact of these Treaties having been entered into has rather the opposite
tendency; for it is obvious that, if the.territorial riglit of a nation bordering on the sea to this portion
of the adjacent waters had been established by the common assent of nations, these Treaty arrangements
would have been wholly superfluous. Each nation -would have been bound, independently of Treaty
engagement, to respect the neutrality of the other in these waters, as niuch as in its inland waters. The
foreigner invading the rights of the local fishermen would have been amenable, consistently iwith inter-
national law, to local legislation prohibiting such infringement, without any stipulation to that effect
by Treaty. For what object, then, have Treaties been resorted to ? Manifestly in order to obviate all
questions as to concurrent or conflicting rights arising under the law of nations. Possibly, after these
precedents and all that has been written on this subject, it may not be too much to say that, indepen-
dently of Treaty, the three-mile belt of sea might at this day be taken as belonging, for these purposes,
to the local State.

"So much for Treaties. Then how. stands the matter as. to usage, to which reference is so fre-
quentiy made by the publicists, in support of tlieir doctrine ? When the matter is looked into, the
only usage found to exist is such as is connected with navigation, or with revenue, local fisheries, or
neutrality; and it is to these alone that the usage relied on is confined."

"It maay well be, I say again, that, after all that has been said and done in this respect, after the
instances which have been mentioned of the adoption of the three-mile distance, and the repeated
assertion of this doctrine by the writers on publie law, a nation which should now deal withthis
portion of the sea as its own, so as to make foreigners -within it subject to its law, for the prevention
and punishment of offences, would not be considered as infringing the rights of other nations. But I
apprehend that, as the ability so to deal with these waters would result, not from any original or
inherent right, but from the acquiescence of other States, some outward manifestation of the national
wil], in the shape of open practice or municipal legislation, so as to amount, at least constructively, to
an occupation of that which was before unappropriated, would be necessary to render the foreigner not
previously amenable to our general law, subject to its control"

"And this brings me to the second branch of the argument; namely, that the jurisdiction having
been asserted as to the narrow seas at the time -the statute passed, it must be taken to have been
transferred by the statute. The answer to such a contention is, that, no reference being made in the
statute to this now-exploded claim of sovereignty, we must read the statute as having transferred-as,
indeed, it could alone transfer-such jurisdiction only as actually existed. Jurists are now agreed that
the claim to exclusive dominion over the narrow seas, and consequent jurisdiction over foreigners for
offences committed thereon, was extravagant and. unfounded, and the doctrine of the three-mile juris-
dictionhas taken the place of al such pretensions. In truth, though largely asserted in theory, the
jurisdiction was never practically exercised in respect of foreigners.

"IRitherto, legislation, so far as relates to foreigners in foreigu ships in this part of the sea, has
been confined to tie maintenance of neutral rights and obligations, the prevention of breaches of the
revenue and fishery laws, and, under particular circumstances, to cases of! collision. -In the two first,
the legislation is altogether irrespective of the tbree-mile distance, being founded on a totally different
principle; namely, the right of a State to take al necessary measures for the protection of its territory
and rights, and the prevention of auy breach Of its revenue laws."

Such are the general principles of English law to-day as laid .down by the
Chief Justice of England. The jurisdiction of a- State or country over its
adjoining waters is limited to three miles from low-water marïk along its sa-coast,
and the same rule applies equally to bays and gulfs whose width exceeds six miles
from headland to headland. Property in and dominion over the sea eau only exist
as to those portions capable of permanent possession; that is, of a possession from
the land, which possession can only be maintained 'by artillery. *At one mile
beyond the reach of coast-guns, there is no. more possession than in mid-ocean.
This is the rule laid down by almost all the writers on* international law, a few
feW extracts from whom we proceed te quote:_

"At present," says Vattel, " Law of Nations," book 1, ch. xxiii, §§ 289, 291,;" the, whole space of
the sea within cannon-shot of the coast is considered as na-king a part of the territory; and; for that
reason, a vessel taken u.nder the guns of a neutral fortress is not a good piize."

"All we have said of the parts of the sea near the coast may be said more particularly and with
much greater reason, of the roads bays, and straits, as still more capable of being occupied, and of
greater importance te the safety of the country. But I speakof the.bays and straits of small extent,
and not of those great parts of the sea te whicli these names are sometinèes given,-as Eudson's Bay
and the Straits of Magellan,--over which the empire camot extend, and still less a right of property.
A bay whose entrance may be defended may be possessed and rendered subject to the laws o! the
Sovereign; and it is of importance that it should be so, since the country may be much more easily
insulted l such a place than o, the coast, open to the w and the impetuosity-of thewaves
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iProfessor Bluntschli, in his I Law of Nations," book 4, §§ 302, 309, states the

rule in the same way:-

"WlIhen the frontier of a State is formed by the open sea, the part of the sea over which the State
can froi the shore make its power respected--i.c., a portion of the sea extending as far as a cannon-shot
fromn the coast-is considered as belonging to the territory of that State. Treaties or agreements can
establish other and more precise limits."

NoTE.-The extent practised of this sovercignty bas remarkably increased since tho invention of far-shooting cannon. This in
the consequence of the improvements made in the means of defence, of which the State makes use. The sovereignty of States over the
sea extended originally only to a stone's throw from the coast; later to an nrrow's shot; firearms were invented, and by rapid
progress we bave arrived to the far-shooting cannon of the present age. But still we preserve the principle: "Terr dominium
finitur, ubiflnitur armorum vis."

"Within certain limits, there are submitted to the sovereignty of the bordering State
"(a.) The portion of the sea placed within a cannon-shot of the shore.
"(b.) Harbours.
"(c.) Gulfs.

(i.) Roadsteads."
NoTz.-Certain portions of the sea are so nearly joined to the terra firma, that, in sone measure at least, they ought ta fom a

part of the territory of the bordering State: they are considered as accessories to the terra firma. The safety of the State, and the
public quiet, are so dependent on theni, that they cannot-be contented, in certain gulfs, with the portion of the sea lying under the
fare of cannon froum the coast. These exceptions from the general rule of the liberty of the sma can only be made for weiglty reasons,
and when the extent of the arm of the sea is not large; thus, Hudson's Bay and the Gulf of Mexico evidently are a part of the open
seà. No one disputes the power of England over the arim of the sen lying between the Isle of Wight and the English coast, which
could not be admitted for the sea lying between England and Ircland: the English Aduiralty bus, however, sonetimes maintained
the theory of " narrow seas;" and bas tried, but vithout success, to keep for its own interest, under the naine of " King's Chambere,"
tomae considerable extents of the ses.

Klüber "Droit des Gens Modernes de l'Europe (Paris, édition 1831)," vol. i,
p. 216:-

"Au territoire maritime d'un Etat appartiennent les districts maritimes, ou parages susceptibles
d'une possession exclusive, sur lesquels l'Etat a acquis (par occupation ou convention) et continué la
souveraineté. Sont de ce nombre : (1), les parties de l'océan qui avoisinent le territoire continental de
l'Etat, du moins, d'après l'opinion presque généralement adoptée, autant qu'elles se trouvent sous la
portée du canon qui serait placé sur le rivage ; (2), les parties de l'océan qui s'étendent dans le terri-
toire continental de l'Etat, si elles peuvent être gouvernées par le canon des deux bords, ou qué
l'entrée seulement en peut être défendue aux vaisseaux (golfes, baies, et cales); (3), les détroits qui
séparent deux continents, et qui également sont sous la portée du canon placé sur le rivage, ou dont
l'entrée et la sortie peuvent être défendues (détroit, canal, bosphore, sond). Sont encore du même
nombre, (4), les golfes, détroits, et mers avoisinant le territoire continental d'un Etat, lesquels,
quoiqu'ils ne sont pas entièrement sous la portée du canon, sont néanmoins reconnus par d'autres
Puissances comme mer fermée; c'est-à-dire, comme sousmis à une domination, et, par conséquent,
inaccessibles aux vaisseaux étrangers qui n'ont point obtenu la permission d'y naviguer."

Ortolan, in his "Diplomatie de la Mer," pp. 145, 153 (édition 1864), after
laying down the rule, that a nation had control over the navigation in. a strait or
road whose width did not exceed six miles, continues:-

"On doit ranger sur la même ligne que rades, et les portes, les golfes, et les baies, et tous les
enforcements, connus sous d'autres dénominations, lorsque ces enforcements, formés par les terres d'un
même Etat, ne dépassent pas en largeur la double portée du canon, ou lorsque l'entrée peut en être
gouvernée par l'artillerie, ou qu'elle est défendue naturellement par des îles, par des bancs, ou par des
roches. Dans tous ces cas, en effet, il est vrai de dire que ces golfes ou ces baies sont en la puissance
de l'Etat maître du territoire qui les enserre. Cet Etat en a la possession: tous les raisonnements que
nous avons fait à l'égard des rades et des ports peuvent se répéter ici. Les bords et rivages de la mer
qui baigne les côtes d'un Etat sony les limites maritimes naturelles de cet Etat. Mais pour la protection,
pour la défense plus efficace de ces limites naturelles, la coutume générale des nations, d'accord avec
beaucoup de Traités publics, permettre tracer sur mer, à une distance convenable des côtes, et suivant
leurs contouirs, une ligne imaginaire qui doit être considérée comme la frontière; maritime artificielle.
Tout bâtiment qui se trouve à terre de cette ligne est dit être dans les caux de l'Etat dont elle limite le
droit de souveraineté et de juridiction."

Hautefeuille, "Droits et Devoirs des Nations Neutres," tom. 1, tit. 1, ch. 3,

La mer est libre d'une manière absolue, sauf les eaux baignant les côtes, qui font partie du
domaine de la nation riveraine. les causes de cette exception sont (1) que ces portions de l'océan sont
susceptibles d'une possession continue; (2) que le peuple qui les possède peut en éxclure les autres;
(3) qu'il a intérêt, soit pour sa sécurité, soit pour conserver les avantages qu'il tire de la mer territoriale,
à prononcer cette exclusion. Ces-causes connues, il est facile' de poser les limites Le domaine miari-
time s'arrête à l'endroit où cesse la possession continue, où le peuplé propriétaire ne peut plus exercer
sa puissance, à l'endroit où il ne peut plus exclure les étrangers, enfn à l'endroit où, leur présence
n'étant plus dangereuse pour sa sûreté, il n'a plus intérêt de lesexclure.

< Or, le point où cessent les trois causes qui rendent la mer susceptible de possession privée est le
même : c'est la limite de la puissance, qui est représentée par les machines de guerre. Tout l'espace
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parcouru par les projectiles lancés du rivage, protégé et défendu par la puissance de ces machines, st
territorial, et soumis au domaine du maître de la côte. La plus grande portée du canon monté à terre
est donc réellement la limite de la mer territoriale.

"En effet, cet espace seul est réellement soumis à la puissance du souverain territorial, là, mais là;
seulement, il peut faire respecter et exécuter ses lois; il a la puissance de punir les infracteurs, d'exclure,
ceux qu'il ne peut pas admettre. Dans cette limite, la présence de vaisseaux étrangers veut menacer
sa sûreté; au delà, elle est indifférente pour lui, elle ne peut lui causer aucune inquiétude, car, au
delà de la portée du canon, ils ne peuvent lui nuire. La limite de la mer territoriale est réellement
d'après le droit primitif, la portée d'un canon placé à terre.

" Le droit secondaire a sanctionné cette disposition; la plupart des Traités qui ont parlé de cette
portion de la mer ont adopté la même règle. Grotius, Hubner, Bynkershoek, Vattel, Galiani, Azuni,
Klüber, et presque tous les publicistes modernes les plus justement estimés, ont pris la portée du canon
comme la seule limite de la mer territoriale qui fut rationnelle et conforme aux prescriptions du droit
primitif. Cette limite naturelle a été reconnue par un grand nombre de peuples, dans les lois et règle-
ments intérieurs. . . .

« Les côtes de la mer ne présentent pas une ligne droite et régulière ; elles sont, au contraire,
presque toujours coupées de baies, de caps, &c.; si le domaine maritime devait toujours être mesuré de
chacun des points du rivage, il en résulterait des graves inconvénients. Aussi, est-on convenu, dans
l'usage, de tirer une ligne fictive d'un promontoire à l'autre, et de prendre cette ligne pour point de
départ. de la portée du canon. Ce mode, adopté par presque tous les peuples, ne s'applique qu'aux
petites baies, et non aux golfes d'une grande étendue, comme le golfe de Gascoigne, comme celui de Lyon,
qui sont en réalité de grandes parties de mer complètement ouvertes, et dont il est impossible de
nier 'assimilation complète avec la haute mer."

The latest English. writer, Mr. Amos, in bis edition of Manning's "Law of
Nations," which is praised and quoted with approval by Lord Cockburn in 'Queen
v. Keyn, extends the jurisdiction of a State to the waters of bays whose width is
more than six miles and less than ten

"An obvious right, enjoyed by every State equally, is the claim to have an equal share in the enjoy-
ment of such things as are in their nature common to all, whether from not being susceptible of appro-
priation, oi from not having been as yet, in fact, appropriated. Such a thing, pre-eminently, is the open
sea, whether treated for purposes of navigation or fishing .. . Nevertheless, for some limited purposes
a special right of jurisdiction, and even (for a few definite purposes) of dominion, is conceded to a State
in respect of the part of the ocean immediately adjoining its own coast-line. The purposes for vhich'
this jurisdiction and dominion have been recognized are, (1) the regulation of fisheries ;, (2) the preven-
tion of frauds on Customs laws; (3) the exaction of harbour and lighthouse dues; and (4) the protection"
of the territory from violation in time of war between other States. The distance from the coast-line
to which this qualified privilege extends, has been variously measured; the most prevalent distances
being that of a cannon-shot, or of a marine league from the shore . . . . In the case of bays, harbours
and. creeks, it is a owell-recognized custom, provided the opening be not more than ten miles in width
as ineasured froin headlanml to headland, to take the line joining the headlands, and to measure from
that the length of the distance of a cannon-shiot, or cf a marine league. The limiting provision heré
introduced was rendered necessary by the great width of some of the American bays, such as the Baÿy
of: Fundy and ludson's J3ay, in respect of which questions relating especially to riglits of fishin
had arisen.,. At one time, indeed, the distance of six miles, in place of that of ten miles, was contended
for. It is held that, in the case of straits or narrow seas less than six miles in breadth, the genërà
jurisdiction and control is equally sliared by al the States the territories of which form the coasts-lines;
and that all the States are ield bound, in times of peace at any rate, te allow a free passage at all times
to the shipe of,*ar of ail othierStates."

Marten's "Précis du Drbit des Gens Modernes de l'Europe." (Pinheiro.
Ferriera, -Ed. Paris, 1864) §§ 40, 41·:

"Ce gni-vient d'êtré dit. des rivières et des lacs est également applicable aux détroits de mer et aux7
golfes, surtout, en tant que ceux-ci ne passent la largeur ordinaire de rivières, ou la double portée du'
canon.

"De-même unenation peut s'attribuer un droit exclusif sur ces parties voisines de la mer (mare
proximum) susceptibles d'être maintenues du rivage. On a énoncé diverses opinions sur«la distance'
à. laquelle s'étendent les droits du maître du rivage. Aujourd'hui toutes' les nations de l'Europe con-
viennent que, dans la règle, les détroits, les golfes, la mer voisine, appartiennent au maître du rivage,
pour le moins jusqu'à la portée du canon qui pourrait être placé sur le rivage.

' "On verraci-après que la pleine mer ne peut devenir l'objet d'une propriété plus ou moins exclusive
d'une part, parce que son usage est inépuisable et innocent en lui-même, d'autre part-parce que; n'étant
pas de nature à être occupée, personne peut s'opposer à son usage; mais de ce que la mer n'est pas
susceptible de l'appropriation de l'homme, par suite de l'impossibilité pour lui de la retenir sous son
obéissance, et d'en exchire les autres hommes; et aussi, à raison de sonimmersité etde sa qualité
d'être' inépuisable; il résulte que por les parties de l'océan qui ne réunissent pas ces 'onditions, pour.
celles qui par leur nature peuvent -subir la domination de l'homme et l'exclusion des'autres,-pour celles;
enfin, dqnt l'usage commun ne saurait être maintenu sans nuire à la. nation intéressée; et qui sont
susceptibles de propriété, le principe de la liberté s'effaceet disparaît. - Cela a lieu notamment pourles
mers territoriales et pour les ners, fermées. Par l'expressionde 'mers territoriales,,il faut entendre
celles' qui baignent les côtes d'une nation et la servent pour ainsi dire de frontière. Ces mes s'ot
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soumises à la nation maîtresse de la côte qu'elles baignent, et -peuvent être réduites sous la puissance
de la nation propriétaire qui a dès lors le droit d'en exclure les autres. La possession est soutenue,
entière, de même que s'il s'agissait d'un fleuve, d'un lac, ou d'une partie de territoire continental.
Aussi tous les traités reconnaissent aux nations dans un intérêt de navigation, de pêche, et aussi de défense,
le droit d'imposer leurs lois dans les mers territoriales qui les bordent, de même que tous les publicistes
s'accordent pour attribuer la propriété de la mer territoriale à la nation riveraine. Mais on s'est
longtemps demandé quelle était l'étendue de cette partie privilégiée de la mer. les anciens auteurs
portaient très-loins les limites du territoire maritime, les uns -à soixante milles, c'était l'opinion
générale au quatorzième siècle; les autres à cent milles. Loccenius, ' de Jur. Marit.,' lib v. cap. iv. § 6,
parle de deux journées de chemin; Valin, dans son " Commentaire sur l'Ordonnance de 1681," propose
la sonde, la portée du canon, ou une distance de deux lieues.

"lD'autres auteurs ont pensé que l'étendue de la mer territoriale ne pouvait être réglée d'une
manière uniforme, mais devait être proportionée à l'importance de la nation riveraine. Au milieu de
ces opinions contradictoires il faut, suivant lautefeuille, 'Droits et Devoirs des Nations Neutres,'
2d edit. t. i. p. 83 et suiv., pour fixer ces principes, remonter aux causes qui ont fait excepter de la règle
de la liberté des mers, les eaux baignant les côtes, et qui les ont fait ranger dans lé domaine de la nation
riveraine. Ces causes étant que ces portions de la mer sont susceptibles d'une possession continue; que
le peuple qui les possède peut en exclure les autres ; enfin, qu'il a intérêt à prononcer cette exclusion,
soit pour sa sécurité, soit à raison des avantages que lui procure la mer territoriale, le domaine maritime
doit cesser là où cesse la possession continue, là où cesient d'atteindre les machines de guerre. En
d'autres termes, la plus grande portée du canon placé à terre est la limite de la nier territoriale, 'terre
potestas finitur, ubi finitur armorum vis ;' et nous devons ajouter que la plupart des Traités ont adopté
cette règle ; beaucoup de peuples l'ont reconnue dans leurs lois et leurs règlements intérieurs ; presque
tous les publicistes l'ont regardé comme rationnelle,-notannnent Grotius, Hlubner, Bynkershoek, Vattel,
Galiani, Azuni, Klüber.

"Au reste, le domaine maritime ne se mesure pas de chacun des points du rivage. On tire.
habituellement une ligne fictive d'un promontoire à l'autre, et on la prend comme point de départ de la
portée du canon; cela se pratique ainsi pour les petites baies, les golfes d'une grande étendue étant
assimilés à la pleine mer. La conservation du domaine de la mer territoriale par la nation riveraine,
n'est pas subordonnée à l'établissement et à l'entretien d'ouvrages permanents, tels que batteries ou forts:
la souveraineté de la mer territoriale n'est pas plus subordonée à son mode d'exercice que la souveraineté
du territoire même.

< Ajoutons un mot sur les mers fermées ou intérieures, qui sont les golfes, rades, baies, bu parties
de la mer qui ne communiquent à l'océan que par un détroit assez resserré pour être réputées faire partie
du domaine maritime de lEtat maître des côtes. La qualité de mer fermée est subordonnée à une
double condition: il faut d'une part qu'il soit impossible de pénétrer dans cette mer sans traverser la
mer territoriale de l'Etat, et sans exposer à son canon; d'autre part il faut que toutes les côtes soient
soumises à la nation maîtresse du détroit."

"Mais une nation ne peut-elle acquérir un droit exclusif sur des fleuves, des détroits, des golfes
trop larges pour être couverts par les canons du rivage, ou sur les parties d'une mer adjacente qui passent
la portée du canon, ou même la distance de trois lieues ? Nul doute d'abord qu'un tel droit exclusif ne
puisse être acquis contre une nation individuelle qui consent à le reconnaître. Cependant il semble
même que ce consentement ne soit pas un requisite essentiel pour, une telle acquisition, en tant que le
maître du rivage se voit en état de la maintenir à l'aide du local, ou d'une flotte, et que la sûreté de ses
possessions territoriales offre une raison justificative pour l'exclusion des nations étrangères. Si de telles
parties de la mer sont susceptibles de domination, c'est une question de fait de savoir lesquels de ces
détroits, golfes, ou mers adjacentes, situés en Europe, sont libres de domination, lesquels sont dominés
(clausa), ou quels sont ceux sur la liberté desquels on dispute."

De Cussey. "Phases et Causes Célèbres du Droit Maritime des Nations."
(Leipzig, ed. 1856), liv. i, tit. 2, §§ 40, 41:-

"lfais la protection du territoire de l'Etat du côté de la mer, et.la pêche qui est la principale
ressource des habitants du littoral, ont fait comprendre la nécessité de reconnaître un territoire maritime.
Ou mieux encore une mer territoriale dépendant de tout Etat riverain de la mer; c'est-à-dire, une
distance quelconque à partir de la côte, qui fut réputée la continuation du territoire, et à laquelle
devait s'étendre pour tout Etat maritime la souveraineté spéciale de la mer."

"Cette souveraineté s'étend aux districts et parages maritimes, tels que les rades et~baies, les
golfes, les détroits dont l'entrée et la sortie peuvent être défendues par le canon."

< Tous les golfes et détroits ne sauraient appartenir, dans la totalité de leur surface ou de leur
étendue, à la mer territoriale des Etats dont ils baignent les côtes; la souveraineté de l'Etat reste
bornée sur les golfes et détroits d'une grande étendue à la distance qui a été indiquée au précédente
paragraphe; au delà, les golfes et détroits de cette catégorie sont assimilés à la' mer, et leur -usage est
libre pour toutes les nations."

Many authorities maintain that whenever, under the law of nations, any part
of the sea is free for navigation, it is likewise free for fishing by those who sail over
its surface. But without insisting upon this position, the inevitable conclusion is,
that, prior to the Treaty of Washington, the fishermen of the United States, as
well as those of all other nations, could rightfully fish in the open sea more than
three miles froni the coast; and could also fish at tie same, distance fron the shore
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in all bays more than six miles in width, measured in a straight line from headland
to headland.

The privileges accorded by Article XVIII of that Treaty are, to take fish
within the territorial waters of the British North American Colonies; and the
limits of territorial waters have been thus defined by the law of nations.

It is not, however, to be forgotten that;at the time when the Treaty was framed,
the privileges actually enjoyed by American fishermen corresponded precisely with.
the rules of international law as hereinbefore set forth. And it is apparent that the
present Commission was not constituted as a Tribunal to decide upon grave questions
of international law; but simply to estimate what, if anything, is the greater
value of the privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States by Article XVIII
beyond such as they previously practically enjoyed, oyer and above those accorded
to the subjects of Her Majesty by Articles XIX and XXI of the Treaty of
Washington.

It is the manifest duty of the Commissioners to proceed upon the basis of the
status existing at the date of the Treaty, no matter what were the claims or
pretensions of either national Government; of still less consequence is it what were
the clains of Colonial authorities.

By the orders of the Home Government, before and at the date of the Treaty,
the American fishermen were not excluded from any bays exceeding six miles in
width from headland to headland. All larger bodies of water were then treated,
by the command, of Her Majesty, like the open sea; and in all such bays the
territorial limit was measured along the shore, according to its sinuosities, three
miles from low-water mark. The Commissioners are bound to adopt the same
view. This position is insisted upon, because of its practical common sense and
intrinsic rectitude, and not because: any doubt is entertained as to the rules·and
principles of international law, by which the Honourable Commission ,ought to be
governed.

DWIGHT FOSTER,
Agent of the United States.
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APPENDIX D.

REPLY ON 3EHIALF OP HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT TO THE ANSWER

Or THE UNITED STATES or AMERICA.

PART I.

CANADA.

I.

THAT portion of the Answer which first claims attention embodies the views
presented by the United States as to the area of the British North American
fishi eries.

T wo things are relied on-
1 It is suimitted by the United States that " independently of Treaty," and

forl he " pu rposcs of fishi n g," the territorial waters of every country extend thre
miks from ltow-water mark, t be measured along the contour of the shores of bays
according to their sintiosities, and that the rule upon which this assertion is main-
tai: ed is believed bv the United States to have received a traditional recognition
from other Powers, including Great Britain.

2. It is urged that it is the dutv of the Commissioners to "treat the question
practically. and proeced upon the basis of the status actually existing when the
Treitv of Washington vas aclopted," according to " the practical extent of the
privileges eijoycd by American fishermen " at and before that date.

The Commissioners are thus invited to disiiss from their consideration all
claim to compensation for the privilege of fishing in such portions of British
Anerican havs greater than six miles in width at their mouths as are beyond three
miles froni the shore.

It is not understood that the Aiiswer either raises o invites the discussion of
any rules or doctrines of international law, save such as bear upon the question of
what are to be considered the territorial waters of a maritime State for the purposes
of exclusive flishing. rThe contention of the Answer in relation to these doctrines
which requires special attention, is that which asserts that Great Britain and other
Powers have traditionally recognized a rule, by which foreigners were excluded
from fishing in those bays only which are six miles, or less, in width at their
mouths.

It is distinctly asserted on the part of Her Majesty's Government that this alleged
rule is entirely unknown to, and unrecognized by, Her Majesty's Government, and
it.is submitted that no instance of such recognition is to be found in the Answer, or
the Brief accompanying the sane, and that none can be produced.

And while abundant argument, supported by authorities, will be found in the
Brief to be submitted to the Commissioners, to establish the vieýv never abandoned
by Great Britain, and entirely adverse to that now advanced by the United States,
the admission by the United States that it is not the province of the Commission to
decide upon questions of international law, does not seem to be at variance with
the views of Her Majesty's Government, as to the mode of conducting the present
inquiry, because it is clear that, entirely independent of the unsettled doctrines of
international law, the rights of Great ?Britain and the United States, respectively,
are to be ascertained by Commissioners who are directed to confine their inquiry
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exclusively to the terms of the Treaty of Washington, and the Ist Article of the
Convention of 1818.

It is asserted in the Ansver, at page 3,* that the Commissioners who framed the
Treaty of Washingtcn "decided not to enter into an examination of the respective
rights of the two countries under the Treaty of 1818, and the gencral law of nations,
but to approach the settlement of the question on a comprehensive basis." It is
submitted that no such decision was ever come to by the Commissioners, and in
proof of this assertion, attention is directed to the Protocols of the Joint High Conm-
mission preceding the Treaty. These Protocols prove that Her Majesty's Govern-
ment wcre prepared to discuss the question "ceither in detail or generally, so as
either to entei into an examination of the respective rights of the two countries
under the Treaty of 1818, and the general laiw of nations, or to approach the settie-
ment of the question on a coinprehensive basis," and in answer to an inquiry on the
part of the American Commissioners as to w hat, in the latter case, would be the
proposition of the British Commissioners, the latter, replied, "the restoration in
principle of the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854." The American Commissioners having
declined to proceed on the basis of the Reciprocity Treaty, negotiations were again
resumed, and resulted in the adoption of the clauses in the Treaty of'Washington
already referred to in the "Case," and which, as if to reinove the possibility of a
doubt, expressly make the Convention of 1818, and the respective rights of the two
countries under it, the basis upon which the value of the new concessions is to be
measured.

The words of Article I of that Convention, used by the United States in
renouncing for ever all liberty previouslr "claimèd or enjoyed of taking fßsh within
three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of Her M1ajesty's domi-
nions in America," seen too clear and binding for dispute, whatever noions may
have previously e>iisted among Writeis as to the territorial jurisdiction of a nation
over its adjacent waters.

This privilege so renounced for ever is conceded for twelve years by the
Treaty of Washington, and the extent of territorial waters in question is easily
ascertainable.

* A portion of the first section of the Answer is devoted to extracts from public
documents, Which were prepared a instrutions of a'purely ternporary character,
and to prevent embarrassnent and loss to United States' fishermen, and thé section
closes with an extract from the language used by the Lord Chief Justie of England
in a recent criminal case.

The special àttention of the Commissioners is directed to the entire inapplica.
bility of these extracts.

Had'theword "status " in the Answer been used as meaning the legal status
under'the Convention of 1818, then Her Majesty's Goern nenbould' be in perfect
accord ivith thaï ofthe United Siates. But as it is evidently intended to mean the
state of facts -existing during the periods when HeïNajesty's Go e nnent either
granted fishing licenses to American fishermen, or otherwise voluntarily i-elaxed for
a time their undoubted rights, then Her Majesty's Government entirely dissents.
In the latter case the express ýwords of the Convention of 1.818 would, be ignored,
and the Commissioners asked to adopt as a basis, in lieu of.that Convention, certain
indulgences which 1-er Majesty's Government were pleased, from motives of good
will and friendship, to extend to the United States' fishermen. These relaxations
of legal rights were only, temporary in their nature, were always given:with an
express reservation of the undoubted rights ,of Her Majesty's Government, "and,
cannot, on any principle o law, justice, or equity, be considered by the ,Commis-
sion with. the objectof prejudicing the Government so teimporarily conceding thcm.

eAs aninstance of such expr:ess reservation, attention is called to a telegraphic,
from Lord Clarendon to the-British Minister at Washington, protesting

against the tei-s of a Circular from the Secretary of the United States',Treasury,
dated the 16thMay,1870, addressed to Collectors of Customs, notifying them that
the Dominion Government had terminated the system of granting fishing, licenses
to foreign vessels, and arning American fishermen of the legal consequences of
encroaching upon, prohibited limits.

This is dated the 7th June, 1870, and s as follows:

"Take an.opportuiity, to point out to Secretary, of. State that Mr. Boutwell's Cir:cul8r of the 16th
Ma 1870, riespecting the Canadian Inshore Eisheries, may lead to future rmisunderstanding, inasmueh

a .:.i , . Page 86 of, this.volume. .. - , ---
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as it limits the maritime jurisdiction of the Dominion to three marine miles of the shores thereof, with-
out regard to international usage, which extends such jurisdiction over creeks and bays, or to the stipu«
lations of the Treaty of 1818, in which the United States renounce the right of fishing within three
miles, not of the coast only, but of the bays, creeks and ]iarbours of Her Majesty's dominions in
Aeirica."

In the quotation given in the Answer from the instructions issued from time to
time by Her Majesty's Government and the Minister of Marine and Fisheries of the
Dominion of Canada, to the commanders of Government vessels engaged in
protecting the fisheries, no mention of the express reservations which were invari.
ably inserted of the rights of Her Majesty's Government under the Convention of
1818 is made; and it is deemed at present sullicient to call the attention of the
Commission to these omissions and to the text of the instructions themselves, where
they will be found fully and clearly made.

It is confidently submitted and urged on the part of Her Majesty's Government,
that it is not " the manirest duty of the Commissioners" to award compensation on
the basis of " the practical extent of the privileges enjoyed by American fishermen
at and be fore the Treaty of Washington," unless those privileges were enjoyed
legally, as a matter of right, and not temporarily, and by the favour of Great
Britain ; and it is further urged that the true and equitable basis upon which the
Commissioners should proceed, is that of the legal status, at the date of the Treaty
of Washington, of American fishermen in British waters under the Convention of
1818.

The quotation from the Judgment of the Lord Chief Justice of England in the
case of the "Franconia," already alluded to, has no reference whatever to any
subject involved in this inquiry, but to a question of an entirely different character;
and it is sufficient to call the attention of the Commission to the Judgment itself,
from which the quotation is made, reported, L. R., 2 Ex. Division, page 63, to prove
its utter irrelevancy.

The attention of the Commission is called to the Judgment of the Judicial
Cornmittee of the Privy Council, delivered the 14th February, 1877, in the case of
the Direct United States' Cable Company against the Anglo-American Telegraph
Company, in which Judgment the following language is used :-" There was a Con-
vention made in 1818 between the United States and Great Britain, relating to the
fisheries of Labrador, Newfoundland, and His Majesty's other possessions in North
America, by which it was agreed that the fishermen of the United States should have
the right to fish on part of the coast (not including the part of the Island of
Newfoundland on which Conception Bay lies), and should not enter any ' bays' in
any other part of the coast, except for the purpose of shelter and repairing damages,
and purchasing wood, and obtaining water, and no other purposes whatever. It
seems impossible to doubt that this Convention applied to all bays, whether large or
small, on that coast, and consequently to Conception Bay."

Il.

Section 2 of the Answer is devoted to a consideration of the reciprocal privileges
accorded to Her Majesty's subjects by Articles XIX and XXI of the Treaty of
Washington, and contests the right of the Colony of Newfoundland to be considered
in the sum to be awarded.

In this section it is contended that no account is to be taken of the riight "to
admit fish and fish oil free of duty from the United States into Canada and Prince
Edward Island in the estimate and adjustment of equivalents which the Commis-
sioners are directed, to malke." This proposition is not assented to, but, on the-
contrary, it is contended that the Commissioners cannot ignore these concessions
Cin their adjustment of equivalents." Article XX[I of the Treaty provides that,
having regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to the subjects of Her
Britannie Majesty-as those privileges are stated in Articles XIX and XXI-the
Commissioners shall determine the compensation to be paid by the United States to
Ber Britannic e Majesty, in return for the privileges accorded to the citizens of the
United States under Article-XVII. It is contended in the Answer that the privi.
leges accorded by the United States to the subjects of Her' Majesty, and having
regard to which the amount of compensation is to be awarded, are the absolute
benefits which Canadians will derive fron the free admission of their fish and fish oil
into the United States, without regard to the reciprccal rights of the citizens of the
United States to the free admission of their fish and fish oil into Canada. Such a
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contention is not based upon :a per construction of. Articles XXI and XXII.
Article XXII expressly directs the Commissioners,'i making their award, to have
regard to the privileges accorded by the lUnited States to the subjects of Great
Britain, as these privileges are stated in Articles" XIX and XXI. The right or privi-
lege, as stated in the latter Article, is not the absolute right of one country to
export free into the other, but a reciprocal right conferred and to be enjoyed ii
common. The value of this privilege to Canada is simply the reciprocal value as
stàted in the Article itself, and in putting a pecuniary estimate upon it the reciprocal
character of the privilege cannot be ignored.

IlM.
The advantages so explicitly set forth in the Case of freedom to transfer cargoes,

outfit vessels, obtain ice, procure bait, and engage hands, &c., ,are not denied in the
Answer. Nor is it denied that these privileges have been constantly enjoyed
by American fishermen under the operation of the Treaty of Washington.
Neither is the contention on the part of Her Majesty's Government that ail these
advantages are necessary to the successful pursuit of the inshore or outside fisheries
attempted to be controverted. But it is alleged in the 3rd section of the Answer
that there are Statutes in force, or which mIay be called into force, to prevent the
enjoyment by American fishermen of these indispensable privileges.

It is presumed that by these " former inhospitable Statutes,» as they are termed
by the. United States, are meant the following, viz.

1. The Imperial Act 59 Geo. III, cap. 38.
2. The Acts of the Parliament of Canada, 31 ict., cap. 61, passed 1868

33 Vict., cap. 15, passed 1870; and 34 Vict., cap. 33, passed 1871.
3. The Act of Parliament of Prince Edward Island, 6 Vict.,.cap. 14, passed

1843.
4. The Act of Parliament of New ·Brunswick, 16 Vict., cap. 69, passed

1853.
5. The Act of Parliament of Nova Scotia, 27 Vict;, cap. 94, passed 1864.
It is scarcely necessary to mention. that these Statutes were passed by the several

Parliaments solely to enforce the ýprovisions contained in the Convention of 1818,
and they are entirely suspended for the period during which Great Britain bas con-
ceded the fishery privileges under the Treaty of Washington to the inhabitants of
the United States, by the following enactments

1. The Act of the Imperial Parliament, 35 and 36 Vict., cap. 45.
2. The Act of the Dominion of Canada, 35 Vict., cap. 2, entitled.an Act relating

to the Treaty of:Washington, 1871.
3. The Act of Parliament of Prince Edward lsland, 35 ,Vict., cap. 2.
Previous to -the date of the Treaty of Washington, American- fishermen were;

by the Ist Article of the Convention of 1818, admitted to enter the bays and harbours
of His Britannic Majesty's dominions lu America for the -purpose; of shelter, anc of
purchasing wood, and of obtaining water, and "for no other purpose whatever.

By the terms of Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washington,United States
fishermen:were granted "permissioneto land upon 'the said coasts and shores .and
islands, and also u pon the Magdalen :slands, fora the purpose of drying their nets
and curing their fish."

The' words . "for 'no other purpose whatever"» are studiously omitted by the
framers of the last-named Treaty, and the privilege in cmmon with the subjects;.of
Her Britannic Majesty to takeý fish and to land for fishing purposes, clearly includes
the libertv to purchase bait and supplies tranship cargoes, &cI, for vhich'Her
Majesty's Government contend it bas a right to- laim compensation

It is clear that these privileges were not enjoyed under the Convention of 1818,
and it is equally evident that they- are enjoyed under the Treaty of MWashington.

IV.
In section 3 of the Answer it.is stated thatthe fishing pursuits of American

fishermnen in .British tertitorialwaters are limited to, the mackerel and herring
fisheries;-and that the halibut and cod fisheries,including the sub-varieties of hake,
haddock cusk,and 'pollok, belong'exclusively" to the open sea.' This statement
is altoether. erroneous, as eviderice will fully establish. It will further beproved,
not'only thât United States' citizens actually fish within British waters for'the
various kinds offishes and baits named inte. Case, utaso that the deep-sea
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fisheries proper, which are admittedlyýpursiued in the vicinity of British American
coasts, could not be catried on profitably, if, indeed, at al], by American fishermen
ivithout the privilege of resorting to the inshores for the purpose of procuring bait,
and without availing themselves of facilities for preserving the same in a fit state
for effective use, which the Treaty of Washington affords. It is admitted on page 8*
of the Answer, that the herring thus procured forms " the best bait for cod and other
similar fish," but asserted that it is obtained chiefly by purchase, because the Ameri-
can fishermen " find it nibre economical to buy than to catch it."

It has been shown that this privilege of purchasing bait is derived through the
provisions of the Treaty. In some places within the limits now thrown open to
them, as will be proved, United States' citizens, since the Washington Treaty, catch
bait for themselves, where formerly they used to buy it.

Notwithstanding the statement to the contrary at page 8 of the Answer, it can
be shown in evidence that the American fishermen do land on the British shores to
haul and dry their nets and cure their fish.

On page 9 it is alleged that the increased produce of the fisheries obtained by
British subjects during the past seven years is due to the " benign influences" of
the Treaty of Washington. This Her Majesty's Government distinctly deny, and
contend that it has been the result of progress and improvement, from increased
numbers of men and materials, from improved facilities, and from greater develop-
ment, coincident with the system of protection and cultivation applied to them,

The reciprocal concession of fishing privileges in American waters being abso.
lutely valueless, as set forth in the Case, cannot be taken into account.

The Commissioners will readily perceive, on referring to the table appended to
the Case-

1. That the increase of catch by British subjects consists principally of those.
kinds of fish which are not affected in any way whatever by the remission of the
United -States' Customs duties under the Treaty of Washington, inasmuch as fresh
fish was admitted free of duty into the United States at the time of the Treaty of
Washington, and for some time previously.

2. That the aggregate annual value of fish caught by the British subjects
inctreased in much greater ratio for the four years preceding the complete operation
of the Treaty than for succeeding years.

3. That the value of the British catch in 1872-the year before the Treaty took
effect as regards Customs duties-amounted to more than double that of 1869, while
the value of 1875 was considerably less than that of 1873.

The statement made in the Answer that, since the date of the Washington
Treaty, the A merican cod and mackerel fisheries have declined, cannot for a moment
be admitted. On the contrary, it is asserted that they have shown a graduai and
progressive increase over the average catch of those years which preceded the
signing of the Treaty

The important statement hazarded on page 20,t that " almost the only fish taken
by the Americans within the three-mile limit off the coasts of the British Provinces
are the mackerel, ;and that of the entire catch of these fish only a very small
fractional part is so taken," Her Majesty's Government feel called upon to deny in
the strongest terms. Not only will it be shown that codfish in limited quantities,
and herring in large quantities, are so taken, but that by far the.larger proportion
of the catch of mackerel in British, waters is taken within "the three-mile limit;"
and the right to fisk in the entire extent of waters claimed by the United States as
" the open ocean free to al" 1is practically valueless, when not coupled with the
privileges accorded by the Treaty of Washington; and further that without the
liberty of fishing within this limit the entire fishery would have to be abandoned by
thë American fleet as useless and unremunerative.

In the language of John Quincy Adains, one of the United States' Commissioners
at Ghent, in a work published by him so long ago as 1822-

The Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Gulf of St. Lawrence, and Labrador fisheries are, in nature and
in consideration both -of %heir aike and ef the right to share »in them, 'one fishery. To be cut off from
the enjoynentýof that'right wodk be to the ipeople of Massachusetts. similar n kind, and comparable
indegree, with an interdict'to th.épeople of Geogia or Louisiana to-cultivate cotton-or sugar. To be
cut off even fron that portion of it-which was within the exclusive British jurisdiction, in the strictest
sense, within the Guilf of St. Lawrence and on the coast of Labrador, would have been like an interdict
upon the people o' Geõgia or Lòuisiana to ciiltivate with cotton or sagar three-fourths rof those
respective States. .

age 86 -f ihis volume. 't Page 92.
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AndAndrews, at page 35 of ,his official Report .1852, to the, Seçretary of the
United States':Treasury, says.:-

"A free participation in the sea fisheries near the shores of the Colonies is regarded as the just
prescriptive privilege of our fishermen. Without such privilege our deep-sea fisheries in that regioi
will becone valueless."

And United·States' Commander Shubrick, in 1853, reported

"The shores of Prince Edward.Island abound with fish of all kinds. The Mgekerel strike in
early in the season, awd can only be taken close iwhtore." (Ex. Doc, 1853-54, No. 21, page 32.)

Numbers of simixlar authorities can be produced.

With regard to the statement in page 10* of the Answer, that for a number oi
years past the value of the mackerel fishery in British waters has diminished, while
during the samne period the quantity and quality of these fish taken off the coast of
New England has greatly improved, it is sufficient to mention that the result of the
present season's fishing, so far, in Amer'ican waters, has been very small, and the
indications are that the remainder of the season will also be poor. On the other
hand, the waters of the British Canadian territories teem with mackerel as in forme.
years.

The catch of mackerel in British waters by Canadian fishermen has actually
increased during several years past. Recent reports show that the prospects for
thecurrent season are good, and that American fishing vessels are preparing to turn
them to profitable account, the mackerel fishery off the United States shores having
failed this year. The '' Cape Ann Weekly Advertiser " of June 14th, 1877, notices
the early appearance of mackerel in the Bay of St. Lawrence, and anticipates,ý< a
more successful seasou.than that of 1876, and that quite a large fleet will engage in
the Bay fishery." The same journal of June 29th, 1877, records " a good nackerel
catch" along the eastern shore of Nova Scotia. The Boston "Commercial Bulletin"
of July 7, 1877, states that " mackerel are plenty " at Prince Edward Island; also
that "quite a large fleet " of mackerel fishing vessels had arrived at Boston and
Gloucester from the United States coast, " but most of them report no catch, and
the average will not exceed a few barrels per vessel.'' The same paper, under date
of July 14, 1877, states on official authority that the catch of mackerel "is very
light," the returns to July 12 this year being only 28,043 barrels, against 81,198
barrels to July 1 last year (1876). The Cape Ann Weekly Advertiser" of July 13
1877, contains the following announcement ;,

" A few small mackerel have been taken off shore, sufficient te meet the local demand for fresli
mackerel, but the fleet have met with ill-success, and noue of consequence have been landed.
The entire receipts for ýJulyforom a large fleet will not exceed 800 barrels . . . :" The schooner
•Allen Lewis,' fron the Magdalen Islands, for Booth, Bay, reports small codfisli plenty at: the
Magdalens, and numerous. schools of large mackerel in the North Bay, between East Point, Prince
Edward Island, and Port Hood. The vessel, as hove to, and several large mackee1 taken. Th
skipper of the 'Allen Lewis' thinks tle prospect for the mackere iyin thé B as g ash
ever knew it,"

These extracts may be taken with many others as proof of the uncertain
character of the mackerel fishery on the American coast, although the Answer
describes it as ý being "unsurpassed by any in the world " (p. 19t). They at ,the
same time afford fresh indications of the continued dependence of theAmerican
inackerel fishermen on the British inshores, which really are in a thriving condition,
and yield increased returns every year.

Certain expressions used in the Answer which reflect: unjustly on the Dominion
fisheries and fishermen cannot-be passed over in silence. They are contained in the'
following paragraphs:

"Al descriptions of fish found in British waters also abound alongthis portion
of the coast of the United States,"-that is, down to the 'thirty-ninth parallel of
north latitude.-" If the provincial fishermen invested the same amount of capital in
thé business, andiexerted equal enterprise, industry and, ,skill,,they would ,find the
American waters fully as -valuable tothem as theirs are to fishermien,of the Uinited
States" (p. 18‡). This admission of value conflicts with.theassumption (p.13) that
the.insioreisheries possess no "comiercial orintrinsic ade,

At fp1ges 9;and 20,§ after. desibing. theUnited State inahore' fisheries fôi-
nackerel as being unsurpassed by any in the world, it is said thatç"they com

* Page 88 of this volume. t'age 7b '. 4 ‡ age90. § Pages 91 and 92.
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àdvantages, compared with which the Dominion fisheries are uncertain, poor in
quality, and vastly less in quantity. The Canadian fisheries are a long voyage from
any market Lwhatever, and involve far more exposure to loss of vessels and, life.
These lisheries along the shores of the United States are now open to the competition
of the cheap-built vessels, cheap-fed crew, and poorly-paid labour of the Dominion
lishermen, who pav trifling taxes, and live, both on board their vessels and at home,
at less than half the expense of American fishermen. It is only from lack of
enterprise, capital, and ability, that the Dominion fishermen have failed to use them."

It might suffice to remark, in answer to these statements, that the conditions
are not atall analogous. The Dominion rishermen have at their own doors the richest
fisheries in the world. They produce from them an annual value far exceeding that
of the fisheries carried on by New England fishermen in their own waters. It would
be simply absurd for thei therefore to make long and costly voyages to American
waters for the purpose of engaging there in fishing operations which fail to support.
American fishermen, as evidenced by their annual appearance in great numbers on
the coasts of Canada. It will be shown th'at, according to the testimony of public
men and others in the United States, the American fisheries in former years have
been on the verge of ruin,-that American fishermen have pursued their calling in
despair, although aided by liberal bounties, drawbacks and allowances,-and that
their business lias been in a " sinking state' because of their exclusion from the
inshore fisheries of the British Provinces. It seems, therefore, somewhat out of
place to claim for them such superiority at the expense of others; particularly so
in view of the fact that the fishing classes of a population numbering 4,000,000
produce more fish fron the waters of Canada than the New England contingent of
40,000,000 of people can produce in their own fisheries, which are said to be (p. 18*)
"nearly as extensive territorially, and equally valuable," as those of Canada,
abounding in " all descriptions of fish found in British waters."

V.
The Answer (pp. ]S and 19)* lays much stress on the importance to Canadian

fishermen of the menhaden bait fishery on the coasts of the New England -States.
The menhaden is here represented to be the best bait for mackerel, and is said ýto
inhabit exclusively the American coast. An entirely fictitious value has been
attached to this fishery. British fisherrnen do not frequent United States waters for
the purpose of catching bait of any kind, or for any other purposes connected with
fishing, consequently the privilege of entering those waters to catch menhaden is of
no practical value. Any bait of that description which they require may be purchased
as ai article of commerce.

There are not now, nor have there ever been, Treaty stipulations to prevent
British fishermen from entering American waters to buy bait, if they prefer to do so.
As a matter of fact, whatever menhaden bait British fishermen use, is 'either
purchased from American dealers or from Canadian traders, who import and keep
it for sale like any other merchandise. Reference is made in the Answer to the
possible contingency of legislation prohibiting the export or sale of menhaden bait,
the implied consequence being a serious disadvantage to Canadian fishermen in
prosecuting the mackerel fishery. It would in such contingency be necessary to use
other baits equally good, or resort to some other method of fishing, suclh as that
described at page 10, enabling the fishermen to dispense with bait. Moreover, it is
well known that menhaden are now caught in the open sea, many miles distant from
theAmerican coast. The Answer asserts, at page 19,* that " it is entirely an inshore
fishery;" also that menhaden "are' caught solely with seines near the shore." It
can be proved that menhaden are chiefly caught off shore, frequentlv "out ofsight
of land."

Mr. S. L. Boardman, of Augusta, Maine, in an interesting report to the State
Board of Agriculture, of which he is Secretary, published in 1875, at page 60,
says

"Parties engaged in, taling menhaden now go' off ten or twenty miles from shore, whereas they
formerly fished near the coast, and they now find the best and most profitable fishing at that distance."

This fish is included among the shore fishes described by 'Professor S. F. Baird
as having suffered "an alarming deerease" along the inshores of the United:States
owing partly to éxcessive fishing throughout their spawning time in 'order to supply
the oil factories.

Pages 90 and 91 of this volume. I 'I
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Chapter 5 of the Answer, deals with «the specific: benefits which the Treaty
directs theCommission to regard in its comparison and adjustment of equivalents.'
The admission of British subjects to United States' fishing grounds has been dealt
with at length in the third chapter of the Case. There is nothing in the Answer on
this subject calling for any reply, excepting the statement at page 20, that Dominion
fishermen "have in the United States' waters to-day over 30 vessels equipped for
seining, which, in company with the American fleet, are sweeping the shores of New
England." Leaving out of question the "American fleet," which bas nothing
whatever to do with the matter, the correctness of the statement is directly
challenged, in so far asit implies that these 30 vessels, or any.of them, are British
bottoms, owned by Dominion fishermen; and the United States is hereby called
upon to produce evidence in its support.

VI.
The free admission of fish into the markets of the United States is claimed in

the Answer to be of enormous pecuniary value to the Canadian exporter. IL support
of this contention certain extracts are given on page 20, purporting to be contained
in a despateli from Lord Elgin to Mr. Webster, dated June 24, 1851, and in
quoting these extracts, it is stated that Her Majesty's Government were prepared
to throw open the fisheries of the British North American Colonies to the Jnited
States fisiermen, if the United States Government would admit fish free of duty.

The quotations given are iiot contained in a despatch from Lord Elgin, who
was then Governor-General of Canada, and not British Minister at Washington,
but in an extract inclosed in a despatch addressed on June 24, 1851, by Sir H.
Bulwer to Mr. Webster, and being given without the despatch in which they were
inclosed, are made to convey a meaning at variance with the actual proposai made.
The despatch with the extract is as follows ;-

"Sin, "lWashington, 24 June, 1851.
" I have already expressed to you at different periods, and especially in my note of the 22nd

March last, the disappointment which was experienced in Canada, when, at the close of the last
Session of Congrcss, it was known that no progress had bèen made in the Bill which had been brought
forward for:three years successively, for reciprocating the measure vhich passed the Canadian Legis-
lature in 1847, -and which granted to the natural produce of this country an entry, free of duty, into
Canada, whensoever the Federal Legislature of the United States should pass a measure similarly
admitting into the United States the natural produce of the Canadas.

"This disappointment was greater, inasmuch, as the Canadian Government has always adopted
the most liberal commeréial policy with respect to the United States, as well in regard, to the transit
through itscanals, as in regard to the admission ofrnanufactured goods coming from,this country.

"I have now the honour to inclose to you the copies of an official communication -whicli I have
received from the Governor-General, iLord ,Elgin, by which you will perceivethat unless I can hold
out some hopes thata.policy will be, adopted in the United States, sinilar to that which bas been
adopted in Canada, and which the Canadian authorities wvould be willing, if met in a corresponding
spirit, to carry ont still:farther, the Canadian Government and Legislature are likely forthwith to take
certain measures which, both in themselves and their consequences, will' effect a considerable change
in the commercial 'intercourse between the Canadas and the United States.

I should see with great ,regret the adoption of such measures, and I. am induced to hope, from
the conversations I have recently had with:you, that they; will be unnecessary.

"The wisl of Her Majesty's Governnent, indeed, would be rather to improve than impair aill
relations of friendship and good neighbourhood between iHer Majesty's American possesions and the
United States, and I feel myself authorized to repeat to you now,. what I have at different times
alieady stated-to Mr. Clayton and yourself-viz., that Her Majesty's Government would sec with
pleasure any arrangement, either by Treaty or by legislation, establishing a free interchange of all
natural productions, not only between Canada -and the United States, but between the United States
and all Her Majesty's North American Provinces; and, furthermore, I am willing to say that, i. the
event of sàcli an arrangement, Her Majesty's Goverinent would be ready to open to American
shipping the waters of the River St. Lawrence, with the canals adjoining, according to the terms of the
letter which I addressed to Mr. Clayton, on the .27th March, 1850, for the information of the Coi-
mittee on Commercd in the House ofiRepresentatives, and to which I take the liberty of referring you,
whilst I may add'that Her Majesty's Government would, in this, case, be likewise -willing to open to
'Anerican fishermen the .'fisheries along the coasts: of -Nova Scotia and :Newî Brunswick, according to
the conditions specifiedin the inclosed extract frôm instructions with which I amrn furnished.

"The willingness to grant. to American citizens, on such reasonable conditions, two important
privileges, so.long. enjoyed exclusively by the subjects of, Great Britain, will testifyclearly to te
spirit by:.yhich the 'British Government is on this occasion dnmated; and, as affairs have now arrived
at that crisis in r of the vies of either pai-ty 'is necessary- for the interests
and rijhtuderstanding of both, I take the 'liberty ofbegging you- to inform-me whether you-are
disposed, on the part of the United States, to enter into such a Convention as would place the co-
mercial relations'bet'ween theUnited States and ·theNorthAnerican.Colonies on theÛfooting which I
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have here proposed, or wlether, in the event of there appearing to you any objection to proceed by
Convention in tiis matter, you can assure me that the United States' Government will take the earliest
opportunity of urgently recommending Congress to carry out the object aforesaid by the means of
l.egislation. ava% &c

(Signed) "K L. BULWER.
"Hon. D. WMebster,

"&c. &c."

(Extract.)
"l Her Majesty's Governnient are prepared, on certain conditions, and with certain reservations, to

make the concession to w1hich so much importance scems to have been attached by Mr. Clayton,
viz., to throw open to the fislieriein of tlie 'United States the fisieries in the waters of the
Britisli North Anerican Colonies, with penission to those fishermen to land on the coast of those
Colonies for the pirpose of drying tieir nets and curing their fish; provided that in so doing they do
not interfere with the owners of private property, or with the operations of British fisiermnen.

" Her Majesty's Goverumnent would require, as anl indispensable condition, in return for this
concession, that all fisli, either fresh or eured, imported inuto the -United States from the British North
Anerican possessions, in vessels of any nation or description, should be admitted into the United
States duty free, and upon ternis in all respects of equality with fish imported by citizens of the
United States.

"N.B.-As the concession above stated applies solely to the sea fishery, the fisheries in estuaries
and 2nouiths of rivers are not of course included.

"lHer Majesty's Government do not propose that any part of this arrangement should apply to
Necwfoundland."

Iow, after reading the above, can it be asserted that Her Majesty's Govern-
ment made an offer to throw open the fisheries in return for the free admission of
fish ? This offer was part only of a general proposition to put the commercial
relations between the United States and the British North American Colonies upon
a better footing, and it was expressly made contingent upon the establishment of
the reciprocalfrce .interchange of all naturql productions.

. VII.

The 4th section, and a very large additional portion of the Answer, is devoted to
a consideration of the advantages alleged to be derived by British subjects from the
provisions of the Treaty of Washington. These are:-Ist, increased catch of fish
taken by Colonial fishermen, as the result of the admission of American fishermen
into British waters ; 2nd, incidental benefits arising to the inhabitants of the Cana.
dian fishing villages, and others on the coast of the maritime provinces, from traffie
with American fishermen.

This subject is introduced for the purpose of diminishing any compensation to
which Great Britain may be entitled. In the first place, these alleged benefits are not
fou nded in fact, and, secondly, their consideration is beyond the duty of the Commis-
sioners and the scope of the inquiry.

The attention of the Commission is directed to the entire absence of anything
whatever in the Treaty to warrant the introduction of this large mass of extraneous
matter in the Answer, inasmuch as the Commissioners, when estimating any advan-
tage which may accrue to Great Britain under the Treaty, are confined to the
subjects named in Articles XIX and XXI.

There are, it will be apparent, many reciprocal advantages which both nations
may enjoy, as the result of the Treaty, to certain classes of individuals not within
the province of the Commission to consider, and those above alluded to are clearly
and unmistakably among the number.

To support these assertions in the Answer, lengthy extracts are quoted from
speeches delivered in the Canadian House of Commons, upon the occasion of the
debate on the adoption of the Treaty of Washington.

The speakers, it must be considered, were addressing themselves to the Treaty
of Washington as a whole, and not simply to the Fishery Clauses of that Treaty.
In dealing with these clauses, not one of those speakers ventured the assertion or
opinion that the advantages to be derived by Canada were in any way or sense
equivalent to those conferred upon the United States. They spoke, and the assembly
by them addressed vas impressed, with the full knowledge of the clauses which pro-
vide for the assessment and payment to Canada of full compensation for the privileges
secured by Article XX]Il of the Treaty.

It is reasonable to assume, considering especially the occasion and circumstances



of the debate, the numerous issues there raised inapplicable to the present discussion,
and the forcible arguments offered in speeches not quoted, that the Commissioners
will only give such weight to opinions as are relevant to, and consistent with, the
testimony to be produced before them.

The debate in the United States' Senate on the subject of the adoption
of the Treaty of Washington was held with closed doors, and thus it is not
possible to cite the opinions then offered. It may, however, be mentioned that
many eminent statesmen and public writers in the United States maintain that free
access to the British American fisheries is highly promotive of ber commerce, and
absolutely essential to ber mercantile and naval greatness.

And when the Reciprocity Treaty was under discussion before the United
States' Senate in 1852, distinguished American statesmen fully acknowledged the
value of the Canadian fisheries to the fishermen of the United States. Mr. Secretary
Seward said:

"Wil the Senate please to notice that the principal fisheries in the waters to which these limita-
tions apply, are the nackerel and the herring fisheries, and that these are what are called 'shoal
fisheries;' that is to say, the best fishing for maekerel and herrings is within three miles of the shore.
Therefore, by that renunciation, the «United States renounced the best mackerel and herring fisheries.
Senators, please to notice, also, that the privilege of resort to the shore constantly to cure and dry fish,
is very important. Fish can be cured sooner, and the sooner cured the better they are. and the better
is the market price. This circumstance has given to the Colonies a great advantage over us in this
trade. It has stimulated their desire te abridge the American fisbing as much as possible; and, indeed,
they seek naturally enough to procure our exclusion altogether from the fishing gronds."

Further on, alluding to the construction of the Convention of 1818, as regards
large bays, Mr. Seward said:-

"While that question is kept up, the American fisheries, which were once in a most prosperous
condition, are comparatively stationary or declining, although supported by large bounties. At the
saine time the provincial fisheries are gaining in the quantity of fish exported to this country, and
largely gainiug in their exportations abroad.

"Our fishermen want all that our own construction of the Convention gives them, and vant and
mnst have nore-they want and must have the privilege of fishing within the three inhibited miles,
and of curing fish on the shore."

Senator Hamlin, of Maine, after describing the magnitude and importance of
the American fisheries " as the great fountains of commercial prosperity and naval
power," declared that if American fishermen were kept out of these inshore waters,
the «immense amount of property thus invested will become useless, and leave them
in want and beggary, or in prison in foreign gaols.

In the House of Representatives, Mr. Scudder, of Massachusetts, referring to
the mackerel, said

SThese fiLsh are taken in the waters nearer the coast than the codfish are. A considerable
proportion, from one-third to one-halt, are taken on the coasts, and in the bays ana gulfs of the British
Provinces. The inhabitants of the Provinces take mnany of them in boats and with seines. The boat
and seine fishery is the more successful and profitable, and would be pursued by our fishermen, were it
not for the stipulationsof the Convention of 1818, betwixt the United States and Great Britain, by
which it is contended that al the fisheries within thbree miles of tie coaste, with few unimportant
exceptions, are secured'to the Provinces alone.

Mr. Tuck, of.New Hampshire, said :-

" This siore fishery which we have renounced is of great value, and extremely important to
American fishermen.

"Fram the first of September to the close of the season, the mackerel run near the shore, and
it is next to impossible for our vessels to obtain fares without taking fish within the prohibited
limits.

"The truth is, our lishermen need absolutely, and must have, the thousands of miles of -ihora
fishery 'which have been renounced, or they must always do 'an-uncertain business. If our macherel
men are prohibited from going within three miles of the shore, and are forcibly kept away (and mothing
but feroe will do it), then they :may as well1 give.up their business first as lat. It will be always
uncertain

" They (the .Aincan fishermen) want tx sliorè fisheries ;they Vn a ight Vo eret and maintain
structures on shore te cure cod-fish as 'soon as taken, thus saving cot, ·and -making better fish for
market'; and believing their wisles to be easy 'of accomplisinent, they will -not consent to the
endurance of former restrictions, the annoyances and troubles of which they have so long felt."
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The foregoing statements are amply sustained by Reports wbich have been
published by the United States' Government and by other A-merican statesmen and
writers on this subject, and which can be laid before the Commission.

VIII.

The United States contend, at page 31* of the Answer, that the remission of
duties to Canadian fishermen during the four years which have already elapsed
under the operation of the Treaty has amounted to about 400,000 dollars annually;
and in connection with this statement the following principle is laid down:-

l Wien a tax or duty is imposed upon only a smaall portion of the producers of any commodity,
froi vIich the great body of its producers are exempt, such tax or duty necessarily romains a burden
upon the producers of the sinaller quantity, diminishing their profits, and caniiot be added to the price,
and so distriblited among the purchasers and consuiners."

Without controverting the correctness of this principle in its application to
certain conditions of international commerce, it cannot be admitted to be universally
correct, but the accuracy of the statement that the remission of duties has
amounted to 400,000 dollars annually, or anything like that anount, is challenged.
In the United States the demand for mackcrel is large, but not unlimited. That
deiand cannot ordinarily be supplied by fish taken in United States' waters, and it
will bc proved that the average prices obtained by the Canadian exporter into the
United States, during those years in which foreign lishermen iwere excluded from
British Anerican waters, in face of the duty of 2 dollars per barrel, have been quite
equal to the prices realized since these waters have been thrown open to American
fishermen, and the duties removed.

Upon a carefàl exainination of ail the facts to be submitted, the Commissioners
will, it is confidently believed, be satislled that the remission of duties upon mackerel,
Coupled with the throwing open of Canadian fishing grounds to the American fisher-
men, has not resulted in pecuniary profit to the British fisherman, but, on the contrary,
to the Aierican dealer or consumer. At the saine time it is frankly admitted that
during those periods when American fishermen enjoyed, as stated at page 9t of the
Answer, the privilege of fishing in Canadian waters, and Canadian-caught fish were
subject to duty, that duty may have been paid to a certain extent by the exporter,
increasing or lesseniing in proportion as the catch of United States' vessels in Cana-
dian waters was small or great.

In conclusion, it is submitted that the principle insisted on by the United States
on page 31* of the Answer, in regard to the burden of dbily falling upon the producer,
already quoted, is conclusive in showing the value at whicli the United States
estimate the compensation to be paid for the concessions granted to them by t'he
Treaty of Washington.

In this relation, Her Majesty's Government calls particular attention to the
offer made by the United States' Commissioners during the unegotiation preceding
that Treaty, as appears from the Protocols of the Conference. That offer is expressed
in the following words:

"That inasumich as Congress had recently more than once expressed itself in favour of the
abolition of the duties on coal and salt, they would propose that coal, salt, and fish be reciprocally
adnitted free, and that, inasnuch as Congress had reinoved the duty froin a portion of the lunber
heretofore subject to duty, and as the tendency of legislation in the United. States vas toward the
reduction or taxation and of duties in proportion to the rednction of the public debt and expenses,
tliev would further propose that luimber be adnitted frec of duty froni and after the lst July,
1874."

The 3ritish Conimissioners declined the offer, on the ground of its inadequacy,
unless supplcmented by a money payment; and it was subsequently withdrawn.

This ofler of the American Commissioners embraced the free admission into the
United States of fish and fish oil, coal, and salt, to which lumber was to be added
after the lst July, 1874.

The T reaty, as subsequently agreed upon, confined the reciprocal remission of
duty to fisli and fish oil.

The difference, then, between the offer of the American Commissioners and the
actual Trcaty concessions, lies in the frce admission of fish and fish oil, while coal,
salt, and lu mlber are still subject to duty. Ber Majesty's Government are prepared
to prove that upwards of 17,000,000 dollars would have been the aggregate remis-

Page 96 of this volume. t Page 87.
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sions upon these three last-named articles for the term of years over which the
Treaty extends, after deducting the duties upon the same articles wvhen imported
into Canada from the United States; and upon the' principle enunciated as an axiom
in the Answer of the 'United States, it may be fairly assuned that this snm of
17,000,000 dollars is the value which the United States' High Commissioners them-
selves placed upon the fishery privileges which they obtained for their country under
the Treaty of Washington, over and above the privileges conceded to Great Britain,
and now enjoyed under the Treaty.

PART IL.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

In the Answer to the Case, it is contended that "In regard to Newfoundland no
special remarks seem to be required at this point, except that by Article XXXII the
provisions and stipulations of Articles XVIII to XXV inclusive are extended to that
Island, so far as they are applicable. But there is no previous mention of New.
foundland in the Treaty; and it seems a strained and unnatural construction of
Article XXXII to hold that by this general language it was intended to make the
provisions as to'this Commission applicable thereto. The United States assert that
the jurisdiction of the Commissioners does not extend to inquiring whether
compensation should be made for the inshore fisheries of that Island, both because
the language of the Treaty does not authorize them to do so, and because the
extensive rights to the inshore fisheries of that Island, and to dry and cure fish upon
its shores, already possessed by the United States under the Convention of 1818,
render it extremely improbable that any idea of possible compensation to that Island
could have been entertained by either of the High Contracting Powers when the
Treaty was framed."

This contention on the part of the United States, to exclude fron the jurisdic-
tion of the Commissioners the claim of the Colony of Newfoundland for compensation,
is submitted to be wholly untenable, and it can scarcely be supposed that such a
position is intended to be seriously urged by the United States. It will be seen by
reference to Article XXXII that it is provided that-" The provisions and stipulations
of Articles XVIII to XXV of this Treaty, inclusive, shall extend to the Colony of
Newfoundland, as far as they are applicable." If it had been contemplated to exclude
Newfoundland from a claim for compensation, the provisions and stipulations of
Articles XXII to XXV inclusive, which have reference only to the assertion of the
British claim for compensation, and the mode of adjustment thereof, would not have
been expressly extended to Newfoundland, but the Articles XVIH[ to KXI inclusive,
would have been alone suflicient for securing the mutual concessions therein contained.
No language could have been employed more plainly providing for the rightî of
Newfoundland, conjointly with the Dominion of Canada, to claim compensation for
the greater value of the concessions as regards the Colony made to the United
States over those conceded by the latter to Newfoundland. The assertion made
that the United States possessed extensive rights to the inshore fisheries of
Newfoundland appears to render it desirable that the nature and extent of these
rights should be clearly placed before the Commissioners. By Article XIII of the
Treaty of Utrecht, A.D. 1713, it is stipulated:-

"The Island called Nevfoundland, with the adjacent islands, shal, from this time forvard, belong
of riglit wholly to Great Britain ; and to that end the towi and fortress of Placentia, and whatever
other places in the said Island are in the possession of tie French, sha llbe yielded and given up 'within
seven months from the exchiange of the ratifications of this Treaty, or sooner, if possible, by the Most
Christian King, to those who have a commission from the King of Great Britain for that purpose.
Nor shal the Most Christian King, his heirs and successors, or any of their subjects, at any timehere-
after, lay claim to any right to the said Island and islands, or to any part of it or them. Moreover, it
shall not be lawful for the subjects of France to fortify any place in the said Island of Newfoundland,
or to erect any buildings there, besides stages made of boards, aid huts necessary and usual for dryixng
of fish, or to:resort to thesaid Island, beyond the time necessary for ,lhing and drying of fish. -But
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it shall lie allowed to sulbjects of France to catch fish anid to dry then on land il that part only, and
in nio otber besides that, of the said Island of Newfouniland, which stretches from the place cal.led
Cape hinavista to the northern point of the said Island, and froin tlence running down the western
side ieacies as far as fle place called Point fiche. But the island called Cape iBreton, as also all
otiiers, both in the mîouth of the Rtiver St. Lawrence, and in the Gulf f the saie mano, shall hereafter
belong of right to th- French, adl the Most Clristian King shall have all imanner or liberty to fortify
any place or places there."

And by Article V of the Treaty of Versailles, A.,. 1783, it is further agreed
thatw-

"His Ma jesty the Most Christian King, in order to prevent the qiuarrels vhuich have hitherto
arisen bctween the two nations of' Eiuglandi and Fnmewe, consents to renounce the ight of fishîing, whiclh
belougs to him iin virtute of the aforcsaid Article f thie Treaty of Utrecht, froin Cape Bonavista to
Cape St. .Tolm, situated on tlhe eastern coast of Newio1mdland, in fifty degrees north latitude ; and Ilis
Majesty ite King of Great BritaIi cosents, on lis part, talt the tisherV assigned to the sbijects of
His Most CIhristian 3lajestv, beginîniung it the said Caipe St. .rohnu, passing to tle north, and descending
by the western coast of' the Island oif Newfomland, shamil extend to the place called Clape Ray,
situaLted in forty-seven degrees 1fty miinutes latitudh. he Freuli fishiereni shall enjoy the fislery
whiich is assigied to tlemla by tlhe present Article, as they laud tie rigt to enjoy thuat wliel uas
a.ssigned to thmcn Iy lie Treaty if Utreehut."

The declaration of His Britannie Majesty accompanying the last named Treaty
is as follows

" The Kinig, having entirely agreed with His Most Christiani Ma.jesty upon the Articles of the
Definitive Trcaty, will seek every menus whîieh shall nut only ensure the execution thereof with bis
accustonied good faith and punctuality, aid will besides give, on lis part, al possible efficaicy to the
principles w«hich shall prevent even the least fiundation of dispute for the future. To this end, and
in order that the fishernen of the two natiois muay not give cause fhr daily quarrels, His Britanni
Majesty will take the mnost positive mîeasures for preventing bis subjects fron initerrupting ii any
maner, by their competition, the lishery of the French, during the teimporary exercise of it wthich is
granted to then upou the coasts of the Island of Newformland, but lie will for this purpose cause the
1ixed settlemnents whiici shall be fonued there to be renoved. His Lritannic Majesty will give orders
that the French lisheriienî lie not incommunoded in cutting tie wood necessary for the repair of their
scaffolds, lîuts, and fishîing vessels."

The KlIIth Article of the Treaty of Utrechît, aud the method of carrying on the fishery, whicl
lias at all tines elen acknowledged, shall he the plan upon which the fishery shall be carried on there;
it shall not lie deviated fromi by either party; the French fisherimlen bulildiig onlly thueir scaffolds, cdn-
fining tlenselves to thue repair of their fishing vessels, and not wintering there ; the subjects of lis
Britannic Majesty, on their part, not mnolesting in any muanmer the French fishermen duringtheir
fishing, nor injruing their seaflolds during their absence."

"The Kinîg of Great Uritain, in ceding the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon to France, 'egards
them as Oeded for the purpose or serving is a real shelter tio the Freich lisheninenu, and in fiull confti-
dence tlhat these-possessions will not become an object of jealouîsy between the two nations; arid that
tie fishe.ry between the said islands anti that of Newfoundland shall lie limited to the mniddle of thue
e.hannel."

The "extensive rights to the inshore fisheries " of Newfoundland, alleged to be
possessed by the United States prior to the Washington Treaty, consistec, first,
of a right to participate, in common with British subjects, in sucli rights of fishing
on the northern and western parts of the coast, between Quirpot Island and.Cape
Ray, as British subjects possessed after the concessions iade to the French by the
aforesaid Treaties of A.D. 1713 and 1783; secondly, the liberty, in commnon with
British subjects, to take fish on the southern coast fron Cape Ray to the R ameau
Islands. The first is of very limited value considering the large concessions
previously iade to the French, and the second extends over a comparatively short line
of coast only. The coast of Newfoundland from the Rameau lslands to. Cape Ray,
and thence north to Quirpon Island, is too reniote, and is iot suitable as a basis for
carrying on the deep-sea and bank fisheries, the eastern and south eastern coasts
now' thrown open to the United States being the parts of the Island which can be
alone availed of for that purpose wiCireal advantage. The:United States moreover
undertook by Treaty with France, 8a 1801 (Article XXVII), that-

"Neither party will intermueddle in tle fishieries of the otier on its coasts, ntor disturb the othuerf
in thue exercise of' the riglts whîichi it now holds or may acquire on the coast of Newfoundlan<f in the
Gulif or St. Lawrenee, or elseuhere on the Ameuricai coast northîw'ard of the United States, but the
whiale and seal fisheries shiall he free to both in every quarter of the world."

Therefore "lthe extensive rights" of the United States on. the coasts of New-
foundland dwindle down to the mere liberty, in comnmonwith British subjects to take



fish between Cape Ray and ithe Rameau Islands, and todry and cure ísh in the
unsettled bays, harbours, and creeks of that part of the coast. It is impossible to
conceive, having regard to the important -privileges conceded by the Washington
Treaty, that the extremely linited rights enjoyed by the United States under-the
Convention of 1818, could in any way have been entertained by the Iligh Contracting
Powers as operating against the undoubted claim of the Colony of Newfouindland
for compensation. It is asserted on behalf of Newfoundland, that the United States
have never claimed for their fishermen the right to enter any of the bays of that
Island, other than those between Quirpon Island and Cape Ray, and thence to the
Rameau Islands, except " for the purpose of, shelter and oi repairing damages
therein, of purchasing wood and of obtaining water," as provided by the Convention
of 1818.

It will be shown by conclusive testimony that, whether the contention on the
part of the United States regarding the limit or extent of territorial waters, and the
rights in bays, gulfs, and inlets, be maintainable or not, it has no appreciable
practical efFect, so far as concerns the claim for compensation made by Newfound-
land, inasmuch as the cod and other fisheries of that Island, set forth in the Case
as producing annually over 6,000,000 dollars by the labour of a limited nuimber of
operatives, and which are now by Article XVIlL of the Treaty of Washington thrown
open to the tishermen of the United States, are carried on within three miles of the
coast line following the sinuosities of the shores. The bait fishery, from which the
United States fishermen can now, by virtue of the same Article, procure ail the bait
requisite for the successful prosecution of the deep-sea, bank, and inshore risheries,
is also carried on withirn the said three-mile limit. The fact that such a large annual
amount of produce, principally of codlish, is drawn from the waters along our
coast, and within'the admitted territorial limits of the jurisdiction of the Colony of
Newfoundland, effectually refutes the assertion by the United States that " the cod
fishery is solely a deep-oea fishery, and not a subject within the congnizance of this
Commission." The privilege of landing on the coast of Newfoundland .for the
purpose of curing fish, drying nets, &c., characterized in the Answer as, " customs
belonging to the primitive mode of fishing," is nevertheless highly valued by the
United States, inasmuch as its insertion has always been insisted on in all Treaties
relating to the fisheries between the United States and Great Britain, and it has
been practically availed of, and may in the future be reasonably anticipated to
become more generally uscd, the climate of Newfoundland being especially adapted
to the production of the best quality of dry codfish suitable for southern and
tropical markets.

The claimn preferred by Newfoundland is based alone upon the new privileges
conceded by the Washington Treaty, and does not embrace a demand underi any
other Treaty or Convention. And it is submitted that, in estimating compensation,
the Commissioners should not confine their jurisdiction and consideration merely to
the expressed specific, but to ail necessary incidental privileges which before could
not be claimed, and were not enjoycd as they have been, or may be, under this
Treaty.

The specific and consequential concessions have alreadybeen set foéthin the
Case, and ought not to be restricted to the limits proposed for awardiug compensa-
tion in the Answer.

So far as Newfoundland is concerned, these concessions are of great value to
the United States, and of corresponding detriment to British fishermen residing on
the coast.

The restrictions in the Treaty of 1818 cannot be considered as in present
operation as regards the rights conferred on, and exercised by, the United States
under the Washington: Treaty.

The free and uninterrupted exercise of these rights by the United States'
lisiermen on the Newfoundland coast since this Treaty came into effect, mîay be
accepted as a practical proof of- the interpretation placed by the United States upon
the Trcaty of Washington.

Evidence will be submitted to prove that the United States is not a market for
Noivfoundlauid produce, except to a very limited extent, and that neither the
abrogation of the lReciprocityTreaty, nor thepassing of the WashiingtonTreaty,
did in any way aflc't exports of the Colony to the United States, or the value Of its
produce, as the shipmênts of Newfoundland fish to the United States fbrin so
insignificant an item of export. But as a matter of fact, since the operation of the
prcsent Treaty, fish shipnients to the United'States have declined, as the fishermen
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of that nation, from the increased advantages conferred on them, can now supply
their own markets. The assumption, therefore, that the Treaty has opened up to
Newfoundland a free market with 40,OuO,000 of people, consumers of its produce, is
utterly untenable, this being in reality but a barren right, as the people of the United
States are not to any narked extent, as compared with those of Great Britain, the
Mediterranean, West Indies, or Brazil, consumers of Newfoundland dry codfish.
Only in years of great scarcity in the United States' markets is Nevfoundland hard
cured fish called for to su pply the deficiency. Having shown how small a percentage of
the annual exports of Newfoundland finds its way to the markets of the United States,
it is plain that the renission of duties thereon, trivial in amnount as they will be
shown to bc, cannot for a moment be considered as any adequate set-off to the
extensive fishing privileges ceded to the United States by the Colony of New-
foundland.

As regards the herring ishery on the Coast of Newfoundland, it is availed of to
a considerable extent by the United States' fishermen, and evidence will be adduced
of large exportations by thein in American vessels, particularly from Fortune Bay
and thie ieighbourhood. both to European and their own markets.

The presence of United States' fishermen upon the coast of Newfoundland, so
far from being an advantage, as is assuned in the Answer, operates most prejudically
to Newfoundland lishermen. Bait is not thrown overboard to attract the fish, as
asserted, but the United States' i3ank fishing vessels, visiting the coast in such large
numbers as they do, for the purpose of obtaininge hait, sweep the coves, creeks, and
inlets, thereby diminishing the supply of bait for local catch, and scaring it from
the grounds where it would otherwise bc an attraction to the cod.

No incidental benefits have heretofore accrued to the people of Newfoundland
fron traffic with United States' lishermen under the operation of any Treaty. Since
the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, it is truc, as stated ini the Answer, that
large numbers of United States' mackerel fishing vessels have been diverted from
that fislery to the Bank lishery of Nevfoundland, and hence the presence at this
time of a large fleet of United States' cod-fishing vessels upon the coast of that
Island.

It has been stated in the Case that no Newfoundland fishermen ever visit the
coast of the Uiited States for fishing purposes, and it is now asserted that, even
though the fisheries there may be valuable to the United States, they are utterly
valueless to Newfoundlaind, not from lack of enterprise on the part of Newfound-
landers, as alleged, but because they have a teeming fishery at their own door, and
could not advantageously resort to localities so remote. The contrary, however, is
the case with the jUnited States, whose fishermen are compelled to seek foreign
fishing grounds.

The assertion that the United States' cod fislierv has declined in amount and
value, if this be sustained, can hardly be admitted* as an argunient against the
claii for compensation, but it may very fairly, and with force, be contended that,
in view of the material and unquestionaNe benefits conferred upon the United
States by the Washington Treaty, and the free exercise of those privileges, the
falling off would have been much more considerable had the Treaty not existed.

The allegation, on the part of the United States, " that they desire ta
secure the privilege of using our fisheries, not for their commercial or intrinsic value,
but for the purpose of removing a source of irritation," is not maintainable, for,
while the Treaty of Washington obviates the necessity of a continuance of that
vigilance in the protection of British rights within territorial waters of the
Island, by throwing open all its preserves to the free use of the citizens of the United
States, it must be remembered that such necessary protection was not the
consequence of' any right on the part of the United States, but the immediate result
of a systen of encroachment by the fishermen of that country in British waters not
iin accordance with the observance of international rights-for, notwithstanding the
Convention of 1818, they have continually atteiinpted to participate in privileges
exclusively belonging to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, thus -causing much
annoyance and vexation between the two nations, and forcing, as it were, the present
arrangement, to avoid difficulties between two peoples whose mercantile, as well
as social and hereditary connections, should bc characterized by respect for mutual
n.ghts.
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APPENDIX K.

BRIEF ON BEEALP 0F O EE MAJESTY's GOVERNNT IN REPLY TO THE ERIEF ON
BEHAL OF THE UNITED STATES.

THE extent to which the dominion and jurisdiction of a maritime state extends
on its external sea coast has not alwavs, or by different nations, been treated with
unanimity. After the introduction of flre-arms (See " Anna" 5 Rob. 385) that
extent or distance, upon the then reason of the thing,--terre dominium finitur ubi
finitur armorum vis, as cited by Lord Stowell,-was said to be usually recognized to
be about three miles from the shore, but now that the range of modern artilleryha>s
been so largely increased, if not upon other grounds, it is probable that a greater
distance would be claimed by many nations, including the United States of America.
The practical, and therefore real and true reason of the rule is stated by Kent,
"Commentaries " 1, page 32, where, after commenting on a citation of Azuni, he says:
"All that can reasonably be asserted is, that the dominion of the sovereign of
the shore over the contiguous sea extends as far as is requisite for his safety and for
some lawful end." No dispute has arisen touching the distance: from the external
line of coast from which American fishermen have been excluded from taking fish,
and therefore that subject may be rejected from the present discussion.

It is admittedby all authorities. whether writers on international law, judges
who have interpreted that law, or statesmen who have negotiated upon or carried it
into effect in Treaties or Conventions, that every nation has the right of exclusive
dominion" and jurisdiction over those portions of its adjacent waters which are
included by promontories or headlands within its territories. Therule, is thus
stated in Wheaton's International Law (second edition by Mr. Lawrence, page 320):
"The maritime territory of: every state extends to the ports, harbours, bays,.mouths
of rivers, and adjacent parts of the sea, inclosed by headlands belonging to the same
state."

Upon examination of Article I of the Convention of 1818, mentioned in the
XVIIIth Article of the Treaty of Washington, it will be ascertained how far the
privilege has been conceded by the latter Article to United States' fishermen to use
bays in British North America.

The folloving is Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washington:-

"It is agreed by the Iligh Contracting Parties that in addition to the liberty secured to the
United States' fishermen by thei Convention between Great Britain and the United States, signed at
London on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain coasts of th'e
Blritish North American Colonies therein defined, the nhabitants 'of the Tnited States shall* have, ii
common with the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, the liberty for the term of years mentioned in
.Atticle XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fisi, on the sea-coasts and
shores, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick, and the Colony of Prince Edward's Island, and of, the several isiands thereunto adjacent,
withoutbeing restricted to any distance from tl ihore, with permission to land upon the said coasts
and shores and islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and
curing their fish; provided that, in so doing, they do not interfere vith, the ights of private
property, or with British fishermen, inthe peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their
occupancy for the same purpose.

"It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that the
salmon and shad fisheries, and ail other fisheries in rivers and the months of rivers, are hereby
reserved exclusively for British fishermen."

Article I of the Convention of 1818 is as follows:-

"Whereas differences have 'arisen' respecting the liberty claimed by the United States for the
inhabitants thereof to take, dry, and cure fish on certain coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks of His



]3ritannic 2fajesty's dominions iii America, it is agreed between the High Contractiig Parties that the
in1abitants of the said United States shall have, for ever, in comimon vithî the subjects or His Britannic
Majesty, the liberty to take fishi of every kind on that part of the southern coast if Newfoundland, which
extends from Cape Ray to the Rameau Islands, on the western and northern coast of Newfoundland,
fron the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on the shores of the Magdalen3slands, and also on
the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks, fromt Mount Joly, on the southern coast of Labrador, to and
throuîgh the Straits of Belle Isle, and thence northwardly indefinitely aloig the coast, without pre-
judice, however, to any of the exclusive rights of the Hudson's Bay Comnpauy ; aind that the Ainerican
fisiernien shall also have liberty, for ever, to dry and cure fisl in anv of the unsettled bays, harbours,
and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundland, hreabove described, and of the coast of
labrador; but so soon as the samte or any portion thlereofshall be settled, it siall not be lawful for the
said fishermen to dry or cure fishi at such portion so settled, withiout previous arreement for such
purpose with the inhabitanîts, proprietors, or possessors of the ground. And the Uunited States herebly
renounce forever, any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed by the inîhabitaits thereof, to take, dry, or
cure lish on or within three marine miles oi' anV of the coasts, bays, ereeks, or harbours of His Britainie
liajesty's domini lions in Aimerice not inîcluded within the abovc-mnenîtioned limits. Provided, however,
that the Aimerican fishernien shall be admitted to enter such bays or harbours for the puripose of sielter,
and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, anîd of obtaininmg water,. anîd for no other
gprpose whaitever, But:they slall be under such restrictions as shall ie necessary to prevent their
taking, drying, or curing fisli thercin, or in auy other ianner whatever abusing the privileges hereby
reserved to them."

The controversy turns upon the true effect of the renunciation on the part of
the United States, "of any liberty heretofore cijoyed or clainied by the inhabitants
thereof to take, dry, or cure fish.on or within three marine miles of any of the coasts,
bays, creeks, or harbours of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America," not
i ncluded within certain above-mentioned limits.

On the part of Great Britain it is maintained that the United States' ishermnen
were prohibited from fishing within thrce marine miles of the entrance of nny of such
bays, creeks, or harbours of Ilis Britannic Majesty's dominions in America; Vhile
the United States' Government contend that the United States' fishermen were
permitted hy that Article to fish in the said bays, creeks, or harbours, provided
they did not~approach within three miles of the shore iii the pursuit of their calling.

'lhe correspondence between the Goverinent of Great BI'itain and that of the
United States, a portion or which is set out in the. United States' Brief, shows that,
with the exception of the Bay of Fundy, which, for exceptional reasons, and by the
indulgence of Great Britain, Nvas differently treated, Her Majesty's Government has
uniformily contended for the construction now relied on.

This correspondence, as well as the utterances of American statesmen, supliort
the construction contended for by Great Britain.

Mr. Stevenson, United States' Minister in London, in 1841, March 27, writing
to Lord Palmerston, then Foreign Secretary, puts the two views very clearly. "The
Provincial authorities," lie says, " assume a right to exclude the vessols "of the
United States froni ail their bays (even' including those of Fundy and Chaleurs),
and 1ikewise to prohibit their approach withint three miles of a line drawn' from
headland to headiand, instead of from the indents of the shores of the Provinces.
The fishermen of the United States believe that they can vith propriety~take fish
anywhere on the coasts of the British Provinces if not nearer than thrce miles to
land."

But Mr. Everett, also United States' Minister in Londion, in 1844, May 25, puts
a different construction upon the Treaty of 1818. In his letter to Lord Aberdeen
of May 25, 1844, quoted in the United States' Brief (pages 1~, 16, 17, and 18*) he
says:-

It vas nîotoriously the object of the Article of the Treaty iii question, Lo plut anu end to the
difficultics wlich had grown- out of the operations of the tislerimeni from the United States along the
coasts, and upon the shores of tie settled portions of the couîntry, and for that prii1pose to reiiove their
vessels to a distance not exceeding three ifles froim ti saie. in estiiatinîg this distance the under-
signed adnts it to beient qf the Trce'ly, as it is in itself Io.nable, o haee Iad to the Ueneral
line of the coatl, and ho considPr its 7ays, reek d arbours-l/hat is, i/windculati simutilly so
accoa,-ed-as included within th. fine. But the undersigned cannot admit it to be reasonable, instead
of thus following the genîCral directions ot the coast, to draw a line fromn the soth-westernmost poit
of Nova Scotin, to he term ination of the nîorth-easternl boundary between the United States and New
.Urunswick ; and tu conisider the arms (If tle soi which will tis be cut o11, idl which cannot, on that

lne, lie less thai sixty miles wide, as one of the hîays on the coast fromn which Amnerican vessels are
exchded. By this interpretation the tishermnuon of the United States wold he shuut out froma the
waters distant, not three, but tlirty: miles, froim any- part of the Colonial Coast. The udersigned
exunot perceive that any assignable object or the restriction imuposed by the Convention or 1818, on
the tisling privilege aecorded to the citizens of the United States by the Treaty of 1783, requires such
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a latitude of construction. It is oinious that by the terins of the Treaty, the furthest distance to
which fishing vessels of tlieJnited'States are obliged to hold themselvés from'theColonial coasts "and
bays, is tlirec toiles. But owving to the pecnliar configuration of these coasts, there is a succession of
bays indenting the shores both of New Brinswick and Nova Scotia, witbin any distance not less tlian
tin·ce miles-a privilege fromi the enjoyment of which they will be wholly excluded-in this part of
the coast, if the broad arm of the sea whicL Ilows up between New Brunswick and Nova Scotia is
itself to be considered one of the forbidden bays."

Here in plain, unambiguous language,, Mr. Everett represents to Lord Aberdeen
that the Bay of Fundy ought not to be treated as a' bay from whièh United Statës'
fishermen were to be excluded under thé Convention of 1818, because the headlan.ds
wvere not only sixty miles apart, but one of them was not British. Moreover, he points
out that "owing to the:peculiar configuration of these coasts'" (i. e.-the coasts of
the Bay of Fundv itself), "there is a sùccession of bays indeíîting the sh'oreêibothof
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia (i. e., the two shore of. the lay of Fundy), witlin
any distance not less than thrce iles," from which last named bays the Amerian
fishermen had a right to approach, and from which privifiege hey were ïecessaily
excludcd by holing the whole body of the Bay of Fundy to be Béitishi6riitôial
water.

It is by no means conceded that because on both coasts of the Great Bay of
Fundy large bavs' äkist1whiéh; accoding to the British-~ontention; "Armerican
fishermen are forbidden to"aplroah, Mr. Everett vas right in his argurmentthat
the Bay of Fundy is really open sea, yet thereois at all'evetà a plausibilityabòôut
the reasoning which cannot attach to the contention of the United Sfttes in refereïn ce
to any other bav on the British American coasts.

Not a word is to be found in this letter affording the slightest countenance to
the.doctrine coitended for in the Answer and Brief of thé United! States, viz., that
no bay was intddd ti be'included'in the Convention of 1818,except bays of- no
greater width at the mouths than six miles. Had such a doctrine been iñ -the rhind
of!Mr. Everett when lie wrote this letter, it may be assumed that lie would not have
refrained from bruiging ituneler Lord' Alideeri's noticle. But-sd fà from setting
up sucla doctrine, lie says tliàt he "adffiit&it to bè"the iritnt cf tie ýTreaty; it
is.in itself reasonable; to have reoardftõthegener-allinè ofth coíëaöàst,änd ftrisider
its bays, creelc, and hàrlours-.týt is in'dentatiAs "udall'* 'c"' nted--s- 'iiidWd
within thia Jine." What line ? hlearl'h liàé withi three' rilirfron iih
all American fishing vessels are excluçled under the Coént'i'."MP.'-"'drtt
never ven tured to hinttlibat 1h& Bay oftiiïmiiörlthBa~'fóf €ålurá'diif Eot fall
within the words of the Convention of 1818. He U esthatffttiteeUnWé€dStâtês'
fishiermén are to be excluded from'the .Bay, of ,Fundy, M" two entirely different
linitations would exist in reference to the .right ofUshelter reserved to inerican
vessels on the rshörés of HrerMajesty's Colonil i pàssessionÈ ahey ewouldbe
allowed to fish within thrce miles of the place of shelter along the greater part of
the coast, while in refeeiid'to the entii-e extent of' shbreSwithin-¡thetBay of' Fundy,

1they .would bewholly prohibitedfron fishing along the coast, and would be kept at
a distance of tvinty or thirty milesi fri'nianvpla'eif ffdge in-Case ofex iity'

This argument impliedly admits that, whatever sayb&th" 0é"tb|th:By
of Fundy,Unit6d 'States' ,fishermen were, bythe.Trnty of,1818, y.eclded eept
for purposes of necessity,;'fron other bays -along .the> coast- ofMHer ,M y'
Colonial possessions, and from fishin$r within three miles of those bays.

The British Gov4niiiieïit, líow'e, , i ni845, whilstmintaining-as a matter of
strict construction that the Bay of Fundy was rightfullyeláiÎnedsby Grea:Britin,
as a bay within the mcaning of,‡he.Convention of 1818, relaxed the application of
this construction €ó ïiat'by'and lTk ed the'Uinitdl S tf Iursue
their avocations in any part of it, provided t
cases speci.fied in the.iTreaty of 1818,<,within three miles of. the entrance of any bay
on the coast of Nova Scotia oNew-Birùunwick i ' ' " r

This proviso shows clearly the construction put at that time (1845), and before,
by the British Government, ïpor theword "bay:" in 'the «Convention,,f'1818, on
both points that the di''nènsion§ oftlhe 1bay were irnmaterial aind that.no approach
was permissible within three miles of the entrance of a bay.

'n a Stat 'pa pe', caté1Júlý> 6, 1852,'M-. Webster,èSecretary.of State, although
contending 'that the wordi'ngof theConventiôn'ôf 1818-wasifhot confdrmable e
intentionsof the.United States as one of the Contracting Parties, says:-
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"It irould appear, that by a strict and rigid costruction of this Article (st Article of Convention
of 1818), fisling ve3sels of the United States are precluded froi entering into the bays or6harbours of the
British Proviices, except for the purposes of shelter, repairing danages, and obtaining wood and
water. A bay, as is usually understood, is an arn or recess of the sea entering fromn the occan
between capes or headlands ; and the lert is applic< equafly to small and large tracts of 'water' thas
situited. It is comnion to speak of Hudson's Bay, or the Bay of Biscay, althougli they are very large
tracts of water.

"The British authorities insist that England has a right to draw a line froinheadland to headland,
and to capture all Amnerican fishermen who nay follow their pursuits inside of that line. It weas
nuloubtedly an orcrsight in the Convention of 1818 to make so large a concession to England, since

the United States had usually considered that those vast inlets, or recesses of the ocean, ouglit to be
open to Amnerican fishermen as freely as the sea itself, to ithin three miles of the shore "

Had this language been used by so great and experienced a statesman as
Mr. Webster, in any ordinary debate, it would be testimony of the most weighty
character against the views put forth on this subject in the Answer of the United
States. But when it is borne in mind that Mr. Webster used these words in his
official capacity as Secretary of State, they must be considered as conclusive.

Mr. Rush, who negotiated the Treaty of 1818, in a letter to Secretary Marcy,
dated 18th July, 1853, says:-

" These are the decisive words in our favour. They mean no more than that our fishermen, whilst
fishing in the waters of the, Bay of Fundy, shoidd not go nearer than three miles to any of those small
inner bays, creeks, or harbours which are known to indent the coasts of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick. To suppose they werC bound to keep three miles off froni a line drawn from headland to headland
on the extreine outside limits of that bay-a lne which might mensure fifty miles or more, according to
the manner of drawing or imagining it-would be a most unnatural supposition.

"Simuilar reasons apply to all other large bays and gulfs. . In signing the Treaty, w«e believed
that w«e retained the right of fishing in the sea, whether called a bay, gulf, or by whatever name
designated. Our fishermen were waiting for the word, not of exclusion, but of admission to these large
outer bays or gulfs."

This reasoning of Mr. Rush evades the question. He admits the right of
exclusion from some bays, but can only say as to larger bays (not defining or even
describing what he means by larger bays) that it is not to be supposed the right of
fishing in them %vould be signed away by the American negotiators, a supposition,
however, which, it appears, Mr. Webster and other American statesmen did
entertain and express.

Senator Soule, in the Senate, August 5, 1852, referring to the words of
Mr. Webster, already cited, said

"Is England rieht ? If vo trust the Secretary of State, in the view whici he takes of her claims,
it would seem as if the terms of the letter of the Treaty were on lier side. This Mr. Webster
peremptorily admits, while others but debate it upon mere technicalities of language."

After quoting from Webster, Senator Soule continued .-

"Ilere the whole is surrendered; there is no escape from the admission. It was an oversight to
make so large a concession to England! The concession 'was then;inade, was it not ? If so, the
dipute is at au end ; and yet it vere a lard task to justify the summary process through. which
England has sought to compel us to compliance with the concession, paxticularly as she had, to say
the least of it, suffered our fisherimen to haunt the Bay of Fndy, by express allowance in 1844.

On August 12, 1852, Senator Butler, though expressing a desire to, make further
inquiries into the subject, said:-

"We cannot go beyond the Treaty of 1818 and that is, What is a British bay? What is one of
the bays and harbours of Great Britain ?"

And after speaking of the clear concessions to American fishermen, on some or
the coasts, bays, &c., of Newfoundland, Senator Butler adds:-

"But so far as regards the bays of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, we have no right under the
trms of the Treaty to fish in themr if they eau be regarded as British bays.

On August 14, 1852,, Senator Seward, answering the members of the Senate
who had criticised the passage above quoted from Mr. Webster, said:-

"I cannot assent to the force of the argument of the honourable Senator from Louisiana. I am the
more inclined to go ogainst it, because I thinik it is getting pretty late in the day to find the Secretary



of State wrong in the technical and legal construction of an instrument. Let us test the argument.
The honourable Senator says, that vhere the Government occupies both sides of the coast, and wlere
the strait through which the waters of the bay flow into the ocean is iot more than six miles wide,
then there is dominion over it

"Now, then, the Gut of Canso is a nost indispensable communication for our fishermen from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Northumberland Straits and to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, for a reason whicl auy,
one will very readily sec, by referring to the map ; yet the Gut of Canso is only three-quarters of a mile
wide. I should be sorry to adopt an argument which Great Britain niglt turn against us, to exclude
us fromt that important passage."

"Again I recall the honourable Senator's argument, viz:-
Two things unite to give a country dominion over an inland sea. The first is, that the land

on both sides nust be within the dominion of the Government claiming jurisdiction, and thon that
the strait is not more than six miles vide ; but that if the strait is more than six miles wide, no
such jurisdiction can be claimed.'

" Now, sir, this argument seemrs to me to prove too mucli. I think it would divest the United
States of the harbour of Boston, all the land around which belongs to Massachusetts or the
United States, while the mouth of the bay is six miles wide. It would surrender our dominion over
Long Island Soiuid,--a dominion which I think the State of New York and the United States vould
not willingly give up. It would surrender Delaware Bay; it would surrender, I think, Alberinarle
Sound and the Chesapeake Bay; and I believe it would surrender the Bay of Monterey, and perhaps
the Bay of San Francisco on the Pacifie coast."

Senator Tuck, during the same debate, said:

"Perhaps I shall be thought to charge the Coimnissioners of 1818 vith overlooking our interests.
They did so in the important renunciation which I have quoted; but they are obnoxious to no complaints
for so doing. In 1818, we took no mackerel on the coasts of British possessions, and there iwas no
reason to anticipate that we should ever have occasion to do so. Mackerel were thon found as
abundantly on the coast of New England as anywhere in the world, and it was not till years after
that this beautiful fish, in a great degree, left our waters. The mackerel fishery on the provincial
coasts Las principally grown up siice 1838, and no vessel vas ever licensed for that business in the
United States till 1828. The Commissioners iii 1818 lad no other business but to protect the cod
fishery, and this they did in a manner generally satisfactory to those most interested."

.The document, dated April 12, 1866, partially quoted at page 28 of the United
States' Brief, would. convey a far different meaning if given in full. The Commis-
sioners are desired to notice that the extract there given is in the text immediately
preceded by the following:-

"Her Majesty's Government are clearly of opinion that, by the Convention of 1818, the Unîited
States have renounced the right of fishing, not only within three miles of the Colonial shores, but
withii three miles of a line drawn across the mouth of any British bay or creek. But the question,
What is a British bay or creek ? is one which has been the occasion of difliculty in former times.

" It is therefore, at present, the wish of Her Majesty's Government .neither to concede nor,
for the present, to enforce any rights in this respect which are in their nature open to any serious
question."

It must be remembered that at' the date of this document the Anerican
fishermen were passing from the free use of all Canadian fisheries -ranted bv the
Reciprocity Treaty to the limitations of the Convention of 1818, ai Her Majesty's
Governnient, through friendly feelings, desired to give American fishermen some tiie
to return quietly to the system createi by the Convention of 1818.

With regard to the Memorandum quoted at page 32 of:the Brie, fHer Majesty's
Government are not aware that any such Memorandum was corninunicated by
then to the Government of the United States., and the United States' Agent is
challenged to produce any record of such communication having been officially made
to the United States' Government by the British Representative at Washington.

As a matter of fact, a private Memorandum in such terms was sent to Her
Majesty's Representative at Washington, but acconpanied bv distinct instructions
not to bring it under the consideration of the Government of the United Statesat
the time.

The matter with reference to Which it s îritten was a project for the
appointment of a Joint Commission which might serve to rernove occasion for
future misunderstanding

The quotation given in the Brief is as follows

"The riglit of Great Britain to exelude American 1shérman fromi waters within three miles of thd0
coast is unambiguous, arid it is believed, uncontested.'But there ý appears to be sonie doubt what are
the waters described as within threce miles of bays, crees, and harbours.1 Vhere a bay is less than.
six miles broad; itiswaters are iithin the three uiles limite and therefore clearly within the meaning or

636]
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the Treaty: but wben it is more than that breadth, the question arises whether it is a bay of Hler
Britannie Majesty's dominions.

STiis is a question wvhich lias to be considered in each particulr case, with regard to inter-
national law and usage. When such a bay, &c., is not a bay of ler Majesty's dominions, the American
fishermen -will be cntitled to fish in it, except within three miles of the 'coast; when it is a bay of
lier Majesty's dominions,' they will not be entitled to fisl within three miles of it, that is te say
(it is presumed), within three miles of a line drawn fromi headland to leadland."

The following are, however, the subsequent passages in the Memorandum,
which are entirely omitted in the Brief:-

" It is desimble tliat the British and American Govermnents shiould come to a clear understanding
in the case of ci bay, ereek, or harbour, what are the precise limits of the exclusive riglits of
Great Britain, and should define tiese limits iii sucl a way as to be incapable of dispute, either by
reference to the bearings of certain headlands, or other objects on shore, or by laying the. lines
down on a imap or chart.

"Witlh this olject, it is proposed that a Commission should be appointed, to be composed of
representatives of Great Britziii, the Unitel States, and Canada, te hold its sittings in Anerica, and
to report to the Britisiad Amnerican Govermnents their opinion, either as to the exact geographical
liimits to whieh the renunciation above quoted applies, or, if this is impracticable, to suggest some line
of delineation along the whole coast, which, tiioughi not in exact conformity vith the words of the
Convention, may appear to thei consistent in snbstance with the just riglts of the two nations,
:md calculated to remnove occasion for future conltroversy."

" It is nout intended that the result of the Commission shoild niecessarily be enbodied in a new
Convention betveenu the two countries, but if an agreement eau be arrived at, it may be sufficient that
it should bu in the forni of an understanding between the two Governments, as to the practical
iterpretation hvlich shall be given to the Convention of 1818"

It would be difficult for the Commissioners, with the context of the Memorandum
thus before them, to understand, even if this document had been officially cominuni-
cated to the United States' Government, how by it any doctrine was laid down to
vary or alter the Convention of 1818, and it is submitted that nothing was intended
by the Nemorandum. as in fact nothing was expressed therein in any manner
waiving or abandoning the rights secured to Great Britain by that Convention.

As to the instructions fron Mr. Mitchell, quoted at pages 31 and,32* of the
Brief, it is only necessary to say, that instead of contributing to the establishment
of the " status " claimned in the Brief, they are of a character to prevent any such
misapprehension. They re-affirm. the doctrine of the headlands in its fullest sense :
but in view of inipending negotiations, which resulted in the Washington Treaty,
the authorities, both inI England and in Canada, were desirous of removing all
obstacles by the temporary relaxation of their rights, and thereby prornoting a
friendlv and amicable settlement. This consideration niay explain the language of
Mr. Rogers, in his letter to the Admiralty of April 30, 1870, quoted at page 30* of
the Brief.

It may be here added that the Joint Iligh Conimissioners, when the Washington
Treatv Vas in course of negotiation, could not and did not ignore the difference
which had from to time arisen as to the interpretation of the Ist Article of the
Convention of 1818. In fact, these differences had given birth to the Reciprocity
Treaty of 1854, an(d being revived by the termination of that Treaty in 1866, the
Joint High Commission was proposedi primarily to dispose of that difficulty. In
the order of the subjects to be~stbmitted to that Commission, according to the letter
from M r. Fish to Sir E. Thornton, 30th January, 1871, the question of the fisheries
is first mnentioned. It vas " deemned of importance to the good relations which
they were ever anxious should subsist and be strengthened between the United
States and Great Britain, that a friendly and complete understanding should be
cone to between the two Goverunients as to the extent of the riglhts vhich belong
to the citizens of the United States, anci.Her Majesty's subjects, respectively, with
reference to the fisheries on the coasts of Her Majesty's possessions in North
America, and as to any other questions, &c."

-lad the " status" contended for in the United States' Brief been contemplated;
it is reasonable to suppose that it would have been fornally adopted orreferred to
in the Treaty. Not only, however, are the Protocols of the Conference silent on
this subject, but no record exists that such a status was ever entertained as a basis
of negotiation on the part bf' cither Governunient. On the contrary, and as if to
exclude the possibility of doubt, the words of the Convention of 1818 are adopted in
their integrity, and thus constituted the legal and actual basis on which the
indemnity to be paid is to be assessed.

4 Page 111 of this volume.
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The question therefore is simply one of construction of words. The particular
expressions in the 1st Article of the Convention, which have furnished the occasion
of a dispated construction, are "on or within three marine miles òf any of the
coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of His Britannie Majesty's dominions." For the
solution of this question it -will be convenient, in the first place, to state certain
principles of interpretataion to which recourse may be had when there is any
ambiguity in the terms of a Treaty.

In the first place it is an universal rule, dictated by common sense, for the
interpretation of contracts, and equally applicable to all instruments, that if there
is anything ambiguous in the terms in which they are expressed, they shall be
explained by the common use of those terms in the country in which the contracts
were made.-Pothier, Obligations, No. 94, "Ce qui peut paraitre ambigu dans un
contrat, s'interprète par ce qui est d'usage dans le pays."

In the second place it is an admitted principle, that for the meaning of the
technical language of *jurisprudence, ve are to look to the laws and jurisprudence of
the country, if the words have acquired a plain and positive neaning. (" The
Huntress," Davie's Admiralty [American] Reports, page 100. Flint v. Flemyng,
I Barnwall and Adolphus, 48.)

In'the third place, as Treaties are contracts belonging to the Law of Nations,
and the Law of Nations is the common property of all nations, and, as such, a part
and parcel of the law of every country (De Lovio v. Boit, 2 Gallison's Admiraltiy
[American] Reports, page 398. Buvot v. Burbot, cited by Lord Mansfield ini
Triquet and others v. Peach, 3 Burrows, page 1481); if we have recourse to the
usage of nations, or to the decisions of Courts in which the Law of Nations is
administered, for the definition of terms vhich occur in such contracts, and which
have received a plain and positive meaning, we are not going beyond the law of
either of the countries which are parties to the Treaty.

Vattel says that it is not allowable to interpret what has no need of interpréta-
tion. If the meaning be evident, and the conclusion iot obscure, you have no right
to look beyond or beneath it, to alter or add to it by conjecture. Wolff adds,
that to do so, is to remove all certainty from human transactions. To affix a
particular sense, founded on etymology or other reasons, upon an expression, in
order to evade the obligation arising from the cuîstomary neaning, is a fraudulent
subterfuge aggravating the guilt of ane fodifragous party- "fraus enin adstringit non
dissolvit perjurium.

These rules are adopted by T. D. Woolsey,. late President of Yale College.
(New York, 1877), page 185, § 109, in his Introduction to the Study of
International Law.

The Convention of 1818 was a contract between Great Britain and the United
States, and is to be construed like any other contract. The rule for such construc-
tion is well laid down by Mr. Addison, in his work on contracts (seventh Edition), at
page 164. He says: "Every contract ought to be so construed that no clause,
sentence, or word, shall be superfious, void, or insignificant; every word ouglt, to
operate in some shape or other, nan verba debent intelligi cum efèctu ut res magis valeat
quanz pereat."

In Robertson v. French (4 East 137), Lord Ellenborough says that the terms
of a contract Iare to be understood in their plain, ordinary, and popular sense.
unless they have generally, in respect to the subject matter (as by the known usage
of trade or the like) acquired.a peculiar sense distinct fron the popular sense of
the saine words."

In the case of Shore v. Wilson (9 Clark and Finnelly, pages 565, 566), Lord
Chief Justice Tindal, speaking of the construction of written instruments, says:
" When the words of any vritten instrument are free fron any ambiguity, in
themselves, and where external circumstances do not create any doubt or diffitcultv
as to the proper application to claimants under the instrument, or to the subjee't
matter to which the instrument relates, such instrument is always to be construed
according to the strict, plain, and -common meaning.of the vords themselves, and
evidence dehors the. instrument, for the purpose of* explaining it accordingo t he
surmised or alleged intention of the parties, is utterly inadmissible."

à fact, Judges, Arbitrators, or Commissioners who would disregard such rules
would assume the right of recasting.the law or the Treaties td suit their own fancy;
instead of enforcing the execution of a clear. contract. In this instance the two
parties agree not to invite this Commission to travel over such ground, and Her
Majesty's Government are confident-that the Commissioners will adhere to the
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instructions contained in the Washington Treatv, which directs them to estimate
the value of the privileges added by Article- XVfI to those already enjoyed under
Article I of the Convention of 1818.

As regards the power of Arbitrators, such as the Commissioners in this
instance, to interpret terms of Treaties, Hertslet's Treaties, vol. iii. page 518,
contaia the following precedent:-

Great Britain and the United States having referred a diñìculty, growing out
of the Treaty of Ghent (1814), to the arbitration of the Emperor of Russia, to
interpret the intentions of the parties, as contained in an Article of that Treaty,
lis Imperial Majesty stated that he considered himiself bound " strictly to adhere

to the grammatical interpretation of Article 1, &c." And, on a further reference
to His Majestv (same vol. page 521), the Emperor was of opinion that the question
coul] only be decided according to the literal and grammatical meaning of Article I
of the Treaty of Ghent. A notice of this decision is to be found in Lawrence's
second edition of Wheaton, pages 495, 496.

The Emperor of Russia, in ealing with this question, acted in accordance with
the rules laid down in Phillimore's International Law, vol. ii, page 72, as follows:-
"LXIX. Usual interpreiation is, in the case of Treaties, that neaning which the
practice of nations lias afñixed to the use of certain expressions and phrases, or to
the conclusions deducible from their omissions, whether they are or are not to be
understood by necessary implications. A clear usage is the best of ail interpreters
between nations, as between individuals; and it is not legally competent to either
nation or party to recede froni its verdict." And at page 73 the same author says:
" The principal rule has already been adverted to, namely, to follow the ordinary and
usual acceptations, the plain and obvious ieaning of the language employed. This
rule is, in fact, inculcated as a cardinal maxiin of interpretation equally by civilians
and by writers on international law."

The interpretation contended for by the United States' Government requires
that we sbould, in efflect, insert the words " of the shore " in the Article itself, as
understood, although not expressed, cither before the words " of any of the coasts,
hays, creeks, or harbours," &c., as necessary to make those words operative, or as
authorized by usage, or before the vords " bays, creeks, or harbours," as demanded
by tlie context, and indispensable to prevent a conflict with other provisions of the
Treaty.

Such an interpretation, however, is, in the first place, not required to make the
words 4 of any of the coasts " operative. Assuming that we should be justified in
applying to the language of the Treaty the decisions of the Admiralty Courts of
the United States, where any words have received a judicial interpretation, the
Treaty heing a contract according to the Law of Nations, and the Admiralty Courts
in the United States being tribunals which administer that law, we find that the
terni "coast" las received a judicial interpretation expressly with reference to
territorial jurisdiction ; and that, according to that interpretation, the word " coasts"
signifies "the parts of the land bordering on the sea, and extending to low
water mark ;" in other words, "the shores at low water."

This question was formally taken into consideration in the year 1804, in the
case of the "Africaine," a French corvette, captured by a British privateer off the
har of Charleston, and on the outside of the Rattlesnake Shoal, which is four miles
at least from land. (Bee's Admiralty Reports, page 205.) On this occasion, the
Commercial Agent of the Frencli Republic claimed the corvette to be restored as
captured within the jurisdiction of the United States, and it -was contended in
argument, in support of-the claim, that the term "'coasts " included also the shoals
to a given distance ; and that ail geographers and surveyors of sea-coasts
understood, by the tern "coasts," the shoals along the land. Mr. Justice Bee,
however, wv'ho sat in the Court of Admiraly, in Charleston, overruleci this argument,
and after observing that the interpretation of coasts, in the large sense of the word,
might possibly be correct in a maritime point of view, decided that "coasts," ·in
reference to territorial jurisdiction, is equivalent to shores, and must be construed
to mean " the land bordering on and washed by the sea extcnding to low-water
mark."

That the words "shores" and "coasts" arc equivalent terms,, according to
tlie cornmon sense of these terms in the jurisprudence of the United States, may
be gathered fromn the language of various Acts of Congress. For- instance, the
Reveniite Act of 1799 (Laws of the United States, vol. iii, page 136), assigns districts
to the ollectors of revenue, whose authority to visit vessels is extended expressly



to a distance of four leagues from the coast; and the districts of these collectors in
the case of the Atlantic States are expressly recited as comprehending "all the.
waters, shores, bays, harbours, creeks, and inlets" within the respective States..
This Act of Congress bas also received a judicial interpretation, according to which,
the authority of revenue officers to visit vessels is held to extend over the high seas:
to a distance of four leagues from the shore of the main land. Again, the Judiciary
Act of June, 1794, uses the vords " coastsI and "shores ' not as alternative, but.
as equivalent ternis according to judicial decisions on this very point, when it
speaks of the "territorial jurisdiction of the United States extending a marine
league froi the ' coasts' or ' shores' thereof."

It would thus appear that it is not necessary to understand the word "shore"
before "coasts " in order that the latter word should be fully intelligible. it
remains to consider whether sucb an understanding would be aithorized by usage-
on the principle laid down by Pothier: "Il'usage est d'une si grande autorité pour
l'interprétation des Conventions, qu'on sousentend dans un contrat les clauses qui
sont d'usage, quoiqu'elles ne soient pas exprimées." (Obligations, No. 95.)

No such usage, however, of nations prevails, applicable to the term " coasts."
Islands indeed, which are adjacent to the land, have been pronounced by Lord
Stowell to be natural appendages of the coasts on which they border, and to be
comprised within the bounds of territory. (" The Anna," 5 Robertson's Reports, page
385.) The assertion, therefore, of an usage to understand the word " shore" before
"coasts" in Treaties, would tend to limit the bounds of territorial jurisdiction-,
allowed by Lord Stowell in the case just cited, in which a question was involved to
which the United States' Government was a party, and in favour of whose claim>
on the ground of violated territory, Lord Stowell pronounced.

It remains next to consider what is the true construction of the expressions
within three marine miles of any of the " bays. creeks, or harbours." That the
words "bays," "creeks," and, "harbours," have all and each a distinct sense,
separate from and supplemental to the word " coasts," to which effect must be-
given, where there are reciprocal rights and obligations growing out of the Treaty
in which these words have been introduced, is' consonant with the rules for
interpreting contracts, which have been dictated by right and reason, and are
sanctioned by judicial decisions. Mr. Justice Story miay be cited as an authority
of the highest eminence, vho has recognized and applied this principle in construing
a statute of the United States. "The other words," he says, " descriptive of place
in the present statute (Statute 1825, c. 276, s; 22), which declare that 'if any
person or persons on the high seas, or in any arm of the sea, or in any river, haven.
creek, basin, or bay, within the Admiralty jurisdiction of the United States, and
out of the jurisdiction of any particular State,' &c., give great additional weight
to the suggestion that the 'high seas' meant the open unenclosed ocean, or that
portion of the sea whichi is Without the faces terrie on the sea coast, in contradis. -
tinction to that which is surrounded or inclosed between narrow headlands or
promontories; for if the, 'high seas' meant to include other waters, why should the-
supplemental words ' arm of the sea, river, creek, bay,' &jc., have been used ?" (United'
States v. Grush, 5 Mason's Admiralty Reports, page 298.)

This view of Mr. Justice Story is, in accordance with Pothier's rule,
" Lorsqu'une clause est susceptible de deux sens, on doit plutôt l'entendre dans
celui dans lequel elle peut avoir quelque effet, que dans celui dans lequel elle ne'en
pourrait avoir aucun." (Obligations, No. 92.)

The word " bay " itself has also received a plain and positive meaninq in a judicial
decision of a most important case before the Supreme Court.of the United States,
upon the construction of the 8th section of the Act of 1790, cap.9. :-A murder
had been committed on board the United States' ship of war "Inlependence,"
iying in Massachusetts Bay, and the question was whether any Court of the State
of Massachusetts, or only the Circuit -Court of the United States, as a Court of
Admiralty and Maritime Jurisdiction, had jurisdiction over a murder committed'in
such a bav. Chief Justice Marshall indelivering.the opinion of the Court defined
"bays" to be "inclosed parts of the sea." (United States:,. Bevan, 3Mheaton's
Reports,, page 387.)

Again, Mr. Justice Story in a question of indictment for assault, withintent to
kill, under the Crimes Statute of 1825, cap. 276, sec. 22, whichdeclares,- "that if
any person or persons upon the high seas, or in any arm of the seasor in any river,
haven, creek, basin, or bay within ther Admiralty jurisdiction of the United States,
and out of the jurisdiction of any particular State, on board any vesseli-shall commit
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an assault," &c., decided that the place where the murder was committed (the
vessel lving at such time between certain islands in the mouth of the Boston River),
was an arm of the sea.

"An arm of the sea," he further said, "mav include various descriptions of
waters, where the tide ebbs and flows. It may be a river, harbour, creek, basin, or
bay." (United States v. Grush, 5 Mason, 299.)

It would thus appear that the word " ba." lias received a positive definition
as a tern of jurisprudence, which is in accordance with the common use of the
terni in text books on the Law of Nations, which invariably speak of " bays"
as "4portions of sea inclosed within indents of coasts," and not as indents of coast.

Assuming, therefore, as established bevond reasonable doubt, that the word
" bay " signifies an arm or elbow of the sea inclosed Nithin headlands or peaks, and
not an incent of the coast, we may consider what is the true intention of the
expression " within three marine miles of a bay.' Are such miles to be measured
from the outer edge or chord of the bay, or from the inner edge or arc of the bay ?
in the first place it may be observed that the imner edge or arc of a bay touches
the coast, and if the distance is to be measured froi the shore of the bay, the word

* bay " itself has virtually no distinct signification from " coast," and has no
supplenental force: prind facie, therefore, this interpretation does not recommend
itself on the grounds already stateci.

Again : the interpretation which is given to the measure of distance from
bavs, must be given to the measure of distance froi creeks and harbours, both of
which, by the Mlunicipal Law of the United States, equally as of Great Britain,
are infra corpus comitatus, and whose waters are subject to the provisions of the
Municipal Law precisely as the shores of the land itself. But it may assist in
determining this question to keep in mind the rule that in contracts, Con doit
interpréter une clause par les autres clauses contenues dans l'acte, soit qu'elles
précédent ou suivent." (Pothier, Obligations, No. 96.) In other words, a subsequent

.clause may serve to interpret a former clause, if the latter be at ail ambiguous.
Accordingly, we find the renunciation of the liberty to fish vithin three marine miles
of any of the bays, creeks, or harbours of His Britannic M\'ajesty's dominions,
followed by the proviso that American fishermen shall be permitted to enter such
bays and harbours for certain specified purposes other than taking fish. In'other
words, they may prosecute their voyage for other purposes than fishing within the
entrance of any bay or harbour, but nay not "ake fish vithirn three marine miles
of any bay or harbour, i. e., within three marine miles of the entrance of any
bay or harbour. If this interpretation be not adopted, the proviso would be
absurd; for if American fishernen are impliedly permitted to fish within three
marine miles of the shore of any bay or harbour, they are permitted to enter such
bav or harbour, if the breadth of the mouth be more than six miles, and the
distance of the head of the bay or harbour from the ontrance be more than three
miles, for another purpose tlan for the purpose of shelter, or of repairing damages,
or of purchasing wood, or of obtaining water. But the Convention expressly says,
"for no other purpose whatever." If, therefore, thev cannot enter anv bav or
harbour for the purpose of prosecuting their occupation of fishing, it cannot be
intended that thev should be allowed to fish within three marine miles of the shore
of any hay or harbour, as the two provisisons would be inconsistent. Accordingly,
as the question resolves itself into the alternative interpretation of shore or entrance,
it follows that the correct interpretation which niakes the language of the entire
Article consistent with itself, is within three nurine miles of the entrance of any
hay, such entrance or mouth being, in fact, part of the bay itsef, and the bay being
approachable by fishing vessels only in the direction of the mouth or entrance.

That a bar of sea water wider than six miles at its mouth mav be vithin the
iodv of a county, is laid down by Lord Hale in his Treatise De Jure Maris et
Brachiorum ejusdem (Hargrave's Tracts, chap. 4): " An arm or branch of the sea
which lies within the fances terræ, where a man may reasonably discern between
shore and shore is, or at least mnay be, within the body of a countv." This doctrine
has been expressly adopted by Mr. Justice Story in De Lovio v. Boit (2 Gallison's
Reports, page 426, second çdition), in which, to use the language of Mr. Wheaton's
argument in United States v. Bevans (3 Wheaton's Reports, page 358); " all the
learning on the civil and criminal jurisdiction of the Admiralty is.collected together.'
There is, consequently, no doubt that the jurisdiction of the Municipal Law over
bays is notlimited to bavs which are less than six miles iii breadth, or three miles in
depth, since the general rule is, as was observed by the same eminent Judge. in United
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States v.' Grush (5 Mason, page 300) : " That such parts of rivers, arms, and creeks
of sea, are deemed to be within- the bodies of counties, where persons can see froni
one side to the other."

That the jurisprudence of the United States has recognized the principle of
Courts of Municipal Law exercising jurisdiction over bays at a distance more than
three miles from the shore, is shown by the decision of the Supreme Court in the
case of Church v. Hubbard (2 Cranch's Reports, page 187). In this case an
American brigantine, the "Aurora," when at anchor in the Bay of Para on the
coast of Brazil, and four or five leagues from Cape Paxos, was seized andýcondemned!
by the Portugese authorities for a breach of the laws of Portugal on a matter of
illicit trade. Chief Justice Marshall, in delivering the opinion of the Court, said-
t' Nothing is to be drawn from the laws or usages or nations, which proves that.
the seizure of the ' Aurora' by the Portuguese Government was an act of lawless.
violence."

The same principle was also involved in the opinion of the Attorney-General
of the United States upon the seizure of the British vessel " Grange " by a French,
frigate, within. the Bay of Delaware, and which was accordingly returned to the-
owners. In his Report to the United States' Government (14th May, 1793), the
Attorney-General observed "that the 'Grange' was arrested in the Delaware,
within the capes, before she had reached the sea," that is, in that part of the waters
of the Delaware which is called the Bay of Delaware, and which extends Io a
ditance of sixty miles within the capes. It is worthy of remark that the Bay of
Delaware is not within the body of. a county, its northern headland, Cape. May,
belonging to the State of New Jersey in property and jurisdiction, and its southern
headland, Cape Henlopen, being part of the State of Delaware, yet the whole bay
was held to be American territory.

The sanie principle was also involved in the judgment of the Supreme Court of
the United States in the case of Martin and others v. Waddell (16. Peter's Reports,
367), in which it was agreed on ail sides that the prerogative of the Crown, prior to
the American Revolution, extended over ail bays and arms of the sea, from the
River St. Croix to the Delaware:Bay.

Again, in the Report of the Committee of Congress (November 17, 1807) on the
affair of the Little Belt, it. was maintained that the British squadron had anchored
within the capes of Chesapeake Bay and within the acknowledged jurisdiction of the
United States, whilst it seems that the alleged violation of territory had taken
place at a distance of three leagues from Cape Henry, the southern headland of the
Bay of Chesapeake.

This assertion ofjurisdiction was in accordance with the instructions sent, May
17, 1806, fron Mr. Madison to Messrs. Monroe and Pinckney, according to which it
was to be insisted that the extent of the neutral immunity should correspond with
the claims maintained by Great Britain around her own territory; and that no
belligerent right should: be exercised within the:chambers formed by headlands, or
any-where at sea, within the distance of four leagues, or from a right line jrom one
headland to another.

What those claims were, as maintained by Great Britain, may be gathered
from the doctrine laid down by Sir Leoline Jenkins in his Report to His Majesty in
Council, December 5, 1665 (Life of Sir Leoline Jenkins, vol. ii, page 726) in the case
of an Ostend vessel having been captured by a Portuguese privateer, about four
leagues west of Dover, and two Dutch leagues from the English shore, in which
case a question arose whether the vessel had' been taken within one of the King of
England's chambers, i. e., within the line (a straight one having been drawn) from
the South Foreland to Dungeness Point, onwhich supposition she would have been
under the protectionand safeguard of the English Crown.

The same eninent Jùdge, in. another Report to the King in Council (vol. i, page
732), speaks of one of those recesses comnionly;called " your Majesty's chambers,"
being bounded by a straight line drawn froni Dunemore, in the Isle of Wightyno
Portand (according to the account gives of it to the:Admiralty in, 1664). He says,
"it grows. Very narrow westward, and- is scarce in any ýplace four leagues broad,.I
mean from any point of this imaginary line to the opposite English shore.".

And inaý third Report, October 11, 1675 (vol.ii.,pge 780), he gives his opinion
that a1Hamburg vessel, captured. by a French privateer should be set:free, upon; a.
full- andclear proofrthat she:*as.within one of "your Majesty's chambers at the
tinie of seizure, whichthe Hanburgher. in his first meinorial sets forth as being
eight leagues at sea:over:against.Harwich."
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This doctrine is fully in accordance with the text-books. ThusAzuni writes in
bis "Droit Maritime de l'Europe," chap. ii, art. 3, § 3:

"Les obligations relatives aux ports sont également applicables aux baies et aux golfes, attendu
fuils font aussi partie de la souveraineté du Gouvernement, dans la domination, et le territoire duquel

ils sont places, et qui les tient également sous sa sauvegarde : en consequence, l'asile accordé dans une
baie ou dans un golfe, n'est pas moins inviolable que celui d'un port, et tout attentat commis dans l'un
comme dans l'autre. doit être regardé comme une violation manifeste du droit des gens."

Valin, Comment. à l'Ordonnance de France, tit. " Des Rades," art. i, may be cited
in confirmation of this doctrine.

The words used in the Ist Article of the Convention of 1818 are, "On the coast
of Newfoundiand, on the shores of the Magdalen Islands, on the coasts, bays,
harbours, and creeks from Mount Joly, &c."

The word " on " is thus used as applicable to shores, coasts, bays, creeks, and
harbours, and the United States renounce any liberty to take, dry, or cure fish, on,

-or within thrce marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours.
It is admitted that the liberty to fish is renounced within three miles of the

coasts. If the contention of the Urited States that this renunciation applies only
to a specified distance fron the shores of the coasts, bays, creeks, and harbours,

.and is to bc ascertained by a line following the bays, creeks, and the indents thereof,
at a distance of three miles, be right, then shores or coasts, if synonymous with
shores, is the only necessary word, and the words, " bavs, creeks, and harbours,'
.are without meaning-a construction which would be contrary to the rule which

equires that effect be given to every word.
The word " bav " then must have a. meaning.
The distance therefore from headland to headland ought not to and cannot be

confined to a ineasure of six miles in order to give exclusive dominion within the
bay fornied by the headlands.

The general principle is that navigable waters included in bays between two
headlands belong to the Sovereign of the adjoining territory, as being necessary to
the safety of the nation and to the undisturbed use of the neighbourîng shores.
(Puiffendorff, b. 3, c. 5; Vattel, b. 1, ch. 33.)

The difficulty of limiting the extent to which this privilege should be carried is
thus stated by Azuni:

"'It is difficult to draw any precise or deterrinate conclusion amidst the variety of opinions as to
distance to which a State may lawfully extend its exclusive dominion over the sea adjoining its
:erritories, and beyond those portions of the sea vhich are embraced by harbours, gulfs, bays, &c.,
and estuaries, and over which its jurisdiction unquestionably extends." Azuni on the Maritime Laws
of Europe, 1, page 20G.

After commenting on this passage of Azuni, which he cites, Kent says, " Con-
sidering the great extent of the line of the American coasts, we have a right to
claim fbr fiscal and defensive regulations a liberal extension of maritime jurisdiction,
and it vould not be unreasonable, as I apprehend, to assume, for domestie purposes
connected with our safety and welfare, the control of the waters on our coasts,
though included within lines stretching from quite distant headlands, as, for
instance, fron Cape Ann to Cape Cod, and from Nantucket to Montauk Point, and
from that point to the Capes of the Delaware, and from the South. Cape of Florida
to the Mississippi. It is certain that our Government would be disposed to view
with some uneasiness and sensibility, in the case of war between some other
maritime Powers, the use of the waters of our coast far beyond the reach of cannon
shot, as cruizing ground for belligerent purposes."

Chancellor Kent therefore considers that some distance between the headlands
of more than six miles would properly bc insisted, on by the United States for
securing the objects above mentioned, the safety of the territory, and other lawful
ends.

The right of' exclusive fishing is undoubtedly a lawful end. (Vattel, b. 1, c.
23.) And where the nation has an exclusive right, it is entitled to keep the exercise
of that right in its own poyer, to the exclusion of others.
. In the Convention of 1818 no liimited construction was put upon the word

bay." . The Treaty employs as distinct ternis the words " coasts, bays, creeks,
and harbours." " Bay,",therefore, should be taken in the plain and ordinary sense
of the terni, to mean a portion of the sea, inclosed between ·heaçllands, which,
together with the shores within them, belong to the same nation.
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The entrance to this bay is marked or ascertained by a line drawn frôm head-
land to headland, whatever be the depth of the bay, and though the line drawn from
headland to headland exceed six marine miles.

The United States renounced the right to take fish in such bays. The Treaty
of Washington. 1871, frees them from sucli renunciation. The restriction' or
exclusion is altogether removed. The case of the Queen v. Keyn (L.R. 2 Ex. Div.
63), so much relied on in the Answer and Brief of the United States, affords no
support whatever to the position there taken. The question involved in that case
was whether or not a foreigner commanding a foreign vessel could legally be
convicted of manslaughter committed whilst sailing by the external coast of
England, within three miles from the shore, in the prosecution of a voyage from one
foreign port to another.

The Court, by a, majority of seven Judges to six, held the conviction bad, on
the ground that the jurisdiction of the Common Law Courts onl y extended to
offences committed vithin the realm, and that at Common Law such realm did not
extend on the external coasts beyond low-water mark., None of the Judges, how-
ever, doubted that Parliament had full power to extend the laws of the reahni to a
zone of three miles around the outer coast if it saw fit so to do. The Lord Chief
Justice of England, by whose casting judgment the conviction was quashed, not
only guarded himself expressly against being understood as throwing any doubt
whatever upon the jurisdiction of the Courts over inland or territorial waters, but
emphatically affirmed such jurisdiction.

"But," says he, (p. 1 G2) "only 80 iuch of the land of the outer coas as vas uncovered by the
sea, was held to be within the body of the adjoiuiug county. If an offence w as comamitted in a bay, gulf,
or estuary, interfauces trro, the Comnion Law would deal with itbecause the pai-ts 'of the sea so circurm-
8tanced were held to be within the body of the adjacent county or counties ; but along the càast on
the external sea the jurisdiction of the Connon Law extended no further than to low water mark.

Again, at page 197, he thus expresses himself:-

"To come back to the subject of the realn, I cannot help thinking that some confusion arisc' froni
the terni 'rean,' being used in more than one sense. Sonetimes it is used, as in the StaMte of
Richard II, to inean the land of England and the internal sea withi'ua it, sometimes as neaning whatever
the sovereignty of the Crown of England extended or was supposed to extend over. When it is used
as synonymous with territory, I take the true meaning of the terni 'realin of England';t be the
teritoiy to and over which thc Common Law of England extends. In other wvords, ail that is 'vithin
thre body of anîy county, to the exclusion of the highi seas, wvhich comne under a different jurisdiction
only because they are not within any of those territorial divisions into which,amongst other things
for the administration of the law, the kingdom is parcelled out. At all events I am prepared to abide
by the distinction taken in the Statutes of Richard II., bctween the reain and the sea."

This clearly shows that as far back as the time of Richard II, beyond which
legal memory is not permitted to run, the realn of England was known and under-
stood. to include within its bounds those inland waters which were enclosed from
the high seas betweenLheadlandsi

The -Answer of the United States;(page 5) quotes with approbationthe strong
condeinatory language of the Lord Chief Justice, and holds it. out to the, Commis-
sioners and the world as applicable to the contention of Great Britain inthis matter.
If the language was really so applied, it might be considered as damagig to the
case of Great Britain, but if it has no reference to any' question 'now before the
Commission, then it is submitted that its presence in the Answer is calculated to
mislead. In the course of his judgment, Sir Alexander Cockburn, referring to
claims made by England centuries ago, not nerely to .exclusive dominion. over the
four seas, but to the right to preserve the peace of the Kingiin all·seas, and even to
treat as pirates the crews of those foieign vessels vhich refused to strike their
colours to a King's ship on any sea, proceeds 'as follows (pages 174, 175)

"Vnie, in like nmannerlaid clain to the Adriatic, Genoato the Ligurian Sea Deunirk to a portion
of the North Sea. Te Portuguese, claimed to bar the ocean route to India and the' Indian seas to the'
rest of the world, while Spain made the like assertion vith reference~"to' 'the West. Al' these" vain
and extravagant pretensions have long si'ce given v to the influence of reason and common
sense."

The remainder of the passage qoted in the Answer isto be found a ae 196 of
the Report, where, referring to the jurisdiction of the Admiral, %hieh extended olvr
the whole ocean as regards British ships, and to Lhe reasoning of soe alder
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authorities which sought from that circumstance to extend the realm of Englanl
over the whole ocean, the Lord Chief Justice says:

"These assertions of sovereignty were manifestly based on the doctrine that the narrow seas are
part of the reahn of England. But tbat doctrine is now exploded. *Who at this day would venture
to affirm that'the sovereignty thus asserted in those tines now exists ? What English lawyer is there
who would not shrink from mxaintaining, what foreign jurist who would not deny, what foreign govern-
ment which would not repel such a pretension?"

In what possible way this language can be made to bear upon the present
inquiry, Her Majesty's Government are at a loss to understan<.

Sir Robert Phillimore, one of the Judges who agreed with the Lord Chie
Justice in the conclusion that the conviction ought not to stand, was equally careful
to put the consideration of the law governing bays and inland waters out of the
case. He says (page 71):-

" The question as to dominion over portions of the seas inclosed within beadlands, or contiguous
shore, such as the King's Chambers, is wot nowi ivider consideration.

The King's Chambers referred to by Sir Robert Phillimore are themselves well-
known bays or inland waters on the English coast, inclosed within headlands,
many of them as large or larger at the mouths than are the bays of Miramichi or
Chaleurs.

It is confidently claimed by Her Majesty's Government that the case of the..
Franconia," so far from affording any support to the Answer of the United States,

is an authority in favour of the right of Her Majesty to exercise sovereign and
exclusive jurisdiction over ail " bays " and other inland waters Iying on the coast
of British America, inclosed with headlands, be the distance between such bead-
lands what it may.

A subsequent case directly in point and containing an interpretation of the
very word in the very instrument now under discussion, has been decided by the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, the highest Appellate Court in the realm
in relation to all British Colonial inatters, as lately as the 14th Februarv, 1877.
The case is that of The Direct United States Cable Company (Limited), Appel-
lants v. The Anglo-Anerican Telegraph Company; (Limited) and others Respondents,
reported in the Law Reports Appeal cases, vol. ii, page. 394. The suit
was one in which the Respondent Company had obtained an injunction against the
Appellant Company restraining theni fron laying a telegraph cable in Conception
Bay, Newfoundland, and thereby infringing rights granted by the Legislature of
that island to the Respondent Company. The Appellant Company contended that
Conception Bay (which is rather more than twenty miles wide at its mouth and
runs inland between forty and fifty miles) was not British territorial waters, but a
part of the high seas. The buoy and cables complained of were laid within the
bay at a distance of more than three miles from the shore. The contention of the
Respondent Company was not sustained, and the injunction was retained. The
Judgment of the Judicial Committee was delivered by Lord Blackburn, and the
attention of the Commission is directed to the following quotation from' the Judg-
ment, which, so far as judicial interpretation can affect that object, must be held to
set the question at rest:

"Before proceeding to discuss the second question, it is desirable to state the facts which
taise it.

" Conception Bay lies on Fthe eastern side of Newfoundland, between two promontories, the
southern ending at Cape St. Francis, and the nortbern pronontory at Split Point. No evidence has
beén given, nor was any required, as to the configuration and dimensions of the bay, as that was a
inatter of which the Court could take judicial notice.

" On inspection of the Admiralty chart, the following statement, thougli not precise]y accurate,
seems to their Lordships sufficiently so to enable then to decide tie question.t-

" The bay is a well-marked bay, the distance from the head of the bay to Cape St. Francis being
about forty miles, and the distance from, the head of the bay to Split Point being about fifty miles.
The ayeTage -width of the bay is about fifteen miles, but tie distance from Cape St. Francisfto Split
Point is rather more than twenty miles.

"1 The Appellants bave brought and laid a telegraph cable to a Ibuoy more than thirty miles within
this bay. The buoy is more than three mi les from the shore of the hay, and in laying the cable, care
has been taken not at any point to cone within three miles of the shore, so as to avoid raising anyquýestiq as to the territorial dominion over the ocean within three miles of the shore. Their Lordships
therefor eure not called upon to express any opinioi on the questionS which kerereietly N much
discussed in the case of the Queen v. Keyn (the <-Franconia case).

"The question raised in this case, and to which their Eordships confine their judgmlient, is as to



the ferritorial dônimnión over a bay òf configuration and dimensiôns süch as those of Conception Bay
above described.

"The few Ëngslih common law authorities on this point relate to the question as; to where the
boundary of counties êñds, ind the exclusive jiirisdiction at comònôn law of the Court of Admiralty
begins, 'ýhich id not reisély. thé same question as that ùnder consideration: but this much is'
obvions, that, when it is decidëd that àny bay di etùary of any particular dimensions is or may beat
part of àii Eñglisli cdunty, and so coinpletely withii' the realm 6f England it is decided that a šimilar
bay or estuariy is 't iny be part of thé tériitôiál dominions of the country possessing the adjacent
shore.

" Thie eariést atiiority on the subject is to be found in the grand abridgement of Fitzhérberf,
'Corone 399,' whenèe it appears that iii the 8 Edivard II, in a case in Chancery (the nature and
subject inatter of Whicli does not appear), Staunton Justice expressed an opinion on thé subjeét..
There are one or two wôfds in the coinmon piinted edition òf Fitzherbert whiclh it is nôt easy tù
dêöipher or tiànslate, but subject to tht remark this ig à trànslati6iù of the passage: 'Nota Pe
Staunton Jiistiéde thât that is not sñce [which Lord Coké translatés ' part'] of the sea where à màa caü
sec what is donc froni orie part of te anter and the other, so as to seé fioñi one land to the other;
that thé coróneif shall dôme in such casé and pérfoin his offiée, as vell ai éoriing and going in an,
arm of the sea, there, where a mnan can see from one part of the other of the [a word not déôipheredji
that in such à pliàe the soiiti- éràti have conusance; &c.

" This id by nâ in àais définit, b ut it is clear Staunton thought šõeiè portions of the ses might be
in à county, and within thé jiisdiction of the jury of that county, and at that early time, beforé
caion were iii tis, he ään havë liäd in his mind no reference to cannon dhot;

hlôd doke iëddgnizes thi8 áutlioity 4 Institute, 140; aud so does Lord Ifle. The latter; in his
T-eâtisé, De Juire Maris,' jrt 1, cap. 4, iiscs this language : That affii or hrànch of the sea which
lies within tlie faùcé téfræS,' whreé a man mày itasoiably diseii bétween sböre and sh'ré; is or. ab
least may be, within tlhé bôdy of a county, aild therefore Withiin tb ju±isdiction of the shefiff or
coioner Edwàrd II, döron 399'

Neithér óf these fret a iithârities hadt occafiont t apply this doctrine to any particùlar place, noir to
define w1aia; rûas nt by seéiii or discérning. If it ineans to sec what irien are doing, so for instàiice,
that eye-witnesses on shore could say who wad té blâme in a: fÉaý on the -aters resúlting in déathï
the distancé would be v"ery liritëd ; if to discern what great ihips were aboïut, sd às to be able tô see
their maueuvres, it would be very much more extensive; in either sëñse it is indefiiite. But in,
Regina v. Cunningham (Belá d. C. 86) it did becômé. necessary to diérîhii 'Wliéthéi a particular spot
in the Bristol Chanël, on whidh thtie forëignérs àÙ board a forëigñ Éhip had côimitted a ciime;
wvas within thé coünty of Glaùiôrgan, thé indictmi'n't having, whether hëeës'arily or not charged thd
offenéè as having bëën coriimittéd in that côurity.

The Bristol Chànnél, li 4s to be remembered, is an a of the ëa dividing England from Wàles.
Into the upper end of this arä of tie sea thé River Severn flows. Thé thé aim of the sea lies
between Somèiétshirc aàd Giarorganshirë, and afterwairds letWeen Dèevôishir àid the counties of
Glamorgan, Carmaithin &iid faiibroke. It Ï'ideris as it déscends, and betwee. Port Eynori Headj
the lowest poiit o? dàiamr tishi , arid ithe opposlie shöré of Dëvon; it is wider thari Conceptidfi
Bay; bétwcé Ëàr*t1id Point, in iDvonshire, aiid embrokeshiré it is miuch wider. The ý dèsê
reserved was carefully prepared. It describes the spot where the crime was coxmitted as being in
the Bristol Channel between the Glamorganshire and Somersetshire coasts, and about ten miles or
xnbió fror n that of S .ièisêt It niégativëd th" 'pât bëing ir tlie River Severn, the mouth of whiéh, it
is ýtäted, wàs piöved tô bè at King's Rdad, higher up the Channel, and thatwas to be taken as the
finding of the jury. It also showedthat the; spot, in question was outside Penarth HËead, añd éoülà
not .therefore be treated. as within the smaller bay formed by Tienarth Head ãâd Lvêfnick P"II.
Andit set out what, evidence was given to prove that tie sjot lid beésà treatéd à jat of tié ëôunty
of Glamnorgan, aùd the 4iiéstionwas stàtëd t8 bé Ñ*hëthér thé pridôiérs were ptoperly convidtéd o
an offéë witliii the cumiy of GlaiÙêrjái. tàé case iàs "imh c6iisideisd, being:twice argued; aed
Chief Justice Cockburn delivered judgment, saying, ' The only 4ûestiôöi with which it becomnes n ecessary
foriui to déal,; i, *hëthei the part of 'thë àèa in which the vessel w.as at the time when the öffence was
coniiittêd, forms Part of thé body -of ,the county of ,Glamorgan; and we are of opinion ,that it does
The sea in question -is p'arof the Bristol Ghanneli both, shores :of which form part of Enilaïa ana
Walës, of the county of Somerset o tIhe one side, and the county of Glamorgan on thi bthér. W#
are of opinion that,.looking ut thé loéól situakidn of this sé, it iust b takei töôelongtd t11
c6uitiei résjectifél by thë sIiéà é ofwhich it is boufided; ànd thié fact 'of thé Holins, bétîveen Which àd
the shoré of the cnity d f laindiogaÈ, thc plàèé iii qiestioi, is ditiíatéd, having alays been treated as
pai-t ! thë pàiisli of Caïdiff ànd a ift df thé ädüity of Glamorgan is a stroñg illustration of; the
principle on which we proceed, namely, that the whole of this inlànd sea between the counties of
Somerset and Glamorgan, is. t. be considered as,within'the counties, by the shores of whiélí iti sevi .
parts are respectively bounded. We are therefore of opinion thai the pladé. in liestiôù i wýithn the.
'body of the county of- Giamogan.' The.case méšišèd iii d inhm's casé hiidhtall t thât
it was about ninèt?'mile s fðéin Penärtl aRôdé (llefe thê crlin Nas conièiitted) id thi riiöuth 6f the
Chanel, nidici bi1ts té thé lidšd1aríds iii I4nilidké, åàn HEï1ad 'Point inDëvonsliire; a' being the.
faticeé of tlâ t airii of the šèàYIt wàš ibt, h8êif rëtéëéasàry for the decision of Cunningham's ,asé,
té detéiniinêvhât.vas thé enti-ance of:thc riistol Chanel, fuither than that it vas i belowthe
place where the crniieý,was :conutsitted; and thuiigh the language' used ini the Judgment is such as t6
show that the imni-ession -ofthe Court wasthat ut least the whole of that part of the Chanii betWelii
the counties of Somerset a d amoiganvwswithin those coùùtié, I fiàb·s ttà s iiÙ detål lind
But this aue wd dtérieiiiêd, tuât ajilaéë int ilîê:séa i o f Iiy íivei, auJ Wherè thi sea eé§ sfítid
than ten miles wide, was witlii tà é dàhflyý É lamorïfb; and èóhseiitlÿ iñi:erÿ:d1üe iaf

words, within the territory of Great Britain, Ialso lhows that usage and the manner in which that
[636] X2



portion of the sea had been treated as being part of the county was material, and this was clearly
Lord Hale's opinion as lie says, not that a bay is part of a county, but only that it may be.

" Passing froi the cominon law of England to the general law of nations, as indicated by the text
writers on international jurisprudence, we find an universal agreement that harbours, estuaries, and
bays, landlocked, belong to the territory of the nation which possesses the shores round them, but no
agreement as to what is the rule to determine what is ' bay' for this purpose.

" It seems generally agreed that where the configuration and dimensions of the bay are such as to
show that the nation occupying the adjoining coasts also occupies the bay, it is part of the territory;
and with this idea. most of the writers on the subject refer to defensibility froin the shore as the
test of occupation ; some suggesting, therefore, a width of one cannon shot from shore to shore, or
three miles; some a cannon shot from each shore, or six miles; some au arbitrary distance of ten
miles. Ail of these are rules which, if adopted, vould exclude Conception Bay from the territory of
Newfoundland, but also would have excluded from the territory of Great Britain that part of the
Bristol Channel which in Regina v. Cunninglam was decided to be in the county of Glamorgan. On
the other band the diplomatists of the United States, in 1793, claimed a territorial jurisdiction over
inuchr more extensive bays, and Chancellor Kent in his commentaries, though by no means giving
the weight of his authority to this clain, gives some reasons for not considering it altogether
unreasonable.

" It does not appear to their Lordships that jurists aud text writers are agreed what ale the riles
as to dimensions and configurations, which, apart from other considerations, would lead to the con-
clusion that a bay is or is not a part of the territory of the State possessing the adjoining coasts; and
it has never, that they can find, been niade the ground of any judicial determination. If it were
necessary in this case to lay down a rule, the difficulty of the task would not deter their Lordships
from attempting to fulfil it. But in their opinion it is not necessary so to do. It seems to them that,
in point of fact, the British Government has for a long period exercised dominion over this bay, and
that their claim lias been acquiesced in by other nations, so as to show that the bay has been for a
long time occupied exclusively by Great Britain, a circunistance which in the tribunals of any country
would. be very important. And, moreover (which in a British tribunal is conclusive), the British
Legislature has by Acts of Parliament declared it to be part of the British territory, and part of the
country made subject to the Legislature of Newfoundland.

"To establish this proposition it is not necessary to go further back than to the 59 Geo. 111, c. 38,
passed in 1819, now nearly sixty years ago.

" There was a Convention made in 1818 between the United States and Great Britain, relating to'the
fisheries of Labrador, Newfoundland, and His Majesty's other possessions in North America, by.which
it was agreed that the fishermen of the United States should bave the rigit to fish on part of the
coasts (not including the part of the Island of Newfoundland on which Conception Bay lies), and
should not enter any 'bays' in any part of the coast, except for the purposes of shelter,' and repaing
damages, and purchasing wood, and obtaining water, and no other purposes whatever. It seems
impossible to doubt that this Convention applied to all bays, whether large or small, on that coast, and
consequently to Conception Bay. It is true that the Convention ,Would only bind the two nations
whô were parties to it, and, consequently, that though a strong assertion of ownership on the part
of Great Britain, acquiesced in by so powerful a State as the 'United States, the Convention though
weighty is not decisive."

The meaning of the word " bay" being settled, what therefore did the United
States renounce, when they renounced the right to take fish within three marine
miles of any of the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks ?

It is admitted'they could not take fish within three marine miles of thé coast.
Ithas :been shown that they could, not fish in the bay. Some right or privilege
outside the bay is therefore renounced. But how far outside ?' The distance is
expressly given-three marine miles.

But from what point is this distance to be measured. Not from the shore or
coast, for that construction would render the word " bay" superfluous. If any
place within the bay had been intended, the Treaty would have said so. The
entrance of the bay must therefore be the point whence the three miles are to be
ineasured. The entrance is defined by the line drawn from headland to headland,
and the three miles must be measured seawards from that line which defines and
marks the sea limit of the bays, as a corresponding three miles are to be measured
from the line or boundary of the shore.

This restriction not to fish within three marine miles of any bay, is of
importance in considering the whole argument of the United States.

The restrictions are, fishing in and within three miles of any bay. They are
quite distinctin sense and wording.. That the United States" fishermen might îfot
enter any bay for the purpose of fishing, is made quiteA distinct by the permission
given to enter such bays- for other specified purpo.ses; and when the further
restriction is added that they are not to take fish within three marine miles of any
bay, the conclusion is inevitable that7by the Convention of. 1818, the United States
fishermen were excluded from fishing within three marine miles of the entrance of
or line drawnacross from the headiands which form thebay.
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APPENDIX J. .

SPEECEIS 07 COUNSEL BEPORE THE JALIFAX 0OMMISSIoN.

At the Conference held on the 6th of September, 1877.
1Mr. Foster.-I will read the motion that was presented on the lst instant :-

" The Counsel and Agent of the United States ask the ilonourable Comnissioners to rule, declaring
that it is not competent for this Commission to award 'any compensation for commercial intercourse
between the two countries, and that.:the advantages resulting from the practice of purchasing bait, ice,
supplies, &c,, and from being allowed to transship cargoes in British waters, do not constitute a
foundation for award of compensation, and shall be wholly excluded from the consideration of this
tribunal."

The object, may it please the Commission, of this motion, is to obtain, if it be
possible, and place on record, a decision decrlaring the limits of your jurisdiction,
and thus to eliminate from the investigation matters which we believe to be imma-
terial, and beyond the scope of the powers conferred upon you. The XXInd
Article of the Treaty of Washington is the charter under which we are acting,
and this provides that-

Inasmuch as it is asserted by the Goverunent of Her Britannie Majeàty, that the privileges
accorded to the citizens of the United States; under Article XVIII of this Treàty are of greater value
than those accorded byArticles XIX and XXI of this Treaty to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty
and this assertion is not admitted by the Government of. the United States, it is further agreed that
Commissioners shalil be appointed to determine, having: îiegard to the privileges. accorded by i the
United States to the subjects pf Rer ,Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX Iad XXIof this
Treaty, the amount of any compensation, which, in- their opinion; ought to be paid by the Government
of the Unitèd States to the Governmenit of Hei Britarinic Majesty; in return for ë privileges aieorded
to the citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty.'

The subject 'of rou' investigation, then is the amount of any r copensatio
which ought to be paid by the United States to Her Majésty, in return for the
privileges accorded to the citizens of the United Statesunder Artiële XVIII ofÈthe
Treaty, and that is alL The other Articles: referred to in this se.ion, Articles
XIX and XXI, are set-6ffs, or equivalents, received by Her M•jesty's subjects
for thë Concession made by Her ajestys Government to .,,United States' citizens
under- Article XVIII. When we turn to Article XVIII, we find thatthe High
Contracting Parties agreed as follows

'<It is agreed by te High h o t acting Parties that, ini addition t h libert secnred t the
United States' fishermen by the Convention between Great Britain and the United States, signed at
London on the 20th day of October, 1818,.of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain. coasts of the
British North American Colonies tlierein defined, the. inhabitants of-the United Stats shall have, in>
common with the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, the libeity for the teim of f inetioned i
Article XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fis;b th easé toas 'unid
shores, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, 'Nvà Scotia aand Ne'ýr
Brunswick; and the Colony of Prince Edwaàrd Island, and of the everalislands thereïìntöd jacént,

'v.he, -vm',i a jt-
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without being restricted to any distance from the shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts,
and shores and islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and
curing their fish; provided that, in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private property,
or with British fishermen, in the peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the
same purpose. It is understood that the above-nentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and
that the salmon and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and the mouths of rivers are hereby
reserved exclusively for British fishermen."

The concession made to the citizens of the United States is the right to fish
inshore without being excluded three miles from the shore, as they were excluded
by the renunciation contained in the Treaty of 1818. It gives the further right to
land on the coasts and shores and islands, for the purpose of drying nets and curing
fish, provided that in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private
property for British fishermen, having the peaceable use of any part of the said
coasts in occupancy for the same purpose. The liberty of inshore fishing, and that
of landing on uninhabited and desert coasts, where no private rights, or rights of
private property will be interfered with, for the two purposes of drying their nets
and curin- their fish, are all the concessions which Article XVIII contains. Now,
as we understand it, the jurisdiction of this Commission extends to appraise
these two privileges, and nothing more, but the British claim seeks compensa-
tion for various incidental advantages, and a variety of other considerations. The
inhabitants of the United States traffic with the Colonists. They buy ice of them,
they buy of them fish for bait, and they buy of therù other supplies. They have
commercial intercourse with them, they sell to thein small codfish, better adàpted
for the British markets than those of the United States. They exchange flour,
kerosene, and other necessaries of life vith the British fishermen, receiving in
return bait and fish. For all these things compensation is demanded at your
hands.

In addition to that, every description of damage that has been done, or which
may be done hereafter by our fishermen, is made the foundation of daims for com-
pensation. The Treaty speaks of compensation to be awarded in return for privi-
leges accorded to the citizens of theUnited States, whilé the case made, and the
evidenée offered, claims danages as well.

Have àny of our fishing vessels lee-bowed-I believe that is the proper phrase
-British fishing boats in former vears, or are thev likely to do it again ? Aie
the fishing grounds hurt by "gurry " thrown into the water? Have families been
alarmed by American fishermen on shore? Every desëfiption of injury dnd
outrage, intentional or unintentional, great or small, going back to a period as far
as human inemory extends, is laid hefore you as ground for damages. The Colonial
Governinents have erected lighthouses on their coasts at dangerous points, and the
perils of navigation are thereby diniinished, so they present an estimate of the cost,
and a list of the number of the lighthouses, and gravely ask you to take thesé
things into consideration in making up your award. Whatever has to do with
fishinishing vessels, directly or indirectly, néaily or remotely, is
brought beibre you, and made the foundation of a claim. The British case and its
evidence seems to me to be a drag-net, more extensive than the purse seine of which
we have heard so much, gathering in everything that can be thought of, and laying
it bëfore you, if by any means, consciously or unconsciously, the amourit of such
award as yod shall render may thereby be aflected. Nôw it seems to us, dridrèî
these circumistances, to be a plain duty to ascertain, if we can, ànd to have recbtded
exaétly, the gi-uùndà of joi. jurisdiction, as in your judgment they exist. We udèr_.
stand, à I havé said, that ydu are simhply to determine the Value. of the inshdrè
fisheries, and the value of the right of lánding to cure fish and;dry iets, vh6ré thif
cn be donc Without interfèririg with private property, or British fisher meÙ drgiiis
nets. From the beginning we have protésted against any moir extensivé òlaiin
being made; this protest will be found distinctly and unequivocally made on page 8
of the I Answer," where it is said:

"Suffice it now to observe, that the claim of Great ,riiaiù io be compenatèd for alloiýing ñýitéd
States' fishermen to buy bait and other supplies of English subjects, has rio semblancé of foundatiôii in
the Treaty, by which no new right of traffic is conceded."

And in the recapitulation at the close of.the "Answer the Uni ted Sates
maintain, that the various incidental and reciprocal advantages of the Treaty, such
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as the privileges of trafficking, and purchasing bait, and other supplies, are not à
subject of compensation,.because the Treaty of Washington confers no such iights
on the inhabitants of the'United States, 'who now enjoy them merely.by sufferance,
and who can at any timeebe deprived of them by the enforcement of existing laws,
or the re-enactuient of former oppressive statutes. We say, first, that you have
no jurisdiction over such matters as a subject of compensation, because the Treaty
confers none upon you, and nothing of the kind is denominated in the bond. We
say, secondly, that ve have no vested rights under the Treaty regarding commercial
intercourse of this description; and that as regards such intercourse, the inhabitants
of the United States stand in the same relation to the subjects of Her Majesty as
they did before this Treaty was negotiated. These two points, though running
somewhat together, are nevertheless distinct. And we base our contention upon
the plain language of the Treaty, in which not one word can be found relating to
the right to buy or sell, to traffic or transfer cargoes--the whole language is
limited to the privilege of the inshore fisheries, both in Artice XVII, where these
privileges are conferred, and in Article XXII, which provides for the appointment
of this Commission. Of course, it is not necessary for me to cal your attention to
the fact that Commissioners, arbitrators, referees, and every other description of
tribunals, are limited in their powers by the teris of the instrument under which
they act; and that, if they include in any award a thing upon which they are not
authorized to decide, the entire award is thereby vitiated, and their whole action
becomes ultra vires, and void. I cannot anticipate that there will be any deniaI of
this plain proposition.

Now, the Commissioners evill be pleased to observe, and our friends on the
other side to take notice, that the United States utterly repudiate any obligation
either to make compensation, or pay damages for any of these matters ; that they
maintain, as they have from the first, that the question submitted here is solely
and exclusively the adjustment of equivalents relating to the inshore fisheries; and
that the United States will not be under the slightest.obligation to submit to an
award including anything more than these things. Turning to the Treaty again,
we find that there are Commercial Articles in it, but these are not Articles with
which this tribunal is concerned. From Article XXVI to XXXI, inclusive,
various commercial privileges are given to the citizens of the two countries. These
Articles relate to the navigation of the lakes, rivers, and canals, to the conveyance
of goods transshipped in bond free of duty, to the carrying trade; and as to them
the Treaty of Washington is a Reciprocity Treaty ; as to these matters, that which
is conceded on the one side is an equivalent for that vhich is conceded on the
other; and the mutual concessions are the sole equivalents for each other. Indeed,
who ever heard of a Treaty of Commercial Reciprocity, where a money payment,
to be ascertained by arbitration, w'as to balance concessions granted by the one
side to the other ? It is enough to say that in these commercial clauses of the
Treaty, as in all other commercial arrangements that have ever been made between
the two countries, there is no stipulation for compensation. It inay be well to
inquire on what footing the commercial 'relations between the' United States and
Great"Britain do resti. How have they stood for more than a generation past-for
nearly a hundred years? My friend Mr. Trescot has investigated .the Treaties,
and the result, as I understand it, is this-that the Commercial Convention of.1815,
originally entered into for four years, was extended during ten years more by the
Convention of 1818, and extended again indefinitely in 1827. The last
clause of" 'the IInd Article of the Convention of 1815, after providing as to the
duties to be levied on' the products of ýeach country, &c., and as to commercial
intercotrse beween t United States and Her Majesty's subjects in Europe,
stàites:

"The intercourse between the United States and His Britannie Majesty's possessions in thé West
Indies, and :on the Continent of North America, shal not be affected by:any of~'the provisiora of
this Article, but each party shal remain i the complete possession of it grights, ith respet t sh
an intercourse.

Thus the commercial intercourse betiween the two countries is provided for by
the Treaty of 1815, which, as I understand it",ünder its various extensions, is in
force to-day. It refers back to former and pre-existing rights, to find whièli it is
necessary to go still further back-to the Treatyof f1794,, commonly kown as
Jay's Treaty.: Turning:to that we find that the hlrd Artiîledeal yih the pc 1



relations between the United States and the British North American Colonies. It
might be supposed-and the argument perhaps might be correct, though 1 do not
say whether this would be the case or not-that the war of 1812 abrogated the
provisions of the Treaty of 1794. Vere it not that the Commercial Convention of
1815, referring to previous existing rights, quite manifestly, I think, treats as still
in force the provisions of this Article of the Treaty of 1791. I will not read the
whole Article, but it stipulates "that all goods and merchandize, whose importation
into His Majesty's said territories in America shall not be entirely prohibited, may
freely, and for the purposes of commerce, be carried into the same, in the manner
aforesaid, by the citizens of the United States, and that such goods and merchandize
shall be subject to no higher or other duties than are payable by His Majesty's
subjects, on importing the sa-me into the said territories; and in like manner, that
the goods and merchandize, whose importation into the United States shall not be
wholly prohibited, may freely, for the purposes of commerce, be carried into the
same by His Majesty's subjects, and that such goods and merchandize shall be
subject to no higher or other duties than are payable by the citizens of the United
States, on importing the same in Anerican vessels into the Atlantic ports of the said
States ;"--and mark this, "that all goods not prohibited from being exported from
the said territories respectively, may, in like manner, be carried out of the same by
the two parties respectivelv, on paying duty as aforesaid," that is to say, as I
understand it, the inhabitants of each country going for the purposes of commerce
to the other country, may export its goods, so long as their exportation is not
wholly prohibited, upon the saine terms as to export duties as would be imposed on
Her Majesty's subjects. Then the Article, after some other paragraphs, closes
thus:-" As this Article is intended to render, in a great degree, the local advan-
tages of eaeh party common to both, and thereby to promote a disposition
favourable to friendship and good neighbourhood, it is agreed that the respective
Governments will mutually promote this amicable intercourse, by causing speedy
and impartial justice to be done, and necessary protection to be extended to all who
may be concerned therein."

Gentlemen,--Sueh I understand to be the footing on which commercial inter-
course stands between the two countries to-day, if there is any Treaty that governs
commerce between the British North American Provinces and the United States.
And if this is not the case, the relations between the two countries stand upon that
comity and commercial freedom which exist between all civilized countries. The
effect of these provisions, to emplov an illustration. is this: If the Government of
Newfoundland chooses to prohibit its own people~froni exporting fish for bait, in
which export, it is testified, they carry on a trade of 40,0001. or 50,0001. annually
with St. Pierre, it can also, by the same law, prohibit United States' citizens from
carrying away such articles, but not otherwise. As I understand the effect of this
commercial clause, whatever may be exported from the British Provinces by any-
body-by their own citizens, by Frenchmen, or by citizens of other nations at peace
with them, may also be exported by citizens of the United States on the sam'e
terms, as to export duty, that apply to the rest of the world. If, then,Newfoundland
sees fit to conclude that the sale of bait fish-caplin, or herring, or squid, and ice,
is injurious to its interests, and therefore forbid its export altogether, that prohibi-
tion may extend to the citizens of the United States; but the citizens of the United
States have there the same privileges with the rest of the world; they cannot
be excluded from the right to buy and take bait out of the harbours of New.
foundland, unless the rest of the world is also excluded. However, this is of remote
consequence, and perhaps of no consequence, to the subject under discussion.

The material thing is this: under the Treaty .of Washington Nve cannot pre-
vent such legislation. The Treaty of Washington confers upon us no right
whatever to buy anything in Her Majesty's dominions. The Treaty of Washington
is a Treaty relating to fishing, and to nothing else. I am aware of the ground
taken in the reply filed by the British Agent. It is this:

<1 Previous to the date of the-Treaty of Washington, Ainerican fishermen were, by the Ist Article
of the Convention of 1818, admitted to enter the bays and barbours of Ris Britannie Majesty's dominions
in America for the purpose of shelterand of purchasing wood, and of obtaining water, andfor ?o other
purpose whartever.

"I By the terms of Article XVII of the Treaty of Washington United States' fishermen were
granted 'permission to land upon the said coasts and shores and islands, and alo upon the Magdalen
Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish.'



" The words, 'for -1o other purpose whatever,' are studiously omitted by the framers of the last-
named Treaty, and the privilege in covnnon with the subjects of Her ]Britannie Majesty, to take fish
and to land for fishing purposes, clearily includes tne liberty to purchase bait and supplies, transship
cargoes, -&c., for which Ier Majesty's Government contend it has a right to claim compensation."

'Well, as the quotation stands, to my mind it would be a non sequitur, but
when you turn to the Ist Article of the Convention of 1818, you find that under
it the conclusion quoted is a renunciation accompanied by two provisos:-

"And the United States hereby renounce for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed by the
inlhabitants thereof, to take, dry, or cure fish on or within three marine miles of any of the coasts,
bays, creeks, or harbours of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America, not included in the above-
mentioned limits."

This was a renunciation of the right to fish inshore, and it is followed by this
further proviso

"IProvided, however, that the American fishermenfshall be admitted to enter such bays or harbourî
for the purpose of shelter and of repairig damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of obtaining
water, and for no other purpose whatever."

This coupled the renunciation of the inshore fishery with the proviso that therc
may be resort to British waters for shelter and repairs, and for obtaining wood an ,
water. Then it goes on to sav.:

"But they shall be under such restrictions as may be necessary to prevent their taking, dryig,
or curing fish therein, or in any other manner whatever abusing the privileges hereby reserved to them.

Vhenever American fishermen seek British ports for shelter, or go there to
repair damages to their vessels, or for wood and water, they shall be under restric-
tions to prevent them from taking or curing fish therein. Now it was to remove
those restrictions which prevented them from taking, drying, and curing fish, that the
language framed in the XVIIIth Article of the Treaty of Washington was adopted,
which gives the citizens of the United States liberty to take fish, and permission to
land upon the said coasts and islands, and also on the Magdalen Islands, for th&
purpose of drying nets and curing fish. You will observe that the United States
renounced the right to the inshore, fisheries in 1818, but these are regained by the
provisions of the XVIIIth Article of the Treaty of Washington. The~ United States
retain the right of resorting to British ports for shelter, repairs, and purchasing
wood and water, subject to such regulations as would prevent their citizens dryig
fish on the shore; and'the object of this Article is to add to the inshore fisheries the
right to dry nets and cure fish on the shore, and this superadded right is limited to
parts of the coast whére it does nlot interfere. with private property, or the similar
rights of British fishermen. Now, what argument can be constructed from pro-
visions like these to infer the creation of an affirmative commercial privilege, ôr the
right to purchase supplies and transship cargoes, I am at a loss to imaginé. It
seems to me that if i were required to maintain that under the right conceded-to
dry nets and cure fish on unoccupied and unowned shores and coasts, taking café
not tointerfere with .British fishermen, couched in language like that, the United,
Statès had obtained a right to buy what the policy of the British Governmuent might
forbid to be sold, I shoïld not have"one ,vord to say for rayself. I cannot conceive
how a commercial privilege can be founded 'upon thât language, or how you can
construct an argument upop that language in support of its existene. But,
gentlemen, this'is not to be decided'by thé strict language of the Treaty aloné. We
knoW verV well what the views of, Great' Britain on such subjeets are, and we
know wvhat the policy of Her Majesty's Government was just before this Treatvwas
entired into. On the 16th February, 1871, Earl Kiünbérlev wrote to Lord Lisgar as
follows

"Te exclusion ofAmerican fisherinen Loresorting to Canadian ports, except for the purpose of
shelter-and, of repairing daiages therein purchasing wood; and of obtaining vater, might be warranted
by the letter of the Treatyý of 1818, and by the térms of; the 'Imperial Act 59 Geo. III, cap. 38
but Her Majesty's Government feel bound to state, that it :seems .to them an extreme measure,
inconsistent with;the general policy o thempireand they are disposed to concede this point to:the,
United ßtates' Government, under auch restrictions as ,naybe necessary ta prevent smuggling, and to
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cuard against any substantial invasion of the exclusive rights of fishing which may be reserved to
British subjects."

A month later, on the 17th March, 1871, another letter from Earl Kimberley to
Lord Lisgar gives to the Colonial Authorities this admonition:-

"1 think it right, however, to add tliat the responsibility of . determining what is the triie
construction of a Treaty made by Her Majesty with any foreign Power, nust remain *with Her
Majesty's Governmeut, and tiat the degree to which this coruitry woulld niake itself a party to the
strict enforcement of Treaty rights may depend iot only on the literai construction of the Treaty,
but on the inoderation and reasonableness with which those rights are asserted."

In such a spirit, and with these views of commercial policy, the Treaty of
Washington was negotiated; and cai one believe that it vas intended to have a
valuation by arbitration of the mutual privileges of international commerce?
Gentlemen, suppose that the Canadian Representative on the Joint High Commis-
sion, when the XVIIIth Article was under consideration, had proposed to amend it
by adding in language something like this :-And the said Commission shall further
award such compensation as, in their judgment, the United States ought to pay for its
citizens being allowed to buy ice, and herring, squid and caplin, of Canadians and
Newfoundlanders, and for the further privilege of being allowed to furnish thern
with flour and kerosene oil and other articles of nerchandize, in exchange for fish
and ice, and for the further privilege of being allowed to sell them small codfish;
suppose 1 say that an amendment in these or similar words had been suggested to
the memibers of the -ligh Joint Commission ; fancy the air of well-bred surprise
with which it would have been received by Earl Grey and Professor Bernard and
others. Imagine England-free-trade England--which forced commercial inter-
course upon China with cannon, asking for an arbitration to determine on what
price England, that lives by selling, will trade with the inhabitants of other
countries.

I venture to express the belief that the ground which has been taken here is
not the ground that will be sustained by the English Government, and that mv
friend, the British Agent, will receive from Her Majesty's Ministers the same
instructions that I shall certainly receive from the President of the United States,
viz., that at the time when the Treaty of Washington was negotiated; no one
dreamed that such claims as I have been referring to would be made, and that
neither Governent can afford to insist upon, or submit to, anything of the kind,
because it is contrary to the policy of the British Empire, and contrarv to the
spirit of civilizatiou If the language were at aIl equivocal, these considerations
would be decisive, but with the express limits to your authority laid down, they
hardly need to be asserted.

The next question is, whether the motion that has been made should be decided
by you at the present stage in your proceedings. We have brought it before you
at the earliest convenient opportunity.

The case of the British Government was not orally opened, and in our pleadings
we had interposed a denial of the existence of any such jurisdiction. If the matter
had been discussed in an opening, we might have replied to it, but as it was we
could not. The case proceeded with the introduction of evidence. Now, if the
evidence offered in support of these claims could have been objected to, we should
have interposed the objection that such evidence was inadmissible; but we could
not do that, and why ? Because the Treaty expressly requires the Commission to
receive such evidence as either Government may choose to lay before it; to avoid
the manifold inconvenience likely to result from discussing the admissibility of
evidence, it was stipulated, and we have allowed-L suppose with the approbation
of the Commissioners-every piece of evidence to come in without objection. We
conceived that ve were under obligation to do so. We could not bring the question
up earlier, and we bring it up now, just before our case commences, and say that
we ought to have it now decided: first, as a matter of great convenience;because
the course of our evidence will beaffected by your decision. There is ,much
evidence whieh we shall be obliged to introduce if .we are to be called updn to waive
the comparative advantages of mutual traffic, that would otherwise be dispensed with,
and that we think ought to be dispensed with. Moreover, we.maintain that we are
entitled to have your decision now on grounds of precedent. A preciselysimilar
question arose before the Geneva Arbitratiori. Th Unitéd States miidea clMinfor.-



indirect or consequential damages. That claim appeared in the case of the tJnited
States and its evidence, which were filed on the 15th December. The British case
was filed at the same time, and on the 15th of the next April, Lord.Tenterden
addressed this note to the Arbitrators:-

"GInemv, April 15, 1872.
"The Undersigned, Agent'of Her Britaniie Majesty, is instructed by Her Majesty's Goveininent

to state to Count Sclopis, that, whiile presenting their Counter-Case, under the special reservation
hereinafter mentioned, in reply to the case which lias been presented on the part of the United States,
they find it incumabent upon thema to inform the Arbitrators that a inisunderstanding has unfortunately
arisen between Great B3ritain and the United States as to the nature and extent of the claims referred
to the tribunal by the Ist Article of the Treaty of Washington.

"Tis misunderstanding relates to the claims for indirect losses put forward by thè Goverfuieiit
of the United States, under the several heads of-(1.) 'Thie lossès in the transfer of the Americau
commercial marine to the British flag.' (2.) 'The enhanced payments of insurance.' (3.) ' The pro-
longation of the war, and the addition of a large sum to the cost of the war and the suppression of the
the rebelion.' Which claims for indirect losses are not admitted by Her Majesty's Government to be
within either the scope or the intention of the reference to arbitration.

"I Her Majesty's Government have been for some tiae past, and still are, in correspoidenë with
Sthé Government of the United States upon this subject; and, as this correspondence has ïot been
brought to a final issue, Her Majesty's Governent being desirous (if possible) of proceeding with the
reference as to the claims for direct losses, have thought it proper in the meantime ý to present to the
Arbitrators their Counter-Case (whicb is strictly confined to the claims for direct losses), in the hope
that, before the time limited by the Vth Article of the Treaty, this unfortunate nisunderstanding may
be removed.

3ut Her Majesty's Government desire to intiinate, and do hereby expressly and formnally intimate
and notify to the Arbitrators, that this Countei-Cese is presented without prejudice to the position
assuméd by FIer Majesty's Government in the correspondence to wvhich reference has been made, and
under the express reservation of all fer Majesty's rights, in the event of a difference contining to
exist between the iHigh Contracting Pârties as te the scope and intention of the reference to
arbitration.

"If circumstances should render it necessary for Her Majesty to cause any further communication
to be addressed te the Arbitrators upon this subject, Her Majesty will direct that communication to be
.made at or before the time limited by the Vth Article of the Treaty.

" The Undersigned, &c.. (Signed) " TENTERDEN."

Thereupon, after some further fruitless negotiations, the Arbitrators, of théir
own motion, proceeded to decide and declare that the indirect claims made by the
United States were fnot within the scope of the arbitration, thus removing ail mis-
understanding by a decision eliminating immaterial matters from the controversy.
The decision was made, and put on record, exactly in the method which we ask you
to pursue here. We say that we are entided to have such a decision, on the grouùd
of precedent, as vell as of conveniënce ; and ve say further that we are entitled to
have it on the ground of simple justice. No tribunal has ever been known to refuse
to declare what, in its judgment, was the extent of its jurisdiction. To dd so, and
reccive evidence applicable to the subject as to which its jurisdiction is controverted,
and then to make a general decision, the result of which renders it impossible ever
to ascertain whether the tribunal acted upon the assumption that it had,6or had
not, jurisdiction over the controverted part of the case, would be the enreniity f
injustice.

If an award werè to be made under such circumstances, nobody ever would know
vwhether it émbraced the matter respecting which jurisdiction was dénied or not.
In illustration I may mention the Geneva .Arbitration. Suppose that it had g on
forward, withoutany declaration by the Arbitrators, that they excluded the indirect
losses, and then suppose that a round sum had been awarded, would lnot Gréat
Britain have had a right to assume that this round sum included the indireét cains,
to:which it never meant to submit ? So will it be here; unless there is placed upÔn
record the ruling of the Commissioners as to this point, it nëver will be pogsible for
us to know, or for the world to know, upon what ground you ha proceeded
whether you believe that we are to pay for commercial intercourse or not. No one
will know howv this is, unless upon our motion you decide one way dr the'othér: r
our assistance then in conduting the case, for convenience, and for the inforùiation
of our rc,etive Gernments, we ask you to maket his decisioù i and itis einti'
obviou tha if no decision is made it nustnecessarily be a"sàued that thesecon
ti-overed claimns a-e by yo deeed tobe _a just ground of awardl W eer can
know the corary, uniess you say s;a if yòuarto say W we h tht
convenience "ad justiee 'bth require' that 'you should'säg s at guéh An eel
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day as to enable us to shape the conduct of our case in conformity with your
decision.

Mr. Thomso.-I would like to know whether anything more is to be said onthie
subject by our learned friends opposite.

Mr. Foster.--Wc understand that, as is the case in connection with every
other motion, the party noving has the righ t, in this instance, to open and close the
argument.

Mr. Thonson.- make this observation simply because, in the course of the
American Agent's remarks, he said that Mr. Trescot had given particular attention
to the Treaties, and hence I assumed that he was about to be followed by
Mr. Trescot. it would be obviously unjust to the counsel acting on behalf of Hler
31ajesty's Government if they should now be called upon to answer the argument
that has been made without hearing all that is really to be said on the other side.
I understand that the other side have 'au undoubted right to reply to anything
which we niay say, but if Mr. Trescot is afterwards to start a new-argument, as I
rather infer from'Mr. Foster's remarks lie will do, this miglit put another phase on
thue matter.

M4r. Trescot.-As 1 understand the position taken by Mr. Foster, it is very plain,
and stated with all the fulness and precision necessary. ,He takes the ground that
the commercial relations between Great Britain and the United States stand either
on ordinary international comity or upon Treaty regulations. If upon the latter,
then they rest upon the Treaty of 1794, the third permanent Article of which did
determine the commercial relations which vere to exist between the United States
and the British North American Colonies, because in 1815 the Commercial Conven-
tion, then adopted and extended in 1815 and 1827, renewed that Article, even if it
should be contended, as I think it never has been before by the British Government,
that the permanent Articles of the Treaty of 1794 were abrogated by the war of
1812. The niegotiators of the Convention of 1815 took the IlIrd Article of the
Treaty of 1794 as a basis. but not being able to agree as to certain modifications,
decided to omit the Article, and to declare that: "The intercourse betweén the
United States and Ilis Britannic Majesty's possessions in the West Indies and on
the Continent of North America shall not be affected by any of the provisions of
this Article [i.e., the Article of the Convention of 1815 in reference to the com-
mercial relations between the United States and the possessions of His Britannic
Majesty in Europe], but eai party shall renain in the coraplete possession of its rights

aith respect lo such intercourse," those rights being, as we contend, the old rights
establislhed by the Treaty of 1815. But the question has not a very important
bearing upon our present contention, and lias been suggested simply in reply to
what we understand is to be one of the positions on the other side, viz., that
if we deny that commercial privileges were granted by the Treaty of 1871, and
are not therefore proper subjects of compensation in this award, then we have
no right whatever to these commercial privileges; and I can say in reply to the
very proper inquiry of my friend Mr. Thomson, that in any remarks I may rnake
that is the extent of the position Which will be taken, but 1 do not expect to refer
to the point at all.

Mr. Thomson.-In reference to the time at which this motion should be heard, in
view of the arguments which the lcarned Agent of the United States has used, I
shall not, on behalf of Her Majesty's Governrment, call upon this Commission to
say this is ân improper time for that purpose. We have no objection that, this
application on the part of the counsel of the United States' Government should be
'heard at length. and so they may be enabled to understand at all times, on all
reasonable occasions, the exact ground upon which we stand. The e is nothing
unreasonable in the view which has been put for'vard by them in this iespect.
They are entitled to know whether the Commission is going to take the matter,
named in their notice of motion, into consideration or not. We therefore have no
objection that your Excellency and your Honours should determine this point at
once, and we do not complàin of the time at which the motion is made. Y shal
now come to the substance of the motion. The Agént of thé United States bas
travelled out of the recordand has referred. to lighthouses, and other matters not
contained in'this motion. He also alluded'to the injuries whidh vere ommitted on
our coasts by the American fishermen, and lie says that we iave put thm al1
forward in our case as subjects for compensation. I amn not here now to consider
the question whether we have done so or not. I at resent only inend to di s
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whether the matters included in this motion are matters.coming within thejurisdic-
tion of this Court or hot. I read the motion; it states -

" The counsel and Agent of the United States ask the Honourable Commissioners to ruIe declaring
that it is not competent.for this Commission. to award any compensation for comnnercial,intercourse
between the two countries, and that the advantages resulting from the practice of purchasing bait, ice,
supplies, &c., and from being allowed to . transship cargoes in British waters, do not constitute any
foundation for an award of compensation, and shall be wholly excluded from the consideration of this
tribunal."

The tribunal -will see that these are the words inviting discussion; and these I
ara here to answer, and nothing else. Satisfactory answers could be given to the
other matters to which Mr. Foster has called attention; if this'were-the proper
tinie to give thëm., As to the lighthouses, for instance, it is quiteobvious'. that these
make the value of the fisheries .theiselves very much greater jo the Aniericans than
they would be .otherivise; but I say again,.that I aM: not goingto discuss that
question now. If it should arise hereanter, I shall do so. We shal undoubtediy be
obliged to discuss it eventually at the end of the case, but the question now is,
whether it fails within the jurisdiction of -this tribunal% to award to Great Britain
any pecuniary compensation for the rights which the Americans have undoubtedly
exercised -since the Washington Treaty was negotiated, of coming into our waters,
and, instead of taking-bait with their own lines and nets, as by the terms of that
Treaty they have a right to do, purchasing it from our citizens, of buying ice here
as well, and of getting supplies and transshipping their cargoes.. It is said in the
reply of -er Majesty (page 8, I think) that these privileges are clearly incidental;
that, looking at the whole scope .and meaning of the Treaty, it is clear that these
are incidental privileges for which the .American Government can afford to pay.
The words of our reply, read by Mr. Foster, are these :-

"'By the terms'of Article XVIII of the Treaty of Washington, United States' fishermen were
granted permission to land upon the said coasts and shores and islands, and also upon the Magdalen
Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish. The words, for no other ý purpoc
whatevcr, are studiously omitted by the framers of the last-named Treaty, and the privilege, in common
with the subjects of ler Britanmic Majesty, to take fish and- to land for fishing purposes, clearly includes
the liberty to purchase bait and supplies, transship cargoes,-&c., for which Jier Majesty's Goveranment
contend it has a right to claim compensation.

It is clear that these privileges were not enjoyed under the Convention of 1818, and it is equally
evident that they are enjoyed under the Treaty of Washington.»

Well, that is the argument which was put forward by Her Majesty's Govern.
ment, but whether that argument commends itself to the judgment of this tribunal
or not, is not for, me to. say, though to my mind it is a very strong and very forcible
one. Referring to.the wording, of the Treaty itself, and to the Convention of 1818,
the 1st section of the latter states: -

"Whereas differences have arisen respecting the liberty claimed by the United States, for the.
inhabitants thereof to take, dry, and cure fish on certain coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks of His
Britannic -Majesty's dominions in Aierica, it is agreed between the High Contracting Parties that the
inhabitants of the sàid United States shall have for ever, in common with the'subjects of His-Britannie
Majesty, the liberti to take fish of every kind on that part of. the southern coast of Newfoundland
which extends froma Cape -Ray to the Rameau Islands, on the western and northern coast of New-
foundland, from the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on the shores of the Magdalen Islands, and
also on the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks from Mount Joly, on the southera coast of ,Labrador
to and through the Straits of Belleisle, and thence northwardly indefinitely along the coast, without
prejudice, however, to any of. the exclusive rights of the Hudson's Bay Company. And that the
Ainerican fishermen shall also have liberty for ever to dry and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays
harbours, and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundland hereabove described; and of the
coast of Labrador; but so soon as the same or any portion thereof shall be settled, it shal not be
Iwwful for the said.fishermen to dry or cure fish at such portion so settled, without previous agreement
for such purpose with the inhabitants, proprietors,,or possessors of the.ground. And theUnited'States
liereby renounce.for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed by the inhabitants thereof to take, dry
or cure fish on or.within three marine milesof any of the coasts; bays, creeks, or harbours of His Britannic
Majesty's : dominions ;in:America, not rincluded in the above-mention~ed limits; provided;, however,.
that the Americandfishermen shall be admitted t6 enter such bays or harbourifor the purpose of shelter
and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood; and of obtaining water, and for no other purpoies
wvhatever. But they shall be under such restrictions as may be necessary 'to prevent their taling,
drying, or curing fish therein, or in any other manner whatever abusing the privileges hereby
reserved to them."
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Nw*, in referénce to the Washington Treaty, you will find this language used
in the commencement of the XVIIIth A rticle :- b

"It is agreed by the High Contracting Parties that, in addition to the liberty secured to the
United States' fishermen by the Convention between Great Britain and the 'United States, signed at
London oòn the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain coasts of thé
British North American Colonies therein defined, the inhabitants of the United States shall have, in'
common:with the subjects of Her Britannid Majesty, the liberty for the term of years mentioned in
Article XXXIII of this Treaty to take fish of every kind,except shell-fish, on the sea-coasts and shores
and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick,
aka the Colony of Prince Edward Island,.and of the several islands thereunto adjacent, without being
restricted to any distance from the shore, witb permission to land upon the said coasts and shores and
islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish
provided that in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private property, or with British
fishermaen in the peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the samne piirpôse.
It is understood thut the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that the salmion
and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and the mouths of rivers are hereby reseived
exclusively for British fishermen."

.1 call attention to the fact that in this very Treaty of Washington, the framers
have made as the basis of it, not only the Convention of 1818, but the 1st section
of it,.and in that section are contained the strong and positive declaration that the
Americans shall have the right (and only.that right),.of coming into British waters
for the purposes of obtaining shelter, repairing damages, and of securing wood and
water, and for no other purpose whatever. [ will now read Article XVIII .of the
Washington Treaty, and the argument I wish to found upon it is this: That the,
High Contracting Parties, or rather the Iigh Commissioners, had before them,
wvhen they framed that Treaty, the Convention of 1818, the lst Article of which
contains these words

"That the American fishermen shall be admitted to enter such bays or harbours for the purpose
of shelter, and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of obtaining water, and for no
other purpose whatever."

One would suppose that under ordinary circumstances it would have been
sufficient to have stopped with the statement, that they should be admitted 4 for
the purpose of shelter, &c., and of obtainin. water," but the framers of the
Convention of :1818 were particular to add, "and for· no other purpose
whatever."

They not only so restricted the Anericans by affirmative words, but also by
negative words. The High Contracting Parties having ·this before them, gave the
Americans the liberty of coming upoi our shores to lish on equal terms with our
fisherinen, and to take bait, &c. To my mind, the High Commissioners considered
that the framers of the Convention of 1818 deemed it necessary to insert the wo:ds,
"and lor no other purpose whatever," to make it absolutely certain that the,
Americans could only come in for shelter, repairs, wood, and vater, and should
enjoy no rights as incidental to that privilege, and that they purposely omitted
those words in the Treaty of Washington. It may, therefore, be well supposed,
that if the A mericatns were to be restricted to the very letter of the Treaty, thé
saine negative words would have been used, and undoubtedly had those words.
been useîiln the T'reaty, there would be an evd of the argument. If that hau been
the intention of .the Hi.gh-Commissioners, they would have gone on in this Treaty to
statein Article XVUI:-

«It is agreed by the Hiigh Contracting Parties, that, in addition to the liberty secured to the
United States' fisherinen by the Convention between Great Britain and the United States, signed at
London-on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain coasts of the
British North Aierican Colonies therein defined, the inhabitants ôr the United States shall have, in
cominon with the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, the liberty for the term of. years mentioned in
Article XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fish of every kind,. except shell-fish, on the sea-coasts and
shores, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, ,Nova Scotia, and New
Brunswick, and the Colony of Prince Edward Island, and of the several islands thereunto adjacent,
without being restricted to any distance from the shore, with përmission to land upon the said coasts
and shores and islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands for the purpose of drying their nets aâd
curing their fiìh, and for 'o other purwpse whatever."

But thesewords were nât used.
Now these are the words which the learned Agent of ý We United Stá s äì



the learned counsel who are associated with him, seek, in my judgment, to interpolate
into this Treaty. The framers of the Convention of 1818, were very cautious as to
its wording; the framers of the Treaty of Washington had that Convention before
them, and it must, therefore, I think, be fairly assumed that if it had been the
intention of either of the High Contracting Parties, in this instance, that the
Americans should simply have the bare.rights named in the Treaty ,and nothing
else, they would have followed the example set before them by the Convention
of 1818, and used these strong negative words, " and for no other purpose whatever."
I say that this argument is a fair and just one, of course its veight is to be determined
by this tribunal. I am by no means putting it forward as a conclusive argumnent,
but still the fact that they did not do so is of great .weight in my mind, though to
what extent its weight will affect the decision of this tribunal is not for me to
say, but it does appear to me to be a very strong argument indeed. Had,it been
inteuided to restrict the United States' fishermen, and, to use the languae. of
Mr. Foster, confine them merely: to what was mentioned in the bond, the High
Commissioners would have added "and for no other purpose whatever;" and
therefore their leaving that language out is open to the construction that thé
Americans were entitled to ail the incidental advantages which that Treaty would
necessarily be understood to confer.

Is it not a rather extraordinary argument on the part of the United States that
this privilege of theirs related only to their right of coming in and fishing onequal
termrs with our citizens, and to landing and to drying their nets and curing their
fish, and that the moment they had dried their nets and cured their fish, theywere
forthwith to take to their boats and go back to their vessels; and that bylanding for
any other purpose whatever they are clearly liable for infraction of the provisions
of this Treaty? It -is certainly a curious view which Mr. Foster.presents, vith-
regard to their mode of bartering along the coast, when he intimates that'fhèland
merely to exchange a gallon or two of kerosene oil or a barrel of four for fish, and
in effect declares-for this is the result of his argument-that for so doing the
Americans are liable to punishment.

Mr. Foster.-I said that they could be excluded by statute:
Mr. Thomson.-I will show you, before i an throughthat these American fisher-

men can by no possibility whatever come into our waters without incurringtherislk
of forfeiture, if Mr. Foster's reading of this Treaty be accepted as correct. This
would be the result of his argument: if you confine them to -the very terms of e
bond, to use the language of Mr. Foster, then it is -clear that if they land for.:the
purpose of giving a barrel of flour in exchange for-fish,;or.of purchasing fish, at
that moment their vessels are liable to forfeiture. This is a strange construction to
put upon the Treaty, and these are the strange results which will necessarily follo
if this tribunal adopt the view presented by thé American Agent. -

But there is another matter t& be-considered, and: it is this: In 1851 the
Reciprocity Treaty vas passed, and ýunder thatý,Treaty the Americans came into
fish on our coasts generally. They exercised the same rights .as they do nowiand
no person then ever complained of them for buying bait iunder-,the terms :of that
Treaty, though it did not in express terms authorize their purchase;of baitd or thefr
getting supplies of any kind on our shores; -still they.did so. By a kindof
commonconsensus of opinion, it ,was understood thatthey. had a rightto do sp
and no person complained of it. And in view of the course-which then wa0spur4
sued, this Treaty was framed. Mr.,FosterIhas put this case Suppose thatï,when
the Joint High Commissioners were sitting, the British Representative-had propôsed
that the value of the rights of transshipment, and of buyingibait,' and of having
commercial intërcourse with our-people, should:be taken into consideration ;bgthis
tribunal; then, had this been the case, it would îhave been ,met by a well-.bred
shrug from the Earl. of Ripon and Professor Bernard., This .may possiblybe: sot;
but I can say I think it would have been very strange indeed if our-Commissioners
had said to the American Commissioners :Under the Treaty. which-we-propose you
shall have the right:to fish in our:waters onequaterms:with' our fishermen, and
have. the right to land and cure your;fish; and the right also to dry .your nets on the
land, but the roment.that you take. one step farther, thè moment that youbuyx
pound of ice, and the moment that you presume to buy a singlefish for the;purpose
of bait in our waters,;and the -moment you ýattempt sto 'exercise:-any commercial
privilege whatever,- and above all>'the moment you iundertake to transshipäone
singlescàrgo, that :nmoinent your vessel will<be:forfeited, and theac c o e
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think that if this had been stated, there would have been sonething more, perhaps;
than a well-bred shrug from the American Commissioners. I think, therefore, it
may fairly be contended, in view of the wording of the two Treaties, that these are
privileges which it was intended that this Commission should take into consideration,
vhen they came to adjudicate respecting the value of our fisheries ; and. after all,

is not the value of our fisheries to these peuple enhanced by the way in which they
use them, and in which they generally have been using them-by coming into our
harbours to purchase bait and ice? Because it takes a lung time to catch the bait
for themselves, and they save time, and noney therefore-time and money being in
such case equivalent terms-by buying their bait. And why is this not, to all
intents and purposes, a privilege under this Treaty? I fail to see that it is not.
Why, when it is necessary to preserve bait in ice, and, as has been shown by all
the witnesses, that the Americans cannot procure bait and ice except on our
shores, should this not be considered an incidental right? It appears to me that
this view must be taken. The argument put forward on behalf of the United
States, demanding a contrary construction, is almost suicidal. Moreover I think
I can establish that this latter view is not taken by the Americans on this
subject. On page 467 of Mr. Sabine's Report, the follo ving language is used
"It is argued that if the liberty of landing on the shores of the Magdalen
Islands"-your Excelleney and your Honours will recolleet that while the
Americans have the right to fish around the Magdalen Islands, they have no right
to ]and on these shores, though our evidence has shown that, as a rule, they have
landed on these islands, both before and since the negotiation of this Treaty, and
have dragged their nets on the shore, and fished for bait in this way. Mr. Sabine
states:-

"It is argued that, 'if the liberty of landing on the shores of the Magdalen Islands had been in-
tended to be conceded, such an important concession would have been theisubject of express stipulation,'
&c., it may not be amiss to consider the suggestion. And I reply that, if 'a description of the inland
extent of the shore over which' we may use nets and seines in catching the hevring is %necessary, it is
equally necessary to define our riglits of drying aud curing the cod elsewhere, and as stipulated in the
Convention. Both are shore rights, and both are left without condition or limitation as to the quantity
of beach and upland that may be appropriated by our fishermen. It was proclaimed in the House of
Commons, more than two centaries ago, by Coke-that giant of the law-that ' FREE FISING' included
* ALL ITS INCIDENTs.' The thought may be useful to the Queen's Advocate and ier Majesvy's
Attorney-General, when next they transmit an opinion across the Atlantic 'which is to affect tieir own
reputation, and the reputation of their country. The right'to take fish 'on the shores of the Magdalen
Islands,' without conditions annexed to the grant, whatever these profoundly ignorant advisers of the
Crown of Euglaud nay say to the contrary, includes, by its very nature and necessity, all the
'incidents' of a 'free fishery,' and all the privileges in use by and common among fishermen, and all the
facilities and accommodations, on the land and on the sea, which conduce to the safety of the mnen
employed iii the fishery, and to an economical and advantageous prosecution of it."

Now, it may be said that this is not the opinion of a person entitled to weight;
but, at all events, it had sufficient weight to induce the Legislature of the United
States to republish this Report in a volume, which contains the sessional papers of
the House of Representatives of the forty-second Congress, second session. The
Legislature of the United States, therefore, thought it proper and of sufficient im-'
portance to publish it; and I believe that the Report vas published more1than
once. At all events, it is from their own State Papers that I quote it. The
language employed is very forcible." It is very often the case, w heu ou r friends across
the border are arguing nmatters that nearly or closely affect them, they couch
their arguments in, strong and uncomplimentary language :to those wvho differ
from them; and so, of course, when Mr. Sabine writes, " that it;would be well for
those profoundly ignorant Law Officers to govern themselves in future as to their
opinions," &c., we can understand that lauguage as being used, perhaps, in the
American sense of the term, and certainly fnot in. the offensive sense in which such
words would be construed here or in England.

Mr. Foster.-It is used in the Pickwickian sense.
Mr. Thomson.-I vas about to say so. I trust that it Was employed in that

sease. Here is a construction which the American nation can ýput forWard, as the
true construction of this Treaty, for thepurpose of obtaining the rightitolànd on
the Magdalen Islands, and the moment the shoe pinches on the other side, they want
to have the strict letter of the law and nothing else; they then do not wish to go a
single step beyond that, though the moment when it beomes necessary to extend
their rights, they want to obtain a liberal construction of its terms. «I do;nòt
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think myself that the United States can always claim to corne before any tribunal
and say that they have-where it suits their purpose to do so-been very liberal in
their construction of Treaties. In regard to this very Treatv itself, your Excel-
lency and your Honours are aware, that it certainly was an extraordinary construc-
tion on the part of the United States' Government, when a duty was by then placed
on the tin packages in which free fish entered into the United States. I wish to
show what necessarily would be the result if the United States' contention in this
inatter were right; but, before doing so, it nay be proper for me to notice an argu-
ment which Mr. Foster drew from the Convention of 1815, to which he called your'
attention, and part of which he read. He says that inasmuch as the Convention
referred to previous privileges, which the United States had abandoned as against
Great Britain, and as those privileges must have been granted by the Treaty of
1794, that, therefore, the war of 1812 did not abrogate those privileges, and that
this was a distinct admission on the part of Great Britain that the Treaty men-
tioned was not abrogated, and that the privilege conferred by that Treaty had been
in no way interfered with. J altogether deny the conclusion he thus draws; but it
is not now necessary for the purpose of my argument to answer that statemnent,
farther ,han to say that the mention of those privileges had reference to ordinary
commercial relations existing between the traders of the two nations. These
traders are a well-known class of persons. They are merchants and ship-owners,
who send their ships to sea., These -vessels have registers, clearances, manifests,
&c., for the purpose of showing the nationality of their vessels; and these papers
also show the voyage which tjie vessels have undertaken to prosecute, what they
have on board, and everything about them. If they are on a trading voyage, this
states their object. But fishing vessels have no such papers except registers. They
corne without clearances, and, if I understand the question at ail, they are a
separate and distinct class of vessels, and as a separate and distinct class thiey bave
always been treated by both nations. The Ist section of the Convention of 1818
had reference to ordinary traders, and to themn solely. Let it be admitted, for the
sake of argument, liat. Mr. Foster is right in his construction of the effect of the
language used in the Convention of 1815 to which he refers, though this I, in fact,
utterly deny; but still, adnitting that the words to which he has directed attention,
in fact declared that the war of 1812 had no practical effect whatever upon the
Treaty of 1794; supposing that this were so, what do we, find,? We find that in.
1818 a distinct and separate Treaty is framed referring to this very class, respecting.
whose rights your Excellency and your Honours are now, sitting in judgment-the
fishermen engaged in the-prosecution of the fisheries of the United States. The»
Convention of 1818 was made altogether with reference'to themn; vas it niot ? What
does the Ist section of that Convention of 1818 say? t is this:

"Art. I. Whereas differences lave arisen respecting the liberty claimed by the United States
for the inhabitants thereof, to take, dry, and cure fish on certain coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks of
His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America, it is agreed between tle Eigh Contracting Parties,
that the inhabitants of the said:Unhited States shall have for ever, in common with the subjects of His
Britannic Majesty, the liberty: to take fish of every kind on that part of the southern coast of New-
foundlland which extends from. Cape kay to the, Rameau Islands, on the wéstern and northern coast
of Newfoundland, fron said Cape lay to the Quirponl -slands;on the shores of the Magdalen Islands,
and also on the coasts, bays, Ilarbours, and creeks from Mount Joly; on the southern coast of
Labrador, to and througli the Straits of :Belleisle,'and thence northwardly indefinitely along the coast;
without prejudice, however, to any of the exclusive rights of the Hudson's Bay Company. And thiat
the American fishermen shall also have liberty, for ever, to dry and cure fish in- any of the unsettled
bays, harbours, and creeks of the southern part of the coast of Newfoundland hereabove described, and
of the coast of Labrador; but so soon as the same or. any portion thereof shall bâ settled, it shail not
be lawful for the said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such ;portion so settled, without previous agree-
ment for such purpose, with the inhabitants, proprietors; or.possessers of the ground. And tie United
States hereby renounce for ever any liberty heretofore enjoyed or claimed by, the iýhabitants thereof,
to take, dry, or cure fish on or within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bay, creek or
]arbou.s of Ris Britanic M1fajesty's dominions in Anieriàa, nt'ineluded within the ove-mentioned
limits; provided, hrowever, that the American fishermen shallibe permitted to enter such bays or
harbours for the purpose of shelter and of repairing danages therein, of purehasing wood, and Of
obtaining water, and for no other purposewhatever. But they shall be under such restrictions as
nay be necessary to prevent their .taking, drying or curing lsh therein, or in any other manner

whatever abusing the privileges hereby reserved to them."

Nov, I want tosay n y it please your Excellencyan your Honours, think
it most extraordinarv that the learned Agent of the Un ted States, and a man of
. [636] Z



his high standing and. great ability, should take this Matter up. and distinctly assert
that what took place in 1815 had the slightest bearing on the subsequent agree-
ment which was made with reference to the particular class mentioned-the
fishermen-between these two nations. I oust confess I cannot see the slightest
bearing it has on the Convention of 1818. I deny that the construction urged by
the Agent of the United States is correct; and, if it were necessary to do so, I think
I vould be able to convince this tribunal that the contention of Mr. Foster is
entirely erroneous. . Still, I put it out of consideration altogether, as being in no
way connected vith the matter at present at issue. What have you to do with it?
We stand here by the Treaty of 1818, which was a definite Treaty affecting the
fishermen of the United States, and the fisheries on the shores of these provinces.
.By the ternis of that Treaty the fishing vessels of the United States, and their
fishermen, were prohibited from coming withia three miles of our shores, and of all
our bays, for any purpose whatever, with three exceptions-that is to say, they
might resort to our harbours for the purpose of shelter in case of storms, to make
repairs in case of necessity, and to procure wood and water; and if they vent into
these places for any other purpose whatever, their vessels vere liable to forfeiture.
Yet though this was the case, as my learned friend on the other side well knows,
they incurred that liability time and again. Vessel after vessel of theirs was con-
demned, froni the making of this Treaty up to the present time; and has that
Treaty ever been abrogated? There is no pretence for saying that this is the case.
That Treatv stands in as much force to-day as, it didl in the year 1819, the year
after whichi it was passed, with one exception only-except in so far as it is
interfered with by the Treaty of Washington. Now let me turn your attention to
what the Treaty of Washington says on this point, because, so far as any privileges
were renounced by the IUnited States in the Treaty of 1818, they have been conferred
on the United States by the Treaty of Washington. The XVIIIth Article of the

r Treaty of Washington. declares

"Art. XVIII. It is agreed by the Hlighi Contracting Parties that, in addition te the liberty secured
to the United States' fishermien by the Convention between Great Britain and the United States,
signed at London on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain coasts
of the British North Ameiican Colonies therein defimed, the inhabitants of the United States shall have,
in common with the subjccts of Her Britannie Majesty, the liberty for the tern of years nentioned in
Article XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fish, on the sea-coasts and shores
anid in the bays, harbours; and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick,
and the Colony of Prince Edward's Island, and of the several islands thereunto·adjacent, without being
restricted to any distance-fron the shore, )vith permission to land upon the said coasts and shores, and
islands, and ailso upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose Of drying their nets and curing their fisi;
provided that, in so doing, they do not interfere with the rights of private property, or with British
fisheren, in the peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the saime purpose.
It is understood that the above-mîentioned liberty applies solely to the sea lishery, anid that the salmion
and siad isheries, and al other fisheries in: rivers and, the maouths of rivers are. hereby reserved
exclusively for British fishermen"

The only privileges which the Anerican fßshermen had in British waters are
reccived under the Convention of 1818; and as to all other privileges, they expressly
excluded thenselves by their renunciation for ever. Now, in this Treaty, Great
Britain siys, it, is expressly agreed by the High Contracting Parties, that in,
addition to the privileges which the Americans enjoy under the Convention of 1818,
that is, in addition to the privileges which they have of fishing on the southern.
coast of Labrador, and on the shores of the Magdalen Islands, and around the
shores of the lagdalen Islands:-

"The citizens of tne United States shal have, in coxmon vith the subjects of ler Britannic
Majesty, tie liberty for tlie tern of years mentionet in Article XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fish
of every kind, except shell-fish; on the sea coasts and siores, and in tie bays, liarbours, and creeks of
the Provinces of Quebec, Xova Scotia, and New Brunswick, and the Colony of Prince Edward's Island,
and of the several islands thereunto adjacent, without being restricted to any distance fronthe.
shore."

Can anything be plainer than this ? \Whereas, before this Treaty; Great Britain
says to the Unitedf States, " You could only. fßsh. around the Magdalen Islands, but
not land on these Islands." By this Treaty, however, all these restrictions are
taken away from you; and, in addition to that, the restrictions which were imposed
preventing you from fishing within three miles of the shores of Nova Scotia, New



Brunswick, Quebec, and Prince Edward Island, are renoved, and besides the right
of fishing there, you also have the right to land and dry your nets on these coasts.
Is not that plain ? The Convention of 1818 clearly stands untouched except in se far
as it is restricted by the Treaty of 1871. Now, what follows from this, ii t he Agent
of the United Sta tes is correct in his contention, and I presume that my learned
friends opposite have weighed it carefully? This follows.:-These American
lishermen having, then, as I have shown. no right to enter our harbours by any
Commercial Treaty ; they arc governed by the Convention of 1818;- their rights are
dehined by that Convention, and extended by the Agreement and Treaty of 1872.
This being the case, what have they a right to do, if the contention of my learned
friend on the other side is correct? They have a right, and that under this Treaty,
to fish witbin three miles of the shore in comrnon with the inhabitants of these
Colonies, and there to take fish of every kind, shell-fish excepted, and to land
for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish, and nothing more; that is
the " bond."

That is the '' bond," says Mr. Foster. That is all they have a right to do. If
it is, then what follows? Then all other privileges save those of taking fish within
three miles of the shore, landing on the coast for the purpose of drying nets and
curing fish, are governed by the Convention of 1818. And if that is the case then
when they do enter for the purpose of purchasing bait, they enter for another
purpose than that of obtaining wood and water, securing shelter, &c., and they
become liable to forfeiture. If they corne in for the purpose of buying ice, they are
in the same predicament; they have not entered for the purpose of baying wood or
obtaining shelter, they have .come in for the purpose of buying ice, vhich is
wholly foreign ta the provisions of the Treaty of 1818. They could not, under the
Treaty of 1818, enter for that purpose, and the position assumed by the learned
Agent and counsel for the United States is that that privilege is not conferred by
the Treaty of Washington. If so, they haven't-got it, and;every time they come in
for other purposes than those mentioned in the Treaty of 1818, they are liable to
forfeiture. The surprise with which 1, as counsel, heard that contention wiill, I
have no doubt, be only exceeded by that of the fishermen of the United States,
when they fnd that that is the construction placed on the Treaty by the Govern-
ment of the United States, as represented by their Agent, before this Commission.
if this argument applies to buying bait and ice, à fortiori, it applies-to the privilege
that they now enjoy of landing and transshipping cargoes. Under the plain reading
of the Treaty, there is no doubt about it; and if it does not come vithin the
incidental privileges, I admit that, as a lawyer. I cannot contend for one moment
that the privilege of buying bait, or at all events of buying ice, whatever mayr be
said about bait, as te which there may be a particular construction, to which I will
refer presently, I admit frankly that J cannot see that the privileges of buying ice,
or of transshipping-,cargoes, are conceded, unless they are te be considered as
necessarily incidental. If it is denied that they are conceded incidentally, then
the moment a vessel lands for any of those purposes, a forfeiture is worked
immediately.

There is just this distinction with reference to the taking of1bait. It has been
shown by numerous witnesses before this tribunal, ýthat these imen come'in and
employ our fishermen to get bait for them, and then pay the fishermen fer doing so.
Now 1 wish to be distinctly understood upon this point. I submit, without a shadow

,of doubt-I don't think it will be controverted on the other side-at all events it
will not be successfully controverted, that if those fishermen, having a right to
cone in and fish, as they-undoubtedly have under the Treaty, choose to hire men
to catch bait for them, they are catching that bait themselves. There is a legal
maxim put in old Latin, Qui facit per aliam facit per se, '< What a nman does by an
agent he does by himself." Therefore, in all these instances where it bas come out
in evidence:that they corne in and'get our fishermen to catch-bait for them, and pay
them for doing so, in all such cases the act is that of the'United States' fishermen
themselves. On the other hand, if the fishermen upon the coast keep large supplies
of bait, for the purpose cf selling to such persons as come a'long,then under the
construction of the Treaty contended ,for by the learned Agent of the United States"
Government, whenever bait is-porehasedin that way, that is'a purpose fer vhich it
is unla'ful te enter our ports under the Treaty of 1818, and- the act works 'a
forfeiture nf the vessel and cargo. That is" 'startling propositio

f nrreference tobait there is another consideration T thrdeout. do not know
Z 2



whether it will be dissented from or not by the learned counsel on the other side,
but this Treaty does give then this power, that they shall, in common with the
subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, have the liberty, for the tern of, &c., to
take isi. May not buying fish he a taking qf fish within the meaning of the
Treaty ?

It does not say to catch fish. The words are not " to fish," but "to take fish."
It simply uses the word "take." The term is a wide one, and I am not by any
means prepared to say that by a strict legal construction these people, finding the
fish caught here, have not a right to take it from the fishermen; I say that is
possibly a fair construction of the Treaty. In that case they do "take fish," and
that is al]. The contention on the other side, 1 suppose, Vill be to narrow that
-wordI "take " down to mean the actual taking of fish by the citizens of the United
States from the water, by means of nets and other appliances. If that be the con-
struction, then it follows, as a necessary consequence, that in taking bait from our
fishermen they infringe the Treaty of 1818. I wish to make niyself distinctly
understood on that point. By the Convention of 1818, the American fishermen
could not enter our harbours at ail except for the three purposes of obtaining
shelter, to get wood and water, and to niake repairs in case of necessity. Entrance
for any other purpose was made illegal. Any privileges vhich they had under that
Convention remained. _Any restrictions that they laboured under after that Con-
vention still remained, except in so far as they have been removed by the Wash-
ington Treaty, and if the construction be truc, as contended for by the learned
Agent of the United States' Government, then the restriction as to landing for the
purposes I have mentioned are not renioved. The purchasing of bait and ice, and
the transshipping of cargoes, are matters entirely outside of the Treaty, and unpro-
vided for. Under the Treaty of 1818, vessels entering for any other purposes than
the three provided for in that Treaty can be taken. As was put forward in the
Anerican Answer, any law can. be passed. An inhospitable law, they will
say, by which, the moment they do any of those acts, they will become liable to
forfeiture.

I do not presume that the remarks of the Agent of the United States, in which
he speaks of instructions possiblv coming from his Governnent, or from the Govern-
ment of Great Britain, sbould be taken into consideration, or that they can properly
be used as arguments to be addressed to this tribunal, because, as the learned
Agent very properly says, the authority of this tribunal is contained in the Treaty.
If the Treaty gives you authority, you have sworn to decide this matter according
to the very right of the matter, and I presume vou will not be governed by any
directions fron either Government. Nothing of that sort can be made use of as an
argument, and you will determine the matter conscientiouslv, I have no doubt, upon
the terns of the Treaty itself. Now lier Majesty's Government does not object to
your deciding, in so iany words, that these things are not subjects of compensation,
if that be the judgment of the Court. I have advanced very feebly the views which
I think ought to govern your decision upon the point, namely, that these are
incidental privileges which may fairly be constructed, in view of the way in which
this Treaty is framed, and as inseparable from the righ t given to the Americans
under the Treaty of Washington. But I confess that I shall not be at ail dissatis-
fied should this tribunal decide otherwise. If it be the desire of the American
Governinent that this tribunal shall keep within the very letter, and disregard
what I have argued is the spirit of the Treaty, and determine just merely the value
of the fisheries themselves, and of landing on the shores to dry nets,-very well,-I
have no objection, and we will accept such a decision. But Her Majesty's Govern-
ment wish it to be distinctly understood, that that is not the view they have held, or
wish to be compelled to hold of this Treaty. If, however, pressed as you are to
determine the question in this way by the Government'of the United States, and in
viev of the declaration you have made to determine it according to the very right
of the matter, you can conscientiously arrive at the conclusion for which they ask,
we shall not regret it at al].

Mr. Doutre.-I would desire to add to what bas been so well said by my learned
friend that the interpretation which 1-1er Majesty's Government bas put upon
the Washington Treaty, bas received the consecration of the whole time that the
Reciprocity Treaty vas in operation, by the course of dealing between the two
Governments vith reference to that Treaty. The Reciprocity Treaty was in exactly
the sane terms as the Washington Treaty, and under it the Americans have been
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admitted to purchase bait, transship their cargoes, and do all those things men-
tioned in the motion. I think that this interpretation cannot be lightly set aside to
ailopt the construction now sought to be put upon the.Treaty by our learned friends
on the other side. And to show that the several Provinces have not been indifferent
to these matters, I would refer the Commission to a Petition sent to the Queen by
the Legislature of Newfoundland on the 23rd April, 1853, which is to be found on
page 12 of the official correspondence which has been filed on our side:--

"TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

"May it please Your Majesty
4 We, Your Majesty's loyal subýjects, the Commons of Newfoundland, in General Assembly con-

vened, beg leave to approach Your Majesty with sentiments of unswerving loyalty to Your Gracious
Majesty's person and throne, to tender to Your Majesty our respectful and sincere acknowledgments
for the protection afforded by the Imperial Government to the fisheries of this Colony and Labrador
during the last year, and to pray that Your Gracious Majesty will be pleased to continue the saine
during the ensuing season.

" May it please Yourý Majesty:-
" The illicit traffic in bait carried on between the inhabitants of the western part of ibis island

and the French, has proved of serious injury to the fisheries generally, as the supply enables the îTrench
Bankers to commence their voyage early in spring, and thereby prevent the fish from reaching our
coasts. We therefore most earnestly beseech Your 3Majesty graciously to be pleased to cause an
efficient war-steamer to be placed in Burin during winter, so that by being early on the coast, she may
avert the evil of whichi we so greatly complain.

Passed the House of-Assembly, April 23rd, 1853.
"(Signed) JOHN KENT, Speaker."

I think that every other Province would have made the same complaint in
a different shape, but I quote this to show that the Provinces have never been
indifferent to the matter of selling bait to the Americans by Canadian subjects.

This is about'all that I wish to add to what has been said, except that I do not
know if I have well understood Mr. Foster in reference to a class of argument
which he has used. I repeat, I am not very certain that I have understood him
well, that if the construction put by the American side upon thiz Article were
not admitted, the American Government might repudiate the award made by he
Commission.

Mr. Foster.-Oh, no. I said that if the award included matters not submitted
to the tribunal, the principles of law would render it void. I did not say vhat my
Government would do under any given circumstances, nor am I ,authorized to
do so.

Mr. Doutre.-There is no authority to decide as to the legality of the award
made by the Commissioners, there is no other right than: might. However, if this
argument has not been used, I have nothing to add to what has been said by my
learned friend. If it had been, I should have found it necessary to address some
observations, which are rendered needless by the fact that I have misunderstood My
learned friend.

Mr. Weatherbe.-Owing to our adherence, until quite recently, to the arrange-
ment entered into to argue this iorning a preliminary question, and considering
the sudden determination of counsel on behalf of Her Majesty's Government to
enter upon the main question, and considering also that we are to be followed by
counsel of very great ability, I trust the imperfections of what feiv suggestions I
have to offer nay be excused. For my own part, I am much in favour of written
argument before this tribunal, whenever that is practicable. For example, it seems
we quite misunderstood the learned Agent and counsel for the United States,
Mr. Foster. This may have occurred in other respects. Were vritten arguments
to be subnitted, and, after examination, replied to in writing, all that vould be
avoided. The other side would probably admit their written argument would have
been different fron what has fallen from the lips.

Mr. Foster.-I hope it would be very much better.
-Mr. Weatherbe.-And yet an advantage of oral discussion was very forcibly

stated by Mr. Dana the other day-namely, the privilege of asking at the moment
for explanation for obscure and, ambiguous expressions; and hence just now, A
reply to My friend, Mr. Doutre, in regard to his interpretation-in which I must say
I concurred-as to the declaration by the Agent of the United States, of what his,
Government would do in case of an adverse decision on the point under discussion,
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an explanation bas followed. The words, as ve took them, would certainly form an
injustifiable mode of argument.

Treaties between the United States and Great Britain have been referred to-
the old Treaties-and I have just examined the passages cited. But I understood
the iearned counsel to admit that the argument relative to these was too remote or
of no consequence in relation to this discussion. (M1r. Trescot.-That is correct.) So
then I iay pass over my notes on that subject.

Mr. Foster, representing the United States before this tribunal, says that a
formal protest against the clainm of Her iMajestv's Governmnent for these incidental
advantages-the purchase of bait and supplies, transshipment, and traffic-for
which we are here claiming compensation under'the Treaty of Washington, is to be
found in the Answer of the United States. 1-le calls it a protest. I do find it in the
Ansver, but I find something more. I think this highly important. Of course this
Answer on behalf of a great nation is carefully preparecd to express the views of the
United States. We all weigh well-ve have never ceased to weigh well these
wvords-and we have within the prescribed time, many weeks ago, prepared and
filed our Reply. These are the words to which the Agent and counsel of the
United States refer -

. Suffice it now to be observed, that the claim of Great Britain to be compen-
sated for allowing United States' fishermen to buy bait, and other supplies, of British
subjects finds no semblance of foundation in the Treaty, by which no right of traffic
is conceled."

The Answer does not stop there. It goes further:-
" The United States are not aware that the former inhospitable Statutes have

ever been repealed."
Neither does it stop here, but continues:-
" Their enforcement may be renewed at any moment."
Here are three distinct grounds taken by the United States, in their formal

Answer to the Case presented by Great Britain-and the claim for the right of bait,
supplies, and transshipment, &c. First: there is no right to the enjoyment of these
privileges secured by the Treaty. Secondly : there are Statutes unrepealed, by which
it is rendered illegal to exercise these fishing privileges. Thirdly: such Statutes
may be enforced.

Thererore we understand the contention of the United States to be, not only
that this claini for incidental advantages-the incidents following necessarily the
right gi-en in express terms by the Treaty to take fish-not only do the United
States say there is no semblance of authority for the tribunal to consider these
things in awarding compensation, but that in point of fact these acts on the part of
the United States' fishernien have been, and are now, illegally exercised on our
shores. In dealing with that part of the United States' Answer, which 1 have read,
this is the language used in the Reply, printed and fdled on behalf of Her Majesty's
Government:-

"4 Thlie advantages so explicitly set forth in the Case, of freedom to transship
cargoes, outfit vessels, obtain ice, procure bait, and engage hands, &c., are not
denied in the Answer. Nor is it denied that these privileges have been constantly
enjoyed by American fishermen, under the operation of the Treaty of Washington.
Neither is the contention on the part of ler Majesty's Government, that all these
advantages are necessarv to the successful pursuit of the inshore or outside fisheries,
attempted to be controverted. But it is alleged, in the 3rd Section of the Answer,
that there are Statutes in force, or which may be called into force, to prevent the
enjoyment by American fishermen of these indispensable privileges."

Rlere, in the case prepared and filed and presented before this tribunal on
behalf of Her Majesty, it is alleged that these incidents are absolutely essential to
the successful prosecution of the fishery, and that they are enjoyed under, and by
virtub of the acceptance of the Treaty of Washington. Here in the 3rd Section of
the Answer presented before this Commission to becorne matter of record and
history, it is alleged that there are Statutes now in existence, or that may be called
into force, to preclude the enjoyment by the fishermen of the United States of these
necessary incidental advantages. Substantially that is the only ground taken in
the Answer, and I Jo not hesitate for a moment to say that, providing it is correct,
it is a reasonable answer. If Great Britain may, after the award of this tribunal
shall have been delivered-if the Government: of Great Britain or Canada may
afterwards call into force those Statutes, which we contend are at present suspended,



and raise the question for the decision of the Court of Vice-Admiralty here in
Halifax, or elsewhere, as it has been formerly raised and settled here, and if the
decision of such questions must necessarily lead to the confiscation of the vessels
attempting to avail themselves of these supposed privileges, then this is certainly a
matter of great concern to the United States, and a matter of great responsibility to
those in whose hands her great interests are for the time committed. In this view
I do not wonder that this answer is so much insisted on. In this view-if these
results are imminent, there is ground for careful deliberation. If these results
are inevitable, this answer, respecting the enforcement of Statutes, is a complete
and full answer-and that far the cause is ended, and the Court is closed.

It is admitted, I suppose, that the fishermen of the United States sail from their
own shores, enter these waters, and annually, monthly, daily, practically enjoy
these advantages since the Treaty of Washington. They never contended for a
right to enjoy them previously. Ail the witnesses unite in saying that they have
been shipping crews, purchasing and cutting and shipping ice, transshipping
cargoes of mackerel-that they have been in the full and absolute enjoyment of
every incident necessary to the successful prosecution of the fisheries. But it is
now put forward and urged, on the part of the Government and nation of these
foreign fishermen, that they have enjoyed these privileges without the sanction of
the Treaty, and in violation of the laws of the land, which could be at any moment
enforced against them ; -that there was, and is, no semblance of authority to enjoy
these rights under the Treaty of Washington; that they were, and are, exercised in
the face of existing Statutes, and at the peril of the United States' fishermen, and
the risk of loss of their vessels, property, and earnings. If you will look at the
Treaty-the learned counsel says in effect-you will find its Articles do not permit
the transshipment of mackerel, or the hiring of crews, or obtaining ice and bait ;
that we may land and dry fish, but we cannot transship ; that we eau take fish
out of the water and land them on deck, but we must stop there ; and the Treaty
in. no manner annuls the disabilities under which we laboured, and none of the
various things necessary to carry on the business of fishing is permitted; that you
have Statutes which vou have enforced before, and which you can and will enforce
again. This, then, is an important inquiry. I quite admit that much.

It was on consideration of the importance of this question, as regarded by the
United States, as I understand-this is the view- of counsel representing Her
Majesty's Government-that it was considered quite reasonable a discussion should
be entered upon, and it was decided not to resist the argument raised by the United
States, whose Agent and counsel claim the advantage to be obtained by reducing
the compensation in this manner.

I understand the learned Agent and counsel, Mr. Foster, now to say, that if an
award should be made including any compensation for these advantages-I presume
it is meant as well the enjoyment of them in the past, as prospectively, Great
iBritain could not expect. to receive payment for such award-that is, that they

would not be paid. There is no kind of argument in this, and, for my part, I an at
a loss to und'erstand why it-should be offered..

If Great Britain were obliged to adinit that an award' contained anything by
which it appeared on its face to be ultra vires, the United States could not be called
on for payment. Bùt i submit to thelearned Agent, whether he would or ought to
declare, in the name of the great nation he-represents, that if an award were made,
including compensation fôr the privileges already enjoyed, even although under
misapprehension, the United States would' repudiate that. They would hardly, I
humbly subinit, in the face of the worldrepudiatelpayment of suchýa sum as might
be awarded'for those privileges of the past, because the danger of confiscation had
passed away. And we are safe in believing that, if' the United States were assured
in any way that no proceedings would ever be taken, but the privileges in question
could be secured throughout the continuance of the Treaty to the fishermen of the
United States, that nation would promptly pay any sum that might be aw'arded.
Moreover, if this tribunal had',the power:-if authority had been delegated' and
were to be found'in the Treaty, toset questions of this kind at rest, and in making
their award of compensation-if the Commissioners- could secure these privileges, if
not already secure, I think then, also, no objection would be taken to their being
considered by the.tribunal. But it-is because it is contendèd that the enjoyment
of these necessary incidents is insecure-because the power of the: tribunal is
liinited-because the matter wvili. it is said. be left in a state of uncertainty here-
after-because questions mayý arise' over which .theý Government may have little
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control -- because the international relations of the future are unforeseen, and cannot
be anticipated, that the claim to compensation is resisted. This seems to me to be
the condition of the question, and this I gather, and have observed in the Answer
from the first, is the manner in which the subject has been regarded by the Agent
representing the United States. And so regarding it, an anxiety to prevent com-
pensation incommensurate with the privileges understood to be settled and secure,
beyond all question, seems perfectly reasonable.

But I think there are objections to attacking the claim set up here on behalf of
1er Majestv's Government in detail. A reason, stated by the learned Agent of the
United States, for asking for the decision of this question now, is, that the matter
should becone a record of the Commission ; and if the Commissioners come to the
conclusion that the right to transship and obtain ice, and bait, and men, and
supplies for the fishery, are necessary incidents to the riglht to " take fish," and arise,
therefore, by necessary implication, from the very terns of the Treaty, and that they
Can be properly considered in making up the award, it should be known and read
hereafter. And 1 can understand, if an award were to be paid out of the United
States' Treasury, and in that sum was included an amount for these already
specified rights, and if any doubts existed as to whether they were secured to the
fishermen, those doubts should be set at rest upon such payment. It will, however,
hardly be contended that this tribunal should be asked to give the grounds. It
would be utterly imipossible to give such grounds on each branch of the case.
Take the argument of the counsel in relation to lighthouses. The Representative
of the United States, it appears, now thinks that the evidence in regard to light-
houses was irrelevant; that is to say, if we had no lighthouses at all, our fisheries
would be just as valuable as they are now, and that if we had ten times as many
as we have, no compensation should be allowed, in consequence of the efficiency of
that service. I don't know how it may strike others, but it seenis to me just as
reasonable-with the exception already mentioned, about which I cannot conceive
any cause of anxiety-that a motion should be made to obtain a decision in
advance, for the information of the United States, as to whether that nation was,
in paying for the use of Canadian fisheries, paying in any indirect way, and to what
extent, for the support of the lights to guide the United States, in common with
British fishermen, through the ocean storms. It is a matter entirely for the Honour-
able Coimmissioners whether they are content to give their Award piecemeal;
whether they are to state prematurely the grounds-one ground to-day, another
to-morrow-upon which their Award is to be made.

It seems to me unfortunate that this question should not have been raised
earlier. One thing will be admitted: If this question had been submitted at the
outset, if this tribunal had undertaken to hear argument, and if the decision had
been adverse to us, a very large amount of time would have been saved in the mode
of submitting the testimony. We should have had this advantage, that we might
have fortilied our case on matters where the quantity of evidence is small. The
learned counsel on the other side.have listended to a large mass of testimony which
they now say is irrelevant. Suppose it should be so decided, the United States is
in this position-a large portion of tine allotted to them vill be saved. A great
deal of time nay be economised, which otherwise would have been occupied in
meeting claims supported in our case. Having succeeded in a matter of strict law,
after our time has been occupied in submitting a very large mass of evidence on
questions now sought to be excluded, the United States may now concentrate their
testinony upon points which are held to be before the Commission, and at the close
it will be contended that their evidence on these points greatly preponderates.

Mr. Foster.-We will give you more time.
Mr. Weathcrbe.-Well, we have pretty well arranged our programme, and I

think it is highly undesirable that the time should be lengthened. I don't wish it to
be inferred at ail that it is intimated in, the slightest degree that there iwas any
such motive governing the selection of the time to make this motion.

The Answer of the United States, at pages 8 and 9, 1and 15, 18 and 19,*
claims, on the part of the United States, consideration, in estimating the amount to
be awarded for Canada, of the advantages arising to Canadians on the coast from
the admission of United States' fishermen into our waters. In effect, the Commission
is asked in this document, first, to estimate the value of the privileges accorded to
the United States by the ternis of the Treaty of Washington,'in giving up to them
the fisheries; and then, although there is nothing whatever in.the Treaty to justify

* Pages 85, 86, 88, 89, and 90 of this volume.



it, they are required to reduce that sum, by deducting therefrom the value to a
certain class residing on our shores, of the right to trade with United States' fisher-
men, including the supply of this very bait in question. The Commissioners will
find, on the pages mentioned, very clear language to show how reasonably we can
claim for the privileges now sought to be excluded.

Mr. Foster.-I don't believe you remember just the view we take of that. We
sav: " The beneits thus far alluded to, are only indirectly, and remotely, within the
scope and cognizance of this Commission. They are brought to its attention chiefly
to refute the claim that it is an advantage to the United States to be able to enter
the harbours of the provinces, and traflic with the inhabitants." I say it lies out of
the case on both sides, and that is what our motion says.

Mr. Weatherbe.-That is an admission that incidental privileges are within the
scope and cognizance of the Commission. But there is other language which bas
been assigned to other counsel to cite. There are ample quotations from the
arguments of Canadian Statesmen, advocating remote and incidental privileges in
Parliament, as arguments in favour of the adoption of the Treaty. If the Agent
and lea:'ned counsel for the United States succeed in this motion, they do more than
exclude from the consideration of the case, compensation for the right of procuring
bait and ice by purchase, and the other incidents to a successful prosecution of the
fisheries. And, as the Answer stands, evidence may be offered on other points,
unless other motions follow the present for excluding matter from the consideration
of the Commission. I think it can be shown, that if this matter is not within the
jurisdiction of the Commission, and had not been so considered when the Answer
was drawn up, a great modification of that Answer would have been made.

3r. Foster.-It is quite capable of being very much improved, if I had more time.
3r. Weatherbe.-I am, however, only turning the attention of the tribunal to

the deliberate and soleinn admissions and declarations of the Answer, which bind
now and hereafter. *Whatever inay be the argument of the United States for the
present moment, these must remain, and they point to the true intention to be
gathered from the language of the Treaty of Washington, as understood by both
the great Parties to that compact.

The simple question we are now discussing is this: Whether certain things
are to be taken into consideration, as incidental to the nere act of taking fish out of
the water? What I understand the argument of the United States to be now is,
that, by the Treaty of Washington, the A merican fishermen have the right of taking
fish out of British waters, and landing to dry their nets and cure their fish, and
nothing else. The right to ]and to dry their nets and cure their fish they admit
are subjects for compensation. But what does .taking fish mean ? It means taking
thein out of the water and landing them on the deck, and nothing more, it is
contended. We contend that, by a fair and reasonable construction of the words,
the United States have obtained the privilege of carrying on the fishery. Can it be
doubted that this was the intention when the words were adopted. Are we asking
for any straiied construction by the tribunal? I think not.

By the Convention of 1818, the United States renounce for ever thereafter the
liberty to United States' fishermen of fishing in certain British waters, or ever
entering these'waters, except for shelter and for wood and water. "For no other
purpose whatever" is the sweeping language of the Treaty. 1 presume we are. to
have very little difference of opinion as to the intention of the clause containing
these words. That clause of the Convention of 1818 was fully considered by the
Joint High Commission who framed the Treaty of Washington. What do those
Commissioners say? That language has been cited. In addition to the liberty
secured by that Convention, the privilege is granted of taking fish. The Treaty of
Washington permits the liberty of taking fish, and of landing to dry nets and cure
fish. This tribunal is invited to decide that it is not competent for them to award
anything in relation to the incidental and necessary requirements to carry on the
fisheries.

Is it contended there was an oversight in framing the Treaty of Washing-
ton?. Is there an absence of words necessary to'secure the fuil enjoyment of our
fisheries to United States' fishermen? Vas that absence intentional? The learned
counsel for the United States have not stated their views upon this point. Can it be
possible that those who represented the United States in fraining the Treaty of
Washington intended the result which would fo1lo% the success of the present
motion. Can if be possible both parties intended that result? If this is an er-
sight, who are to suffer? The compensation is to be reduced. we are t 1
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the lUnited States' Treasury is to be saved, are the United States fishermen to suffer ?
Or is the award to be reduced for the want of privileges, and the fishermen to
continue illegally to enjoy all the privileges? This matter has not been fully
explained. I must admit, if there has been an oversight here, if so great an error
has occurred, the tribunal is powerless to correct the error, or to grant full com-
pensation.

But the learned Agent and counsel who support the motion did not state fully
to the Coinmission,-did not give to the Commission a full explanation this morning.
The Answer states the matter more fully than the application for the motion. The
Commissioners are entitled to know, fully and distinctly, what vieiv is taken by the
United States. Nothing was said as to the Statutes to be-enforced against United
States' fishermen in case the motion should be successful. In that event it would be
too late to deny the right to enforce the Statute. This would be unfortunate for
American fishermen, as it formerly was. Is the success of the motion to open old
sores, and awaken the very troubles the Treaty was made to set at rest ? There is
no escape, it appears to me.

I submit that our construction is the reasonable, fair, and legitimate one. The
words of the Treaty are sufficient to secure all the privileges, and preclude the
enforcement of Statutes. The words are sufficient to justify the awarding of full
compensation. Our argument is, that the right to "take fish " carries with it the
right to prepare to fish, and the words are sufficient to secure to American fishermen
those rights of which they were deprived, until secured by Treaty. We submit the
inatter with full confidence to this Flonourable Commission, regretting that any
intimation should have been offered on the other side, as to the improbability of
payment of any award, unless the judgment of Commissioners should be favourable.
I think . an obliged to admit on our side that we *have no alternative: that for us,
on this question of reducing the amount of compensation, the decision, even if
adverse, must prevail; and I beg to say, I trust vhatever it may be, it will be
accepted in the proper spirit.

Mr. Whiteway.-I was rather taken by surprise when 1 learned but just now
that the main question in this proposition was this day to be discussed, and not the
preliminary question as to whether the main question should be argued at the
present time, or as part of the final argument. I have now only a few observations
to make, in addition to those that have been so strongly put by the learned counsel
who have preceded ;me. It seems to me that the position taken by the learned
counsel on the opposite side to-day differs materially, and in fact is diametrically
opposed to that taken by them in their Answer. In their Answer they not only
allege, on the part of the United States, that they have a right to those incidental
advantages which may accrue from the concession of a right·to fish, but they go
further, and they allege that they have a right to claim for the incidental benefits,
-which may flow to the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, from traffie with American
fishermen, and they allege this as a specific ground for the reduction of the amount
claimed on behalf of Great Britain. Now at page 13, part IV,*,of the Answer,.they
say

"It is next proposed to consider the advantages derived by Britisli subjects from the provisions
of the Treaty of Washington.

"in the first place, the admission of American fishermen into British waters is no detriment, but
a positive advantage to colonial fishermen; they catch more fish, make more money, and are improved
in all their material circumstances, by the presence of foreign fishermen. The large quantities of the
best bait thrown over from Anerican vessels attract myriads of fish, sos that Canadians prefer to fish
side by side with them; and when doing so, make a larger catch than they otherwise could. The
returns of the product of the British fislieries conclusively show that the presence of foreign fishermen
cannot possibly have done them any injury.

"Secondly. Tte incidental baefis, arisinq fromi trale with Aimerica:fishernen, are of vital
imp)ortance to tte inhabitants of tho British M.faritine Provinces.

The incidental benefits arising from traflic, therefore, are, according to the
contention of our learned friends, to be taken into consideration, and to have weight
with the Commissioners in-reducing those damages which they may award to the
British Government. Now, all that has been, contended -for on the part of Great
Britain up to the present tine, is, that thevalue of the incidental advantages, which
necessarily arise froni the concession of the right to take fish vithin the three mile
limit, and to land for the purpose of curinc, should be taken into consideration by
theCommission. b

* Page 88 of this volume.



On page 9* of the Answer, they say.:
" It is further important to bear in mind; that the fishery claims of the! Treaty; of Washington

have àlready been in formal operation- during four years,-one-third of the whole period of their
continuance, while practically both fishing and commercial intercourse have been carried on. in
confornity wilh the Treaty ever since it was signed, May 8th, 1871."

Here they say that practically, both fishing and commercial intercourse has
been carried on in- conformity vith the T-eaty, ever since 1871. Now: then, if you
turn to the same Answer, page 13,† they say:-

" The 'United States call upon the British Agent to produce, and upon the Commissioners to require
at his bands, tangible evidence of the act'ual _practical value of t7e privilege of fislhing by Americans in
British territorial waters, as it has existedi under the Treaty for four years past, as it exists to-day, and: as
judging of the future byf the past, it nay reasonably be expected, to continue during the -ensuing eight
years embraced'in the Treaty."

- We have met their views, and' given evidence of the actual practical' value of
the privilege of fishing, and its incidents of commercial intercourse, as actually carried
on in conformity with the Treaty.

Now, your Excellency and your lonours, it appears to me very unfortunate; as
regards our present position, that this Commission did not sit immediàtely after the
Treaty was' entered into. If it had sat,-if th.e construction put upon the Treaty
was to the effect that the Commission had no jurisdiction to takeinto consideration
the incidental advantages of which evidence bas been given, then, as bas been- put
by my learned friend, Mr. Thomson; no traffic would have taken- place' from
American fishing vessels coming into our harbours for the purpose of buying bait;
for they would'have been liable to be confiscated forthwith. Butthis Treaty having
existed four vears, the fishermen of the United States and of Great Britain have
solved practically the question of tIhe construction of the Treaty themselves.. The
fishermen of the United States have found it more to their convenience, and speedy
baiting, to employ British fishermen to take bait for them, and in some instances to
buy it from them, believing that the right of traffic was conceded by this Treaty,
and thence the traffic. bas arisen. No such traffic would have arisen had this
question been determined at the outset, in accordance with the views contended; for
by the. counsel! for the United States, but because that traffie bas- arisen, and the
question has, been solved by the people themselves, therefore they now say we. are
precluded: from recovering any compensation for it. It bas been shown! here by·
clear, indisputable evidencé, that the- bank fisheries off the ceasts of the Dominion
and'Newfoundland could not be carried' on to advantage by American fishermen,
ivithout obtaining the bait upon our coast, which they have done. It is admitted
that this is a subject for consideration, and that this is a question they bave to pay
for; but now, forsooth, because this Commission bas not sat, and four years have
elapsed, and the fishermen of the two countries have practically solved the question
for themselves, we are to-beprecluded from obtaining compensationi for the advan-
tages that would otherwise have ta be paid for.

Again, in the Answer of the Unitedý'States, at page 18,4 it is stated:·" The
benefits alluded' to (that is, the incidental advantages) are only indirectly and
remotely within the scope and cognizance of this Commission." Here my learned
fiiends, show that they were clearly of' the opinion,. at the time they'penned, this
Answer, that these were mattersý that were, within the scope, of the Commission,
and. within their jurisdiction; And without objection on their part, we have
throughout the whole conduct of-our case; adducedeevidence to support:the position
we-now contendTfor.

M.'; Trescot-What I have' to say I shall say·very briefly, for my purpose is
rath3r to express my assent to whatý has-been said, than to add anything to1what I
consider the very completëargument of my colleague Mr. Foster

If I understand the British counsell correctly, they admit that the construction
for which ve contend is·a fair'construction. They seem to-thinkthat a broadèr:and
more liberal interpretation would be-more in conforinity with what they:consider to
be the spirit-ofthis discussion; butallof them appear to admit, that if we:choose'to
stand' on that'lànguage, we' have the rightto do it, and they do not object thatit
should'be enfôrced. Theyseenmtothink; however; that certain consequenceszwould
follow, ofivhièhb they bave apprehensiorns for us. That' is our matter. The conse-
quences that flowv from the interpretation will bè confinedito us; and are.matterswe
mustlook to. Atýpresentithe only question-isf whether ve haveMtheright to say ta
your'Honours, thatyou are limited in yourýaward ta a certain andspecific-series of
items. I think, honestly, we have 'driftedvery far from the common-sense view of

Page 86 of this volume. † Page 88. Page 90.
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this case. As to the technical argument, if we are to go into it, it might be insisted:
first, that, under the Treaty of 1818, if a fisherman went into a Colonial port, and
bought a load of coal for his cabin stove, lie violated the Treaty, because it only
gave him the right to go in and buy wood ; or when a fisherman bought ice, he was'
only buying vater in another shape, and therefore that when he had the right to
buy water, he had the right to buy ice. I do not, however, suppose that this is the
kind of arguments your Hionours propose to consider. It appears to me that if we
look at the history of this negotiation, we see with perfect distinctness what the
Commission is intended to do. When the High Commission met, and the question
of the fisheries came up, what vas the condition of the facts? We were annoyed
and worried to death by our fisherinen not being allowed to go within three miles of
the Canadian shore, and by their being watched by cutters. The idea of not being
allowed to buy bait, fish, and ice, which we had donc ever since the fisheries existed,
never crossed our minds. Ve knew what had been the established custom for over
half a century, from the earliest existence of the fisheries. We read your advertise-
ments offering all these things for sale, as an inducement to come into your ports.
We had the declaration of Her Majesty's Colonial Secretary, that whatever might
be the technical right, he would not consent to Colonial legislation, which deprived
us and you of this natural and profitable exchange, and we knew that in the extreme
application of your laws, you had not attempted to confiscate or punish United
States' fishermen for such purchases. It never occurred to us that this was a ques-
tion in discussion. What we wanted to do was to raise the question as to the inshore
fisheries. That was the only question we were considering, and so far from raising
any question about it, what is the instruction of the British Government to their
negotiators? It was as follows:-

"The two chief questions are: As to whether the egpression, 'three marine miles of any of the
coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of Her Britannic Majesty's dominions' should be taken to mean a
limit of three miles froi the coast line, or a limit of three miles from a line drawn froni headland to
headland ; and whether the proviso that 'the American fishernien shall be admitted to enter such bays
or harbours for the purpose of shelter, and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood, and of
obtaining water, and for no other purpose whatever,' is intended to exclude American vessels from
coming inshore to traffic, transship fisl, purchase stores, hire seamen, &c.

C Her Majesty's Government would be glad to learn that you were able to arrive at a conclusive
understanding with the Comimissioners of the IUited States upon the disputed interpretation of
the Convention of 1818; but they fear that you will find it expedient that a settlement should be
arrived at by soine other 4leans, in which case they will be prepared for the whole question of the
relations between the United States and the British possessions in North America, as regards the
fisheries, lbeing referred, for consideration and inquiry, to an International Commission, on which two
Commissioners to be hereafter appointed, in consultation with the Government of the Dominion, should
be the British Representatives."

Now, what was that but an instruction not to trouble themselves with the very
questions we are arguing here to-day, but to go and settle the question on some
basis which would not involve any such discussion ? And what did we do? We
said, "The question is between two inshore fisheries. We think our inshore fishery
is worth something; you think your inshore fishery is worth something. We give
you leave to fish in ours, and we will admit fish and fish-oil free of duty, and make
the matter pretty much on equality. If that is not sufficient, take three honest-
minded gentlemen, and convince them that your fisheries are worth a great deal
more than ours, and we will pay the difference ;" and so we will, without any hesi-
tation, if such shall be the award upon a full hearing of all that you have to say,
and all that we have to say. That is the whole question we have to decide. Take
the fishery question as it stands. If you wil demonstrate and prove that when we
go into the Gulf of St. Lawrence to fish, the privilege is worth a great deal more to
us to be allowed to follow a school of mackerel inshore.and catch them, than is the
privilege accorded to you to come into our inshore fisheries ; if, after comparing our
fisheries with yours, this tribunal entertains the honest opinion that an amount
should be paid by the United States, the award will be paid, and no more words
said about it. What is the use of importing into this subject difficulties and con-
tentions of words, which do not mean anything after all ? The question is whether
the Canadian inshore fisheries are worth more, to us than our inshore fisheries are
to the Canadians, with the free import of fresh fish; and if, after the examination of
witnesses, this tribunal holds that our inshore fisheries are worth a great deal more
than the inshore fisheries of the Dominion, then we will not pay anything. But the
question submitted to this tribunal is not one that requires a great deal af discussion
about Treaties, or a very close examination of words.. If we are to go into that



examination, one of the first things to determine is, what, sort of a Treaty are we
dealing with? Because, if it is a Commercial Treaty, an:exchange of commercial
rights, it is one of the principles of diplomatie interpretation that cannot be contra-
dicted, that runs through every modern Reciprocity Treaty, that commercial equiva-
lents are absolute equivalents, and do not admit of money valuation by an additional
money compensation. For instance, suppose England should make a Treaty with
France, and England should say, " We will admit your wines free of duty, if you
will admit certain classes of manufactures. free of duty." The Treaty then
goes into operation. . Suppose, for some reason or other, there were no French light
w'ines drunk in England for ten years, and the French took a large quantity of English
manufactured goods; at the end of ten years it might turn out that England had made
several millions of dollars by that Treaty, while France had made nothing. But
you cannot make any calculation as to compensation ; the whole point is, that it is
reciprocity-the right to exchange. Just so is it, in regard to the question of
fisheries and their values. Suppose, from: the right to import fish into the United
States, the Canadians make 500,000 dollars a year, and from our right to importfish
into the Dominion, we do not make 500 dollars, what has that to do with this ques-
tion ? - The reciprocity, the right of exchapge, is the principle. And this is why it
is that all Reciprocity Treaties are temporry Treaties; because the object of such
Treaties is, regarding the general principle of free trade, as beneficial-to all people,
to open the results of the industries of nations to each other.

The men who made the Treaty .may have miscalculated the industries affected
by it. It may occur that, on account of a want of adaptatiôn on the part of the
people, or ignorance of the markets, the Reciprocity Treaty does not turn out
advantageous, and therefore such a Treaty is only made for a short term of vears.
But if it is a Reciprocity Treaty giving extended commercial facilities, you have
to put every one as an equivalent Against another. If you put the Washington
Treaty on that footing, then our right to use your inshore fisheries is balanced by
your right to use our inshore fisheries, and the advantages are equal. That is the
only way in which you can deal with the question, if you view the Treaty as one of
Reciprocity. But if you consider the Treaty as an exchange, to a certain extent,
of properties, then I understand that you can apply another principle. - For
example. if I were to exchange with .some one a farm in Prince Edward Island for
a house in Halifax, and agreed to submit to a Board of Arbitration the question of
the difference in value, that Board could meet and ascertain the market value of
the land and house respectively, and decide the question. But aceording to the
theory of the British counsel, whenever we got before the Board of Arbitration,
Mr. Thomson would say; "Now, this house is valuable as a house, and it is also
valuable as a base of operations, for if you did not: have the house, and there was
bad weather, you would have to stay out in it; consequently that point has .to be
taken into consideration.". The reply would, be, "When I bought the house I
bought:it for these things." So . when we come to calculate the value of the
fisheries, we expect that all these incidental advantages go along with the calcu-
lation.

Mr. Thomson.-That is what we are contending.
Mr. Trescot.-I beg your pardon, that is just what you do not do. You just

make an elaborate calculation of the value of your fisheries, as fisheries, then you
add every conceivable incidental; gr consequential, possible, advantage, whether of
the fisheries, or our enterprise in the use of them, and add that estimate to the
value. You contend that we shall pay for the house, and then pay! you additionally
for every use to which it is possible to put the house.

Mr. Thomson.-Do you admit that the value of the fisheries is enhanced by those
advantages ?

Mr. Trescot.-I do not. I do not believe that your ,alleged advantages are
advantages at all. We can supply their places from our own resources, as well
and as cheaply- Now, with'regard to the Treaty itself, 7there are only two points
which I propose to submit. to ,the Commission. i contend, in the:first .place, that if
the interpretation for which the IBritish counsel contend is true, viz., that by the
Treaty of 1818 we were excluded froim certain 'rights, :and by the Treaty of 1871
we were admitted to;themnthen ve must find out from what ,we were excluded by
the Treaty of 1818, and to What we were admitted by the Treaty of 1871. I
contend that the language of the Treaty. of 1818 is explicit. (Quotes from Con-
vention.)

Now, I hold that that limitation, that prohibitive permission togo into the
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harbours was confined entirely to fishermen engaged in the inshore fishery. That
Treaty had no reference to any other fisheryz whatever. It was a Treaty confined
to inshore fishermen and inshore fisheries; and:we agreed that we should be allowed-
to fish inshore at certain places, and if' we would renounce the fishery Vithin three.
miles at certain places, we should enter the ports within those three-mile fisheries
which we agreed to renounce, for the purpose of getting wood, water, &c. The
limitation and permission go together, and are confined simply to those engaged
in the three-mile flshery. I contend that to-day, under that Treaty,. the Bankers
are not referred to, and they have theright to enter any port of Newfoundland, and
buy bait and ice and transship their cargoes, without reference-to that.Treaty. I
insist that it is a Treaty referring to a special class of people, that those people
are not included vho are excluded from the three-mile: limit, and*if they arenot so
included, they have the right to go to any port and purchase the articles, they
require. In other words, while the British Government might say that none of, the
inshore fishermen should enter the harbours, except for wood and water, yet the
Bankers from Newfoundland had a perfect; right to go into port for any reason
whatever, unless some commercial regulation between the:United States and Great
Britain forbade them. With. regard to the construction that is to be-placed upon
the Articles of the Treaty of 1871, Mr. Thomson seems very much surprised at
the construction we have put upon it. Here is the arrangement:-(Quotes from
Convention of 1818 and Treaty of 1871.)

Does that take away the prohibition? Surely.if it had been intended to remove
that prohibition it would have been stated. In addition to your right to fish on
certain coasts, and enter certain harbours only for wood and water, that Treaty
says you shall have the right " To take lish of every kind, except shell-llsh, on the
sea coasts and shores and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of
Qnebec, Nova Sectia, and New Brunswick, and, the Colony of Prince Edward
Island, and of the several islands thereto adjacent, without being restricted to any
distance from the-shore, with permission to land: upon the said coasts and shores
and islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying, theiî
nets and curing their fish." "Drying their nets and- curing their flsh." r That. is
ali-that is the whole additional:Treaty privilege, and< I can see no power of
construction in this Commission, by which it can add to Treaty stipulation the
foreign words "and buy ice, bait, supplies, and transship." And yet- the British
counsel admit that, without these words, our interpretation, is: indisputable. We
had a certain right and certain limitations of that right by the- Treaty of 1818;
and the Treaty of 1871 says, in- addition we. give you the further right to take,
dry, and cure fish, and nothing, else. The reason is very, obvious. It.isvery
evident that when the Treaty was drawn, for every advantage outside of, that
clause we were to be called on, according. to the -theory of the British counsel;
to pay compensation. We never had been called- on to, pay for: the privilege of
buying bait and ice, and we had received no notice from the Colonial Government
of any intention to make such claim, which was contrary to the whole- policy of
Great Britain, and would not be sustained. Why should we have to pay for that
privilege? We did not insert it in the Treaty, because. we did not intend to pay
for it'; that-is thereason it is not there

Ileave any further reply to the learned ýcounselwho will:follow me.
I am anxious as to your-decision. I have got. desired, to conceal,,and I have

not concealed the fact, that the people and-Government:of- the United:Statesregard
this claim of 15,000,000 dollars as. too extravagant for serious consideration. - I
know at the saine time that they sincerely wish for a final settlement of, this
irritating controversy. And therefore I earnestly hope that, you will- be able to
reach a decision which will limit, vithin reasonable proportions, a claimwhich, as
it stands, it is simply idle to discuss.

You start- from a point we can never reach; A day or two ago, during the
session, Lhappened to go into the Commission Consulting Roon; andi found onthe
table a copy of "Isaak Walton's Complete Angler," a veryifit book for the literary
recreation of:such an occasion. On the page which wasý turned down, L found a
reference to some South Sea. Islanders, 1 believe, who had such a gigantie inshore
fishery that " they made lunber of. thefish bones." I ama afraid that., the British.
counsel have been eonsulting this book as-aníauthority. -

Mr. Dana.-May it, please your Excellency and your Honours, the question now
before the tribunal is, whether you have jurisdiction to ascertain aid declare
compensation because of- American fishermen buying bait, ice,and. supplies, and



transshipping cargoes within British .territory. Your jurisdiction, as bas been
well said,. finds its charter in the Treaty of Washington. Without re-readirig the
words, which:have;been .read, usque ad wauseam, I think I give -trulv the substance
and meaning of them, when I say, that there having been imutual cessions.relating
to fisheries, and one side claiming that.it has ceded more than -it has received. in
value, it is agreed that your Honours shall determine strictly this, whether Great
Britain has ceded more valuable rights o the United States, than the United States
bas ceded to Great Britain. Your lonours are not to determine, or to inqu ire, ýwhat
rights Great Britain has ,permitted the United States to exercise independently
of the Treaty, however nearly they may be connected with the fisheries,. and
however important they may beto fishermen. It must be something which Great
Britain bas ceded by the Treaty of 1871, or you have nothing to do with it; what-
ever was done, at however great a loss to Great Britain, and however great a
benefit to the United States, you have but to compare the two matters which have
been ceded by each side in the Treaty of 1871, and'find whether one is more valuable
than another, and, if so, how much more valuable. Therefore we are 'brought to
this question: Does the Treaty of 1871 give to the United States the right ·to buy.
bait, ice, provisions, supplies for vessels, and to transship càrgoes 'vithin British
dominions? If the Treaty of Washington does give that to us, then it is an element
for you zto 'consider in making up your pecuiniary calculktion. If the Treaty of
Washington does not give that to us, then I congratulate'this 'high tribunal that it
may put these matters entirely out of mind, and save manydays of examination
and cross-examination, and some perplexity.of mind.; because your Excellency and
your Honours will remember, that if you are to fix a value upon them, that is the
value to the United States of the right to buy bait, ice, and provisions, and to trans-
ship cargoes, that will not be all you will have to do. You vill have also to
ascertain the value to the Provinces of the corresponding right which they would
have in the United States; and you will1have still further difficulty, I thiik, to
ascertain what .benefit this American commerce is; to British subjects, and,,deduct
that. The task before ybu vould be avery undesirable one. Hiaving ascertained
the pecuniary value of these rights to:the United"States, your Honours will have to
ascertain the pecuniary value that British subjects derive from this common.trade
and barter, because we ought not to pay for the priilege of putting money,
into the hands of British subjects. We ought not to pay for the privilege of
enfranchising a whole class of fishermen, who 'have been held in practical serfdom by
the -merchants. It is an exceedingly difficult sîihject of ecomputation, and one
vhich, I2think, you are persuaded already, was never intended by the:Governments
of the United States and Great Britain to be submitted to your Honours for
decision. I say, then, the Treaty of Washington'has not-given usýthese rights. To
wat does the Treaty of Washington relate? Without the necessity ôf reading itito
you, 1 can say that the language is in substance: Whereas, you have certain
advantages given to you'relating to the inshore fisheries, ;under the'Treaty of.1818,
in -regard to catching fish, drying your nets, and curing your fish oncertain shores,
we ivil extend territoially -these sane privileges. And I have the honour to
contend that the Treaty of 'Washington is simply e territorial -extension of certain
specific rights; the right to-catch fish, dry nets,-dryifish,andcure fish. The subject
matter of that -part of thel'Treaty of Washington is the catching fish, inshoe-
within "the. three-mile 'limit. Before the Treaty oôf Washington, this right of
catching-fish dithin ýthree miles of shore,'and of landing'to dry and cure fish,:and
dry nets, was confined to certain regions. In other places we could ;not fish 'or
land'within the threée-mile limit. ýThe Trëàiatyof'Washington 'extends territorially
these rights over-ail British America 'and there the Treatv of ýWashington.ends;so
far as theifisheries are concernéd Thereis 'not one wordi~n,'it'ofthe creation dflnew
rights. It is a territorial extension ôflong knovn specified rights.

It doesinot say that, hereas by the'Treaty of:1818, you renounced the right to'
fis h'within the three-mile linit, p ovided however ýthat 'you can go in tobuywood
and get aater, we add to those rights'the right to buy ice,'bait, and other supplies.
If there had beenthé least intention by éither 'party'to extend ýthe-rights :to new
s9bjects, it woukd certainly have been stäted in the1Treaty. If;twhen ,the 'Repre-
sentatives of Great Britain and the Uñited States had corne-togetherthe Joint Righ
Conmission had understood th't Wve shôuld fnot enter British American àpo-ts,
éxcept those we-wvere allowed' to enter under the' Treaty of 1818, for any!purpose
éxcépt for shelter, ând t-o buy wood and 'Water, and the British nation had 'proposed
to add to these subjects,'so as to include the right to buy bait:and ice, and to trans-



ship cargoes, why, inevitably they would have said so; inevitably the new rights
would have been speciically included in the matters on which your 1-lonours were
to base your calculations. England might have said to the United States (I deny
the position, but England night have taken the position) that American fishermen
have no right to enter our waters except under the Treaty of 1818, and then not to
buy anything but wood and water, and now ve are opening to theni the gréat
privilege of buying bait, ice, and supplies, and transshipping cargoes, which will
add irmiîensely to the value of their fisheries. The argument would have -been
made, which has been made here, in the form of questions put to expert witnesses:
" Is not ail that essential to American fisheries ?" But, on the contrary, the Treaty
says nothing about it. We hear of it for the first time when the counsel of the
British Governmnent are getting up their case for damages. We immediately
protest against it, as something not included in the jurisdiction of this Court, and
our Agent, Mr. Foster, on page 32 of the Answer, distinctly states :

" That the various incidental and reciprocal advantages of the Treaty, such as the privileges of
traffie, purcliasing bait and other supplies, are not the subject of compensation, because the Treaty of
Washington confers no such rights on the inhabitants of the Jnited States, who now enjoy them merely
by sufferarice, and who can at any time be deprived of then by the enforcement of existing laws, or
the re-eiiactment of former oppressive statutes. Moreover, the Treaty does not provide for any
possible compensation for such privileges; and they are far more important and valuable to the
subjeets of Her Majesty, than to the inhabitants of the 'United States."

The passages which the British counsel have referred to, as an argument that
the Agent of the United States had admitted that those privileges came by Treaty,
all refer to something quite different. A passage on page 9* of the Answer of the
United States has been quoted

c * * While, practically, both fishing and commercial intercourse have been carried on, in
conformity with the Treaty, ever since it vas signed, May 8, 187L"

That ' commercial intercourse " means the free importation on each side of the
articles of commerce, the only articles of commerce the Treaty refers to-fish and
fish-oil. On page 14, section 2,t of the Answer, it is stated :-

"The ineidental benefits arising fro-m traffic with American fishlermen are of vital importance to
the inhabitants of the British Maritime Provinces."

These are benefits which the British people get fron us, and they are said to be
only incidental, and are only introduced as a set-off, if Great Britain claimed to
have the right to receive compehsatiorn for the privilege of trading in bait, &c., with
her people.

May it please your Honours, it is clear to our minds that the Treaty of Wash-
mngton does not give us those.advantages. That subject has been elaborated by the
Agent of the United States, and by my learned friend (Mr. Trescot). In the first
place, it lias been said, in answer to that contention, or rather it has been suggested,
for it was not said with earnestness, as if the counsel for the Crown thought it was
going to stand as an argument, that those were Treaty gifts to the United States,
and though they could not be found in any Treaty, yet they were necessarily
implied in the.Treaty of Washington. Take the Treaties of 1783, 1818, 1854, and
1871, and they are nowhere referred to, according to any ordinary.interpretation of
language. The only argument I can perceive is this: You have enjoyed those
rights. They do not belong to you by nature or by usage, and must therefore be
Treaty gifts; though we cannot find the language, yet they must have been
conferred by the Treaty of 1871, and the Treaty of 1854. May it please this learned
tribunal, we exercised all those rights and privileges before any Treaty was made,
except the old Treaty which was abolished by the war of 1812. Almonst the very
last witness we lad on the: stand, told your Honours that before the Reciprocity
Treaty was made, we were buying bait in Newfoundlandand several witnesses from
tinie to time have stated, that it is a very ancient practice for us to buy bait and
supplies, and to trade with the people along the shore, not in, merchandize as
merchants, but to buy supplies of bait, and pay the sellers in money or in trade, as
might be most convenient. Now, that is one of those natural trades that grow up
in all countries; it is older than any Treaty; it is older than civilized States or
statutes. Fisheries have but one history. As soon as there are .places peopled
with inhabitants, fishermen go there. The whale fishernien of the United States go
to the various islands of the Pacifie which are inhabited, and get supplies. To be
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sure, the whale fishery does not need bait, but the fishermen get suppliesifor their
own support, and to enable therm to carry on the fishery; and they continue to do
so until those islands come to be inhabited by more civilized people. So it is with
the Greenland fisheries. Then come restrictions, more orless, sometimes by Treaty,
and sometimes by local statutes, which the foreign Governments feel themselves
obliged to respect; if they do not, it becomes a matter of diplomatic correspon-
dence, and might be a cause of war.

The history of this matter is, that the custom for fishermen to obtain supplies
and bait from countries at various stages of civilization is most ancient, most
natural, most necessary, most humane, and one for which no compensation has
ever been asked hy any civilized nation, because it is supposed to be for mutual
benelit. It is for the benefit of the fishermen to get his supplies, but the Islanders
would not-sell them unless they thought it was also beneficial to themselves. So
statutes do not create the right, but only regulate it. So do Treaties, They
regulate, and sometimes limit the rights, but they seldom, if ever, enlarge them.
In looking at this subject, your Honours will find such bas been the history of the
fisheries on the north-east coast of, America. The fishermen began, long before
these islands were well settled, even before they had recognized Governments upon
them, to exercise all the privileges and rights, which belong to fishermen in ail parts
of the world where they are not limited-by Statutes or TPreaties. It was a case
altogether sui generis. Fishing is an innocent passage along the coast. It is an
innocent use, and.an innocent use and transit are always allowed. The French claimed,
and the British claimed, the Newfoundland fisheries, and at last a Treaty settled
their claims. It did not 'give rights, but adjusted them. And so it was with us.
While we vere part of Great Britain, we had ail the privileges of British subjects;
but the British in Newfoundland had very few claims which were not contested,
and some were entirely in the hands of the French. When we were severed from
.the Crown, the question arose whetber there vas any reason why we should -not
continue to fishwhere we had always fished. We did not seek to make any claim
in regard to property in the islands'; we did not ask for any privilege not a fishing
-privilege. The question arose whether we had not still the right to fish as an
innocent pursuit, even though within the limits of three miles; and the three-mile
limit, and what it meant, was not then settled. We must not, however, discuss this
subject as if there had always been an exact law, fron the time of Moses down,
relating to the three-mile linit, and what the powers were. All this hias grown up
within very recent: times, and, indeed, there are very few persons now who know
'what is meant by it. It was long contended that the right of ail States. over' the
three miles was for fiscal purposes and purposes of defence only, and as the subjéct
bas been very fully argued in a recent case in England, nothing can probably be
added to the reasons given on each side. The matter continued in that position.
We fished without reference -and thought we had the right to do it. We knew it
did no harm. The fishermen are, by the law of nations, a' peculiar class, having
special privileges. Their status is different, in time of war, froi that 'of'a
merchantman or man-of-war. ,Having* this question of the three-mile nlinit to'deal
with, one which was long disputed between'theUnited States a:nd Great Britain,
and one which was ahvays looked upon 'as disputed, which had had 'a slow and
steady growth for many years, and about which -no one can dogmatize, they have
endeavoured to arrange it as best they could. Your Honours'wll find that in the
very first Treaty, that of, 1783, itfis'stated

"It is agreed that the people of the United States shall contine to enjoy unmolested the righit to
take fisli of every idnd on the Grand Bank, and on ail the otlher bauks of Newfoundland; also. in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and at ll other places in the sea where the inhabitants of both countries used at
any timue heretofore to fisb."

That was looked upon as dealing, with existing rights, the exact limitations of
which must rest solely in agreenyent. Jt was not a gift, as the Frenclh gave Dunkirk
to England, or as Mexico gave 'California to the UJnited States. It was like an
adjustument of disputed territory. .The only question settled in 'the first Treaty,
that of 1783, was that.we should fish as before; nothing was said about the three-
mile line. When we come to the Treaty of 1818 we find it stated

"Wiras' dirences îaye en,'c.

y that Treaty itis agreed, that on certain parts of the coast ve shallh ae
the right to take fish that on certain parts we hall have the rgt to dry and
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cure fish; and that at other parts we shall not have such rights. Then came the
Treaty of 1854, which said nothing about any of those rights of which I am
speaking, but merely dealt with the question of our right to fish within three
miles, where ve could exercise it, and where not; and our right to cure and dry
fish, and to dry nets. In Article XV[II of the Treaty of 1871, the question is taken
up again in the same way:-

"It is agreed by the High Contracting Parties that in addition to the liberty secured to
United States' fishernen by the Convention between the United States and Great Britain, signed at
London on 20th October, 388, for toking, euring, and drying fish on certain coasts of the British
North Ameian Colonies therein nained, the inhabitauts of the United States shall have, in common
with the subjects of H1er Britannie Majesty, the liberty, for the tern of years inentionedl in Article
IXXIII of this Treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fisli, on the sea-coasts and shores, and in
the bays, harbours, an! eteeks of the Provinces of Québec, *Nova Scotia, and New Bnunswic, and
the Colony of Princo i¿dward Island and the several islands thereinto adjacent, without being iestricted
to any distanc from the shore, with permission to land upon the said eoasts, and shores, and islands,
and also upon the Magdale.n Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish."

Then it is stated tihat, vhereas it is claimed that Great Britain thereby has
given the United States more valuable fisheries than they had before, there is
something to be paid. Now if the Treaty did not give us the right to do so,
how came ve to be buying bait ? Why, we have always donc it. From the time
there was a man there with bait to sel, there was an American to buy it from
him. We have never asked for the right to buy bait. You cannot find a
diplomatie letter anywhere in wvhich we have complained that we were prohibited
from buying bait. After the Treaty of 1854 had expired, it is truc the Canadians,
who felt sore about the matter, undertook te say we should not buy any bait; that
if we did we would be punished therefor. They were immediately stopped by
Great Britain, vho, without saying in terms that the Americans had a right te buy
bait by the Treaty of 1818, or irrespective of all Treaties, declared it te be against
the policy of the nation te prohibit it; and they stopped this petty persecution of
American fishermen. I care not what line of reasoning induced the British Govern-
ment to take that course with their Canadian subjects. I do not care whether they
considered that the Treaty of 1818 gave it te us (I (o not sec how they could) or
whether, as is more probable, they, being large-minded men, who had studied the
subject, considered it something which, neot being prohibited, belonged to us, and
they did not intend to prohibit. it.

Now, who are the men who huy the fish for bait? They are not the men who
fish vithiin tihe three-mile limitation. We do not buy bait here to catch Mackerel.
The bait ve buy is for the Banks, and deep sea cod-fishery. There is no pretence
froin any evidence that our mackerel fishermen come here to buy bait; it is only the
Bank cod-fisherren who do so. I respectfully submtit to this learned tribunal,
that it can have nothing to dd vith how the fishernen on the Banks sec "fit te
emplov themiselves. The Treaties of 1818, 1854, and 1811, related solely te Qshing
within the three miles. The Treaty of 1783 recognizes the right of American fisher-
men te Çish on. the Banks-on the high seas-a right which had always belonged to
American fishermen, never ceded to then by any Treaty, but vhich they hold by
,the right of comnion humanity. These men cone into Canadian ports to buy bait.
What bas this tribunal to do vith them?

Have net American fishermen, fishing on .the high seas, the right to run into
British ports, by comity, by the universal law of :nations, if they are not specially
excluded on sone ground which the United States admits to be ýropcr and right?
Have they not the right to come in and buy bait and other necessaries ? Great
Britain possesses the 'power to put any regulation on them it pleases, to require
them te enter at the Custoni-house, to be searched te se whether they are mer-
chants in disguisc, and to levy duties upon then; but in tie absence of a prdhibi-
tien, there·is ne right te prevent those fishermen-buying bait or supplies.

I next corne te the question of shelter,,repairs purchasing iceSand other articles,
and transshipping cargoes. I do not propose toadmit that we have not theserights,
or that we are exercising ther simply ;because we are -not punished for-doing se,
or that because the Treaties of 1818-or 1871 have not given them, to us, we do not
possess thein, and that it is within tithe power of the Provinces to exclude us from
them altogether. That depends upon considerations, vhich are not. necessary for
us te take in view. If your Honours should decide that yon have no right to
recognize, among the elements cf compensation,:those riglits of which I speak, then,
if the Colonies should pass a law ,which should punish every American fisherman
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from the Grand Banks, or inshore fisheries, who should buy bait or-ice, or refit, is
guilty of an offence, it would then be a question for Her Majesty's Goveinor-
General to determine whether that was not an Imperial question, and if so, to refer
it to Her Majesty in Council to determine. I have no fear that any such statute
would be passed, because the number of persons interested in that trahic with
American fishermen is very great, and they are voters; they have even iný New
foundland broken their chains, and become a sober and saving people, since-thev
came to have cash of their o-wn, from their trading with Americans.

I doubt whether the Canadian Government vill be encouraged, however strong
may be the wave of politics, to meet the people of the various constituencies, and
insist-on this American traffic being entirely eut off. If they do it, J doubt whether
Great Britain would sanction it, and if Great Britain did allow it, then it becomes:
at once a question between the two Governments. Is that a course fair and right,
in accordance with the comity of nations, in accordance with practices which are
earlier than when the first disciples threw their rets into the Sea of Galilee-is not
such-a course an interference with a right practised from earliest times,and with-
out good reason for the prohibition ? You may put regulations on us so that our
fishermen shall not be smugglers in disguise, and so that merchants shall not come
in the disguise of fishermen ; but to prohibit Anerican fishermen from purchasing
bait and supplies, not in case of necessity nerely, but as part of the plan of their
trade, and transshipping cargoes, ivould be a violation of the spirit which bas
governed the commercial relations between the two Empires.

1 would therefore present a sumnmary of the matter thus: The only matter of
dispute between Great Britain and the United States in the Treaty of 1783, related
to the inshore fisheries, I mean the right to catch fish more or less near the British
coast, and in addition to that to cure andý dry fish. The Treaty of 1783 acknow-
ledged the general right.

The Treaty of 1818 gave us certain places, which were named, where we could
exercise those fishing rights, and stated certain places where we could not exercise
them; but it did not undertake to deal with the commercial side of the fisheries
question. The Treaty of 184 %vas the same-it gave a general right to take fish·within
these dominions, and to land and dry them in certain places. The only question
of late has been whether Great Britain has the right, without any Treaty, to
exclude us from three miles of the coast. That was Mr. Adais' famous argument
with:Earl Bathurst.. We said in the Treaty of 1818 that, as a right, we no longer
claimedit. That, is the meaning of the Treaty-that having claimed it as a right
inherent in us, either because wedid not lose it at the time of the Revolution, orfrom
the nature of lisheries, or on some other ground, we no longer claimed it as a right
which cannot be taken away from us but at the point of the bayonet. But while
we say ive will not go within the three miles to fish without permission, it must not
be held that vessels cannot go there for shelter and repairs, and for ivood and water,
but may be put under such regulations as will prevent us from doing anything
further. It is entirely a matter for Great Britain to determine what regulatious
ie should be placed under, in those respects, and she bas seen fit to makenone,
The Statute 59 George 11, passed to carry out the Treaty of 1818, prohibited
fishing, or preparing to fish, in certain boundaries. A decision has been rendered
in one Province, that buying bait was é' preparing" to -fish In another Province a
decision was rendered directly the other way.

That, however, is a local matter altogether. The decision rendered in New
Brunswick was, that the prohibition of "preparing to fish" must apply only to
those who intended to fish w'ithin the prohibited'degree; that the buying of bait;
whether-it was a step inpreparing to fiàh or not, was not an dffence unless the
fishing itself would-be an offence. If, an American bought. bait. here to. go off to
Greenland, or to the Mediterranean to:fish, it could, not be considered an offence.
Great Britaincannotnmake'aStatute-which would:alterour rights under this'Treaty,
nor revivean old sta tute to dò so. The learned:Judge was carefulto.say that he
did not mean to apply bis decision one step beyond the point of taking baitfor-the
purpose of fishing. within preseribed imits

'Sir Alexander Gaît.-I desire to ask the learned ounsel (Mir. Dana) if I uadr-
stood him to say, that no seizure or confiscation of American flshing. vessels.took,
place before 1854. I think there vere confiscations, and I should' liketo4 hnow,
whether those confiscations were-confined to vessels catching fish.and that. alone,
within the thrce-mîile limit.

636] 2B'2,
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Mr. Dana.-So far as I am concerned, I assume that there has been no coin-
demnation for "buying bait."

Sir Alexander Galt.-I do not refer specially to the purchase of bait, but to
anything except catching fish.

Mr. Thomson.-There have been several convictions for catching bait.
Mr. Foster.-I never had my attention called to any conviction, or attempted

conviction, except for fishing inside. The case of the "INickerson," before Sir Wm.
Young, at Halifax, in 1870, and still later the decision in New Brunswick in the case
of the "White Fawn." The first vas the only case 1 have heard of in which
there w'as a conviction for "preparing to fish."

Sir Alexander Galt.-I do not specially refer to "lpreparing to fish," because
there are other offences created by the Statute.

Mr. Foster.-I have here a list of vessels seized up to 14th December, 1870, and
the following are entered as their offences

,,Actively fishiing, the men on board in the act of hauling in their ines.' 'At anchor preparing
fish, and a quantity of fresli cauglit herring in the hold; taken on the spot, having been. previously
warned off.' ' Smuggling: 'Fisling seven days in Gaspé Harbour, and preparing to fish at time of
seizure.' 'At anchor, Unes set, on whicli were six halibut.' ' Throwing out bait and crew casting their
fishing lines.' ' Snmgling.' ' Having fished in the Cove, and actually found with mackerel wet and
dripping, and hooks baited with fresh bait; also fresh fish blood and mackerel offals on deck.'
' Smuggling.' 'lHaving fisled at three islands, Grand Manan.' '1Preparing to fish at Head Harbour,
Campo Bello'"

The last was the case in regard to preparing to fish, and where the learned
Judge discharged the vessel, in opposition to the decision of Sir William Young in
the case of the "Niekerson."

Mr. Thomson.-In the case of the "White Fawn," decided at St. John, the decison,
as I understand it, is not in conilict with that of Sir William Young. Sir William
Young condemned the "Nickerson" because it was fishing, or preparing to fish, within
the prescribed linits. In the St. John case, the libel was framed expressly for
buying bait within the harbour, with the intention of fishing. It was shown that
the fisherman had purchased bait, but evidence that he went in there with the
intention of fishing -was wanting.

Mr. Thomso.-The question is, whether there has ever been a conviction of au
American vessel for taking bait. I cal[ your attention to the fact that the " Java,"
"Independence," " Magnolia," and "lHart," were convicted in 1839 of being within
the prescribed limits, and cleaning fish on deck. In 1840 the "Papineau," 1' Alms,"
and " Mary," were seized· and sold for purchasing bait on shore.

Mr. Tresco.-The judgment went by default, there was no defence made.

Thursday, Septemnber 6.
Argument resuned.
Mr. Dana.-Mr. Foster will state the results of inquiries made respecting the

condemnation of Armerican vessels.
Mr. .Foster.-The substance of the facts, as we understand them, will be found

in a despatch from Judge Jackson to Hon. Bancroft Davis, dated March 11, 1871,
vhich is as follows:-

'Sir Uniled Stales' Consulate at Halifax, Nova Scotia, Iarch 11, 1871.
"I have the honour to inform yon that, after examination and inquiry, I have not been able to

find a single adjudicated case in this Province *whici can be cited as legal authority, arising inder
the Treaty of 1818, which declares the right, either under the Treaty, or the Statutes enacted for its
enforcement, to confiscate Ainerican fishing vessels for purchasing supplies in colonial ports.

"The vessels referred to in a pamphlet (page 12) published at Ottawa, under the direction of the
Canadian Minister of Marine and Fisheries, entitled 'A Review of President Grant's Message,' as having
been seized for , a violation of the Fishery Laws, namely, the schooners ' Java,' Independence;
'Magnolia,' and ' Hart' in 1839, anid schooners, 'Papineau' and 'Mary' in 1840, were condemned by
the Vice-Admiralty Court i dcefay.lt of th1 appearance of defendants upon exparte affidavits.

"Fron the small sumns for which the vessels sold, it is not improbable that they were bought in for
the benefit of the owners.

"Althougli it is stated in the affidavits on tie files of the Court, that the masters of sone of the
vessels. had purchased hait, yet it is specially noticeable that the charge made against the schooners
<Java,' Independence,' « Magnolia,' and ' Hart' by the seizing officer, Captain E. W. Darby, as the
ground of such seizure, wasin the following language :--' The deponent saith that lie believes thé sole object



of theo masters of the sail vessels wvas to procure fish, and that they were at the time of their seizure
preparing to fish.

"In the case of the schooners 'Papineau' and 'Mary,' seized in June 1840 for a violation of the
Fishery laws, the same seizing officer set forth in his affidavit, as the grounds of the seizure of these
vessels, that 'the deponent verily believed that the said vessels were frequenting the coast of this
Provincefor thepurpose of ßslting there, and for no other purpose whatever.

" The seizure and condemnation of these several vessels-foar in 1839, and two in 1840-cited in
the pamphlet referred to, in support of the unusual and extreme measures of last sunmer, in relation to
American fishing vessels, afford, as will be seen from the facts here stated-no legal justification for
such neasures, and cannot be regarded, in any respect, authoritative adjudications upon the points in
controversy between the United States and Great Britainrespecting the fisheries.

"I have, &c.
(Signed) "M. M. JACKSON,

"United eýtates' Consul.
"lHon. J. C. Bancroft Davis,

"Assistant Secretary of State, Washington, United States."

Referring to the paper which was put in by the British counsel, on page 12 of
document No. 31, there is a Memorandum of all the vessels seized and condemned
by the Vice-Admiralty Court of Prince Edward Jsland, and it is stated at the end
of each case: "I cannot find from any papers in this case, at present in the
registry of this Court, that this vessel was ever interfered with by Government
oflicers for transshipping fish, or purchasing supplies." As to the New Brunswick
cases, of which there is a statement at the top of page 10, document 21, I an.fot
able to ascertain, because we have not access to the papers. There were not many
cases in New Brunswick; seven between 1822 and 1852. There is also at the foot
of page 6, document No. 15, a record of the cases condemned at Halifax. Mr.
J. S. D. Thompson has made a Memorandum of each of those cases, and there
is no case where a vessel was forfeited for buying bait or other supplies, or for
transshipping cargo. The statement of 59 George III is the same in substance
with the Colonial Statute. By that Statute vessels are libelled and forfeited in the
Admiralty Court, for no other offence than that of being found fishing, or having
fish on board, or preparing to fish. The fourth Article imposes a penalty of 2001.,
recoverable by action at common law, on a fisherman refusing to depart from the
territorial waters when warned by the party authorized to do so.. Among the
Halifax cases it will appear that some are marked as restored, and two others, at
least, were restored upon payment of the expenses, namely, the "Shetland" and
" Eliza." The " Washington " was paid for; and in no instance, as I am informed,
was there a condemnation for anything except fisbing or preparing to fish; and
acts indicative of preparing to fish, are always shown to be some acts of immediate
preparation, like having bait ready on board. Then we come in 1871 to Sir Wiliam
Young's decision, where he forfeited a vessel for buying bait, holding that buying
bait was a preparation to fish. That was the case of the "Nickerson." The
vessel was seized in 1871, and forfeited the following year. About the same time a
similar case was tried in New Brunswick by Judge Hazen, who held the reverse of
Sir William Young's decision. Judge Hazen held that the purchase of bait, unless
it was proved to have been purchased to use in illegal fishing, was not a preparation
to fish illegally, and that a vessel that came into Halifax or St. John to buy bait to
fish on the Banks of Newfoundland, was not'violating any Treaty. It was always
felt by the United States that the distinguished Judge, Sir William 'Young, had
overlooked the fact, that in the case before him the vessel that bought the bait did
not buy it to flsh for mackerel in territorial waters, but on the coast of Newfound-.
land. There is that one authority for holding that it ivas contrary to law to come
in here for cod, and buy bait for outside fishing, and, so far as I am aware, there are
only these two cases on the question, and opinions are equally balanced.

Mr.Thomson.-In the case of the "White Fawn," tried by Judge Hazen, the
vessel was libelled for taking bait, ii our waters, with the itention of fishing there.
She wvas not charged with the'offence against the Treaty, of purchasing bait vithin
three milés of the shore, but she was distinctly charged with. obtaining bait with
the View of fishing thére, and Judge'Hazenheld-and, IL apprehend, ptoperly held,
for he is an'able lawyer and sound judge-that the evidénce did not support the
allegation. The evidence probably showed that the intention was to take the essel
and fish on the Banks of Newfoumdland, where it had no doubt a right te fish and
therefore the case failed, because while the offence vas complete, the allegation did
not support it.

Mr.' Poster asked for further explanations.
Ur. Ton2so.-What I say is this: that yhle this vas a distinct offence under
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the Treaty, and vhile the Statute expressly covered that offence, and while a vessel
could be libelled and condemned for buying bait on our shores, yet the framer of
the libel had been pleased to frame it, not simply for the offence of buying bait,
which he might have done, and had the vessel condemned, but for buying bait with
the intention to fish in these waters, and he failed to prove the latter allegation.

Mr. Foster.-Our answer to that contention would be that there is no Statute.
There is a Statute to cover the cases of vessels fishing and preparing to fish.

"II. And be it further enacted, That froin and after the passing of this Act it shall not be lawful
for any person or persons, not being a natural-born subject of His Majesty, in any foreign ship,
vessel, or boat, nor for any person in any ship, vessel, or boat, other than such as shall be navigated
according to the laws of the United Kingdon of Great Blitain and Ireland, to fish for, or to take,
dry, or cure any fish of any kind whatever, within three marine miles of any coasts, bays, creeks, or
harbours whatever, in any part of His Majesty's dominions in America, not included within the
limits specified and described in the Ist Article of said Convention, and hereinbefore recited; and
that if any sucli foreign ship, vessel, or boat, or any persons on board thereof, shal be found fishing
or to have been fishing, or preparing to fish *ithin such distance of such coasts, bays, creeks, or
harbours withiu such parts of His Majesty's dominions in Ainerica out of the said limits as aforesaid,
all such ships, vessels, and boats, together -with their cargoes, and all guns, ammniition, tackle,
apparel, furniture, and stores, shall be forfeited."

To come within the Statute the fishermen must either be fishing, or preparing
to fish, within three miles of the coast.

Mr. Thomson.-It is a question of construction. It is preparing to fish or
fishing within these waters. The preparing to fish is a complete offence in itself,
and it is by no means necessary to fish in these waters.

3r. Foster.-The expression is " within that distance." You think the " pre.
paring to fish " is preparing to fish within the limits, or anywhere.

Sir Alexander Galt.-The reason I made the inquiry was with regard to the
argument of the learned counsel (Mr. Dana), who, was holding, as I understood him,
that no interference had, been made upon these fishing grounds with Anierican
fishermen. It was because I was under the impression that the official correspon-
dence would show that vessels had been seized and condemned, that I made the
inquiry.

3r. Dana.-After the long time given me yesterday, I feel I ought to do no
more than give a summary of the points upon which I suppose this question will
be determined. In the first, place, then, this tribunal, in computing compensation,
can only take into consideration the value of what is accorded to the United States
by the Treaty of 1871, and by the 18th Section of that Treaty. Then the tribunal
shall take into consideration the value of what is accorded to Great Britain by the
19th and 21st Sections, debiting the United States with the value of what she gains
under the 18th Section, and crediting the United States with what she accords
under the 19th and 21st Sections. The Court will perceive how very close and fine
this arrangement was made.

This tribunal is not to ascertain what the United' States possessed'by T-eaty
or otherwise in 1870, and charge us for what we have gained in addition thereto,
by whatever means, or to draw general inferences from. the whole Treaty, what
we may have got and Great Britain may have given; but your Honours are
to assess the value of specific.liberties and rights accorded by the 18th Section, and
charge thei to the United States; and assess the pecuniary value of certain
specific rights and privileges accorded:in the 19th and 21st Sections, and credit us
with them.

Moreover, it must be something accorded to us in addition to what we had
under the Treaty of 1818. Under that Treaty, the United States had the right to
fish, and to land and dry nets on certain portions of the coast of Néwfoundland';
on the shores of the Magdalen Islands, on. the coasts, bays, barbours, and creeks
in certain parts of Labrador, and to land and cure fish in any. of the bays, &c., in
Newfoundland and Labrador. The Treaty. of 1871 simply gives a territorial
extension to those rights. It adds no new rights, eithér in terms or by implication.
No doubt this tribunal vill be exceedingly careful not to assess compensation fbr
any right or privilege which is not clearly so.given, and which, aftèr compensation
bas been assessed, may be'matter of dispute between the two countries.

If there has been a want of clearness as to what bas been conceded to Great
Britain, or conceded to us, neither side can expect to obtain compensation fôr
matters left in doubt. No Treaty ever made between the United States and Great
Britain on the subject of the fisheries has noticed the purchasing 'of anything by
the fishermen, except it'be the Treaty of 1818, which says American fishermen shall
have the right to purchase wood ar.d procure water. I supppose the -eason why the
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clause was inserted in that form, was to show it was not intended that we should
have the right to cut wood. If your IHonours will examine the Treaties, from that
of 1783 to that of 1871, you will find they never had for their scope or purpose any
provisions regarding trading or.purchasing, but related solely to the right to fish,
and to use the shores for the purpose of drying and curing. in framing the Treaty
of .1871, care was taken to narme the rights. It gave the right to fish. What kind
of fish.? Not shell-fish, nor salmon, nor river fish. Care is taken also to describe
for what purpose American fishermen may land. It is to dry nets, cure and dry
fish. There is no reference to purchasing anything,. except in the Treaty of 1818, in
regard to purchasing wood, and that subject has been intentionally left out of all
Treaties, or it would be more accurate to say that to include such matters in a
Treaty was never considered as apposite. The Treaty of 1871, as I have said,
grants a territorial extension of specified, long-existing rights, and the only question
in dispute between the United States and Great Britain has always been- as to the
territorial extent of the right of fishing.

The question arose, can we fish on the Grand 'Banks ? England said "No,"
but she gave up that contention in 1783. Then England said that American
.fishermen could not fish within three miles of its coasts from a line drawn from
headland to headland. Dispute arose again as to the correctness of that territorial
designation, but the subject matter vas the drawing oF fish from the sea. At last
it became settled that we should not fish within the three miles, unless with the
consent of Great Britain, expressed through a Treaty or otherwise. Then occurred
the question as to what constitutes three miles-three miles from what? Always
the dispute was as to the territorial extent of a specified right, the right to fish, and all
the Treaties were made for that purpose. Incidentally there was always bronght
in.thequestion of places, not being private property, where the fishermen could
land for the purpose of drying nets and curing and drying fish. These were the
subject matters of every Treaty, the occasion of every dispute, and these were
all that were settled by the Treaty of Washington. Great Britain gave to the
United States an extended territoriality, up to the very Banks, up to'high-water mark
everywhere; and the United States gave the same extended territoriality to Great
Britain, to fish in the United States northward of 39th parallel. Then there were
certain extensions of territory for the curing and drying of fish. By Article XXI
the United States gives to Great Britain, and she accords to us, the right of free
trade, reciprocity, in fish and fish-oil. That is purely a commercial clause. It
Imight have been made.a Treaty by itself. It has no connection with fishing, or the
curing and drying of fish. When your Honours come to ýestimate the pecuniary
valuation of the concessions on each side, we contend tiat the pecuniary value of
that concession made by the United States to Great Britain, which is purely fiscal, is
.very great.

It is conceded by the British counsel, I believe, that those rights of which i
speak were not given in the terms of the Treaty of Washington, and cannot 'be
found there. The only argument on the side of the Crown-and I think I state it
fairly and 'with its fuIl force-is this.: "You have those rights now,; you did not
have them before the Treaty,,therefore you must 'have got ,them~by the Treaty.
You did not.have them until 1854, and you possessed themu from 1854,to 1866 under
the Reciprocity Treaty. You did not have them dui ing the interval. They-were
revived in 1871, and you.have'had them since. Théir history shows they must have
come by Treaty." Instead *of the word "~have;" I would substitute the wor'd
".exercise," and say we exercised those rights. We exercised them long before
that. period. ýEvidence lhas been adduced before the Comniission .which has shown
that thoseriglits wvre exercised by the United Sthtes entirelyirrespective of-TÉeaties.

Before.the Treaty of 1854 vhen we.had nothing but the Treaty of1818;to
stand upon, which, as a Treaty certainly did not give us ay of those rights, we
exercised them. We exerciséd them also irrespective óf, and neei by iirtue of the
-Treatyof, 1854. We exercised them in thè interval"beteen 1866 and 1871, aswe
are exercising them now. The Court will not be able to find any coinection
betwen the Treaties and the exertise of thoserights. They have neyerbeén
:exercisedthe.moresorthe less by. reason of any Treaties...t is notincumbent ,pon
us to showwhy we are-in the exerciàeo.f those:rights. It is rather a speculatitve
dnquiry on the part.of the British counsel 'as to where wegot them, or hetherwe
Iavethenm:at all.' Suppose were to concede.that we had no right to buy bait.or
ice or supplies, ortransship cargoes anywhere on these coasts, ceriiily that ends
the argument, because,we. cannot be called upon to pay for something .liichn we
.have not got. If thepróper construction of thé Treaty of 1818 is that Jishermen
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bave no right, as fishermen, and by the general law, irrespective of the consent of
the Crown, to buy bait, ice, and supplies, and transship cargoes in British
dominions, then 1 concede that as regards American fishermen fishing within the
three-mile limit, we have not those rights. Why are we, then, in the exercise of
them? In that case, by the concession of the Crown. There is, however, no
Statute against fishermen buying bait, obtaining supplies, bartering or transshipping
fish, if they comply with the fiscal regulations of the Government regarding all
trade and commerce. If a fisherman bas violated no- Statute or rule respecting
trade, commerce, and navigation in this realm, there is no Statute which -can
condemn him, because he is a fisherman, for having bought bait and supplies, and
transshipped cargoes. So long as there is no Statute prohibiting it, our fishermen
have gone on exercising that privilege, not believing they were excluded from it by
the Treaty of 1818, whether they were correct or not. It is in that view only that
the faets regarding seizures are of any importance; but yet we may make our
answer at once and say, whether we have the riglit to do those things or not, we do
not pretend that it was given to us by the Treaty of 1871. Your Honours will not
be able to find it included under Article XVIII of that Treaty. But it is ever
satisfactory to be able to account for all the surrounding circumstances of any
question. It seens there was a Statute passed in 1819, 59 George III, generally
against foreign vessels which shall be found fishing, or be found having fislied, or be
found preparing to fish, within the prescribed limits. The Statute reaches before
and after the act. It is not necessary that fishermen should be taken in the act
of fishing. That 'would be a Statute very difficult to interpret, and very easy to
evade, which required that fishermen should be taken in the act of fishing. So the
Statute says, if a foreign fisherman is found having fished, or in the act of fishing,
or preparing for the act of fishing, vithin the prescribed waters, he is to be treated
as an offender. We sec no objection to that Statute. The preparing to fish is a
step in the process of fishing.

But the truc construction of that Statute is of very little importance. Yet
certainly it must be meant that the act prepared for must have been illegal, for it
cannot be supposed for one moment that Great Britain intended to say that no
foreign vessels, French or American, should come into the provinces, and buy
bait for the purpose of fishing off the Grand Banks or the coast of Greenland.
If this province got a reputation for having some bait which certain kinds of
fish off Greenland swallow with eagerness, and a Danish vessel should come here
and buy it in the market, complying with all the regulations of the market,
and fiscal laws, and then set sail for Greenland, surely that vessel could not be
seized and condemned.

1 have put the argument of the counsel for the Crown as strong as I could put
it ; they say you exercise that right now, and you did not exercise it before. Our
answer is, simply, that we have always exercised it, and that we have done it
irrespective of the Treaty of 1854, or of the Treaty of 1878. We have never been
interfèred with in exercising it. There is no case of condemnation of a vessel for
exercising that right, and if there had been .a good many, it would have made no
difference to your Honours, because the judgments would have been simply the
provincial interpretation of the Treaty, given ex parte, and it is certain that no act
of Great Britain has ever sanctioned the position that the United States had not
this right, irrespective of Treaties. Then, as bas been suggested by my colleagues,
and I follow the suggestion merely, the whole correspondence between the Governor-
General and the Head of the Colonial Offlice, and between the United States'
Governiment and the British Government, shows that Great Britain never intended
that American fishermen should be excluded from the use of .those liberties or
rights, whatever be our claim to them, or whether we had them as of right or not.
These privileges are those which fishermen have always-exercised, and it las only
been as population bas increased, and fiscal laws have become important, and the
inhabitants have become more apprehensive in regard to vessels hovering about
the coast, that nations have enacted laws restricting persons in the exercise of those
rights. The learned counsel, in support of bis argument, cited Phillimore, I,
page 224; Kent's "Commientaries," vol. i, pages 32 to 36; and Wheaton's
"International Law" (Dana's edition), sections 167; 169, and 170.

I have read these passages, not that they distinctly assért, or indeed
that they take up the very question I am presenting before this tribunal, 'but
they show the general principles upon which the great writers on international
law, the Governiments themselves, and the people, have'acted with regard -to
fishermen and their rights, especially of supplying their waùnts from time to tirhe in
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the ports and harbours of all countries. These rights have been recognized as
incidental to the nature of man, and the nature of the earth he occupies. However
boastful we may be of ourselves, we are such feeble creatures that we cannot
subsist many hours without food, shelter, and clothing, and fishermen and sailors
must get these where they can. Laws respecting pure commerce, that is the right
to go with a cargo to sel], and turn it into the great body of the property of the
country, rest on other grounds; but the right to exercise the industry by which
men live, as fishermen do by fishing, should be extended as far as possible, and
originally had no limit. It passed within the category of those imperfect rights,
such as innocent transit, and innocent use of waters. These rights have been
exercised for the reasonsthere assigned, which are deeper as well as older than all
Treaties, Conventions, and Statutes.

As the Treaties stand, fishing is an innocent use of all the waters of the
Dominion. Great Britain bas never prohibited the exercise of those rights. .She
may find it expedient to do so, or the policy of the Dominion, or perhaps some
excited political feeling or hostility against the United States for some wrong,
real or supposed, may lead it to do so; but it bas never been done, and that
is the reason why we have always been in the exercise of those rights. When
the Provincial Government undertook to exclude us from those privileges, they
were taken to account at once, and· their action: was stopped by the British
Government.

We are now brought to the last question, and that is, did we renounce those
rights, the right to purchase bait, ice, supplies, and to transship, by clauses in, the
Treaty of 1818? For the purpose of this argument, I am perfectly indifferent. which
way your Honours shall construe these clauses. The Government of.the United
States does not interpret them as a renunciation of these rights. I donot believe, I
cannot believe, that the Treaty had any such reference. But it is certain that nothing
therein refers to the purchasing of cargoes of frozen herring, which bas been often
referred to before the Commission. • That is a purely mercantile enterprize. A
Boston vessel comes to this coast with a manifest, and equipped in every respect as
a trader, though a fisherman at ail other times, and after satisfying the Custom-
house authorities, she purchases a cargo of frozen herring, and proceeds with thein
to the Boston market. That is a mercantile enterprize; it is not anything that is
renounced by fishermen, as such, in the exercise of their rights to fish. Suppose a
merchant at Newfoundland should take a fishing-vessel not employed at that time,
and load her with frozen herring, and sendher to Boston, where, after she had been
entered at the Custom-house, and satisfied al] the fiscal regulations, her cargo would
be sold. Would any one pretend that her right to do that was -derived from the
Treaty giving. a right to fish within three: miles of the American coast, and land
and dry their nets? Certainly not, Therefore we may cut off at once all reference
to that. If your Honours shall say-that, by.the Treaty of 1818, the United States
did not renounce those rights, and did not notice them one way or another, that is
sufficient for ,us. If your Honours shall decide that, so far as fishing within three
miles is concerned, the United States renounced the right to purchase anything
except wood, then we subiit that the right of purchasing anything else has not been
granted to us by the -Treaty of 1871, and therefore. we cannot be called upon to
make any compensation.

We are satisfied that the United States are permitted by the British Govern-
ment to do those acts, whether it be from comity, from regard to the necessities of
fishermen, from policy, or from soine other reason, I know notand solong as we are
not disturbed,-we are content. -If we are disturbed, the question will then arise,
not before this tribunal, but betveen the two nations, whether we are properly
disturbed by Great Britain'; and if 'we should come.to the conclusion on both sides,
that there being a dispute on that subject which.should be:properly settled, then it
is hoped that the Governments vill find.no difficulty in settling ,it; butthis tribunal
w.ill discharge its entire duty when it declares that, under Article XVIII of the Wash-
ington Treaty, no such rights orprivileges are conceded to the,United States.

Mr. Thomson.--I do not propose to answer Mr. Dana's argument at present, but
I will call the attention of. the Commission to the fact that it .was an original argu-
mient, and not a reply. In view of.the fact that there are a number ofwitnesses
waiting to be examined, and the short time the Commission has tosit before it takes
an adjournment, I do not propose noiv to offer any observations in repiy to the
learned counsel, but no doubt before the case is through, previous to that time, I will
take occasion-to answer the arguments.
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Mr. Dana said the announcement of the learned counsel seemed as if he assumed
the right to make an indefinite adjournment of the hearing, and at some future day
to reply to the arguments.

Mr, Thonson said he did not desire to interfere with an immediate decision, and
his remarks were made simply that Mr. Dana's argument might not be considered
as having been passed on the part of the counsel for the Crown sub silentio.

Mr. Foster asked for an early decision on the motion.

The Commission retired to deliberate, and on their return, the President read
the following Decision:

" The Commission khving considered the motion submitted by the 'Agent of the United' States at
the Conference held ou the 1st instant, decid.e

" That it is not within the coupetence of this tribunal to award compensation for commercial
intercourse between the two countries, nor for the purchasing bait, ice, supplies, &c., &c., nor for the
permission to transship cargoes in Britisli waters."

Sir Alexander T. Galt.-Mr. President, as this Commission has been unanimous
on this question, I desire, with the permission of my colleagues, but without com-
mitting them to the same line of argument, which bas convinced myself, to state the
grounds upon which J feel it my duty to acquiesce in the decision. I listened with
very great pleasure to the extremely able arguments made on both sides, and I find
that the effect of the motion, and of the argument which has been given upon it, is
to limit the power of this tribunal to certain specified points. This definition is
undoubtedly important in its consequences. It eliminates from the consideration of
the Commission an important part of the case subinitted on behalf of Her Majesty's
Government; and this is undoubtedly the case, so far as this part forms a direct
claim for compensation ; but at the saine time, it has the further important effect
that it defines and limits the rights conceded to the citizens of the United States
under the Treaty of Washington. Now, I have not been insensible to the importance
of the considerations that have been addressed to us by the counsel for the Crown, in
reference to the inconvenience that may arise from the décision at which this
tribunal has arrived. I can foresee that, under certain circumstances, those incon-
veniences may become exceedingly great, but I cannot resist the:position taken by
the counsel of the United States, in stating that if such inconvenienees:arise, they are
matters which properly fail within the control and judgment of the two Governments,
and not within that of this Commission. On the other hand i cannot fail to see,
thatwhile this is admitted, a remote and contingent inconvenience, avery important
difficulty, and one of a very serious character, vould arise, if, from any cause, this
Commission were to exceed the powers which are given to the Commissioners under
the Treaty of Washington.

The difficulty would at. once arise, that any award whatever which it made, be
it good or lad, be it favourable to one party or the other, would have been vitiated
by our having acted ultra vires. I do not find, either, that there would be. any ready
escape from such a position. The Treaty affords no machinery by which this ques-
tion in regard to the fisheries can b adjudicated upon; if this Commission shouId
fron any unfortunate cause be allowed to lapse; therefore, with regard to:the two
inconveniences in question, the one which strikes at the root of the whole Treaty is
that vhich ought to weigh with me, if I were placed in such a position as to be
obliged to weighsuch inconveniences; but, as I shall state before I conclude, there
are other and stronger considerations present to my mind. -1 have, in common with
my colleagues, entered into a solemn obligation to decide judicially upon al
questions coming-before this tribunal; and Ifeel it incumbent upon me, therefore, to
give every possible weight, every due weight to whatever may be said on cither side,
and I certainly have hitherto endeavoured to do so, and I have done so in this case.
I shall endeavour to pursue the same course, acting under the same considerations in
the future. At the same time, I confess to a great feeling of disappointment that
such an inportantpart of the question connected with the settlement of the fisheries
dispute should apparently be removed, or partly removed, from the possible con-
sideration and adjudication of this tribunal, and I am bound to say that my convic-
tion of the intention of the parties to the Treaty of Washington is, that this was
not their purpose at the tiie.

I have listened with very great attention to the arguments presented on behalf
of the (Jnited States, but I do not think that they have correetly stated the position
of the two parties at the tirne when the Treaty of Washington was entered into.



The history of this case begins, as has been stated bv counsel, as far back as 1783,
but by comnmon consent the Convention of 1818 is the Treaty by which the fishery
rights of the two countries have subsisted. Under the Convention of 1818 certain
things were forbidden to the United States' fishermen, and the United States
renounced the right to do anything except what they were perinitted to do by the
words of that Treaty. They renounced for ever any liberty of taking, drying, or
caring fish, &c., "provided that the American fishermen sha be permitted to enter
the said bays or harbours, for the purpose of shelter, and of repairing damages
therein, of purchasing wood and obtaining water, and for no other purposewhat-
ever." By the Imperial Act 59 Geo. III, cap. 38, and by several Colonial
Statutes, restrictions and definitions were imposed, or were established with regard
to offences arising from infringements of those privileges conferrerl upon American
citizens, though it has not been shown that the seizures which took place prior to
1854, were for trading or for obtaining supplies, or for any other benefit referred to
in the motion; still it is undoubted that, arising out of this legislation, great irritation
arose between the two countries, and this resulted in the adoption of what is knowný
as the Reciprocity Treaty in 1854. That the Reciprocity Treaty was understood
to.have removed ail those restrictions is, unquestionably shown to be the case to my
mind, by the action taken by Great Britain and the Colonies, when the Treaty came
into force.

Immediately afterward, ail Statutes which had operated against the American
fishermen were suspended, and the greatest possible freedom of intercourse existed
during the continuation of that Treaty. At the termination of the Reciprocity
Treaty,.and in support of the view that it wvas supposed to have given those privi-
leges, we find the whole of these enactments revived, and we also find that subse-
quently more stringent Statutes were passed by the Dominion of Canada in this
relation. Now, it is important in the history of this case to consider what effect
was produced by those Statutes ;and we find in a most important public document,
that is, the annual message of President Grant to Congress in 1870, that this legis-
lation on the part of the Colonies was made the subject of the gravest .possible
complaint. The President states that:-

"The course pursued by the Canadian authorities towards the fishermen of the United States
during the last season has not been marked by a friendly feeling. By the Ist Article of the Con-
vention of 1818, between Great Britain and the United States, it -was agreed that the inhabitants of
the United States should have, for ever, in com mon with British subj ects, the right of taking fishý in
certain waters therein defned. l the waters not included in the limits named in the Convention,
within three miles of parts of the -British coast, it has been the custom for twenty years to give to
intruding fisherien of the United States, a.easonable warning of their violation of the technical riglits
of. Great Britain. The Imperial Government is understood to have delegated the wliole, or a share
of its jurisdiction or control of these inshore fishery grounds, to the Colonial Authority known as the
Dominion of Ognada, and this semi-independent, but irresponsible agent has exercised its delegated
powers in an unfriendly way-.-vessels have been seized without notice or warning, in violation of the
custom previously prevailing, and have been taken into the Colonial ports, their voyages broken up,
and the vessels condemned. There is reason to believe that this unfriendly and vexatious treatment
was designed to bear:harshly upon the hardy fishermen of the, United States, witli a view. to political
effect upon the Government."

That is not ail: the President went further, and made a second complaint in
this language :

"The Statutes of the Dominion of Canada assume a still broader and more untenable jurisdictioin
over the vessels of: the United States ; they authorize officers or persons to bring vessels hovering
within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of Canada into port, to search
the cargo, to examine the master on oath touching the cargo and voyage, and to'inflict upon him a
heavy pecuniary penalty if true answers are not givn, and if sucli a vessel is found preparing to fish
within three marine niles of any of such coasts, bays, creel, or harbours, without a licence, or after the
expiration of the period named in the last licence granted to. it, they provide that the versel witl her
tackle, &c.; shallbe forfeited. It is not known that any condemnationsbave beenimade nuder this
Statute. Should the authorities of Canada attempt to enforce it,it will become my duty t take sucih
steps as may be necessary to protect the righits of the citizens of the United States."

The President further goes on to say:

"It has been claimed by Her Majesty's officials, that the fishing vessels of the United. States have
no right to enter the openports of the British possessions in North America,except for the purpose of
shelter and repairing damages, of purchasing wood, and obtaining water, that they have no right to
enter at the British Custom-houses, or to trade there, except for the purchase of wood or 'water, and
that they must depart within twenty-four hours after notice te leave. It is not known that any seizure
of a fishing vessel carrying the flag of the United States has been made under this claimI."
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These werc complaints which were made in the annual message of President
Grant in 1S70; and he concludes by suggesting to Congress the course that should
be taken in reference to this niatter, in the following words:

" Anticipating that an attempt may possibly be made by the Canadian authorities ini the
coming season to repeat their unneighbourly acts towards our fishermen, I recommend you to confer
upon the Executive the power to suspend by proclamation the operation of the laws authorizing the
transit of goods, vares, and merchandize in bond, across the territory of the United States to Canada;
and further, should such an extreme measure become necessary, to suspend the operation of any
laws whereby the vessels of the Dominion of Canada are permitted to enter the waters of the United
States."

It is, therefore, plainly evident that disagreements were in existence at that
time with regard to the fisheries, and that the fear that they would produce serious
complications between the two countries was present in the minds of the President
and Government of the United States. Well, the history of the case goes on to
show, that these complaints made by President Grant were the foundation of the
negotiations which led to the adoption of the Washington Treaty ; and it is
important to observe, on examining that Treaty, that the means whereby President
Grant proposed to Congress to ensure the repeal of these so-called unfriendly acts
on the part of Canada, by repealing the Bonded System, and by putting on other
restrictions, which President Grant proposed to apply to that particular purpose,
are, by the Clauses of the Washington Treaty, deait with for the term of that
Treaty in another way, and for other considerations; therefore, to my mind, it
leaves me in this position, in endeavouring to interpret the intentions of the parties
to the Washington Treaty-that it must necessarily have been supposed that, as in
the case of the Reciprocity Treaty, so in the case of the Washington Treaty, the
rights of traffic and of obtaining bait and supplies were conferred, being incidental
to the fishing privilege. It could searcely bo otherwise, because, in the case of the
Reciprocity Treaty, commercial advantages were the compensation which the United
States offered to Great Britain for the concession of the privilege of fishing in her
waters, while by the Washington Treaty, compensation in money, exclusively of the
free admission of fish, is to be made the measure of the difference in value; therefore
1 quite believe that the intention of the parties to the Treaty was to direct this
tribunal to consider al the points relating to the fisheries which have been set
forth in the British case. But I am now met by the most authoritative statement
as to what were the intentions of the parties to the Treaty. There can be no
stronger or better evidence of what the United States proposed to acquire under the
Washington Treaty, than the authoritative statement which has been made by their
Agent before us here, and by their counsel. We are now distinctly told that it was
not the intention of the LJnited States, in any way, by that Treaty, to provide for
the continuation of these incidental privileges, and that the United States are
prepared to take the whole responsibility, and to run all the risk of the re-enactment
of the vexatious Statutes to which reference has been made.

I cannot resist the argument that has been put before me, in reference to the
true, rioid and strict interpretation of the clauses of the Treaty of Washington. I
therefore cannot escape, by any known rule concerning the interpretation of Treaties,
from the conclusion that the contention offered by the Agent of the ·United States
must be acquiesced in.

There is no escape from it. The responsibility is accepted by, and must rest
upon, those who appeal to the strict words of the Treaty as their justification. I
therefore, while I regret that this tribunal does not find itself in a position to give
full consideration to ail the points that may be brought up on behalf of the Crown,
as proof of the advantages which the United States derive from their admission to
fish in British waters, still feel myself, under the obligation which I have incurred,
required to assent to the decision which has been communicated to the Agents of
the two Govenrnments by the President of this tribunal.
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CLOSING ARGUMENT OP HoN. DWIGHT FiOSTER, ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES.

Gentlemen or the Commission:-
IT becomes my duty to open the discussion of this voluminous mass of evidence,

which lias occupied your attention through so many weeks. It is a satisfaction to
know that many topics, as to which numerous vitnesses testified, and over which
much time has been consumed, have been eliminated from the investigation, so that
they need not occupy the time of counsel in argument, as they are sure not to give
any trouble to the Commissioners in arriving at their verdict. The decision of the
Commission, made on the 6th September, by which it was held not to be compe-
tent for this tribunal to award compensation for commercial intercourse betwcen the
two countries, or for purchasing bait, ice, supplies, &c., or for permission to
transship cargoes in British waters, is basedu pon the principle-the obvious principle,
perhaps I may properly say-that no award can be made by this tribunal against
the United States, except for rights which they acquire under the Treaty; so that,
for the period of twelve years, they belong to our citizens, and cannot be taken from
them. For advantages conferred by the Treaty, as vested rights, you are empowered
to make an award, and for nothing else.

The question before you is whether the privileges accorded the citizens of the
United States by the Treaty of Washington are of greater value than those accorded
to the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty, and, if so, how much is the difference, in
money? The concessions made by each Government to the other in the Treaty,
were freely and-voluntarily made. If it should turn out (as I do not suppose it will),
that in any respect the making of those concessions has been injurious to the
subjects of Her Majesty, you are not on that account to render an award of
damages against the United States. The two Governments decided that they would
grant certain privileges to the citizens of one, and the subjects of the other.
Whether those privileges may be detriîmental to the party by whon they have been
conceded, is no concern of ours. That was disposed of when the Treaty was made.
Our case before this tribunal is a case, not of damages, but of an adjustment of
equivalents between concessions freely made on the one side and on the other. It
follows from this consideration, gentlemen, that all that part of the testimony which
bas been devoted to showing that possibly, under certain circumstances, American
fishernen, either in the exercise of their Treaty rights, or.in trespassing beyond
their rights, may have done injury to the fishing grounds, or to the people of the
Provinces, is wholly aside fron the subject-matter submitted for your, decision.
The question whether throwing over.«gurry " hurts fishing grounds-the question
whether vessels "lee-bow " boats-and all matters of that sort, which at an early
period of the investigation loomed up occasionally, as if they might have some
importance, may be dismissed from our minds; for, whether the claims made in
that respect are well founded are'not, no authority has been vested in this tribunal
to make an award based upon any such grounds. That which you have been
empowered to decide, is the. question -to what extent the citizens of the 'United
States are gainers by having, for the terni of twelve years, liberty to take fish on
the shores and coasts of Her Majesty's dominions, without being restricted to any
distance from the land. It is the right of ishore fishing. In other words, the
removal of a restriction by vhich our fishermen wvere forbidden to come within three
miles of the shore for fishing: purposes, and that is all. No rights to*do anything
upon the land are conferred upon the citizens of the United States under this
Treaty, with the single exception of the right to. dry nets and cure fish on theshoi·es
of the Magdalen Islandsi if we did, not possess that abefore. No right to land for
the!purpose of eining from the shore; no right to the straud fisher "as it lis
been called; no right to do anything excpt ater-borne on our esselso go
within the limits which had been previously forbiddei.

When I commenced the investigation of'this uestion I supposed that it was
probable that, an important question of international law would turn out t6 be
involved in itrelative, of coursetoth s-alled headland question; which has been

Mthesubjectofsonmuch discussion between thetwo Governmentsfor along séries of
years; but the evidence that has been introduced renders this question not of the
sli ghtest importance, and inasmuch as itis a question which you are not empowered,
except incidentally, to decide; a question eminently proper' to be passed upon
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between the Governments directly, I presum'e you will rejoice with me in flndino
that it is not practically berore us, and that we need not trouble ourselves concern-
ing it. I it had appeared in this case that there was fishing carried on to any
appreciable extent within the large bays, more than six miles wide at the headlands,
and at a distance of more than three miles from the contour of the shores of those
bays, the United States would have contended that their citizens, in common with
all the rest of mankind. were entitled to fish in such great bodies of water, as long
as they .kept tliemselves more than three miles fromn the shore. In short, they would
have contendced, as it has been contended in the Brief filed in this case, that where
the bays are more than six miles in width, froi headland to headland, they
are to be trcated in this respect, for fishing purposes, as parts of the open sea; but
the evidence, as I said before, has eliminated ail that matter fron the inquiry. The
only bodies of water as to which any such question can arise, are, in the first place,
the Bay of Fundy. Now, the right of American fishermen to enter and fish in that
bay, was decided by arbitration in the case of the schooner "Washington," and lier
Majesty's Government have uniformly acquiesced in that decision. So, as to that
body of water, the rights of the citizens of the United States must be regarded as
res adjudicata. In addition, however, it turns out, that vithin the body of the Bay
of Fun;dy there has not been any fishing more than three miles from the shore, for
a period of many years. One of the British witnesses said that it was forty years
since the maekerel fishery ceased in the Bay of Fundy. At ail events there is no
evidence in this case, of fishing of any description in the body of the Bay of Fundy,
more than three miles from the shore, and this fact, in addition to the decision in
the "ashington " case, disposes of that.

The next body of water is the Bay of Miramichi; as to which it will turn out,
by an inspection of the map on which the Commissioners appointed under the

cciproeity Treaty marked ont the lines reserved from free fishing, on the ground
that thev wcre mouths of rivers, that the mouth of the River Miramichi comes almost
down to the headlands of the bay. You will remember that the report of the
Commission on the Reciprocity Treaty is reforred to in the Treaty of Washington,
and that the saine places excluded by their decision remain excluded now. What
is left? The narrow space below the point marked out as the mouth of the River
Miramichi. and within the headlands of the bay, is so small that there can be no
fishing there of anv consequence, and no evidence of any fishing there at ail has
been introduced. So far as the Bay of Miramiehi goes, therefore, 1 cannot see that
the headland question need trouble you at all.

Then comes the Bay of Chaleurs, and in the Bay of Chaleurs, whatever fishing
bas been found to exist, seems to have been within three miles of the shores of the
bay, in the body of the Bay of Chaleurs. I am not aware of any evidence of
fishing ; and it is very curiotis that this Bay of Chaleurs, about which there bas
been so much controversy heretofore, can be so summarily dismissed from the
present investigation. I suppose that a great deal of factitious importance bas
been given to the Bay of Chaleurs, from the custom among fishermen, and almost
universal a generation ago, of which we have heard so nuch, to speak of the whole
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence by that term. Over and over again, and particularly
among the older witnesses, we have noticed that when they spoke of going to the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, they spoke of it by the term "Bay of Chaleurs," but in the
Bay of Chaleurs proper, in the body of the bay, I cannot find any evidence of any
fishing at ail. I think, therefore, that the Bay of .Chaleurs may be dismissed from
our consideration.

There are two or three other bodies of water, as to which a possible theoretical
question may be raised, but their names have not been introduced into the
testimony on this occasion, from first to last. The headland.quhstion, therefore,
gentlemen, I believe may be dismissed as, for the purposes of this inquiry, wholly
unimiportant ; and although I am not authorized to speak for my frierid, the' British
Agent, and say that he concurs with me, yet I shall be very much surprised if I
find any diffèrent views from those that I have expressed taken on the other side.
If, il argument, other views should be brought forward, or if it should seem to your
Honours, in considering thesubject, thàt the question bas an importance which it
has.not in ny view, then I can only refer you to the Brief that has been filed, and
insist upon the principles which the United States have hèretofore maintained
on that subject. For the present, I congratulate you, as I do myself, that no
grave and vexed question of international law need trouble you m coming to a
conclusion.



I think it is necessary to go somewhat, yet briefly, into the historical aspects
of the fishery question, in order to see whether that which has been the subject of
diplomatic controversy, and of public feeling in the past, is really the same thing
which we have under discussion to-day. The question has been asked, and asked
with sone earnestness, by my friends on the other side, "If the inshore fisheries
have the little importance which you say they have, why do your fishermen goýto
the Gulf of St. Lawrence at all ?" And again it has been asked, " If the inshore
fisheries are of such insignificant consequence, why is it that the fishermen and
people of the United States have always nanifested such a feverish anxiety on the
subject ?" Those questions deserve an answer, and unless an answer made,
you undoubtedly will feel that there must be some unseen importa. in this
question, or there would not have been all the trouble with reference to it here-
tofore. Why do the fishermen of the United States come to the Gulf of St. Law-
rence at all ? Why should they not come here? What men on the face of the
earth have a better right to plough with their keels the waters of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence than the descendants of the fishermen of New England, to -whose
energy and bravery, a century and a quarter ago, it is chiefly owing that there is
any Nova Scotia to-day under the British flag ? I am not going to dwell upon the
history of the subject. It is well known that it was New England that saved to the
Crown of England these maritime provinces; that to New England fishermen is
due the fact that the flag of Great Britain flies on the citadel, and not the flag of
France, to-day.

Early in the diplomatic history of this case, we find that the Treaty of Paris,
in 1763, excluded French fishermen three leagues from the coast belonging to Great
Britain in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and fifteen leagues from the Island of Cape
Breton. We find that the Treaty with Spain, in the same year, contained a relin-
quishment of al[ Spanish fishing rights in the neighbourhood of Newfoundland.
The Crown of Spain expressly desisted from all pretensions to the right of fishing
in the neighbourhood of Newfoundland. Those are the two Treaties of 1763-the
Treaty of Paris with France, and the Treaty with Spain. Obviously, at that time,
Great Britain claimed for herself exclusive sovereignty over the whole Gulf of
St. Lawrence, and over a large part of the adjacent seas. By the Treaty of
Versailles, in 1783, substantially the same provisions of exclusion were made with
reference to the French fishermen. Now, in that broad claim of jurisdiction over
the adjacent seas, in the right asserted and mraintained to have British subjects
fish there exclusively, the fishermen of New Engiand, as British subjects, shared.
Undoubtedly, the pretensions that were yiélded to by those Treaties, have long
since disappeared. Nobody believes now that Great Britain has any exclusive
jurisdiction over the Gulf of St. Lawrence, or the Banks of Newfoundland, but at
the time when the United States asserted their independence, and when the Treaty
was formed between the United States and Great Britain, such were the claims of
England, and those claims had been acquiesced in by France and by Spain. That
explains the reason 'vhy it .was that the elder Adams said he would rather cut
off his right hand than give up the fisheries, at the time the Treaty was forméd, in
1783; and that explains the reason why, when his son, John Quincy Adams, .was
one of the Commissioners who negotiated the Treaty of Ghent at the end of the
'war of 1812, he insisted so. strenuously that nothing should be done to give away
the rights of the citizens of the United States in these ocean fisheries. Those are
the fisheries which existed in.that day, and 'those alone. The iackerel fishery was
unknown. It was the cod fishery and the whale4fishery that called:forth the eulogy
of Burke, over a hundred years ago. It was the cod fishery and whale fishery for
which the first and second Adams so strenuously contended; and, inasmuch as it
was found impossible, in the Treaty at the end of the'War of 1812, to come to any
adjustnient of the fishery question, all mention ofit was omitted n the Treaty; the
Treaty was made leaving each party to assert-his claims at some future time. And
so it stood, Great Britain'having given notice that she did not intend to renew the
rights and privilèges concededto the United States in the Treatv ofU1783, and the
United States giving notice that they regarded the privileges of the Treaty of 1783
as of a, permanent chai-acter and not terniinated bythe war of 1812; but nà con-
clusion was' arrived at between the parties . What followd? The best aceountiof
the controversy to'be found, is in a bookcalled The Fisheries and the ÑMississippi;'
Which 'contains John Quincy Adams' lefters onthesubject of'the Treatvof Ghent,
and the Convention of 1818 Mr. Adams, in that boo, says that the yea ater
peace was declared, British cruizers warned allAmrican fishing vessels not to



approach' within sixty miles from the coast -of Newfoundland, and that it was in
consequence of -this that the negotiations were begun which led to the Convention
of 1818 ; and the Convention of 1818, in the opinion of Mr. Adams, conceded to the
United States all that they desired. He believed, and asserted, that Great Britain
had claimed, and intended to claim, exclusive jurisdiction over the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, and over the Banks of Newfoundfand, and he considered, and stated that the
Treaty of 1818, in setting at rest for ever those pretensions, obtained for the United
States substantially what they desired. A passage is quoted in the " Reply of Her
Najesty's Government to the United States' Answer,' from this book, in which
.Mr. Adams says: " The Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Gulf of St. Lawrence, and
Labrador fisheries, are in nature, and in consideration both oftheir value and of the
right to share in them, one fishery. To be cut off from the enjoyment of that right
would be, to the people of Massachusetts, similar in kind, and comparable in degree,
with an interdict to the people of Georgia and Louisiana to cultivate cotton or
sugar. To be cut off, even from that portion of it which was within the exclusive
British jurisdiction, in the strictest sense, within the Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the
coast of Labrador, would have been like an interdict uporn the people of Georgia or
Louisiana to cultivate cotton or sugar in three-fourths of those respective States."
But lie goes on to speak of the warning off of American vessels sixty miles from
Newfoundland, and then says: " It was this incident which led to the negotiations
which terminated in the Convention of the 20th October, 1818. In that instrument
the United States renouncedfor ever that part of the fishing liberties which they had
enjoyed or claimed in certain parts of the exclusive jurisdiction of the British Pro-
vinces, and within three marine miles of the shores. This privilege, without being of much
use to ourfshermen, iad been found very inconvenient to the British ; and in return,
we have acquired an enlarged liberty, both of fishing and drying fish, within other
parts of the British jurisdiction, for ever."

Fishing for mackerel in ten fathoms of water, off the bight of Prince Edward
Island, was not the thing then taken into consideration. There was no mackerel
fishery till many years after. This controversy was caused by a claim on the one
hand, and a resistance on the other, with reference to the ocean fisheries, to the
cod-fishcry, the whale-fishery, the deep-sea fishery, thrce leagues, fifteen leagues,
sixty miles from the shore; and after the Convention of 1818 had been formed, if
it liad been construed as the British Government construe it to-day, there would
have been no more controversy on the subject. The controversy that arose after
the Convention of 1818, sprang from the unwarrantable and extravagant preten-
sions, not so much of ler Majesty's Home Government, as of the Colonial autho-,
rities. In order to understand the importance that has been attributed to this
subject, it is indispensably necessary that you should know what was claimed to
be the interpretation of the Convention of 1818, down to a very recent day. The
Provincial authorities claimed, in the first place, to exclude Inited States' vessels
froi navigating the Gut of Canso. Nobodv makes that claim now. In the second
place, thev claimed the right to exclude them from fishing anywhere in the Bay of
Fundy. That claim vas insisted upon until, on arbitration, it was decided against
Hier Majcsty's Government. Not only was the headland doctrine asserted as to the
great bays, but under its guise, the Provincial authorities claimed the right to
draw a straigit line from East Point to North Cape of Prince Edward Island, and
make the exclusion three miles from that point. I have had marked on the map
annexed to the British case, two or three,of the principal lines of exclusion as they
were then insisted upon, that you inay know what it was that our people regarded
as important. The claim to treat East Point and North Cape as headlands, and to
exclude us a distance of three miles from a line drawn between them, is a notion
that lias not departed from the popular mind to the present day.

The a flidavits fromn Prince Edward Island were drawn u pon the theory that
that is the rule, and in two or three of them I have found it expressly stated,
"that all the mackerel were caught within the three mile line; that is to say,
within a line three miles from a straight lihe drawn from East Point to North Cape."
Now, those affidavits are all in answer to one set of questions ; they are all upon
one model, and it is quite obvious that they were all of them coloured by that view
of the three mile limit, as two of then expressly say that they were. At ail events,
that was the claim that was made down to a very recent period. The claim also
was made to exclude United States' fishermen from Northumberland Strait. In
the case of the " Argus," seized by British cruizers, the ground of seizure was, that a
line was to be drawn from North Cape to the 'northern line of Cow Bay in Cape



Breton. IL is marked there in red on the map. The evidence of that claim, which
vas the basis of the seizure of the " Argus," is to be found in the correspondence

between Mr. Everett and Lord Aberdeen on the subject. (See Mr. Everett's letter
to Lord Aberdeen, quoted from in the United States' Brier, on page 21.) They like-
wise claimed to draw a line fron Margaree to Cape St. George. You will find that
down there. Those claims werc not nerelv made on the quarter-deck, but they
were made, some of them, in diplomatie correspondence, some of thein in resolutions
of the Nova Scotia Legislature. They were made, and they were insisted upon ;
and understanding this, I think you will be prepared to understand why it was that
exclusion from such limits was regarded as important to our fishermen. You will
remember that one of our oldest witnesses, Ezra Turner, testified that the Captain
of the cruizer " told me what his orders were from Halifax, and he :showed me his
marks on the chart. I well recollect three ,marks. One was from Margaree to
Cape St. George, and th'en a straight line from East Point to Cape St. George, and
then another straight line from East Point to North Cape. The Captain said, •If
you come within three miles of these lines, fishing, or attempting to fIsh, I will
consider you a prize.'" And a Committee of the Nova Scotia Legislature, as late
as 1851, in their report, say: "The American citizens, under the Treaty, have no
right, for the purposes of the flshery, to enter any part of the Bay of St. George,
lving between the headlands formed by Cape George, on the one side, and Port
H!ood Island on the other."

Such were the claims made, and how were those claims enforced ? They were
enforced by the repeated seizure of our vessels, their detention until the fishing
season was over, and then their release. It appears by the returns that' have
been made, in how many instances our fishing vessels were released without a trial,
after they had been detained until their voyages were. ruined, and as our sk-ippers
said .in their testimony, it made no difference whether the seizure was• lawful or
unlawful, the voyage was spoilt, and the value of the vessel almost entirely des-
troyed. There were repeated instances of which you have testimonv, of cruizers
levying black mail upon skippers, taking a portion of their fish by way of tribute
froi them, and letting them go on their way.

Mr. Thomson.-Instead of seizing the whole?
Mr. Foster.-Yes, instead of seizing the whole. No doubt the poor and ignorant

skippers were thankful to escape froi the lion's jaws with so littie loss as that. Let
me give an instance. There is a letter from Mr. d'orsyth, the United States' Secre-
tarv of State, to Mr. Fox, the British Minister at Washington, dated the 24th July,
1859, in which Mr. Forsyth requests the good offices of Her Majesty's Minister at
Washington with the authorities at Halifax, to. secure to a fisherman too poor to
contend in the Admiralty Court, the restoration of ten barrels of herrings, taken
froin hin by the officer who had seized his vessel, and withheld the herring ûfter
the vessel itself was released.

Well, what were the laws enacted to enforce these pretenmions? A Nova Scotia
Statute of 1836. after providing for the forfeiture- of any vessel i found fishing; or
preparing to fisli, or to have been fishing, within three miles of the coasts, bays,.
creeks, or harbours, and providing that if the master, or person in command,
should not trulv answer the questions put to him in examination by the boarding
officer, he should forfeit the sun of 1001., goes on to provide that if, any goods
shipped on the vessel were seized for. any cause of forfeiture under this Act, and any'
dispute arises whether they have been lawfully seized, the burden of proof to show
the illegality of the seizure shall be on the owiner or claimant of the goods, ship3
or vessel, and not on the officer or personvho shall seize and stop the same.
The burden of proof to show that the seizure was unlawîful, ivas on the man
whose schooner had been brought to by the guns of the cutter. I-He was to be
taken into a foreign port, and there required affirmatively to make out that his
vessel and its contents were, not liable to forfeiture. If he attempted any defence,
he was not permitted to do so, until he had given sufficient security in th e sumn of
601. for. the costs. He must commence no. suit until he had given one calendar,
month's notice in Writing ot his intention to do so, in order that the seizing ofler
might make amends if he chose; and he. must ,bring his ,suit within three months
after the cause of action accrued, and if he' failed in the suit, treble costs wer o
be awarded against him; while, if, he succeeded in the suit, and the presiding
Judge certified that there was probable cause for the seizure, he was to be entitled to I
no costs, and the officer making the seizur 'vas not to he liable to any action. That
Act,.only very slightly modified, but ith most ofits offensive pr3visions still
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retained, was found on the Statutes or Nova Scotia as late as the year 1868, and T
amf not aware that it has been repealed to-day. The construction put upon it in.
this Province was, that a man who caine into a British harbour to huy bait with
which to catch fish in the deep sea, was guilty of " preparing to fish," and that it
was an offence under the Act to prepare within British territorial waters to carry
on a deep-sea fishery.

Sneh, gentlemen, was the condition of things which led the fishermen of the
United States to attribute so much importance to the three-mile restriction. We
know to-day that all this has passed away. We know tiat such pretensions are as
unlikely ever to be repeated, as they are sure never again to be submitted to. And
whv do i rerer to them? Not, certainlv, to revive anv roots of bitterness: not,
certainly, to complan of anything so long gone by, but because it is absolutely
indis.pensable for you to understand the posture of this question historiQally, in
order that you may he aware how different the'question we are trying to-day, is
from the question which has had such importance heretofore.

If the three-mile limit off the bend of Prince Edward Tsland, and down by
Margaree, where our fishermen sonetimes fish a week or two in the autunu (and
those are the two points to which almost all the evidence of inshore fishing in this
case relates), if the three-mile limit iad been marked out by a line of buoys int
those places, and our people couil have fished where they had a right to, under the.
Law of Nations, and the terms of the Convention of 1818. nobody would have heard
aiíy complaint. Certainly it is most unjust, after a question has had such a history
as' this-after the two nations have been brought to the very verge of war vith
each other, in consequence or disputes based upon such claims as I have referred
to'-certainly, now that those claims are abandôned, it is most unjust to say to us,.
"Because vou complained of these things, therefore you must have thought the right
to catch macýkerel in tén or firteen fathoms of water, within three miles of the bight
of the island, was of great national importance." We are not prepared to enter
fairly into a discussion of the present question, unt;il it is perceived how different it
is froim the one to which I have been alluding. 0fO course, our fishermem were
alarmed and excited, and indignant, when the things were done ta wvhich I have
referred Of course it was true, that ir such claims were to he inaintained, they
nmust abandon fishing in the Golf of St. Lawrence altogether, and not only did they
feel that there was an attempt unjustly and unlawfully to drive them out of a
valuable fishery, which had belonged to themi and their forefathers ever since vessels
came here at all, but there was also, with reference to it, a sense of wrong and
outrage, and the fishermen of New England, like the rest of the people of New
England, although long-suffering and slow to wrath, have ever been foind to be a
race " who know their rights, and knowing, dare maintain." But when these chains
are ahandoned. as they have been now, there remains simply the question, what is
the value of fishing within three miles of the shore of the British territories ? And
this brin.'s me to some of the immediate questions which we have to discuss.

In the first place, I suppose I may as well take up the case of Newfoundland.
The case of New loundland, asl iunderstand it, is almost'entirely elininated from this
controversy, by the decision which was made on the 6th Septenber. The claim,
as presented in Her Majesty's Case, is not one of compensation for fishinîg within
the territorial waters of Ne.wfoundiand, but it is one of enjoving the privilegès of
commercial intercourse with the people of that island. Of territorial fishing in
Newfoundland waters, there is hardly any evidence to be found since the first day
of July, 1873, when the fisherv clauses of the Treaty of Washington took effeet;
wvith one exception. to which I will allude herearter. There is certainly no cod-fishing
done by our people in the territorial waters of Newfoundland ; none has been proved,
and there is no probability that there ever will be, during the period of the Treaty,
or afterwards. The American cod-ishery is everywhere deep-sea fishing. There
is aI. littile evidence of two localities in' <vhich a few halibut are said to have been
taken in Newfoundland waters-one near Hermitage Bay,' ancl one near Fortune
Bay. But the samé evidence that shows that it once existedl, shows that it had been
e hausted and abandoned, before the Treaty of Washington was niade. Judge
Bennet testified on that point, and said that-

"The halibut fishing on the Newfolidland coast is a verylimited one, so far as I an aware. It is
limited to the waters between Brunet Island in Fortune Bay, and Pass Island in Hermitage Bay. It is
conducted close inshore, and was a very prolific fishery for a nuuber of years. Our, local lishernmen
pursued it wvith hook and line. I think, about eight 'year ago, the Americans visited that place for the
purpose of flshing, and they fished it very thoroughly. They fished early in the season in the month óf
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April, when-lialibut wasin -great demand in'lew York market. They carried them thereTreshin ice,
ad I know they have pursued that fishery from that time to within the last few:years. :Ibelieve they
-have about exhausted it aow."

Another witness testified, that some years ago the halibut fishery was pursued
in that vicinity, but he went on to say

"American fishermen do not now fish for halibut about Pass Island as they formerly did, because
I believe that that fishery bas been exhausted by the Americans. I know of no -United States' fish'ing
-vessels fishing within three miles of the shore, except at and about Pass Island, as already statea.'-
Afdavit of Philip Hubert, p. 54, British Aflavits.

John Evans, page 52, British Affidavits, says

" The balibut fishery followed by the United States' fishing vessels about Pass Island has been
abandoned during late years. I have not iheard of American fishing vessels trying to catch fish on the
Newfoundland inshore fishery."

There has been a little evidence that occasionally, when our vessels go into
'harbours to pirchase·bait at night, some or the men will jig a few squid, when they
are waiting to obtain bait.

AIl -the evidence shows that they go there, not to fish for bait, but to -buy it.
it shows also t hat when they are there for that plurpose, the crews of the vessels
are so much occupied in taking on board and stowing away the fish hought for
bait, that they have no time-to engage much in fishing; but one or two witnesses
-have spoken af a little jigging for squid by one or two men when unoccupied at
might. As to the rest, ail the fishing in the territorial waters of. Newfoundland is
-done by the inhabitants themselves.

Tie frozen herring trade, which vas the ground of compensation chiefly relied
upon in the Newfoundland case, has becn completely proved to he a 'commercial
transaction. The concurrent testimony of the witnesses on both sides is. that
American fishermen go there vith money, they do nnt go there provided with 'the
aipliances for 'fishing, hut with money and with goods. They go there to purchase
and to trade, and hen 'they leave Gloucester, they take out a permit to touch and
trade, that thev may have the privileges of trading vessels. Pernaps it mav be said
that the arrangement under which this bait is taken. is substantially a fishi'ng fonrit.
I have heard that suggestion hinted at in the course or our discussions, but plainly,
it seems to nie, it cannot be sound. *We pay for herring by the barrel, for sqiid
and capelin by the hundred, and the inhabitants of the island vill go out to sea as
far as to the French Islands, there to meet American schooners, and to induce
them to come tu their particular localities, that they may be the ones to catch the
bait for them. It is true that the British Case expresses the apprehension that'the
frozen herring trade mnay be lost to the inhabitantsof Newfoundland, in consequence
of the provisions of 'the Treatv. It is said that "C it is not at ail probable that,
possesmg the right to take the herring andi capelin for themselves on ail parts of
the Newf'oundland coast, the United States' fishermen will continue to purchasehait
as heretofore, and 'thqy will thus prevent-the local fishermen,' especiaily those of
Fortune Bay, from engaging in a 'very lucrative employment which"forner1y
occupied then. durling a portion of the 'inter season, foir the supply of the United
Sta'tes' nmarket." 'One of the British witnesses,.. oseph Tierney, whose testimoiny"is
on page 371. n speaking of this inatter of gettin bait, says;'in reply to the
question " How doyou get that bait?" > Bu i tfrom persons that go and catce
it and sell itrfor so much a barr-el The 'American fishermen are .not allowed to
catch tieir ow 'bait at ail. 0f'course they iny jig their own sguid aroînd the
vessel.'' And in reply to my question, " What' would be done if thev tried to catch
bait T' The answer is, "Thcy are pretty rough customers. I don't know what
they would dl.'? So it appears 'that American fishermen not only do not catch
bait, but'are not alloved 'to catch it. 'They buythe hait, and thiat, to my mid, is
the end of the question. So far as the~herring 'trad goes, if w were
disposed to, carry it on successfully undcr the provisions of the Treaty, for this
herring trade is stbstantially a seining from the shorie-a strand Iishmig,'. as it is
called-and we' have no right anvwhere conferred hv this Treaty togo :shorear'd
seine herring, any more than we have to establish iah-traps. I remember Brother
Thomson and Professor Baird^were at issue on the question .whether ve' had aright
to do this. Brother Thomson was cearly right,'and Professor Baird was mistaken.
We have not aquircd 'any right under the Treaty to go ashore for any'purpose
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,anywhere on the British territories, except to dry nets and cure fish. I do not think
that I ought to spend more time over the case of Newfoundland than this, except
to call your attention to the circumstance, that in return for these few squid jigged
at night, the isianders obtain an annual remission of duties averaging upwards of
50,000 dollars a year.

We have been kindly furnished, in connection with the British affidavits, upon
page 128, Appendix A, with a statement showing the duties remitted upon exports
from Newfoundland to the United States,since the Treaty of Washington; and their
annual average is made out to be 50,940 dol. 45 c. I submit to the Commis-
sion whether we do not pay, upon any view of political economy, a thousand-fold
for all the squid that our people jig after dark.

Let it not, however, for a moment be supposed that because I took up the case
of Newfoundland for convenience sake, as it is presented separately, that 1 regard it
as a distinct part of the case. The United States has made no Treaty with the
Island of Newfoundland, which has not yet hoisted the flag of the "Lone Star."
When she does, perhaps we shall bc happy to enter into Treaty relations with her;
but we know at present only Her Majesty's Government. We are dealing with the
whole aggregate of concessions, from the one side to the other, and Newfoundland
comes in with the rest.

Leaving, then, the Island of Newfoundland, I come to the question of the value
to the citizens of the United States of the concessions as to inshore fisheries in the
territorial waters of the Dominion of Canada (that is, within three miles of the
shore), for the five annual seasons past, and for seven years to come. In the first
place, there is the right conceded to our fishermen to land in order to cure fish and
dry nets-to land on unoccupied places, where they do not interfere with private
property, nor with British fishermen exercising the saine rights. In one of the
oldest Law Reports, Popham's, an ancient sage of the law, Mr. Justice Doddridge,
remarks: " Fisiermen, by the law of nations. may dry their nets on the land of any
man." Without asserting that as a correct rule of Law, I think I may safely assert
that it bas been the practice permitted under the comity of nations from the
beginning of human history, and that no nation or people, no kingdom or country,
bas ever excluded fishiermen from landing on barren and unoccupied shores and
rocks to dry their nets and cure their fish. If it was proved that the fishermen of
the United States did use privileges of this kind, under the provisions of the Treaty
of Washington, to a greater extent than before, I hardly think that you would be
able to find'a current coin of the realn sufilciently small in which to estimate com-
pensation for such a concession. But, in point of fact, the thing is not done; there
is no evidence that it is done. On the contrary, the evidence is that this practice
belonged to the primitive usages of a bygone generation. Seventy,,sixty, perhaps
fifty, years ago, when a little fishing vessel left Massachusetts Bay, it would sail to
Newoundland, and after catching a few fish, the skipper would moor his craft near
the shore,.land in a boat and dry the fish on the rocks; and when he had collected
a fare of fish, and filled his vessel, he would either return back home, or, quite as
frequently, would sail on a commercial voyage to some foreign country; where he
would dispose of the fish and take in a return cargo. But nothing of that sort has
happened within the memorv of any living man. It is something whollydisused : of
no value whatever. And it must not be said that under this concession we acqiiire
any right to hish fron the shore, to haul nets from the shore, or to fish from rocks.
Obviously we do not. I agree entirely with the view of my Brother Thomson, as
manif'sted in his conversation with Professor Baird on that subject.

We come, then,to the inshore fishing. What is that ? In the.first place, there
has been sone attempt to show inshore halibut fishing in the neighbourhood of
Cape Sable. It is very slight. It is contradicted by all our witnesses. No
American fisherman can be found who has ever known of any halibut fishing Wvithin
three miles of the shore in that vicinity; and our fishermen all say that it is impos-
sible that there should be halibut caught, in any considerable quantities, in any place
where the waters are so shallow.. There is also some evidence that utp in the.Gulf
of St. Lawrence there was once a smail local halibut fishery; but the same evidence
that speaks of its existence there, speaks of its discontinuance years ago. The last
instance of a vessel going there to fish for halibut that bas been made known to us,
is the one that Mr. Sylvanus Smith testifies about, where a vessel of his strayed up
into the Gulf, vas captured, and was released, prior to thé Treaty of Washington.
As to the inshore halibut fishery, there has been no name of a vessel, except in one
single instance, when a witness did give the name of the " Sarah C. Pyle," as 1,



véssel that had '6hed for "halibut in the vicinity of -Cape Sable' We have an
affidavit from the captain of that schooner, Benjamin Swim, saying that he did -not
take any fish within many miles of Cape Sable. He says he has been engaged in
cod-fishing since April of this year, and "has landed 150,000 pounds of halibut, an&
caught them all, both codfish and halibut, on Western Banks. The nearest to the
the shore that I have caught fish of any kind this year is, at least, forty miles."
(Affidavit No. 242.)

So much for the inshore halibut fishery. I will, however, before leaving it,
refer to the statement of one British witness, Thomas R. Pattilo, who testified that
occasionally halibut may be caught inshore, as a boy inay catch a codfish off the
rocks; but, pursued as a business, halibut are caught in the sea, in deep water.
" How deep do you say ?" " The fishery is most successfully prosecuted in about
90 fathoms of water, and, later in the season, in as much as 150 fathoms."

So much for the inshore halibut fishery; and that brings me to the inshore
codfisherv, as to which I am reminded of a chapter in an old history of Ireland, that
was entitled, "On Snakes in Ireland," and the whole chapter was, "There are no
snakes in Ireland." So there is no inshore codfishery pursued. as a business by
United States' vessels anywhere. It is like halibut fishing, exclusively a deep-sea
fishing. They caught a whale the other day in the harbour of Charlottetown, but
I do not suppose our friends expect you to assess in this award against the United
States any particular sum for the inshore whale fishery. There is no codfishery or
balibut fishery inshore, pursued by our vessels, any more than there is inshore
iwhale fishery. We know, and our wi'-:nesses know, where our vessels go. If they
go near the British shores at all, they go to buy bait, and leave their money in
payment for the bait. Will it be said that the codfishery is indirectly to be paid for,
because fresh hait must be, used, and the codfishery cannot profitably be pursued
without fresh bait; and because we are hereafter to be deprived of the right to buy
bait by law s expected to be passed, and then shall have to stop and catch it, so that
by-and-bye, when some new statutesý have been enacted, and we have been cut off
from commercial privileges, we iay be, forced to catch bait for codfishing in:British
territorial waters? I think it will be time enough to- meet that question when it
arises. Any attempt to cut us off from the commercial privileges that are alloved
in times of peace,: by the comity of civilized nations, to all at peace with them,
would of course be adjusted between the two Governments, in the spirit: that
becomes two Imperial and Christian Powers. I do not think that,.Iooking forward
to some unknown time, when some unknown law will be passed, we need anticipate
that we are to be eut off from the privilege of buying bait, and therefore you should
award compensation against us for the bait which we may at that time find occasion
ourselves to catch. But if it is worLh while to spend a single moment upon that,
how thoroughly it has been disposed of by the evidence, whic'h shows that this
practice of going from the fishing grounds on the Banks into harbours to purchase
bait is one attended with great loss of time, and with other incidental disadvantages,
so that the owners of the vessels much prefer to have their fishermen stay on the
Banks, and use salt: bait, and whatever else they can get there. St. Pierre and
Miquelon are free ports, commercial- intercourse is pernitted there; bait can be
bought there; and as the British witnesses have told us, the traffic for:bait between
Newfoundland and the French Islands is so great, and such a full supply of bait is
brought to the French Islands, more than there is a demand for, that it is sometimes
thrown overboard in quantities that ·almost fill up the harbour. That was the
statement of one of the -witnesses. I do not think. therefore, that I need spend
more time, either upon the codfishery, or the question of buying bait or procuring
baitfor codfishing.

What shall I say of the United States' herring fishery, alleged toexist at Grand
Manan and its vicinity ? Three British witnesses testify to an annual catch of
1,000,000 or 1,500,000 dollars' worth by United States' fishermen in that vicinity, all
caught inshore. But these witnesses do not name a single vessel, or captain, or give
the name of any place from ,which such vessels cone, except to speak in general terns
of the Gloucester fleet. These witnesses are McLean, McLeod, and McLaughlin.
The fish alleged to' be taken are chiefly herring. I shall not stop to read their
evidence, or comment upon it in detail. They are contradicted by several witnesses,
and by several depositions filed in the case, which you will find, in'the supplemental
depositions lately printed; all of whom state what we believeto be clearly true that
the herring trade by United States' vessels in the vicinity of Grand Manan, is purely
a, commercial transaction ; that bur fishermen cannot afford the time to catch
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herring ; that their crews are too large, and their vessels too expensive to rengage:in
catching so poor a fish as herring; thatit is better For them to buy and pay for them,
and that so they uniformly da. The members of the Gloucester firms who own and
send out these vessels, teil you that they go without nets, without the appliances:to
catch herring at ail, but with large sums of money, they bring back the herring,
and they leave the money behind ,hem.

This question seems to me to he cisposed of by the Report of the Cemmissioner
on the New Brunswick lisheries for 1876.

Mr. Venning, the Inspector of Fisheries for New Brunswick, quotes in his Report
on Charlotte County (pp. 266 and 267), from Overseer Cunningham of the iinner
Bay. Some attempt was made to show that Overseer Cunningham, although the
official appointed for the purpose, did not know much about it; but it will be
observed that his statements, as well as those of Overseer Best (whose evidence is
next quoted), are affirmed by Mr. Venning, the Inspector:of Fisheries for New
Brunsvick, and inserted in his Report. under his sanction; and I think, that w:ith the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, himself from New Bunswick, at the head -of the
Department. erroneous statements on a subject relating to the fisheries of his own
province were not likely to creelp into official documents, and remain there unobjected
to. I think we must assume that these ofricial statements are truer and more
reliable than the accounts that cone from witnesses: "The winter herring ishery,"
Overseer Cunningh'am sa.ys, " I am sorry to say, shows a decrease from the yield of
last year. This, I believe, is owing to the large quantity of nets, in fact miles of
them, being set by United States'. shermen, ail the way from Grand Manan to Leprean,
and far out in the bay, by the Wolves, sunk fron 20 to 25 fathoms, which kept the
flsh from coming into this bay. In ýthis view I am borne out by ail the fishermen
with whom I have conversed on the subject. Our fishermen who own vessels have
now to go a distance of six or eight miles off shore b4fore they can catch any. The
poorer class of fishermen. who have nothing but small boats, made but a poor catch.
However, during the winter months, there were caught, and sold in a frozen state
to United States' vessels, 1,900 barrels, at from 4 dollars to 5 dollars per barrel. The
price, being somewhat better than last year, helped to make up the deficiency in their
catch."

Then he goes on to speak of the injurious effect of throw ing over "gurry," which,
he says. is practised by provincial fishermen as well as American, and savs that,
" as they are fishing far offshore a week at a time, this destructive practice can be
followed with impunity and without cletection." And Overseer Best speaks of the
falling-of in line fishing, but says that the vield of herring has exceeded that of
the previous year, disagreeing with his friend, OverseerCunningham. He attributes
the deficiency in line fishing to the use of trawls. He goes on to sav,;" The catch
was made chiefly in deep water this year, as far out as five to seven miles oF the
coast, and no line fish have been taken within two miles, except haddock." " The
winter fishing," he says, " was principally done in deep water, as rough weather
prevailed most of the time, the fishermen found it very dificult to take care of their
nets, a great manv or which were lost. A large number of American vessels now
frequent our coast to engage in this fisherv, and pay but littie attention to our Jaws,
which prohibit Sunday fishing and throwing over "gurrv." This I an powerless:to
prevent over a stretch of twenty miles of coast, on which from sixty to one huindred
vessels are engraged. A suitable vessel is necessary for this work, and she should
cruize nround among the fishing grounds, and sec that the laws are respected by
those who are participating in the henefhls of our fisheries."

Or course it is difficult to prove a negative; but ought not the British Agent to
be required, upon a subject of such magnitude as this, to produce somte more satis-
factorv evidence? If a large fleet of Anierican vessels are year by vear catching
herrinz- within three miles of land, anong an equal body of British fishermen, within
a linited space near Grand Manan, and if they are taking [rom 1,000,000 to
1,500.000 dollars' worth a year, is it not possible for our friends; the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries and the learned counsel, both from New Bru nsvickç,to furnishl
the names of just one or two ve-ssels, or one or two captains among the great number
that are so engaged ? 1,600.000 to 1,500,000 dollars' worth is the estimate that
they put upon the fishery. How many herring do you suppose it takes to come to
1,000.000 or 1,500,000 dollars? It takes more ýthan ail te he rring that are
imported into the United States, by the statistics. Just in'that little vicinityK tliey
sav that a greater amount of siuch ish are taken than are imported into the United
States. Now, if an operation of that enormous magnitude ii going on, it does seem
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to me that sGmebody would know sorething more definite about it' than has appiarèd!
in this evidence. Certainly, there has been earnest zeal, and the most indefaà-
tigable industry in the preparation of the British Case. Nobody doubts that.
There has been every facility to procure evidence; and are we not entitled.to require
at the hands of H'er Majestv's Governent sonethin. that is more definite and'
tangible than has appearcd on this subject? I have màde all the inquiry in my
power, and I cannot find out what the vessels are, who their captains are. from what
ports they come, or to what markets they return. We know very well what the
Gloucester herringf leet is.' It is a RIeet ihat goes to buy herring ; that buys it at
Grand Manan; that buvs it at the Magdalen Islands; thài buys it in Newfoundland;
but of anv fleet that fishes for herring in the territorial %%atèrs of New Brunswick"
after the utmost inquiry we can make, we remain totally ignorant.

There is another view of this subject,. which ought, it seéms to me, to be
decisive. Everybody admits that herring is one of thé cheapêst and poorest of
fish, and that the former duty of I dollarabarreland 5,e. a box on smoked herring,
woula be absolutely prohiibitory in the markets of the United tates. Now, ho y
much must these New Brunswick fishermen gain if they havé as large a fishery as we.
base, and we have a fishery of 1,500,000 dollars in that vicinitv? That is their
statemeit; the British fishery is about equal to the American; the American is
very near to 1,500,000 dollars a vear in that vicinity; the British caught fishgo
to the. United States' markets almost exclusively-I think one witness did say
two-thirds ; everybody else has spoken as if the herring market ws'sin the UnitedI
States almost altogether. How many barrels of'herring does it take to come
to 1,000,000 dollars? We will let. the other 500,000 dollars be supposed : to
consist of smoked herring in boxes. How manv barrels of herring does ii take?
Whv, it takes 300,000 or 400,000. The herring sel fôr from 2 to 4 dollars a barrel.
It takes 250,000, 300,000, or 100,000 harrels of herring-and a duty of'-1 dollar is
renitted upon each barre,-a duty which would exclude them from our m'arket,.
if it were reimposed. Is not that a sufficient compensation ? -If you believe that
our people catch herring there to any considerable extent, is not that market, from
which these people derive, according to their own showing, so large suis of money,
an eq;.iivalent? Remember, they say we catch 1,000;O00 to 1,500,000 dolars
worth; they say theV catch as many; .hey say it nearly all goes tu our market;
the duty saved'is I dollar a barrel ; and according to their own figures, thev must
be rcaping a golden harvest. Happy fishermen 'of' New Brunswick! 3y the
statistics, they earn four or tive times as mich as the fishermen of Prince Ed ward
Island, and the witnesses say that thev earn reallt two or ·three times as much as.
the statisties show ! They«are receiving from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 dollars for
fish sold chieflv in the markets of the. United' States, and the saving in di ty is.
several huiidred thousand dollars. It is true-that ýve cannot find"imported into-
the United States any such quantity of herring; still, that is thé account that; they
give of 1é.

rings n gentlemen, to the question of the inshore mackerel fishery-that
portion ot' the case which'seems to-me, upon the evidence,to be the principal part, I
might almnost say the only part, requiring to be discussed. Yotur jurisdiction i to
ascertain the vafue of those fisheries for a period oftwelve v'ears, from Julv 1, 1873.
to July 1, 1885. Of those t el vears, five haveali:eady elapsed; one fising year
bas passed since the session of this Commission began. Inasnuch as the" twelve
years will terminate before the beginning or the fishing year in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence for 1885, it is precisely correct to sa, that five years have elapsed and
seven remain. It is of no consequence how valuable these fisheries have been at
periods antecedent to the Treaty, nor how valable or valueless you may think
they are likelyto become after the Treaty shall ihave expired. The twelve Vears'
space of time limits your*jurisdiction, and five-twelfths of' that ime is to.be judged
of, by the testimony, as to the past. The results 'of the five years are before you..
As Lo tne seven remaining years, the burden of proof' is upon er Majesty's
Government to show what benefit the citizens of the United Siatés iay reasonably
be expectéd to derive during'that time from these fisheries. It' will' be for you to
estirnate the 'Future by the past, as well as you may be able.

This'is a purely business question. Although it aie ewe w rais, arises hetween Lio -great
Governments, it is to be decided upon the same principles of evidence as if it were
aclaim between two men, as i it. was a question how muc each 'skipper that
enters the Gulf of St. Lawrence to fish for maekerel ought to pay out of his own
pocket. We are engaged in what the 1London "Times " has' truly callëd'a "grcàt
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international lawsuit," and we are to be governed by the same rules of evidence
that apply in ail Judicial Tribunals-not, of course, by the technicalities of any
particular system of law, but by those great general principles 'which prevail.
wherever, among civilized men, justice is administered. He who makes a clairn is
to prove his claim and the amount of it. This is not a question to be decided upon
diplomatie considerations ; it is a question of proof. Money is to be paid for value.
received, and he who claims the money is to show that the value has been received,
or will be. If there are extravagant expectations on the one side, that is no reason
for awarding a sum of money. If there is a belief on the other sid. that the
results of the Treaty are injurions to a great industry, which nearly all civilized
nations have thought it worth while* to foster by bounties, that is ne argument
against rendering compensation. Whatever benefit the citizens of the United
States are proved to derive froi the inshore niackerel fisheries, within three miles
of the shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. for that yon are to make an award,
having regard to the offset, of which it will be my 'duty to speak at a later period.
The inquiry divides itself into these two heads: First, What has been the value
from July 1, 1873, down to the present timte? and, second, What is it going to be
hereafter ? I invite- your attention to the proof that is before you as to the value
of the diackerel fishery since the Treaty vent into effect. And here i must deal
vith the question: What proportion of the mackerel is caught in territorial

waters, viz., within three miles of the shore? A great mass of testimony has
been adduced on both sides, and it might seem te be in irreconcilable cônflict.
But let us not be dismayed at this appearance. There are certain land-marks
which cannot be changed, by a careful attention to which I think we may expect
to arrive at a tolerably certain conclusion. In the first place, it has been proved,
has it not ? by a great body of evidence, that there is, and always has been, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, a very extensive mackerel fishery clearly beyond British
jurisdiction, as to which no new rights are derived by the citizens of the United
States fron the Treaty of Washington. It is truc that the map filed in the British
Case, and the original statement of that Case, imake no distinction hetween the
inshore and the deep-sea mackerel fisheries. To look at this map, and to read the
British Case, you would think that the old claims of exclusive jurisdiction through-
out the Gulf were still kept up, and that ail the mackerel caught in the Gulf of
St.Lawrence were, as one of the witnesses expressed himself, " British subjects." But
we know perfectcy well, that a United States' vessel, passing through the Gut of
Canso to catch mackerel in the Gulf, will find numerous places where, for many
years, the fishing has been the best, where the fish are the largest, and where the
catches are the greatest, ivholly away froin the shore. The map attached to the
British Case tells this story, for ail through the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the
gentlemen who formed that map have put dovn the places where mnackerel are
caught ; and if the map itself does not indicate that seven-eighths of the mackerel
fishing grounds must be clearly far away from the shore, i am very much iistaken.
At the Magdalen Islands, where we have always had the right to tish as near as we
pleased to the shore. 'the largest and the best mackerel are taken. At Bird Rocks,
near the Mlagdalen Islands, where there is deep water close to the rocks, and where
the mackerel are undoubtedly taken close inshore (within tvo or three miles
of the Bird R ocks you will find the water to be twenty fathons deep), ail around the
Magdalen Islands, the mackerel fishing is stated by the experts who prepared this
map to be good the season through. .Then we have the Bank Bradley, the Bank
Miscou, the Orphan Bank, the Fisherman's Bank, and we have the fishing ground
of Pigeon Hill; ail these grounds are far avay from the shore, where there canmot
be the least doubt that our fishermen have always had the right to fish, aside frem any
provisions of the present Treaty. The most experienced and successful fishermen
who have testified before you, say that those have been places to which they have
resorted, and that there they were most successful.

Look at the testimony of Andrew Leighton, whom w'e héard of froni the other
side early, as one of the most successful Iishermen that ever was in the guif. He
speaks o' the largest season's fishing any man ever hAd in the bay-I,515 barrels-
and says: "I got the mackerel the first trip at Orphans and the Magdalens; the
second trip, at the Magdalens; the third trip, at Fisherman'sl Bank; and I ran
down to \,Iargaree and got 215 barrels there, and .vent home." AIl the mackcrel at
Margarce, he says, were caught within.two iiles of the shore-within the admitted
limits. Recaîl the evidence of Sylvanus Smith and Joseph Rowe, cxperienced and
successful ishermen, who tell yeu that they cared littile for the privilege of fiishing
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within three miles of the land; that they did not believe that vessel-fishing could be
prosecuted successfully there, because it required deeper water than is usually found
within the distance of three miles, to raise a body of mackerel sufficient for the
fishermen on a vessel to take the fish profitably; that boat-fishing is a wholly
distinct thing from vessel-fishing; that boats may anchor within three miles of the
land, and pick up a load in the course of a day at one spot, where mackerel would
be too few, and too small, for a vessel with fifteen men to fish to any advantage.
Almost all the evidence in this case of fishing within three miles of the shore relates
to the bend of Prince Edward Island, and to the vicinity of Margaree. As to the bend
of the island, it appears, in the first. place, that many of our fishermen regard it as
a dangerous place, and shun it on that account, not daring to come as near the
shore as within three miles, because, in case of a gale blowing on shore' their
vessels would be likely to be wrecked. It appears also that even a large part of the
boat-fishing there is carried on more than three miles from the shore. Undoubtedly
many of the fishermen have testified to the contrary; many of the boat fishermen
from the island have testified that nearly all their fish were caught within' three
miles; still it does appear by evidence that nobody can controvert that a great
part of the boat-fishing is more than three miles out. One of the wvitnesses from
the island, James McDonald, says in his deposition, that from the middle of Sep
tember to the 1st November .not one barrel in 5,000 is caught outside the limits,
and he gives as a reason that the ivater will not permit fishing any distance from
the shore because it is too rough. But it is perfectly obvious that a man who so
testifies, either is speaking of fishing in the very smallest kind of boats, little dories
that are not fit to go off three miles from the shore, and therefore knows nothing
of vessel or large boat fishing; or else he is under the same delusion that appears
in thé testimony of two other witnesses to which I referred in another connection--
MeNeill, who on page 42 of the British Affidavits describes 'the three-mile limit
thus: "A line drawn between two points taken three miles off the North Cape and
East Point of this island ;" and John A. McLeod, on page 228,who defines' the
three..mile limit as "a line drawn from points three miles off the' headlands." 'When
a witness comes here and testifies that after September not one barrel of mackerel
in 5,000 is taken outside of the three-mile limnit, because it is too rough to go so far
out, he is either speaking of a little cockleshell of a boat that is never fit to go ont
more than one or two miles, or else he retains the old notion that the headland-line
is to be measured from the two points, and that three miles outside that line <which
would be something like twenty-five or thirty miles out from the deepest part'of the
'bend of the island),:is the territorial limit.

Mr. Thomson.-If you will read the other portion of his deposition you will see
that your statement is not quite fair.

Mr. Foster.-"That' the fish ar nearly-all"caught close to the shore, 'the' best
fishing-ground being. about one àd one-half' miles from the shore. ln October the
boats sometines go off more thanãthree miles from land. Fully two-thirds of the
niackerel are caught within three miles from the shore, and ail are cahght withinwhat
is'known as the 'three-mile limit, that is, within a line dran betweén téeo points
taken three miles off the North Cape and East Point of this island." (McNeil,
p. 42.) We will have this evidence accurately;because I think it shéds onsiderable
light on the subject "that ninetenthis of our mackerei are .aught'within'oïend
one-half miles froi thé' shore,ý and I may say the whole of the are caughtwithin
three miles tof the shor. '(MLeod, p. 228.) 'Somewhere the expression notone

barrel in 5,000 " occurs.It is in' one of"thosé afidaits-perhaps in the first one.
I have read the passage so as .to do no'injustie to the statemnt of the witness.

Mr. Hall testified that for a month before thé' dayof his testimony,à hat i to
say, after about the firstweekin Septeinber,"no mackeiel ere caught withinfive
or six miles of the shoré, and lie applied 'that statement to the' spcimen mackerel
which were. brought here for our inspection and ourtaéte; and Mr Myrickfrom
Rustico, told the saine story.Moï·eover, ail their witnesses, in seaking of the
prosperity of the .lshing businès' of the island, which 'has been dveltupon and
dilated'upon so miach, speak of the fåtthat iot only are the boatsbeconing'more
nurerous, bt' théy 'build them laierg eer ear-longer, deeper 'and bigger boats.
Why? 'To go farther from thershore.So saidMr.Chur'hial a thata prétty
decisive.test of the question, What propoirtion'of the mackerel is'aught vithin three
miles of the shore?ý. What des.IProfessor Hiidsay on that subjct? I'thé Report
that basbeen furnishedus lie says (p.90) Makerelcathi is a'special industry,
and requires sea ging vessels. Theoat equipmnso comm throughont
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British American waters, is wholly unsuited to the pursuit of the mackerel which
has been so largely carried on by United States' fishermen. Immense schools of
mackerel are frequently left unmolested in the gulf and on the coast of Newfound-
[and, in consequence of the fishermen being unprovided with suitable vessels and
fishing gear. It is, however, a reserve for the future, wvhich at no distant day Will
be utilized." Then he goes on to remark that the use of the telegraph is likely to
become of great value in connection with these fisheries.

Now, is there any explanation of these statements, except that the bulk of the
mackerel are caught more than threc miles off, in the body of the gulf? If it is
a "special industry" to which boats are whoIly unsuited, ean it possibly be' true
that a great proportion of the fish is caught within three miles.of the shore? How
eau you account for these statements of their scientific witness in his elaboràte
Report, except by the fact that he knows that the mackerel fishery is, so large a
part of it, a fishery more than three miles off the coast that it can profitably be
pursued only in vessels?

There are two other things that lie beyond the range of controversy to whieh I
wish to call your attention. In the first place, there is a statement made by the
United States' Consul at Prince Edward Island, J. H. Sherman, back in 1864, in a
communication to the Secretary of State at Washington, long before'any 'question
of compensation had arisen; a confidential communication to his own Governaient
by a man who had every opportunity to observe, and no motive to nislead. He
was writing with reference to the value of the inshore fisheries, and the statement
so perfectly corresponds with what I believe to be the real truth that I desire to
read it: "The Reciprocity Treaty seenis to have been an unalloyed boif to the
Colony. The principal benefit that was expected to accrue to the United States y
its operation was fromu the removal of the restrictions upon our vessels 'engaged in
the fisheries, to a distance of three marine miles from the shore; but whatever
advantage migit have been anticipated from that cause has failed to be realized.

"The number of vessels engaged in the fisheries on the shores of this Colony
has greatly diminished since the adoption of that Treaty, so that it'is now less'thán
one-half the former number. The restriction to three marine miles from the shore
(which we imposed upon ourselves under a former Treaty) bas, I am' assured, but
few, if any disadvantages, as the best fish are cauglht.outside that distanèe, ànd'the
vessels arc filled in less time, from the fact that the men are liable'to no loss of time
fromn idling on the shore."

Next take Appendix E of the British Case. Look at the Report of the Execu-
tive Council of Prince Edward Island, made to the Ottawa"Governihent in i 874,
with reference to the preparation of this very case. They are undertaking to show
how large a claim can be made in behalf of the inshore fisheries of the island, and
what do they say? Page 3, paragraph 8 :-" Fr6m the' lst Juliy to the 1st October
is the mackerel season around our coasts, during' which time the United States'
fishing fleet pursues its work, and it has been show"' (1 do not kuiow where it
has been shown) "that in 1872 over 1,000 sail of Urited Stätes' séhoonërs, from 40
to 100 tons, were engaged in the mackerel fishery aloMe.",More than theï hole
number of the United States' vessels licensed to'pursùe the mackerel afid od
fisheries in that year; so that those statistics were largé, nd thešentemen who
prepared this statement were not indisposed to do fuli justice to their cains They
did not mnean to understate the use made of the fisheries of the island nr the
importance of them to the United States' fishrmen. "This fact, together with our
experience in the colleetton of 'Light-money,' now abolished, well as fron 1actual
observation, a fair average of, United States' vessels fishing aroun our costs dûriûg
the season referred to may be safely stated at 00 sail; and as a season's vork is
usually about 600 barrels per vessel, we may fairly put down one-thid ,fhecatchas
taken inside of the thrvee-mile limit."

Such w"Vas the extent of the claim of the Prince Edward Island Government
with reference to the proportion of the inshore and offsbore catch of mackerel,
when they began to prepare this case. After this, they may pileaffidavits as high
as they please, they eau never do away with the effeet of that. statement. Those
gentlemen know the truth. The rest of this paragraph goes on to estimatethat
5 dollars a barrel is-the net cost of the fish, but I will not go intd that.

Mr. Thomson.-You will not adopt that whole paragraph ?
Mr. Foster.--Hardly. I adopt the statement, that i thé judgment of the

Executive Council of the island, the strongest claim that they could inake as to
the proportion of mackerel taken within three miles of the shore vas one-third.
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But we have more evidence about this inshore fishery, for I am now trying to
cail yoar attentiinto those >iatters thaflië dutside the range of cóàtroversy, whère
you cannot sy that theSivitnesses under thé pressure of excitëd feelig, are makin
ektiavigant stateïménts. Lèt sse what the statenent ivas in the debatespn
the adoption of the Treaty. Dr. Tupper, of Halifax, in. giving an a counL of the
state of the fisheries säys : "Thë Member for West Durham stated thàt if Canada
had continued theiolicy of exclusion,' the American fisheries would very shon ave
utterly failed, and they wodld have been at our mercy This was a great muistäkèe
Last sui mer he vent down in a steamer froiir Dalhousie toý Pietdâ; ànd fell in «it
a. fleetý of thirty Americän fishing-vessels which' had averaged 300 berrels of
mackerel ia three weeks, and had never been within teïû miles of the shoie.' I aùi
inclined to coneïëde, for the prposes of the argaiënt, that of the mackerel caught
by boats off the bead of Prince Edward Island, about 'one-tiird 'aretaken vithin
thre' riles 'of the shore. F believë it to be 'a vry libera] estiiïate, and I have no
idea that any such proportion wàs ever taken by a single liiited Stâfes' 'vesse]
fishing in that vidinity. I have already álltidéd to the fact that the boat- fishig and
the vessel-fishing arè wholly differént thhiigs; and t& the necessity of aveäsel being
able to raise a great body of mackerel. Do you rémember the testion'y of Captäitf
Hulbert, pilot of the "Speedwell," certainly one of the most intelligent and candid
witnesses tLat has appeared here'? He' stated that you coúld not catch the' niackerel
in:any quantities on board vessels off the bend of thé island, becausé the vâter ýwàs
not deep enough within threen miles. Take the chart used by Professor Hind in
connection' with his testimony, and see withiù threé ïiles of îhe shorë how deep thé
water is Ten to ,fifteen fathoms is the deþth as fai-out as three niiles. Yo' ivill
hardly'find twenty fathoms of water anywhere within the thi-e-iile zone Captain
Hulbert gave, ith greatý truth, the reason' for is opinioñ'tíat there4vs not
depth of water enough there to' raise & body of ,äàckerel necessary for profitabl
vessel-fishing. My brother Davies felt the force of that, and cross-examined .hii
about the Magdalen Islands. I have been looking at the cha't of the MIgdâléi
Islands, and I have also considered the testimony as to thé'fishing iii that vicinity.
Akgreat deal of the fishing:at th e Magdalen Islands is 'done more ihan theë ïåiles'
froni the shore. The place'vhere the best iÉackerel are takeûi, Bird Rocksiill be
found tdhave twenty fathoms of vater within thé three-inile'liinit. And'when yoU
cone to that locality where I honéstly believe a larger prop orion of mackerel are
caught within three mliles'than' anywhe-e'else, that is off Margaree in the îutumn-,
you vill 'fiid by the chart that the water there is deep, and that tWenty fáthois is'
marked for quite' a distance in a great rmany loc ilities ivithia thrée mil es of thé'
land. I have always understood the Byron Islands and the Bi-d Rocks to b pàr t
of the Magdalen Isiands, and they have always beë so testified to by the witnesses.
When they have spoken ôf the Magdaien Islands; they have included ishing
those two localities as within the' Mgdalendslands Fisheries. In sèaking' of
localities:tief name he Bird: Rockfbut they speak of it' as' part of the Magddleii''
Islands. 'That particular question of geography may deser mre attedtiodeže-
after. I cannot now pause'to considr it.

.Right-héie let me ead fro an' earl reoronthissubject of ishing inshore:
Captain Fair 'of Her Majesty's ship "Chami pion, in 1839, says that he passed
throigh a fleetF of 600 or 700 American vessels in variöo s positios sotaie within'
the headlands of the bays, and some along the shores, but none within thé threer'
mile interdiction. While cräiizing in the vicinity of Prince Edwaid Ishnd he states
that there was nlot "a single' case which called for our interfereence, or where it was
necessary to recommend caution ; on the contrary, the Americans say that a
privilege bas been 'granted them, and that they will nlot abuse it."--(Sabine's
"Reporton the Fisheries,"page 410.)

There is something peculiar about this Prince Edward Island fishery,-and its
relative 'proportion to the 'Nova Scotia fishery. As I said before, I aù inclined to
believethat thegreatest proportion of mackerel caught anywhefe inshore is caught
off Margaree late in'the autumn. The United States' vessels, on their homeWakd
voyage,: mâke hNarbour at Port Hlood, and lie~ there one or two weèks'; whil ther'
they do fish within three mileé of Margaree Island, not betwee'J Màrgared lsladd
and the nainland, but withinthree miles of the islan'd shores, ànd. just thee is
found water deep enough for vessel-fishing. Look at the chart, which fly e4lains
to my.mind' the inshor fishing at this point Margaree is a part ofNova'Scotia
and Piofessor Hinddsays there is an iinmense boàt.-catch ail along the'< utež doak
of' Nova Seotia, and estimatés that of thef Dominion mackere e teh;Qúehe'
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furnishes 7 per cent. (he does not say where it cormes from); Nova Scotia, 80 per
cent.; New Brunswick, 3 per cent.; and Prince Edward Island, -10 per cent. Con.
sidering the fact that the preponderance of the testimony in regard to the mackerel
fishery comes from Prince Edward Island, is it not strange that it does not furnish
more than 10 per cent. of the entire catch? That is, not more than 12,000 or
16,000 barrels of mackerel a-year. But this accords with the Report of J. C. Taché,
Deputy Minister of Agriculture, pages 43 and 44, which is the mostintelligible
report, or statistical memoranda, of the Canadian Fisheries that I have found. It
bears date 1876, and in narrow compass, is more intelligible to me, at least, than.
the separate statements which I an obliged to draw fron the large volumes.
Mr. Taché says that "the figaures of the Fisheries Report are a very great deal
short of the real quantities caught every year as regards cod and herring, although
coming quite close to the catch of mackerel. The reason is that it is specially from
largé commercial houses, which are principally exporters of fish, that the informa-
tion is gathered by the Fisheries officers ; then it cornes that mackerel, being princi-
pally obtained for exportation, and held in bond by large dealers, is found almost
adequately represented in these returns."

When I called Professor Hind's attention to these statements, and remarked
to hin that we had not heard much said about the places where mackerel were
caught in Nova Scotia, he replied ià was because there was an immense boat--
catch on the coast. If there has been any evidence of United States' vessels
fishing for mackerel within three miles of the shores, or more than three miles from
the shore of the outer coast of Nova Scotia, it has escaped my attention. There is
no considerable evideuce, I do not know but I might say, no appreciable evidence,
of United States' vessels fishing for mackerel off the coast of Nova Scotia (I am
not now speaking of Margaree, but the coast of Nova Scotia). As to Cape Breton,
very little evidence has been given except in reference to the waters in the neigh-
bourhood of Port Hood.

You will observe that this estimate of the Prince Edward Island fisheries,
10 per cent., must be nearly correct. It is larger than the returns of exportation, a
little larger than Mr. Hall's estimate, and I think if I say that fron 12,000 to 15,000
barrels of mackerel are annually exported from Prince Edward Island, i shall do
full justice to the average quantity of fish caught there. Now, it does seem to me
that there has been no evidence that can tend to lead you to suppose that the
quantity taken by United States' vessels in that neighbourhood since the Treaty of
Washington, five years ago, compares at all in magnitude with the quantity taken
by the island vessels themselves.

There are some other topics connected with the mackerel catch to which I want
to call your attention. Remember, gentlemen, always, that we hold this investi-
gation down to the period of the Treaty; and that you have no right to make any
award against the United States for anything anterior to the 1st day of July, 1873,
or subsequent to twelve years later than that.

Now, I wish to present some figures relative to the years :that have elapsed
since the fishery clauses of the Treaty of Washington took effect. I will begin with
1873. That year, the Massachusetts inspection of mackerel was 185,748 bbls.; the
Maine inspection was 22,193 bbls.; the New Hampshire inspection was 2,398 bbls.
(I am quoting now from Appendix 0.) The total amount of the Massachusetts,
Maine, and New Hampshire inspection fòr the year 1873, is 210,339 bbls.: That is
the entire amount caught by United States' vessels and boats around:our shores,
coasts, and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Whatever cormes from our vssels;appears
in the inspection. During that year we are favoured with the returns from Port
Mulgrave; and, allowing for a littie natural spirit of exaggeration, which some
might attribute to the patriotic feelings of the collector, and others to the disposition
of American fishermen to tell as good stories of their catch as they can,; we find the
Port Mulgrave returns to be pretty accurate. They are a few percent. in excess of
the statisties of the catches, with which I have compared them to some extent; but
still are tolerably accurate and fair returns for that year. They give .254 vessels,
with an average catch of 348 sea barrels, and 313 packed barrels, aggregating
88,012 sea barrels. Taking off 10 per cent. for loss by packing, which accords with
the current of the testimony-the Port Mulgrave inspector estimates the loss by
packing to be 7 per cent., and he estimates 15 bbls. off, but the current of -the
testimony makes it 10 per cent.-the aggregate was 79,211 packed barrels. Of the
254 vessels, 131 came from Gloucester. Of these 254 vessels, 25 were lost that year,
a loss of 10 per cent. of all the United States' vessels that were in the gu f One-
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tenth part of al the vessels that came to the gulf that yéar were lost. I That is the'
largest catch 'thàt, our vessels have made since the Treaty. 0f that 79,21 bbls
which were caught by Jnited States'essels in the 'Gulf of St Larence, in the year
1873, what proportion are yourepared to assume was caught inshore Is na, a
third a lieral estimate? Taking the Magdalen lslânds, taking .Bank .'Bradlley,
taking Orphan Bank, taking Miscou Bank, taking the Pigeon ti»l gromnds taking
the fishing off the,,bend of the.island,that place where Captaiii Ro.we said .h'e always
found the best and largest fish, inside ofNew London head, twelve or fifteeuimiles out,
-taking all these well known localities:into cosideration, I skoWhether there can
be any doubt that it isa very liberal estimate indeed to say one-third was caught
inshore? I do not think that all the nackerel taken by United States' vessels
inshore, in ail parts of the Gulf of St. Lairence, avei-ages an . eighth or a tenth of
the total, catch, but I will assume for the moment one-third,' the proportion hich'
the Executive Council of Priiice Edward .Island thought' a'.fair average for the
shores , of their island. . That 'would make 26;404 bbls. caught i British territoril'
waters in that yea.r,'the first year of the Treaty. What were theseinackerelvorth:?
Mr. Hall tells you that he buys thein, landed on, shore, for 3 dol. 75 c. a barrel.
After they have been caught, after the time of the fishermen;hbas 'been' put into the
business, he buys'therm for 3 dol. 75 c. a brrel. If thy. are wort 3 dol. 75 c. a
barrel when they are caughi, what prp rtion of that sum, is it fai to call the right
tofish for them worth ? You may set your own figures. on that. Call it one-half,
one-third, or one-quarter. I should think itl. was somewhat extraordinary if the,
right to fish in a narrow zone three miles wide was worti any large portion f. he
value of the fish after theyi were caught and landed. But you may estimate that as
you please. I will tell you how you will comne 'out if you charge. us with havin
cauglit a' third' of ourfish inshore that.year, and with the fui value that Mr. Hall,
pays for then after they are caught. It is 99,015 dollars.

That was the first year of the Treaty, ane theré wvere imported into the United
States from the British Provinces 90,889 .bbls., on which . the duty of 2 dollars a
barrel would amount_ to 181,778 dollars. The value of the fish that our people.
caught is 99,000 'dollars, and the British fishermen ain in remission of duties
nearly 182,000 dollars.

Look at it in another way. Does, anybody doubt, that, barrel for barrel, tËe
right to import mackerel free of duty is worth more than the right to fish for.themn?
Is not the right to carry into the United States' market, after ;tiey are caught, a
barrel of mackerel, worth as much as the right to fishfor a barrel of mackerel off
the bight of the island ? -Estimating it so, 90,889 bbls. came in duty free, and there
were caught in the guilf by American vessels, 79,211 bbls. That is the first year of
the' Treaty, and by far thebest year.

The next year, 1874, the Massachusetts inspection was 258,380 bbls. Since
1873 there bas been no return from Maine. There is no.generat inspector, and .the
Secretary of State informs us that the local .inspectors do not make a reurssuýpposethat if y-o-U"eà- ca-the Maiùe cth' ' -etr on th- aeay. etuncatc 22,000 bbls., the same as the year before,
you will do full justice to.it, for the Maine ,mackerel 6shery, according to the
testimony, has obviously declined for years. Theinspection in New Hampshire was
5,519 bbls. There was imported into the,United States that year from the Provinces,
89,693 bbls., on which there, was saved a duty of 179,386 dollars. That year the
Port Mulgrave returns show, 164 vessels, to have been in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
of which,98 came from Gloucester. 63,078j sea barrels, or. 56,770 packed barrels,
were taken., -The Gloucesteryessels caught 48,813 bbls., Take these 56,770 packed
barrels as the aggregate catch, in the year 1874,in theGulf of St.Lawrence, by
11nited States' vessels, and set themn, off against the 89,693 barrels importedinto the
Lnited States, and w here do you come out? .Pursuing the same estimate, that one-
third may have been hcaught inshore-an estimate which I insist islargely. inexcess
of the fact-there would.be.18,923 bbls. caught inshore,'which ,.would be worth
70,961 dolla-s, at, Mr. Hall's prices; and you have 70,961 dollars as the value, after
they are caught, and landed, sof the, mackerel we took ot of British territorial
waters, to set against asavingof 179,386 dollars on American duties. That is ,the
second year.

Now, cone to 1875. That 4year the catch, was, small. The Massachusettse
inspection.was only,130,064; :the New Hampshire inspection, 3,415 bbls. The
provimcial, importation into sthe United 'States is .77,538abbis., That.,fell -off some,
what,.but far less than thé, Massachusetts inspection, ýin, proportion.. Theduty
saved' is 15~5,076 dollars. -Fifty-eight Gloucester 'vessels are found mn theby, as
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we ascertain from the Centennial book, and Mr. Hind, speaking of the mackerel
fishery in 1875, and quoting iiis statisties froni so'mé reliable source, says, " The
number of Gloucester vessels finding employment in the mackerel fishery in 1875
was 180. Of these 93 made southern trips, 117 fished -off shore, and 58 visited thé
Bay of St. Lawrence; 618 fares wre received, 133 from the south, 425 from off-
shore, and 60 from the bay." (Hind's Report, pp. 88, 89.) Fifty-eight vessels from
Gloucester made 60 trips.

Now, where are the Port Mulgrave returns for 1875? They were made, for wè
have extracted that fact. We have called for them. I am sure we have called
often and loud enough for the Port Mulgrave returns of 1875 and 1876. Whlre
are they? They are not produced, although the collector's affidavit is here, as
vell as the returns for 1877, which we obtained, and of which I shall speak

lhereafter. The inference from the keeping back of these returns is irresistibIe.
Our friends on the other side knew that the concealment of these.returns was
conclusive evidence that they were much worse than those of the previous year,
1874; and yet they preferred to submit to that inevitable inference rather than
have the real fact appear. Rather than to have it really appear how much the
fifty-eight Gloucester vessels caught in the bay that year, they prefer to submit
to the inference which must necessarily be drawn, which is this-and it is
corroborated by the testimony of many of their witnesses-that that year the
fishing in the bay was a total failure. I can throw a little more light on thé
result of the fishing in the bay that year. There vere fifty-eight vessels froil
Gloucester, which averaged a catch of 191 bbls., while 117 on the United States'
coast caught an average of 409 bbls. This cornes from the statistics for the
Centennial; 11,078 bbls. of mîackerel taken from the Gulf of St. Lawrence in
1875 is ail that we know about. What more there were our friends -will not tell
us, because the aggregate of 11,078 bbls. caught by fifty-eight vessels, averaging
191 bbls. a vesse], is so much better result than the Port Mulgrave returns
wvould show, that they prefer to keep the returns back. I think, gentlemen, that
this argument, froin the official evidence i your possession, is one that, under
the circunstances, you must expect to have drawvn. That year, so far as we
know, only 11,078 bbls. of iackerel came out of the gulf; but double it. You
vill observe that more than balf of the vessels have come from Gloucester every

year. The previous year there were 98 out of 164. Let us double the number
of vessels that came from Gloucester. Suppose that there were as many vessels
came from other places, and that they did as well. The result would give you
23,156 bbls. Take the actual result of the Gloucester vessels'; suppose as many
more came from other places, when iwe know that the previous year a majority
carne from Gloucester (I want to be careful in this, for I think it is important).
and about 23,000 bbls. of mackerel were taken out of the Gulf of St. Lavrence
in the year 1875, against an importation of 77,538 bbls. into the United" States
from the provinces, on which a duty was saved of 155,076 dollars.

• In the year 1876, by the official statement which was lost, twerify-sever trips
vere returned to the Custorn House as being made by Gloucester vessels to the

Gulf 'of St. Lawrence. I cannot verify that ; it depends merely upon memory.
We have not had the Port Mulgrave returns. I give my friends leave to put. themn
in now, if they will do so, or givd us an opportunity to examine them. é invite
them to put them in now, if they think I am overstating the result. There were
twenty-seven Gloucester vessels (I may be in error about this, it is mere memory)
canie to the gulf in 1876. The Massachusetts inspection was 225,941bbls.; the
New Hampshire inspection vas 5,351 bbls.; the United States' importation ivas
76,538 bbls.; duty saved 153,076 dollars. To be sure they wi1l say that 1875 and
1876 were poor years. They wvere poor years; no doubt about that. But average
them with 1873 and 1874, andý see if the result is in the least favourable; see if
they are able to show any considerable benefit derived by our people frorn inshore
fishing, or anything which compares with the' saving in respect' to duty that they
miake.

When we began this investigation, nearly every witness that was exarmined
-was asked whether the prospects for the present year were not véry g'ood-whether
it was not likely to be an admirable mackerel year in the gulf, and they said " Ye§"
They said the gulf was full of mackerel. Soinehow or other;that inipression got
abroad, and our vessels came down here in greater numbers'thah before:for several
yéars. OQhe witness has seeri fifty or seventy-five véssels there. I think-seventy-six
came from Gloncestér. There may have beeri 1OOthere in all. Ydu will 'recollect
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that one witness said the:traders in Canso telegraphed how fine the prospects were,
with a view, probably, to increase their custom; but they did expect that the
fishing in the Gulf of St. Lawrence -was to be better than it had been for a long
time. Let us see what has happened this vear. We have a part of the Port
Mulgrave returns, down to the 25th Septemb~er, 1877. There is another page, or
half a. page, which our friends have not furnished us. I invite them to put that in
now. I would like it very much. But so much as we were able to extract produced
the following result:-60 vessels; 8,365-1 bbls.; -an average of 139k sea-barrels,
or 125 packed bbls.; and one of our affidavits says that the fish on one vessel were
all bought. The " John Wesley" got 190 bbls., very much over the average, and
the witness said he went to the gulf, could not catch any mackerel, and thought
he would buy some of the boatmen. But 125 packed barrels is the average catch,
and 8,3651 is the total number of bbls. Now, multiply that by the value of the
mackerel after they are are landed, and see what is the result. It is about
31,370 dollars.

I will not stop to do that sum accurately, because it is too small; butI will
call your attention to the results of the importations this year. The importations
into Boston to lst October, from Nova Scotia &nd New Brunswick, were 36,576
barrels; from Prince Edward Island, 14,5491 barrels; in all, 51,1251 barrels, which
would amount in duty saved to 102,251 dollars, up to the lst October. It is not
strictly evidence-and if my friends object to it it may be stricken out-but here
is the last report of the Boston Fish Bureau, that came yesterday, which gives
later results. Up to the 2nd November there had been 77,617 barrels imported
into Boston from the provinces-more than double the amount that; was imported
in 1876, up to the same time, so that, while there has been this great falling-off 'in
the vessel fishery in the. gulf-it is a total failure to-day-there has been double
the catch by boats, and double the catch by the provincial fishermen. They have
saved 155,234 dollars of duty, as against something like 30,000 dollars' worth of
fish, when they are caught. It may be said that these returns will nDot represent
the average, but we had a witness here, the skipper of the schooner "Eliza Poor,"
Captain William A. Dickie, who testified, on page 264 of the American evidence,
that he had 118 sea barrels, or 106 packed barrels. H1e was one of those men who
happened into Halifax on his schooner, and upon cross-examination it was drawn
from him by Brother Doutre that Mr. Murray, the collector at Mulgrave, told him
that he had an average, or more than an average, of the catch of the United States'
fleet. He saw fifty United States' vessels in. the gulf. In the absence of more
complete returns, that is the best account I am able to give of the condition of the
mackerel fishery in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, since the Treaty of Wasbington was
enacted.

I might confirm this by calling your attention to the testirnony of vitnesses
from the other fishing towns in Massachusetts, Provincetown, Wellfleet, and otiier
places, showing how the number- of their vessels bas decreased, and . that the
business is being abandoned, so far as the Gulf of St. Lawrence, goes. Whatever
is left of it is concentrated in Gloucester, and there its amount is insignificant.

I have spoken incidentally 'of the amount of duties: saved upon thé provincial
catch. On the subject:of duties I propose:to speak separately by-and-by; but I do
not wish to leave this branch of the subject, without calling your attention:toiwhat
strikes me as evidence so convincing:that it admits of no answer.Wé have shôv'n
vou how, under the operation of the Treaty of Washingtonhor from natural causés,
the mackerel fishery of the United States'vesselsin'the Gulf of St."'Lawrence bas
been dwindling down; that hardly'any profitable voyages have been made to -the
gulf since the Treaty. Certainly there has been no year when the fihing ofMür
vessels in the gulf bas not been à Ioss to1 the fishlerien. Lt me callyour atten-
tion to the fisheries of the provinces. In 1869 Mr YVenning;,in making;.his fisbery
report, after speaking of the falling off in the mackerel catch, vent on to say
"This may be accounted for chiefly by stating th at a large :proportion of our best
mackerel catchers ship on board Anierican vessels on shares, and take their fish
to, market in those.vessels, and.thus evade the .duty; but after selling eir fish,
for the most part return hone With the'nhoney."

The Hon. S. Campbell, of Nova Scotia in the debate on the R rt
Treaty, says:-

"Ue the peraton of te n h prevailed e rey of 54
fishernen of Nova Scotia had t a lagè eiet coie tfshemen' 'of et eU ited States Th'ey
had been forced to abandon their vessels and homes in Nova Scotia, and ship to American ports, there
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to become engaged in aiding the commercial enterprises of that country. It vas a melancholy feature
to see thousands of young and hardy fishermen compeled to leave their native land to embark in the
pursuits of a foreign' country, and drain their own land of that aid and strength which their presence
would have secured."

Mr. James R. McLean, one of our wituesses; was asked, whether the condition
of things was not largely due to want of capital, and he said:-

"lIt was owing to this reason:-We had to pay 2 dollars a barrel duty on the macherel wve sent to
the United States, and the men vould not stay in the island vessels when they saw that the Auericans
were allowed to come and fish side by side 'with the British vessels, and catch an equal share of fish;
of course this was the result. The fishermen consequently went on the Anerican vessels;- our best
maen did so, and some of the very best fishermen and snartest captains amongst the Americaus are
from Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia."

Captain Chivirie, the first and favourite witness called on the British side,
says:-

"Q. What class of men are the sailors and fishermen employed among the Americans ?-A. I
'would say that for the last fifteen years two-thirds of them have been foreigners.

"Q. What do you mean by the tera ' foreigners' ?-A. That they are Nova Scotians, and that
they come pretty much from all parts of the world. Their fishermen are picked pretty much out of all
nations.

"Q. If the Americans were excluded from our fishing privileges, what do you think these men
would do ?-~A. They would return to their native homes and carry on fishing there.

" Q. Have many of them come back ?-A. Oh yes. We have a number of island men who
have returned. A largye number have done so. A great many come home for the winter, and go back
to the States in the spring; but during the past two years many of this class have come down to remain.
This year I do not know more than a dozen ont of three hundred in mxy neighbourhood who have
gone back. They get boats and fish along the coast, because they find there is more money to be secured
by this plan of operations. The fisieries being better, the general impression is that they are all
making towards home to fish on their own coast."

James F. White says in his afildavit, put in on the British side:-
"The number of boats fishing here has trebled in the last three years. The reason of this

increase is that other business is depressed, and fishermen froni the United States, Newfoundland,
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia are coming here to settle, attracted by the good fishing, so that we
are now able to get crews to man our boats, which formerly we were -unable to do. Another reason is
that the year 1875 was a very good year, and owing to the successful prosecution of the fishing tht
year, people's attention was turned to the business, and they were incited to go into it."

And another of their men, Meddie Gallant, says in his affidavit:-
"lIn the last five years, the number of boats engaged in fishing in the above distances has at least

doubled. At this run alone there has been a very great increase. Eight years ago there were only
eight boats belonging to this in, now there forty-five. The boats are twice as good in material,

shing outfit, lu sailing, in equripmrent, ln rigging, and in every way, as they were five years ago. There
le a great deal more money invested in flshing now than there was. Nearly every ones now going
into the business about here. The boats, large and smal together, take crews of about three men each.
That , besides the men employed at the stages about the fish, who are a considerable number.»

So, then, while the niackerel fishing of our vessels in the gulf las been
diminishing, theirs has been largely increasing. What! all this and money, too?
Is, it not enough that two, three, or four times as ruch fish is taken by them as
before the Treaty ? Is it not enough that they are prosperous, that those who have
left them are returning home, and everybody is going into.the business ? . Can they
claim that they are losers by the Treaty of Washington'? , Is it not plain that
they have, in consequence of its provisions, entered upon a career of unprecedented
prosperity ?

At this point, Mr. Foster suspended hig argument, and the Commission
adjourned until Tuesday, at noon.

Tuesday, November 6, 1877.
The Commission met, according to adjournment, and Mr. Foster resumed'his

argument.
Gentlemen of the Commission :-

At the adjournment yesterday, I had been giving some description of the
quantity of the mackerel lishing, since the Treaty of. ashington, y American essels
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in the Gailf of St. Lawrence, and in the vicinity of British waters. For the years
1873 and 1874, I am content to rest upon the information derived from the Port
Mulgrave statistics. With reference to the subsequent years, 1875, 1876, and 1877,
there are one or two pieces of evidence to which I ought, perhaps, specifically to
refer. Your attention bas already been called to the fact that the Magdalen
Islands and the Banks in the body of the Gulf of St. Lawrence-of which
Professor Hind says there are many not put down on the chart, "and wherever you
find banks," he says, " there you expect to find mackerel "-have been the principal
fishing grounds of the United States' vessels for many years. The disastrous
results of the great gale of 1873, in which a large number of United States' vessels
were lost, and in which more than twenty Gloucester vessels went ashore on the
Magdalen Islands, show where, at that time, the principal part of the mackerel
fleet was fishing. In 1876, the Report of the Commissioner of Fisheries for the
Dominion speaks of the number of vessels that year found at the Magdalen Islands.
He says, "About one hundred foreign vessels were engaged fishing this season
around the Mlagdalen Islands, but out of that number I do not calculate that there
were more than fifty engaged in mackerel fishing, and according to the best informa-
tion received, their catch was very moderate."

WTe have also the statement of one of the Prince Edward Island witnesses,
George Mackenzie, on page 132 of the British evidence, vho, after describing the
gradual decrease of the American fishery by vessels, says, "c There has not been for
seven. years a good vessel mackerel fishery, and for the last two years it has been
growing worse and worse." He estimates the number of the United States' vessels
seen off the island at about fifty. We have also the testimony of Dr. Fortin on the
subject, *who spent a number of weeks this year, during the'height of the fishing
season, in an expedition after affidavits, that took him all round the gulf, where he
could not have failed to see whatever American vessels were fishing there. Le says
he "îmay have seen about twenty-five mackereling and sailing about," and that he
heard at the Magdalen Islands there were seventy. According to the best informa-
tion that I can obtain, that is not far from correct. Joseph Tiernev, of Souris,
says that there were twenty or thirty at Georgetown, fifteen or twenty at Souris,
and he should think when he left home there were seventy-1ive. Ronald Macdonald,
of East Point, says that lie has not seen more than thirty sail this year at one time
together; that last year he saw as many as a dozen and perhaps fifteen or twenty
sail at a time. The number bas diminished very much, he says, for the last five or
six years, until this year.

Now, gentlemen, this is the record of the five years during which United States'
fishermen, under the provisions of the Treaty of Washington, have derived whatever
advantages theyý could obtain from the inshore fisheries. I have heard the
suggestion mnade that it would have been better if this Commission. had met in
1872, because there might have then been evidence introduced with reference ta the
whole tiveh'e vears of the Treaty of Washington, and I have even heard it said that
it would have been fair to estimate the value of the privilege for the twelve years
according to the appearance at that time. That is to say, that it would have been
fairer to estimate by conjecture than by proof, by anticipation than by actual
resuits. Lt seems to me, on the contrary, gentlemen, that the fairer way would have
been, cither to. have the value of this privilege reckoned up at the end of each
fishing year, when it could be seen, what had actually been done, or to have
postponed the determination of the question until the experience of the w hôle twelve
years, as matter of evidence, could be laid before the Comniission.

What shall we say of the prospects of the ensuing seven years? What reason
is there to believe that the business will suddenly be revolutionized; that theré will
be a return to the extraordinary prosperity, the great number of fish, and the
large catches that are said to have been drawn fromn the gulf twenty-five, twenty,
fifteen years ago? We were told that the time for the revolution had come already,
when we met here, but the result proves that the present season bas been one of
the worst for our fishermen. What chance can you see that a state of things will
ensue that will make the privilege any more valuable for the seven years to comne,
than it lias been for.the five years already passsd? Have. you any nght to assume
that it is to be better without evidence? Have you any right, when you are obliged
to judge of the future by the past, ta go back to a reniote past, instead of taking
the experience of recent years? Would it be just for you ta do so? This Commis-
sion, of course, does fnot sit here to be generous with the noney of the Government
of the United States, but simply to value in money Vat the citizens of the Unitéd
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States have under the Treaty reecived, and are proved to, be about to receive. It
is, therefore, to be a matter of proof, of*just such proof as you would require if you
were assessing a charge upon each fishing vessel, either as it entered the gulf, or as
it.returned with its mackerel.

We think that there have been, heretofore, quite good standards by which to
estimate the values of the inshore tisheries. For four years a system of licences
was enforced. In the vear 1866, the licence fee charged was only 50 c. a ton,
except at Prince Edward Island, where it seens to have been 60 c. a ton.
In 1867 it was raised to a dollar a ton, and 1 dol. 20 c. at Prince Edward Island.
In 1868 it was 2 dollars a ton, and 2 dol. 40 c. at Prince Edward Island. The
reason for the additional price on the island I do not know, but it is not, perhaps,
of much consequence. Our fishermen told you that the motive that induced them
to take out these licences was two-fold. In the first place they desired to be free
from danger of molestation. In the next place they did not desire, when there was
an opportunity to catch fish within three miles of the shore, to be debarred from
doing so; and if the licence fee had remained at the moderate price originally
charged, no doubt all of our vessels would have .continued to pay the licence, as
they did the first vear. Four hundred and fifty-four was the number of licences
the first year ; but when the price was raised to a dollar a ton, half the number of
vessels found it expedient to keep where thev had always been allowed to go; to
fish remote from the shore; even to avoid doubtful localities; to keèp many miles
out on the Banks, rather than pay a sum which would anount, on the average, to
70 dollars a trip; and when the price was raised to 2 dollars a ton, hardly any of
the vessels were willing to pay it. The reason why they would not pay it, was not
that they were contunacious and defiant. They vere in a region where they were
liable to be treated with great severity, and where they had experienced, as they
thought, very hostile and aggressive treatment. They desired peace, they desired
freedom. Thev did not wish to be in a condition of anxiety. Neither the captains
of the vessels on the sea, nor the owners of the vessels at home, had any desire to
feel anxiety and apprehension. The simple reason why they did pay when it was
50 c. a ton, and ceased to pay vhen it became I dollar or 2 dollars a ton, was that
the price exceeded, in their judgmxent, the value of the privilege. There were not
mackerel enouglh taken within the inshore zone to make it worth their while to give
so much for it. Whatever risk they vere subjected to, whatever inconvenience
they were subjected to from being driven off the shore, they preferred to undergo.
If a licence to fisi inshore was not vorth a dollar a ton in 1868 and 1869, in the
halcyon days of the mnackerel fishery, can anybody suppose it really is worth as
much as that nov? But fix the price of the licence fee as high as you please. Go
to this question as a question of computation, on business principles, pencil in
hand; estimate how much per ton it is worth, or how much per vessel it is worth,
and see to what result vou are brought by the figures. Nobody thinks that' for
some years past there have been in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 300 vessels fromn
the United States fishing for mackerel. The average tonnage is put by no one
at over 70 tons. That is about the average of Gloucester tonnage, and the
vessels that come from Gloucester are larger than those that come from other
places. Three hundred vessels at 70 dollars a vessel, 21,000 dollars per annum.
Put wYhatever valuation you please per ton, and state the account; debit the United
States with that, and sec what the result is when you come to consider the duties.
If it is called 2 dollars a ton, the highest price ever charged, it will be about 42,000
dollars a year.

Is there any prospect whatever that the mackerel tishery for American vessels
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence wili ever again become prosperous ? In order that it
should do so, there must concur three things, of no one of which is there any present
probability. In the first place, there must be much poorer fishing oif the coast of
the United States than usual, for as things have been there for some years past until
the present year, the fishing for mackerel was so nuch more profitable than it had
ever been in the Gulf St. Lawrence, that there was no temptation for our vessels to
desert our own shores; and ofi the shores of the United States seining can be pursued,
which never has been suceessfully followed in the gulf. Seining mackerel is about
the only really profitable mode of taking the fish, as a. business out of whieh money
caa'be made to any considerable amount. The days for. hook and line flishing have
passed avay, and seining is the method by which the fish must be taken, if money
is to be made. That has never vet been donc, and is not likely to be done, in'the
Gulf. The bottom is too rough, the water is too shallow. The expedient that we
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were'told, at the beginning of the hearing, had been adopted, turns out to be
impracticable, for shallòw seines alarm and frighten away the fish. The seines are
not made shallow to accommodate themselves to the waters of the Gulf. Year by
year they are made longer and deeper, that a school of fish may be more success-
fully enveloped by-them. Then there must also be much better fishing in the Gulf
than has existed for several years past. It bas been going down in value everyyear
since the Treaty went into effect. It bas got down to an average, by the Port
Mulgrave returns (1 mean by the portion of the returns which we have) of 125
barrels a vessel this year, and according to the verbal statement of the Collector of
Port Mulgrave, 108 barrels is quite up to the average. If any one takes the trouble
to go throngh thc returns wehave put into the case, and analyze them, it wvill appear
that 108 harrels is quite as large as the average this year. Some vessels have come
out of the Gulf with nothing at al], and some withi hardly anything at all, In the
next place, in order to indnee American vessels to go for mackerel to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence in anv considerable numbers, mackerel must have an active market,
at remunerative prices. There niust be a different state of things in the United
States in that respect, from what .has existed for many vears past, for by al] accounts
the demand bas been declining, and the consumption bas been diminishing for ten
years past.

Without stopping to read at length the testimony on that- point, there are two
or three of the British witnesses who in a short compass state the truth, and to
their testimony I wish to call your attention. Mr. Harrington, of Halifax, page
420, savs, in answer to the question, " There has not been as! much- dernand for
mackerel froi the Jnited States for the last five years as formerly? " " Not so great."
And in reply to the question, "There inust be an abundant supply at home, I
suppose ?" he savs, Il I should say so, unless the people are using other articles of
food." Mr. Noble, another Halifax witness, page 420, being asked the same ques-
tion, says, "I think- for the past two years the demand for mackerel bas not been
quite so good as before." Mr. Hickson, of Bathurst, is asked this question, " Fresh
fish are very rapidly taking the place of salt mackerel in the -market, and the
importance of salt mackerel and other cured fish is diminishing more and more every
year. Is not this the case?" His answer is, 4 That is my experience in my district."
"And owine to the extension of the railroad system, and the use of ice cars, pickledsait,
and smoked fish will steadily becone of less consequsence ?" "Certainly." Mr. James
W. Bigelow, of Wolfville, Nova Scotia, on page 223 of the British evidence, states
very eniphatically the practical condition of the business. He says, " The saine
remark aplies not only to codfishing; but to all branches of the fishery ; within the
past ten years, the consumers have been using fresh instead of salt fish. The salt
fish business on thé continent is virtually at an end." 'He is sorry to say that he
states this fron practical knowiledge of this business. fe then goes on-to say that
fish is supplied to the great markets of the United States " from Gloucester, Portiand,
and New York; but from Boston principally." "And the fish is sent where ?"y' To
every point west,lall.over the Union; the fish is principally boxed' in ice.' Then
he goes on to state that if the arrangements of the Treaty of Washington should
become permanent, instead of béing limited a term of twelve years, with the "new
railroad communication -with this city that bas been already opened, the resuit
will be to make Halifax the gr.eat fish-bùsiness centre of the continent that'the
vessels will éorne in bere with their fresh fish, instead of going to Gloucester, or Boston
or New York ;'that a great business; a great city, will be built up here ; and è'ays
that, nothwithstanding the Treaty is liable to terminate in seven years;,he is expect-
ing to put his own money intothe business, and establish himself in the'fresh fish
business here . Our own witnesses-the witnesses for the United States-have given
a fuller and more detailed explanationof this change that has taken place in the
markets. Lt req ires no explanation to' satisfy any persons, withthe ordinary organs
of taste, that one who can get~fresh fish wvill not eat' salt mackerel. Everybody
knows that. JCrede e -peto. Our witnesses tell you that fresh fish is sent as far, as
the'Mississippi, and west of the Mississippi, in as greatabundance as isto be found
on the sea-board. It is just as easy to bave fresh fish at Chicago and St. Louis, and
at any of the cities lying onthe railroad lines one or two'hundredýmiles west of the
Mississiippi, as it is to have fresh fish in Boston or Philadelphia. It isonly:a ques-
tion o paying the increased price of transportation. 'Sait fish has to be transported
there a.so, and it costs àas muc to transport the sait fishasthefresh fish, The
resuiilt is, that people will not ahd nd ot eat sait dfish -early as much as. fórmery.
Theii thi' is a great supply of lake herring-a kindof ôU» vhite- sh-fr'oß he
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northern lakes. The quantity is so great that the statistics of it are almost appailing,
although they comne fron the most authentic sources. This lake herring; being sold
at the same price as the inferior grades of iackerel-being sold often lower than
the cheapest niackerel can le afforded-is taken in preference to it. People find it
more agreeable.

At the South, where once there was a large mackerel demand usually,- there
has grown up an immense mullet business, both fresh and cured; that has taken
the place of sait mackerel there. And so it has come te pass, that there is a very
limited demand. in a few large hotels, for that kind of salt mackerel which is the best,
the No. i fat iackerel-a demand that would net take up, at the usual price in the
market-20 dollars a barrel-more than fron 5,000 to 10,000 barrels all over
the country; while, if you go down to the poorer grades of mackerel, few will buy
them until they got as low as froim 7 to 8 dollars a barrel, I am not going
over the testimony iof Proctor, Pew, Sylvanus Smith, and our other witnesses on this
sutbject, because what they have said must be fresh in the minds of all. o you. It
cornes to this: people will not eat the nackerel unless they can buy it at a very low
price. It comes into competition, not with other kinds of fish alone, but with every
description of cheap food, and its price can never be raised above the average price
of other staples in the market of equivalent food-value.

If it is te be impossible to dispose of considerable quantities of these fish, until
the price is brought down to about 8 dollars a barrel on the average, what induce-
ment will there be to come, at great expense, to the Gulf of st. Lawrence. te have
such results as for years past have followed from voyages here? The truth,
gentlemen, is simply this: whether it is a privilege to you not to see United States'
vessels here, or whether their presence here lias some incidental benefit connected
with it, you are going te find for years te come that they will not be here. The
people in the Strait of Canso who waut te sell them supplies will find them not
there to buy supplies, and the unhappy fishermen who suffier se much from having
them in the neighbourhood of the island, will be exempt from all such evil conse-
quences hereafter. Once in two or three years, if there appears to be a chance of a
great supply here, and if there happens to be a great failure on our own coasts, a
few of our vessels will run up in inidsummer to try the experiment. But as to
a large fleet of United States' vessels fishing for mackerel in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
there is no immediate prospect that such will ever be the case. Forty years ago
fishing for inackerel died out in the Bay of Fundy. According te the witnesses,
inany years ago mackerel were extremely abundant in the waters in the vicinity
around Newfoundland. They have disappeared from ,all those places, though,
strange to say, one schooner did get a trip of mackerel in a Newfoundland bay this
summer, off the French coast, so that we are net obliged to pay for it in the award
of this Commission; it was in waters where we had a right to fish before the Treaty
of Washington. But this business, notoriously precarious, where no man can fore-
tell the results of a voyage, or the results of a season, will pretty much pass away,
so far as it is pursued by United States' vessels. They will run out on our own
coast; they vill catch what they can, and carry them to matket fresh, and what
cannot be sold fresh they will pickle. They will, vheii the prospects are good, inake
occasional voyages here, but as for coming in great numbers, there is no probability
that they will ever do it again. Our friends in Nova Scotia, and upon the Island,
are going to have the local fishery to themselves. I hope that it will prove profitable
to them. I have no doubt it will prove reasonably profitable to then, because they,
living on the coast, at home, can pursue it under greater advantages than the men
of Massachusetts cai. They are very welcome to all the profits they are to rhake
out of it, and they are very welcome, if they are not ungenerous in their exactions
from us, to all the advantages they derive from sending the fish that they take in
their boats or vessels in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island to our markets.
All they can niake by selling thern there I am sure no one will grudge them.

I come now to a branch of this case which it seems to me ought to decide it,
whatever valuation, however extreme, may be put upon the quantity of mackerel
caught by our vessels in the territorial waters of the Provinces. I mean the duty
question; the value of the- remission of duties in the markets of the United States
to the people of the Dominion. We have laid the statisties hefore you, and we find
that in 1874 there was 335,181 dollars saved upon mackere1 and herring, and
2'),791 dollars more saved upon fish-oil. There was, therefore, 355,972 dollars saved
in 1874. In 1875 there was a saving of 375,991 dollars and some cents. In 1876,
353,212 dollars. I get these figures by àdding to the esult f Table No ,hich
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shows the importation of fish, the results of Table No. 10, which shows the fish-oil.
The statistics are Mr. -Hill's. In Table No. 5 you will find the quantities of
mackerel and herring. The dutiable value of mackerel was 2 dollars a barrel,
of herring 1 dollar a barrel, and of smoked herring 5 c. a box.

We are met here with the statement that the consumer pays the duties; and
our friends on the other side seem to think that there is a law of political economy
as inexorable as the law of gravitation, according to which, when a man has pro-
duced a particular article which he offers for sale, and a tax is imposed on that
article, he is sure to get enough more out of the man to whom he sells the article to
reimburse the tax. That is the theory ; and we have heard it from their witnesses
-the consumer pays the duties-as if thev had been trained in it as an adage of
political econoniy. But, gentlemen, I should not be afraid to discuss that question
as applicable to mackerel and herring, and the cured fish that come from the
Dominion of Canada into the United States, before any school of political economists
that ever existed in the world. I do not care with what principles you start, .prin-
ciples of frec trade, or principles of protection, it seems to me that it can be proved
to demonstration that this is a case where the duties fall upon those who catch the
fish in the Dominion, and not upon the people of the United States, who buy and eat
then. The very Treaty under which you are acting requires you to have regard
to the value of the free market, ordains that in making up your award you shall
take it into account. And are you, upon any theories of political economy; to
disregard what the Treaty says you shall havc regard to? Why, nobody ever
heard the proposition advanced, until we came here to try this case, that free access
to the markets of the United States was anything but a most enornious advantage
to the people of these Provinces.

Let us look at the history of the negotiations between the two Governments on
the subject. As early as 1845 (some years before the negotiations with reference to
the Reciprocity Treaty), when the Earl of Aberdeen announced to Mr. Everett, as a
matter of great liberality, that our fishermen were no longer to be driven out of the
Bay of Fundy, he went on to say, that in conmmunicating the liberal intentions of
Her Majesty's Government, lie desired to call Mr. Everett's attention to the fact,
that the produce of the labour of the British Colonial fishermen was at the present
moment excluded by prohibitory duties, on the part of the United States, from the
markets of that country; and he submitted, that the moment wlien the British
Government made a liberal concession i the United States, might well be deemed
favourable for a kindred concession on the part of the United States to the British
trade, by a reduction of the duties which operated so prejàdicially to the interests
of British Colonial fishermen. That was the view of the Home Government, long
before any ReciproeityTreaty.had:been agitated-thirty-two years ago. The letter
of Lord Aberdeen bears date March 10, 1845.

In 1850, a communication took place between Mr. Everett, then Secretary ôf
State, through the British Minister at Washington, in which Lord Elgin made the
offer to which I referred in my Case, which I then understood'to be an unequivocal
offer to exchangoe free fish for free fishing, without regard to oither trade relations.
I found that, so far, as that particular letter went, I was in error, and corrected the
error. Subsequently, I found that Mr.- Everett himself, two years later, had the
same impression, for in a letter that he wrote,as Secretary of State to the President,
in 1853, before the Reciprocity Treaty, he says:

"It has been perceived with satisfaction that the Goverument of Her Britannie Majesty is prepared
to enter into an arrangement for the admission of the fishing vessels of the United States to a full
participation in the public fisheries on the coasts and shores of the Provinces (with 'the exception,
perhaps, at present, of Newfoundland), and in the right of drying and curing fish on shore, on condition
of the admissîon, duty free, into the, markets of the United States, of the products of. the colonial
fisheries; similar privileges, on the like condition, to -be reciprocally enjoyed by British subjects on.
the coasts and shores of the United States. Such an arrangement the Secretary has, reason to;
believe would be acceptable to the fishing interests of the United States." (32 Cong'ess, 2 Session,
Senate Ex. Doc. 34.)

The latter part of that letter contains a reference to general reciprocity, and
shows the anxiety of the British authorities to have more extensive reciproeal.
arrangements made.

Mr. Kellogy.-W hat is the date of Lord Elgin's letter ? r
Mr. Foster.-The letter of Lord Elgin isdated June 24, 185l. Theletterwvich

I have just read from Mr:"Everett to the President was in 1853. So that itseems ht
erett t t a t rwasa t
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the Government of Great Britain was at that time disposéd to exehange the right of
inshore fishing for the admission of fish into the United States duty free. It is not
particularly important, at a date so remote, how the fact really was. I refer to it
only to show the great importance attached at that early day-an importance
which has continued to be attached from that time to the present-by the Home
Government as well as the Colonial Government, to free access to the markets of thé
United States.

Coming down to the date of the Reciprodity Treaty, we find in every direction,
whatever publie document we refer to, of any of the Provinces, the same story told:
That during the Reciprocity Treaty they built up a great fish business, unknown
to them before; that at the end of the Reciprocity Treaty, a dutv of 2 dollars a
barrel on mackerel, and 1 dollar a barrel on. herring, excluded them froni the
markets of the United States, and crushed out that branch of industry. At the
risk of making myself tedions, i must read you some passages on that subject.

Here is what Mr. Peter Mitchell; the former Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
says in 1869. in his.? Return of all licences granted to American fishermen," printed
by order of Parliament, at Ottawa:-

"These excessive duties bear with peculiar hardship on our fisbing industry, and particularly that
öf Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island-the fishernieu and dealers in those provinces being forced
into competition in lUnited States' markets under serious disadvantages, side by side with the
A.merican free catch taken out of our own waters."

Yes, "taken out of their own waters." I am not afraid of the words. If the côñ-
sumer pays the duties. it would not nake any difference out of what waters 'the
fish were taken, which brought on competition, would it ? 1 am discussing now the
proposition that there is a law of political economy, of universal application, and
particularly applicable to the nackerel which go fron the Provinces to Boston, by
which whatever tax is imposed in the United States is forthwith added to the price,
and has to he paid by, the man who cats the mackerel in the States, and it makes
no difference where the competition arises from. lr. Mitchell's statement, therefore,
is absolutely to the purpose. .He continues:

« At the same timue other producers are subject to ,equally heavy charges on the agrieuIltual,
mineral, and other natural products of the United Provinces.

" The direct extent to which sucli prohibitory duties affect the fishery ierests of theso Provinôes
may be stated in a few words. During the year 1866, for example, the severa1 Provines have paid
in gold, as custom duty on provincial oaught fish exported to the United States, about 220,000
dollars.'

This amount was paid by the Provinces in 1866, the year after the Reciprocity
Treaty ended. Then, in a note, he says:

" More forcibly to illustrate the unequal operation of the present iystem, suffice it to instance the
following cases :-A British vessel of 71 tons, built and equipped lst season át St. John N.B., dosting
4,800 dollars, expressly for the mackerel fishery in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Bay of Chaleurs, took
600 barrels of fish, which sold in Halifai and Boston for 6,000 dollais. After paying exipenses
(including 9 dol. 86 c. in gold for customs) a profit of 1,200 dollars accrued to the owners. An
American vessel from Newburyport, Mass., of 46 tons burthen, took a licence at Port Mulgrave, N.S.,
paying 46 dollars. The whole cost of vessel and voyage was 3,200 dollars, or 2,400 dollars Halifax
currency. She fished 910 barrels of mackerel, which sold in Boston for 13,000 dollars,pbout 9,110
dollars in gold, leaving a profit of 6,710 dollars."

After speaking of the question of raising the licence fee to higher figures, Mr.
Mitchell continues (page 6):-

It is recommended that the rate be 2 dollars per ton, the mackerel fishery being that in whieh
Americans chiefly engage, and as mackerel is the principal fish niarketed in the United States by
Canadians, on which the tai is 2 dollars per barrel, this rate anounts to a charge of but 20 cents për
pér barrel still léaving them an advantage of 1 dol; 80 c. on each barriel; besides the drawback alloived
on salt."

Did Mr. Peter Mitchell think that the 2 dollars a barrel dutyiwas got back by
the fihermen of the Provinces ? During the session of the Joint Figh Commissioni.at
Washington, when the American Commissioners made an offer to purchase the inshore
fisheries in perpetuity, which was not coupled with any offer of free adriission to our
markets, the British Commissioners replied 'that the offer was, as they thought,
Whollý inadequàte, and that no arrangement would be acceptable ofiwhich tle
admissöibinto the United States, free of duty, of, fish, the productioni of the sritiáh



fisheries, did not form a part.'" Anl after the Treaty of Washington had beeli
ratified Earl K imberly wrote to Lord Lisgar :-" It cannot be denied that it is most
important to the Colonial' fishermen to obtain free access to the Ainerican markets
for their fish and fish-oil."

You can explain the language of these statements only upon the theory that
they knew and understood that the duty was necessarily a tax upon the fish pro-
duction of the Provinces. How idle to have made observations of the kind that I
have been reading, except upon that plain hypothesis!

In the debates on the ratification of the Treaty, it was said bySir John A Mac-
donald that-

The only market for the Canadian No. 1 mackerel'in the world is the United States. That is oui
only market, and we are practically excluded from it by the present duty. The conseqluence of that duty
is that our fishermen are at the mercy Of the American fishermen. They are inade the hewers of wood and
drawers of water for the Anericans. They are obliged to sell their fish at the Americans' own price?
The American ý fisherineni purchase their fisli at' a nominal value, and control the Aierican market.
The great profits of the trade are handed over to the Americanu fishermen or the American merchants
engaged in the trade, and they profit to the loss of our own industry and our own people."

And here let me call your attention to a striking fact, that from the beginning
to the end of these negotiations, the people of the Maritime Provinces who own ,the
inshore fisheries; have beeir'the people who have been most anxious on any terms to
have the duties removed in the United States' markets. It was said in this debate
by some one (I do not remetmber the name of the speaker) that " it is harsh and
cruel for the people of Ontario. for the sake of forcing a general Reciprocity Treaty,
to injure the fishing interests of the Provinces, by preventing them from getting- a
free market in the United States."

A gentleman from Halifax-Mr. Power-who is said to have devoted his whole
life to the business, and to understand all about it, tells the story in a more practiceI
way:-

"In the spring of each year, some forty or fifty vessels resorted to the Magdalen Islands for
herring, and he had known the number to be greater. These vessels carried an average of 900 barrels
aci. So that the quantity taken was generally in the neighbourhood of 50,000 barrels. During the

existence of the Reciprocity Treaty, no United« States' vèssels went after these fish. AIl the vessels
engaged in that fishery belonged to some one- of the Provinces now forming this Domini Since
the abrogation of the Treaty and the imposition of the duty of a dollar;per barrel by the -United States,
the case had become entirely changed. Vessels still went there, but they were nearly all Anerican.
Now, under this Treaty, we would get that important bran ch of trade back again."

You will remember that I said yesterday, gentlemen, that herring-.a fish so poor
and so cheap that A erican vessels cannot afforci to engage in the fishery, and which
it is far more advantageous for theim to purchase than to catch-would be, bya duty
of a dollar a barrel, entirely excluded from the markets of the United States, and it
seemns that such was the result in the interval between: the termination of the
Reciprocity Treaty and the ratification of the Treatylof Washington. See how, Mr.
Power deals with this question of whether the consumer pays the duty.

"RHe had heard it said th at the consumer paid the duty. Now, whilst this night be the case with
some articles, it was not so with the article of our fish. ji'our case, in thi business, our fishermen fished
side by side with their American rivais, both-carrying the proceeds of their catch to the same market,
where our meni had to contend against the free fish of the American fishermen. Let, him illustrate
this. An American and a provincial vessel took 500 barrels .of muakerel each; both vessels were*
contfined to the same inarket, where they sold at the same price. One ihad to paya; duty of 1,00
dollars, while the other had not to do so. Who then paid the 1,000 dollars? Most certainly not the
purchaser or consumer, but the poor, hardworked fishermen of this Dominion; for thi,000 'dollars
was deducted from his account of sales. Those who contend that in, this case the consumer paid
the duty, ought to be able to'show, that if the duty were taken off in the United States, the selling
price there would be reduced by the amount of-the duty. There was nothing in the'nature or
existing'circumstances of the trade te cause any person who understands to believe that ths, woul4
be the case ; and therefore it would be seen that at present Our fishermen laboured under disadvaiitagoe
which made it almost impossible for them to compete with their rivals in the United States; and tha
the removal of the duty,,as proposed by this Treaty, would be a great boon, and enable them to d4Qa
good business, where they now weie but struggling, or doing a losing trade.,

And the next speaker, after depicting in glowing terms just the condition of
prosperity that the lsland of Prince Edward is enjoying now as 'a result sqr ta
follow. from the ratification of thet reaty, goes on. tq say that, no gngn egn, çornpete
wit the 'Provincial f hermen' on equal terms, because their fishingi w U
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door, and asserts that only an equal participation in the markets of the United
States is necessary to give them the ionopoly of the whole business.

Another speaker tells the story of the fleet of Nova Scotia fishing vessels built
up under the Reciprocity Treaty, which vere forced to abandon the fishing business
when the Reciprocity Treaty ended and a duty was put upon fish. Somewhere I
have seen it stated that vessels were left untinished on the stocks when the Reci-
procity Treaty terminated, because, being in process of construction to engage in
the fishing business, their owners did not know what else to do with them.

Are we to be told that these men were all mistaken-that the consumer paid
the duty all along-that no benefit was realized to the Provincial fisherinen from it?
Why, even the reply to the British Case concedes that when the duty existed, some
portion of it was paid hy the Provincial fishermen. It is to be remenbered, too,
gentlemen, that in considering this question of what is gained by free markets, you
are not merely to take into account. what in fact lias been gained by the change,
but the people of these Provinces have acquired, for a term of twelve years, a vested
right to bring all descriptions of lish, fresh or salt, and fish-oil, into our inarkets.
Before the expiration of tlat time, the existing duties miglit have been increased in
amount; duties might have been put upoi fresh fish; there was nothing to prevent
this, and there was every reason to anticipate, that if a harsh and hostile course had
been pursued towards American fishernien with reference to the inshore fisheries,
there would have been duties more extensive and higher'than ever before put upon
every description of fish or fish product that could possibly go to the United States.
They gained, therefore, our markets for a fixed term of years, as a matter of vested
right. How much their industry lias been developed by it their own witnesses
tell us.

Now, gentlemen, if' you could consider this as a purelv practical business
question between nian and man, laying aside all other considerations-a question
to be decided, pencil in hand, by figures-does anybody in the world doubt which
is the greatest gainer by this bargain, the people of this Dominion, having the. free
markets of the United States, or a few Gloucester fishermen catching mackerel
within three miles of the shore, in the bend of the Island, or for a week or two off
Margaree? Those are the two things.

But I am not afraid, gentlemen, to discuss this question upon abstract grounds
of political economy. I said there was no school of political economy according to
which there was any such rule as that the consumer paid the duties. 1 must trouble
vou with a few extracts from books on that subject, wearisome as such reading is.
iere is what Andrew Hamilton said, one of the disciples of Adam Smith, as long

ago as 1791
"If all merchants traded with the same rate of duty, they would experience the saine general advan-

tages and disadvantages; but if the rate of a tax was unequal, the inequality unavoidably operated
as a discouragenient to those whoin the higher tax affected. If one imerchant was charged
two shillings for the sanie species and quantity of goods on which another vas charged only one
shilling, it wias evident that lie who paid the highest duty mnust either lose the market, or smuggle, or
sell bis goods at an inferior profit. In other words, the difference in the rate of the tax would fali on
the merchant liable to the highest duty, and in cases of competition would always drive hii out of the
market." (p. 187.)

Then he goes on to say, on a subsequent page: -

"We may suppose a tax to be laid on in a departuient where, in the progress of wealthi, profits
were about to be lowered. If this tax vas just equal to the reduction of the rate of profit that was
about to take place, then common rivalship would induce the dealers to pay the tax, and yet sell their
goods as heretofore." (p. 217.)

He says further, on page 242
"t us suppose a breiver to have 1,000 barrels of strong ale upon hand. That a tax of one

shilling per barrel is laid upon the ale, and that he may. raise the price just so much to bis customers,
because they will readily pay the tax rather than want the ale. In this case, the brewer would be
directly reieved from the tax. But if, on the other hand, he found, after advancing the tax, lie could
not raise the price of bis ale above what it was formerly, and yet was under a necessity of disposing
of it, though-this may drive him froma the market, or unite brewers to stint the supply, so as to bring
up the price on some future occasion, yet in the meantime ý the trader would: suffer; nor vwould he
immediately derive, by any of his ordinary. transactions, an effectual ,relief froni the loss he had thus
sustained by paying the tax. When, therefore, a trader advances a tax upon a great quantity of goods,
he can receive no effectual relief from such a tax, but in a rise of the price of the article adequate to the
tax wllich he bas advanced."

"It follows that all speculations whose objeot is to show on what fixed fund or clase taxes mnst
fal, are vain and unsatisfactory, and vill be gcneraily disproved (as they almost always have bemn) 'by
expevience." (p. 257.)
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."A dealer.who can evade such a tax will soon possess a monoply, if thé tax is paid by his com-
petitors. It will be to him a kind of bounty for carrying on bis business, and this' must drive his
competitors either to evade the tax also, or to relinquish the employment." [p. 288]

I am almost disposed to hand to the reporters the extracts" rather than trouble
you to read them ;; and yet I feel it my duty to press this subject, because,ïif I am
right.in it, it is decisive.

Sir Alexander Galt.-I think you had better read them.
Mr. Foster.-Mill says, and he is the apostle of free 'trade in volume II of his

"Political Economy," page 113

If the north bank of the Thames possessed an advantage ovei the south bank in the production
of shocs, no shoes would be produced on the south side, the shoemakers wouild remove themselves and
their capitals to the north bank, or would have established theinselves there originally, for,;being
competitors in the same market with those on the north side, they could not compensate themselves
for their disadvantage at the expense of the consumer; the amount- of it would fall entirely on their
profits, and they would not long content themselves with a smaller profit, when by simply crossing a
river they.could increase it."

Apply*that statement to the evidence in this case, and emember ho'w, When
the Reciprocity Treaty ended, the flshermen of Nova Scotia and Prince -Edward
Island took refuge on board United States' vessels, for the purpose, as one of the
official dqcuments that I read fron yesterday says, of evading the duty. It might
be a curious question, if it were important enough to dwell upon it, whether, in
assessing against the United States the value of the privilege of fishing inshore,
you were or were not to take into account the fact, that haif of the people who fish
on shares in United States'vessels are subjects of HerMajesty, andhaving disposed
of their half of the fish, having paid half of the 'fish for the privilege of using-the
vessel and its equipment, they seli the other half of the fish, and bring the proceeds
home; and whether it is a just claim against the United' States,,if British subjects
go in United States' vessels, to require théj Jnited States to, ay noney because they
do so.-

lMili says in another passage, in volume IL, page 397:

"We may suppose two islands, which, being alike i extent, in natural fertility and industrial
advaneement, have up to a certain time been equal in population and capital, and have had equal
rentals, and the same price of corn. Let us imagine a tithe imposed in one of these islands, but not in
the other. There will be immediately a difference in the, price of corn, and therefore probably in
profits."

I am almost through with this tediousness, but there is a good Scotch book on
political economy by John McDonald, of Edinburgh,' publishied in 1871-and we
have always had sound political economy from Scotland-fro mu
a' few lines:-

"In the third place," McDonald says, on page 351, " it may b8 possible to impose Customs duties
which will permanently.be paid, either wholly or partly, not by the consumers but by the importers or
producers. .Assume that we draw our stock of sugar from a country engagedin, the growth of sugar,
and capable of selling it with profit to us some shillings cheaper than any other country can, the
former will of course sell the sugars to us at a priée slightly below what would attruet other com-
petitors. Impose a duty of soe shillings a cwt., without altogether destroying the peculiar advantages
of the trade, while' w ill pay no dearr for our sugar,'the inporters will pay the tax at the expense
of their profits. 'If we add to thes' considerations the difficulty of ascertaining the actual incidence
of nany such taxes; distrust of sharp contrasts between dire direct taxes will be inspiied."

"Customs duties sometimes fall on the importer, not on the consumer. And if this were a
common occurrence, it mnight seriously impair the doctrine that protective duties are the taxing of the,
home consumer for the sake of the home producer. But this incidence is confined to the following rare
circumstances:" If the sole mârket open -to the importer 'of the .staple goods- of one country is the
country imposing' the duties'; secondly, if the other market. open to bu was so distant, or otherwise
disadvantageous, that it would7be preferable to pay the tax;-'or, thirdly, if the only available place for
procuring commodities of vital moment to the importing country, was the countryimposing the duty.
Wherever the profits are suchi as to admit of a diminution without falling below thme uqual rate, it mnay
be possible for a country to tax the foreigner." (p. 393.)

I was interested some years-ago in an rticle that I fou d ,tr nslated from the
"Revue de Deux Mondes eto the, 15th October, 1869, on Protection and Free
Trade," by a gentleman of the name of Louis Alby. I do not knovwlwo he is,2but
on pages, 40 and & 41 of the pamphlet he not, only states .the-"doctrine,^ but he
illustrates it:

(636]. 2 G
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" The free-traders believe-and this is the foundation of their doctrine-that when the import
duty on an article of foreign merchandize is reduced, this reduction of taxes will at once cause anequal
diminution in the price of the ierchandize in the mnarket, and an equal saving to the purchaser. In
thcory this consequence is just, in practice it never takes place. If the reduction is considerable, a
part, and that far the smallest, profits the consumer, the larger portion is divided between the foreign
producer and the several intermediaries. If the reduction is small, these lat entirely absorb it, and
the real consumer, lie who makes the article undergo its last transformation, is in nowise benefited.
The real consumer of wheat is neither the miller unor the baker, but lie who eats the bread. The
real consumer of wool is neither the draper nor the toilor, but he who wears and uses the clothes.

"This discrepancy between the variations of Customi-house duties and the selling prices, cannot
be denied, and sinice the Commercial Treaty the experiment lias been tried. All prohibitions have been
removed, and all duties i educed; but what article is there the price of whieh has been sensiblylowered
for consumption ? When economists demanded the free importation of foreign cattle, they hoped to
see the price of meat lowered, and for the same reason the agriculturists resisted with all their
strength."

"As soon as the duties were removed, the graziers from the northern and eastern departments
hastened to the market on the other side of the frontier; but the sellers were on their guard and held
firm, and, competition assisting themn, prices rose instead of falling; all the advantage of the reduction of
duty was for foreigni raisers of cattle, and imîeat is dearer than ever. The same result followed in reference
to the wools of Algiers, and on this point I can give the opinion of the head of one of the oldest houses
in Marseilles, an enemy, moreover, to protection, like all the merehants of seaport towns:-' When the
duties on Algerian wools were renoved,' he said to me, 'wc supposcd that this would cause wool to sell
cluapcr in Fira.nce, but the contrary iapned. There vas more eagerness for purchasing in Africa.;
there was more competition, and the diflerence in the duties vas employed in payinig more for the
wool to make sure of getting it. It is not, then the French manufacturer who has profite(l by the
reoal of dutics, it is the Arab alone.' Thus the interest of the consumer, about which so much
noise is made, far from being the principal element in the question, only plays a secondary part, since
the reduction in the tariff only profits him in a small measure.»

Now we are in a condition to understand precisely the meaning of what one
of our witnesses said, Mr. Pew, that the price of mackerel to the man vho bought
one mackerel at a time and ate it, had not changed for ten years; that it was a very
small purchase; that the grocer who sold it to him would iot lessen the price if
mackerel went down, and vould not raise the price if mackerel went up; that it
kept to him uniform; so that after all the question has been a question where the
greater or less profit accrued to parties who handled the nackerel.

If ever there was a case where it was impossible to transfer a duty once paid
by a man who catches fish and brings it to market, so that its incidence would falt
on the consumer, it is the one we are dealing with. Why so ? You cannot raise
the price of mackerel very much, because its consumption stops when you get above
8 or 10 dollars, at the highest, a barrel. People will not eat it in larger quantities
unless they are induced to do it because it is cheapest procurable food. That is
one reason why the duty cannot be put on to the price. There is another reason why
it cannot he added to the price-a perfectly conclusive one, and that is, that not
more than one-fourth or a less part of the supply-it has been assumed in the
questions as one-fourth, is imported and subject to the duty. I do not care vhat
fraction it is, whether one-third, one-fourth, or one-fith, not more than a small frac-
tion of the mackerel that is in the markets of the United States at any time comes
from the Provinces; and in order to get the price up to a point that will reimburse
the Provincial fisherman who has paid a duty, you must raise the price of all the
mackerel in the market, must you not? That is perfectly plain. If there are
between 300,000 and 400,000 barrels of mackerel, in the «United States, and 30,000
40,00>, 50,000, 60,000,70,000, 80,000, or 100,000 of thern are taxed 2 dollars a barrel,
do you think it is going to be possible to raise, by the tax ou the Provincial catch, the
price of the whole production in the market? If that could be done, it might come
out of the consumer, and then it would be a benefit to our fishermen, and an injury in
the end to our consurners. But it cannot be done. The price cannot be raised'; the
fraction is not large enough to produce any perceptible influence upon it. So the
resuit has always been, and thev know that it was so before and must be so again,
that such a duty cuts down their profits to the quick. It cuts them down so that the
business must be abandoned, and take away the United States' market, as you would
take it awav if a ligher tariff was imposed, and the fishing business of the Pro-
vinces woud gradually die out of existence. It is not the case-let nie repeat it,
because there has been so much apparent sincerity in the belief that the tax would
come out of the consunier-it is not the case of a tax put upon the whole of the corm-
modity, or the greater part of the corpmodity; but it is a tax put upon the smaller
part of the conmodity.,iii the only market to Nvhich both producers are confined ; and
you might just as well say, if two men made watches, one here and one in Boston,
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which were just exactly alike, and their watches were both to be sold in Boston, that
you could put a tax of 25 or 50 per cent. on the importation of . the Halifax
watch into Boston and then raise the price.

The only instance in which the imposition of a tax upon a part of the produc-
tion of an article resuits in raising the price of the whole, is where the demand ls
active, where the supply is inadequate, and vhere there is no equivalent that can be
introduced in the place of the taxed article. It night just as well be said that a
wood lot ten miles from town is worth as much as a wood lot five miles from town.
Wood will sel] for a certain price; and the man who is the farthest off, and, who
has the greatest expense in hauling the wood to market, is the man who gets the
least profit.

It was estimated in the debates on the Treaty of Washington, that the tax on
mackerel at that time amounted to 50 per cent. It was truly stated to be a pro-
hibitory duty. You will remember that Mr. Hall has also given you a practical
view of this subject. , Mr. Hall, Mr. Myrick, and Mr. Churchill, located on Prince
Edward Island. To be sure it is their misfortune not yet to be naturalized British
subjects. Detract whatever you choose from the weight of their evidence because
they are Amercians, but give to it as much as its intrinsie candour and reasonable-
ness require at your hands. What do these gentlemen tel] you of their practical
condition ? Mr. Hall says that when the duties were put on, at first, people on the
Island were helped by a good catch, a good quality, and by a short catch in the
United States, and by the condition of the currency, but wî'hen they began to feel
the full effect of the imposition of the duties they werc ruined. His partner con-
firms the saine story. Mr. Churchill. the other man, whose-business it is to hire by
the month the fishermen of the island and pay them wages, says he could not afford
to hire the men if a duty vas put upon the fish. Do you suppose he could ? The
fish landed on the shore of Prince Edward Island are worth 3 dol. 75 c. a
barrel-that is what they are sold for there. The fishermen earn for catching then
from 15 to25dollars a month. Put a tax of 2 dollars on to 3 dol. 75 c. vortLh of
mackerel, and can there be anv doubt of the result?

If this subject interests you, or if it seens to you to have a bearing upon the
result, 1 invite your careful attention to the testimony of Hall, Myrick, and
Churchill. Do they not know what the resuit of putting a tariff upon their
mackerel would be? Do not the people of Prince Edward Island know? If they
have been stimulated to a transient, delusive belief that they may in some way get
the control of the markets of the United States -for the 80,000 or 90,000 ,barrels
which, at the utmost, is produced in the Provinces, and put the price up as high
as ever they please, do you not think that that delusion will be dissipated, and that
their eyes will be most painfully opened, if it ever comes to pass that a dutyshaE
be reimposed?

It May be said that this question of duties is a question of commercial inter-
course, and that it is for the benefit of all mankind that there should be free com.
mercial intercourse, no matter whether one side gains and the other sideloses, o
not; no matter where the preponderance of advantage is, we believe in untram-
melled commercial intercourse among the vhole human family. 1 an not at ail
disposed to quarrel with that doctrine. But that isý not the case we are trying here
We are trying a case under a Treaty where there has been au exchange of free fish
against free fishery; and you are to say on vhich side the preponderance of beneits
lies. We have no right, then, to indulge theories as to universal freedoni of trade,
because we are bound by a charter under which we are acting. You are to have
regard to this question, so the Treaty says.Everybody has had regard to it since
it first began to be agitated in both countries. Statesmen, public writers, business
men-they have all considered it of the utmost consequence,>and certainly /this
Commission, enjoined in the Treaty to have regard to it, are not going to disregarà
it and leave it out of consideration.:,

Now an Inot' right in saying, that the whole value of whatever fisli we catch
in the territorial waters of:these Provinces, when landed on the shores of the Pro-m
vinces, or landed on the decks of our.vessels, is of far less pecuniary magnitude than:
the direct pecuniary gain -resulting froi free importation into our markets? and that
is a gain that is constantly'increasing. Twice as-large aquantity has gone from
Nova, Scotiaand Prince Edward IslandtoRoston this year, as went last year up
to the same date, and l'making -.a moderate allowance for the vicissitudes -of the
business, and for one year being a little worse than-another,,there has been a con-
tinued development of the fishing business and flshing interests of, these Provinces;
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and what bas it sprung from ? Do not these gentlemen understand the sources of
their ovn prosperity? Do they not know, when they speak of the business having
developed, that it is the market that lias developed the business ? They cannot eat
their mackerel, they have too good taste to desire to eat them, apparently, after they
are salted. The only place where they are able to dispose of them is in the Jnited
States. There is no evidence that the price of the fish has been lowered to the con-
sumer bv the circumstance that any more comes from the Provinces than did
formerly,'when the duty was imposed upon it. The price to the actual consumer
has remained the same. If it could be shown that there bas been a trifling reduc-
tion to the consumer, is that of any consequence compared vith this direct and
overwhelming advantage whi ch the Provincials gain? Whyit is not oniy in this fish
business that the control of the United States' markets bears with such tremendous
powerupon the productions of the Dominion. [n 1850, when thesubject of reciprocity
was being discussed, Mr. Crampton, then British M1inister at Washington, requested
Hon. William Bamilton M-erritt, a Canadian of distinction, to prepare a Memorandum
on the subject, which 1 have here before me. Be is speaking of the effect of duties in
the United States on Canadian products generally, He says:-

" The imports froni Canada since 1847 have in no instance affected the muarket in New York.
The constumer does not obtain a reduction of prices ; the duty is paid by the grower, as showxn by the
comparative prices on each side of the boumdary, which have averaged in proportion to the amojut of
the duty exacted."

The Canadians in their fishing industry, as I have said over and over again,
have very great natural advantages over the fishermen of the United States, in the
cheapness with which they cai build their vessels and hire their crews, and the
cheapness of all the necessaries of life. This increased cheapness is virtually a
bounty upon the Canadian fisheries. It gives them the eflect of a bounty as coin-
pared with United States' fishermen. While there vas a duty upon imported fish
into the United States, it counteracted that indirect bounty. Now that the duty has
been taken away, this immense development of the fishing interests of the Provinces
of which they are so proud, and of which they have said so much, lias taken place,
and out of this salt mackerel business it scenis to me that they are quite sure
eventually to drive the American fishermen. Everybody is going into the business
in Prince Edward Island, as their witnesses say. Out of 300 fisherien from one
port, who used to be in our vessels and vho have returned, hardly twelve arc going
back to the United States. They are going to have a monopoly of this branch of the
fishing industry. It has been of great value to them ; it will continue hereafter to be
of greater value to theni, and it is a value that no vicissitudes in the business are
likely to take froin them, because there is a certain quantity, of nackerel vhich they
will be able to catch near home, which they can afford to seil in the markets of the
United States at low prices, and from whilh they cannot fail to derive a very great
and permanent advantage.

Gentlemen of the Commission, I have tried to make a business speech on a
business question, and I shall spare my own voice and your patience any perora-
tion. I hope I have established to your satisfaction that the exchange of the
right to the inshore fisheries for the free markets of the United States leaves the
preponderance cf benefits and advantages largely on the side of the Canadians.
Such certainly is the belief of the Government and people of the United States. A
declaration to that effect, that is, a declaration that no moncy award ought to be
made, in our opinion is required by the evidence, and by every consideration of
justice. If this be so, the consequences are imimaterial to us, but I cannot refrain
from saying that though such a result might cause a little transient disappoint-
ment to a few individuals, it would, ini my judgment, tend more than anything
else to establish the permanent relations between the United States and the
Dominion of Canada on a footing of justice and peace, friendship and commercial
prosperity. We are neighhours in geographical position ; we are sprung from the
saie common ogin; ve speak the saine language; have inlherited the same
literature; to a large extent, have conmmon traditions and history; we live, under
very similar laws and free institutions; we are two great, free, energetie, and
prosperous countries, which cannot help respecting each other, and though the
surface inay be occasionally for a short time rulked to a trifling degree, yet in the
depths of the hearts of the people of each country they entertain for each other a
sincere and profound good will.
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Closing Argument of Hon. Win. H. Trescot, on behaif of the United .States.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Commission,-1 ani very glad that in this con-
troversy there is one point upon which we are ail agreed, and that is, tlhe importance of
settling it, of having a source of constant irritation dried up for ever, or, better still,
if it be possible, of having it converted into a spring of mutual and perpetual
benefit. Whatever, therefore, may be the direct practical result of this investigation,
we shall have achieved. no small or inconsiderable thing, if we have learned at its close
to appreciate each other's riglits and interests fairly, justly, and kindly.

The best way to secure that end is to speak on both sides vith entire candour, to
state our respective views as clearly and as strongly as we can, and then to leave it to the
impartial judgment of the Commission to balance our calculations, compare our pre-
tensions, and estimate at their true value the clains which we have submitted; only
asking them to remember that they do not sit here~ as arbitrators to compromise rival
interests, but as the appraisers of certain values, as the judges of the correctness of
certain facts and figures.

I conceive it to be the duty of every one participating in this investigation to do all
lie can to aid the Commission in reaching an agreement, and that you vill arrive at some
sound and satisfactory conclusion I sincerely hope; for, during the whole of our exami-
nation, I confess I have never looked up at the picture of His Majesty George III,
which hangs behind the President's chair, without feeling that it is not creditable that
two great and kindred hations should to-day be still angrily discussing a question whichl
he thought he lad finally settled with Franklin and Adans, with Jay and Laurens, a
hundred years ago, when he recognized the independence of the United States with all
its consequences.

You have been told, and with truth, by the representatives of both contestants,
that the Treaty of 1871 is the charter of your authtority. To ascertain, therefore,
the extent of the powers which have been given, and the character of the duties
which have been imposed, we must go to the Treaty of Washington. But we cannot
go to that Treaty alone. The Treaty of 1871 is but one phase of the fishery negotia-
tions. It was a marked change froi the condition of things in 1866 ; that vas a
change from the condition of things in 1854; that, again, was a large departure
from the Convention of 1818, and that Convention was in itself a very great change
from the Treaty of 1783.

It is simply impossible to understand the meaning of the Treaty of 1871 correctly
without reference to the history of those negotiations, .and the positions which have
been taken, and which have been abandoned or maintained by the respective
Governments.

And the British Case, as filed, distinctly recognizes this necessity, not only in the
elaborate history of those negotiations with which it prefaces its argument, but in the
central assumption of its formal contention, viz., that the Treaty of 1818 is part and
parcel of the Treaty of 1871.

These negotiations, fortunately, lie within a compact and ianageable compass,
and it is possible, I think, briefly and clearly to develop their histery and sequence.

The Treaty of 1783, the Convention of 1818, the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, and
the Treaty of Washington of 1871, are landmarks in our navigation over these rather
troubled waters. If I may borrow a figure froni our subject, I will endeavour, in my
argument, to keep w'ell within the three-mile limit, not to run between headland and
leadland, unless I am driven by extraordinary stress of weather, and even then I shall
not enter and delay in every port tiat lines the coast for shelter, food, or fuel,
unless the persuasive rhetoric of my friend from Prince Edward's Island should detain
me in the nagtiificent harbours of Malpeque and Cascumpeque, or my friend from
Newfoundland should toll nie with "freslh squid" into the. happy and prosperons regions
of Fortune-Bay:

But before I go into the discussion of thiese Treaties, I wish to% ask your con-
sideration to some observations on the general meaning and proper interpretation of
the Treaty of 1871, in order that they may be out,, of the way of the main argument.
And first I will ask you to ,carry with ;yonu throughout the discussion a fact so obvious
that I would not have referred to -it at all,; had fnot the whole argument of the .British
Case entirely ignored it. That fact.is, simply, that thisConvention, and the Treaty
upon which it is founded, are transactions between the United States on the one side
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and Great Britain on the other. Let nie ask your attention to the XXIInd Article of
the Treaty of 1871:-

"Inasinuch as it is asserted by the Gorcrnmient qf Her Britannic IMajesty, that the privileges
accorded to the citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty are of greater value
than those accorded bv Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty to the sukijcts of ler Britannic Miaj&ty,
and this assertion is not admitted by the Governiment of the United States; it is further agreed that
Cornunissioieirs shall be appointed to deternme, having regard to the privileges accorded by the United
States to the sul jcts (If Her Britanic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty, the
auoult of compensation," &c., &c.

Now, wio are the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty ? Are they only the inhabi-
tants of the Dominion of Canada? The fishermen of the Maritime Provinces? The
boatmen of the bond of Prince Edward Island? The herring and squid catchers of
Newfoundland ? Wc have been told in prose and poetry that the dominion of Her
Britannic Majestv is one on which the sun never sets, and it is to the subjects of this
dominion, in its widest extent, tlat we have given the privileges granted by the United
States in this Treaty. And I asic if, in equalizing this privilege, the value of the privilege
is one of the elenents of your calculation, is not the extent to which those privileges are
opened an equal subject of valuation?

I know wvhat my friends will say. They vill say, of course, "it is obvious that it is
neither possible nîor probable that any of the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty will use
these privileges, except the inhabitants of the Dominion. Well, I do not Lnowv thai my
friends have the right to assume any such ground, after the brilliant exhibition of their
closing testimony. Do you not recolleet wvhat the confidential scientific adviser of the
gentlemen on the other side told you, that the time was coming-had come, when the
fishing industry of the world would be a common fishery to the vhole world; when a
skipper would go ont of harbour with an orographic chart, of the coast in one band, and
a thermniometer in the other, to measure the variations of zone temperature ; when he
would, day by day, learn the condition of the controversy between the Labrador Arctic
current and the Gulf Streaim ; when, by a system of telegraph and signal stations, there
would be a new meaning given to the Scripture, " Deep calleth unto deep; " that
Labrador would speak to Neýwfoundland, and Newfoundland to Nova Scotia, and Nova
Scotia to Cape Cod ; and that, vherever the fishes were, there would the fisiermen of
the world be gathered togethier. I canot accept that prophecy in all its fulness. I
know it has beent said very often that fish diet is a wonderful stimulant to the mental
powers. I tlink, since we have been discussing Iis case, we have found that mackerel,
espccially, lias a most wonderful cfTect upon the arithinetical faculties of the intellect;
that it stimulates the imagination until it sets all the powers of calculation at defiance;
and I an satistied that the princely fortune that was supposed to have been made by the
boy in the Arabian fable ont of his basket of eggs---which were uiifortunately destroyed
befbre he realized it-is nothing compared with the profits that my friend from Prince
Edward Island, through cross-examination, can develop fron an ordinary catch of 400
barrels of nackerel. I presune that my friends will not allow nie to assume, even upon
their owin testimony, that this millennial fishery vill be in perfect working order until the
Treatv of 1871 has expired, and they will therefore insist that it is neither possible nor
probable that any of the subjects of Her Britannic Majcsty, except the inhabitants of
the Dominion, can ever use thiese privileges. Suppose I grant that, what then ? 1 find
in the British Case a very elaborate statement of a very sound principle, page 34:-

"It is possible, and even probable, that the United States' fishermen may avail themiselves of the
pirivilege of fishing in Newfoiidland inshore waters to a much larger extent than they do at present;
but even i1 they should not do so, it would not relieve then fron the obligation of naking the just
payient for a right which they have acquired, subject to the condition of naking that paynient. The
case iay be not inaptly illustrated by the somewhat analogous one of a tenancy of shooting or
fishing privileges; it is not because the tenant fails to exercise the rights which lie lias acquired by
virtue of his lease, that the proprietor should be debarred from the recovery of his rent."

I think it vill take more than the very large ability and ingenuity of the British
Counsel to show any difference betveen the two cases. If the American fisherman is
bouînd to pay for tie inshore fisheries of Newfoundland, which he docs not use, on the
priinciple of tenancy, whîy,should not the British subject pay for the inshore United
States' fisieries which he does not use ?

Mr. Thomson.-I understand you admit the principle?
Mr. Trescot.-I am using it as a reply to this argument. I am going to show you

that niy argument is based on yours; and I contend, thereforeon the very principle that
you state.
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" It is not because the tenant fails to exercise the rights which he has acquired by
virtue of his lease, that the proprietor should be debarred from the recovery of his rent."
On this principle, we claim that all the subjects of Her Britannie Majesty are tenants,
ander tie Treaty, and must pay for the privilege whether they use it or not, and you
are bound to take that into consideration, in establishing the value of the privileges
exchanged.

Further, if this is a Treaty between Great Britain and the United States, it cannot
be converted into a Treaty between the United States and Canada. This Commission
cannot alter it, or supplement it. Certain specified provisions in the Treaty it can
execute, but it cannot amend its errors, or correct its faults. If in tlat Treaty the
British Government has compromised or endangered the interests of the Colonies, much
as it is to be regretted, you have no power to undo the work ; it is a matter vith which
the Commission has nothing to do.

Upon the negotiation of the Treaty of 1871, the most correct and influential repre-
sentative or public opinion in England, the London e4 Times," used the following
language :-

"We watched with some uneasiness the repeated splutters of bad feeling between the fishermen of
New England and the people of the Maritime Provinces, because we could never be certain that an
ugly accident might not sone day force us, much against our vill, to becomle the champions of a
quarrel we could onily lialf approve. It is very easy, therefore, to understand with what motives our
Ministers suggested a Commission, and with what readiness they yielded to the hint that it should be
allowed to settle all subjects of difference between the two countries. Lord Derby las repeatedly
blamed their eagerness, and the American Governnent could not but be sensible of the advantage
they obtained when the Commisssioners arrived at Washington, bound to come to some settlement on
the points in dispute. It is true that one of the Commissioners was tie Prime Minister of Canada,
but against this circumstance must be set the facts that the other four approached their vork fron an
English point of view, that the Commissioners, as a body, were instructed from day to day, and, ve may
ainost say, from hour to hour, by the English Cabinet, and their vork was done with an eye to the
approval of the English people. It was inevitable that the results of their labours sbould not satisfy
the inhabitants of the D)ominion. We are far from saying that the Cominissioners did net do their best
for Canadian interests as they understood them, but it was not in human nature for them or their
instructions to be to Canada what they are to England; and, as the Treaty vas conceived for the purpose
of removing the present and contingent liabilities of England, it was agreed upon. as soon as it vas
believed that these liabilities were settled."

If this is so, then surely this Commission was not appointed to correct " the inevitable"
results of the Treaty which created it.

The Colonial authorities recognized this view. When that Treaty vas formed, Earl
Kimberley, writing to the Colonial Governor, made this statement, in a paragraph which
is not too long to read, for I do not mean to trouble you with a great many quotations.
It is a statement of the Secretary of State for the Colonies to the Governor-General,
dated, " Downing Street, June 17, 1871," and published at Ottawa:-

" The Canadian Government itself took the initiative in suggesting that a joint British and
American Commission should be appointed, with a view to settie the disputes which had arisen as to
the interpretation of the Treaty of 1818. But it was certain, that however desirable it niigit be, in
default of any complete settlement, te appoint sucli a Commission, the causes of the difliculty lay
deeper than any question- of interpretation, and the mere disc.ussion of such points as the correct
definition of 'bays, could not lead to a really friendly agreement with the United States. It vas
necessary, therefore, to endeavour to fmnd an equivalent which the United States might be willing to
give in return for the fishing privileges, and which Great Britain, having regard both to Imperial and
Colonial interests, could properly accept. Her Majesty's Government are well aware that the arrange-
ment which would have been most agreeable to Canada, was the conclusion of a Treaty similar to the
Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, and a proposail te this effect vas pressed upon the United States' Commis-
sioners, as you will find in the 36th Protocol of the Conférences. This proposal was, howevcr, declined,
the United States' Commissioners stating that they could hold out no hope that the Congress of the
United States would give its consent to such- a tariff amendment as was proposed, or to any extended
plan of reciprocal free admission of the products of the two countries. The United States'
Commissioners did indeed propose that coal, salt, and fish should be reciprocally admitted free, and
lumber after the lst July, 1874; but it is evident that, looked at as a tariff arrangement, this was a
most inadequate offer, as will be seei at once when it is comnpared with the long list of articles
admitted free under the Reciprocity Treaty. Moreover, it is obvious from the frank avowal of the
'United States' Commissioners, that they only made this offer because one branch of Congress had
recently more than once expressed itself in favour of the abolition of duties on coal and salt, and
because Congress had partially removed the duty from lumber, and the tendency of legislation in
the United States was towards the reduction of taxation and of duties, se that to have ceded the fishery
riglits in return for these concessions would have been te exchange themn for'commercial arrangements,
-whieh there is every reason to believe may before long-be made without any such cession, to the mutual
advantage of both the Dominion and the United States ; and ier Majesty's Governmentare bound to add,
that whilst, in deference to obtain a renewal in principle of te Reéiprocity Treaty, they are convinced the
establishment of free trade betweeu the Dominion and the United States is not likely to be prouated by
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mnaking admission to the fisheries dependent upon the conclusion of such a Treaty; and that the repeal by
Congress of duties upon Canadian produce, on the gronnd that a protective tariff is injurions to the
country whicI imposes it, would place the commercial relations of the two countries on a far more secure
and lasting basis than the stipulations of a Convention framed upon a system of reciprocity. Looking,
tierefore, to all the circumstances, ler Majesty's Government found it their duty to deal separately
with the fisieries, and to endeavour to find soute other equivalent; and the reciprocal concession of
free fishery with free import of Ilshl and fish-oil, togetlier with the payment of such a sum of money
as mnay flirly represent the excess of value of the Colonial over the American concession, scems to
theni to be an equitable solution of the difficulty.

"It is perfectly truc that the right of fishing on the United States' coasts, conceded under Article
XIX, is far less valuable th:n the right of fishing iiin Colonial waters, conceded under Article XVIII, to
the United States, but on the other band. it cannot be denied that it is nost important to the Colonial
lishernen to obtain frece access to the Anerican market for their fish and fisl-oil, and the balance of
advantaîge on the side of the United States will be duly redressed by the Arbitrators under Article
XXII. la somne respects a direct mnoney paymcnt is perhaps a more distinct recognition of the rights
of the Colonies than a tariff concession, and there does not seeni to be any difference in principle
between the admission of Aierican fishermen for a terni of years, in consideration of the paynent of
a sula of money iii gross, and their admission under the system of licences, calculated at so, many
dollars poer ton, hvIich w.as adopted by the Colonial Government for several years after the termination
of the Reciproeity Treaty. In the latter case, it nust be observed, the use of the fisheries was granted
vithout any tariff concessions whatever on the part of the United States, even as to the importation

of lisli.
" Canada could not reasonably expect that this country should, for an indefinite period, incur the con-

stant risk of serious misunderstanding with the United States; imperilling, perhaps, the peace of the whole
Empire, in order to endeavour to force the American Government to change its commercial policy; and
Her Majesty's Covernnent are confident that, when the Treaty is considered as a whole, the Canadian
people vill sec that their interests have been carefully borne in mind, and that the advantages which
they will derive from its provisions are commensurate with the concessions which they are called upon
to inake. There cannot be a question as to the great importance to Canada of the riglit to convey
gonds in bond through the United States, which lias been secured to her by Article XXIX; and
the free navigation of Lake Michigan under Article XXVIII; and the power of transshipping goods
under Article XXX, are valuable privileges which nîrust not 'b overlooked iii forming an estimate of
the advantages which Canada will obtain. Her Majesty's Government have no doubt thàt the Canadian
Government vill readily secure to the citizens of the United States, in accordance with Article XXVII,
the use of the Canadian Canais, as, by the liberal policy of the Dominion, these canals are already
open to them on equal terms with British subjects ; and they would urge upon the Dominion Parlia-
ment and the Legislature of New Brunswick, that it will be most advisable to make arrangements as to
duty on lumber floated down the St. John River, upon wi'hich the execution of Article XXX, as to the
transshipment of goods, is made contingent."

Tlat is the view he took of that Treaty. What was the view that the Canadian
Government took of it ? On page 47 of this same pamphlet vill be found the reply of a
Committee of the Privy Council to that letter of the Earl of Kimberley, in which will be
found tihis statement:

"When the Canadian Governîment took the initiative of suggesting the appbintment of a joint
Iiritish and American Commission, they never contemplated the surrender of their territorial rigihts, and
they hiad no reason to suppose that Her Majesty's Government entertained the sentiments expressed by
the Earl of Kimberley in his recent despatch. Had such sentiments been expressed to the delegate
appointed by the Canadian Governinent to confer vith his Lordship a few months before the appoint-
nent of the Conmission, it would at least have been in their power to have remonstrated against the
cession of the inshore fisheries, and it 'would, moreover, have prevented any member of the Canadian
Government from acting as a inember of the Joint High Commission, unless on the clear understanding
that no such cession should be eniodied in the Treaty wnithout their consent. The expediency of the
cession of a common righît to the inshore lisheries has been defended, on the ground that such a
sacrifice on the part of Canada should be made in the interests of peace. The Committee of the Privy
Council, as tley have already observed, would have been prepared to recommend any necessary
concession for so desirable an object, but they miust remind the Earl of Kinberley that the original
proposition of Sir Edward Tiorntoni, as appears by his letter of the 26th January, was that a friendly
and complete understanding should be come to between the two Governments, as to the extent of the
riglts whici belong to the citizens of the United States and Her Majesty's subjects respectively, with
reference to the fisheries on the coasts of Her Majesty's possessions in North America."

Then there is a continuation of the argumen'
Mr. Thomso.-Won't you read it ?
Mr. Trescot.-I will read it if you wish.
Mir. Ttomson.-I would like to hear it, if it is not too much trouble te you.
Mr. Trescot.-I will rend it with great pleasure, ahhough it does net bear upon the

point I desire te present.

"in bis reply dated 30th January last, Mr. Secretary Fish informs Sir Edward Thorntonr, that
the President instructs himn to say that 'he shares with ler Majesty's Government the appreciâtion
of tihe imprîîortanîce of a friendly and complete ¡understanding between the two Governments, with
reference to the subjects specially suggested for thre consideration of the proposed Joint High Commis-
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sion.' In accordance 'with the explicit understanding thus arrived at between the two Governments,
Earl Granville issued instructions to Her Majesty's High Commission, which, in the opinion of the
Committee of the Privy Council, covered the whole ground of controversy. The United States have
never pretended to claim a right on the part of their citizens to fish within three marine miles of the
coasts and bays, according to their limited definition of the latter term, and although the riglit to enjoy
the use of the inshore fisheries might fairly have been made the subject of negotiation, with the view
of ascertaining whether any proper equivalents could be found for such a concession, the United
States vas precluded, by the original correspondeuce, from insisting on it as a condition of the Treaty.
The abandonment of the exclusive right to the inshore fisheries without adequate compensation
-iark that, 'the abandonment of the exclusive right to the inshore fisheries without adequate coin-
pensation' was iot therefore necessary in order to conte to a satisfactory understanding on the points
really at issue. The Committee of the Privy Council forbear from entering into a controversial discussion
as to the expediency of trying to influence the United States to adopt a more liberal commercial policy.
They must, however, disclaim most emphatically the imputation of desiring to imperil the peace of the

bwhole Empire, in order to force the American Goverarnent to change its commercial policy. They have
for a considerable time back ceased to urge the United States to alter their commercial policy; but
they are of opinion that when Canada is asked to surrender her inshore fisheries to foreigners, she is
fairly entitled to naine the proper equivalent."

I need not go any further. You can read it if you wish. Then, of course, Lord
Kimberley replied to that communication. The reply it is not worth while to read.
The Privy Council then replied to his strictures upon their opinion, and their com-
munication is the point to whicl I wish to corne.

" In the course of the negotiations, the United States' Commissioners had offered, as an equivalent
for the rights of fishery, to admit Canadian coal and salt free of duty, and lumber after the 1st
July, 1874. This vas deemed both by the Imperial and Canadian Govermnents an inadequate offer, and
a counter proposition was made by the British Commissioners, that lumber should be admitted free
immediately, and that in consideration of the continued exclusion of cereals, live stock, and other
articles admitted under the Treaty of 1854, a sum of noney should be paid to Canada. The United
States' Commissioners not only reftused the counter proposition, but withdrew their former offer,
substituting one which the Committee of Council infer from the Earl of Kimberley's despatcb was, in
the opinion of Her Majesty's Government, more favourable to Canada than that vhich had been
rejected as inadequate. Wide, however, as are the differences of opinion on this Continent regarding
the Treaty, there is but one opinion on the point under consideration. It is clear that the United States
preferred paying a suin of money to the concession of commercial advantages to Canada, and the
Committee of Council feel assured that there is not a single member of the Canadian Parliament who
vould not have much preferred the rejected proposition to that which was finally adopted.

" The Committee of Council cannot, with the Earl of Ximberley's despatch before them, continue
to affirmn that Her lajesty's Government are of opinion that the cession of the fishery rights was made
for an inadequate consideration, but they regret that they are themselves of a different opinion.

"I While still adhering to their expressed opinions as to the Fishery Articles of the Treaty of
Washington, they are yet most anxious to meet the views of ler Majesty's Government, and to be
placed in a position to propose the necessary legislative mieasures, and they will therefore proceed to
make a suggestion wlich they earnestly hope may receive a favourable response.

"'The adoption of the principle of money payment in satisfaction of the expenses incurred by the
Fenian raids, would not 'only be of no assistance with reference to the Treaty, but migbt lead to some
complications. It is not improbable that differences of opinion vould arise in the discussion of the
details of those claims betwecn the two Governuments, whicli might lead to mutual dissatisfaction.
Again, such a solution of the question would necessitate a discussion in the Imperial Parliament, in the
course of vhich opinions might be expressed by members vhich night irritate the people of Canada,
and night moreover encourage the Fenian leaders in the United States, who have not ceased their
agitation.

" There is, in the opinion of the Committee of Council, a mode by which their bands might be so
materially strengthened, that they would be enabled, not only to abandon all claims on account of the
Fenian raids, but likewise to propose, with a fair prospect of success, the measures necessary to give
effect to those clauses in the Treaty of ýWashington which require the concurrence of the Dominion
Parliamnent. That mode is by an Iniperial guarantee to a portion of the loan which it will be necessary
for Canada to raise, in order to procure the construction of certain important public works, vhich will
be highly beneficial to the United Kingdom as well as to Canada."

1ow I ask, if, in the face of that official demand for a guarantee of that loan in
compensation for the sacrifice of the fisheries, vhich demand was recognized as just, and
granted by the British Government, it is possible to claini that those interests were not
sacrifices which werc conpensated, or whether any cdnstruction is just, which, isolating
the Articles of this Treaty, and converting it into a separate negotiation, determines
that there were certain ]mperial advantages gained by the British Government in return
for the sacrifice of those fisheries, and then claims that that compensation should be
made part and parcel of the cônsideration in a case like this ? I beg you to understand
distinctly that I do not contend that this Comnission is no bound to equalize the two
exchanges hvlich hav'e beeni comniitted to them. Thai is their duty. But I mean to
say, that in making that equalization, they are bound toe onsider nothing but the speciflc
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value of the articles exchanged, and that the question whethcr or not .equalization is
compensation for any sacrifices nade by the Treatv, is one with which. they have nothing
.to do ; the question which is subniitted to them'is the value, and ,nothing else, of ie
two exchanges. It is niot hie duty, nor is it vithin the power of this Commission, as the
British Counsel seen to suppose, to make the Treaty of 1871 an equal Treaty, but
simply to equalize a specilicexclange of values under a special provision of that Treaty.
It is precisely, as far as yon are concerncd, as if, instead of the exchange of fishing
privileges, that Treaty had proposed an exchange of territory. For instance, if that
Treaty iad proposed the exclange of iMaine and Manitoba, and the United States had
.maintained that the %'alue of Maine wras much larger than Manitoba, and referred it to
,you to equalize the exchange. It is very .manifest that to New England, for instance, it
might not onflv be disadvantageous. but very dangerous; but the only question for you to
consider would be the relative value of the tvo piecces of territory. So here I do not
care .what the consequences may be. It may be that when you have equalized these
privileges so as to make the exchange of privileges precisely even, that thon the
consequences of the exchange of fisheies mlight be the destruction of all the fisieries
of Prince Edward Island, the entire destruction of the fishing industry of the
Maritime Provinces. But that is a niatter with which vou have nothing to do. This
is a consequence of the Treaty, and not a consequence of the difference in value
bet.ween the two articles of exchange which you are called upon to appraise.

The sane principle wocld lcad to this result also; that with the consequential
profit or loss of the fisheries you lave nothing to do. You have a riglit to measure
the value of the ,fisleries as they are, and what they arc, but you have no right to put
into that estimate a calculation of the enterprize, id ustry, skill, and capital which the
Americans put into the ishery: that is, brains, and ionev, and experience, which
is entirely foreign to the fishery as a fishery. It is free to be employed anywhere else,
aud you îhave no ri-ht to calculate that. The fish in the water have a certain value,
but the skill, andcapital, and enterprize which arc required totake theu out, does not
belong to the fishery as a fishery, and it is not a matter that vou have any riglt to take
i1te calculation. Take, for example, the extraordinary prin~ciple that is stated in the
British Case, on page 34:-

"A14 ])artieipation by fisheren.of the United States in the freedom -of these waters snust, not-
withstailiing their wonderfuUly reproductive capacity, tell naterially on the local catch, and, ile
.affording to the United States' fisherinen a pxofitable emaployment, must seriously interfere with local
.swcess."

ls that a principle of calculation which von, can apply to a case like this ? Was
there ever a case of such >àbsolute forgetfulness of that hoiely old proverb over which
every one of us bas painfully stnmbled in bis walk through lfe, that "yeu cannot eatyour
cake and bave it too?" Why, take Ihat favourite and apt illustration of the British
,case, a Itnancy for shooting. If I cxclanged a grouse moor inScotland for a pheasant
,preserve in Eugland, and ny frieind Éler British Majesty's Agent ,was arbitrator to
.equalize their values, whbat would he think of the clai-n that the grouse moor was the
riiore valuable because I used a breech-loader, carried two keepers with extra gnns,
.shot over dogs costing 100 guineas a-piece, and bagged 100 brace, where the other
sportsman stuek to tlIe old muzzle-loadcr, carried no keeper, shot over an untrained
pointer, and only bagged twenty-five brace, or to the still more extraordinary complaint
that the frcodom of the nioor, notwithstanding its wonderful reproductive capacity,
iust tell naterially on the local shooting, and while affording the lessee profitable and

-pleasant einploynent, "must seriously interfere" with the pot-shooting of the boys of
Mie lessor's family. Yet that is just precisely the argument that our friends have made.
'hey undertake, not to decide the value of the fishery, but they undertake to put
into arbitration here what we do with the fishery. That is, we are to pay, not
only for Ih.e privilege of going imackere fishing in the bend. of Prince Edward
Island, but ve are to pay for every dollar of capital and industry we employ, and
.for the mien employeçd, and tlie result of that; combination is the noney to which they are
exîtitlcd.

So also with the consequential danages, vith regard to ,the destruction of fisb,
trawling, seining, and al thiose t.hings with vhich you have uothing te CIO. I think I can
reply te the whole of tliat by a very pilby sentence, ';uttered by one of your citizens
who was very famous, the late Josepli 1owe, in a speech muade in iy country in regard
to the fisheries here. He said: "As for eth destruction of the fisheries, whben one
tlhought that the rocs of thirty cod supply all the vaste of the Anierican, British, and
Colonial fishieries, it vas not worth while to discuss that, question ;" and I do not think it



is citier, because all those argnments apply to the Treaty. They are very good reasons
why the exchange never should have been made at all, why American fishermen never
should have been 'admitted at* al], why the Treaty should never have been made, but
they are arguments which cannot be employed in the consideration, of the question
submitted to you-the value of the fishery.

And now; with regard to this question of consequences, there is but one other
illustration to which I which I will refer and I will be donc. I find at the close of the
British testimony an elaborate exhibit of 166 lights, fog-whistles; and huniane establih-
ments used by UJnited States' ishermen on the coast of the Dominion, estimated to have
cost in erection, from the S'imbro Lighthousc, built in 1758, to the present day, 832138
dollars, and for annual maintenance 268,197' dollars. I scarcely know whether to
consider this serious, but there it is, and there it lias been placed, cither as the foundà-
tion for a claim, or toi produce an effect. Now, if this Dominion las no commerce ; if no
ships bear precions freight upon the dangerous waters of 'the gulf, or hazard valuable
cargoes in the straits which connect it wvith the ocean ; if no traffic traverses the Imperial
river which connecets the Atlantic vith the great lakes ; if this fabulous fishery, of which
we have heard so much, is carried on only in boats so small that they dare not venture
ont of sight of land, and the fishernien need no other guiding and protecting light than
the light streaning from their own cabin windows on shore ; if, in short, this Dominion,
as it is proudly called. owes nothing to the protection of its commerce and the safety of
its seanen ; if tiesu imniane establishments are not the free institutions of a Wise and
provident Government, but charitable institutions to be supported by the subscriptions
of those vho use then, then the Government of- the Dominion eau collect its 200,000
dollars by levying light ducs upon every vessel 'which seks shelter in its harbours or
brings wealth into its ports. But if, in the present age of civilization, wien a coifmon
humanity is binding the nations of the world together every day by tutual interests,
mutual cares, and privileges equally shared, the Dominion repeals her liglit dues in
obedience to the common feeling of the wvhole world, with what justice can that Govern-
ment ask you, by a forced construction of this Treaty, to reimpose this duty, in its most
exorbitant proportions and its most odious form, upon us and upon us alone ?

But that is not, perhaps, the question i should ask you. I should ask, andTr dõ ask,
where do you find in Article XVIlI of the Treaty, among the advantages vhich7 the
Treaty of 1871 gives us, and authorizes you to value any such " advantage " as the use
of lighthouses and, fog whistles ? And'if you decided, and properly decided, that you
could not take into consideration the advantages of commercial intercourse, purchasing,
bait and supplies, and the privilege of transshipping,,because they Wvere not given- by
the Tieaty, identified as they were with the use. of the fishery, howecan you be asked
even to take this preposterous claim into consideration? If the principle laid down
by the British Case (page 13) is true, " it is submitted that in order to estimate the
advantages thereby derived respectively by subjects of the United States and of Great
Britain, the following basis is the only one which it is possible to adopt under the terms
of the first portion of Article XVIII of the Tieaty of Washington of 1871, viz., that
the value of the privileges granted to each country, respectively, by. Articles XVIf,
XIX, and XXI' of that Treaty, whie ß were not enjoyed under the fst Article of the Con-
ventioW of the 20th October, 1818, is that which the Cômmission. is.constituted tO
determine."' I this priiple of interpretation be true, how can sueh a demand be
made until it is shoivn thiat under the Ist Article of the Convention of' 1818 the
privilege of using the lighthouses and fog whistles-that is, the privilege of seeing a
light or hearing a sound-vas not enjoyedY Illiberal, unjust, and narrow as ivas the
policy of that Cônvention, it has not yet been charged with so grievous an offence
against humànity. It might stop our fishing, but it didaLot assume to stop our sight and
hearing at the threc-mile Iiiit.

And in leaving this queston of'" consequences,» I may say, in justification of the
length with which I have dwelt on it, that this "consequential "-I night aluost say
"inconsequential"-reasoning pervades the whole British Case, and infects the whole
cros%-exaniination of counsel on the other sid6. The effort lias been studiously made ta
create an atmuosphere in wlich the uncertain and doubtfu advantages of the Treaty
would looin ont so largely as to deceive the inexperience d eye as to .the exorbitant:value
that wvas sougiht to be attaclîcd ta them.

I have but one other consideration to suggest before I come ta Uhe history of this,
question; and it"is this: If youill examine th'e T.eaties you will find that éer ywhere
it is the ' United States' isihernen," " theinhabitantsi ofdie Unitèd States '-ù-tl
citizcns df th iUnitëd Stahts who , are prohibi'ted"fron taking part in thé:lishery l'hi
the three inilluit Now, I say-ýrmeBer I an nòt tälking about élòai legisation
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on the other side at all. 1 am talking about Treaties-1 say there is nothing in any
Treaty which would forbid a Nova Scotiani or a Prince Edward Island citizen from.
going to Gloucester, hiring an A merican vessel witli an American register and coming
within the three-mile limit and fishing-nothing at all. If such a vessel be manned by
a crew half citizens of the United States ind half Nova Scotians, who arc fishing on
shares recollect, and who take the profits of their own catches, where is the difference?
The United States' citizen may violate the law, but are the citizens of Nova Scotia
doing so ? They are not not the " inhabitants " or " fishermen of the Unit ed States"
excluded from fishing within the three-mile limit. Take the analogy suggested by the
British Case. Suppose, for instance, there was a law forbidding shooting in the
Dominion altogether by any one not a citizen, might not a citizen of the United States
lend a gun to a citizen of the Dominion who vanted to shoot ganie and pay him for the
game that lie shot? It comes to this, tliat vhen Nova Scotia fisiermien fish in an
American vessel wvithin the thrc-cmile limit, always supposing that they engage in the
business on shares, they arc simply using an instrument lawfully under the Treaty that
the A merican part of the crcw are using unlawfully, that is all. I do not press this
legal view, because it is one vhich1, one of these days. will have to bu taken up and
decided ; I simply say that that is conimon sense opinion. that if, ont of 5,000 fishermen
2,500 are British subjects, and filshing in American vessels, taking their own catches,
making their own profits, in that case you cannot, iii equity and justice, consider that as
part of the privilege given to the fishermen or inhabitants of the United States. I an
glad I amn furnishing my friends something to think of even if it amuses them.

Mir. Thonson.-You are.
MAr. Trescot.-T thought I was. The thrce points which I make arc these:-
1. That in valuing the ex change of privilege, the extent to which the privilege is

offered is a fair subject of calculation, and that a privilege opened to "all British
subjects " is a larger and more valnable privilege than one restricted to only the British
subjects resident ii the Dominion.

2. That in valuing the exchange of privilege, only the direct value can be
estimated. and the consequences to eithier party cannot bc taken into account.

3. That so far as British subjects -;articipate in the inshore fishery in United States'
vessels upon shares, their fishery is in no sense the fishing of ishermen or inhabitants of
the United States.

With regard to the history of these Treaties, there are two subjects in that con-
nection vhich I du not propose to discuss at all. One is the headland question. I
consider that the statement made by my distingnished colleague who preceded me has
really taken that question ont of this discussion. I do not understand that there is any
claim made here that anv portion of this award is to be assessed for the privilege of
coning within tli eadlands. As o the cxceedingily interesting and very able brief,
submitted for the other side, I amn not disposed to quarrel with it. At any rate, I shall
not undertake to go into any argument upon it. It. refers entirely to the question of
territorial riglit, and the question of extent of jurisdiction-questions with which the
United States bas nothing to do. They have never been raised by our Government, and
probably never will bc, because our claim to fish within the three-mile limit is no more
an interference with territorial and jurisdictional rights of Great Britain, than a right of
way through a park would be ail interference -with the ownership of the property, or a
right to cut timber in a forest would be an interference with the fee-simple in the
sou.

ir. Tlioson.-Do you mean to say there would bc no interference there?
Mr. Foster.-Certainly not. It would be simply a servitude. You do not mean to

say that niy right to go throug;h your farn interferes with the fee-simple of the
property?

M1r. Thomson.-It does not take away the fec-simple, but it interferes with my
enjoyncnt of the property.

ir. Trescot.-That is another question, because compensation may be found and
given. I simply say that it does not interfere vith the territorial or jurisdictional right.
That is the view I take of it, at any rate, and I think I can sustain ii, if it ever becomes
necessary.

Then, with regard to the character of the Convention of 1818. I wish to put on
record hure my profound conviction, that by every rule of diplomatie interpretation, and
by every established precedent, the Convention of 1818 ,was abrogated by the Treaty of
1S54, and that when that Treaty wvas ended in 1866, tie United States and Great
Britain were relegated Io the Treaty of 1783, as the regulator of their rights. That
proposition I will maintain whenever the proper tirne arrives. But, certainly, I am not
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at liberty to take that ground here at all, and for this reason: that by the action of the
two Governments, and by the formal incorporation, so to speak, of the Treaty of 1818 in
the Treaty of 1871, that Treaty is made the practical rile of decision in this case ; con-
sequently, we have nothing to do with that, except to say this: that the Treaty of 1818
depends for its validity and its existence upon the headland question ; that the two stand or
fall together; because the Convention of 1818 was a relinqishment of certain rights
upon certain conditions, and if those conditions are not understood in the same sense by
the parties to the contract, the contracts ends, or is to be submitted to arbitration. If,
thon, the Treaty of 1871 sbould end with nothing else to supply its place, it would be
absolutely necessary, either that the headland question shonld be settled, or the
Convention of 1818 should be considered aîs annulled.

I cannot enter into the history of the Treaties as fully as I could wisli.* The subject
is not only one of great historical interest, but in certain contingencies would be of direct
consequence. It cannot, however, bc treated briefly or without travelling too far fromn
the immediate question at issue. I will, therefore, only summarize those conclusions
which are relevant to the present investigation.

And I refer to them in this connection, because, underlying the wlhole British Case,
just like the consequential argument to which I have already referred, there runs the
assumîption that in all these transactions the poliey of the United States has been one of
encroachrment and invasion, while the conduct of Great Britain bas been that of generous
concession. Never was there an assumption more entirely the reverse of historicdl
truth.

The Treaty of 1783 ascertains and defines vhat were the original relations of the
parties to this controversy. 1 need not read its provisions, but I do not think I will be
contradicted when I say that they were simply the recognition of absolute and equal rights.
The separation of the Colonies rendered ncessary, not only their recognition, but the
definite and precise adjustment of their territories and possessions; and among the latter
was recognized and described, not as a grant or concession, but as an existing right, the
use of the fisheries, not cnly as they had been used, but as they ever should be used by
British subjects. Reserving the territorial and jurisdictional rights on the adjacent shores
to the owners of the land, the fisheries--the right to use the waters for the purpose of
fishing-was made a joint possession.

At that time the onily parties in interest were the citizens of the United States, and the
British owners of a few fishing settlements along the coasts. The parties who are now the
real complainants were not then even in existence. Speak of encroachments! Encroach-
monts upon whom ? Why, in those days, where was Newfoundland, who comes liere to-day
as an independent sovereignty, and invests lier distinguished representative with a ieasure
of Ambassadorial authority ? Not even a colony- a fishing settlenient, owned by a British
corporation-governed without law by any naval officer who happened to be on the coast
with a marling spike in one hand and the Articles of War in the other-no Englishman
allowed to make a home on the island-and the number of women permitted to reside
there limited, so as to prevent the grovth of a native population. Where Wis Prince
Edward Island, which speaks to-day through a Premier and an Assembly? Why, in
the carly years of the revolution, an Anerican skipper, flot tihen having the fear of the
three-mile limit before his eyes, entered that famous bend, of which wve have heard so
much, fishing for men instead of nackerel, and lie caught the Governor, and. the
Executive Council-a catch vhich, I an sure, my friend on the otier side will admit to
bc all "Number one's''-and carried them to General Washington, who, not kno ving
what use to put them to, treated them as our w2- .ses have told us the fisiermuen treat
young cod, threwthen back into the water, and told theni to swin home again. Why,
the very naines vith which We have become so familiar in the last mnonths-Tignish and
Paspebiac, Margaree and Chetticamp, Sciminac and Scatterie, lad not then risen from
the obscurity of a vulgar .geography to shine in the annals of internatioial disenssion.
There was then no venerable Nestor of Dominion politics, to whose experienced sagacity
tie interests o'f an empire might be safely entrusted-there were no learned and dignified
Queen's Counsel to. be drawn up in imposing cntrast to the humble advocates who

The British Case, referring to the Treaty of 1783, says, "The rilits conceded to the United States' fislier.
men under thi4 Treaty vere by no means so great as those whichi as British subjects, they lad enjoyed previous
to the War of Independence; for they wcre not allowved to land to dry and cure their. fish iii any part of Newfound-
land, and, only in those parts of Nov'a Scotia, the Magdalen Island;, and Labrador, wvhere no British sett!elemt
had heen or might be formed, expresîsly excluding Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, and. other places.
There is no express exclusion'of Cape Breton and Prince Edward Island in the Treaty. Both were ncquired by
the Treaty of 1763, and were formally annexed to Nova Scotia... It was not until 1770 that Prince Edward Isltul
had a separate government as an experiment, and a very poor experiment it turned out to be. To the Amîerican
negotiators of 1783, Nova Scotia included both Cape Breton and Prince Edward Island,
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address von from. this side of tie table. There was no 1inister of Marine, with 160 fine
fog-whistles at his command, ready to blov a blast of triumph. all' along the coast upon
tle receipt, of this award. There were no rights to invade, and the Maritime Provinces
and the Dominion came into existence, subject to the conditions of national life w'hich
that Trcaty created. When thev dcid come into these waters they, found us therc.

Our rights, and the character of ou rights, under the Treaty of 1783, were never
questioned or disputed for over a quarter of a century, not until the war of 1812, and
then the question was made only as an effort of diplomatie finesse. The Treaty of 1783
hiad given to British subjeets the riglt of navigation on the Mississippi River, under the
helief that the boundary lne between the two countries touched the sources of that river.
Bv 1814 it vas discovered that this was not so ; and, as the right to use the territory of
the United States to reach the river had not been given, the riglt to use che river vas
iolt available. Then vas invented the lheory that the war of 1812 abrogated the Treaty
of 1783, and by it the British Government werc enabled to propose te renew the Fishery
Articles, if we would remiodcl and make effective the Article as to tie Mississippi. We
denied tle thceory. I will not, of course, trouble yon with any detailed account of tie
negotiations; the correspondence between Mr. Adiams and'Lord Bathurst, and the
negotiations of the Treatv of Ghient, are matters of familiar history.

The question tius raised was left unsettled, both Governments maintaining their
positions until the, Convention of 1818. Two things arc evident from that Convention.
First, that our right, as we naintained it. to the inshore fisheries, was recognized,
because Grent Britain accepted fron us the relinquishinent of a portion of it, and by
accepting w'hat we gave, recognized our right to give. Second, that we relinquished
this rgight bCecause our fisiing vas at that time entirely a deep.sea fishing, and because
the settlement of the coasts of the Maritime Provinces, and the developinent of local
Colonial fisheries anticipated in hIe Treaty of 1783 vere now being realized. That
Convention was a friendly and liberal concession on the part of the United States, and
when we are required to-day to pay for tIe restoration of the former condition, we are
sinph'ly made to pay for our own liberality. For vlat are the Treaties of 1854 and 1871:
but a restoration of the conditions of the Treaty of 1783, accompanied by that freer
conmnercial intercourse which the interests and the intelligence of both countries
diemand !

1 had proposed to trace tie negotiations from 1818 to 1854, and thence to the
Protocol and Treaty of 187 1. But these latter were somewhat fully discussed in the
argmtînent upon the motion formerly made on behalf of the United States, and mny
colleague has fully explained to yeu how, and by what agencies, the restrictions cf the
Convention of 1818 became so odious to our people.

1 need not do more than refer you to the instructions of the British Government to
the negoliators of the Treaty of Washington, and recognize, as I do most. gladly, the
wisdon and liberality of their spirit, and I now turn to the practical question which that
Treatv subm its to your decision.

i cone now to the questions which that Treaty of 1871 raises, and' ticy arc simply,
these: what is the difference in value gained by us, and lte advantages gained by you-
tiai is to say, what is the diflerence in value between the right to fish within the three-
mile limit, on one side. and the riglit to fish on the United States' shores on the other,
couipled with the right to send fish and fish-oil to the United States' market free of
dlLty ?

Witlh regard to the fisheries: the fisheries with which the Treaty of' 1871 is con
cerned. arc the cod, the herring, the mackerel, the liake, the haddock, and halibut
fisheries, withlich three-mile limit. For the purposes of this argument there will be,
I think, a general agreemiîent tat we cai dismiss the hake, haddock, and halibut fisheries.
It is adim.itted, also, that the cod fislery is esscntially a deep-sea fisliery, and does not,
therefore, cone within the scope of vour examination, especially as the question of bait.
and supplies, which alone connected it with this discussion, has been eliminated by your
former decision.

We have let, ihien, only the herring fislery and the mackerel fisiery. As to the
herring fishery, I shall say but very few words. The herring fishery on, the shores of tie
'Vigdalen Islnds, we caim of right-a few scattering- catches= elsewhere are not
appreeiable enough to talk about ; and wc have, tierefore, only the herring fisieries of
Newfoundland and Grandi Manan. The former is essentially, a frozen herring business,,
and I do not believe there exists a question that this business;, both at Newfoundland
aid Grand Manan, is entirely a mercantile business, a commercial transaction, a buying
and selling, not a fishing. T he testimony on this subject is cormplete, and is confirmed'
bv Mr. Babson, the Collector of the Port of Gloucester, who lias told you that the
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Gloucester fleet, the largest factors in this business, take ont licences to touch and trade,
when !they go for frozen herrings, thus establishing the character of their mercantile
voyage.

The ýonly open question, then, as to the ,ierring fishery, is the fisliery for smoked
and pickled herring:atGrand MVanan and in.the Bay of Fundy, from Letite to Lepreaux,
and whether that is conducted by United States' fishermen within the threc-mile limit;
a question, it seems to me, vecry nuch -narrowed when yon come to consider that from
Eastport in Maine to Campobellq, is only a mile and a-half, and from Eastport to Grand
Manan is only six or seven miles.

Mr. Thomson.-Twelve or fourteen miles.
Mr. Trescot.-Not according to the statement of the witnesses. But call it ten miles,

still it leaves a very small margin to make an agreement upon. I will not dwvell upon
that. The open question is whether there is fishing at rrand Manan that is participated
in by American fishermen, within the three-mile limit, and what advantages they derive
from it, and what element that will make in the calculation of theaward.

Tie testimony lies in a very small compass. There are three or four witnesses on
either side. Yon saw and heard them; and I am. very wiling to leave that whole
Grand Manan business to you, withoutone word of comment upon the testimony, except
to ask you one.simple question, as plain, practical, business ,men. Were you compelled
to-morrow to invest ýmoney in the herring fishery of Grand :Manan, and the adjoining
mainland and islands, to whom would you go for information, upon wlhose jndgnient
would you rely ? Upoa Mr. McLean, wlho estinates the value of that Lilliputian fishery
at 3,000,000 dollars annually, one-half of which is the unlawful plunder of United
States' fishermen, a fishery wi ich, accordig to his estimate, would require, instead of the
few unknown vessels whieh cannot be named, a fleet which could not sail from any port
without being registered, and makirg it more than one-third of all the fisieries of the
United. States-of all the fisheries of the Dominion, and everywhere recognized ; or
would you go to Mr. McLaughlin, the keeper of one of those 165 lighthouses for, which
we arc to pay, and .fish-warden, who says it is his duty to make inqiiries of every fisher-
man of his catch, but who adds that every fisherman of whom he inquircd -deliberately
lied to him, in order to evade the school tax, and who then proceeds to fill out the
returns from his inner consciousness of what the returns ought to be, andi makes that
return double bis own official return to the Minister of Marine ? Would you not go to
the very men vhom we have placed on the stand, men vho, and -whose fathers, have
for sixty years, been engaged in purchasing ail these fish, furnishing supplies to all these
fishermen, directing and controling tie whole business, and whose fortunes have been
made and preserved by their precise aud complete knowledge of the value and condition
of this very fishery.

And now as to the -mackerel fishery. There are tivo singular facts connected with
it. The first is that, valuable as it is represented to be, lying, as it is claimed toedo.
within an a'lmost closed sea, the mackerel fishery of the gulf has been, until within a
few years, the industry of strangers. It has not attracted native capital, it has not'
stimulated native enterprise, it Ias not developed native ports and barbouirs, while you
claim and complain that it has built up Gloucester into established vealth and prosperity,
and supplies, to a large degree, a great food market of the 'United States. [find the
following "remarks ".in a report of 'Commander Cochran to Vice-Admiral Seymour, in
1851

The unjous circumstance.that about, 1,000 sail of Amaerican schooners findit very remunerative
,to pursue the herring and mackerel fisheries on theshores of our northern provinces, while tbe inhabi-
tants scarcely take any, does indeed appear strange, and apparently is to be accointed lor by the.act
that the colonists are wanting in capital and energy. The Jersey' merchants, who inay be said to
Possess the whole labour ,market, do not turn their attention to these branches. The business of the
Jersey houses is generally, I believe, with one exception, carried on by agents; these persons receive
instructions from their employers to devote their Twhole ,time and energy to the catching and curing
of cod. Sueh constantattention -to one subject appearsat least to engender a perfectapathy respecting
other branches of their trade. They are all aware, believe ýfully aware, of the advantages to be
derivedfrom catchingthe herring and mackerel, vhen these comne in shdals withiií a few yaTds of their
doors, but still nothing is done.

"Commercial relations of long standing, never ,having engaged in the trade wefore, possible
want of the~knowledge of thermarkets, and tthe alleged want of skill among the fisherimen of theanethod
of catohing and curing of these fish, together with the 20 per :cet.t duty on English fish in America,
.may tend -to induce the Jersey.houses.notite enter into these ,braichies. Added to all these re-asons
the capitalýoftie principals is,-I amiinformed, iii nost.iUstances smal It will probably be diicult to
find about the IBay of Chaleurs aind Gaspé any fisbermen not engsyd by soine one f the nunerous
Jersey houses, and it maybesaid that a new branchof industry woud nuch intorfere with the cod-
fishery, but so lucrative a tradëoas the herring and nackerel one wo ild prove, would enable higher
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wages to be given than are done for cod. In fact, I believe that very small, if any wages are given at
all, the money due to the fisherman for his summer labour being absorbed in food and clothing for
iiinself and famiily, repairs of boats and fishinggear, almost always deeply in debt in the spring, or at

any rate sufficiently so to ensure bis labour for the ensuing summer, and so more persons would be
induced to resort here in the suminer season."--(Conzfidential Oficial Corresondrnce, pp. 4 and 5.)

This is precisely the testimony of the Gaspé witnesses who were put uipon the stand.
The great Jersey houses vhich do represent the capital, enterprise, experience, and skill
of the country, do not toucli the mackerel fisheries. As they did a quarter of a century
ago, so they do to-day; they abandon, neglect utterly, what has been called the Cali-
fornia of the coast, and iake and maintain their fortunes by giving up mackerel fishing,
and confiuing their attention exclusively to cod fishing.

The other fact which strikes me is thîis: that whatever developnent there has been,
and it has been chikfly, if not entirely, on Prince Edward Island, has come since 1854,
and lias grown larger and richer under the Reciprocity Treaty. In 1852 the Legislative
Council and Assembly of Prince Edward Island, in Colonial Parliaient assembled,
declared that "the citizens of the United States have an advantage over the subjects of
your Majesty on this island, which prevents all successfil competition, as our own fish
caught on our own shores by strangers, are carried into their ports by theniselves, while
we are excluded by high protective tariffs." (Confidential Official Correspondence,
page 5.)

Froin 1854, two years only after this declaration, there was a large and prosperous
developinent of the Prince Edward shore fishery. This point lias been insisted on, and
reiterated over and over again by the British witnesses. And yet ve are asked now to
pay 15,000,000 dollars for the twelve years' use of the very privileges given by that
Treaty under which this prosperity vas developed: for, as far as the fishing articles and
thc fisheries are concerned, the provisions and privileges of the Treaty of 1871 are almost
identical with the Treaty of 1854, the Treaty under -which this fishery, which now
demands 15,000,000 dollars compensation, was, I May almost say, created.

Passing by these topics, however, let me ask you to consider the difference in the
character of the testimony upon which the two cases rest. I do not imean to institute
any comparison betweea the veracity of the witnesses, or to imply that one has more
than another deviated from the truth. But I can best illustrate what I do mean by
asking the saie question 1 did as to the herring fishing.

If you wished to invest in mackerel, would you trust the rambling stories of the
most lionest of skippers, or the Most industrious of boat-fishers, against the experience
and the books of men like Procter, Sylvanus Smith, Hall, Myrick, and Pew ? Would
you feel safe in bnying when they refused to buy ? Would you be disposed to hold when
you saw them selling? And here lies the whole difference between us. Onrs is the
estiiate of the capitalist, theirs the estimate of the labourer. Let me take another
illustration. Suppose that, instead of estimating the relative value of these fisheries, you
were called on to estimate the relative value of the cotton. crops of Georgia and Missis-
sippi. Would it enter your minds to go into remote corners of these great States, and
gather toge ther eighty-three small farmers, planting on poor lands, without artificial
manure, without capital to hire labour, and draw your inference of production from
their experience, although every word of it were truc ? Would you go to a few great
planters and judge of the return; of cotton planting from the results of lavish expendi-
turc ? No. You would go to Savannah and Mobile, to Charleston and New York, to
the offices of the factors, to the counting-houses of the great buyers, to the receipts of the
railroads, to the fright lists of the steamers. 1 may safely say that there is no great
industry, the cost and profits of which cau be ascertained by such partial, individual
inuiry. I amn willing to admit perfect honesty of intention on the part of the individuals,
but they never can understand how siall a portion of a great result is the product of
their local contribution; and, just as a smnall fariner in all sincerity measures the crop of
grain or cotton that feeds and clothes the world, from the experience of his few acres, so
the boat fishormen of Prince Edward's measures the maekerel catch of the gulf by the
contents of his boat, and imagines the few sail ho sees in the offing of his harbour to 'be
a huge fleet tiat is stealing his treasure. i mean no disrespect to very excellent people,
but as I have heard their testimony, I could not but recall the humble address of the
Legislative Council and House of . Assembly of Nova Scotia, " to the Queen's niost
Excellent Majesty," in March, 1838, in vhich the fishermen of Prince Edward and
rie lagdalen Islands are terselv described as "a well-intentioned but secluded and

uninformed portion of your Majesty's subjects.
t.et nie call your attention to another linportant point of difference between their

tesumîony and ours. Theirs is tie affirmative in his contention. They must prove their
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allegation. What is their allegation ? They' allege that the catch of mackerel by
American fishermen within the three-mile limit is of more pecuniary value to us than the
right to fish in the same limits in United States' waters, with the additional right to sénd
in fish and fish-oil free, is to them. We say, prove it. Now, there can be but two ways
of furnishing sucl proof. Either the British Counsel must produce the evidence of a
positive catch, of value sufficient to sustain the allegation, or they must prove such a
habit of successful fishing by Americans within the limits, as justifies their- inference of a
proportion of such value.

They have not attempted to do the first. Nowlere in their evidence have they
shown so many barrels of mackerel positively caught within the three-mile limit, and
said, " there is the number, and here is the value for which we are entitled to be- paid."
If all the mackerel that have been sworn to by every witness as caught within the
limit-not what lie has heard has been caught, or thinks lias been caught, but knows
from his personal knoledge-be added together, it would not make 100,000 dollars.
Their value would be utterly inappreciable, compared vith the amount claimed.

Tley have adopted the other course, and by it they nust stand or -fall. They have
put on the stand (leaving out Newfoundland) about fifty -witnesses who swore that they
in United States' ships cauglit mackerel within the limits, and they claim that this fact
proves " the habit " of fishing within the limits. In reply, we put on an equal number
of witnesses, who prove that they caught habitually good fares in the Bay, without
fishing withing the three-mile limit. " Granted," they say, " but this only proves that
your fifty witnesses did not fish within the three-mile limit." That is true, but is it not
equally true that their testimony only proves that their witnesses, and those alone, fished
within the limits, and leaves the question simply, whether they cauglit enougl to justify
an award? To go a step further, you must prove "the habit" of United States'
fishermen. But how can you prove a habit with equal testimony for and against it? It
is exactly like what ail lawyers and business men know as proving "commercial usage."
In the absence of Statute law, if you wanted to prove " commercial usage " at Amsterdam
or New York, as to what days of grace were allowed on commercial paper, what would
von do? Examine the merchants of these cities as to "the habit" of commercial
people. Now, if fifty merchants swore that one day was allowed, and another fifty swore
three days were allowed, you miglit not know whether it was one or three, but you would
knoW that you had not proved any "l habit." Just so, if fifty fishermen of a fishing fleet
swore that it was "the habit" of the fleet to fish inshore, and fifty swore that it was

c the habit " never to fish inshore, you might not know which to believe ; but supposing,
what in this case will not be disputed, that the witnesses were of equal veracity, you
would certainly know that you lad not proved " the habit."

You will see, therefore, that the burden of proof is on our friends. They must
prove their catch equal in value to the award they claim. If they cannot do that, and.
undertake to prove "habit," then they must do-what they have not done-prove it
by an overwhelming majority of witnesses. With equal testimony, their proof fails.

And now, with such testinony, let us take up the mackerel fishery. Befoie you can
fix the relative value of American or British interest in this industry, you must ascertain
what it is. Before you can say how it is to be divided, you must know what you are to
divide. Fortunately, we ýare agreed that there is but one market for all. mackerel;
whether caugihtlon the United States' shores or in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and that is
the United States. No statement lias gone beyond the estimate of a supply from àll the
fisheries of more than 400,000 barrels. • In fact, that is considerably above the -average
supply. Then no statement lias gone beyond an average of 10 dollars per barrel as the'
price. That makes 4,000,000 dollars. Next, I think I am safe in saying that the
consent of the most competent witnesses has fixed 400 barrels as the -limit below which a
vessel must not fall in order to make a saving trip. If that be so, the supply of 400,000
barrels represents 1,000 profitable trips. That is, not catches mnaking large amounts of
money,, but catches that did 'not lose. What, then, is the average value of a profitable
trip? Take the estimates of ýMr. Sylvanus Smith, Mr. Procter, and Mr.' Pew, and sec
what profits you can make ont of even such a trip'. I arn taking a large iósult from
these calculations ,when I take Mr. Smith's, estimate of 220 dollars, where: the owner
runs the vessel,:and that will give you fron the 400,000 barrels a résulting profit of
220,000 dollars.' 'And lu this calculation I hlavé not attempted to separate the Gulf
catch from the United States' shore catch, or to determine what 'portion of the Gulf
catch vas made- within the 'three-mile limit. Take the largèst 'estimate that h'Is: ben.
made by any body; call the Gulf cátchi à third of tlie vhole; say '75,000 ýdollars ta
avoid fractions, and then consider half of that caugeht witlhin three miles, and you have
36,000 dollars annually, or 432,000 'dollars in twelve years, fo the rivilege of inaking;

[636' 2I
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wlich you ask over one million annually, or 15,000,000 dollars for the twelve years.
But even wTith this result, this is an exaggerated, a very exaggerated estimate of the
value of the niackerel fishery, because it assumes the highest catch ever known as the
average. Now, there arc two facts upon -which all the testimony agrees. 1. The
variable character of the mackerel fishery. 2. The steady diminution of the supply
froni the Gulf as compared with the supply fron the Jniited States' shores. If these be
taken into calculation, what margin is left for an award, cspecially when it is remenibered
that tlis award is for twelve years, and, in the opinion of those nost experienced, the
variation in the mackerel catch passes froni its minimum to its maximum every seven
years--giving, therefore, in this period but one maximum year in return for the
paynent. Upon these two facts we can rest. I do not care to go through the testimony
that vou have had before you. I did make one or two tabular statements, but I (10 not
think it vorth while to trouble you with theni. The general results you can get at as
well as I did. You know the general run of the testiiony. You know whether I am
saying what is fairly and reasonably accurate. Our contention is tiat we ha-ve proved
these points conclusively, and taking them as the basis, there is no margin whatever
left for an award on account of profits accruing to the United States from the privilege
of inshore fishing.

But there is another fact not stated in any of the evidence, but which is clearly
proven by the whole of it, and it is this : The mackerel market is a speculative market;
its profit represents simply a commercial venture, and not the profit to the fishernen.
In other words, a barrel of mackerel salted, packed and sold, produces a result in which
the profit of the fisherman makes but a sniall part. Take the stateient of Mr. Hall,
that ho purchases regularly fromi the fishermen of Prince Edward Island their imakc1erel
at 3 dol. 75 c. prr bbl. Now, whatever 'Mr. Hall sells that barrel of miackerel for,
above and beyond 3 dol. 75 c., represents capital, labour, skill, vith which the fsliery,
as a fishery, has no concern. Between the fish lin the vater and the fish in· the narket,
there is as nuch difference as there is betw'een a pound of cotten in the field and a
pound of cotton manufactured ; and you would have as miuch right to estimate the
value of a cotton plantation by the value of the cloth and yarn into vhich its production
bas been manufactured, as you have to value the fisheries by the value of the manufactured
fish wlhicli are sold.

Suppose that Mr. Hall, or a combination of Mr. Hall's, should purchase the whole
mackerel catch at 3 dol. 75 c., and thon hold for such a rise in price as they might force.
This speculation might miake Mr. Hall a millionaire, or a bankrupt, but would any
man in his senses consider the result, be it profit or loss, as representing the value of the
mackerel fishery?

So little, iudeed, does the value of the fish enter into the market value of the
mackerel, that you have this statement from Mr. Pew, the largest and longest established
fish merchant on this continent: "'No. 1 bay mackerel in the fall were bought by
us at 22 dol. 50 c., aud piled away over winter, and I think the next May or June
they sold down as low as 4 dollars, 5 dollars, and 6 dollars a barrel-the saie fish, and
I think that shore mackerel, which had sold as high as 24 dollars, werc then sold for
about the sanie price." Would the mackerel market of that year have afforded you
any fair criterion by which to appraise the mackerel fishery of that year? What interest
had the mackerel fisiermen in this speculative variation of the market price ? And you
have the further and uncontradicted testimony of more than one competent witness, that
wien the mackerel catch of 1870 was, with one exception, the largest ever known, prices
,were iaintained at a higher point than in years of very small catch.

. Upon this state of facts, proven by such competent vitnesses as Procter, Sylvanus
Smith, \lyrick, Hall, and Pew, I submit that in estimating the value of the fishery you
can only take the value of the raw material-that is, the fish as taken by the fisiherman,
and by him sold to the merchant; and even then, the price lie receives Tepresents,
besides the value of the raw material, his time, his labour, his 'living, and his skill. For
throughout this argument, you mnst not forget that the British Government gives us
nothing. For the freecdom fron duty, and the riglit to fish in United States, vaters, it
gives us the privilege only of using our own capital, enterprise, and industry, vithin
certain limits. It cannot secure us, and does not offer to secure us a single lsli. It
cannot control the waters or the inhabitants thereof. It cannot guarantee that, in the
twelve years of the Treaty, the catch in the Gulf vill be even tolerable, and, indeed,
for the five years that have alreadv run, it lias been pure loss. And. yet, the British
Case denands thlat; we should pay, not only fbr the little: we do catch, but for all that,
under other circumstances, we might catcl ; and iot only that, but that we should pay
for all the fish that the British fishernen do not catch.
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We contend, then, that we have proved that the mackerel fishery of the Gulf is so
variable that it offers no certainty of proof; that the use of the Gulf fishery lias
diminished steadily; that in the Gulf there is no evidence of any habitual fishing within
the three-nile limit; that an equal nunber of experienced and conpetent fishermen
prove that they do lot fish at all inside the linits, and that the development of the
United States' coast fishery has oflèred, and is offering, a more profitable field for, the
industry and capital of United States' fishermen, while the supply of fish from the lakes,
and the transport of fresh fish far into the interior, are superseding the .use of salted
mackerel as an article of food; and thereforo there is no grounc in any advantage
offered by the Treaty of 1871 upon which to rest a noney award.

We now go further, and maintain that if in this condition of the mackerel fishery,
you can find any basis for such award, then the advantages offered to the subjects of
Her Britannic Majesty by the United States in the sane Treaty are a complete
offset.

These advantages consist, first, in the right to share the shore fisheries of the United
States. It will not do to assert, as the British Case does, that " their modes of fishing
for menhaden and other bait are, farthermore, suci as to exclude strangers from
participating in them, without exceeding the ternis of the Treaty ; and even without this
difficulty, it must be apparent that such extensive native enterprise would bar com-
petition, and suffice to ensure the virtual exclusion of foreigners." (Page 29.)

These, as they stand, are mere assertions, unsupported by any proof. The Treaty
provision is the highest law of the land, and no local legislation can prevent the exercise
of the privileges it confers. The competition of mative enterprise is just wvhat the
United States' fishermen imeet in BritisI waters, and that the native enterprise is more
extensive on the United States' shores, only proves that there is an industry vhich better
rewards the enterprise. It is like ail Treaty privileges-one, the use of which depends
upon those who take it, and if, when given and taken in exchange, the parties taking do
not choose to use it, this refusal cannot deprive it of its value.

2. The second advantage given to Her Britannic Majesty's subjects is the riglit to
export into the United States fish and fish oil, free of duty. The estiniate vhich
we have submitted as to the value of this privilege is that it is worth about 350,000
dollars annually.

This lias not been denied, but I an concerned with the principle, not the amount.
To this offset the British Counsel object, upon the ground that the duty taken off' the
British producer reduces the price to the American consumer, and is, therefore, a benefit
to the latter to the same extent, for, if imposed, the consumer vould have to pay. Into
the politico-economical argument I shall not enter.. You have heard enough of it in the
cross-examinations, where Counsel and witnesses gave you theiropinions; and our view
of the case lias been placed before ycu with great clearness and force by the learned Counsel
who preceded me. Upon that question I have but two remarks to make, and I do not
think either can be controverted:-

1. If it be assumed, as a general principle, that the consumer pays the duty, it is
equally true that lie does not pay the vhole of it. For to .assume any such position
would be to strike out all possibility of profit. Take an illustration': A merchantimports
1,000 yards of broadcloth, which, adding all costs aid duties, lie can sell at a profit at
6 dollars a yard. Now add a duty of 2 dollars a yard. He cannot sell his. customner at
8 dollars a yard; lie must divide the rise in price, and while lie, adds the duty, he must
diminish the profit. Except in case of articles of luxury, snch as rare books, jewels,
costly wines, scientific instruments, works of art, the increase of duty cannot, and never
lias been, imposed entirely upon the consumer.

2. If this be true, tien you must ascertain what is the proportion of increase in
price of mackerel, consequent upon the duty which is paid by the consumer, befor6
you can say what lie, the consumer, gains by the removal. There has been no attempt
to do this on the part of Counsel. Our most ëxperienced witnesses testify that the
additional duty of 2 dollars would raise the price of nmackerel about 50 cents a barrel,
which vould leave 1 dol. 50 c. to be paid .by the producer. I do i1ot undertake to say
whliether this is right or wrong, for I am discussing the principle, net the anount. The
question is an insoluble one. You have been told by conipetent Nvitnesses aid after a
fortnight's preparation for rebuttal they have not been contradicted, that the mackerel
market is a speculative one; that in one year the speculative price has varied fromt 22
dollars to 4 dollars, while for ten years the price to the daily consumer lias scarcely
varied at all; that the price depnds much upon the catch, and yet, that in the year of'
the largest catch, the price has;not gone down ; and that, being food for poor people,
there is à price which, when reached, vith duty or without duty,' the consunption is
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immediately reduced; and, added to all this, that the competition of fresh fish is fast
driving it out of use. Witli all these conditions to be ascertained first, who can ever say
wliat proportion of duty is paid by the producer, and what by the consumer, or if any is
paid by the latter?

I do not believe it is possible to do it, but if it were possible to do it, you cannot
make it an offset. If you undertake to make an offset of it, let us know wvhat it is. We
state our account. We take this statement, and we say, "In the year 1874 the duty
remitted was 355,972 dollars." Now what are you going to set off against that ?-an
opinion, a theory, a belief, a speculation to weigh it down with ? If you are going to
set off dollars against that, tell us how many dollars, in 1874, you are going to set ofi
against that. How are you going to find ont ? How can you ever tell us ? But if the
gentlemen's theory is right, they have not converted it into a practical theory that you
cau apply. If they vill undertake to tell us, "In 1874 and '75, we will show you a
reduction of price in mnackerel to a certain number of consumers, to the amount of
200,000 dollars or 250,000 dollars," strike the balance. But you cannot strike the
balance witl an opinion. Before they eau make this claim they m-ust submit that
statement to us. But I do not intend to dwell upon that, for this reason. The principle
that I hold ougit to be applied to the solution of this question, is this: that it is one with
vhich, under the Treaty, you have nothing on earth to do. If our friends on the other

side could show dollar for dollar that every dollar of the 355,000 dollars remitted by the
renewal of the duty was 355,000 dollars to the benefit of the American consumers, you
could not reckon it.

Now, let us look at the Treaty

" ARTIcLE XXII.-Inasmuch as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannic Majesty that
the privileges accorded to the citizens of the Unitccl States, nuder Article XVIII of this Treaty are of
greater value than those accorded by Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty to the subjects of Her
Britannie Majesty, and this assertion is not admitted by the Governmient of the United States, it is
further agreed that Commissioners shall be appointed to determaine, having regard to the privileges
accorded by the United States to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and
XXI of this Treaty, the amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be paid by the
Government of Hler Britarnnic Majesty in rcturn for the privileges accordecz to the citizens of the Unite«
,States under Article XVII."

Now, under this Treaty there stands before you to-day a balance, on one arm of
vhich hangs the XVIIIth Article of the Treaty of 1871, and on the other the XJXth

and XXIst Articles. You cannot add to either scale one scruple, one pennyweight,
'which the Treaty bas not put there. You cannot transfer weights from one to 1 lie
other. You can only look at the index and see whether the register shows that one is
heavier than the other, and how much heavier. What are the advantages conferred by
the XVIIIth Article of the Treaty of 1871 on the citizens of the United States ?

"It is agreed by the High Contracting Parties, that in addition to the liberty secured to the United-
States' fishermen by the Convention between Great Britain and the United States, signed at London
on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain coasts of the British
North American Colonies therein defined, the inhabitants of the United States shall have, in common
vith the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, the liberty for the term of years mentioned in Article
XXXIII of this Treaty to take fish of every kind except sbell-fish, on the sea coasts and shores, and
in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, and the
Colony of Prince Edward's Island and of the several islands thereunto adjacent, without being restricted
to any distance from the shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts and shores, and islands,
and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fsh."

That is the only advantage which is given to us by the XVIIIth Article of the
Treaty, and it is the only advantage so given to us the value of vhich you have any right
to estinate. I am perfectly willing to admit a set-off of this kind, which is provided for
apparently. It is agreed in Article XXI that for the term of years mentioned in Article
XXXIII of th1is Treaty, fish-oil, and fish of all kinds (except fish of the inland lakes and
of the rivers falling into theni, and except fish preserved in oil), being the produce of the
fisheries.of the United States or of the Dominion of Canada or of Prince Edward Island,
shall be admitted into each country respectively free of duty.

Now, if against the 350,000 dollars of duty remitted upon fish and .fish-oil imported
frôm the Dominion into the United States, you can set off any duty on fish and fish.oil
imported from the United States into Canada, you will havethe right to do it ; but that
is the extreme limit to which, under the words of that Treaty, you have a right ta go.
It is nothing whatever to you whether the advantage to us is great or small of the
remission of that duty. It is a positive advantage to the citizens of the Dominion; it is



given to them as an advantage, and in return for it they have given ns a right to do one
thing and nothing else, and. und.er that Treaty, you have no right tovalue any other
advantage against us.

I have now stated as concisely as I have becen able, the scope of our argument-the
principles which we think ought to be applied to the solution of this question. As to
the racts, you will judge thcim by the impression the witnesses have made upon your-
selves, and not by any representations of the impressions they have made upon us. And
we fully and gratefully recognise that you have followed the testimony vith patient and
intelligent attention.

It seems to me (and this I would say rather to our friends on the other side than
to you) that at the end of this long investigation,.the tru ciaracter of the case is not
difficult to sec. For a century the relations of the two countries on this question have
been steadily improving. We have passed from the jealous and restrictive policy of the
Convention of 1818 to the free and liberal system of the Treatv of 1854, and with good
sense and good temper it is impossible that we should ever go backward. The old
fends and bitternesses that sprang frorn the Revolution have long since died out between
the two great nations, and in fact, for Great Britain, the original party in these
negotiations, has been substituted a nation of neighbours and kinsmen, a nation working
with us in the wise and prosperous government of this vast Continent, which is our joint
possession; a nation, I may add, vithout presumption or offence, whose existence and
whose growth is one of the direct consequences of our own creation, and whose future
prosperity is bound up with our own. In the Treaty of 1871 we have reached a settie-
ment which it depends upon your decision to make the foundation of a firm and lasting
union. Putting aside for the coinent the technical pleadings and testimony, what is the-
complaint and claim of the ~Dominion? It is that where they have made of the fishery
a common property, opened, what they consider a valuable industry to the free use of
both countries, they are not met in the sane spirit, and other industries, to them of equal
or greater value, are not opened by us with the same friendly liberality ? I can find no
answer to this complaint, no reply to this demand, but that furnished by the British case,
your own claim to receive a. money compensation in the place of what you think we
ought to have given. If a money compensation is recompense-if these unequal
advantages, as you call them, can be equalised by a money payment, careffilly, closely,
but adequately estimated-then we. have bouglt the right to the inshore fisheries, and
we can do what we will with our ovn. Then we owe no obligation to liberality of
sentiment or community of interest; then we are bound to no ioderation in the use of
our privilege, and if purse-seining and trawling and gurry poison and eager competition;
destroy your fishing, as you say they will, we have paid the damages beforehand; and
when at the end ,of twelve years -ve count the cost and find that we have paid.
exorbitantly for that which was profitless,: do you think we vill be ready to renew the
trade, and.where and how vill we recover the loss ?

No. I believe that this. Treaty as it stands executed to-day, interpreted in the
broad: and liberal spirit in which it vas conceived, is, >whether you regard the interests
of the Maritime Provinces or the, wider interests of the whole Dominion, a greater
advantage. in the present and a larger promise in the future than any money awardi
which may belittle the large liberality of its provisions. As it stands, it means certain
progress. After the thorougli investigation which these interests have now for the first
time received, a few years, a few months of kindly feeling and common interest will.
supply all its deficiencies and correct, ail its imperfections.

And, therefore, do I nost sincerely. hope that your decision will leave it so; free to
do its own, good work, and , then we who have striven together, not, I am glad to say,
either. unkindly or ungenerously, to, reach, some just conclusion, will find in the future
which that Treaty contains the wisest solution, andwe shall live to see, ail possible.
differences which may have disturbed the natural relations of the two coun tris, not,
remotely, but in. the to-morrov of living history, not metaphorically but literally, 'li the
deep bosom of the ocean buried.
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Closing Argument of Hon. Richard H. Dana, Jun., on behalf qf the United States.

. Friday~, Novembler 9th, 1877.
May it please your Excellency and your Honours-

Certainly, in the discharge of our respective duties on this high occasion, we are
met under most favourable auspices. Our tribunal is one of our own selection. The
two parties to the question (Great Britain and the United States of America) have each
chosen its Representative upon the Board; and as to the President and Umpire of the
tribunal, while the Treaty obliged us, by reason of the lapse of time, to refer the
appointment to the Representative of a foreign Power at London, yet it is well known
that the appointment was made in conformity with the expressed vish of those
Governments, who found, for the hcad of this Court one with character so elevated and
accomplishments so rare that they had no difficulty in agreeing upon him themselves.

We have been fort-unate, Gentlemen of the Commission, that no misfortune, no
serious accident, in the long period of three months, while so many gentlemen have been
together, has fallen upon us. The shadow of death has not crossed our path, nor that
of anv of ours at a distance, nor even has sickness visited us in any perilous manner.
WVe have been sustained ail the while by the extreme hospitality and kindness of the
people of this city, who have donc everything to make our stay liera as agreeable as
possible, and to breathe away any feeling we0 might have had at the beginning, lest
there should be some antagonisi which would be falt beyond the legitimate contests of
the profession. The kindest feeling and harmony prevails among us all. Your Legis-
lature of this Province has set apart for our use this beautiful hall; and while my friend
and associate, Mr. Trescot, saw in the presence of the portrait of -is Majesty which
looks down upon us fromi the walls an encouragement for the settlement of the matter
confided to us, because that King supposed it settled more than 100 years ago, I confess
that the presence of that figure has been to me throughout nost interesting and
even pathetic. It vas the year he ascended the throne that the French were finally
driven from North America and that it all became British America, from the Southern
Coast of Georgia up to the North Pole, and all these islands and peninsulas which form
the Gulf of St. Lawrence passed under his sceptre. And wlhat a spectacle for hin to
look down upon now after 100 years ! A quiet assembly of gentlemen, without parade,
without an armed soldier at the gate, settling the vexed question of the fisheries, which
in former times and under other auspices vouid have been cause enough for war.
And settling them between whom ? Between his old thirteen Colonies-now become
a Republic of forty millions of people, bounded by seas and zones-and his own Empire,
its sceptre still held in his own line by the daughter of his own son, more extended and
counting an immensely larger population than when le left it; showing us not only the
magnitude and increase of the Republic, but the stability, the security, and the dignity
of the British Crown. Yes, Gentlemen of the Commission, when lie ascended the throne,
and, before that, wlen his grandfather, whose portrait also adorns these walls, sat upon
the throne of England, this whole region was a field of contest between France and Great
Britain. It was not then British North America. Which power should hold it, with
these islands and peninsulas and these fisheries adjacent to and about it, depended
upon the issue of war, and of wars one after another. But Great Britain, holding
certain possessions here, claimed the fisheries, and made large claims, according to the
spirit of thuat day, covering the banks of Newfoundland, and the other banks, and the
vhole deep-sea fishery ont of sight of land, and also up to the very shores within

hailing distance of them, vithout any regard to a geographical limit of thrce miles,
which is a very modern invention. That contest vas waged, and the rights in tiese
islands and these fisheries settled, by the united arms of Great Britain and of Nev
England, and largely, most largely, of Massachusetts. Why, Louisburg, on Cape Breton,
held by the French, was supposed to be the most important and commanding station,
and to have more influence than any other upon the destinies of this part of the country.
Its reduction vas ordered by the Legislature of Massachusetts. And, Mr. President,
it was a force of betwveen 3,000 and 4,000 Massachusetts men, under Pepperell, and a
few hundreds froin the other Colonies, with 100 vessels, that sailed to Louisburg, invested
and took it tbr the British Crown, in trust for Gréat Biitain and hèr Colônies. Gr'idlèÿr,
who laid out the fortifications at Bunker hill, and Prescott, who defended them, were
in the expedition against Louisburg, and the artillery was commanded by Dwight, a
maternal ancestor of our friend Judge Foster. And whenever there was war between
France and England for the possession of this continent or any part of it, or these
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Islands and these fisheries, the militia and volunteers of Massachusetts fought side by
side with the regulars of Great Britain. They fought under Wolfe at Quebec, under
Amherst and Lord Howe at Ticonderoga; and, even at the confluence of the Alleghany
and Monongaheih, Washington saved the remnant of Braddock's conmand. We followed
the Britisli rms vherever they sougiht the Frenclh arms. The soldiers of Massàchusetts,
accompanying the British regulars to the sickly sugar islands of the West Indies, lay
side by side on cots in the same fever hospitals and were buried in the same graves.
And if any of you shall visit the old country again, and your footsteps lead you to West-
minster Abbey, you will find there a monument to Lord Howe, who fell at Ticonderoga,
erected in bis honour by the Province of Massachusetts; and there let it stand, an
emblem of the fraternity and unity of the olden times, and a proof that it Vas together
by joint arms and joint enterprise, blood, and treasure that all these Provinces, and
all the rights appertaining and connected therewith, were secured to the Crown and the
Colonies. Yes, Gentlemen of the Commission, every one of the Charters of Massachusetts
gave her a riglit to fish in these north-western seas; and that, you will observe, was
irrespective of her geographical position. None of them vaslied lier shores, but they
were the fruits of the common toil, treasure, and blood of the Colonies and of the
Crown, and they were always conceded to the Colonies by the Crown. The last Massa-
chusetts Charter granted by the Crovn is in these words: it assures to Massachusetts
"the riglit to use and enjoy the trade of fishing on the coast of New England, and all
the seas thereto adjoining, or arms of said seas, where they have been wont to fish." The
test was the habit of ti people; " where they had," in the good old Saxon English,
" been wont to fish." i did net depend on geographical linos. They had no idea then
of excluding the Colonies from three miles of the shore, and giving then a general right
on the seas, but whatever right Great Britain had liere she shared with the Colonies
to the last.

I may as well present here, Gentlemen. of the Commission, as at any other time, my
view respecting this subject of the right of deep-sea fishery. « The right to fish in the sea
is in its nature not real, as the common law has it, nor immovable, as termed by the
civil law, but personal. It is a liberty. It is a franchise, or a faculty. It is not
property pertaining to or connected with the land. It is incorporeal; it is aboriginal.
The right of fisling, dropping lino or net into the sea, to draw from it the means of
sustenance, is as old as the human race, and the limits that have been set about it have
been.set about it in recent and modern times, and wherevser the fishermnan is exchded,
a reason for excluding him should always be given.. I spealk of the frce swimming fish
of the ocean, followed by the fishermen through the deep sea, not of the crustaceous
animals or any of those that connect themselves with the soil under the sea, or adjacent
to the sea, nor do I speak of any fishing vhicli requires possession of the land or any
touching or. troubling the bottom of the sea-I speak of the deep-sea fishermen who sail
over the high seas pursuing the free-swimming fish of the high seas. Against them, it is a:
question not of admission, but of exclusion. These fish are not property. Nobody .owns
theim. They coie we know not vhence, and go we know not whither. The nien of science
have been before us, and fishermen have been before us, and they do not agree about it.
Professor Baird,, in a very striking passage, gave it as lis opinion that these fish retire in
the winter to the deep sea, or to the deep mud beneath the sea, and are hidden tiere,
and in the spring they invade this great continent as an army, the left ving fore-
most, touching the: Southern States first, andjast the northern parts of the British
Colonies. Others.think they go to the south and cone, back in. lines and invade this
country ; but at all events, they are 'More like those birds of prey and gane wvhich come
to the north in the summer, and appear again and darken the sky as they go to the south
for the winter. They are no man's property; they belong, by riglit of nature, to those
who take them, and every man may take them. who can. It is a totally distinct question
whether, in taking them, he is trespassing upon private prqperty, the land or park of any
individual liolder. "The final cause," as the philosophers say, "of the existence of the
sea-fish is that they shall be caugliht by man, and made anarticle of food by man." It is
an innocent use of the high seas, that use which I have described. More than that, itis
a meritorious use. The fisherman wvho drops his line into te sea creates a value for
the use of mankind, and therefore his work is nieritorious. It is, in the words of Burke,
"wealth drawn frorn the sea,'' but it was not wealth until it is drawn fom, the sea.

Now, these: fishermen should not be excluded except from necessity, some kind o
necessity, and ILam willing, to put at stake wvhatever little reputation. Imay^hive
acquaintance with the jurisprudence of nations (and. the 1 s reputation, dhe.nioer
important to zme) te maintain this proposition, that, the deep-seafis/erréan, pursuing the

free-swimming fish of the. oceawith his net, or his leaded lin, not touching sho e'
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troubling the boitom of the sea, is no tres.-asser, though ihe approach withiin hree miles
of a coast, by any established, recognized law of all nations. It may possibly cross the
minds of some of this Tribunal, that perhaps that is not of very great importance to us
here, but froni the reflection I have been able t g-ive to this case (and I have had time
enough, surely) it seens to me that it is. I wish it to be fully understood, what is the
nature of that exclusive right for the withdrawing of which we are asked to make a
money compensation? What is its nature, its history, and its object ? The Treaty
between Great Britain and France of 1839, which provides for a right of exclusive
fishery by the British on the British side of the channel, and by the Frencli on the
French side of the channel, each of thrce miles, andi measures the bays by a ten-mile line,
is entirely a matter of contract between the two nations. The Treaty begins by saying,
not that each nation acknowledges in the other the right of exclusive tishery within three
miles of the coast ; nothing of the kind. It begins by saying, "lIt is agreed between the
two nations that Great Britain shall have exclusive fishery within three miles of the British
coast, and that the Frencli shall have exclusive fishery within three miles of the French
coast," and then it is further agreed that the bays shaill be measured by a ten-mile line.
All arbitrary alike, all resting on agreement alike, vithout one word which indicates that
the law of nations any more gives an exclusive right to these fisheries for three miles from
the coasts, than it does to measure the bays by ten miles. In the time of Queen
Elizabeth this matter seemed to be pretty well understood in England. H1er Majesty
sent a Commission, an embassy to Denmark, on the subject of adjusting the relations
between the two countries, and among the instructions given the Ambassadors were
these

"And you shal further declare that the Lawe of Nations alloweth of fishing in the sea everywhere;
as also of using ports and coasts of princes in amitie for traffique and avoidinge danger of tempests;
so that if our men be barred thercof, it should be by some contract. We acknowledge none of that
nature; but rather, of conformity with the Lawe of Nations in these respects, as declaring the sane for
the reimoving' of all clayme and doubt; so that it is manifest, by denying of this fishing, and much
more, for spoyling our suljects for this respect, we have been injured against the Lawe of Nations,
expresslie deciared by contract as in the aforesaid Treaties, and the King's own letters of '85.

"And for the asking of licence, (your -Ionours will be pleased to observe that the Danish statute
required the English to pay licences for fishing in certain parts of said sea close to the shore), if
our predecessors yclded thereunto, it was more than by Lawe of Nations -was due; yelded, perhaps,
upon sonie special consideration, yet growing out of use, it renained due by the Lawe of Nations, what
was otherwise due before all contract; whereforc, by omitting licence, it cannot be concluded, in any
case, that the right of lishing, due by the Lawe of Nations faileth; but rather that the omitting to
require licence might bc contrarie to the contract, yf any such had been in force.

" Sonetiie, in speech, Dcna-rk, claymneth propertie in that Sea, as .lying between Nonvay and
blaneld-both sides in the dominions of oure loving brother the King, supposing thereby that for
the proportie of a whole sea, it is sufficient to have the banks ou both sides, as in rivers. Whereunto
you may answere, that thougli propertie of sea, in some smnall distance from the coast, maie yeild some
oversight and jurisdiction, yet use net princes to forbid passage or fishing, as is well seen in our seas of
England.»

Though possession of the land close to the sea, says this remarkable letter of instruc.
tions, " may yield some oversight and jurisdiction, yet used not Princes to forbid passage
or fishing, as is secen by our law of England." There is mucl more to the same effect.
So that vhatever claim of jurisdiction over the sea a neighbouring nation might make,
vhatever claim to property in the soil under the sea she might make, it vas not the usage

of Princes to forbid passage, innocent passage, or the fishing and catching of the free-
swimming fishi, wherever they might be upon the high seas.

I wish particularly to impress upon your Hlonors that all the North British Colonies
were in possession and enjoyment of the liberty of fishing over all the North Western
Atlantic, its gulfs and bays. There is no word indicating the existence of a' three
mile line of exclusion, or of an attaching the right of fishing to the geographical
position of the Colony. No, gentlemen, the Massachusetts fisherman who dropped
his lecaded line by the side of the steep coast of Labrador, or within 'hail of the
shore of the Magdalen Islands, did it by precisely the samue right that he fished in
Massachusetts Bay, off Cape Cod or Cape Ann. Nobody knew any difference in the
foundation or the test of such rights in those days. It ,was a common heritage, not
dependent upon political geography. As I have said, it was conquered by the com mon
toil, blood, and treasure. and held as a common right and possession. " Be it so," your
Hlonours may say, " but could not Great Britain take it from her Colonies?" Well, the
greatest philosopher, who gave ever his life to statesmanship-Edmund Burke- said, "that'
is a question which can better be discusscd in the schools, where alone it.can be discussed
vith safety." He compared it with the question of the right to 'shear wolvestl He was



not disposed, perhaps, to deny the right in the abstract, but as a servant of the Crown
he could not advise the Crown to try that kind-of experiment. I recollect that when,
hefore our civil war, an ardent and enthusiastic admirer of slavery said on the floor of
Congress that capital ought to own labour, and that we had made a great mistake in
New England that the capitalist did not'own the men who worked in the factories and
the men who followed the sea, Mr. Quincy replied by an anecdote respecting the bounty
which the State of Maine gave for every wolf's head. A man was asked why he did
not raise a flock of wolves for the bounty. He said he was afraid it would turn out to
be a hard flock to tend. And the wisest men in -Great Britain-and I can say this in
the presence of gentlemen, who are almost all British subjects now, without fear of
giving offence -the wisest men of Great Britain thought it was ,an attempt which had
better not be made. But the Act of March 1775, urged by the obstinacy of George 111
and lis adherence to worn-out traditions, was passed. After a conflict with the Colonies
on the subject of the Starnp A ct and the Tea Tax, that fatal Act was passed, aimed at
home rule, self-government, and the trade of the New England people, or rather, I
should say, in the first instance, of Massachusetts, because it ýwas Massachusetts over
which the contest was waged during the early part of our struggle, and attempting to
undo all we bad been doing for 150 years; to revolutionize our entire political systelm,
and instead of leaving us what we had enjoyed for that time, home rule, to substitute
a government at St. James' or St. Stephens'. Alnong other things, it attempted to
deprive us of our right in the fisheries. The Statute acknowledged the existence of
the right, but Massachusetts was to be deprived of her right by the Act of Parliament.
Then came the debate, tiercer than ever, " Can Parliament take from us this right ?"
Well, the claim rested upon the assumption that all the grants the Charters vested in
us were beld at the discretion of Parliament, and if Parliament could take away our
fisheries she could take away our landnarks, she could take Boston and Salem, which
had been granted to us under the same Charter that the fisheries had been granted- and
vhen that Act was passed, Burke and Fox, and Sheridan, and Barré, and others, oiu

friends in the British Parliament, called it a simple provocation to rebellion. Burke
said, " It is a great Penal Bill which passed sentence on the trade and sustenance of
America." New England refused obedience. The other Colonies assisted her, and we
always treated it as void. Then came the Nvar, and what %vas the effect of that on our
title ? Why, may it please you, gentlemen, I do not deny that war hias an effect, but
not the kind- of effect which has been contended for by the British Government and by
counsel. I agree that war puts at hazard, not only every right of a nation, but the
existence of the nation. There are boundary ines before war, and theyý are., good
against neutrals, and good betwen the belligerents, unless something else happens; but the
boundàry Unes and everything they.inclose are put at stàke by the var., If one party
entirely conquers the other, it bas a right to decide upon the future existence of the
other nation and .all its rights; and when our ancestors pledged their. "lives, fortunes,
and sacred honor " to maintain all their rights; including this right against the demads
of Parliament, i agree that they put this right, as they put their lives, at hazard ; but,
fortunately for us, the wvar did not' turn out a conquest of -any of our rights. At the
close of the war the Treaty"of, 1783-was made. Now, at the time'when the Treaty of
1783 was made, Great Britain dlid not claim to have conquered America, or to have
l aken from us by military force any of our rights, and the aconsequence was that in
framing the Treaty:of 1783, while we'altered by common consent some of the boundary
linës, noue by right of conquest, it was declared that the people of the United States
shall "eontinue to enj oy unmolested the right to take fish of every kind on the British
banks, and ail other banks of Newfoundland ; also in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and al]
other places in the sea where the inhabitants of both countries uised at any time heretô-
fore to fishi" What coild be stronger ýthani hat? It wassand acknowledgment ofsoD
continuediight possessed long before. And if any questioný of its construction arose,
it appealed to what they had been heretofore accustomed to do, 'where the inhabitants
of both countries usèd at anytime heretofore to fish."

How was it construed by British statesmen? Is there any'doubt about it I take
'it my brethren of the Colonial Bar.à ill consideý Lord Loughborough good authority.
He said these words in the House of Lords respecting the fishery clause of the Treaty:
"Thèfisheries were not conceded, but recognized as right inherent in the mericanstwhich,
though no longerBñitisk 8bjects, thepr to continuto o enjoyumolested.":-.The sanm
thing, substantially, ;wasaid by Lord North who hadý been, we are told:now by bis
biographers, -the unwilling, but certainly the 'subservient instrument iný the hands of;his
King for:trying to depive us of- ths, asvellas ourothr igits We then did continue
to énjoy them, as we&had from 1620 doh. We hadas' much iight to ýthèm as the
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British Crown, because it was our bow and onr spear that helped to conquer them.
Then came the war of 1812, and we had enjoyed the fisheries freely, without geogra-
phical limit, down to that time. The war of 1812 certainly did not result in the conquest
of America, either maridme or upon the land. It was fought out in a manly way
between two strong people without any very decided result; but after the war in 1814,
about the time we were making the Treaty of Peace at Ghent, that memorable
correspondence took place between John Quincy Adams and Earl Bathurst, in which
Earl Bathurst took this extraordinary position, that a war terminates all Treaties. le
took that position without limitation. Mr. Adams said, " Then it puts an end to our
independence." "No," was Earl Bathurst's answer, " yot.r independence does not rest
upon the Treaty. The Treaty acknowledged your independence as a fact, and that
fact continues. No Treaty nov can take it from you; no Treaty is needed to secure it
to you, but so ýfar as it ,was a Treaty-I mean so far as any right -rested upon it as a
Treaty gift, or Treaty stipulation--the war put an end to the Treaty." Mr. Adams'
answer was twofold, first, lie denied the position. Ile toolk the ground, which states-
men and jurists take to-day, :that a Nvar does not, ipso facto, terminate a Treaty. It
depends upon the results of ithe war; it depends upon the nature of the Treaty; it
depends upon its language and terms. Each case is sui generis. Whether any war-I
mean the entering into war, the fact that the two nations are at war-terminates a
Treaty, depends upon these questions. The Treaty is put at hazard, like ail other
things. The termination of the war may terminate all Treaties by;a new Treaty, or by
conquest; but the fact that there is war, which is the only proposition, does not
terminate any Treaty necessarily. Then Mr. Adams farther says, Our right does
not rest upon the Treaty. The Treaty of 1783 did not give us this riglit; ve alvays
had it. We continued to enjoy these rights without geographical limitation,.and it vas
concéded that we did so by the Treaty of 1783, and we:no more depend upon.a Treaty
gift of 1783 fbr the right to these fisheries than we depend upon it for the enjoyment
of our riglit to our territory or our independence. Of course the gentlemen of
the Commission are familiar with that correspondence, and I %vill go no farther with it.
The whole subject .is followed Up with;a great deal of ability in that remarkable book
which bas been lying upon the table, I mean John Quincy Adams' book on "[ The
Fisheries and the Mississippi," in connection with the Treaty of Ghent, and bis reply
to Mr. Jonathan Russell.

Well, in 1814, the parties could not agree, and ,it ,vent on in that wvay-until 1819,
and then came a compromise, andenothing but a compromise. -The introduction to the
Treaty of 1818 says:: " Whereas differences have arisen respecting -the liberty :claimed
by the United States and inhabitants.thereof to take, dry, and cure fish in certain.coasts,
harbours, creeks,,anci bays of His Majesty's dominions in America, it is agreed between
the High Contracting Parties "-it is all based upon " differences,",and all i agreed."
Nowv, the position of the two :parties -was this: the people ýof t;he ýl.nited States .said,
"We own these fisheries just as much to-day as we did the day that we declared war."
Great Britain did not declare var, nor did.she make a conquest. The declaration of
war was from Washing ton, froni the Congress of the United States, and it ended by a
Treaty which said nothing about fisheries, leaving us where ve were. The ground
taken: y the United States was that the common riglit in the ;fisheries, rrespective of
the three-mile limit, or ýanything-else, 'belongedtorus still. ,Great Britain said, -"No,
you lost them," not by war, because Earl Bathurst is careful to say that the war
did not deprive us of the fisheries, but the war ended the Treaty, and the fisheries
were appended solely to the Treaty, and when the Treaty-was renoved, a>vay went
the fisheries. Now, it 1i a singular thing, in ,examining this Treaty, to find that .tbere
is nothing said about our right to take flsh-onthe :banks, in the.Gulfof St.Lawrence,
and in the deep sea. The Treaty of 1783 referred to that, among other-things, and it
is wel1-knownu that Great : Britain claimed more than a jurisdiction over three miles.
She claimed general jurisdiction ýand authority over the high. seas, to which she
appended no particular limit, and her claim admitted of no limit. You vere-told by
my learned associate, Judge Foater, that in those days they arrested oneof our vessels
at a. distinuce of sixty -miles fromn the shore, claiming . that we were ,vithin the King's
chambers. XTothing is said in that Treaty;uponýthe subject. It is an.implied concession
that:allthose riglits belong to the Jnited States, vith,,which England, would nlot under-
take after that ever to interfere. And then iwe stood in :his position- that we had
used thefisheries, though we.did not border upon the .seas,from 1620 to 1818, inone
and the same mainer, under one andthe saine ight, and if .the 'general dominion: of
the scas was shifted; it was still subject.to the American riglit and liberty to 4ish.

I shall say nothingin' this discussion- about the right to land on shores for"'the'0
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purpose of drying nets and curing fish. That was a very antique idea. IL has quite
passed ont now, fortunately, for these provinces are becoming well settled, and no right
ever existed to land and dry fish where a private right is interfered with. There is no
evidence to show that, since 1871, we have exercised that riglit or cared anything
about it. It was put in the Trcaty to follow the language of the old Treaties, for
whatever it might be worth.

Your Honnurs will also observe that, until 1830, the mackerel fislieries were
unknown. There was no fishery but the cod-fishery. The cod-fisheries were. al the
parties had in mind in making the Treatv.of 1818, and to.this day, as you have observed
from some of the witnesses "fishing," by the common speech of Gloucester fishing,
means, ex vi termini, cod-fishing. Fishing is one thing, and 5 mackereling" is another.
In Mr. Adams' pamphlet, on the 23rd page, he speaks of. "fishery," as synonymous
with cod-fishery. In 1818 the question was of the right of England to exclude.
Now, for the first time, the doctrine respecting the three-mile line had begun to" show
itself in international law. Great Britain availed herself. of it, contrary to the doctrine
stated by Queen Elizabeth-a very wise princess, certainly surrounded by very wise
counsellors-availed herself of it to set up a claim to exclude the deep-sea fishermen,.
though they did not touch the' land or disturb the bottom, of the sea, for a distance
of three miles out. We denied that there was any sucli rigit by international law,
certainly none by Treaty. But England iwas a powerfid nation. She fouglt us in
1812 and 1814 with, one hand-I acknowliedge it,, thougi it may be against the
pride of American citizens-while she was fighting nearly ail Europe with the other,
but she was now at peace. Both nations felt strong; both nations were taking breath
afler a hard conflict, and it was deternined that there shoiuld be an adjustment, and
there was an adjustment, and it was this Great Britain tacitly waived all claim to
exclude us from any part of the high seas She expressly waived all riglit to exclide
us from the coasts of. Labrador, froim Mount Joly northward and eastward, indefinitely,
through those tumbling mountains of ice, where we formerly pursued' our gigantic
game. She expressly withheld all claim to exclude us froim. the Magdalen Islands,
and from the southern, western, and northern shores of Newfoundland ; and, as to' all
the rest of the Bay of St. Lawrence and the coasts .of Nova :Scotia and New
Brunswick, we agreed to sbmit to ber élaim to echide us. So thàt it stood thus
that, under that Treaty, and only under that Treaty, we admitted that Great Britain
might excide us, for a distance of three miles; fros n fshing in ail the.rest of her
possessions in British North America, except those Where it 'was expressly stipulated
she should not.attempt to do it. So she had a rigt to exclude us. for a, distance of
three miles fron the shores of Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, Noya Scotia, a
portion of Newfoundland and New Brunswick, and what has now become the
Province f Quebec, while she could not excide us from the coast 'of Labrador, the
Magdalen Islands, and the rest. of Neufoualanid There a theoompimise. We
got ail that vas then tiouht useful in the timés of codishing, Mh 11he right t/ dry
nets and cure fish wherever privae property wa not inv k d. The, Treaty of 1818
lasted until 1854--thirty-six years. So we entn unger that com.pronise with
a portion of our ancient -ghts secured, and anotier portion suspe ed, and nothing
more.

Great 'changes took Iaée in that period. The maclkerel fishery rose into importance.
Your Honours have hâd.before you.theinteresting spectacle of n old man Who thinks
that he was the first who ent from liasaichusettsinto this guilf and fished foi
mackerel in 1827, or thereabouts. I-e probably was. But mackerel-flshing did not
beconie a trale or business. uiitil consideably after, 1830, and the catch of mackerel
became important to us as Well as to the provinces. .

But there were great difficulties attending the exercise'of this caim of exclusion,
very great difficulties. There always have been, there always nwst be,.and Ipray there
avays shall besuch, until'there be frée fishng, as well ,as free trade in. lish. They put
upon the staid Captain Hardinge, of Her Majesty's navy now or formerly, who ýhad
taken.,an active part, in, superintending these, fisheries, and driving off the Americans.
We asked him whether the maintenance of'this marine police was not expensive. He said
that it was expensive in the extréme, that it c 100,000.#I- believe that was' thesui
named. He did not know the exact amount,, but his language w0as .gntestrong asto
the' expensiveness 'of excludiig the Americans from thesé gro.unds, of naitaiing these
cruizers.' B:t it also brought' about difficulties, betwen 'Great Britain and her.
vinices. The 'piovincial auithoritiel, cri thie 1,th April,'Ï866, aflEer this.tim..(butpthe
acted thrôghout with the sme purpose, nd the sam i ertook' to that
every biay shouldbe a British 'private 'baywhich vas not more than ten miles in 5width;
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following no pretence of international law, bnt the special Treaty between Great Britain
and France, and afterwards they gave out licences for a nominal sum, as they said, for
the purpose of obtaining a recognition of their right. They did fnot care, they said
then, how much the Americans fished within the three miles, but they vished them to pay
a " nominal sum for a license," as a recognition of the right. Well, the "nominal sum"
was 50 cents a ton; but, by-and-by, the Colonial Parliament thought that nothing
would be a "nominal sum " unless it was 1 dollar a ton; and, at last, they considered that
the best possible "nominal sum " was 2 dollars a ton.

But Her Majesty's Government took a very different Tiew of that subject, and
wherever there bas been an attempt to exclude American fishermen from the three-mile
line, there has been a burden of expense on Great Britain, a conflict between the Colonial
Department at London and the provincial authorities here-Great Britain always taking
the side of moderation, and the Provincial Parliaments the side of extreme claim and
untiring persecution. Then there was a difficulty in settling the three-mile line. What
is three miles? It cannot be measured ont as upon the land. It is not staked ont or
buoyed out. It depends upon the eye-sight and judgment of interested men, acting under
every possible disadvantage. A few of the earlier witnesses called by my learned friends
for the Crown undertook to say that there vas no difficulty in ascertaining the three-
mile liie, but I happened to know better, and w'e called other witnesses, and at last
nobody pretended that there was not great difficulty. Why, for a person upon a vessel
at sea to determine the distance from shore, everything depends upon the height of the
land lie is looking at. If it is very high, it will seem very much nearer than if it is low
and sandy. The state of the atmosphere affects it extremely. A mountain side on the
shore may appear so near in the forenoon that you feel that you can almost touch'it with
your fingers' ends, while in the afternoon it is remote and shadowy, too far altogether for
an expedition with an ordinary day's walk to reach it. Now, every.honest mariner
must admit that there is great difficulty in determining whether a vessel is or is
not within three miles of the shore when she is fishing. But there is, further,
another difficulty. " Three miles from the shore "-what shore? When the shore is a
straight or curved line, it is not difficlt to measure it, but the moment you come to
bays, gulfs, and harbours, then what is the shore ? The headland question then arose,
and the provincial officials told us-the provinces by their acts, and the proper officers by
their proclamations, and the officers of their cutters, steam or sail-told our fisiermen
upon their quarter-decks that " the shore " meant a line drawn from headland to head-
land, and they undertook to draw a line from the North Cape to the East Cape of Prince
Edward Island, and to say that "the shore" meant that line, and then they fenced
off the Straits of Northumberland ; they drew another line from St. George's to the
Island of Cape Breton; they drew their headland lines wherever fancy or interest led
them. And not only is it true that they drew then at pleasure, but they made a most
extreme use of that power. We did not suffer so much from the regular navy, but the
provincial officers, wearing for the first time in their lives shoulder-straps, and put in
command of a vessel, " dressed in a little brief authority, played such fantastic tricks'
before high heaven " as might at any moment, but that it was averted by good fortune,
have plunged the two countries into war. Why, that conflict between Patillo and Bigelow
amused us at the time, but I think your Honours were shocked when you thouglit that, as
Patillo escaped, was pursued, and the shots fired by his pursuers passed through his sail
and tore away part of his mast and entered the hull, if they had shed a drop of American
blood, it iight " the multitudinous seas incarnadine " in war. Why, people do not go to
war solely for interest, but for honour, and everyone felt relieved, drew a freer breath,
when lie learned that no such fatal result followed. None of us would like to take the
risk of having an American vessel beyond the three miles, but supposed to be within
it, or actually within it, for an innocent purpose, attacked by a British cutter, or
attacked because she was within three miles from a headland line, and blood shed in
the encounter. Now, Great Britain felt that, and felt it more than the provinces did
because she had not the same money interest to blind her to the greatness of the
peril.

The results of the seizures were very bad. In the case of the "White Fawn," tried
before Judge Hazen at New Brunswick, he says, "' This fact has not been accounted for,
that so long a time lias elapsed from the time of the seizure until the case was brought
into Court; " go that, although lie discharged the ship as innocent, the crew were dis-
persed, the voyage was broken up, and yet no answer was made to that pertinent inquiry
of is 1-lonour. It was a very common thing to hold vessels seized until it became
immaterial to the owners, almost, whether they were finally released or finally convicted.
My learned friend, Judge Foster, laid before your Honours a Nova Scotia Statute of 1836,
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(I confess I have not read it: I looked for it, but vas not able to find it) in which he
said there was a provisión, that if, in case of capture, an American seaman, fisherman,
or master, did not make true answers, he forfeited 100l.; that the onus, the burden of
proof, to show that the vessel was not subject to capture was upon the owner, not upon
the captor; that before the owner could coutest the question with the man who seized
his vessel, lie must file a bond of 601. for costs; lie could bring no suit against his captor
until nue month's notice, giving the captain an opportunity, as it is said, to obtain
evidence, but, as a practical lawyer, I should add, giving him also an opportunity to
escape and to conceal his property; finding treble costs in case the American was
convicted ; and also providing that the simple judicial signature, declaring, ex parte,
that there was probable cause for the seizure, preveûted any action or suit whiatever.

Now, these were strong penal measures, unknown to anything but criminal law, and
even stronger than the laws of war ; because if in high war a vessel is seized and
released, the owner of the vessel may sue the commander of the cruizer, thoughli he bears
the colours of Great Britain or of the United States; lie may sue himi without
giving him any previous notice, without giving any previons bond, and no ex parte
certificate of probable cause from the Court vill prevent the trying of the suit. 1
know it is true that if the Court which tries the suit decides. that there was probable
cause, the captain of the cruizer is not to be condemned, but the owner is not barred
of the right to arrest and try him before a competent Court. But all these rights were
brushed away by the Legislature of Nova Scotia- alvays supposing that Judge Foster
was right in his statement of the character of that law.

Nor is that all, bv any means. There was a further difficulty. No one could
know vhat would become of us when we got into court. -There was a conflict of legal
decisions. One vessel migit go free, when under the same circumstances another vessel
might be condemned. The Treaty of 1818 did not allow us to go within three miles of
certain shores, except for the purpose of shelter, and getting wood or supplies, and
prohibited fishing within three miles. The Act nf,the 59th of George III was the Act
intended to execute that Treaty. That Act provided that, "if any such foreign vessel
is found fishing, or preparing to fish, or to have been fishing, in British waters, within
three miles of the coast, such vessel, lier tackle, &c., and cargo shall be forfeited." That
-vas the language of the Statute of George 1I, and ,of tChe Dominion statutes. It is not
plain enough,-t seems to me, it has seemed so to all Americans, I think,--that. that
statute was aimed, as the :Treaty was, against fishing within three miles? But in one
court the learned Judge who presides over it, a man of learning and ability; recognized
in America and in the provinces, therefore giving his decision the greater weight, decided
two points against us We hiad supposed that the statute meant " for fishing within
three miles, you will be condemned," and in order that it should not be required
that a man should be cauglit in the very act of drawing up fish (which would be almost
impossible), it. was explained by saying "or caught having fished or preparing to
fish," meaning such acts as heaving his vessel to, preparing his lines, throwing
them out, and the like. The learned Court decided, first, that buying bait, and buying
it on shore, was " preparing to fish," vithin the meaning of the statute. If an American
skipper vent into a shop, leaned over the counter, and bargained with a man vho had
bait to sell on shore, he was " preparing to fisli," and, as he certainly was within three
miles of the shore, his preparation was made within three miles; and the jndge treated
it as immaterial whether he intended to violate the provision of the Treaty by fishing
witlin three miles of the shore, so long as lie was preparing, within three miles, to fish
anywlere in the deep sea, on the banks of Newfoundland, or in American waters. Then
came the decision of another learned judge in New Brunswick (they were both in 1871),
who said that buying bait was not the " preparing to fish," at which the statute was
aimed; and-further, that it was essential to prove that the fishing inteùided was to be
within three miles of the shore. There was a conflict of decisions, and we did not know
where we stood.

Another effect of this restrictión was, that it brouglit down ipon the Dominion
fishermen the statute of the United States, laying a duty of two dollars a barrel upon
every barrel of mackerel, and one dollar a barrel upon every barrel of herring. That
statute was,-aatd I shall presently have the honour to cite the evidence upon that point,
that I may not be supposed to rely upan assertion-that. statute iwas, in substance,
prohibitory. The result was, that it killed ail the vessel fishing ofthese provinces.
They had no longer seamen who, went to sea in ships. A shore fishery sprung up for
the use of the people themselves, and .was gradually somewlit extended-1niean a boat
fishery around the shores. But, as I shall cite , authorities to show, as', hope that' your
Honours already believe, that the first effect was to draw away.fromn these provinces the
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enterprising and skilled fishermen, who had fished in their vessels and sent their catches
to the American market. It drew them away to the Ainerican vessels, where they
-were able, as members of Arnerican crews, to take their fish into the market free of
duty.

There vas, at the same time, a desire growing on both sides for reciprocity of
trade, and it became apparent that there could be no peace between these countries
until this attempt at exclusion by imaginary lines, always to be matters of dispute, was
given up-until we came back to our ancient rights and position. It was more expensive
to Great Britain than to us. It made more disturbance in the relations between Great
Britain and ber provinces than it did between Great Britain and ourselves; but it put
every man's life in peril; it put the results of every man's labour in peril; and for what ?
For the imaginary riglit to exclude a deep-sea fisherman from dropping his hook or his
net into the water for the free-swimming fish, that have no habitat, that arc the property
of nobody, but which are created to be cauglit by fishermen, præde humani generis.
So at last it was determined to .provide a Treaty by which all this matter should
be set aside. and we should fall back upon our own early condition.

Now, your Honours will allow me a word, and I hope you will not think it ont of
place-it is an interesting subject; I do not think it is quite out of place, and I will not
be long upon it-on the nature. of this right which England claimed in 1818, to exclude
us from the three miles, by virtue of some supposed principle of international law. I
have stated my opinion upon it, but your Honours will be pleased to observe, that on
that, as upon the subject of headlands, an essential part of it, without which it can
never be put in execution, there is no fixed international law. I have taken pains to
study the subject; have examined it carefully since I came here, and I think I have
examined most of the authorities. I do not find one who pledges himself to the three mile
line. It is always ' three miles," or " the cannon shot." Now, "the cannon shot" is the
more scientific mode of propounding the question, because it was the length of the
arm of the nation bordering upon the sea, and she could exercise her right so far
as the length of her arm could be extended. That was the cannon shot, and that,
at that time, was about three miles. It is now many more miles. We soon began to
flnd ont that it would not do to rest it upon the cannon shot. It is best to have
something certain. But international writers have arrived at no further stage than
this: to say that it is "three miles or the cannon shot." And upon the question,
"How is the three-mile line to be determined," we find everything utterly afloat
and undecided ? My purpose in making these remarks is, in part to show your
lonours what a precarious position a State holds which undertakes to set up this

right of exclusion, and to put it in execution. The international law makes no
attempt to define what is "coast." We know well enough what a straight coast
is and what a curved coast is, but the moment the jurists come to bays, harbours,
gulfs, and seas, they are utterly afloat-as much so as the sea-weed that is swirning
up and down the channels. They make no attempt to define it, either by distance
or by political or natural geography. They say at once: "It is difficult, where
there are seas and bays." Names will not help us. The Bay of Bengal is not
national property; it is not the King's chamber ; nor is the Bay of Biscay, nor the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, nor the Gulf of Mexico. An inlet of the sea may be called a
"bay," and it may be two miles wide at its entrance ; or it may be called a "bay
and it niay take a month's passage in au old-fashioned sailing vessel to sail from
one headland to the other. What is to be donc about it ? If there is to be a three-
mile line from the coast, the natural result is, that the three-mile line should follow
the bays. The result then would be that a bay more than six miles wide vas an
international bay; one six miles wide, or less, was a territorial bay. That is the
natural result. Well, nations do not seen to have been contented with this. France
lias made a Treaty with England saying that, as between them, anything less than ten
miles vide shall be a territorial bay.

The difficulties on that subject are inherent, and, to my mind, they are insuperable.
England claimed to exclide us from lishing in the Bay of Fundy, and it 'was left to
referees, of whom Mr. Joshua Bates vas umpire, and they decided that the Bay of
Fundy was not a territorial bay of Great Britain, but a part of the high seas. This
decision was put partly upon its width, but the real ground was, that one of the assumed
headlands belonged to the United States, and it was necessary to pass the headland in
order to get to one of the ports of the United States. For these special reasons, the
Bay of Fundy, whatever its width, was held to be a public and international bay.

Then look at Bristol Channel. That question came up in the case of Queen v.
Cunningham.-Bell's Cr. Cas. p. 72. A crime ivas committed by .Cunningham in
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the Bristol Channel more than three miles from the shore of Glamorganshire on
the north side, and more tian three miles from Devonshire and Somersetshire on
the south side. Cunningbam was indicted for a crime committed in Glamorgansbire.
The place where the vessel lay was high up in the channel, somewhere about ninety
miles from its mouth, and yet not as far up as the river Severn. The question was,
whether that was a part of the realm of Great Britain, so that a man could be indicted
for a crime committed there. Now, there is a great deal of wisdom in the decisioit made
in that case. The Court say, substantially, that each case is a case: sut generis. It
depends upon its own circumstances. Englishmen and Welshmen had always inha-
bited both banks of the Bristol Channel. Though more than ten miles in width at
its entrance, it still flowved up into the heart of Great Britain; houses, farms, towns,
factories, churches, courfhouses, gaols, everything on .its banks; and it seemed a pre-
posterous idea, and i admit it, that, in time of.war, two foreign ships could sail up that
Bristol Channel and fight out their battle Io their own content, on the grpund that they
did not go within three miles of the shore. I think it would have been preposterous to
say that a foreign merchantmen could have sailed up the centre of that channel, and
defied the fleet and armies of Great Britain, and all her custom-house cutters, on the
ground that she vas flying the American or the French flag, and the deck was a part
of the soil under that flag. It was a question of political geography-not of natural
geography. It was a question of its own circumstances. It was decided to be a part of
the realm of Great Britain. I do not know that anybody can qbject to the decision.

The " Franconia" case, 2 Ex. D. 159, which attracted so m.uch attention a short
time ago, did not raise this question, but it is of some importance for us to remember.
In that case there was no question of headlands. It was a straiglit line of coast,
and the vessel was within three miles of it. But what was the ship doing? - She was
beating her way down the English Channel against the sea and wvind, and she
made lier stretches toward the English shore, coming as ixear as safety permitted,
and then to the French shore. She was in innocent use of both coasts. She was niot
a trespasser because she tacked vithin three miles of the British shore. It was a
necessity, so long as that Channel was open to commerce. The question, which arose
was this. A crime having been committed. on board that ship vhile she vas within
three miles of the British coast, was it eommitted within the body of. the county? Was
it .cQmmitted within the realm, so that an English sheriff could arrest the man, an
Euglish grand jury.indict him, an Englisi jury convict him', under English law, he being
a foreigner on board a foreign vessel, bound from one foreign port to another, yhile
perlaps the law of his own country vas entirely different from that pf England? Well,
it wvs extraordinary to see how the common-law lawyers were put to their wits' end to
make anything out of that statement. The.more thoroughbred in the sommo-lav, the
less did the lawvyers understand it; it was the more .variously traiped men who sat
upon the bench who understood it better, and at last, by a m.ajority of one, it was most
happily decided that the man had not committed an offence within a British county, and
lie was released. That case turned not on a question of natural geography, nor of
political geography. It raised the issue.: What is the nature of thp authority that a
neighbouring nation can exercise withiin the three-mile limit?

This naturally leads to tle question: "Does fishing go ,with the three-mile line '.' I
have lad the honour to say to this tribunal that there is no decision to that effe.ct, though
I admit that there is a great deal ofloose language in tliat direction. I o not raise any
question tespecting those fish that adhere to the soi], or te the ground under the sea.
But on what does that three-mile jurisdiction rest, and what is the nature ofit ? I suppose
we can go no further than this-that it rests upon the necessities of the bordering
nation-the necessity of preserving its pwn peace,,and safety,.and of execwting its own
laws. I do notthink that there isany-other test. Then thequestion may arise, addues,
whether, in the absence of any attempt by-Statute go' Treaty to prohibit aforeign vessel
from folloYing ;with the line, or the seine, and net, the free-swimming fish vithin that
belt, his doing somakes him a trespasser by amy established lav of nations? I arm
confident it does not. That, may it please the tribunal; is the nature of this three-mile
exclusiop, for the relinquishment of ;vhich Great Britain as.ks us to make pecuniary
compensation. It is one ofsome mprtance te her, a cause 9f con'tant trouble, and, as
I shall showyou-.as has been shown you already by my predecessors- of ery little
pecuniary yalue .to Engla'nd, in sharing it with us, or to us Ju obtaining our share, but'
.a yery dangerous instrument for two nations to piay yith.

l ouldsay one ord here about the decision in the Privy ,Council in 1877
respectingthe:territorial rights in aoception Bay. I havle read itovér, and though 1
haye: yerygreat respect ifor the common-la yawypr,Mr. JusticeBlackburn, ,ho ;was
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called upon to pronounce upon a question entirely novel to him, I believe that if your
honours think it at all worth while to look over this opinion, in which he undertakes to say
that Conception Bay is an interior bay of Newfoundland, and not publie waters, although
it is some fifteen or more miles wide, you will find that lie makes this statement, which is
trne, that an Act of Parliament is binding upon him, whether the Act be in con-
formity with international law or not. But the Act is not binding upon you, nor
is the decision. But there is nothing in the Act of Parliament which speaks upon
that subject. It is the Act 59 George IU, intended to carry ont the Treaty of 1818,
and for punaishing persons who are fishing within the bays; and he infers from that,
by one single jump, without any authority whatever, of judicial decision or legislative
language, that it must have meant to include such bays as the bay in question. (Direct
United States Cable Co. vs. Anglo-American Telegrapl Co., English Law Reports, appeal
cases. Part 2, p. 394.)

This state of things lasted until the Treaty of 1854, commnonly called the
Reciprocity Treaty. The great feature of that -Treaty, the only one we care about
now, is, that it put us back into our original condition. It left us in possession of our
general right. It made no attenpt to exclude us from fishing anywhere within the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and it allowed no geographical limits. And froin 1854 to 1866 we
continued to enjoy and to use the free fishery, as we had enjoyed and used ià from
1620 down to 1818.

But the Treaty of 1854 was terminated, as its provisions permitted, by notice froin
the United States. And why ? Great Britain had obtained from us a general free
trade. Large parts of the United States thought that free trade pressed hardly upon
themu. I have no doubt it was a selfish consideration. I think almost every witness who
appeared upon the stand at last had the truthfulness to admit, that when he sustained
either duties or exclusion, it was upon the seliish motive of pecuniary benefits to himself,
his section, bis State, or bis country ; and if that were the greatest oflence that nations or
individual politicians committed, I think we night well feel ourselves safe. We had
received, i return for this advantage, a concession from Great Britain of our general
right to fish, as we always had fished, without geographical exclusion. My learned
friend, Judge Foster, read to you (which I had not seen before, and which was very
striking), the confidential report of Consul Slierman, of Prince Edward Island, in 1864.
1 dare say my learned friend, the comsel frein that Island, knows him. Now, that is a
report of great value, because it was written vhile the Treaty was in existence, and
before notice had been given by our Government of the intention to repeal it. It was
his confidential advice to his own country as to whether our interests, as he had observed
them, were promoted by it; and he said, if the Reciprocity Treaty vas considered as a
boon to the United States, by securing to us the right to inshore fishing, it had con-
spicuously failed, and our hopes had not been realized. I think these are his very
words. He spoke with the greatest strength to his country, writing from Prince Edward
Island, which claims to furnish the most important inshore fishery of any, and declared
that so far as the United States was concerned, the benefit that came from that was
illusory, and it was not worth while for us any longer to pay anything for it. And that,
as your Honours have seen, and as I shall have the pleasure to present still further
by-and-by, vas borne ont by the general state of feeling in A merica. The resuilt was, that
in 1866, the Reciprocity Treaty was repealed. That repeal revived, as my country
admitted, the Treaty of 1818, and we again laid, of course, the duties on the British impor-
tation of nackerel and herring. We were remitted to the antiquated and most undesirable
position of exclusion; but we reimained in that position only five years, from 1866 until
1871, until a new Treaty could be made, and a little while longer, until it could be put
into operation. What was the result of returning to the old system of exclusion?
Why, at once the cutters and the ships of war that were watching these coasts, spread
their sails; they stole out of the harbours where they had been lurking ; they banked-their
fires; they lay in wait for the Ainerican vessels, and they pursued then from headland to
headland, and fromi bay to bay; sometimes a British officer on the quarter-deck-and
then we were comparatively safe-hut sometimes a new-fledged provincial, a teinporary
officer, and then we were anything but safe. And they seized us and took us, not into
Court, but they took us into harbour, and they stripped us, and the crew left the vessel,
and the cargo was landed; and at their will and pleasure the case at last miglit come
into Court. Then, if we were dismissed, we lad no costs, if there was probable cause;
we could not sue if we had not given a month's notice, and we were helpless. Not only
did it revive the expensive and annoying and irritating.and dangerous system of
revenue cutters, and marine police, 'up and down the coast, telegraphing and
writing to one another, and burdening the Provinces with the expense of their most
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respectable and necessary maintenance ; but it revived, also, the collisions between the
Provinces and the Crown ; and when the Provincal Governments undertook to lay down
a ten mile line, and say bo the cutters, "Seize any American vessel found within threeý
miles of a line drawn from headland to headland, ten miles apart," such alarn did it
cause in Great Britain, that the Secretary of State did not write, but telegraphed
instantly to the Provinces that no such thing could be permitted, and that they could
carry it no further than the six-mile rule. Then attempts were made to sell licenses.
Grcat Britain said: "Do not annoy these A mericans; we are doing a very disagreeable
thing; we are trying to exclude themi from an uncertain three mile line; we would
rather give up all the fish in the ocean than have anything to do with it ; but you insist
'pon it; "do not annoy these Americans ; give them a license-just for a nominal fee."
So they charged a nominal fee, as I have said, of fifty cents a ton, which vas afterwards
raised-they know why, we do not-to a dollar. We paid the fifty cent fee, and some
Americans paid the dollar fee-and why ? They have told you why. Not because they
thoight the right to fish within three miles was worth that sum, but it was worth that sum
to escape the dangers and annoyances which beset them, whether they were innocent or
guilty, under the law. Then at last, the Provinces, as if determined that there sbould be
no peace on that subject,until we were driven out of the fisheries, raised it to an impossible
sum-two dollars a ton, and we would not pay it. What led them to raise it? What
motive could there have been ? They lost by it. Our vessels did not pay it. Why, tlis
was the result-I do not say it was the motive-thatit left our fishermen unprotected, and
brouglit out tleir cutters and crusiers, and that whole tribe of harpies that line the coast,
like so many vrecknien, ready to seize upon any vessel, and take it into port and divide
plunder. It left us a prey to them and unprotected. It also revived the duties, for
we, of course, resto red the duty of two dollars a barrel on the mackerel, and one dollar
a barrel ou the herring. It caused their best fishermen to return into the employment
of the United States, and their bôat-fishing fell off. That has been stated to your
Honours before, but it cannot be too constantly borne in mind. We restored the duties,
and that broke up the vessel-fishing of the Provinces, it deprived them of their best
men; it caused trouble between the old country and the provinces; it put us all on tie
trembling edge of possible international conflict. But we went on as well we could in
that state of things, until Great Britain,:desirous of relieving herself from tliat burden,
and the United States desiring to be released from those perils, and baving alse another,
great question unsettled, that is, the consequences of the captures by the 'Alabama,"
the two countries met together with Highi Commissioners, at Washington, in 1871, and
then made a great Treaty of Peace. 1 call it a " Treaty of Peace," because it ivas a
Treaty which precluded war, not restored peace after war, but prevented war, upon
terms most honourable to both parties; and as one portion of that Treaty-one that,
thougli not the moàst important by any means, nor filling so large a place in the public
eye, as did tle Congress at Geneva, yet fills an important place in history, and its
consequences to the people of both countries, was the determination of this vexed and
perpetual question of the rights of fishinog in the bays of the northwestern Atlantic;
and by that Treaty, we went back again to the old condition in which we had been
from 1 3620 down, with the exception of the period between 1818 and 1854, and the
period between 1866 and 1871. That restored both sides to the only condition in which
there can be peace'and security; peace of mind, at least, freedom froni apprehension,
between the two Governments. , And when those terms were made, .which wvere terms
of peace, of good-will to men, of security for the future, and of permanent basis always,
and we agréed' to free trade niutually in fish and fish oil, and free rights of fishing,.
as theretofoi-e almost always held, Great Britain said, "Very well; but there should be
paid to us a money compensation." The United States asked noue; perhaps it did not.,
think it a fitting thing to do. Great Britain said, " This is all very well; but there
should be a compensation in money, because we are informned by the Provinces "-I do
not believe that -Great Britain cared anything about it lerself-" that it is of more
pecuniary value to the Americans to have the right. of fishing extended over that regioài
from which they have been lately excluded, than it is to us to have secured to us free
right to sellail over'the United States the catchings of Her Majesty's subjects, free froi
any duty that the Americans might possibly put upon us." "Very well," said the United
States, "if that is your view of it, if you really think you ought to have a money comupen-
sation we will agree to submit it to a tribunal." And to this tribunal it is submitted-
First, under Article XVIII of the Treaty of. 1871, wîvhat is the monèy value of what the
United States obtains under that article? Next, what is the money value of what Gre at
Britain obtains under Articles 'XXI and XIX?. Second is vhat the United States obtains
inder Article'" XVI of more pecuniary value than what Great Britain obtains under
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her two Articles? Because i put out of sight our right to send to this market, and the
right of the people of the Provinces to fish off our coasts, as I do not think cither of them
to be of much consequence. "If yon shall be of opinion that there is no difference of
value-and of course that means no suebstanlial difference in value-or that the advan-
iage is with Great Britain, then vour deliberations are at an end; but if you shall
think there is a substantial difference in value in favour of the United States, Ïhen your
deliberations must go further, and von must decide what is that value in money.

i hope, if your Honours are not already persuaded, that you will b before the
close of the argument on the part of the United States, and may not be driven from that
persuasion by anything- that may occur on the other side, that the United States were
quite honest when thcy made the statement in 187 1, that in asking for the abandonment.
of the restrictive systein iu regard to the fishecris t.hey did not do it so much because of
the commercial or intrinsic value of the fishing vithin the three-mile line, as for the purpose
of removing a cause of irritation; and I hope that the members of this Tribunal have
alrcady felt that Great Britain, in maintainin g that exclusive system, was doing injustice
to herself, causing herself expense. loss, and peril; that she was causing irritation and
danger to the United States; that it was naintained from a mistaken notion, though a
natural one, among the Provinces themselves, and to please the people of the Dominion
and of Ncwfoundland, and that the great value of the removal of the restriction is that
it restores peace, amity, good-will ; that it extends the fishing so that no further question
shall arise in courts or out of courts, on quarter-decks or elsewhere, whatever may be
the pecuniary value of the mere right of fishing by itself, and that it would be far better
if the Treaty of Washington had ended vith the signing of the stipulations, except so
far as the Geneva Arbitration was concerned, and that this question had not been made
a matter of pecuniary arbitration; that either a sunm of money had been accepted at
the tinie for a perpetual right, as vas offered, or that some arrangement by which
there should be the mutual right of free trade in timber, in coal, and in fish, or some-
thing permanent in its character. But that is a bygone, and ve are to rcet the ques-
tion as it comes now directly before us. I think my learned friend, Judge Foster, said all
that need be said and all that can be said of mucli value, in taking the position that we
are not here to bc cast in damages ; we are to pay no damages, nor are we to pay for
incidental commercial privileges, nor are they to pay for any; but it is a matter of
remark, certainly, that when this cause came up, we were met by a most extraordinary
array of claims on the opposite side-sounding in damages altogether, or sounding mu
purchase of commercial privileges which were not given to us by Article XVIII of the
Treaty. Why, if there was a British subject in Prince Edward Island who remembered
that his wife and family had been frightened by some noisy, possibly drunken, American
fisherman, he was brought here and testified to it, and he thouglit that he was to obtain
damages. Undoubtedly that was his opinion. If a fishermai in his boat thought that
a Yankee schooner "Ilee-bowed " him, as they call it, he wvas brought here to testify to
it, and that was to be a cause of damage and to be paid for, and ultimately, I suppose,
to reach the pockets of those who in their boats had been Il lee-bowed," for that would
seem to be poetic justice. Then we had the advantage of being able to buy our bait
here, which we Iad always donc, about which no Treaty had ever said a word, and
they had the great advantage, too, of selling us their bait. They went out fishing for
themselves, they brought in the bait, they sold it to us, and vhen our vessels came
down after bait or for frozen herring, they boarded the vessels lu their eagerncss to ha
able to sell them ; and so great was their need of doing something in that season of the
year, when those mighty merchants of Newfoundland, and those rnighty middle-ien of
Newfoundland, planters, had nothing for them to do, that they made a bargain to
furnish us frozen berring and our fishing bait at so niuch a barrel, went out and get it
for us, and brought it on board. Then there ias the right of procuring supplies, and of
curing and transshipping our fish-purely commercial riglits, not named in any Treaty
bearing on fisheries.

Those were privileges for which the Americans were also to pay soôm ething.
have no doubt that those ideas gained great currency among the people of these
Provinces. They supposed it to be so, and hence a great deal of the interest which
they took in the suboject, hence the millions that were talked about. You might have
made their entire claim of fourteen millions a point of departure. If yeu had opened that
subject, and made up an award on the right to buy bait, on the right to buy frozen
herring, on the riglit to buy supplies, on the right to transship and to trade ; not consider-
ing that these are imutual riglits for the benelit of both parties, and as to vhichil i s almost
impossible to determine which party gains the most. Thon a great deal of anxiety was
creàted through the Provinces, ndoubtedly, by the cry that we were ruining thei
fisheries by the kind of seines that we were using-purse-seines. We were destroying
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the fish, and the ocean would be uninhabitable by fish--would be a desert of water.
We were told that wve were poisoning their fish by throwing gurry overboard, and for all
that there wcre to be damages. Nowv these infiammatory harangues, made by politicians,
or published in the Dominion newspapers, or circulated by those persons who went about
through the Dominion obtaining affidavits of witnesses, produced their effect, and the effect
was a multitude of witnesses who swore to those things, who evidently came here to swear
to them, and took more interest in them, and were better informed upon them, than u-pon
any -of the important questions which were to be determined. When we caine to
evidence to be relied ipon-the evidence of men who keep books, whose interest it was
to keep books, and who kept the best possible books; men who had statistics to make up
upon authority and responsibility; men whose capital and interest and everytliing were
invested in the trade-then we brought forward witnesses to vbom all persons looking
for light upon this question would be likely to resort. And I have no doubt that as
fast as it became known through these Provinces that no damagoes would be given for " leï-
bowing," for poisoning fish, for purse-nets (which it appears we could not use), nor for the
right to buy bait and supplies, and to transship ; and that it was to come down to the
simple question of, on the on, hand, participating with tbem ini the fisheries of this region
to the full extent instead of te a limited extent; and they be relieved from all duties on
their fish and fish-oil on the other, with the consequent stimalation of their boat-fishing
and vessel-building and fishing, they all began to look at it in a totally different aspect.
I am not able to produce:it at this moment, but I vill produce, before the argument
closes, a Memorial addressed to the Province of Nova Sceotia, requesting them to bring
things back to the old condition-that the fishing shall be left in common-without any
idea that frce trade vas to be granted as an equivalent.

Such was the state of things and the condition of feeling in the Provinces. I need
not press upon your Honours that we are right in our position, for as to all, except the
question of compensation, your Honours have already by an unanimous vote passed in our
favour; and of course it requires no argument to show that as we are to make coipen-
sation for the value of what we obtain under the Article XVIII of the Treaty of 1871,
in addition to what we had under the Treaty of 1818 (provided the British side of the
account does not balance it), that is all ve have to consider; and I disiiss al those
elements which have undoubtedly been the prevailing means of securing witnesses, aud
of stimulating witnesses throughout these Provinces, up to the present time.

After the sound sense and humour of ny learned friend Mr. Trescot on the subject of
the lighthouses, I suppose I should be excusable if 1 touched upon them again. 1see that
the counsel on the other side already feel the humour of the thing, and I supose they
rather regret that the subIject was ever opened, because it shows to what straits they were
driven.to make up a case against the United States to balance the over-powering* advaný
tage to thein derived froin the freedom of trade. Why, they come together, the wise
men, and they say among theniselves: "Free trade is a boon to us in our mackerel and
our herring. It is stiinulating Our fisheries; it is recalling our sons from afar aud
employing them. at home in our own industries; it is building up boat fishing; it is
extending thé size ' our boats and b.uilding up vessel fishing. The profits on our trade
are now all that ve have a right te make, with no discount vhatever. How can we'

meet that casé cf advantage? What can ve say they ought to pay us, that shall be
anything like a set-off for wvhat we ourselves have received? The right te fishwithi.
threer miles! Whv the Americans had the whole Gulf of St. Lawrence and all its bavs;
they had ail its banks, shoals,lcdges, eddies; they had Labrador and the Magdalen Isliis;
théy had the north, west, and south parts of Newfoundland; they had everything except
the three-mile line of the Island, and.the western shor cof Nova Scotia and New Brunswick..
And what did they get? l\eot the value of the fish; notvhat the flsh'sold for in thé
A merican market; not the profit which tleh American dealer made on his fish: thât is
the resilt of his capital, industry, and labour. What do the American get? The value
of the fsh as it lies writhing on the deck? No; for that is the resuilt of the capital thaL
sends the ship and fits it ont, of the industry and the.skill of the fishermIen What dc
they get? They get only the liberty cf trying to catch the fisl, which were eluding
them, with all their skill, in the water cf the ocean; the right to follow them occasionally
if thev desire te do o, in thcir big vessels, within the limits of three miles. But it ill
not do te go .to such a tribunal as this with s c a case as that. The free-swhuming
fish in the seas, going %we do not know hov far off, and showing tlemselves here te-day
aud there to-norrow; schooling up on the face of the sea, and then going. out ofsightin
the mnd; havig no habitat, and being nebody's property, the right to try to catch
them nearer t s ta r the Isboré tharefor that is not caupable cf being assessed so as te be
of much pecuniary value: we must have something else." Se they startedý the theory
of adding te this, conípensation that ought to be made or, right to buy-the bait; foi a
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right to refit; for a right to get supplies; for a right to trade; to unload cargoes of fish
at Canso and send them to the United Siates, and for all the damage that fishernen
might do anywhere by their mode of fishing; for the injury donc by throwing overboard
the gurry, nd for collisions between boats and vessels that might occur in the waters of
the Island bend; and, adding those all together, they miglit make a claim that-what
they lost in damages, and what they gave to us in facilities of trade, added to what we got
by Article XVlIl , miglit make up sometling to set-off against what they knewthey were
recciving in dollars and cents fron us by the remission of duties. They felt that we had on
our side a certainty ; thcy had on their side altogether an uncertainty and a mere specula-
tion; that we remitted from our Treasury and put back into their pockets exactlytwo
dollars a barrel on every barrel of mackerel sent into port, and one dollar on every barrel
of herring that was to be computed and estimatcd ; so that the British fisherman, whenhe
landed his fish on the wlarf in Boston, landed it on the saie terns that the American
landed his, while heretofore lie had landed it handicapped by two dollars a barrel, which
he must first pay. Our charge is substantial; ours can be put into the colunmis of an
account; ours is certain. Theirs is speculative and uncertain, and unless it could be backed
up vith somne certainties of damages and of trade they faIt that it fell beneath them.

it wYill be my duty lhereafter to press upon your Honours a little further the
consideration of the utterly uncertain estimate that can be put upon the mere franchise
or liberty of attempting to catch the free-swimming fish within certain limits of the
ocean. Now, first, with your Honours' leave, I will take up the consideration of
the money value of tie remnoval of this geographical restriction, for that is vhat it is.
The ancient freedom is restored, the recent and occasional restrictions as to three miles
is reioved, and the colonists say that that lias been of pacuniary value to us. Whether
it is a loss to them or not is utterly immaterial in this consideration. They cannot ask
youi to give them damages for any loss to them. It is only the value to us. It is like a
person buying an article in a shop and a third person appointed to determine what
is the value of that article to the purchaser. It is quite immaterial how great a
mistake the man mav have made in selling it to him, or what damage the want of it may
have brouglit upon his family or himself. If I have bouglit an umbrella across the
counter, and I leave it to a third man to determiine the value of the umbrella to me, it
is totally immaterial whether the man has sold the only one he had, and lis family have
suffered for the want of it. That is a homely illustration, but it is perfectly apt.
The question is, What is the value to the citizens of the United States, in money, of the
removal of this geographic restriction ? Not what damage this may have been to the
Provinces by reason of the Treaty which Her Majesty's Governmant saw fit to make
with us.

*What, then, is the money value of the removal of the restriction ? On the subject of
Newfondiland-which I desire to treat with great respect, because of the size of the
Island and its numerous bays, and because of my respect and affection for the gentleman
who represents the semi-sovereignty before this Tribinal-there is an article in the
"Revue des Deux Mondes " of November, 1874, on the value of Newfoundland and
its fisheries to France, of extreme interest, from which I would like to quote largely. It
seems to me to be exhaustive. It gives the whole history and present condition of these
fisheries, and among other things, it shows that in attempting to grant us a riglit there,
Great Britain miade us overlap very much the rights of the French; and -that if we
should undertake to carry into effect some of the rights given us by the Treaty of 1871,
*ve might have the Republic, or Monarchy, or Empire, or whatever it may be, on the,
other side of the water, to settle the question with, as well as this Tribunal. I suppose
this Tribunal is satisfied that we do not catch cod within three miles of Newfoundland ;
that we do not catch even our bait there, but that we buy it. Finding that we had
proved a complete case, that we bought our bait there, the very keen argument was
niade by the counsel on the other side, that though we bought our bait, we must .be
held to have caught it. " Qui facit per alium, facit per se," says the counsel; and so, if
you buy a thing of a man and he sends a boy out to get it, the boy is your messenger,
not lis; and you have not bought it of him, but of the person to Vhom he sends for it !
This again is a homely illustration, but it is perfectly plain. When a fisherman cones and.
says, "I will sell ny fisli at so muel a pound," and has not got them, but goes off and
catch es them, and I pay him that price, h buy the fish of him, do I not? What is it but
a mere illusion, a mere deception, a mere fhllacy to say, that because I knew that he
bad not the fish on hand at the time and is going off to get it, though I agree to buy it
of him a a fixed rate, and I ai not going to pay him for his services, but for the fish
when delivered-that I am fishing through him and not buying of him? It is very hard
to argue a perfectly clear case, one that has' but one side to it. Nothing but stress of,
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law, or stress of facts, or stress of politics, could possibly have caused so much
intelligence to be perverted upon this subject, into an attempt to show that we were the
catchers of the Newfoundland bait.

I will now take up for; a moment the question of the cod-fisheries, and I know that,
whatever I may have been thus far, I shall be somewhat tedious here in ·the course
which 1 am about to pursue; but I do not wish it to be said on the other side, and mry
instructions are not to leave it to be said, that we have asserted and stopped at assertions,'
however certain we may be that our assertions are well founded, and even that they
have the approbation of the Court. I shall endeavour to refer to the evidence, without
reading much of it, on the principal points which I have so far assumed, 'and would be
quite authorized in assuming.

In the first place, as to the cod-fishery, it is deep-sea fishery, or offshore ; not a
fishery within three miles. 1 do not mean to say that stray cod may not be caught
occasionally within that limit; but as a business, it is deep-sea business. *With your
Honours' permission I will read some of the evidence on that point.

Nathaniel E. Atwood, of Provincetown, page 47 of the American evidence, says:-

"Q. Is the codfishery, as pursued by the Americans, exclusively a deep-sea fishery ?-Wel, we
call it a deep-sea fishery; this is the case-the Labrador coast excepted, where it is prosecuted close
inshore, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, on the Grand Banks and on all the banks between that place and
Cape Cod, and away out to sea in othèr parts. It is true that some codfish 'come inshore but they do
not do so to such an extent as to enable the catching of them to be made a business of."

Wilford J. Fisier, of Eastport, page 316, says:

"Q. How about the-pollock ?-A. The pollock is caught more offshore tban in.
"<Q. Then the codfish ?-A. The codfish is caught ahnost exclusively offshore, except, as I tell,

you, in the early spring or late in the fall there is a school of small codfish that strikes within the
limits, and the people there catch them more or less."

Professor Baird, on page 455, of the American evidence, says:

"Q. Take them as a whole they are a deep-sea fish. I don't mean the deep sea as distinguished
from the banks ?-A. An outside fish? Well, they are to a very considerable extent. The laigest catches
are taken offshore, and what are taken inshore are in specially favoured localities, perhaps on the coast
of Labrador, and possibly off Newfoundland. They bear a small proportion generally to what is taken
outside, where the conveniences of attack and approach are greater."

Bangs A. Lewis, of Provincetown, page 96, Ainerican evidence, says, on cross
examination, in answer to Mr. Davies:-

"Q. And codfish, we all know, are taken chiefly outside of the limits; it is a deep-sea fishery s
a rle ?-A. Yes.

E. W. French, of Eastport, page 403, is asked

"What is the fishery at Grra 'ncd Iananà and the Bay of Pundy generally ? A. Codfish, pollock,
hake, haddock, and herring.

'<Are any of those fisheries entirely offshore fisheries ?-A.. Codfish is an offshore fishery. - Hake
are taken offshore."

Capt. Robert H. Hulbert, of Gloucester, page 296, testifies:-

"Q. And your codfish have not been taken within how far from land ?-A. From 15 to 25 miles
of Seal Island, and in that vicinity."

John Nicholson, Louisburg, Cape Breton, page 207 of the British evidence, says:-

"Q. Well, cod are often caught inshore, but you would not say cod was a deep-sea fishery?
A. Yes.

"Q. And halibut is the same ?-Yes."

These are only passages selected froma large mass of testimony, but they were
selected 'because the persons who testified in that way were either called by the 'British
side, or they were persons of so much experience that they are fair specimens of our
view of the subject.

Now, cod-fishery is the great trade and staple of the United States, aud is growing,
more and more so. The smal cod that were once ,thrown overboard are now.kept
The oi iused a great deal, codfish ,o, and there are nianufacturing establishments in
Maine, Connecticut,and Massachusetts which we havc been told by the witnesses work
up a great deal of this material that used to be thrown overboard ; theydraw ot from
t, and the rest is used forfertilîzng the himd, an that is a grad ually i àreasing bëisi"s.



One of the witnesses, I recollect, from Gloucester, told us how greatly the trade in cod-
fish had improved, so that now, instead of sending it out as whole fi, it is cut in strips,
rolled together, and put in cans, and sold in small or large quantities to suit purchasers,
and im that very easy manner, sent ail over the United States.

Charles N. Pew, of the firni of John Pew & Sons, on page 496 of the American
Evidence, testified that the total value of fish production in seven years from 1870 to
1876 inclusive, was:-

dol. C.
* Bay Mdackerel ... ... 77,995 22
* Shore ditto ... ... . ... ... 271,333 54

Cod-fish, &c. ... ... ... ... 702,a73 10

1,052,201 86
These figures give what our vessels caught. They do niot give what w-e purchascd outsidc of

what the vessels caught."

The cod-fishery is also one as to which there is no fear of diminution-certainly
nonc of its extermination. Professor Baird told us, on p. 456 of the American Evidence,
that a single cod produces from 3,000,000 to 7,000,000 eggs, each one capable of
forming another living animal in the place of its mother. 1e said, that owing to the
winds and storms to which they were exposed, and to their being devoured by other fish
which souglit for them, the best information ivas that about 100,000 of these eggs
prosper so as to turn into living fish, capable of taking care of thenselves, the undefended
and unrestricted navigators of the ocean. Athougli that is not a large percentage of
the amount of ova, yet an annual increase of 100,000 for every one, shows that there is
no danger of the diminution, certainly none of tie extermination, of that class of fisi.
It is enormous in quantity, something which the whole world combining to exterminate
could hardly make any impression upon ; and wvh.en the argument is made here that we
ought to pay more for the right to fisl because we are in danger of exterminating what
cod-fish we have-if that argument is made--it amounts to nothing. But if the further
argument is made, that we have no codi-fishery to depend upon, thenl we have the statistics,
and we have information fron witnesses from all parts, that the cod-fishery shows no
signs of diminution, and that it is as large and extensive and as prosperous as ever.
Gloucester lias gone more into the business than it ever has before, and I do not recollect
that there is any evidence, of the least value, showing that that fishery is likely to fall
off materially as a commercial product in our hands. There is a single British concur-
rence out of several others, I think, in this statement, viich I vill read:-

George Romeril,.Agent of Robin and Co., one of the British vitnesses, page 306,
says:-

"Q. Is there mucli difference in the results of the cod fishery year after year?-A. No; just a5
much fish are now cauglit as ever was the case.

"Q. In making this statement your refer to"an experience of 21 years ?-A. Yes.
<'Q. What is your evidence on this point ?-A. That the coc-fishery is not precarious.

'Q. You have always an average catch ?-A. It is always about the same.
"Q. This fishery can always be depended ipon ?-A. Yes.

Q, Do those -who engage in this fishery as a rule make a living ?-A A thriving fisherman wiIll
always make a good living about our coast.

"Q. But what will a fair average man do ?-A. He can always makce a good living."

I read that because it is the testimony of an intelligent Brit.ish witness, who repre-
sents one of those great Jersey firms that deal in cod-fish on the west coast of the Gulf.

The bait of the cod-fish need iot be caught within the thrce-mile line. That, I think,
we have pretty well established. I referred just now to their argument, that we caught
whatever we bought, but that I certainly may pass by. We may buy it when w wish
it; but we need not have it. Your Honours recollect the testimony of our ,witnesses froai
Provincetown, as well as those from Gloucester, who said that they believed it was more
for the interest of all concerned that the cod-fishery should be carried on with bait kept
in ice as long as it can bc, and salted bait-with fish, and bait, and liver, and everything
else that can he carried out and kept there, and what birds and fish can be caught on
the Banks, and the vessels stick to their business. The testimony was uniform; there
was not one who failed to join in the expression of opinion, that that course was far
better for the mercantile purposes of our commuunity than that our fishermen should run
inshore and buy the bait. But if they did go inshore and buy the bait, it would be a
question entirely beyond your Honour's consideration. We have a right to buy it where
ve please, even here, and we certainly need not catch it. Among the curious grounds

* Bay mackerel neaning such as are caught in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; and shore maekerel, those caught
pff the coasts of thç United St4tes.
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set forth to swell up the English claim against us, to make it meet, if possible, the obvious
money claim we had against Great Britain, if it was seen fit to enforce it-we now put
it in only as a set-off--appears in the testimony that our fishing-vessels, going into
N'ewfoundland, employed the men there to fish, and that it hal a very deleterious moral
effect upon the habits of the Newfoundland fishermen ; that they had been, up to the
time the Americans appeared there to buy their bait, an industrious people, ii a certain
sense ; they had fished a certain part of the ycar under contracts, which it seems they
e-uld not get rid of, with a class of owners who hield them in a kind of blissful bondage;
but that when the Americans appeared, they led them to break these contracts, some-
times tempted them to fall off from their agreements, and put money into their poekets;
they paid them for vork ; they gave them labour at a time when they.ôught to have been
lying idle, when it was botter for then to lie idle ! Oh, it steadied them, improved them,
raised their moral tone, to be idle, and tended to preserve those desirable relations that
existed between them and the merchants of St. John's ! A great deal wvas said about
that ; but at last there came upon the stand a witness, whose naie, if I recolleet, was
Macdoinell (p. 313 of the British testimony), a British witness. I did not lnow that he
would not be fully as wvell filled with these feudal opinions as the others had been. He
said the people at Fortune Bay were well of. I asked him :

"Q. Yon say the people dowi at Fortune Bay are well off ?-A. Tihere are some poor people
there, but as a general thing the people are all comfortable.

"Q. You say they have piles of. money stored in their houses ?-A. Some of thei have. I know
men who vent from LaHfavé down there, who were so well off they retired froi the fishing business.
The largest part of the money they made w'as in supplying bait to those French vessels which coine
from France to fish.

"'Q. Where did you find then ?-A. At St. Peter's. The imen of Fortune Bay seine herring,
capelin and squid, and run them across to St. Peter's, and sell them to the French vessels which are
lying waiting for them.

Q. That is their market ?-A. Yes.
"Q. They also sell to the Ainericans ?-A. Yes; they go in and obtain a great deal of bait in New

foundland, not so much ]Fortune Bay as at St. John's.
"Q. The inen with piles of molney, where do they live ?-A. They may have plenty of money and

yet live in a hovel. They are not sensible enougli to enjoy the money after they have made it.
" Q. We have been told, on the contrary, that they spend all their money as fast as they get it ou

rum and tobacco; did you find that to be true ?-A. I doubt that. For the last two or three years in
Newfoundiand I found very few men who drank run, but when I first went there I found many m
drinkers. I think they must have had a Reform Club there.

"Q. You think they have improved ?--A. Yes. They are comfortable in their homes.
"Q. They are saving people ?-A. Yes
"Q. I mean those people who catch bait, who are paid in cash on the spot; have they any market

for that except the French and Anericans ?-A. I think not."

Nothing has been attempted since to contradict that statement. It is in accord vith
the nature of things. There is always danger in putting money in any man's hands, and
there is also danger in ploverty. The wise man saw that poverty had its perils as well as
wealth ; and nothing can be worse for a people in the long run than thé condition to
which the fishermen of Newfoundland had been reduced.; And now, believing fully iii
this testimony of Mr. Macdonnell, I cannot doubt that our coming among them and
buying their bait, stimulating them to work, and paying them money, bas led to their
hoarding money; lias led to the abstinence" from those habits which so beset the
half employed and the idle man, vho has a large season of. the year with nbthingto
do, but lias a reasonable expectation that, what with his labour and what with his credit,
somebody or other wvho owns a ship vill support him and his family.

I would like, also, to call your attention, on this question of getting bait, which is
of some importance, to the testimony of Professor Baird, which, I suppose, none of you
havei forgetten, which.shows that we need not catch our bait for the ced in British
waters. -le is asked, on page 457 of the American evidence

"Q. Well, now, what are the methods of preservation of this bait-? We have heard oftheir using
salt clams, etc. las much attention been paid te the possibility of greater preservation of the
bait than we have ever yet had ?-A. Yes. The science of preserving bait, as well as:of the preserva-
tion of fish on shipboard, is very low indeed, far below vhat cau be applied, and I have no doubt 'will
be applied, both in keeping fish for food and in keepirig it for bait.

"Q. Now, will you state ,what observation you have made respecting thé. method of preserving
fresh bait from the start al the voyage through ?-A. As a general rue 'it is now preserved either by
salting or freezing. Of course they keep it as long as it will remain without spoiling, nd when you
have to carry it beyond that timeeither ice it or sait it. Salting, ofcourse, is a very simple process,;
but italters materially the texture and taste to such a- degreethat fish or other bait that, under certain
circumstances,.is highly·prized bythe fish, is lookedupon with a great deal of indifference when salted.ow, there are spe~ial mnethodis of preserving the fish or bait by some ciemical preparation, which preserves
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the fish without givinq tie saline taste. There aïe preparations by means of which oysters or clams or
fish can be kept in solutions for six months without getting any appreciable taste, and without involving
the slightest degrce of deterioration or destruction. One process submitted to the group of judges of
whom I was chajinnan, was exhibited by an experimenter who placed a great jar of oysters in our room
prepared in that way. I think about the 1st of August those were placed in our room,
and they were kept there until the middle of September, for six weeks, during the hottest portion of
the Centennial Summer, and that was bot enough. At the end of that time we mustered up courage
to pass judgnent upon. this preparation, and we tasted these oysters and could not find them affected.
We would have preferred absolutely fresh oysters, but there w«as nothing repugnant to the sensibilities,
and I believe we consumed the entire jar. And we gave the exhibitor without any question an award
for an admirable new inethod. That inan is now using that process on a very large scale in New
York for the preservation of fish of all hinds, and he claims he can keep them any length of time and
allow thein to be used as fresh fish quite easily. I don't suppose any fisherman ever thought of using
any preservative except salt.

"Q. Wcil, there is a newer method of preservation, is there not ?-A. There is .a better method
than using ice. The mcthod described by the Noauk witness by using wbat is equivalent to snow,
allows the water to run off or to be sucked up as by a sponge. The mass being porous prevents the
fish from becoming musty. But the coning methods of preserving bait are what is called the clry air
*process and the hard freezing process. In the dry air process you have your ice in large solid cakes in
the upper part of the refrigerator and your substance to be preserved in the bottom.* By a particular
mode of adjusting the connection between the upper chamuber and the lower there is a constant circu-
lation of air by means of which all the moisture of the air is continually being condensed on the ice,
leaving that '«hii envelops the bait or fish perfectly dry. Fisi or other aunimal substance will
keep alnost indefinitely in perfectly dry air about 40 degrees or 45 degrees, which can be attained
very readily by ineans of this dry air apparatus. I had an instance of that in the case of a
refrigerator filled with peaches, grapes, salmon, a leg of inutton and some beefsteaks, with a great
variety of other substances. At the end of four months in inidsummer, in the Agricultural Building,
these were in a perfectly sound and prepossessing condition. No one would have hesitated one
moment to eat the beefsteaks, and one might be very glad of the chance at times to have them cooked.
This refrigerator has been used between San Francisco and New York, and between Chicago and New
York, vhere the trip bas occupied a week or ten days, and they are now used on a very large scale,
tons upon tons of grapes and pears being sent from San Francisco by this means. I had a cargo of
fisi eggs brought froin California to Chicago in a perfect condition. Another method is the liard frozen
process. You use a freezing mixture of salt and ice powdered fine, this mixture producing a tempera-
ture of 20 degrees above zero which can be kept up just as long as the occasion requires by keeping
up the supply of ice and salt.

"Q. How big is the refrigerator ?-A. There is no limit to the size that may be used. They are
made of enormous size for the purpose of preserving salmon, and in New York they keep all kinds of
fish.

" Q. Now, to coine to a practical question, is this a mere matter of theory or of possible use. For
instance, could this method be adapted to the preservation of bait for three or four months, if necessary ?-
A. The only question of course is as to the extent. There is no question at all that bait of any kind can
be kept indclinitely by that process. I do not think there would be the slightest difficulty in building
a refrigerator on auy ordinary fishing vessel, cod or halibut, or other fishing vessel, that should keep
wvith perfect case all the bait necessary for a long voyage. I have made some inquiries as to the
amount of ice, and I am informed by Mr. Blackford of New York, who is one of the largest operators
of this mode, that to keep a room ten feet each way, or 1,000 cubie feet at a temperature of
20 degrees above zero, would require about 2,000 pounds of ice, and two bushels of salt per week.
With that he thinks it could be donc without any difficulty. Well, an ordinary vessel would require
about seventy-five barrels of bait, an ordinary trawling vessel. That would occupy a bulk something
less than 600 feet, so that probably four and a half tons of ice a month would keep that fish. And it
must be remembered that his estimate was for keeping fish in midsununer, in New York. The fishing
vessels would require a smaller expenditure of ice as these vessels would be surrounded by a colder
temperature. A stock of ten to twenty tons -would in all probability b anply sufficient both to
replace the waste by melting, and to preserve the bait.

"Q. Have you any doubt that some nethod like that wiil be put into immediate and successful use,
if there is sufficient call for it ?--A. I have no doubt the experiment will be tried within a twelve-
month. Another method of preserving is by drying. Squid, for instance, and clanis, and a great many
other kinds of bait can be dried without using any appreciable chemical, and can be readily softened in
water. I noticed lately in a Newfoundland paper a paragraph recommending that in view of the fact
that the squid are found there for a limited period of time the people should go into the industry of
drying squid for bait, so that it would always be available for the purpose of cod-fishing. I think the
suggestion is an excellent one, and I have no doubt it will be carried ont.

'Q. Now, what is the supply of bait for cod-fish on the American coast ?-A. Well, as the cod-fish
eats everything, there is a pretty abundant stock to call upon. Of course the bait fish are abundant,
the menhaden and herring. The only bait fish that is not found is the caplin. The herring is very
abundant on the American coast, and the alewives enormously abundant. Squid are very abundant of
two or three species, and, of course, clams of various inds. Then we have one shellfish that wé
possçss. It is never used here, althougi it is very abundant, but it is almost exclusively the bait fer
trawling on the coast of Great Britain. This shell is known as the whelk or winkle.

"Q. Fron all you have learned, have you any doubt that, supposing the fishermen of the United
States were precluded from using any bait except wbat could be 'got upon their own coast; they
could obtain a sufficient supply there ?-A. Well, unless the American fishery should b expanded to
very enormous limits, far in excess cf what it is now, I can't see that there would be any difLiculty.»
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That'is, of course, 'not very.mate-ial, because ýit only goes ta the point thatwe-are
not depeadent upon catching bait within three miles of the British coast; anywhere. We
have ways of using salt bait, and the use of all these scientific methods of preserving bait,
which will, nu doubt, be reserted to and experimentéd 'upofl; and ve may ,be quite
certain that they~ will, sinýskilful hands, succeed.. Nothing .further tupon that pdint need
be considered by your Honours.

I now call your' attention to mackerel. It is a word that -we have heard before.
It'is a word that we'chavò becone familiar-vith, and one which I hope veshall not vie
with disgust or distaste for its frequency when we shall have left this hospitable coast,.
and scattered ourselves to our far distant homes.

The mackerel, may it please yoi-'Honours, is a deep-sea fish. H- does not iurk
about anybody's premises. He does not live close in to the shore. He is a fish to whose
existence and to whose movements-a mysterious importance is'iattached. A certain
season of the vear he is not to be seen, and at other times'mackerel are so thick
11pon- the %vaters, 'that, as one of the most moderat. of :the British witnessess said,
you miglit walk upon them with snow-shoes, I believe it was 'froin East Pàint ote
Norti Cape. I do not knov that I have got the geography quite right, but it is
omething like that.

'However, I'do not dobt :that the :number is extraordinary at times, and at
otheî' times they:are not to be seen. We do not know much about them. We know
they disappear froni- the watersof our whole coast, froin Labrador down to the extreme.
southerly·coast, and then at the early opening of the spring they reappear. in great
numbers. armies of tlem. They can no more be.counted than the sand of the sca, and are
aslittle likely to-be diminishedin number. ;They comefron the deep sea.or deep.mud,
and tbey reappear iithese, vast masses,.and for a few.months they spread themselves
all over.these seas. -A few of theim are caught, but very few in proportion to the whole
number, and then they recede again. Their, power of multiplication is very great
indeed. I forget what Professor !Baird told' us, but ,it is very great indeed.. Methods
have been taken to preserve -their spawn, ithat it may be secured against the peril of
destruction by-other fßsh, -and the perils of the sea. They are specially to be found upon
the banks of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Bradelle or Bradley Banks, the Orphan,
Miscou, Green, Fisherman's 'Bank, and off the coast of Prince Edward Island, and
especially,-more -than anywhere else, about the- Magdalen Islands.; rand in the autumn,
as they are passing down to their unknown homes, they. are to be found in great
numbers directly offthe western coast of Cape Breton, near the highlands opposite
Margaree Islands, and near Port Hood ; but -in, the main, they are to be found
ail over the deep sea of the Gulf of St. Law~rence. The Gulf of St. Lawrence
is fulil of ledges, banks, and eddies forrmed by meeting tides, .which Professor Hind
described te us, and there the -mackerel are especially gathered together. The
map dravn on the British side, in the British interest, shows .this enormous. field
forthe mackerel fisheries, -and though very few *comnparatively of the banks .and
ledges are put down, yet in looking over this. map,it seems as if it was a, sort
of -great directory, showing the a.bodes ;of the, mackerel, and also the courses that
the mackerel take in passing from- one -part of .this great .sea to~,another. There
is hardly a place where mackerel fishing grounds are not *marked eut khere, and
they are nearly all marked out at a considerable distance from. the; shore, all around
the Magdalen Islands, for, manymiles ;:and at akdistance. froi Prince Edward Ilsland,
and on the various banks, ledges, and shoals that are to be found, and it is there, as I
shall have the honour' to point eut te tohe Court iore particularly hereafter, that
they have always been caught in the largest quantities, and the best ef. them -by.
American fishermen. j

There are one or .two experienced witnesses froi Gloucester, who have dealt with
the .subject carefally, for their own interests,- not testifying for any particular purpose,
but having kept their books and accounts, and dealt with the mackei-el in thei ' own
business, whose words I would like .to recall to the attention of theC!ourt for afew
moments.

* Captain. Maddocks,; of Gloucester, on page 135 cf the. American e.vidence
testifies:as follows:-

"From my experience ny judgmnent leads me to tlink that our vessels would get fuil as.many,
if notore, bystaying outside of-the th1àee-mile range altogetlher. By.gong inshore4e»ogayaometimes
get (tspart of rckerel, but they are; then hable to go further into the harbours, ad lose a gooddeal of
time. ,Whereas if they .would fish further off they would-save a good deal of time I tliink that for
ten or twenty year backthe night have e'aught-well, somewhere froih a tedth orù.fifteeùth par tof
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the mackerelvwithin the three-rmile range. I don't know but they have. I don't think anything more
than a tenth part, certainly."

Joseph O. Proctor, of Gloucester, on page 196, says :-
"From the best of my judgment, the knowledge I have wbere My vessels have been, and conversa-

tion -witi the masters of the vessels, I believe that not one-eighth of the mackerel have been caught
within, I should say less, and I should. not say any inore. It is nearer a tenth than an eighth.

"Q. Do you. know where the bulk is caught ?-A. At the Magdalens, or between the Magdalens
and Cheticamup."

Captain Ezra Turner, of Gloucester, page 226, testifies-
"Q. Have you ever fisled off Prince Edward Island ?-A. Yes. I have fished all round the east

side wherever anybody fished.
"Q. Didl you fisi 'within three miles of the shore there ?-A. No. It is a rare thing that ever you

got mackerel witliin the three miles. Wien they come within three miles they rise in sciools, and we
never calculate to do much out of them, but from four to six and seven miles off is the common fishing
ground there."

The Commissioners vill recollect the testimony of Mr. Mlyrick, an American
mierchant, who had established himself on Prince Edward Island. The inshore fishery,
he said, is not suited to Aierican vessels. Our vessels arc large ; they are built at
a distance; thev are manned by sixteen or seventeen men; they cost a great deal; they
require large catches, and dealing with fish in large quantities; they deal at wholesale
altogether, and not at retail. Retailing would ruin them. Anything short oflarge catches,
large aniounts, would be their end, and compel all the merchants to give up the business,
or to take to b3oat fishing, which, of course, Gloucester or Massachus-etts, or New
England, or any part of the United States could not undertake to carry on here. It
lias been stated to the tribunal, by experienced men, as you cannot but remember, that
our fishermen object to going very near shore in the Gulif of St. Lawrence. There
arc perils of veather connected. with the coast which cannot be set aside by ridicule.
Gloucester is a town full of widows and orphans, whose husbands and parents have laid
iheir boues upon this coast, and upon its rocks and reefs, trusting too much to the
appearance of fine veather, as we all did last night, waking up this morning in a tenpest.
Gloucester lias tried to provide for these. bereft people,' by every fisliernian voluntarily
paying a snall percentage of his earnings to constitute a widows' and orphans' fund.
Even the tenpestuous Magdalen Islands are safer for vessels than are the inshore coasts
of those islands, where we are now permitted to fish; their harbours are poor, their
entrances are shallowed by sand-bars, which are shifting, which shift with every very
ligh vinid, and sometines with the season. They are well enough after you get inside
of them, but they are dangerous to enter, to persons inexperienced-daugerous to any
by night; and if a vessel is caught near the shore by a wind blowing inshore, against
which she cannot beat with sails, for none of them carry steam, then she is in immediate
peril. Thcy therefore give a wide berth to the inshore fisheries in the main. They
resort to them only occasionally. They are not useful for fishing with our seines. We
find that the purse seines are too deep, that they are cut by the ground, which is rocky ;
that it is impossible to shorten then without scaring the mackerel,: Ihich niust be taken
by seines run out a great distance, for thev are very quick of sight, and very suspicious
of mian ; and they soon find their way ont 6f the seines, unless they are laid a considerable
Oistance off.

We need not catch our mackerel bait any more than our cod bait, within the three-
mile limit. On the contrary, the best mac'kercl bait, in the world is the manhaden,
which we bring from New England. All admit that. The British witnesses say they
would use it, were it not that it is too costly. They have to buy it from American
vessels, and they betake themselves to an inferior kind of bait wlien they cannot afford
to buy the best bait froni us. And another result is that the Anericans have shown for
manv vears that what are called the shore mackerel-that is, those that are caught off
the coast of Massachusetts and several other of the New England States, are really
better than the bay mackerel. The evidence of that is the market prices they bring.
It is not a matter of opinion. We have not called as vitiesses persons who have only
tasted them, and might have prejudices or peculiar tastes, but we have shawn the market
value.

James H. Myrick, page 433, American evidence, in answer to the question-" For. a
few years past, which have sold for the highest price, nunber ones from the bay oi
nunber ones from the Ainerican shore ?" says, " Oh, their shore mackerel have beeii the
be'st quality of fish."
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Benjamin Maddocks, of Gloucester, page 134, says:-

" Q. Well, I take No. 1 then. How do those marked as No. 1 shore mackerel compare with those
marlked as No. 1 bay mackerel ?-A. Well, the bay mackerel, at least I should say the shore mackerel,
Las been a great deal better than the bay mackerel the last seven or eight years.

"Q. That is not simp1y an opinion, but the market prices are better? How much more do the
No. 1 shore mackerel bring than the No. 1 bay mackerel ?-A. Well, there has been 7 or 8 dollars
difference between them.. I have seen the time when the bay mackerel vas equal to our shore
mackerel It has not been for the last seven years."

It is also true, a matter of testimony and figures, that the American catch (the
catch upon the American shore) is very large, and has increased, and is attractinIg mnore
and more the attention of our people engaged in fishing, and it is only this year that
the shore fishiug proved to be unprofitable, and the confiding men who were led to send
their vessels to a considerable extent, thougli net very great, into the Gulf byreason
of the British advertisements scattered about Gloucester, have come away still more
disappointed than they had been by the shore fishing, because they had eniployed
more time and more capital than their catch compensated then for. There are some
statistics which I will read, taken from a prominent and trustworthy man, as to the
American catch. David W. Low, on page 358 of the Anerican evidence, states the
figures as follows:-

"1869. 194 'vessels-in gulf, average catch 109 barrels... ... 40,546 barrels.
151 ,. off shore ,, ,, 222 ,, ... ... 33,552
Mackerel caught by boats and some Eastern vessels

packed in Gloucester... ... ... ... 19,028

Mackerel inspected in Gloucester ... 93,126 »

1875. 58 vessels in gulf, average catch 191 barrels ... ... 11,078 barrels
117 ,, Am. shore ,, ,, 409 ,, ... ... 47,853

58,921
" The average catch is based on the average catch of 84 vessels from 17 firms in 1869; and 28

vessels in bay and 62 vessels off American shore from 20 firms in 1875. These firms have done bettér
than the rest.'e

The statistics of John H. Pew and Sons, put in by Charles H. Pew, page 496,
for the last seven years, from ·1870 to 1876, inclusive, showthat the total, for that time,
of bay mackerel that their own vessels caught, anounted to 77,995 dol. 22 c.,: and the
shore mas-kerel for the same period vas 271,333 dol. 54 c.. Your Honours will recollect
the statistics put in, which it is not necessary for us to transfer to our briefs, showing'
the exact state of the market on the, subject of the proportion of American: fish caught
on the shores, and the:proportion caught in the bay.

We have introduced a large number of witnesses from Gloucester, and '1 think I
take nothing to myself in saying that the greater part of them-those who profess to be
engaged in the trade or business at alI-were men of eminént respectability, and corn-
mended themselves 'to the respect of the tribunal before vhich -they testified. You
were struck, no doubt, with the carefulness of their book-keeping.and the philosophical
system whici they devisedy'by means of 'which each man could ascertain whether he was
making or losing in different branches of his business, and as the skipper was often part-
owner, and usually many dealers managed for other 'persons, it became their duty to
ascertain what was the gain or .loss of each branch of their business.: They brought
forward and laid before you their statistics. - They surprised a good- many, and I:know
that-the coùnsel on the other side ianifested their surprise with some 'd ictnéss; but,
may it please the Court, when the, matter came to be examined into, it assumed a
different aspect. We made the counsel on the other side. this 'offer : We said toethem,
"there 'is time enough, there are weeks if yot wish: it, before yo are obliged to put in
your:rebuttal; we .will give you -al'the time -you -wish; send, anybody to .Gloucester
yo please' to examine the books of any merchànts in Gloucester engaged in the fishing
business, ad ascertain for.yourselves the state'of the bây and shore fishing as.it:app.ears
there.' You say that bay fishing is as profitable:as"the shore fishing; thatit hbs :made
a great and wealthy city-of Gloiicester, and you' assume that it is owing to-their liaving
had, for'the greater part- of' the time, a .right :to fish inshore.. Itwould seen, tofollo
from this rei soningthat whenever we lost the'right te' fishnshore, Gloucester miust.
hav'e i-eeded in 'its importhnce, and 'cme up againvith:the renewal of' the privilege of
iniiie fishi 7 Nôthing ocf that šort appears 'in . the-slightest degree. "But, they
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say, l the bav fishing must be of great importance, becanse of the prosperity of
Gloucester." "Now, tie people of Gloucester have no disposition to deny their prosperity,
but it is of a difflerent kind froin what has been represented. Gloucester is a place
altogether sui generis. I never saw a place like it. i think very few of your Honours
failed to forn an opinion that it was a place well deserving of study and consideration.
There is not a rich idle man, apparently, in the town of Gloucester. The business of
Gloucester cannet he carried on, as mercantile business often is, by men who invest
their capital in the business. and leave it in fhe hands of other people to manage. IV
cannot be carried on, as nuch of the mercantile business of the world is cairied on, in
a leisurely way by those who have arrived at sonething like wealth, who visit their
counting-rooms at 10 o'clock in the morning and stay a few hours, then go away to the
club, return to their counting-rooms for a short tine, and then drive out in the enticing
drives in the vicinity, and their daN's vork is over. It cannot he carried on as my
friends in New Bedfbrd used to carry on flic whale fisherv, where the gentlemen were
at their counting-roois a few months in the year, and when the off season came they
were at Washington. Saratoga, or w'herever else they saw fit to go. And yet they were
prosperous. No. the Gloucester tradesmen are hard-working men, and they gain their
wealth and prosperity on the ternis of heing hard-working men. The Gloucester
merchants, if you see fit to call them so-they arc not particular about their title, but
are content toe "fish dealers"-are men who go to their counting-rooms early
and stay late. If they go up to Boston on business, they take a very carly train,
breakfast before daylight, and return in season to do a day's work, though Boston is
twenty-five or thirty illes distant; and w-hen their vessels come in they are down upon
the wharves, they stand by the large barges and they cull the mackerec1 with their own
bands; they count them eut with their own bands; tliey turn them with their own
hands into the barrels, and cooper them and scuttle the barrels, and put in the brine
and pickle the fish, and roll them into the proper places; and when they have a moment's
leisure, they will go to their counting-rooms and carry on their correspondence, by
telegraph and otherwise, with all parts of the United States, and Icarn the value of
these nackerel. They are ready to sel] them to the buyers, who are another class of
persons, or they are ready to keep and sell. thema in the larger market of Boston. By
their patient industry, by their simple liard days' w'orks, they have made Gloucester an
important place, but tley have not added much to the mackerel fishery of the United
States. Gloucester bas grown at the expense of every other fishing town in New England.
We have laid before your Honours, through Mr. Low, 1 think it was, or through
Mr. Babson, the statistics of the entire fhlling-off of ail the fishing towns of New
England. Where are Plymouth, Barnstaple, w here Marblehead, which was known
the world over as a fishing town ? There are no more fishing-vessels there. The
people have all gone into the business of making shoes and other donestic manu-
factures. So with Beverly, so with Manchester, so 1 with Nevburyport, and so with the
entire State of Maine, with the exception of a very few vessels on the coast. Two or
three of the last witnesses gave us a most melancholy account of the entire falling-off of
fisling in Castine, Bucksport, and ail up and down that Penobscot bay and:river, so' that
there is hardly any fishing left. When they were fishing towns, people employedtheir
industry in it. Their harbours were enlivened by the coming and going of fishing-
schooners, and now there is an occasional weekly steamer or an occasional vessel there
owned.h ut doing ail its business in Boston or New York. But. the fishing business.of all
the towns of New England, except the cod: fishery of Provincetown. and of the tow-ns
near, has concentrated in Gloucester. It seems to bea law that certain. kinds of
business, though carried on sparsely at periods, must be eventually concentrated. Wlen
thev are concentrated, they cannot be profitably- carried on anywhere else. The, result
is. that the nmackerel fishery and cod fishery, with the exception, of the remote points of
Cape. Cod, have concentrated in Gloucester. There is the capital, there is the skill,
there are the marine railways, there is that fishing insurance company, which they have
devised from their own skill and experience, by which they insure themselves cheaper
than any people in the world ever did insure themselves against marine risks, so -nuch
so that mercliants of Gloucester have told us that if they had to pay theýrates that are
paid in stock companies, the fishing business could not be carried on by -merchants who
own their ships; the difference would be-enough -to turn the scale., :Nov it appears to
be, flic fact-i will not trouble your Honours by going over the .testimony to which
every Gloucester man swore-it turns out. to be the fact that the prosperity of Gloucester,
while it bas additional resources in, its, granite and as a sea-bathing: place, lias been
oving mostly to the prudence -and sagacity, the frugality and laboriousness of the men
h'-ought up as fisherien, who turn theniscves into fish-dealers in middle life, andcairy
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their experience into it; and it is only on those terms that Gloucester bas become whatit
is. An attempt was made at Salem, under the best auspices, to carry on this business
with the best Gloucester fishermen and most experienced men concerned in it, by a joint'
stock company ; but in the matter of deep-sea fishing, " the Everlasting " seems to have
"fixed his canon" against its prosperity, except upon the terms of frugality and.
laborionsness. It never has succeeded otherwise, and scarce on those terms, except 1it
be vith the aid of bounties from the Government.

Now, we say that the whole bay-fishing for mackerel is madce prosperous simply on
those terms ; that it is no Treaty gift that has created it, but it is the skill and industry
of the fishermen, thc capital invested by the owners, and the patient, constant labour,
anPd skill of the owners in dealing with their fish, after they are thrown upon their hands
on the wharf, and they have paid their fishermen, that lias given to it any value in the
market. I do not think it is wortli while to speculate upon the question whether fish in
the water have any money value. I can conceive tlat fish in a pond and that fish that
cling to the shore, that have a habitat, a domicile, like shell-fish, have an. actualvalue.
They are sure to be found. It is nothing more than the application of mechanical
means that brings them into your hands. But certainly it is true that the value of the free-
swinming fish of the ocean, pursued by the deep-sea fishermen, with line or with net,
must be rather metaphysical than actual. To pursue them requires an investment of
capital; it requires risk and large insurance; it requires skill, and it requires patient
labour ; and when the fish is landed upon the deck, his value there, which is' to be
counted in cents rather than in dollars, is the result of all these things combined; and if
any mancan tell me what proportion of those cents or dollars which that fish is vorth
on the deck of the vessel is owing to the fact that the fishermen had a right to try for
him, I think he will have solved a problem little: short of squaring the circle, and his
name ought to go down to posterity. No political economist can do it. I will lot say
that the fish in the deep sea is worth nothing ; but, at all events. the right to attempt to
catch it is but a liberty, and the result depends upon the man.

If there can be: no other fishery than the one which you have the privilege of
resorting to, then it may be of great value to you to- have that privilege. If there.be
but one moor where ho can shoot, the person who is shooting for money, to sell the
game that le takes, may be willing to pay a high price for the privilege. But recollect
that the fishing for the free-swimming fish is over the whole ocean. The power of
extending it a little nearer shore may be of some value-I do not say that it is not- but
it strikes my mind as an absurd exaggeration, and as an utter fallacy, to attempt to
reason from the market value of the fish there caught to the money value of the privi:
lege so extended. The fish are worth, I will say, 12 dollars a barrel, but what does
that represent when thé American merchants, Hall and Myrick, both tell us that the
value. on the wharf at Prince Edward Island is about 3 dol. 75 c. a barrel? Well,
suppose the mackerel to be worth 3 dol. 75 c. a barrel on the wharf in Prince Edward
Island, what does that represent? Is that a thing which the United States is to pay
Great Britain for? Has Gieat Britain sold us a barrel of pickled mackerel on the wharf?
Bas anybody done it? I think not. That represents the result of capital and of many
branches of-hlibour, Then, if you ask,' "What is the worth to Mr. Hall or Mr.. Myrick
of the mackerel on the deck of the vessel ?" I say it is next to nothing. ThefisiMill
perish if he is nottaken care of. Skill is to be used upon him then; what costs money
is to be usedupon him, ice and pickle, and le is to be preserved. All this to the end
that he- may eventually, after a great deal of 'labour, skill; and capital, be- sent to the
market.. But recollect that the vessel from whose deck he was caught cost 8,000 dollars.
Recollect that the men Iwho maintain that crew and feed' thein, and enable them- 'to
clothe themselves and follow that pursuit, are paying ont large sums of money.
Recollect that the fisherman who catches thé fish has, as the result of many years' labour,
vhich may be called an' investment, Learned how to catch him; and it is by the.com-

bination of al-these causes that at last the fish is landed. Now, in my judgment; itis
pureIy fallacious to attempt'to draw any inference fromt the market value of the fish to
theright to extend your- pursuit of those animals nearer the coast than before, or to the
m arket value of any right to fish over a certain portion of the ocean, when all other
oceans are openu to you; and all other fisheries.

-Y r Honours, of course, recollect that the mackerel fishery, taken at its- best-I
don't confine nyself' to -the inshore fishery-I mean the mackerel fishery of the bay
and thei gulf, at its best, -the whole of i is of a greatly decreasing and .precarious
value. I speak only of the salted :mackerel thatis -sent into the United States.. The
hke fish are fast becoming a substitute for' salt mackerel. I .will, call your- Honours'
attention to two- or three rather' striking proofs-which were- not read previously
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by Judge Foster. Sylvanus Smith, of Gloucester, on page 336 of the American
evidence, is asked:

"Q. What causes have been in existence interfering with the sale of salt mackerel during the
past few years ?-A. I think there have been several causes. One is the facility of carrying our fresh
fisli into distant parts of the country. That has materially interfered with it. Then there is the lake
lerring ; during the muontlis of Novenber and December until May they are very plenty. They are
nlow used in very large quantities all throughout the West.

" Q: What are lake herring ?-A. A species of white fish, only sialler.
"Q. What do tlhey sell for per barrel ?-A. This party I referred to, speaking of bis trade, said

thiat last year lie used 30,000 packages. A package is a half barre].
"Q. low are tiese put up ?-A. Pickled. And lie told me they sold at 2 dollars a package.
" Q. You say they have interfered with the constancy of the demand ?-A. I think during thé

imontihs we used to depend very largely on the consuaption of our mackerel, the lake herring has been
one great cunse for the decline during these months in the value of inackerel."

On page 46S Professor Baird testifies as follows:
" Q. «Have you any statistics respecting the [lake fishery for the years 1870 and 1877 ?-A I have

oinly partial statistics for 1877. I published the statisties in detail in my report for 1872, and I an
now having statistics for 1877 collected, and will lave themi I suppose by the end of the season.

"Q. 1872 represents but faintly the present state of tbings. Can you tell us how it was in 1872 ?-
In 1872 the American production of fish in the great lakes was 32,250,000 lbs. That quantity of fish
was taken, but how much more I cannot say. Those were marketed in Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, and
many other stations.

"Q. Ioes that include the Canadian catch ?--A. I presume there is no Canadian catch in that
amount, Those are the figures as they were obtained by my agents, from the fishermen and dealers.

"Q. You obtained them froi the dealers in the large cities ?-A. Yes, and the fishermen at the
grounds. This year I have had every station on the American side of the lakes visited and canvassed.

" Q. You have steady communication iwith and reports fron the dealers ?-A. I have reports only
when I send specially after them, as I did in 1872, and am doing this year.

"Q. IIow far have you got in your inquiry for this ycar ?-A. I have only a partial return for
Chicago.

"MQ. What does tliat show ?-A. The total marketing of salted fisl in Ciicago up to the middle. of
October amounted to 100,000 half barrels, with about 20,000 lialf barrelà expected for the rest of the
season, or equal to 60,000 barrels of those fish for Chicago alone for the present year. The corres.
ponding supply of barrels of fish in 1872 ivas 12,600 in Chicago, so that the Chicago trade ias
ncreased from 12,600 in 1872 to 60,000 in 1877, or almost five-fold-4 8-10. The total catch of fish

in the lakes in 1872 vas 32,250,000 pounds. If the total catch has increased in the same ratio as
that market has done at Chicago, it will give 156,000,000 pounds of fish takcen on the American side of
the lakes for tel present year."

Then there are other fresh fish that are taking the place of the salt mackerel. The
question is not between British mackerel and Anericanî mackerel, but it is between
mackerel and every hing else that can be eaten; because, if mackerel rise in market
price, and in the cost of' catching,.people wvill betake thenselves to other articles of food.
There is no iecessitv for their eating nlackerel. The mackerel lives in the market
only uipon the terms that it can be cheaply furnished. This tribunal will recollect that
interesting witiess, Mr. Ashby, from Noank, Ct., hov enthusiastic he was ovei the
large halibut that ie caught ; how bis eyes geaned, and bis countenanlce ligh tened,
vhen he told vour Honours the weiglht of that halibut, the sensation produced in Fulton

Market whntlie broughit him there, anci the very homcly, but really lucid vay in which
lie .described the superior manner by which they were able to preserve those fish in ice,
and the w'ay they vere brought into market and how the whole horizon was dotted with
vessels fishing for halibut, and other fresh fish there, with which to supply the great and
increasing demand in the New York market. There is also the testimony of Professor
Baird, who speaks of various kinds of lish. It is not worth while to enumérate therm all,
but lie speaks especially of a fish known as "mullet," on the southern coast. So long as
slavery existed, it is undoubtedly true that there vas very- little enterprise in, this
dircetion. It suffered like everything else but cotton, rice, and sugar, staples which
could bc ciivated casily by slave . labour. Almost every other formof agriculture,
almost all kinds of maritime labour, ceased. . The truth was, the slaves could noe be
trusted in boats. The boats would bc likely to head off from. South Carolina or Yirginia,
and not bu secn again. T he vessels that went to the ports of the Slave States were
Northern vessels owned and nanned by Northern people. Southern people .could not
carry on commerce with their slaves, nor Aishing wih th eir slaves. Slavery.being now
abolished, the fisieries of the Southern States are to bu developed. The negro vilI fish
for himself.. He ,will bave no motive for.,running away froni his own profits. The
result lias been that this muIIlet bas cone into vry considerable importance. ; Professor
Baird has his statisties coicerning it, and he bas certainly a very strong opinin that
that fish is in danger of excliding salred nwackercl from the Souiern mar'kets (indeed,
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it.is almost excluded now), and that it will work its way up to the Northern markets.
Some of the Southern people think very highly of it, as the best kind of fish, think it'ias.
not its superior in the ocean; but, supposing that to be local exaggeration and patriotih
enthusiasm, yet certainly i t is a useful and, valuable fish, and the demand for it is rapidly
increasing. Professor Baird says, on page 460, that 1,000,000 barrels of inullet could,
be furnished annually from the south shore off Chesapeake Bay to the southi end "fd
Florida, if they were called for.

"Q. How far has the mullet cone into the market, now ?-A. The nullet does not come into the
Northern market at all, but in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, it fills the markets at the
present time, excluding other kinds of imported fish.. In former years there was a great denand for
herring and mackerel, but the iullet is supplying the markets, because they are sold fresier and
supplied at a much lower price, and they are considered by the Southern people a mucli superior
article of food.

"Q. Is it preferred to nackerel as a salted fish ?-A. The persons familiar with mackerel and with
mullet from whiom I have made inquiries-I have never tasted salt mullet-give the preference to mullet.
It is a fatter, sweeter, nnd better fisi, and of rather larger size. They grade up to 90 to a barrel of 200
ponnds and go down to three quarters of a pound, and as a sait fish t fer
;.hom I;have inquired to the mullet.

'Q. Do you think the failure of the mackerel market in the Southern and South-western States is
largely attributable to the introduction of mullet ?-A. I cannot say that, but I imagine it- must have a
ver ciderinfuence.

"y Q. Caü the mullet be caught as easily as mackerel ?-A. More easily. It is entirely a shore fish,
and is taken with seines hauled up on the banks by men who have no capital,· but who are able to
command'a row boat with which to lay out their seines, and they. sometimes catch 100 barrels a day
per man, and sômetimes as many as 500 barrels have been taken at a single haul. The capital is onlythe
the boat, the seine, 100 or 200 yards long, the salt necessary for preserving the fish, and splitting boards
and barrels.

" Q. Can pounds be used ?-A. They have not been used, and I doubt whether they could be used.
Pounds are not available in the sandy regions of the south

Q. They are taken by seining ?--A. Yes, seines can be used. This work is entirely prosecuted
by natives of the coast, and about two-thirds of the coast population are employed in the, capture, of
those fish.

"Q. Then the business lias grown very auch ?-A. It lias grown very rapidly.
"Q. When was it first known to you as a fish for the market ?-A. I never knew anything aboût it

until 1872.
" Q. Then it lias been known during only five years ?-A. I cannot say ; it has been known to me

that length'of time.
"Q. During that time the business has very iucli iucreased ?-A. I am so informed; I cannot speak

personally. Al my information of it is from reports made to me in replies to circulars issued ln 1872 and
1873. I have not issued a mullet circular since that time, when I issued a special. circular asking
information regarding the mullet.

"Q. Then it is your opinion that the mullet lias becomre, to some extent, and wil becone an
important source of food supply ?-A. It is destined, I suppose, to be a very formidable riyal and
competitor of the mackerel.: I know ùi 1872 a singlo county in -Norli Crolin pût ip 70,000 b r1,
of nullet, a single county out of five States covering the mulet region.

Your -Honours vill recollect, as astriking illustration of the truth of the power of
propagation, the statement ôf Profèssor Baird in regard to the River Potomnac, VherJ a
few black bass. some half dozen, were put into the river, andin the course of a few
years they vôte abunclait eotglho supply the market. Fish nlture' as become a
very imporànt màtter,'aind, wvhat we call lu New England onr "ponds,"smiall lakes
and rivers, ategnarded and 'protccted, an every dam bdilt across 'any river vhere
anadromous, or 1pvard-going fisi, are to be found; has always a way for their aseent
and desceit; so thateverything is done to increase the quantity kind, and value of ail
that sort of lishr making the saîted mâackrel less important to thé people, and in the
market. I

Thren the improved niethods of preserving fish lre astonishing. I think the ofidcel e
on that point vas rincipaily from Professor Baird, who has described to ns the various
methods by vhich fish, as well'as bait, may bie preserved. He told us thatfior moiths,
during the hottest part of the 'Exhibitioin seasn at' Philadelphia, during- our CentennialYear~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tennial,[etý " éiélyear, fishr wvere 'kept by these improved cheinical methods of drying and methods of
freezing, so that after monthis, the Commissioner ate the ' fisi, ai found thei very good
eating., There wuas no objection whatver -to them;although, of course, tliey were fnot
quite as good as when they wei-' entirely fresh. So that ail science seems to be
working in favour of distribution, instead of limitatiou, of what ls vaiable for
human- consumption; and thé longer wè live, and the môre science advances, the Iess
can any one nation say' to the fishermien of another,--Thus- far' and no farther ! -W
turn upon such an: attep t o nce, and say, "Verywell; if you choose to establish
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your lie of exchision, do it. If you choose to throw all open, do so. We prefer the
latter, as the generous, the more peacefal and safe method for both parties. If you
prefer the former, take the expense of it, take the risk-of it, take' the ignominy of it;
If you give it up, and it costs you anything to do so, we will pay you what it is worth
to us."

I certainly hope that after our offer to open the books of anymerchantin Gloucester,
or any number of merchants, to the other side, it will not be said that we have selected
our witnesses. The witnesses that we brouglit here, both fishermen and owners,.said
that the bay fisliery was dying ont. They show it by their own statistics, and the
statistics of the town of Gloucester show how few vessels are now engaged in the-bay
fishery; that they are confining their attention to the cod-fishing and shore fishing, with
weirs, nets, pounds, and seines.

We did not bring the bankrupt fish dealers from Gloucester, the men who have lost
by attempting to carry on these bay fisheries, as we might have done. We did not
bring those who had fonnd all fishing unprofitable, and had moved away from Gloucester,
and tried their hand upon other kinds of business. We brought, on the other band,
the most prosperous men in Gloucester. We brought those men who lad made ýthe
most out of the fisheries, the men who had grown richest upon them, and we exhibited
their books; and as we could not bring up all the account books of Gloucester to this
tribunal, we besought the other side to go down, or send down a Commission and
examine them for themselves. We did not ask thein to examine the books of the men
who had become insolvent in the business, but the books of tiose who had been
prosperous in the business; and after that, I think we have a right to say that we have
turned Gloucester inside out before this tribunal, with the resuit of showing that the
bay fishing has gradually and steadily diminished, that the inshore fishcry is unprofit-
able, that the bay fishery has been made a means of support only to the mostskilfal,
and by those laborions and frugal methods which I have before described to this
tribunal.

At this point Mr. Dana suspended his argument, and the Commission adjourned
until Saturday at noon.

Saturday, November 10, 1877.
The Commission met at 12 o'clock, and Mr. Dana continued his argument.

May it please your Excellency and your Hlonours:
We are met to-day, the seventieth of our session, to hear 'what may be said:by-me

in behalf of the United States, closing the argument in our favour-a post .which by the
kindness and partiality of my associates has been assigned to me. Whife without, «àl is
cheerless and wintry, we have within the bright beams of friendly, and, if. not sympa-
thizing, at least, imterested countenances. I feel imost painfully that, having the last word
to say for mv country, I may omit sonething that I ought to have said; or perhaps,
which .is quite as bad, that I may say more or other than I might well have said. Yet
the duty is to be perfbrmed.

I have no instructions from my country, gentlemen of the Commission, and no expecta-
tion from its Governinent, that I will attempt to depreciate the value of anything that
we receive. We are not to go away like the buyer in the Scriptures, saying, IIt is
nought ; it is nouglit ;" but we have referred to a Commission, which wiil stand neutral
and impartial, to determine for us; and no proclamations of opinion, however loud, will
have any effect upon that Commission. My country stands ready to pay anything that
this Commis3ion may say it ouglit to pay, as I have no doubt Great Britain stands con-
tent, if you shall be obliged to say, what we think in our own judgment you should say,
that you cannot sec in this extension, along the fringes of a great garment, of our riglit
to fish over portions of this region, anything which equals tic, money value that.the
British Dominion and Provinces certainly receive from an obligation on our part to lay
no duties whatever upon their importations of fish and fisi-oil. .But vhile we are fnot
here to depreciate anything, it is our duty to sec to it that no extravagant demands shall
pass unchallenged, to meet evidence with evidence, and argument with argumeht, fairly
before a tribunal competent and able. We do. not mean that our side shall suffer at
all from too great depreciation of the evidence and arguments of the counsel for the
Crown, as we feel quite sure that the cause, of the Crown has suffered from the
extravagant demands with which its case has been opened, and the extravagant and
promuiscuous kind of evidence, of ail sorts of damages, losses, and injuries, vhich it saw
fit to gather and bring before this tribunal, froi the fisherman who thought that iis
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wife had been frightened, and his poultry yard robbed by a few American fishermen
ont. upon a lark, to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries of the Dominion, with his
innumèrable .lighthouses and buoys, and improved harbours. We are to meet
argument with argument, evidence with evidence, upon the single question submitted
and that is, as I have had the lhonour to state before, " Is there a money value in this exten-
sion of our right, or rather this withdrawal of the claim of exclusion on the:part of Great
Britain, greater tlian the value vhich Great Britain certainly receives from our guaranty
that wc will lay noduties wvhatever upon her fish and fish-oil?'

Now, may it please vour 'Excellency, the question is not whether 2 dollars a
barrel on mackerel, and 1 dollar a barrel on herring is prohibitory, because we had a
right, before making this Treaty, to lay duties that shiould be prohibitory, if those were
not. If 2 dollars were not, we could lay as much: as we pleased ; so that it would be
an imperfect consideration of this case, it has been all along an imperfect consideration
of this case, to ask the question whther 2 dollars a barrel is prohibitory, whether
2 dollars a barrel on mackerel or 1 dollar a barrel on herring cau be overcome by any
commercial method or enterprise of the Dominion and the Provinces. The question.has
been between the right to be secured against laying duties indefinitely, on the part of
the, United States, on the one hand, and this extension of the right of fishing a little
nearer to the shores, on the other. We could, if we saw fit, make a kind of self-
adjusting tariff, that whenever fish rose above a certain price, then the Dominion and
Canadian fish might be admitted, and otherwise not ; or ve could hold it in our hands,
and legislate from day to day as we saw fit. Before leaving this question of the money
value of the withdrawal of the claim of exclusion from a portion of this coast by Great
Britain, 1 must take the liberty to repeat to this Court, that I may be sure that it does
not escape their fullest attention, that the right to exclude us, independent of the;Treaty
of 1818, we do not, and never have acknowledged; and by tho Treaty of 1818we
arranged it as a compromise on a disputed question. That laim to exclude is contested,
difficult of interpretation, expensive, and dangerous. The geographical limit is not
easily determined; in respect to bays and harbours, it is entirely undetermined,:and
apparently must remain so, each case being a case a good deal sui generis; and the
meaning and' extent of the power and authority which goes with that geographical
extension beyond the shore, whatever it may be, is all the more uncertain and unde-
termined. Under the Treaty of 1818, my country certainly did agree that she would
not fish nor assert the claim 'to the right of fishing within three miles of a certain portion
of this great bay. Great Britain, by the Treaty of 1871, has withdrawn all claims to
exclude us from that portion; and we agreed that if there is any pecuniary value iii
that beyond the pecuniary value of what we yield, we stand ready to make the requisite
compensation. It is extremely difficult, certainly to my mmd, and I cannot but
think, from conversation and reading, that it must be to others, to determine tlie
pecuniary value of a mere faculty, as we may call'it, a faculty according to the Roman
law, a liberty, perhaps, of endeavouring to catch the free-swimming fish of the ocean.
What is its pecuniary value? How is it to be assessed and determined W hy it is
not to be assessed or determined by the amouit of efish actually caught. That may b
very small, or may be very large. The market value may. be raised or decreased by
accident; a var .may so eut us off from making use of the privilege, that we should
take nothing. It does not follow, therefore, that we are to pay nothing. Some cause
some accident, some mistake of judgnient' may send a very large fleet here, at a very
great expénse of men and money; we may make a very large catch, more than we cn
dispose of, but the pecuniary value of that catch is no test of the value of the liberty of
trying to catch the fish. Then, vhàt is the test? Is the use made, a test? Althoughi
at first glance ;it might seem that that wasý scarcely a test, yet I think that, on the
whole, in the long run, if ý you have a sufficientperiod of time to form a fairjudgment,
if your judgment is based upon thé u'se made by'persons whdioare acting for theii own
interests in a large market, then you may forn some judgment from the use actually -

made . This case has been likeued by the counsel for the Crown to one where an
individual hàs hired a farmn, and on the farm there is a house or dwelling, and h has
not used it. Of course he las to pay for, it, wlether lie uses it or not. It is at his
disposai; it belongs there'; it is fixed there, and lie may enter it when he' pleases, and it
is of no account wheéthr' he does use it or does not.- But if the question was, whether a
certain region of a city and the buildings theroon were of realvalue or not, and it was'
brought up as an argument against thei, that they ýwerenot wholesome'and' not
habitable, certainly the- fact that in the market;for~ a long period o? years, purchasers
or tenants could not b found, would be a very strong argumentagainst their value.
- Now; with ieference to, these fisheries, what' s the value' of the more faculty or
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liberty of going over these fishing grounds, and throwing overboard our costly bait,
-and embarking our industry, capital, and skill, in the attempt to catch the fish? We
venture to say that we have had many years of experience, and that there have been
long. periods of time -when those fisheries have been opened to us, aud they have been
closed for short periods of time; tbat from 1871 downto the present time we have also had
a fair test; andNvhen we show, by undisputed testimony, that the citizens of the United
States, during long periods of time, and as a result of long experience, have come to the
conclusion that they are not of sufficient value to warrant them, as merchants and as
men acting for their own interests, to make much use of them, I submit that we have
brought before the tribunal a perfectly fair argument, and a very valuable test; because
it is not what one man will do with one house ; it is not what one ship-master or one
ship-owner inay fancy about the inshore or the outshore fisheries; but it is a question
of what a large number of men, acting for thoir own interests, in a very large market,
fuill of coipetition, vill do. If, on inquiring into the state of that market, and the
conduct of such men, who cannot be governed by anv peculiar and special motive
bearing upon the case, we have produced a fair and influential consideration, we
claim that that is entitled to its fair weight. You might well say, perhaps, of a few
fishermen of Gloucester, that so deep was their hostility to the British. provinces, that
they wouild be willing to abstain from using these fisheries, just for the purpose- of
reducing the amount that this tribunal might find itself called. upon to adjudge. But,
if there should be one such man so endowed with disinterested malice, I am quite
certain that this tribunal will not believe so of the entire fishing community of buyers
and sellers, fishermen and merchants, acting for a series of years, in view of their own
interests. If, therefore, we have shown, as, we certainly have, that the use of this bay
fishery, as an entirety, the whole of it, deep-sea and inshore alike, has steadily diminished
in, market value, that our ship-owners are withdra wing their vessels from it, that fewer
and fewer are sent here every year, and that they have said, inan after man, that they
do. not value the extension of the territorial privilege, where that- extension is always
jushore, bringing them into more dangerous and less profitable regions-that being the
case, we ask your Honours to consider all this as fair proof of the slight value which
is actually put by business men, acting i their own interests, upon what has been
conceded to us.

Now, what is. this that bas been conceded to us, or rather, what is this claim of
exclusion froi which Great Britain bas agreed to withdraw herself during the period of
this T:reaty ? What is the privilege ? It is the privilege of trying to catch fish within
that liit. That is all it is. All attempt to measure it, by the value of the fish. in barrels
brouglit into the. United. States is perfectly futile and fallacious.. A barrel of fish salted
and coopered and standing on the, wharf in Gloucester represents sorething very
different from the value of a right to cross over a portion of the seas and attempt to
catch the fish. It represents capital; it represents the interest on a vessel. costing
8,000 dollars; it represents the interest upon the whole outlay of a permanent character,
and it represents the absolute. cost of ail the outlay which is of a perishable character-;
it represents the wages of skilled labour; it represents mercantile capacity.; and if you
,eliminate froi the value of the .nackerel standing upon the wharf .at Gloucester all
these elements, and. turn me back to the mere fact that there was some mackerel, more. or
less, thin, meagre, fat or heavy, as we. please, to be found by the diligent and skilful
mariner vithin that little fringe of this great garment, what do you show me at all by

vhich I can estimate- its value? And that is. the whole of it. Furthermore, if you
take, instead of that, the value of the mackerel as it stands upon the wharf at Prince
Edward Island., soon after i. is caught, 3 dol. 75 c.. that represents, again, the interest
on the cost of the shipý and all the outfit,. and all the labour, and. all the: skill,,. and all the
risk., Elimiinate them, and what have you left? You have nothing .left but the right
or liberty to do something w'ithin certain limits;, and that right is one any attempt to
exclude us, from which is, very dangerous, uncertain, and precarious.. .1. do not know
what. to liken it to. It certainly is not, to be conpared at all to a lease, because the
lessor furnishes everythiug, that the lease requires. Now, if in company ,with this
privilege, Great, Britain had furnished the fish, so that we should not have to employ
vessels,. or nen, or skill, or labour, or industry,, furnished .them to us on.. the wharf at
Prince Edward, Islaud,, then there might be some analogy between: that and a lease.
What is.it like ? Is itlike the value of a privilege to practise law? Not quite, because
there always will be. lawsuits, but it is, not sure that there always will be mackerel.
.Suitors,. ixritated men, may be ,meshed within the seine which, the privileged.lawyer may
cast out;. but it. does,not folow that the nackerel can, be.. On the contrary,they are
se shrewd ani soisharpthat out fishermen tell us that they cannot use a. seine within



their sight ; that they will escape from it. But the lawyer is so confident in the
eagerness of the client for a lawsuit, tlat, instead of concealing himself, and taking him
unawares, he advertises himself and has a sign of lis place of business. Suppose wve were
to compare it to the case of a'lawyer wlo had a general licence to practise law in.all parts,
of a great city, but, not. a monopoly. Everybody else had the same right; but lie vas
excluded from taking part in cases which should arise in a certain suburb of that city-
not the best, not the richest, not the most business-like-and which had lawyers 6f its
own living there, accustomed to the people, who asserted the right to conduct all plie
lawsuits that might arise in that district. .What would it be worth to a lawyer who had
the whole city for the field of labour-plenty to do, to have his righit extended into that
suburb ? What would it be wvorth if that suburb was an indefinable one, not bounded
by streets, but by some moral description, about which there would be an eternal
dispute,-and about which the lawycr might be in constant troublewith the policeman?
What would be its value ? Who can tell ? Or., a physician or merchant ? Suppose a
merchant is asked to pay for à licence to buy and sell, to keep a retailer's shop, everv-
body else has the same right'that he bas, and half the people are doing it without ýany
licence; but he is asked to pay for a licence. What is -it worth to him?. Whiy, not
much, at best.. But suppose that the licence was confined to the right to deal in New-
foundland herring? While everybody cise could deal with other fish, his licence
extended his trade to Newfoundland herring alone. Why, his answer vould be, " There
are plenty of lierring fron other places that I can deal with. There is a large catch in
the gulf; there is a large catch on the Labrador shore, and what is it worth to me, wVith
my hands full of business, to be able to extend it a little farther, and include the dealing
with this particular kind of fish.?

None of the analogies seemi to me to hold. Your Honours can do nothing ee than
first to look at the practical result in the hands of business men; and the result is thisý
to those who live upon the shore and can go out day after day and return at night,i
small boats, investing but little capital, going out wienever tliey see the mackerel, and
not otherwise, and coming back to finish a day's work upon their farms, to them it is
profitable; for almost all they do is profit; but to those who cone fron. a distance,
requiring a week or a fortnight to make the passage, in large vessels, which the nature
of the climate and of the seas requires should be large and strong and well manned, Who
have the deep sea before them, and innumerable banks and shoals, where tiey can fish
-to theni the right to fish a little nearer inshore is of very much less ,value. That is
the position of the American. The other is the position of the Englishman Auïd thä
fact that we have steadily withdrawn, more and more, from that branch of the busines,
is a proof that it is of little value.

Then, beyond that, I suppose, you must make some kind of estimate, for I am not
going to argue that the faculty is of no value. I suppose the right to, extend our fisheries
so far is of some value. I can find no fair test of it. But recollect, Mr. President and
Gentlemen, as I say again, that it is but,a faculty, which would be utterly useless in the
hands of some people. Why, it has been found utterly useless in the hands of the
inhabitants of this Dominion. What did they do with it until they .took to their day and
night boat-fishing? What has become of their fishing vessels? Gone,! The whole
inshore. and outshore fishery becane of no value to them, until they substitutd this boat-
fishing which we cannot enter into.,. Then ,having before- you this very abstract riglit
or faculty, obliged to disconnect from it everything except this, that it isan extension of
the field over which we had a right to work, you can get nothing, I think, uponwhich
yon eau cast a valuation. Nor is it strictly analogous to a field for labour,,because a.
field for labour la a specific thing. When you buy it you know what it will produce;
and if you sow certain seed, you w'ill get certain resuIts; and then having deducted tuie
value ot your labour, and skill, and industry, aud capital, and allowed yourself. iterest,
the residue, if any, is profit. That depends upon the nature of the soi with wlhich you
have bèen dealing. But nothing of that sort can ,be predicated of the free-swimming
fish. They, are here to-day and; there to-morrow; they.have no habitat; they are
nobody's property, and nobody can grant ,then.

I have dealt vith this subject as I said we re,to deal with it; not to depreciate.it
unreasonably, but to analyze it, and try ,to find out how we are to measure it. And
having analyzed it i this way-which I am .sure.is subject to no objection,.unless
carry it to an .extreme-the methods which .I;av e used in themselves are subject to o
objection, itcannot be strange -to your Honours.that the people of the United, States
said, through their Government, that in securing from Great Britain ,herwithdrawal-of
this .claimof exclusion from these thrce miles, we, .did. it, not for the ,commercialr or
intrinsic value of .the.right,.so nucias because ofs the peace and'-freedomi ,from.irritatiou
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which it secured to us. And that leads me to say what, perhaps, I should have other-
wise forgotten, that in estimating the value to the people of the United States of the
right to pursue their fisheries close to theshore in certain regions, yon are not to
estimate what we have gaiied in peace, in security from irritation, from seizures, and
from pursuit. Those are the acts and operations of the opposite party. It is the value
of the right to fish there alone that you are to consider. Why, if you pay to an organ-
grinder a shilling to go out of your street whien there is sickness in your house, it does nlot
follow that his music was worth that price. Nobody would think of considering that a
test of the value of his music, if a third person was appointed to determine what it was.
So, here; what we were willing to do to get rid of a nuisance, of irritation, of dangers of
war, of honest mistakes, and opportunities for pretended nistakes-what we were willing
to pay for all that is no proof of the price at which we set the mere liberty of being
there peacefully and in the exercise of a right.

The people of the United States can never look upon this exclusion, under the
Treaty of 1818, as anything more than a voluntary surrender on their part for a Treaty
purpose, over a certain limited region, of what they believed to be their right-their
right b'y virtue, as I had the honour to say to this tribunal yesterday, of the grants in
the Charters of Massachusetts and the other New England Provinces, of an unlimited
riglit to fish over all this region-a right which we won by our ownl blood and valour; the
whole privilege being contested between the French and English, all of which might
have become French, I do not think I an going too far in saying, had it not been for
the prowess and determination of New England. I reminded your Honours yesterday
of instances in which we had contributed to force out the French from this country, to
make it British, to make the seas British seas, and the fisheries British fisheries, in trust
for the Crown and for ourselves. I may add one case, more interesting and bearing
directly upon this Province, and that is, the final expulsion of the French, which was
carried out at Grand Pré and its neighbourhood ; and whatever of reproach may be cast
upon those who did it by the harp of the poet, or the pen of the philanthropist, 1 cannot
but remember that that reproach must be borne mainly by my own Massachusetts. For
it was Massachusetts troops and Massachusetts ships, under a Massachusetts commander,
that forced those people away from their shores. But the historian will not forget that,
whatever may have been the right or the wrong of that procceding, its result was that
it put an end for ever to the machinations of the French with the Indians against thé
peace and security of this Province, and the Province of Cape Breton, and left them and
their appurtenances wholly and entirely British.

Your flonours will be glad to know that I an now going to take up the last point
of importance in our case, and that is, the value of the free trade which this Treaty has
given to all the people of the Provinces. Recollect what that value is. It is true that
in 1871, when we made this Treaty, our duties were 2 dollars a barrel on mackerel
and 1 dollar a barrel on herring; but our right ývas to miake these duties whatever
we pleased-absolute exclusion if 2 dollars and 1 dollar did not exclude. We had
a right to legislate with a simple view to our own interests in that matter, and neithér
the Crown nor the Dominion could be heard on the floor of Congress. But we havé
bound our hands, ve have pledged ourselves that we vill put no duties on any of their
fish of any kind-fresh or cured, salted or otherwise--or their fish-oil. They may, so
long as the Treaty lasts, be imported into any part of the United States without any
incumbrance or duty whatever. Now, that the United States is the chief market for
the mackerel of these Provinces I suppose it cannot be necessary for me to refer to any
evidence to remind your Honours. We have lad before us the merchants who deal
most largely in Prince Edward Island, Mr. Hall and Mr. Myrick, and we have had two
or three or more merchants of Halifax, Wvho did not couie here for the purpose of
testifying against their own country and in favour of the United States; aind from all
this evidence it appears conclusively that, with the exception of sone inferior mackerel,
ill-pressed or ill-cured, and [not much the worse for heat, that may be sent'to thé West
Indies to bc consumed by slaves, the entire product goes to the United States.. There
is no market for it in Canada proper; and the merchants here, the dealers in fish; lié
awaiting the telegraphic signal from Boston or New York to send there whatever
of best mackerel there is, now that they are free froi duty, which is saved to them. I
therefore think I may safely pass over the- testimony introduced to provë that the United
States is the great. market. Some statistics were prepared to show that a duty 'of
2 dollars a barrel was prohibitory. In my view, it is quite immaterial. I cannot see.how
it is material, because, having the power te lay any duties we pleased, we have agreed
to lay none; and the benefit to Great Britain, to these Provinces, and te this Dominion,
is the obtaining of a pledge not te put on any duty, high or low, from a peeßle rho hàd
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the right to exclude the fishl utterly, or to make their utter exclusion or their admission
dependent upon our sense of our own interests from day to day. Why, until recently,
the Corn Laws of England were based upon this principle, that they should exclade all
foreign corn (as it is called in old mother English), all foreign "wheat," so long as
England could supply the market, and .whenever England failed to fully supply the
market, then the foreign corn.was gradually let in according as the market price rose.
We might do that; we might do what we pleased; but we have tied our hands and

agreed to do nothing.
The evidence presented by my learned friend Judge Foster, and by My learned

friend Mr. Trescot, to show that 2 dollars a barrel was prohibitory, on the testimony
of these gentlemen from Prince Edward Island, and from the leading dealers in Province-
town and in Gloucester, was certainly abundantly sufficient. I think those gentlemen
from Prince Edward Island said that if those duties were reimposed they should retire
from the business. Mr. James H. Myrick (p. 432) in ahswer to the question "I under-
stand you to say that if the duty on mackerel was reimposed in the United States your
firm would, except for a small portion of the season, give up the mackerel business and
turn to something else ?" said, "That is my opinion, decidedly."

Mr. Isaac C. Hall (p. 485) says:-

"'Q. Now, you take No. 3 mackerel, what would be the effect of a duty of 2 dollars a barrel in
tie 'United States' markets ?-A. We could not catch them and ship them there unless there was a
great scarcity there, as happens this season.

" Q. Practically what would become of your business of catching mackerel if the duty of 2 dollars
a barrel were reimposed ?-A. Well, when a man runs his head against a post he must get around the
best way lie can.

"Q. You are satisfied you could not add the duty to. the price of the mackerel in the United
States' market ?-A. No, it can't be done."

Then Mr. Pew, of Gloucester, testifies to the same effect; but I suppose there can
be no doubt, under this weight of testimony, that the money charge against Great Britain
is for the privilege of exemption froin prohibitory duties, whatever may be prohibitory,
whether it be 2 dollars or more.

Now, how was it, with this plain fact in view, that the learned counsel for the
Crown -were able to produce so many witnesses, and to consume so much time, in
showing that they did not, after all, lose much by 2 dollars a barrel duty ? Why, my
learned friends who have preceded me have exposed that very happily. 1 fear if I were
to say anything I should only detràct from the force of their argument; but 1 think it
is fair to say that it will rest on our ninds, after we have adjourned and separated, as a
most extraordinary proceeding, that so many men were found in varions parts of the
island, and from_ some parts of the mainland, who came up here and said that the. fact
that they paid a duty of 2 dollars on a barrel of mackerel before they sold it in the
States, which is their , only market, did not make any difference to them. They said it
did not make any difference. They did not say it made little difference, but they said
it did not make any ANow, if they had said: "We eau catch the fisi so much cheaper
because this is our home; wye can catch themu so much cheaper because we catch them in
cheap vessels, and witg cheap materials, close by wlhere we live, that we eau afford to
undersell, to some extent, the American fishermen; and therefore the 2 dollars a barrel is
not all to be counted to ,,our debit," that would be;intelligible. But these fishermen sud-
denly, by the magic wand of my learned friend the Premier of the island, and ny learned
friend who represents (I do not know in how high a position) the Province of New Bruns-
wick, were all turned into political economists. "Well, my friend," says the learned
counsel for Prince Edvard .Island, with that enticing smile which would have drawn an
affirmative answer from the flintiest heart-"My dear friend! about this 2 dollars a barrel
duty-does not that affect your profit in selling inBoston ?" "No," says the ready
witness.. "And why not ?" " Why, because the consumer pays te duty." Then thc next
witness, under perlaps' the sterner, but still equally effective discipline of the counsel
from New Brunswick, has the question put to him, and lie says "No;" and when be is
asked how this phenomenon is to be accounted for, he says too that " the consumer pays
the dut y;" until, at last, it became almost tedious to hear man after man, havingleart
by heart this cantalina "tthe consumer pays the duty," perfectly satisfied in their own
minds that they 'had ,spoken the , exact truth, say that it did not make any difference.
What school of politicians, what curse of public lectures, .what course of political
speaking, what course of newspaper writing, nmayhave ledto that general belief, or t
least expectation, of those fishermen who came .here as political economists, of course it
is not for,ïemeto say. But I have observed one thing, that even with my limited know-
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ledge of political economy, and under even my cross-ex imination, not, one of those
witnesses could explain vhat he meant by the phrase, " The consumer pays the
duty;" unor could he answer one question that went to test the truth of -the maxim,
"Suppose the duty had been 5 dollars a barrel, would it 'have been true that the
consumer paid the duty, and that it would not disturb you at all ?" Well, they
did not know but that, in that case, it might be a little different. "But the
principle would be the sane ?" No, they did not know how that would be. "Will
the demand continue at that price ?" That they did not know, but they assumed
it woukd. The truth was, as the Court must have seen, that they were simple, honest
men, who had a certain phrase which they had learned by heart, which they used without
any evil intent, which they supposed to be truc, and which, to their ininds, cleared the
matter ail up. They scened to think there was a certain law--they did not know what-
a law of nations, a law of political econony, by which it came to pass that, whenever
they brouglht a barrel of mackerel to Boston to sel], the purchaser vent kindly to the
Custom-house and paid the duties, and then, having paid the duties, was prepared to
deal with the owners of the fish on the same terms as if he had not doue so, buy the fish,
and pay them just what he would pay an American; and by some law, some inexorable
law, tle duties were paid by thbis man; and the duties having been. paid by.him, the
owners might go into the market to soll as low as anybody else. I think the question
was not put, but it might have been put to them: "Suppose the duty, instead of being
laid by the United States, had been laid by the Provinces. Suppose the Dominion, for
sone reason or other, had laid a tax of 2 dollars a barrel on the exportation of fish to
the United States ?" where would this political economist from Gaspe and from Shediac
have been then? Why, certainly he would have had to pay his 2 dollars a barrel
beforc his fish left the Provinces, and he would have landed in Boston with bis barrel of
mackerel, so far as the duties went, 2 dollars behind the American fisherman.

I suppose it to be the case, that the British subject can catch his fish and get them
to Boston cheaper than the American can. We have better vessels, we pay higher
wages, we must have larger, stronger vessels, to come here and go back, to and fro;
we cannot fish in boats; they can catch cheaper; and therefore, it is true that in fair,
open competition, they have an advantage. I give them that credit on this calculation,
and I hope your Honours will remember it when you come to consider what they have
gained by the right to introduce. their fish on free and equal terms with us. They are
persons who can catch cheaper and bring cheaper than our own people. However,
witbout reasoning the niatter out finely, we must. come to this result: that if the
Americans can supply the market at the rate of 12 dollers a barrel, and make a
reasonable profit, and the Canadian can furnish bis fish at -the rate of 11 dollars and
make a reasonable profit, and has 2 dollars duty to pay, he is 1 dollar behind, and so on.
This is an illustration. It must ordinarily be so. And the only time when it can be
otherwise, is when the American supply fails, and fish become very scarce. I am sure
that when 1 began the investigation of this case, I should have thought that it was in
the main true, that, as fish became scarce on the American coast, and from the American
fishermen in the bay everywhere, the British fishermen coming in there could, perhaps,
afford to pay the duty and still sell. But such is not the resuit. The figures have
shown it. That lias been proved. The difficulty is, that mackerel is not a necessity.
It is not British mackerel against American mackerel, but it is British salted mackerel
against every eatable thing in nature that a man will take to, rather than pay very
high prices. And it is truc t-bat fresh fish are more valuable and more desirable -than
salt fish ; that fresh fish are increasing in number ; that they are brought into market
in quantities, 10, 20, 100 per cent. larger than they ever were before, and thbat the
value of the salted mackerel is steadily and unifornily decreasing.

They brought men here also, who stâted, under the same influence, that they would
rather see the duties restored, and have the three-mile fishery exclusively to themselves,
than to have what they now have. But I observed thbat the question was always put
to them in one form: "Would you rather have the 2 dollar duty restored?" The
question was never asked them : "Would you rather go back to the stateof things when
the United States could put what duty upon your fish they might see dit, and preserve
your monopoly of the three miles ? No man would have answered that question in the
affirmative. I venture to say, may it please this learned tribunal, that no man of decent
intelligence and fair honesty could have answered any such question aflirmatively. And
t-bose who said they would rather go back to the same state of things testified -under a
greatideal of bias; they testified under a very strong interest on a subject right under their
eyes, which they felt daily, and which they-may have been made to feel by the urgency of
others. They did not suffer at all. It was not they who suifered from the attempt to
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exclude us. It was amusement to them, though it might have been death to some of
us.; and. they imagined tiat if they did not have the duty to pay, which they all based,
their answer upon, of course they would rather go back to free trade and exclusion, foi
i their minds it amounted to that. They lad not the duty to pay, althougli one was
laid, and of course, with no duty to pay, they would rather go back to that old state of
things, and have the exclusive right to fish within three miles. I think that illusion may,
be safely predicated of nearly all the witnesses brought upon the opposite side, by the
counsel for the Crown.

A good deal of time was taken up on each side in presenting extracts frôm the
speeches of politicians and parliamentarians, and mien in Congress, as to what was the
real value of free trade in fish, and the real value of the right to fish vithin three miles.
Some extracts iwere readby the learned counsel for the Crown from speeches made by'
certain members; of the American Congress, who had a point to carry, and some argu-
ments, m'uch stronger, were produced by us from members ofthe Dominion Government,
who also had a.point to carry. I do not attach the very highest importance to either of
them. I hope I am guilty of no disrespect to the potentates and powers that be in
saying that, because I have always observed that men in public life vho have points to
carry- will usually fmd arguments by which to, carry them, and that their position is.not
very different from that of counsel, not before this tribunal, but, counsel in court,. strictly
speaking,. who have, a point to: maintain, and who have a verdict to get, because, woe to
the statesman whose argument results in amajority of negatives, because he and his wholè
party, under the Dominion system, go out of power. It is not so with us. Our members
of Congress speak with. .less responsibility. They do not represent the Government in
the House, nor do they represent the Opposition in such a sense-that they are bound to
take charge of -the government the moment those i charge fail of retaining .phlic
approval. Our politicians, evenin Congress,, are a kind of," free-swimming fish. They
are rather more like a horse in a pasture than like those horses that are carrying the old
family coach behind them. They feel more at liberty. When we consider that the
Dominion Parliamentarians speak under this great responsibility, and meet an opposition
face to face, who speak under equal responsibilities, vhen we consider that fact, and the
number of thein, and the strength of their declarations, all to the effect that the
Provinces could not survive our duties any longer, and that in giving 'up to us the riglit
to fish within the three.miles, much was not surrendered; I think your Honours, without
reading it all over; or"comparing these arguments, argument' for argument iay say at
once that whatever weight is to be attached to them, far more weight is to be attached!
to the utterances of the British officers than to the few American politicians who may
have lifted upr their voices..on this subject ià their irresponsible way. Moreover--your
Honours cannot have forgotten it-the fishermen of Provincetown and Gloucester
remonstrated against this,.Treaty of 187l. They remonstratedý against it as hostile to theili'
interests.~ B'e it so. They were good judges of their interests. They stated thattaking
off the duties would make the fish cheap.. They thought' so ; and they did not consider'
that the riglit to'flsh'(and they were fishermer, and knew their business). vithin the three
miles was any compensation for that. And the remonstrance was made at 'the.tinie' and
it was, earnest., The menwent to Washington to, enforce it., While men dealing in fish
remonstrated against: this concession, the officers of the British Crown, who were
responsible, and whose constituelitswere fishermen and fish7owners,"along a certain line
of the Provinces, were contending earnestly for the Treaty as beneficial, absolutely; td
the Provinces.

Well', ihas' been said that they knew ail the time that there was money to be paid.
They knew no such. thing. They knew there might or might not be money to be paid,
because this Tribunal'does fnot sit here to determine only the quantum that theUnited
States shall pay, but first and foremost to determine whether anything shall be paid, and
as to that these officers of the British Crown could fnot pass any judgment. It
certainly has abuacdantly appeared in. this. -case' thiat the exportation. of lish into the
United States; and the value of the fish here, has risen and fallen. steadily, and almost
uniformly with the righ t of free' trade, or the obligation fo pay the duty. From
1854 to 1866,' when. there was free trade in fsh, and we had the right. to -fish
where we pleased, and they, had. free 'trade, and sent their. fish to e. American
markets, immediately their makerel ,fishery increased in value. Their boat-fishing,
instead of being a matter of daily supply for the neighbourhood, 'developed 'into a
large business. The boats were owned by merchants, large quantities were shipped
fron them, and the' business increased' twofold, threefold, tenfold, as one of their
own'ewitnesses Ias stated, stimulated by the free American markets. I an reminded
that the witness said it had increased an hundredfbld. Your- honours will prceive my
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moderation in all things. The witness to whom I refer is the fenlow-citizen of our friend
the Premier of the Island, Mr. John F. Campion, and I think he recognized him imme-
diately upon his appearance on the stand.

'"Q. You say that the number of boats and men engaged in the shore fishery have increased; has
the catch increased to any appreciable extent ?-A. It has increased in the same ratio as the boats.

Q. In quite the same ratio ?-A. Yes.
"Q. To what extent did you say the number of boats had increased-100 per cent ?-A. I would

say tiat this has been the case iwithin the last ten years."

" One hundred per cent.," says Mr. Canipion. froin Prince Edward Island. He
says this increase has taken place within the last ten years, but le does not undertake to
defnne how far that increase began before 1866, whether it continued in the interval
between 16I6 and 1871, and how far it was resurmed afterwards. But we find that five
years after the conclusion of the Washington Treaty, the boat-fishing had increased 100
per cent., and we know that it is the freedom of trade in fisi that has made the boat-
fishing of those islands, that has brought about their increase in size, which every witness
las testified to who lias been asked the question. I do not know whîether my lcarned
friends have asked the question or not, but we have asked it; and ithaving been testified
to by two residents there, Mr. Hall and Mr. Myrick, and the Government of Great
Britain having had ten days allowed them to bring rebutting testimony, brought none,
we may, therefore, consider that matter as settled, that their growth lias been largely in
boat-fishing, in the number of boats, the number of men employed, the quantity of the
catch, and the amount of capital invested, and that an examination will show that it is
to the freedom of trade in fish that they owe it entirely.

I will read a few words to your Honours from Mr. Hall's testimony, who has very
large experience, living, or if not living doing business, on the northern part of the bend
of Prince Edward Island:-

"Q. The boat fisheries of Prince Edward Island have increased and flourished very much for the
last few years ?-A. Yes, very much. They have good reasons for it.

' Q. Wliat reasons ?-A. A better class of fishermen. When ve first started business we had, of
course, to work with green hands. Like every other business, it bas to be learned, and men have to be
prepared for it. Then vhen the duties were put on the best fishermen left us and went aboard
American vessels. They could ship from the island or go to Gloucester and get good vessels and have
their fish go into the United States and sell for their whole value. We had no market and had inferior
men. Nov, since we have a free market, these men have been coming back. The character of the
men and their ability to fish have increased very much. So much so that I honestly think you cen
calculate the catch of the saine number of men now at 25 or 33 per cent. more than it was formerly.

" Q. To whbat do you attribute this greater supply of boat fishermen and better quality ?-A. These
men find they can fish here. This is their home in many cases. A great many get boats and find they
can do very well here now fishing, and they stock at home and fish from the shore.

"Q. Now, if the island were eut off from the United States' market wlat would become of this
boat-fishing, and wbat would become of the fishermen ?-A.. Well, these fishermen would probably go
back to their old business. I would not want to fish if I had to pay the duty on mackerel."-American
Evidnce, p. 483.

Then we have the testimony of Mr. James' R. McLean, of Souris, Prince Edward
Island, called by the other side, and coming from the strongest point in faveur of com-
pensation, that is, the bend of the Island:-

"We had to pay 2 dollars a barrel duty on the mackerel we sent to the United States, and the
men Nwould not stay in the island vessels when they saw that the Americans were allowed, to come and
fish side by side with the British vessels, and catch an equal share of fish ; of course this was the result.
The fishermen consequently went on the American vessels; our best men did so, and some of the best
fishermen and smartest captains among the Americans are from Prince Edward Island and Nova
Scotia."

There has been put into my hands vhat mnay be called an "account stated" on this
subj cet of the balance between what is gained by the Provinces by the removal of the
duties, and what we gain by the extension of our right to fish. The principle on which
it is made up is most unfavourable to us; I do not think it is a sound -one, but some
persons may. At all events, it is the most unfavourable to us.
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"l GRsr BErrAw, To UmED STATEs.
Debtor-

" To saving of duties on fish and. fish-oil for twelve years, averaged
from the returns of 1874,1875, and 1876 from Appendix (0)...

"Creditor-
"By value of mackerel caught within three miles of coast for

twelve years, at 3 dol. 75 c. pet barrel, allowing one-third to
have been taken. within three miles of the shore, and assuming
the catch for each year as equal to that given in the Port
Mulgrave returns for 1874 (63,078L bb1s.)

"Balance due United States .. ... ...

Dols. c.

4,340,700 00

946,177 50

3,394,522 50"

We were obliged to take Port Mulgrave returns for the year 1874, because, as your
Honours will recollect, nothing could extract the returns for 1875 and 1.876 from the
hands of the British counsel. No words of advice, no supplication, no bended knees,
nothing could get from them those returns, so favourable to the United States, and we
took the returns of 1874.

But, supposing it to be true that the exporter does not pay all the duties-of course
nobody believes that he pays nothing; but, give him the fairest possible chance, sup-
posing he pays one quarter, and the consumer pays three-quarters, the result then is,
that against the 946,177 dol. 50 c. credited to Great Britain, we put one-quarter of the
United States' duties remitted, 1,085,175 dollars, and it leaves a balance a 138,997 do];
50 c. in favour of the United States.

So tliat, bringing this matter as far as statisties can bring it, getting the value of
the fish in Prince Edward Island, irrespective of the labour put upon it afierwards,
assuming one-third of the fish to be caught within the three miles, and to be of equal
value with those caught outside, which certainly is not true ; and, supposing that, of the
-uty of 2 dollars a barrel, only one-quarter is paid by the exporter, still the balance
remains in favour of the United States. If, gentlemen of the Commission, such is to be
the mode of treating this subject, by taking values and balancing one against the other,
that is the result.

I do not suppose, myself, it is possible to arrive at any satisfactory result by any
such close use ofstatistics, on the other side or on ours. But a few general principles, a
few geineral rules for our guidance, certainly are to be found in all this testimony, and in
all this reasoning. You have the United States able to put on what duties it pleased.
You have its actual duties at 2 dollars per barrel, substantially prohibitory, which every-
body said vas prohibitory, except those deeply instructed political economisrs who came
here with the impression that some good friend paid the duties for them, to enable them
to get into market on equal terms with everyhody else. That -yon have with certainty.
Against that, you have the most speculative opinion in the world, and that is as to the
value to us of a franchise or a faculty, or a privilege, or a liberty, to pursue the free;
swimming fish of the ocean a little further than we ordinarily pursue him, with every vessel
of ours coming into competition with fishermen from boats, vho have every advantage
over us, and to ascertain the value of that franchise, privilege, faculty, or whatever
you may call it, irrespective of all the capital or industry that must be employed in its
exercise.

Will your Honours, before I take my seat, allow me to recapitulate, at the risk of
tediousness, so that there may finally be no misapprehension, the points upon vhich the
United States expects a favourable decision from this Tribunal? I mean, riot merely à'
decision in favour of peace, which we all hope for'; but, technically, I mean a decision of
this sort: that, having before you a matter of clear, money, and of the-absolute right to
lay duties without restriction, and a duty alvays laid of 2 dollars a barrel, from which
te Dominion is now protected, and free - admission to a market, which is their only
market, you cannot find in the value of this faculty or privilege-taken in its historic
view, taken with all its circumstances, its uncertainties, its expenses, the perils of exer-
cising it, and all-that you cannot find in that an amount of money value which equals
the money value which the Dominion certainly does receive.

Bringing it down, then, toa very few points, our position is this: We had,from the
beginning down to 1818, a right to fish aIl over this region, ýwithout any geographical
limitation; we held it as a common heritage with ail British subjects ; we helped to
conquer it, to bring it into the possession of Great, Britain ; we always regarded' it as
common. When we had the war of the Revoîntion, we put that and everything -els~at
stake.. I concede it. Tle war did not destroy it. War never does. It-is not the
declaration of war that transfers a city fronm yô to .your enemy; itis the resalt of the
war. Every var pats at -stake tlie whole territory. "During the warsthe bonndaries of
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the two nations are the line of bayonels, -nd nothing more nor less. But when the war
ends, if it is a conquest, the conquered party has no territory to bound; lie depends on
the will of the conqueror. If tiere is no conquest, and thei Treaty is made upon the
principle of uti possidetis, then the line of bayonets, 'when the war closed, is the boundary.
If peace is made upon a special arrangement, or on the principle of in staiu quo ante
bellum, then the Powers are restored to their old rights. The peace which followed Our
revolution wvas upon the latter principle. There was no conquest-certainly none by
Great Britain over us, and peace vas made upon the principle in statu quo ante bellum,
except that we arranged for convenience the bouudary line a little different from what
it vas before the war. Everything else stood as it stood before, on the principle in statu
quo ante belluin. And so stood the fisheries, whieh were just as nmuch our possession, our
property, and always had been, as anything else that w-e held. We held them under our
charters, and ve held them by right to the last, and the Treaty vas careful to say so,
as pointed ont by Lord Loughborough in the House of Lords, and by Lord North
in the House of Commons, who ivas the instrument in the hands of the King in
bringing about the unhappy war (no one, I think, considers it was "unhappy" now, on
either side). They said this Treaty does not concede the right to the Americans to fisl
within three miles; it acknowledges it as an existing right, as one that they always had
and it makes the usage to fish by the Americans as the final proof, in all disputed ques-
tions of geography, political or natural. And so it rested, down to 1818. When the
Treaty of Ghent was made, in December, 1814, at the close of our war, the parties came
togetler. The Americans utterly refused to bear a word calling in question their right
in common to the fisieries, or of geographical limits. Mr. Adams had his famous con-
troversy with Earl Bathurst, il which that question was so fully argued, sunimarized in
one portion of Mr. Wheaton's work on international law, which bas been the study of
statesmen ever since, and still more fully, perhaps, in Mr. Adans' book, which lias
been alluded to.

But, in J 818, vhen Great Britain w-as at peace with all the vorld, and when the
two nations stood face to face over this subject, Great Britain claiming largely, we did
not know whîat-fifty nilles, sixty miles, unlinited King's chambers, when vessels w'ere
arrested sixty miles from the shore, on the ground that they were in the King's chambers,
when they claimed that the Gulf of St. Lawrence was the King's chamber, where we
had no right to fish, when the three-milc lne was a new thing in international law ;
when each nation found it could not compel the other, and both were desirous of peace,
both had seen cnough of fighting ta desire that there should be no more fighting between
brethren, that they should not shed brothers' blood over any contestation in a mere
matter of money or interest, and not so nuch a matter of honour, of suitiment, as it
might bave been at any moment, if any blood iad been shed; then the two Great Powers
came to a compromise, and Great Britain agreed by implication that she would not
assert any claim of exclusion anywhere beyond the ordinary lines. Not a word was
said on that subject. She never surrendered those extrenie claims in terms, any more
than she abandoned in termis the claim to board our ships, and take from them, at the
discretion of the commander, any man whom the officer thought spoke the English
tongue as an Englishman, and not as an American. The latter claim was never abandoned
in terms, although we fought a war upon it, but no one believed it would ever be attempted
again to be put in force. But, as to what was specifically donc, it was a compromise. Great
Britain was not to exclude us from the Magdalen Islands, within the thrce-mile ine, or
any geographical limit of the Magdalen Islands, or from Labrador, from Mount Joly
northward indefinitely, or from certain large portions of the coast of Newfoundland;
and. on the other hand, we agreed that England night exclude us-it was a Treaty.
agreement-during the continuance of the Treaty, from the rest of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. within three miles of the shore. Unquestionably, as the letters of Mr. Gallatin
and Mr. Rush, who made the Treaty, show, we thought we had gained all that was of
value at that time. It was not until about the year 1830 that this great change in the
fisheries themselves came in; when they ceased to be. exclusively cod fisheries, and
became mainly macherel fisheries. Then the importance of landing upon the shores to
dry our nets and cure Our fish was reduced to notliing-I mean, practically nothing.
We put it in the Treaty of 1871, but it has never been proved that we made any use of
that liberty or power since the Treaty.

The advent of the mackerel.-one of those strange mutations-which seem to govern
those- mysterious creatures of the sea--the advent of the mackerel to this region, and t'o
Massachusetts Bay, put a new countenance upon all this matter. It undoubtedly.gave
an advantage to the British side, and put us at once to sonewhat of a disadvantage.
Then came the demand of the islaniers, and of the people of the Dominion, and others,
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to carry into effect this exclusive system, to drive our fislhermen off, not only from tihe
three-mile line, as ve understand it, but from the three-mile line as any captain of a
cruizer chose to understand it. Nobody knew what the three-mile line was. Was it
to be drawn fron headland to headland? They so claimed. They made naps and
marked ont a line, running the vhole length of Prince Edward Island, within three miles
of which we must not go. They made other Unes, so that the Bay of St. Lawrence,
instead of being an open bay, an international bay, for the u2e of all, vas cut up into
preserves for fish, for the sole use of the inhabitants of the Dominion, by these arbitrary
lines, drawn upon no international authority; and we never could know.wvhere we were,
whether we were liable to seizure or not; and we could not predict Vhat decisions the
Courts might make against us in case we were seized. It was a dangerous, a most
unjust and unhappy state of things, the attempt to carry out the claim of exclusion at
all, and nobody felt it more than Great Britain. She felt that it was, as one of the
captains of the Royal Navy said upon the stand the other day, immensely expensive to
Great Britain to keep up this armament and this watch along the coast by British ships,
and more particularly by the small Provincial cruizers. It was perilous to confide to
these men, the new-born officers of the Provincial cruizers, the right to decide questions
of international law, questions of the construction of the Treaty, at their discretion, upon
the quarter-deck, with a deep interest to secure what they were in search of, that is
vessels that could bc seized. Then there was a guard of police to be maintained along
the shore, and information to be conveyed from point to point. The result was irritation,
collison, lionest difference of opinion; the American fishermen saying, "I an more than
three miles from that coast, I know," and the British Commander saying, with perhaps
equal honesty, " You are less," and neither able to determine it, and the vessel is seized
and carried into port, and nobody ever can determine where that vessel was when she
was seized. 'And then we iad pretty burdensome duties laid upon us by the Legislatures
of these Provinces. The burden of proof was thrown upon every ship to prove that she.
was not subject to conviction, and she was liable to threefold costs if she failed; she
could not litigate the question vithout bonds for costs, and it seemns to have been left
to the discretion of the captor when he should bring his captured ship into port, untiL
we hear at last a Judge in one of the Provinces calling for an explanation why it was
that an American ship, unjustly seized and discharged by him, had not been brought:
before him for months, until the voyage was destroyed, the men scattered, the cargo
ruined, and the vessel greatly cleteriorated, and no answer was given, nor did their
majesties, the commanders of the cutters, think it necessary to give any, and I do. not
suppose it was. The vhole subject became a matter of most serions dipIomatic corres-
pondence, and, as V had the honour to suggest (and it was. too, painful a snggestion, to
repeat), a very littTe change in the Une of a. shot might have brought these two nations
into war, because, when passion is roused, when pride is hurt, when sympathies are
excited, it is hard to keep peace between even the best Governments and most highly
educated peoples. They feel the point of honour,, they feel the sentiment, that the ffag has
been insulted, that biood has been shed. The whole subject became too perlions to
allow it to stand any longer. Great Britain was also led. into difficulties with. her
Provinces, by reason of their efforts to make the most of their three-mile exclusion, to
which she vas utterly indifferent. The Provinces saw fit to make their lines- as they
pleased, and when they could not, bring their great capes or headlands of the bays near;
enough together to exclude, us, then they increased the line of separation, whic
the law established. If "the mountaih would not go to Mahomet, Mahomet must go toi
the mountain." If the bay persisted in- being· more than six mits wide, then : the
provincials met it by a Statute that it would do if it was ten miles vide; and they were
telegraphed instantly from England," That willnot do, you must not treat theAmerican
people in that vay. Go back to your six-mile line," and they'obeyed at once. Then.
they attempted to reconcile the whole matter by the aid of a suggcestion from Great
Britain to give is licences to fish within the three miles upon a nominal rent. " They
have always fished- there," she said. "We cannot have peace unless they do. We.
have tried to excTude them, and it is in vain. We must give up this exclusion, but we
do n1ot wvant to give it up and surrender it for' nothing. We do not care for their money
but let them pay us a nominal licence fee as a recognition of our right to exclud."
Very well; tley put the fée at 50 cents a ton, and manyArmericans paidit; not, they said',
because they considered the righmt to fish furtier than- they had flslied to be wort that
amount, but peace was vorth it, security was wortlit To escape the claws ôf the cutters
and local police, to avoid the uncertainty of a conflict'of judicial opinions suh as i have
had the honour to lay before you, they did pay, to soie extent, the charge for the licence.

Then, as I have said, in that unaccountable andunaccounted-for manner, th lcence
[636] 202
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fee was increased from 50 cents to a dollar a ton, and from a dollar a ton to 2 dollars
a ton. with the certain knowledge that as only a portion lad paid the 50 cents, and a
much smaller portion had paid the 1 dollar, probably none would pay the 2 dollars,
and so substantially it turned out. Now, why did they do it ? I do not know, as I
said before. I charge nothing upon them. i only know the result was, that we could
not afford to pay the licence. It was no longer what the British Government intended
it should be, a licence fee of a merelv nominal sum, as an acknowledgment of the right,.
but it put us, unlicensed, entirely ii tlieir power. Then they let loose upon us their
cutters, and their marine police. Well, the two nations saw it would. not do, that the
thing must b)e given up, and we came first to the Treaty of 1.54, and for twelve years
we liad the free scope of all these shores to fish where we liked, and there vas peace,
and certainlv the Dominion people lad free trade, and there vas a profit to them, and I
hope profit to us; and then we terminatcd that Treaty, because we thought it operated
unequally against us. *We got -ery little froi the extended right to fish, while they
got almost everything fron the extended frec trade. Then came back the old difficulties
again. We returned to our duties, 2 dollars a barrel on mackcrel, and 1 dollar a
barrel on herring, and they returied to their systen of exclusion, and their cutters, and
their police, and their arrests, and their trials. It becarne more and more manifest that
they could not use their inshore fisheries by their boats to profit, and we could not use them
by our vessels to profit, and all things woriking together, also the great difficulty that lay
between us and Great Britain vith reference to the "Alabama " cases, led to this great
triumph, gentlemen, because, I d-) not care which party got the best of it at this or that
point, it was a triumph of humaiitv. It was a triumph of the doctrine of peace over
the doctrines of war. It was a substitution of a tribunal like this for what is absurdly
called the " arbitration of war."

,And now, gentlemen, that being the history of the proceedings, we have laid before
you, on behalf of the United States, the evidence of wlat Great Britain lias gained in
money value by our tying our hands from laying any duties whatever, and she has laid
before yon the benefits she thinks we have gained by the riglit to extend our fisheries
along certain islands and coasts, and vou are to determine whether the latter exceeds the
former. Great Britain, I suppose, stimulated solely by the Dominion, called for a money
equivalent, and ve have agreed to submit that question, therefore we have nothing
further to say against, it. We stand ready to pay it if you find it, and I hope with as
little remark, vith as little objection, as Great Britain paid the debt which was cast upon
her by another tribunal. The opinion of counsel, sitting here for seventy days in con.
ducting the trial, and in making an argument on the side of bis own country, is extremely
liable to be biassed, and I therefore do not think that my opinion upon the subject ought
to be laid before this tribunal as evidence, or as possessing any kind of authority. I
came here vith a belief much more favourable to the English cause-1 mean, as to what
amount, if any, Great Britain should receive-from that with which i leave the case.
The st-ite of things that was developed vas a surprise to many; the small value of the
extension of the geographical line of fishing to our vessels-I mean, to vessels such as we
have to use-to the people of the United States, and the certain value that attaches to
the Provinces in getting rid of duties, lias given this subject an entirely new aspect, and
bas brouglit; my mind very decidedly to a certain opinion ; and.i am not instructed by
my Government to present any case that I do not believe in, or to ask anything that we
do not think is perfectly right, and the counsel for the United States are of one opinion,
that when we ask this Commission to decide that there is no balance due to Great
Britain, in otr judgment, whatever that judgment may be worth, it is what justice
requires the Commission should do.

I have finished what is my argument, within the tirme which I intended last night;
but, Mr. President and gentlemen, I cannot take leave of this occasion, and within a few
days, as I must, of this tribunal, wit hout a word more. We have been fortunate, as I
have had the pleasure to say already, in all our circumstances. A vulgar and prejudiced
mind might say that the Americans came down into theenemy's camp to try tieir case.
Why, gentlemen, it could not have been tried more freefrom outside influence in favour
of Great Britain had it been tried in Switzerland or in Germany. This city and ail its
neighbourhood opened their arms, their hearts, to the Americans, and they have not, to
our knowledge, uttered a wo'rd which could have any effect against the free, and full,
and fair decision of our case. We have hîad the utmost freedom. We have felt the,.
utmost kindliness everywhere. The counsel on the other side have met us. with a
cordialitv wlich lias begun friendships that, I trust, will continue to the last. I can
say, in respect to my associa tes in this case (leaving myself eut), that America has
no cause to complain that her case ias not been thoroughly investigated by. lier
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Agent and counsel, and fully and with great ability presented to the Court; and I
am certain that Great Britain and the Dominion, represented here by an Agent from the
Foreign Office, devoted to - the work before him, assisted by the constant presence of a
mnember of the Dominion Government largely acquainted with this whole subject, and
with five counsel, one from each Province of the Dominion, all capable, all indefatigable,
with knowledge and skill, cannot complain that they have not been fully and ably repre-
sented. But, after ail, the decision, the result; depends upon you three gentlemen, who
have undertaken, two of you at. the request of your respective countries, and his
Excellency at the request of both countries, to decide this question between us.

It has been said, I have heard it, that your decision will be made upon sorme general
notion of what, on the whole, would be best for .the interests of the two countries, without
much reference to the evidence or to the reasoning. Mr. President and gentlemen, we
repudiate any such aspersion upon the character of the Court. We know, and we say it
in advance, not that we hope this tribunal will proceed judicially, and decide in
accordance with the evidence and the weight of reasoning, but we cannot allov our-
selves to doubt it. We may venture to congratulate your Honours and your Excel-
lency in advance, that when this decision shall have gone out, whether it give pleasure
or pain to the one side or the other, the question will have been decided upon those
principles vhich it is manifest the Treaty determined it should be decided upon, not
from some local or national view of policy for the present or future, not for the sake of
what some persons hope may by-and-by result in something better than the present
Treaty, but that you will have confined yourselves to exactly what the Treaty asks and
empowers.you to do, to détermine what is nov the pecuniary result of the contrasted
Articles of the Treaty. On such a determination of the controversy, whatever may
hereafter follow from it, each of your Honours will know that you have been governed
by principle, and by that strict rule of conduct vhich alone can give a man peace
at the last.

No. VII.

FINAL ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OP lIER 3RITANNIC IMAJESTYI MY THE HON.

MR. WHITEWAY, Q.C.

Thursday, November 15, 1877.

The Conference met.
Mr. Whiteway addressed the Commission as follows :-

May it please your Excellency and your Honours-
The duty devolves upon me in taking my part in closing this case, which has now

engaged your most earnest attention for a period of over five months, of addressing you,
first, on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, and in thé dischàrge of that duty it has
not been assigned'to me, nor 1s it incumbent upon me, to refer to the various Treaties
which, from time to. time, have existed between Great Britain and the United States
relating to, those important fisheries which are the subject under consideration. I
apprehend that it is, of little import, in respect to this case, whether the R eciprocit;'
Treaty abrogated the Treaty of 1818, as contended for by the learned counsel on the
opposite side; relegating our position to the status existing under the Treaty of 1783;
or what effect the war of 1812 had upon.th then existing Treaties, These are questions
outside the matters now under discussion, and I 'shal not deal with them. It is suflcièt
forme to take the Washington ,I'reaty of2 1871, which has.been correctly termed "the
charter o? your authority," the bond -under -which 'you are acting, and imake , it the
foundation of ny argument. No one who had the privilege of being present, and had
the opportunity of listening to the able exposition of mny .leårnied friend, the Hlonourable
Mr. Foster, the racy, humorous, and, slasing, speech of' y fried Mr. Trescot, and the
classical and philosophical 'omposition óf. m. friend Mr. Dàna, eould fail to admit tiat
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the United States had been represented by able and efficient men, possessing all the
ability and earnestness which could possibly be conceived to be necessary in order that
the case of the United States might be presented before this Commission in the best
possible light; and I heartily believe that there is existing between the agents and the
counsel engaged in the conduet of this most important cause, an unanimous desire and
an earnest zeal that justice may be meted out, and that your verdict may be such as will
be satisfactory to each High Contracting Power, and have a inaterial and lasting el'ect
in the promotion of peace and harmony between Her Majesty's subjects on the one part,
and the citizens of the United States on the other. Reviewing, however, the speeches of
the learned gentlemen to whom I have referred, it appears to me that there has been a
vast deal of irrelevant matter introduced ; and that the real issues involved have been,
in a nianner, ignored and cast, into the shade. Substantiallyno defence bas been offered
on belhif of the United States which materially affects the issue-is there a claim of
Great Britain or not? It scems generally admitted that there is a right to receive
something, and that the question for von now to decide is not as to whether any sum is
to be awarded to Great Britain, but what is the amount at which her claim shall be
assessed.

I now propose to discuss briefly the main issues involved, namely,.the advantages
derived, respectively, by cach of the High Contracting Parties under the Treaty of
Washington, and the vaine of those advantages. The arguments which I desire to
advance in support of the claim of Her Majesty's Government, I may here observe, will
be confined entirely to that branch of the inquiry which has reference to Newfonndland;
and I shall limit my observations to a consideration of such facts as have a direct
practical bearing on the substantial advantages for vhich compensation is claimed. It
bas not been assigned to me to treat in any manner of the historie or diplomatie features
of the case; these subjects, as far as it may appear requisite, will be, I do not doubt;
ably and powerfuilly dealt with by my learned friends who will follow me on the British
side. By Articles XVIII, XIX, XXI, and XXII, it is provided as follows:-

"Article XVIII. It is agreed by the Highi Contracting Parties that, in addition to the liberty
secured to the United States' fisherinen by the Convention between Great Britain and the United
States, signed at London on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain
coasts of the British North Ainerican Colonies therein defined, the inhabitants of the United States
shall have, in common with the s4ibjects of Her Britannic Majesty, the liberty, for the term of years
mentioned in Article XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fisli of every kind, except shell-fisli,. on the sea
coasts and shores, and in the bays, harbours, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and
New Brunswick, and the Colony of Prince Edward Island, and of the several islands thereunto adjacent,
without bcing restricted to any distance froin the shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts
and shores and islands, and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the purpose of drying their nets and
curing their fish ; provided that, in so doing, they do not interfère with the rights of private property,
or with British fishermen, in the peaceable. use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the
same purpose.

" It is understood that the above-raentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that the
salmon and. shad fisheries, and ail other fisheries in rivers and the mouths of rivers, are hereby reserved
exclusively for British fishermen.

"Art. X[X. It is agreed by the High Contracting Parties that British subjects shall have, in
common Vith the citizens of the United States, the liberty, for the termi of years mentioned in Article
XXXIII of this Treaty, to take fisli of every kind, except shell-fish, on the eastern sea coasts and
shores of the United States north of the 39th parallel of north latitude, and on the shores of the
several islands thereunto adjacent, and iir the bays, harbours, and creeks of the said sea coasts and
shores of the United States, and of the said islands, without being:restricted ta, any distance from the
shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts of the United States and of the islands aforesaid,
for the purpose of drying their- nets and euring their fish; provided that, in so doing, they do not,
interfere with the rights of private property, or witli the fishermen of the United States, in the peaceable
use of any part of the said coasts in their occupancy for the same purpose.

"It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, and that
salmon and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers- and mouths of rivers are hereby reserved
exclusively for fishermen of the United States.

"Art. XXI.. It is agreedi. that, for the teri. of years, mentioned in Article XXXIII of this
Treaty, fish-oil and fish of all kinds (except fish of the inlaind lakes, and of the rivers falling into them,
and except fisli preserved in oil), being the produce of the fisheries of the United States, or, af the
Dominion of Canada, or of Prince Ed.ward Island, shall be admitted into.each country, respectively,
free of duty.

" Art. XXI. Inasmuch as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, that tle
privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty are, of
greater.value than those accorded by Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty to the subjects of. Heir
Britannic Majesty, au this assertion is not admitted by the' Governnent of the United States, it is
further agreed that Commissioners shal be appointed to determine, having regard to the privileges
accorded by the United States to the subjects of Ier Britannie Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and
XXI of this Treaty, the amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be paid by the
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Government of the Umited States to the Govemment of Her Britannie Majesty in return for the
pivileges accorded to the citizens of -the United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty; and that
any sum of money which the said -Comrissioners may so award shall be paid by the United States'
Goverunent, in a gross sum, within twelve anonths after such award shall have been given.

It would be an unwarranted occupation of the time of this Commission .for me now
to revert to the interlocutory judgmnent which was delivered on t·he 6th September last,
by which it was decided that, " it is not within the competence of this tribunal to, award
ciompensa.tion for commercial intercourse between the two. countries, nor for the
purchasing bait, ice, supplies, &c., &c., nor for the permission to transship cargoes.in
British waters." I may safely leave it to the consideration of your Excellency and
your Honours to determine to what extent this decision shall weigh with you in arriving
at the award which, will be given by you. Narrowed and limited, however, as the
subject of this investigation now is, as compared with what we supposed it wonfld be at
the ontset, I must confess that I was not prepared for the summary disposal bymy
learned friend Mr. Foster of the claim made on behalf of Newfoundland. As I understand
bis speech, lie asserts that that claim is presented, not for the privilege of fishing in the
territorial waters of that island, but for the privilege of enjoying commercial intercourse
with the people ; and that the.latter bas been elininated froim this controversy by the
decision of the 6th September. Further, he says, that there lias been no shmig by
United -St ates' citizens in the waters of Newfoundland, except the catching. of a small
quantity of halibut, and the "jigging of a few squid. after dark." Were sucli in reality
the nature of the claim, it would be difficult to conceive how such could be seriously
preferred in an international inquiry of such importance ; but surely my learned friend
must have neglected to peruse the case presented, and to attend to the evidence adduced
in support of it (which I cannot conceive him to have done), or.he must have feltlhis inability
to meet that case and evidence with direct facts or arguments, and deemed it a wiser
course to keep the claim conveniently in the background by dismissing it vith a few
depreeiatory remarks. Much testimony is, however, before you, proving thatI United
States' ci tizens have prosecuted vhat are to them, most valuable fisheries in the inshore
waters of Newfoundland, to which evidence I shall presently draw your attention; but
even supposing there had been up to the present time no such fishing, I cannot conceive,
nor do 1 believe you will be of opinion, that Article XXII of the Treaty will admit of
the construction that a claim for compensation should be ignored for a p-ivilege
conferred upon the United States for a tern of years, even if that privilege had not been
availed of for a portion of the time. It does not follow but that, immediately your
award is given, the privilege would be exercised to the greatest possible extent for the
residue of the termn, when we should be left utterly without remedy.

I propose then, first, to consider what has been conceded to the United States as
concerns Nevfoundland, and what is the value of that concession; and, secondly, what
has been conceded by the United States to Newfoundland, andthe value thereof.

The lisheries of Newfoundland are of historic celebrity, and have been so since the
day when Cabot, with his five vessels, steering north-west, on.June 24th, 1497, caught
the first glimpse of Terra Nova, and rejoicing in his success, named thehigli projecting
promontory which now bears the naine of " Bona -Vista." It is recorded that in such
abundance were the codfish then seen, that Sebastian Cabot called the country Baccalaos,
in allusion to the circumstance; a name which which still designates an island uponthe
coast. Of that period, which embraces the first centuiy after the discovery of New-
foundland, we learn that by degrees there came to be attached to the codfisheries on the
banks and around the coast more and more importance ; and that iii 1578, according to
Hackluyt, no less than 400 vessels were annually engaged in their prosecution. Fron
that date until the Treaty of, Utrecht, 1713, theFrench, always discerning the enormous.
value of:these fisheries, availed -theniselves of every. opportunity. and pretext for, further
and.further acquisitions, and for securing a foothold iii tleisland as a basis for fishiag
operations. .By that Treaty Great -Britain swas soleninly confirmed in the'exclusive
sovereignty of the entire .territory, but the Frenchvere recoenied as havin the ight
of fishing concurrently with-the English along certai portions of the , shore, and L -tie
use of the shore for certain iprposes connected.vith h fisheries.

Itis needless for mehere -to referty tlte various Treaties.respecting the fishrie
which:have beomfrom time to tite concluded l ee Great Briain and the Uiiited
States, and between Great Britain Ind rance silice thatdt; sufficeo it to sý.s ht,
prior to1871, the United States ejoyed a libertyto fihlbetween Quirpon nd Cape
Ray on the west coast, and between Cape Ray and the RaieaIslands on the outh
coast. By the Treaty of Washingtoi of he th May 1571 United States' citizens
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acqnired the right to take fish of every kind between Rameau Islands and Cape Race
on the south coast, and between Cape Race and the Quirpon Islands on the east coast,
comprising a large area of the most valuable inshore fisheries of the world.

We find from the evidence that there has been a steady increase in the prodncts or
the Newfonndland fisheries, from 590,460 quintals of codfish exported in 1805, to
1,609,724 quintals exported in 1874. That the exports of herring have also increased,
from 36,259 barrels in 1851, to 291,751 barrels in 1876, and the value of exports of fish
and products of fish, from 4,466,925 dollars in 1851, to 8,511,710 dollars in 1874. These
figures aWlord proof of the enormous annual product of the British fisheries of Newfôund-
land, almost the sole support and sustenance of about 160,000 people inhabiting every
harbour, inlet, and cove, along the coast. And this, b it remembered, is exclusive of
the fisi talien on the coast of that island, at St. Pierre and Miquelon, on the coast of
Labrador, and on the Grand Bank and other Banks by the French and by the Americans,
as to the value of which we have no exact evidence before us; and it is also exclusive
of the large quantity of bait fishes exported from Newfoundland to supply the French
at St. Pierre. This result is the product of the labours of the Newfoundland fishermen,
taken wholly fron waters within three miles of the shore, except, for I wish to be
particularly correct, the tritling quantity of about 8,000 or 10,000 quintals of
codfish, wlich Mr. Kelligrew and Judgc Bennett say may possibly be taken outside that
limit. I wish particularly to impress upon this Commission the fact of the codfish
being so taken close inshore, because it bas been repeatedly asserted, both in the United
States' answer and in the arguments of my learned friends on the other side, that the
codfishery is a deep-sea fishery, and not carried on within territorial waters. Add to
this, then, the large catch of fish by the French vessels upon the coast, and by the
French and United States' vessels upon the Banks, the former, according to the statistics
lhanded in by Professor Hind, averaging, for a period of cight years, 217 vessels with
8,729 men; the latter forming a very large portion of the entire fishing fleet of the
United States, and some approximate idea may be arrived at of the great vealth extracted
from the Newfoundland fisheries. It will no longer, therefore, be a matter of surprise
that this vell-named Eldorado should have excited the cupidity of the French and of
the United States.

The above includes the whole fishery of Newfoundland, Labrador, and the
Banks; it will be seen what proportion of it is exclusively taken vithin the inshore
limits tlrown open to United States' citizens by the Treaty of Washington, by the state-
ients of Judge Bennett and Mr. Fraser, whose evidence will be found on pages 134 and

169. and wvho testify that it amounts, according to the statistical returns of the island,
to 6,000,000 dollars per annum, taken by 15,000 men, excepting as I before mentioned,
about 8,000 or 10,000 quintals, which may possibly be taken outside the three-mile limit,
and in some cases, as Judge Bennett tells us, the fish are caught within hailing distance
of the fishermen's homes.

I have so far given concisely the progressive results of these fisheries in the past,
and their present annual product, from which may be formed an estimate of their
probable yield in the tuture, and these animual results are derived from the evidence of
iwitnesses vhose testimony is incontrovertible-which no attempt has been ,made to
assail. I would now draw attention to the evidence of scientists who have been
examined before this Commission. Professor Baird, called on the part of the United
States, says that Il he, with a force of experts, naturalists, and gentlemen interested in
the biology of fishes, has been engaged for five years in the prosecution of inquiries
into the condition of the fisheries, and that bis principal object has been to ascertain what
natural, physical, or moral causes influenced fish." "I think," says' he, " the cod at the
head of fLsh at the present day. There is no fish that furnishes food to so many people,
the production of which is of so much importance, or which is applied to such a variety
of purposes. The commercial yield is very great, and its capture is the main occupation
of a large portion of the inhabitants of the sea-coast region of the northern hemisphere."
As far as he can ascertain, "there is a partial migration of the cod.fish; the cod is a
cold water fish; they change their situation in search of food, or in consequence of the
variation of temperature, the percentage of salt in the water, or sofie other cause ; and
at the south of Cape Cod the fishery is largely off-shore ; that is, the fish are off the
shore in the cooler waters in the summer, and as'the temperature falls towards autumn,
they come in and are taken within a fev miles of the coast. The fish generally go
off-shore il the wiuter, but on the south coast of Newfoundland they maintain their stay
inshore, or else comne in in large abundance ;'' and the Professor refers 'to the:coast of
Labrador and Newfoundland as specially favoúred localities-as places inshore where,
among others the largest catches of cod are taken; and, says the Professor (page 478 of
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United States' evidence), 19.it is certainly a notorious fact that herring are much more
abundant on the coast of Newfoundland than they are on the coast of the United States;
though whether the herring that are wanted on the United States' coast could or could
not be had in the United States I. cannot say, but I do think that herring are vastly
more abundant in Newfoundland and the Bay of Fundy than they are farther south."

Professor Hind, upon the same subject, says that he has given his attention especially
to ocean physics, the habits of fish, and has made a particular study of the action of the
Arctic current and the effect of the Gulf Stream for a number of years ; agreeing with
Professor Baird; he gives the cod a primarv position among fishes, and that it requires
water of low temperature. It always seeks the coldest water wherever ice is not present
(page 3, Appendix Q). He says also, "it is only where extreme cold water exists that
cod is found throughout the year ; and upon the American coast it is only vhere the
Arctic current strikes that cod is found through the year."

A close study of history and authentic fishery records has enabled him to pronounce
with authority that there are certain localities where the cod-fisheries are inexhaustible,
as the Straits of Belle Isle, the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, and, to use the Professor's
words, " that amazing fishing ground on the south coast of Newfoundland." " There is no
portion of the world," lie savs,."where there is such an amazing supply of cod. It has been
so for 300 years and upwards. Compared with' European fisheries, the Newfoundland and
Labrador are far superior in every respect." That the Newfoundland coast fishery is, on an
average, compared with the Norwegian fisheries, including the Lofoden Islands (which
Professor Baird speaks of as being one of the most important and productive fishing
grounds), as five is to three, or where five quintals of fish are taken at Newfoundland,
three are only taken on the coast of Norway, including the Lofoden Islands. He says
the bays and all along thecoast of Newfoundland, and also part of the Grand Ban k,
may be cousidered as the great spawning grounds of the cod, and the great cod-ftshery of
the world;. the conformation of the coast, the depth of water, the deep bays and inlets,
and the numerous islands surrounding Newfoundland, are peculiarly adapted to con-
stitute that coast " as the home of the cod-fish." (Hind, page 6, Appendix Q.)-" I think
there is no part of the world where, owing to the orographic features of the coast-line,
all the conditions of life for the cod are developed to such an extent as on the north-east
coast of Newfbundland, the northern portion of the Grand Banks, and the southern part
of the island."

The diagram carefully prepared by Professor Hind, showing the progress of the
Newfouiidland fisheries from 1804 to 1876, is conclusive evidence of their continuonsly
increasing value and importance. I do not wish to delay the Commission by referring
to that most interesting evidence of Professor Hind, where he graphically describes the
myriads of diatoms in the Arctic seas, and traces, link by link, the chain of connection
between the lowest minute forms of life, and the food of al fish inhabiting the cool
temperature of the Arctic current, including the invaluable cod-fish, following the course
of that current 'along the shores and banks of British North America, teeming with cod
and other cold water fishes; but let us proceed, and see what practical men -captains of
United States' Bankers-say uon the subject of the Bank Fishery. Captain Moflly,
British A ffidavits, page 50, No. 53)-" From niy experience and observation, L am of
opinion that the Bank fishery off the coast of Newfoundland is capable of vast expansion
and development, towards which the privilege of baiting and'refitting in the harbours
of Newfoundland is indispensable."

And Captain Joseph P. Deneef (British Affidavits, No. 52, page 50, Appendix G),
confirms this statement in every particular.

Thus the scientific researches and study of these learned professors, and the practical
experience of theseUnited States' mastërs of vessels coiùbie to prove tle vast source of
wealth now existing in the Newfoundland waters,?and the probability, nay, almnost
certainty, of there being still a richer mine of fishery-wealth as yet undeveloped. My
learned friend, Mr. Dana, admits the cod-fishery to be, the great fishry of his country-
men, and, quoting the late Mr. Hove, he alleges the impossibility of its depletion. By
the Washington Treaty vast areas are thrown open to United States' fishermen to
prosecute the greàt fishery of their country.

e now come to the question of bait fishes, and the taking of them by Americans on
the coast oftewfounidland. twas; attempted to be shown by my learned friends on the

her a betterandless expensive than fresh. In the establishment of
either of these positions a very short review of the evidence of their own witnesse~s ill
show that they have utterly failed. Major Low, put forth as an important witness upon
"this subject, had been 'sone year fishing in the Gulf, three years fittinglessels for the
fishery, two years a warrior, then a town clerk in Gloucester, and'nvow an official in the
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Post-office. Sucli a variety of occupations, no doubt, gave him knowledge to speak with
authority! He produces from the books of Mr. Steele an account of a cod-fishing
voyage in the " Pharsalia," in 1875 (page 360, Appendix L), fishing with fresh bait; and
another account of a vessel, the " Madame Roland " (page 363, ibid.), fishing with salt bait;
and because the resuilt of the " Madame Roland's " voyage in 1873 realized more than
that of the " Pharsalia " in 1875, this, in the Major's opinion, is clear, conclusive evidence
that salt bait is better than fresh. But did it never occur to him that the cod-fishery in
one year might be very prosperoas, and in anotlher un§uccessful ? That two vessels in
the sane year rmight fish very near each other, even with the same appliances, and that
one miglit be fortunate, the other not so. But the gallant Major then makes a great
discovery, that in the fresh bait voyage there are some damfaged fish, and lie at once
jumps at the conclusion that it is because fresh bait is used. Here is the evidence in
answer to mv learned friend, Mr. Dana (page 362)

" Q. Before you leave that, I want to ask you in reference to an item there- damaged codfish ?'
-A. 13,150 lbs. of damaged cod at 1 cent., 131 dol. 50 c.

" Q. Why should there be this damaged codfish ? What is the cause of it ? [Here the gallant
Major desires to make a favourable impression, but lie evidently does not desire to ruin our case
entirely, and lie answers reluctantly.]--A. Well, I have my own opinion of the cause."

But he is pressed by my learned friend (and as if conscious of the crushing effect of
his purposed answer, lie calmly surveys the Commission and replies)

"A. I believe the cause is going in so inuch for fresh bait."

(This in bis opinion bas settled that point.)
My learned friend, Mr. Dana, proceeds :-
" Q. How should tlat damage the codfish ?-A. My opinion is that the salters salted it with the

idea that they would not go in so much, and didn't put so much salt on it. When she -went into port so
much going into the warm -water it heated."

But upon my cross-examination, however, he says, pages 394 and 395, ibid.
"Q. Now, look at the trip of the "IPharsalia," at which you were looking just now ?-A. I have it

before me.
"Q. You sec there is an item headed 'damaged fisi at 1 cent a pound.' You see that ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Will you find in the trip book, which you presented here, another case of a Grand Bank

fishing vessel fishing with fresh bait, where there lias been any damaged fish for these three years, 1874
to 1876 ?-A. The schooner " Knight Templar" [reads items of outfit, among others an item showing
she was on a salt bait trip].

Q. Then there is damaged fish on a salt bait trip ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Now find another case on a fresh bait trip ? [Witness refers to book].
" Q. I don't think you will find any. You see, fish may be damaged on board a salt bait vessel

fishing on the Banks, as well as on a fresi bait trip ?-A. I see it.
"Q. Now, you find there are damaged fisi as well ivith sait bait fishing as with fresh ?-

A. I do find it.
" Q. And it is upon that one case of damaged fish vith fresi bait that you arrive at this con-

clusion ?-A. I could not account for it in any other way.
"Q. But it is this one case that you draw the conclusion from ?-A.. Yes.

Q. And you would lead the Commission to believe, then, that fish was liable to be damagéd
because of vessels going in for fresh bait, because of this one vessel on this one cruise ?-A. No, I don't
now I have seen that other case.

"Q. You withdraw what you said before ?-A. I vithdraw as far as that is concerned."

The gallant Major lias at last collapsed.
Mr. Atwood is also a great authority upon this point. He evidently belongs to the

old school, being 70 years of age. He had not fished on the Banks for five-and-
twenty years, his last voyage vas November 1851, and lie ivas really incapable of
expressing an opinion from experience, having never use'd fresh bait. He endeavoured
to lead you, gentlemen, to believe that it vas the opinion of all vessel owners, and agents
of vessels in Provincetown,~that the going in for fresh bait was of no advantage, and
that they purpoSed to discontinue it. He said that he lad interviewed the 'agent of
every vessel i Provincetown, )ut upon cross-examination, it really appears, that out of
twenty-three or twenty-four agents of vessels he had held communication with four only
-- Cook, Waugh, Paine, and Josepi (page 58, ibid.),' and it would seem that Mr. Atwood
had certain theories, one of which is that salt bait is superior to frésh, and that lie tried
to enforce bis opinion upon otiers as- to this question of, fresh' bait. But what say
practical witnesses, 'ho have been called on the part of the United States and examined
by niy learned friends upon ths subject. Edward Stapleton;has been-using fresh bait,

d ' ' tis uJec ardta l'tàl; as' h
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obtained on the coast of Newfoundland, for the last three years-and carrying on the
Bank 6shery-and says at page 12: 'If a vessel alongside of you lias fresh bait, you are
not going to catch your share of fish with salt bait." And at page 18:-

"Q. You consider salt bait superior to fresh bait, I believe ?-A. Oh, no, I think fresh bait is
the best.

"Q. You do admit, then, that fresh bait is the best ?-A. Oh, certainly, when other vessels on the
Bank have it.

"Q. When codfish see fresh bait-they prefer it to salt bait ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Consequently you admit that it is of some advantage to you to be able to go to the coast of

Newfoundland, and get fresh bait ?-A. Oh., yes, certainly it is."

Mr. Francis M. Freeman also says at.page 80:-

"Q. Is salt bait just as good as fresh ?-A. Fresh bait is the best.
"ýQ. Is it not more generally used?-A. When you can get it.
"Q. If you can it is mucli better than salt ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Practically, the salt bait. cannot compete with the fresh bait ?-A. No, it is not as good

as fresh.
"Q. Don't the vessels that run over here from the United States and get bait at Nova Scotia use

fresh bait altogether ?-A. Yes, the Cape Ann vessels do.
"Q. Don't they from Gloucester as well ?~-A. The Gloucester vessels use fresh bait altogether.
"Q. Then you consider salt bait preferable ?-A. No, I never said so.
"Q. The fresh bait you consider preferable ?-A. Certainly.
"Q. But surely you don't mean to say that fresh bait is better than sait bait ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Do you mean to say that you.can catch more fish with fresh bait ?-A. Always.
"Q. You can catch them faster ?-A. Yes.
"Q. You are certain of it ?-A. Yes."

Mr. Lewis, at page 90, says, in answer to the query

"Q. It has been stated before us that trawls require fresh bait. las that been your experience ?
A. It is better to have fresh bait.

" Q..Witnesses have told us that with trawls the bait lies on the bottom, and if it is not frésh the
fish will not take it ?-A. They will not take it as well as fresh bait, but they will take it if they
cannot get anything else, and if they cannot get fresh bait."

Mr. Orne (at page 131 United States' evidence), makes the foflowing statement

"Q. You left Gloucester with salit bait ?-A. No, I took enoughi fresh herring to bait my trawls
once; this was in 1870. If I remember rightj, I went to the Grand Bank for halibut. I did not get a
trip until after I had gone in for fresh bait."

Having thus referred' to the opinions of some of the vitnesses examined on behalf
of the IUnited States, and there are others who testify to the sane ef'fèct, I will now -cal
your attention to the evidence'of those called on behalf of Her Majesty's Government.

Mr. John Stapletoù (page- 229, British' evidence), stated: that "there 'is only a
certain season on the Grand Bank that the squid is there. When it is there they get it
there, but whenthey cannot they come inshoe and got it. They either buy herring or
mackerel, or they catci squid. Whatever thefycan get by catching or buying they;put
in ice and then go back." And in answer to the query, "Why camiot they prosecute
the Bank fishery without this?" he answered, "Well, the fish won't bite without
something."

"Q. Cannot they bring these "from their own country ?-A. Yes tat is al very true ILMay
be that the first trip, when they went from home, they had bait. But that will last for only one or
two baitings. 'And if they cannot get bait on' the Bank then they have to haul up anchor and get
xnshore3.,.hif ?A WIhesihatwlllo

<'Q. Well, it is necessary for them, then, to buy bait rom you ?-. e, alt bait will.not
catch the fish while there is other bait there..

"Q. For trawling it is absolutely necessa to have fresh fish ?-A. Yes, if it was not necessary,
they would not comne."

Mr. William McDonald, at page 311, ibid.,.says:--

"Fresh hait' is . absolutely- necessary to take codfish.' Bank fishing could not be successfully
carried on' without it ; American captains say theynave to geL fresh boit or they can catch nolfsh.

"Q. How did you catch the cod ?-A., We caught> thema with trawls.
"Q. What kind of baitdid you'use ?-A. Fresh bait-herring.
" Q. Cannot yoù catch cod equally welwithi sait hait ?--A No.
"'Q. How do you know ?--A: I have tied' it:' .. '-* '
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" Q. Tell us the result of your experience ?-A. I have been on the Banks with nothing but
porgies for bait--we generally took a few barrels with us to start upon-and run out our trawls,
having the salt bait, and there appeared to be not one fish around, for we could not feel a bite or
get a fish. I have then ran to land, got herring and gone out to the same ground as near as possible, and
put out the trawls and had an abundance of fish,-vhere previously with salt bait we got not a fish.
Even if you bait your hook with a piece of salt porgie, and put a small piece of fresh herring on the
point of the hook, you will have a fish on it.

" Q. Your evidence anounts to this, that fresh bait is absolutely necessary to catch codfish ?-A.
Most undoubtedly.

"Q. And without fresh bait Bank cod-fishing cannot be successfully carried on ?-A. I am quite
sure of it.

" Q. You are quite sure of it ?-A. I am quite certain of it from practical experience. I have
tried it.

" Q. For how many years ?-A. Four or five years. It is some time ago, but I believe, from what
American captains say, that it is worse now. They have to get fresh bait or they cannot catch any fish,
they say.

"Q. If the American vessels were not allowed to enter Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Cape
Breton for fresh bait, they could not carry on the cod-fishery ?-A. No ; it would be impossible. Any
man with common sense knows that. They night carry it on to a certain extent, but not successfully.

"Q. Have you ever conversed vith Anerican captains ? Do you know whether that is their
opinion ?-A. Yes.

" Q. They have so expressed themselves to you ?-A. Yes, a number of times. There is not a
year goes by but what I talk with fifty of them.

"Q. That is the general opinion of those acquainted with the fisheries ?-A. Yes, it is the general
opunon.

"Q. Did you ever bear a man "hold a different opinion ?-A. I don't think I ever knew any man
who held a different opinion.

"Q. If witnesses carne here and told a different story, what would you say ?-A. I don't know
how they could."

Mr. William Ross, Collector of Customs in this city, says, at page 349:-

"I think for the successful prosecution of the cod-fi shery fresh bait is absolutely necessary. I
should think a vessel using fresh bait would catch at least double the quantity of fish."

And, not to wveary the Commission, I will merely add, that numerous other
witnesses have spoken to the same effect.

Now, as to the comparative cost of salt and'frèsh bait, I cannot do better than
instance the case of the "Pharsalia," as Major Low lias selected. lier as the most
expensive trip, with fresh hait, made by any of Steele's vessels during three years,
1874 to 1876. His evidence, at page 394, United States' evidence, is as follovs:

"Q. Well, now, what induced you to niake the selection of this trip as an illustration of the cost
of a vessel using fresh bait and going to the Grand Banks ?-A. Because it covered so many ports
which she entered, and the different rates charged for ice and bait.

"Q. Is it not the most expensive trip that is in that book ?-A. I think not
"Q. Turn up the other that is more expensive. See if you can find a more expensive trip than

that. What years does that book cover ?-A. 1874, 1875, and a portion of 1876.
" Q. Now, is not this the most expensive trip made by any vessel using fresh bait during these

years ?-A. After referring to the book-it may be. Froi what examination I have made, I think
it may be.

"Q. As far as you have gone, you find it to be the most expensive trip ?-A. Yes."

The "Pharsalia's" trip, therefore, appears to have been the most costly one he
could find in the books for three years of the large business of Mr. Steele as regards
fresh bait.

At page 360 of the United States' evidence, it will be seen that the whole ,cost of
fresh bait, for one voyage, according to Major Low's account of the "Pharsalia," is
251 dol. 97 c., including ice, port charges, commission to agents, &c. This is certainly
much above the average. Now, then, let ns see the cost of supplying a Grand Bank
cod-fishing vessel with salt bait. At page 362, UJnited States' evidence, the saie
witness, quoting from Mr. Steele's books, puts the price of slivers at 8 dollars per barrel,
and of salt clams at l. dollars per barrel. Francis Freeman, at 'page 80, who has
had several vessels upon the Grand Bank fishing, says at page 82, that the average
.quantity of salt bait taken by a vessel of from 65 to 80 tons, would be 50 barrels.
Joshua Payne, another United States' witness, who also fitted out vessels for the Grand
Bank, says that one of his vessels took 40, another 60, and another 75 barrels. Assum-
ing this average given by the United States' witnesses themselves to be correct,, and
accepting the valuation given by Major L and the fact stated by himn his account.
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of the "Madame Roland," that one-half was slivers and one-half clams, we get the
following result :-

For a trip with 50 barrels of salt bait. dollars.
25 at 8 dollars ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 200

25 ,, 11 ,, .. ..». ... ... ... ... 275

475
dollars.

For a trip with 40 barrels of salt bait ... ... ... ... ... 380
,, , 60 , , , . .... ... ... 570
y si 75 ,, ,, ,, ... ... ... .. .. 739

These, then, according to the statements made by United States' witnesses them-
selves, are the costs incurred by vessels for their supply of salted bait, as against 251 dol.
97 c. as shown before, for fresh bait.

1. have, then, clearly established, out of the months of their own witnesses, that
fresh bait is superior to salt, and costs far less money. But it is quite unnecessary for
me to argue as to the comparative value of fresh and salt bait. We have, in evidence
from the American witnesses, the»plain, simple fact, that the obtaining -of bait from the
coast of Newfoundland was adopted as a practice about four years ago; that. it has
increased annually, until in the present year nearly all the American vessels have gone
to the coast for that purpose. The practice has become all but universal, and business
men are not likely to do that which is inimical to their interests; what further evidence
or proof can be required on this question?

I will now proceed to consider the position taken by my learned friend, Mr. Foster,
when he asserts that the United States' fishermen do not proceed to the coast of New-
foundland to fish for bait, but to buy it. I entirely join issue with my learned friend
on this point. Apart from the bait actually caught.. by them, the arrangement under
which the Americans obtain the bait, which they allege that they buy, is to all intents
and purposes, and in law, a taking or fishing for it themselves, within the .words of the
Treaty. It has been asserted by a United States' witness that nearly one-half of the
crews of American vessels fishing upon the Banks consist of men> from the Provinces
and from Newfoundland ; if, then, a master of a vessel so manned proceeded to, Fortune
Bay with his herring seine on board, or hiring a herring seine there, then and there
with his crew caught the bait he required-would it be contended, that because British
fishermen were engaged in the hauling of that bait, that therefore it was not taken by
'th'e American masters? Surely such a position woald be absurd.

Now, in reality, vhat is the difference between this mode of proceeding and that
practised by the Americans for procuring bait? Let us see what is done according to
the eviden ce. In some cases (and these are few), the ýAmerican proceeds to St. Pierre,
and there meeting a Newfoundland fisherman, owner of a herring seine, and who'
possesses a thorough knowledge of the localities where the herring are to be taken, lie
agrees with hin for a certain sum for his services, and it maye, bfor one or two men
besides and for the use of his seine, to proceed to the herring ground, and. there to
secure the necessary qiantity of bait required by. the Banker. ý Or, in 'other and the
large majority of cases, the American vesselýproceeds L Là the residence of such fishermen
on the coast of Newfoundlaid, and"there 'makes a similar arrangement. Having arrived
at the herring gronnd, the owner of the seine with his one or two mne, and the assist.
ance of some of the 'American crew, haul and put on board the Anierican vessel all the
bait required, and sometimes receives his payment accérding to the' number of barrels
required for baiting a vessel, and. sometimes in a lump sim. gain in other cases
where squid is required and caplin, he goes to a harbour; sfates that lie requires so much
bait, and then and there enters into a contract with a man to go and catch it for him,
for which ie is' 'paid according to the quantity caughit. Itwould be a subtle distinction
to draw between the m'an' thus hired in Newfoundland, outside the crew of' tei vessel,
to catch bait, and 'the,British subjectwho was'hiredin Gloucester to proceed ,toNew-
foundland and do ti very same work. How very different this ýcontr'act is from a
contract of ,'ale and purchase. If the herring or, other bait had; been previously
caught, barrelled' and in his store ready to be sold-to the first purchaser who wouldgive
him hism price, thn it would ho a 'simple commercial transaction,' but here the article V
required'i'afish freely'swimmingin the 'sea."'Itcannot betake'and held to await a
purchaser, but mnust b taken fresh from theo water and immediately piu in ice or it is
useless. The Am deiires capture it, and whether ho captures it',throuh the
instrumentality of a British subject' or 'other person, and reduces it into his ovn possession
for lis own use, iL is immaterial. The case is one clearly within themaximi of law,qui
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facit per aliumfacit per se. But this is not the only way in which bait is taken by the
Americans on the Newfoundland coast. They have of late taken seines on board their
own vessels, proceeded to Fortune Bay, and there not only have they taken bait for their
own purposes, but they have taken it and proceeded to St. Pierre, have sold it to the
French fishermen, thereby directly competing with the Newfoundlanders in a trade
formerly entirely their own, and doubtless, as it is a lucrative business, the Americans
will more and iore practise it. They also catch bait fishes to a large extent.

Mr. Killigrew, at page 158 of the British evidence, says upon being questioned as
follows:-

"How do they obtain caplin and squid ? Do they take tbis bait themselves or purchase it from the
people ?-A. It is in this way: they generally hire a man who owns a seine and the crew of the
American vessel goes with him. This man receives so much for the use of his seine and for his
services.

" Q. This has reference to caplin ?-A. Yes.
"Q. How do they obtain squid ?-A. They purchase it if they can; otherwise they catch it

themselves."

Mr. Bennett, at page 140 of the British evidence :-
" Q. I want to understand whether in those localities American fishermen have been constantly

coming in during the summer for bait ?-A. Yes ; every day during the season.
"Q. The bait -was sometimes purchased from the people and sometimes caught by themselves ?-

A. I think they always combine the two.together. When taking the herring themselves with seines,
their crew would haul in the herring witli the assistance of the seining master, and when jigging for
squid the crew jig what they eau and the skipper buys what lie can. When seeking caplin they
assist in the sane way ; sone vessels bring their own seines for the purpose of taking caplin.

" Q. What are the habits of squid ?-A. Squid are never taken around Newfoundland except near
the shore, on ledges, generally in a harbour or entrance to a harbour."

Mr. John F. Taylor, page 296 of the British evidence:-

"At Newfoundland Americans sometimes fish for bait inshore."

Mr. Patrick Leary, page 66, British Affidavits:

"I supplied him (James Dunphy) with bait. In 1870 and 1875 I gave him forty barrels of
caplin each year. He found the crew, and I found the seine and gear. He paid me 8 dollars each
year for my services."

John Mclniis, a witness called on'behalf of the United States, pages 192 and 195,
says:-

"Q. How many barrels of bait do you take each time ?-A. Sometimes fifty barrels and sometimes
forty barrels. Some vessels take sixty barrels.

" Q. Do you pay so much a barrel or employ a man and pay him so mucl in a lump ?-A. We will
employ a mai that has a seine, and lie will go catching herring for so mucli; it may be 30 dollars,
40 dollars, or 50 dollars, for all -we want. If we want forty barrels, we will give, say 40 dollars; if they
are scarce, perhaps more. He will take a seine, and perhaps be two or three days looking after them.

"Q. You say, 'I will you 30 or 40 dollars (as the case may be) to go and catch me so many
barrels ? '-A. Yes; that is the way it is done, and then sometimes we give 10 dollars for ice.

"Q. Do you give any assistance in catching them ?-A. Sometimes we do.
"Q. You vere asked as to the mode of getting bait, whether you employed those men that went

for herring. Do you pay them wages, or pay them after the fish are caught ?-A. We einploy then
before they go.

"Q. But you don't pay them wages ?-A. Yes, we have to pay then. If he goes and loses two or
three days we have to pay him.

"<Q. You don't pay them whether they catch or not ?-A. Yes. Sometimes if I eiploy a man to
go and catch them, if he loses three or four days sometimes I pay hi."

Philip Pine, Planter, residing at Burin Bay, Newfoundland, says, page 61, British
Affidavits:-

"I am acquainted with the fisheries of Newfoundland by following the same and supplying
therefor since I vas seventeen years of age.

"I have observed a great number of United States' fishing vessels in this neighbourhood, there
being as many as forty sail here at one time. These vessels came here for bait and for ice."

Richard McGarth, Sub-Collector, Her Maj esty's Cpstoms, iesiding at Oderin, New-
foundland, page 64, ibid.

"I have seen United. States' vessels in this neighbourhood. Inl 1874, four or five of these vessels
called in at the back of Oderin Island, having procured ice in Burin, and twelve miles from here
hauled caplin for bait."



Robert Morey, Supplying Merchant and Planter, residing at Caplin Bay, New-
foundland, page 67, ibid.:-

"I have become acquainted with the fisheries of Newfoundland froi being connected therewith
since I- was a boy. I have during the last two years seen a number of 'United States' fishing vessels in
this neighbourhood. Iast season I can safely say I saw upwards of a hundred of such vessels either
in this harbour or passing close by; there were five or six of these vessels in this harbour last year-
they came for bait-for caplin during the 'caplin school,' and squids afterwards. This bait they
hauled themselves in part, and jigged squids. I saw six Doreys belonging to one of their vessels on
the 'jigging ground' busily employed jigging for squids. They also purchase bait from our people,
being always in a hurry to get their bait as quickly as possible to proceed again to the Banks. Caplin
they regularly haul for themselves when caplin is abundant, which it always is until the season
advances. Each vessel takes about eighty barrels fresh caplin which they preserve in ice purchased
from our people. The bait hauled and jigged by these United States' fishermen was taken in the
harbour close to shore."

Peter Winser, Planter, residing at Aquaforte, Newfoundland, page 68, ibid.:-
"I have been conuected vith the fisheries of Newfoundland by either prosecuting the saine or

supplying tierefor since I was fourteen years of age.
"I have seen 'United States' fishing vessels in this harbour the past season as 'well as the year

previous, getting bait; they jigged squids themselves in part, and what they were short of catching
they purchased from our fisherinen. Caplin they hauled themselves, using a seine belonging to a person
redin this harbour, which was worked by American fishermen, except one young mian, the son of
the seine owner. Four of these vessels have been in this harbour at one tine catcLing bait; as many
as fifteen have been at one tine in Cape Broyle; I saw ten there one day whose crews were ail
engaged catching squids. In this nimmediate vicinity there were last summer not fewer than seventy
of these -United States' vessels in our harbours during the caplin school; and I am well informéd that
between St. John's and Trepassy not fewer tlIan 200 have frequented the harbours for the supply
of fresh bait, which they procured partly by catching for themuselves and partly by purchasing. I am
led to believe that it is the intention of the United Statés' vessels to come in upon our shores and into
our harbours to catch bait to convey to their schooners on the Banks, so that they may prosecute the
cod-fishery uninterruptedly. The supply of bait by each United States' vessel per trip is'about as
follows :-Forty barrels caplin during the caplin school, and as I was told by one of the captains, fifty
barrels squids. United States' vessels nake two and three trips for bait."

There is much evidence fron others to the same purport; but I -will only further
call your especial attention to the affidavits read at the end of the rebuttal testimony, on
behalf of Her Majesty's Government (Nos. i to 8, Appendix'Q), which amply prove tlie
position I contend for, and that IJnited States' vessels have this year been engaged in
Fortune Bay, hauling bait vith very large seines, barring: coves, and supplying the
French.

I will add with reference to the evidence of Mr. Joseph Tierney, quoted by Mr.
Foster in his speech, in support of his contention that United States' masters of
Bankers, purchase their bait and do. not catchit, that immediately after the answer
with which Mr. Foster concludes his extract, the following question and answer occurs
in cross-examidation

" Q. You employ thei and they go and catch so much bait for you? A. Yes, that is the custom ;
that is, out of Gloucester."

So Tierney also sustains my position.
We have it also in evidence froi witnesses of- the United States, that .when vessels

proceed to prosecute the cod-fishery in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, they take herring nets
with them,' and by that means themnselves catch tie bait they require. This is a practice
which has existed for a number of years, and it must not be forgotten that tie right to
obtain bait on the' coast of Newfoundlandris an entirely new privilege; and is it to-be
supposed for a moment that the same mode of operation which they have adopted With
regard to the cod-fishery in the Gulfl will not be that which the Bankers wvilI practise
on the coast of Newfoundland ? I cannot conceive it possible that my learned friend,
Mr. Foster, will seriously contend, under tie circumstances set forth in the above quoted
evidence, that the Americans obtaining inthis manner that which is indispensable for
their efficient prosecution of the cod-fishery, should, by a subtlety of reasoning which I
contend is utterly unsustainable, be permitted to enjoy that which is of such infinite
advantageto tohem, vithout- yielding any equivalent, whatsoever. Would this be in
accordance with the simplest principles of right, .equity, or justice .

But apart from the aspect of the case to which I have just alluded, there is another
feature to which I mnust draw your most- serious attention. Prior to your decision of
the 6th September, iL was assumed alike by thé Newfounduanders, and Americans;thac
the right of traffic, -trasshipment, &ò.,-was conceded by.the Treaty ofWashington to .

-lè ri trassp* h- .,-. -.
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American fishing vessels. But as by that decision it has been ruled that this bas not
been conceded, and that according to the construction of that decision by the learned
Agent for the United States, there has been granted " no right to do anything except
water-borne on our vessels, to go within the limits which had been previously forbidden."
I must; ask you to assume that hereafter there will be no breach of the Treaty in this
sense by American citizens. What would be the effect of this according to the strict
letter of the bond ? American fishermen must have the fresh bait, as I have shown,
and the only way iu which they vill be able to obtain it will be by catching it for
them2selves. i must then claim from you an assessment of the value of this privilege on
the basis that during the ensuing years of the operation of the Washington Treaty, United
States' citizens will be under the necessity of catching for themselves the bait which they
have not the legal right to buy. Surely, my learned friends do not ask this Commission to
assume that Anerican citizens will hereafter surreptitiously avail themselves of privi-
leges which do not of right belong to them, and that on this account the compensation
now fairly and justly claimed on behalf of Newfoundland should be in any way reduced
by reason thereof.

And iow, one word with regard to the winter herring fishery in Fortune Bay. It
appears that from forty to fifty United States' vessels proceed there between the months
of November and February, taking from tience cargoes of frozen herring, of from 500 to
800 or 1,000 barrels. On this point, I would refer you to the affidavits by Mr. Hickman,
Mr. Giovanninni, Mr. Hubert, and others-pages 53, 57, and 59, of British affidavits.
According to the evidence, these herring have hitherto generally been obtained by pur-
chase. The trade is evidently increasing, as it seems that during the present year one
vessel loaded 6,500 barrels. Mr. Pattillo, a United States' witness, many years since
appreciated the right to catch so highly that .he risked the confiscation of bis vessel,
rather than abandon his determination to catch a cargo for himself. It is hardly
possible, then, to conceive that the Americans will continue to buy, possessing as they
now do the right to catch.

I desire next to pass on and consider the question as to the Americans exercising
the privilege which has been conferre<f upon them, of prosecuting those prolific cod.
fisheries which I have shown to exist in the inshorc waters of Newfoundland, where
they have now the liberty to fish.

The number of United States' vessels engaged in the cod-fishery on the Grand Bank,
and frequenting the coast of Newfoundland for bait, according to the evidence, would
appear to be from 400 to 500 at the present time. Mr. Fraser, at page 173, British
evidence, estimates the number at 500. The demands of a population of over forty
millions necessarily- call for an extensive area for the fishing industry of the United
States, and wherever they can :pursue their labours vith success, there will the United
States' fishermen be found. The inshore fisheries of Newfoundland, containing an area
of upývards of 11,000 square miles, is a valuable addition to their present fields of
operation. The French enjoy a similar liberty on the north-east and west coasts of the
island to that which the United States now have upon the east and south coasts. The latter
are more productive fishing grounds, and are in closer proximity to the Grand Bank
and other banks. By the evidence before you it appears, and the fact is, that the
French can, and do carry on an extensive fishing business on the coasts where they have
a right to fish. They send their vessels of from 200 to 300 tons from France, which
anchor and lay up in the harbours, fishing in their boats in the neighbourhood, close
inshore during the summer, and returning to France with their cargoes in the fall of the
year. Again, other smaller-French vessels pursue the cod-fishing ail around the w'est
coast.; and as to the values set upon these fisheries by the French, some approximate
idea may be arrived at from the jealousy with. which their right has been guarded by
their. Goverument throughout the long and frequent negotiations vhich have from time
to time taken place between France and Great Britain upon the subject. Itis true, that
heretofore the cod and halibuL fishery lias not been prosecuted by United States fisher-
men to any considerable extent on most parts of the coast of Newfoundland, but still
there is evidence of their having fished successfully on the southern coast. William
N. Mulloy, of Gloucester, Master Mariner, states in his affidavit, page 51, British
Affidavits:

' know of two United States' vessels that fished for codfish inside the Keys, St. Mary's, that is
on the inshore ground. I fished there myseif."

Philip Snook swears, page 57, British Affidavits:-

"United States' fishing vessels have fished on, the inshore fishing ground, but I cannot give
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particulars further than that I have sen them so ishing off Daxnzig Cove, near îouth point of FortLne
Bay."

George Simms, page 133, British Affidavits, says
"I have seen United States' fishing vessels and crews catching codfish on thé Newfoundlánd

inshore fishing grounds, but cannot state the number, having made no records."

George IBishop, of Burin, page 131, British Affidavits, also states

American vessels have fished. for codfish on our grounds off Cape St. Ma my's. American masters
partially refit their vessels occasionally at this port., but have not here tranîsshipped their cargoes."

William Collins, page 62, Britisli Aflidavits, says:

"American fishermen do sometimes fish on the 'inshore fishing ground' off Cape $t. 1ary' I
have seen as many as three of these vessels fishing tiere."

Samuel George Hickman, residing at Grand Bank, Newfoundland, page 58, says:

'I have seen oui shore surrounded by American. fishermen fishing for halibut and codfish, bu
cannot say that all these vessels were inside ihree miles of a line from headland to headland; I have
frequently seen United States' vessels fishing between Pass Island and Brunette Island, iii soie
instances these vessels have been fishing up the bay among the skiffs. I cannot speak of the quantity
or value of their catches, but I do know that they destroyed the halibut fishery about Pass Island, aud
largely damaged the cod-fishery of Fortune Bay; one of their captains told ne 'it vas no use for our
fishermen to go fishing after United States' fisiermen."'

George Rose, of Little Bay, Fortune Bay, page 54, says

"Vnited States' fishing vessels have fishied about Pass Island, and fornierly made good catches there:
Captain Jacobs, of schooner , is said to have been offered 9,000 dollars for his load taken
about Pass Island. Aunerican fishing vessels fishing off and about Pass Island, fislhed for halibut and
codfish, but chiefiy for halibut. My estimate of the value of their catch is at least equal ta 10,000
dollars per annum, and such fishery was conducted exclusively within three rniles of our shores."

There is no reason for supposing that the United States will niot exercise .th
privilege which they have, to an equal, or cven greater degree than the French ùisc
theirs. 'The prospects for lucrative results are more promising to the United States than'
to France. The fishing grounds are better and more convenient. During the years
1871 to 1873,.when the United States first had the privileges granted by the Washing-
ton Treaty, there was but an occasional United States' vessel which went to Newfoundz
]and forbait. From 1873 to 1876,'the 'number increased everyyear; and in .1877; the
present season, it is.stated in evidence that an immense 'nuimbr-one witness, I believe,"
says nearly ail the Graid Bank vessels-have supplied themselves there with frésh bàiti
and some have been'enployed iii catching herring and conveying' them to St; Pierre
and Miquelon, for the purpose of sale to the French. They then enter into direct con-
petition with our people. This, probably; is only a prelude to that competition in the'
Brazilian, West Indian, and Europeanimarkets.which we shal havetocontend against.
The Americans have, by virtue of the right to land and cure thei• fish,'the same
advantages which we possess for supplying those' markets, wvhich now ar'e the outlet of
onr products. This- business; b- Americans, is evidently a growing one, and s they -
acquire more and more intimate ô%wledgeof tihe cost, is harbours and fishing grounds,
and their extent and productiveness as tliey find out ivhich they will do, that they ca
obtain-their fish close upon the coast, with, all the conveniences which our inshore fishery
affords, including the ready facilities- for obtaning bait close.at handwith excellent
harbours available for tie security:of their property, is it possible toconceive that there
are not those who will prefer this investment of their capital, rather than incur the risk
of lie and property and those expensive equi tshich are incident to vesselsenaged
on the Bank fishery,?

Mr. Yoster, in an. early portion of i speech, nidertakes to show " why the fisher-
men and people of the United Stateshave always manifested such a feverish
anxiety," to gain access to the inshore fisheries.- is explanation is; that' at the time'the
various Treaties which contain provisions respecting the fisheries were concuded, ther
mackerel fishery in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, as an industrv was unknown, and that their
efforts were directed to maintain their claim to. the deep-sea hsheries.As a matter of
act, thre mackerel .fishing by United States vessels rin Canadian waters sprang up at

a period subsequent tothe Convention o 1818 With the circumstances under which
this branch of- the fishing business was î commenced. there·s no eiOaencepbut.doiutléss
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more intimate knowledge of the value of tlie inshore fisheries acquired by constant resort
under the privileges accorded by the Convention to the coasts of British North America,
coupled with the requisite knowledge of the localities, harbours, and fishing grounds,
led those fishermen who had previously confined their operations to tL.e cod, halibut, and
hake fisheries, to enter upon the new, and as it has subsequently proved, lucrative .pur-
suit of the é ackerel. This development of the American .mackerel fishery in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence affords a fair illustration of that w'hich wil take place -witliregard to
the Newfoundland inshore fisheries. Unquestionably the proceedings of tbis Commission,
and the testimony which bas been taken of the most successful and enterprising fisher-
men, will be studied by those engaged in the fishing business. New ideas will be
suggested to them, and wherever there appears to be a profitable field for the investment
of capital, it will find its way in that direction, and to those places which may hitherto
have been unknown or unappreciated by them.

I have only now to deal with the privileges conferred upon Newfoundland by the
United States, and their value. As to the value of the United States' fishing to us, that
question has been summarily disposed of by my learned friend, Mr. Dana, Ias of not
much account.' It has not been deemed. worthy of consideration by any, of the learned
counsel on the opposite side, nor has it been attempted to set it forth as of any worth to
'1s. Therefore it is unnecessary that I should further comment upon it, beyond calling
your attention to the mass of unanimous testimony that Newfoundland vessels never
have or can make profitable use of it.

The question of free-market in the United States for fish and fish-oil I may also dis-
pose of in a short space. It will be fully dealt with by my learned friend, Mr. Thomson.
I will merely draw attention to certain facts in evidence, in order that bis arguments
hereafter may be more easily applied to tie Newfoundland branch of this case. The
principal markets for Newfoundland cured codfish are the Brazils, West Indies, and
Europe. The American market is very limited. By a return filed in this case
(Appendix 1) headed, " Return showing the value of fish and products of fish importe
from: the United States of America, and exported to the United States and other
countries from the colony of Newfoundland, during each year from 1851 to 1876,
inclusive," it appears that during these t'wenty-six years, which of course include twelve
years under the Reciprocity Treaty, the average annual export from Newfoundland to the
United States amounted to 323,728 dollars, as against 6,043,961 dollars, exports to other
countries. It appears also that the United States' market is decreasing; for the average
annual export to that country for the seven years between the Reciprocity Treaty. and
the Washington Treaty was 348,281 dollars, as against 6,876,080, dollars to other
countries, whilst the average annual export for the three years under the Treaty.of
Washington, viz., 1874, 1875, and 1876, was 222,112 dollars to the United States, as
against 7,792,859 dollars to other countries; and further that the-e has been .a steady
falling off in the exports to the United States from 285,250 dollars in 1874, to 155,447
dollars in 1876. To vhat cause this is attributable it is difficult to say; but it maybe to some
extent accounted for by the increased facilities which the United States now possess and
use under the Treaty of Washington, and by means of which they are enabled to supply
their own wants in codfish. On the other hand, it has been proved that a very cond
siderable mark et for small codfish bas been opened up in Newfoundland to United
Stases' Banking vessels. That fish which was heretofore thrown overboard as unsuitable
for the American market is now carried to Newfoundland and sold at remuierative
prices. Captain Mulloy (a master of a United States' Banker), Mr. Charles Barnes, and
others state as follows: The former at page 51, British, Affidavits, says

"The quantity of snall codfish caught by each Banker during the season wilI be flly 250
quintals upon an average of every two loads of codfish caught upon the Banks. The number of United
States' vessels prosecuting the cod-fishery on the Banks of Newfoundland each season from the.port of
Gloucester is about 300. There are vessels fittedl out .from other, ports in the United iSates
besides Gloucester, but .not to so large an extent. The average catch per vessel on the Banks.willbe
2,500 quintals codfish, the value of which will te about 12,000 dollars to the owner.

"Prior to 1874, United States' Bankers threw away all fish less than. 22 iches split, or
28 inches as caught; now the small fish is brougit into Newfoundland portsi ad tliere éold; slightly
salted, to advantage. I, last year, sold 150 quintals of such fish at 9s. 6d. per quintal. The privilegè
of selling oil in Newfoundland ports is of importance also as providing necessary funds for the p 1uchase
of bait, and for refitting.

And the latter at page' 81:
"Deponent bought small codfish and co-oil from Unitd ates fishermenlast yea m i

of bait, ice, and cost of refitting theii vessels ; inome instances. Depdnent irh'ased small s
for which he paid in cash.. The total quantity-cf amall codfish pu±chased by Deponent las ar fr



llitéd ýtát-e'fs' îikîien ýes 4tïads oof 00 qint le fo i h id jaid UriÏe à YiÉà iñ à àk,65.
per quihtal of 112 lbs.; gre fih.

")Deponent also purchased ~a considerablè quantity of cod-oil from United States fishèrnieà
particulars of which he has not at hand."

Aiso Richard Cashin, page 69, British Affidavits:-
"United States' fihefxiih liave àôld sniall' odfish aiid cod-oil i, this neigho .

Purchased codfish and cod-oil fénim themx. The griÔës pald have been 8s. and 9s. pe. cwt. for green cod-
sh, ànd 2s. 6. per gallon for cod-oil. Eighty quintals of fish, and two aûd one-hia1f tuns ôfoiL- ià

wlnit I purchased."

A d Richard Paul, page 63, British Affidavits:-

".American fishermen have sold fish and oil in this neighbôurhôoa. I ôily laowôf their sli
37 quintals at 7s. per quintal, and 70 gallons of Oil at 1-dollar. I understand fromtheir. statements
the past seasoii, that, hereafter, they intend to sell to our People ail the codfish they catch under
22 inches in length."

Philip Hubert, Sub-Collector of Customs, Harbour Briton, Fortune Bay, page, 4
énäriean fiéherimen have sold sinall ôcdfish i this bay; somé vessëli sold 100 quiitals, thë

price ranginè hoin 7& to los. per cwt, green."

lin addition to yhii there are nm rous affidavits iii support of the sanie fact a
iegïrds the gen~eral sale of small codfish.

Previously tÔ thé Washington Treaty theie had been a duty o 1 dol. 30 C., per
4iintal on fish imported inta Newfoundland, which of course 's now removed.as far as
concerns the United States. The utilization of this small fish is unquestionably an iia
portant item of gain to them. If thére is a benefit to Newfoundland in a free aïark't
with the United States, it lias been redue&d to its very minimuîñ by the United Stàte'
Government 'taxing the tins i which salmonl is put 'up, and by the refusal to adniit séaI-
oil, an article of extensive export from Ne'wfound1a'nd, as a fish-oil, although in thei
owû connercial language it is placed under that catego'ry. This, hoe%èver, I presumé, is.a
matter over which you*have no jurisdiction; neither have you over the question of 128,185
dollars dutiés paid in the United States on fish and fish produ'ets imported frdm New-
foundland, between 1871 'and 1874 (referred to òn page 173, British evidence) whéii
the United Statès were allowed to enjoy the benefits of the Washington Treaty
on t!e distincL'understanding that the enjoyment should be reciprocal, but which under.
stading ivas subsequently repudiated by the United States, and the above-mentioned
amount of 'dûties levied during those years remains unrefunded to the present dag.

Thère is a ground of defence relièd uon by my learined friends opposite, as te
which I wish to offer oe or two remiarké. They contend, as I understâd theri, thât
the fisherien af Newfoundland are benefited by Ainericans coming to the coast and
tfading witi the people.; that that trading bieaks dówn asystém of business which tiiy
allege to'exist between thé merchant and the fisheiman, by which thé lâtter is held in
bondage te the former; àâid às a proof of the existence of 'sucli à s~ystm, the puit in
evidence à memoriâl fröm. the people 6f Plàcentia, dated August 19th, 1800, praying
for the . stàblishmént, of hertam fishery regultions which then exiitld in St. John's.
The ínemóriâl .will be foùd at 'age 167, British èvidénce. I Will. not detiû à yo by
reading it. It is a singalqr mode of proving a Drèsét condition of affairs ii 187, tö
produce what may or màr not be a stateínenti infacts iii 180. I shö'uld not havé éöã
sideied the point Worthy of notice, had net my léained friends brought it for a-d o
more thân one occasion, in terms which I conceive ta he uñ4warränted. I wil tlieréf&é
only renaik, that these, assertions are amply disproved, by the "statemint of Judge
Bennett; Mr.' Fraser, and Mr. Kelligrew, who hâve sufficiently Poved the, business
operations of the country. But when I heà'r, an thé ônè hánd, iIÿ lehaned friend,
Mi. Dana, loud in his assertions and proféssiòns as té all thë god Which Anericans have-
donë, ånd all thát they are going to do, visiting our coast with ñoñéÿ in the- hânds,
and with ,he bëst of intentions as he sãýs, te improve thé iïnral coidition f f fiIi -
men, and' win I seë tiithe òther iand wliat they hâv'èrelly dôiie, iid i.whàlt' tfiië
attempting to do--to take ur fisheries withou.t an equivalent-I lin forciblyienunided
of that line in the old Latin poet, "Timeo Danaos et donaferentes !"

But I have up ta t þ nt e is 'sje fi a.coie rciàl doint
only.' Thiè iàpesentng itit 'Iiùta st ontrâcted.aspet.I çlaäi from
this Commission 4 a consideration of 'thê ivle itcèdd tidié XVIII f the
Tiaàty öf Washigton, f?ör à bi'ada~a 1..iòaloit~ 6f i~$ .I J iÄÈ Š 4te
wi;riéa õnò ó ilý oa iB, er, ieé dee ë e-_ 1i whC é636nIeIncinow 2opiilàtedà,rce QYôuIf 2ffenc
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to draw those supplies of fish food which she needs. She requires to build up and maiis
tain her position as a great maritime and naval power--the làrgest; and most 'extended
field for the training of lier seafaring poople. The fisheries have ever been the nurseries
for seamen. The extension of the fishing limits of the United States affords an invest-
ment for additional capital, and occupation for an energetie and enterpyising people.
The acquisition she has inade under the Treaty of Washington adds tolier national
greatness. She has expanded beyond lier former linits ; her ships now float freely and
unrestricted over the whole North Atlantic coastal waters. These considerations cannot
fail to have weight with you. I asked'whether, having now secured the privileges which
she thus enjoys, would she yield them up for nouglit? or would she not rather brave
every contingency for their preservation ? If you believe such to be the case, it affords
some additional basis -upon which you may calculate what she should now pay for the
sterling advantages she has acquired.

I have thus endeavoured to state concisely the ground on which Her Majesty's
Governnent sustains the claim perferred on behalf of Newfoundland. The particulars
of that claim, amounting to 2,880,000 dollars, are set forth in the case of Her Majestvs
Government. I have proved to you the enormous value of those fisheries,,heretofore the
exclusive property of 160,000 people, which fisheries are now thrown open to a great
and enterprising nation. I have proved that from 25 to 33 per cent. of the- 6,000,000
dollars annually produuced is profit. (See evidence of Mr. Fraser, Mr. Kelligrew, aùd
Judge Bennett, British evidence, and of Mr. Munn, British Affidavits, page 48). You
have the clear proof that froin 400 to 500 United States' vessels take from the New-
foundland coast that bait which is absolutely necessary in order to a sùccessful prosecu'
tion of the cod-fishery on the Banks. Every United States' witness produced and
examined upon this point bas told you of the importance attached to the cod-fishery,
and the profitable results accruing from its prosecution. It is for you, Sirs, to say wiat
is a fair equivalent for the United States to pay for the privilege of fisling in common
with us in these profitable waters, and obtaining from our shores that bait which' is
indispensable to enable thlem to carry on and develop that Bank fishery which a master
of one of their own vessels refers to as "being capable of unlimited expansion and
developm ent."

I have shown youi liow the citizens of the United States have used these fisheries
in the past, how they are using then in the present, and the fair and legitimate conclusion
that they will draw fron then in the future, all that capital and cnergy can bring forth.

The " Case filed by ler Majesty's Government," the " Answer of the United
States," and the " Reply," with the' evidence, is before you. By that eviderce your
award will be governed,. I ask neither for liberality nor generosity,'but I ask for a fair
equivalent for the privileges conceded. I have only to add that when I have. seen
around me, during this inquiry the array of eminent Counsel and Attachés, as well on
the part of the United States as of Canada, when l have felt that no- one amongst ,then
had but a general knowledge of that most ancient colony of the British Crownu which
I have the privilege of represent.ing at this Commission, and that I alone of those:around
me am intimately acquainted with lier resources, and that a fair and truc representatiôn
of lier interest and claim depended solely upon my exertions, I must confess that I have.
felt a grave responsibility resting upon me; but 1 cannot sever my connection with this
Commission witlhout acknowledging how much that burden has been lightened by the
courtesy which you have extended, and by 'thc auxious solicitude which you have
evinced to obtain all the information nccessary to enable you to arrive at a j ust and
equitable award. I have implicit confidence that you ivill conscientiously diselharge the
important duty devolving upon y ou,and I hear tily join ii the hope that your labours will
resuilt in harmonizing any present discordant fbelings w'hich may exist among those
more immediately concerned, and the establishment of a lasting peace and goodwill.

Mr. Dana.-Will your Honours allow me one word in order to set righta-matter of
fact to which my learned friend referred, on a matter relating not to testimony orlaw,
but to ,the Counsel of the United States. I understood him to say, it was generally
admitted by the Counsel of the United States here, that Great Britain has a claim for
something to be paid, and that the only question vas as to the amount. Was I correct
in understanding you so? - -

Mr. Whitewa.-Yes.
Mr. Dana.- Then I wish to correct that as a matter of fact.
Mr. Whiteway.-It seems to be generally admittedI say. The language used by

yourself and brother Counsel led me to that conclusio.
-Mr. Daa.-Thc Counsel for. the, United - Stàtcs, Mr. Foster, Mr. Trescot, and

my'self, all supposed we had said-certainly that was onr opinion, and what we intended



to say,-That webelieved that what Great Britainor the Provincesreceivedsby â
guarantee on the partiofthe United States that no duty shallbe laid on'fish orAfish-oil
doming from the Provinces into the United States for the periodlu question exceeded m
value what we received 'by.a guarantee from Great Britain thatýwe might fishavithin the
limits in tiese British waters; ethat is all I wish to set right.:. There -is. nothing ln the
argument of the-learned Counsel wihich, gives us the least.right to claim a reply. tI think
that he has confined'himself strictIy and honourably within the limits of'the pleadings.

NO. VIIL

Final Arguments on bekalf of Her Britannic.Majesty by Mr. Doutre.

Friday, November 16, 1877'
The Conference met.

Mr., Doutre addressed the Commission s ollows
With the permission of your Excellency and your Honours, I will laÿ beforeth

Tribunal, in support of Her Majesty's clainv some obserivations, which I will makeas
brief as the nature of the case admits;, and in order that these remarks ciy be
intelligible, -without reference to many voluminous Idocuments, I solicit your indulgence
while going once more.over grounds:familiar to the Commission."

As soon as the war, resulting in' the independence of the confederated coloniescarme
to an end, the United States sought for arecognition of their new existence from Great
Britain, and the Treaty of Parisof 1783 vas agreed to. As a incident to heain
object of that Treaty, Article 1II states :-" The 'people' of the United States shill
continue to enjoy unmolested .the right. to:take fish of every kind on the Grand Bank
and on all other banks'of Newfoindland; also in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and at all
other places in the sea, where ' the inhabitants of both countries used at aný tine
heretofore to fish; and also the inhabitants of the United States shall haveliberty to
take fish of every kind-on such part of the coast of, Newfoundland as British fishermen-
shall.use (but not to'dry or cure the same on' thatisland), and also on the coast;,bays
and creeks of ail other of. His Britanni Mc ajesty'sDominions in America-;n,'aid the
.American fishermen shall' have the liberty to dry and cure fish' in any of the unsettled
baysharbours and'creeks of Nova Scotia,: Magdalen'Islands,'and Labrador, so long as'
the same shall remain unsettled ; but so soon as the same, or either of them, shal 1be
settled; it shall not be lawful for the said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such settlement,
without a previous agreement- for. that purpose with' the inhabitants, -proprietors, or
possessors of, the ground."

We .have heard from counsel:representing the Inited States very. extraordinary
assumptions, both historical and'political, concerning the circumstances underwhichthis
Treaty was' adopted. At. the distance of nearly a century,fancy can'suggest much to
literary or romantic speakers, especially when it concerns a' subject on which ,they are
not-called upon to give any evidenice-on'which 'theycan build' an interestingrécrdiof
their own opinions, before. this Commission. We had to deal with a very compléx
matter' of business--one, which probably has never engaged the research of a judicial
tribunal-and we thought this was enough for the efforts of huimble men of business,
such as we laim to be. . Our friends on the American side treated us with a pöetical
account of the capture of th Golden' Fleece at Louisburg, by Massahusetts 'heroes,lin
order-to show-how their statesmen of aprevious generation had misconceived the nature
of their primitive, conquered and indisputable right' to our fisheries, without'indemnity
'n any shape. British histoians, statesmen or orators:would.probably have little weigh
with'our friends in their estimate'?ofTreaty negotiations. -.With the&hope of'obtaining-a
hearing from our opponents let 'us speakthrough the mouth of American diplomatists or.
statesnien. , .

It will strike every one that in the concessions contained in our:Treaty oôf:1'83,
Great Britaindid not extend to American fiÈshrmen ail the rights belonging:to;hér own
subjects in these fisheries-afact sufficient in itself to preserve to GreatBritain l1er
sovereignty in that part of hèr doninion.

Thèn the wlar of;1h812 ws broughtto:an end, the United'States iadinotlived long
enoughi, as an independent nation; to create that peiad of eminent jurists,3pblicists and
Secretariesof State ,ho, havc.snce brought them:up'to: the standard of th& oldest L
constituted States of Europe. The'icharacteristic elation of the nation w i hutW



tecntly 'conquered their Éatiônal existence, imarked thè cOnýdö et of the United St'atW
'Goernweat during the negotiations of thé Treaty of Ghent in 1814. They peisiàtëñtly
refused to recognize a rule of international law, which no one *wiould now disýuté¿ aïd
which was, however, fully admitted by 'some of the United States' representativerä,Wt
Ghent, that war abrogates all treaties between belligerents.

Henry Clây, one òf thosé representatives, at Ghent, answedrè in the foloïii
manner; the proposition of thé British Plenipotentiai-ies, who desirëd to iinclude" th
fisheries in that Treaty as appears in the duplicate letters: The Fisheries and the
Mississippi. By J. Q. Adams. P. 14 infine:-

"In answer to the declaration made by the British Plenipotentiaries respecting the fisheries, the
undersigned (United States' Representatives) referring to what passed in the Conference of the 9th of
August can only state that they are not authoi'iéd to bring into discussion any of the rights or liber-
ties which the United States have heretofore enjoyed in relation thereto. From their nature and from
the peculiar ciaracter ofthe. Treaty of 1783, by avhich they .iere recognized, no further stipulation has
been deemed necessary by thé Government of the United States, to entitle them to the full enjoyment
of al of them."

In order to fally understand the -views entertained by the .British and American
plenipotentiaries, a few extracts frof thé co respfodence between American diplomatists,

üubIishd fröin 1814 to 1822, and eontained in the book of Mr. Adams, will show the
còurse àdoP'ted at Gheïït by himself aud hiâ colleagues.

(Eitrãet from Protocol of Conference held lst Décember, 1814, at Ghent, page 45..)
The American Plenipotentiaries also proposed the following amendmènt to Articlé'VIII z. :

'The inhabitants of the United. States shall continue tô ënjoy the liberty to take, dry, and cure fish, in
places ãoitkin& the exclusive jurisdiction of «reat Britain, as secured by the former Tréàty of 1Peace; and
the nâvigatiônof the River Misissippi, within the exclusive jurisciction of the United States, shall
è kin. free ând opén tô th àûbjectà of G'reat Biitàin, in the inaInnei securé 1y the aid Treat*y.

Thë follovin is the ânswer niade by thé Brîtish PleniÉotêitiaries
(Extract froin Protocol of Conferencé, lUth Denber, 1814, Gheit, page 46.

"His IBritannie Majesty agrees to enter into .negotiátión with thé -United States of Anéricà.
respecting the terms, conditions, and regulations, under which the inhabitants of the said Unitéd States
shal have thé liberty of taking fish on certain parts of thé coast of Newfoundländ, and other; Hfs
Britatnic Màjesty's doh"iùions in North Ainerica, anl of dryiiig ànd curing fisi iii the usettléd baya,
harbours, and creeks, of Nova Scôtia, Magdalen Island , ànd Labrador, ws tipual'ed in thé lattér pait
of thé IlIrd Article of thé Tréaty of 1783, in consideràtión of a fair euivàleit, to be a6a'éd bii on
between His Majesty and the said United States, and grantëd by the said Uïitéd Stàte's for suiéh
liberty as aforesaid.»

The American Plenipoteritiaries replied as follows:
(Extràct from American Note after Confèrence, of 12th Décember, 1814 page 49;)

"Foz thé Ëùrposé of méeting whät thèé belieýéd io lé the 'vishés of the British Goe ånib they
proposed the insertion of an Articlé which should recognize thé right of Grèt Britaii to thé ;iãvïiion
of that river, and that of the .Uiited States to a liberty in certain fisheries, which -th'e British Govéà
ment considered as abrogated by, the war. To such an Articleï which they .viewed as merely declaratoi
thé undersigned had no objection, and, have offered .to accédé. ,They do not, however, want any new
aticle'òn either of those éubjècts ; they have offeréd to he sifent vith regard to both.

The British note of thé 22nd of Deember cditàid the follô in dec1ä atiin
(Ektract from British Note of 22nd Øeýelrè, pàe 50.)

! [So far as regards, the substitutipn proposed by the uùdersigned, for the last clause ôf the VIIIth
Aticle, as it as offered solely vith the hope of attaining ;the object of thé amnendioàent tendered by
thé kmnridãh Piéaidòteùitiéries at tie 'Confeiënce of th' lst :instant no difficulty will 'be made: in
withdrawing it. The undérsignéd, eferTing to the déelaiàión made by thei 'at th, Conférenice of the
5th f August, that the privilèges of fishiia within the liinits of 'thé' British Sorignt, ànd of u'ing
the British territories for purposes connect'ed with thé fishefies, weéi'thé.t GÑrat Bitéindid not idéndfid
to grant without equivalent are not dësirous of introduôing any aiticle upo thé iibjèét.]"

And the Americans thus replied :--
(Extract fromn the American Note, 25th December, 1814, pages 54, 55.)

-"t fiiîîët'Ô féience o flié th 'ôf Auust, thé Bitish Plëùipôtetiars had notifièd ,i us
that the British Government did not. intend, henceforth, t' .llôw to thé è ééô' th eIité d States
without a 'éqeïivalent; the.liberty tô'fiàh, dry -nd cufe fisb, îithii 'hé e usive Brftiéh jûrisdiction
stipulated in their favour, by thé latter part of thé .IIIîd Articlè of thé Tieaty of Péaàé of:1783. And
in their note of the19th of August, thé British Plenipotentiaries had dniandeda àew stipulation to
secure to British subjects the right. of navigating thé Mississißi: demand rhieb, unlès arÉanted



by axother article, of that same Treaty of 1783, we could not perceive that Great Britain had any rou
abl pretence for making. Our instrution had forbidden us to, suffer our right to the fisheries to e
broght into disoussi'on, and h'aid nöt'ùauthorized us to make any distinction in the everal provisions iÇ
thlird Article f the Treaty of 1783, or between that Article or any other of the same Treaty.
had no equivalent to offer for a new recognition of our right ta any part of the fisheries, and we had no
power to grant any equivalent which might be asked for it by the British Governinent. We t¶nded
that the whole Treaty of 1783 must be considered as one entire and permanent compact, not'liable,
like ordinary treaties, to be abrogated by a subsequent war between the parties to it ; as an instrument
re.ognizing the rights and liberties enjoyed by the people of the United States as an indépendnt:
nation, and containing the terms and conditions on which the two parts of one empire had Mnutually,
agreed thenceforth to constitute two distinct and separate nations. In consenting, by that Treaty, tbat
a part of the North American Continent should remain subject to the British jurisdiction, the people
of the United States had reserved ta themselves the liberty, -which they had ever before enjoyed,
offishing upon that part of the coasts, and of drying and curing.fish upon the shores; andthis
reservation had been agreed to by the other contracting party.. We saw not why this liberty, then no
new grant, but a mere recognition of. a prior right always enjoyed, should be forfeited by a war, any
more than any other of the rights of our national independence, or why we should need a newstipul
tion for its enjoyment more than we needed a new article to declare that the King of Great Britain,
treated witli us as free sovereign and independent States. We stated this principle-in general trns;
to the British Plenipotentiaries, in the note which we sent to them with our project of. thé Tieaty;
and we alleged it as the ground upon -which no new stipulation was deemed by :ur Government
necessary to secure to the people ,of the United States all the rights and liberties stipulated in their
favour by the Treaty of 1783. No reply to that part of our note was given by-thé British:Pleni
potentiaries; but, in returning our project of a treaty, they added a clause to one of the articles,
stipulating a right for British subjects to navigate the Mississippi. Without adverting to the grpund
of prior and immemorial usage, if the principle were just that the Treaty of 1783, from' its peéuliar
character, remained in force in all its parts, notwithstanding the war, o inew stipulation wás necessary
to secure to the subjects of Great Britain the right to navigating the Mississippi, as far:as that:rightwas
secured by the Treaty of 1783 ;. as. on the other hand, no stipulation was necessary t' sécure to the
people of the United States the liberty to fish, and to dry: and cure fish, within the exclusive jurisdiction
of Great Britain. , If they asked the navigation of the Mississippi as a new clain; they còuld not lepèòt
we should-grant it without an equivalent; if they asked it because it-had been granted in 1783; they
must recognize the claim of the people of the United States to the liberty to fish, and tò dr;and eire
fish, in question. To place both points beyond all future controversy, a majority of us determinned to
offer to admit an article confirming both rights ; or, we offered at the sane tme to be pilent In the
Treaty upon both, and to leave out altogether the Article defining the boundary from.the'Lake of the
Woods westwari. They fnally agreed to this last yroposal; but not untilthey had propbsed in Article
stipulating for a future negotiation for an equivalent to be given by Great'Britain for' thé navigatioh
of the Mississippi, and by the United States for thé liberty as ta the fisheries within theBritishýjtris-
diction. This Article was unnecessary, with respect ta its professed object, since both Governméts
had it in their power, without it, to negotiate upon these subjects if -tbey plëased. We rpjected it;
although its adoption would have secured the boundary of the 49th legree of latitude west of the'lake
o' the Woods, because it would have been a formai abandonmeënt an ou part; or clim Ï the
liberty as~to the fisheries recognized by thé Treatyof 1793.!

Mr. Gallatin wrate to the Secretary ofStat- on the 25th December, the day:
following the signature of the Treaty, as follows

(Extract fron Letter of Mr. Gallatin to Secretary of State, 25th December, 1814,
pag 58.)

On the subject of the fisheries within the jurisdiction aof Great Britain, we havè certainly doné
al that could be done. If, aecording to the construction of the Treaty of 1783, Which w*èi snedthe
right was not abrogated by the war, it remains entire, since we most explicitly refuëed ta renounce it
either directly or indirectly. In that case it is only an unsettled subject of difference between theto
countries. If the right miust be considered as abrogatd by the war, we ca'nnot regai it*itwhout an
equivalent. We had nona to give but the recognition of their right ta navigate the Mississippi'and w
offered it. On this last supposition, this right is also lost to them ; and in a general point-of view we
have certainly lost nothing."

Mr. Russell, who gave rise ta althis correspond ence, wrote from Paris on the th
February, 1815, in the foliowing terms to the Secretary of State:-

(Extract fr9m Letter of Mr. Rusellto the Secretary ofState, 11th February,1815,
page 66.) . ..

"I could not believe that the independence of the United States was derived from the 1reaty of
1783; that the recognition ofthat independence by Great Britain 'gave to this' Treaty-an peouliar'
character, or that such character, supposing it existed, would necessarily ren-der this Treaty abso 1tely
inseparable in itsprovisions, and maka itone entir and indivisible whole, equally imperishable in
ail its parts, by any chance wic~h might occur in'the' relations&between the eontracting.parties.

"Theindependence of the >United States rests upon those-- fundamet pincies set for and
acted on by the American Congress inthe dclaration of July, 1776, an'd' not on y Britísh gra in
the Treaty of 1783, and its era isdated accordingly.

" The Treaty of 1783 was merely a Treaty of NPeace, and tthe'efore subject to the same rules o
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construction as other compacts of this nature. The recognition 'of the independence of the United
States could not well have given it a peculiar character, and excepted it from the operation .of .these
rules. Sueh a recognition expressed or implied, is always indispensable on the part of. every nation
with whom ve form a.Treaty ,whatsoever."

(Idem, p. 69.)

"It is from this view of the subject that I have been constrmined to believe that there )vas nothing
in the Treaty of 1783 which could not essentially distingtuish it froin ordinary treaties, or rescue it on
account of any peculiarity of character froin the juma belli, or froi the operation of those events on
which the continuance or termination of such treaties depends."

"I know not indeed, any treaty, nor any article of any treaty, whatever nay have been the subject
to which it related, of the terms in which it vas expressed, tlat has survived a var between the paities
without being specially renewed, by reference or recital in the succeeding Treaty of Peace. I cannot,
indeed, conceive the possibility of such a Treaty, or of such an Article; for, however clear and strong
the stipulations for perpetuity might be, these stipulations themselves would follo v the fate of ordinauy
unexecuted engagements, and require, after a war, the declared assent of the parties for their revival."

(Idem, p. 75.)

"I have in this view of the subject been led to conclude that the Treaty of 1783, in relation
to the fshing liberty, is abrogated by the war, and that this liberty is totally destitute of support fromi
prescription, and consequently, that we are left without any title to it whatsoever."

(Idem, p. 77.)

Considering, therefore, the fishing liberty to be entirely at an end, without a new stipulation for
its revival; and believing that ve are entirely free to discuss the teris and conditions of such a
stipulation, I did not object to the article proposed by us, because any article on the subject -was
unnecessary, or contrary to our instructions, but I objected specially to that article, becauseby con-
ceding in it, to Great Britain, the free navigation of the Mississippi, we not on]y directly violated our
instructions, but we offered, inmy estimation, a price inch above its value, and which éould not
justly be given."

(Idem, p. 87.)

"I have always been willing to make any sacrifice for the fishing privilege, which its nature or
comparative importance could justify, but I conscientiously believe that the free navigation of the
Mssissippi, and the accesi, to it, which we expressly offered, vere pregnant vitl too mnuch mischief to
be offered, directly, under our construction of the Treaty; or, indirectly, as they were in fact offered,
as: a new equivalent for the liberty of taking and drying fish withiin British jurisdiction."

Mr. Russell was supported by Henry Clay in these views.
Our learned friend, Dr. Dana, mentioned the circumstances under wIich England

was carrying on the negotiations at Ghent. She was engaged in a continental war, with
the most illustrious warrior of modern times, and the Anericans were more or -less
exacting according to ber einbarrassments. We have this described àt . 233 of
Mr. J. Q. Adams' correspondence, as follows:

"Subsequently, however, the overthrow of Napoleon having left us to contend single-handed with*
the nndivided power of Great Britain, our Government thought proper to change the terns offered to
the British Government, and -accordingly sent additional instructions to Glient; directing our Commis-
sioners to make a pcace, if practicable, upon the simple condition, that each party should be placed ini
the saine situation in which the war found them.

"At the commencement of the war, the British had a riglit by Treaty, not only to navigate the
Mississippi, but to trade with all our Western Indians. Of course our Commissioners were instructed
to consent to the continuance of this right, if no better teris could be procured. inder these instruc-
tions a proposition relative to the Mississippi aid the fisheries, similar to that which lad been rejected,
was again presented, adopted, and sent to the British Commissioners. But it did not restore the right
to navigate the Mississippi, in as full a mianner as the British Government desired, and on that account,
we presume, vas rejected."

The following dates will explain the meaiing of the paragraph ieferring to
Napoleon. The mission to Ghent had met before the disasters to French arms which
resulted in the abdication of Napoleon on the 4th April, 1814.' Napoleon was conveyed
to Elba in May following. With the slow communications of the time, the Ainericans
learned only in June of the victories of England, which seemed to have given a certain'
tone of-firmness to her negotiations at Ghent. The Treaty wvas signed on the 24th
December, 1814. On the 1st March, 1815, Napoleon escaped from'Elba and landed at
Frejus. Americans regretted having precipitated their negotiations, and not beingin a
po~sition tc avail theiselves of the renewal.of war on the Continent to insist onbetter
ternis, many expressed, their grief in uinmeasured tone hut it.was too late.



Each of the contracting pardes ersisting in their views, tIhe subject of the fisheries
was excluded from the Treaty of Ghent; but the United States soon learned that
England was right, and they had to resort to the ultina ratio of another war to
enforce their opinions, not only against Great Britain, but also against the universal
sense of other nations. We read in the same book, page 240, that in the summer of
1815, British armed cruisers warned off all American fishing vessels on the Coast of
Nova Scotia,, to a distance of sixty miles from the shores, and thereby, says our writer,
the British Government proved significantly what they had meant by their side of the
argument. On this, the Americans solicited and obtained the Convention of 1818. The
first Article of that Treaty explains the circumstances 'under which it was come to:-

"Whereas differences have arisen respecting the, liberty claimed by.the;United States for the
inhabitants thereof to take, 'dry, and cure fish on certain coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks of His
Britannie Majesty's dominions in America, it is agreed, between the High. Contracting Parties, that the
inhabitants of the said United States shall have, for ever, in common with the subjects of His Britannie
Majesty, the liberty to take fish of every kzind on that part of the southern coast of Newfoundland;
which extends from Cape Ray to the Rameau Islands, on the western and northern coast of :New-
foundland, froin the said Cape Ray to the Quirpon Islands, on the shore of Magdalen Islands, and also
on the coasts, bays, harbours, and creeks, from Mount Joly, on the southern coast of Labrador, to and
thiough the Straits of Belle Isles, and thence northwardly indefinitely along the. coast, ithout
prejudice however, to.any of the exclusive rights of the Hudson Bay Company; and that the Anericán
fishermen shall also have liberty, for ever, to dry and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbours,
and creeks of the southern coast of -Newfoundland, hereabove described, and of the coast of Labrador
but so soon as the saie or any portion thereof sha.l be settled, it shal not be lawful for the said
fishermen to dry or cure fish at such portio.n so settled lwithout previous agreement for such purpose
with the inhabitants, proprietors, or possessors of the ground. And the United States hereby renounce
for ever, any liberty heretefore enjoyed or claimed by the inhabitants thereof, to take, dry or cure .fisb
on or within three marine miiles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours, of His Britannic
Majesty's dominions in America not includedwithin the above-mentioned limits. ]?rovided; however,
that the American fishermen shall-be admitted to enter such bays or harbônrs for the purpose of'shelter
and of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood and of obtaining water, and for no other purpose
whatever. But they shall be under such restrictions as shall be necessary to prevent their taking,
drying, or curing fish therein, or in any other manner whatever abusing the privileges hereby reserved
to them."

The difference between this Convention and the Treatv of 1783 consists in the
exclusion of the Americans from the shore and bay fisheries wýhich they enjoy-under the
Treaty of 1813. This was more than sufficient to mark the abandonment by the
Ainericans of the position assumed at Ghent,- that war had not-abro:gated their fishing
liberties under that Treaty. It is, in fact, owing to that impor'tant difference that I have
at this moment the honour of addressing myself to this distinguishedtribunal.

Six years after the adoption of this Convention, in 1824, differences grew out of the
three miles' limit, though it does not appear to have arisen fromr the headland question;
or fishing in bays.

Mr. Brent (as quoted at page 8 ofUnited States' Brief) speaks of American citizens
vho hee been interrupted "during the present season,' in their accustomed and lawful

employment of taking and curing fjsk in the Bay of Fundy and upon the Grand Banks,
by the British armed brig 'Dotterel,"' &c.

Mr. Addington awswers (page 8 and page 9 of United States' Brief), that thée
complainants are not entitled to reparation for the los they have sustained, having
rendered themselves obnoxious, having been taken somefagrante delicto, and others undet
such. circumstances that they could have ;no other intention than that of pursuing their
avocations as fishermen vithin the linos laid down by Treaty as forming boundaries
within which pursuit was interdicted to them. - *

The United States' Brief, which is now confessed-to have been inspired'by a
misapprehension of tie f'acts, stated (page 9) that the claim to exclude thet American
fishermen from the great bays, such as Fundy and Chaleurs, arnd also from a distance of
three miles, determined by a line drawn from ieadland to headland across their mouths,
was not, attem1pt9d~ hto beenforced -until the years 4838 and 1839, when several of the
Americanfishing vessels were seized-by the Britishr cruisers for fishingin the large bays.

This admission coupled with the complaint of 1824, makes-it evident thatindis.
putable portions of the Convention had been violated, .since American vessels had been
seized' in Two-Islands.-arbour, Grand Manân. This vas, even with the present
American interpretation of the Convention of 1818, as to headlands, an evident trespáss
on prohibited grounds; and the rescue of the vessels seized by the fishormen ofEastport,
and other similar instances, ~should -nt ho mentioned otherwise than as acts of pirac>,
which a.. powerful nation may disregard for peace sake, but will resent when treasured,
injury explodes on other occasions0 ~
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- ias been the policy of certain American Statesmen to lay the blame of most of
their fisheries difficulties on the shoulders of colonists, in order to obtain their easy
settlement, at the hands of a distant, and (quoad lucrum) disinterested, imperial and
supreme Power. Froi a natural connection between causes and effects, our maritime
provinces most in proximity to the United States, had to bear the brunt of a triangilar
duel, the chief part of which fell to Nova Scotia, who showed herself equal to the
occasion. It can be shown that what was styled as almost barbarian legislation
on the part of the Nova Scota Parliament, exists at this very hour in the legislation of
the United States. And it is not a reproacli that I am casting here against the United
States. They have done like other nations, who made effectual provisions against the
violators of their customs, trade or navigation laws, and they could not do less or
otherwise than the legislature of Nova Scotia.

The Customs Statute of the Dominion, 31 Vict. cap. VI (1867) contains sinilar
provisions to those of the Fishing Act of the same session, cap. 61, sects. 10, 12, 15,
and lays upon the owner and claimant of goods seized by Custom Officers, the burden
of proving the illegality of the seizure; it obliges the claimant of any vessel, goods or
things seized, in pursuance of any law relating to the customs, or to trade or navigation,
to give security to answer for costs. Other parts provide for all the things contained in
the Nova Scotia Statute, so much animadverted upoi, as being contrary to common law
principles, but which are applicable to British subjects as well as to foreigners. The
Imperial Act, 3 & 4 Wm. IV. cap 59, secs. 67, 69, 70, 71, consolidated former Acts,
dating as far back as wlhen the 13 revolted colonies were part of the Empire, contains
similar provisions as our Dominion Acts concerning customs and fisheries, and as the
Nova Scotia Statute of 1836. I had intended to cite some words of the American
law on the snbject, but the volume is not at hand. I supplement the omission by-
1. Gallison, page 191 ; 2. Gallison, page -505; 3. Greenleaf, sec. 404, andnote 2, page
360'; 5. Wheaton, sec. 407, page 461, and sec. 411, page 463.

Mr. Dana.-Mr. Doutre, do you not consider that to the same effect as if the judge
says that the Government must make out a primd facie case ?

Mr. Doutre.-I have only read a small portion of the decision; but the seizure
constitues a prindfacie case.

Mr. Dana.-Oh no.
Mr. Doutre.-Seizure was made for open violation of the law, and it is for the

claimant to show that lie did not violate the law.
Mr. Dana.-The decision is that the Government must make out a primdfacie case.
Mr. Doutre.-It is impossible for me to satisfy your mind on that point; the report

is very long, and if you read it you will be convinced that I am right.
Mr. Dana.-It says the Government are obliged by statute to prove a primdfacie

case.
Mr. Doutre.-These cases are all of a similar character. I admit that the ordinary

rules of evidence are here reversed. The reason is that the maintenance of the
ordinary rules, concerning evidence, would work great mischief, if applied to such
matters as these.

Mr Foster.-This is a judgment based on suspicion, in the opinion of the Court, and
not on the opinion of the boarding officer.

Mr. Doutre.-The boarding officer makes the seizure, and reports that he has made
it, and unless the defendant comes and shows that the seizure has been illegally made;
the Court ratifies the seizure, and condemns the goods or ships seized.

Mr. Dana.-Are you speaking of war, now?
Mr. Doutre.-No, of profound peace.
Mr. Dana.-This vas in time of war, and in the very case you cite, it is said that

the acts must be established by the Government, which lias to make out a primdfacie case.
Mr Doutre.-I will take the law of the United States on this point as establishing

my view. I will now give the reason why such legislation has been adopted in Englaud,
in the United States, and in Canada, in an extract taken from a judgment rendered by
the distinguished Chief Justice of Nova Scotia, Sir William Young, in December, 1870,
in re Schooner Minnie, Court of Vice A lmiralty :

"It niust be recollected that Custom House ILaws are framed to defeat the .infinitely varied,
unscrupulous and ingenious devices to defraud the revenue of the country. In no other system is the
party accused obliged to prove his innocence-the weight of proof is on him, reversing one of the first
principles of criminal law. Why have the Legislatures of Great Britain, and of the 'United States, and of
the Dominion alike, sanctioned this departure from the more humane, and, as it would seem at the first
blush, the more reasonable rule ? From a necessity, demonstrated by experience-the necessity of
protecting the fair trader and counter-workiig and punishing the smuggler."

f
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Mr. Dana.--That is a British decision which you have read?
Mr. Doutre.-Yes; a British Colonial one.
The provisions of the Nova Scotia Statute were intended to apply to a class of cases

belonging to something similar to customs regulations, and are inseparable from them,
and if ever our American friends desire to enforce on their coasts the three-miles' limit,
which their answer and brief recognize-as resting on the unwritten law of nations they
vill have to extend to this matter their customs law above cited, as did the Legislature
of Nova Scotia.

The learned Agent of the United States went very far from any disputed point to
gain sympathy, by a reference to what, in the United States' answer to the case, is called
an inhospitable statute. He says:-

" A Nova Scotia Statute of 1836, after providing for the forfeiture of the vessel found fishing, or
preparing to fish, or to have been fishing within three miles of the coast, bays, creeks, or harbours, and
providing that the master, or person in command, should not truly answer the questions put to him in
such examination by the boarding officer, he should forfeit the sum: of one hundred pounds, goes on to
provide that if any goods shipped on the vessel were seized for any cause o? forfeiture under this Act,
and any dispute arises whether they bave been lawfully seized, the proof touching the illegality of the
seizure shall be on the owner or claimant of the goods, ship, or vessel, but not on the officer or person
who shall seize and stop the same."

These are the very expressions which the learned Agent for the United States
employed when he animadverted on that statute. He also states that he is lot aware
whether a statute similar to this one, which existed in Nova Scotia in 1868, bas been
repealed. In 1867, however, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. and the two Canadas were
confederated together, and the matters .relating to the fisheries and customs were then
transferred to the Dominion of Canada, which has ever since exercised the sole power
of legislation over those subjects. The best answer that can be given to Mr. Foster and
his colleagues on this point may be quoted from high authority. The Agent for the
United States, about the period of his arrival here to attend to his duties beforéethis
Commission, published in the «American Law Review," a journal which speaks with
quasi-judicial authorityin Massachusetts, an article on the Franconia, having a prominent
bearing on this case now before the Commission. I only mention this fact in order to
show the high character of the "Review." This journal, alarmed at the views
proclaimed by President Grant, published a very able article on the subject, the writer
being an eminent and able lawyer; and this article deals with the question.of preparing
to fish, as well as with the question of trade, both of which have been discussed by my
learned friend the Agent for the United States. In dealing with the claim of the right,
on the part of American, fishermen, to lie at anchor, clean and pack fish and purchase
bait, prepare to fish and transship cargoes, the writer says

Mr. Dana.--Will you have the kindness to state by whom these views are set
forth?

Mr. Doutre.-I ar nlot quite sure of the name.
Mr. Dana.--Tt is not Mr. Foster?
Mr. Doutre.-No.'
Mr. Dana.r-You do not know the author?
Mr. Dotre.-I think I do.
Mr. Fster.-Unless that is Professor Pomeroy's argument, it is something I have

never before heard of.
Mr. Doître.-It is his argument, I a m informed.
Mr.'Dana.--I wish also to say that this "Review" bas no quasi-judicial authority

It is private property, and.edited by private persons.
Mr. Doutre.-I thus consider ail publications of this nature.

"All these acts aTe plainly uimlaful, and. wuld be good grounds for the confiscation of the
offending vessel,:oîthe infliction of pecuniary penalties. The Treaty stipulates, tha 'Aniericanfishe-
imen shal be admitted ta enter sulh bags and harbous for the purpose of shelter, of repairing damages
theein, of purchasing wood, and obtaining water, and'for no other purpose whatever.', Even assuming,
as has sometimes been urged, that the wods ' For no /purpose whatever,' refer exclusively to'matters
connected vith the business and process of fishüig, thr prôhibition still 'cavra ail the acts enumerated,
Touse the bays and harboms as plàces of conveience in which to cean and pack fishta procurebai,
to'prepare to fishoï to lan cargoes of fish woùild be an invasion of athe exclusive fishing rights 'withizi
the territorial wateis secured to'British subjects and denied to Amiinca citizens. ', Preparm g t fih
if permitted, *óld rendeiit aliost impossible ta prevent actual fishing.When from coniderations
of policy statutes are made ta declare some, final result ilegal, eeegilatue uniformly forbids tle
preliminary steps hic i are ectly conneted with that result,lead uplta it, adfacilitate its coniplish
mient. Thius ifÇoïgres sholid absolutelyprohibit tir landii af certain good in ar pos, thê ted
States' Goernment wèuld doubtles isten with amazement to a co0plaint fron foreign importdrs tha

[636] R
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'preparing to land'was also prohibited. All customs and revenue regulations axe framed upon this
theory. The provisions of the Imperial and Canadian Statutes madng it a penal offence for
American vessels 'to prepare to fish' while lying in territorial waters seems, therefore, to be a
'restriction necessary to prevent' their taling fislh therein, and for that reason to be lawful and proper."

The claim of right to sell goods and buy supplies, the traffic in which the Nova
Scotia Act was intended to prevent, is thus commented on:-

" This particular claima has not yet been made the subject of diplomatic correspondence between
the two Governiments, but amongst the documents laid before Congress at its present session, is a
consular letter, from which we quote

"It (the Treaty of 1818) made no reference to and did not attempt to regulate the deep sea
fisheries which were open to all the world. * * * * It is obvious that the words ' for
no other purpose whatever,' must be construed to apply solely to such purposes as are in contravention
to the Treaty, namely: to purposes connected with the taking, drying, or curing fish within 3 marine
miles of certain coasts, and not in any manner to supplies intended for the ocean fisheries, with which
the Treaty had no connection.

" All this is clcarly a mistake, and if the claims of American fishermen, partially sanctioned by the
United States' executive, rest upon no better foundation, they must be abandoned. In fact, the
stipulation of the Treaty in which the clause occurs. lias reference alone to vessels employed in deep-
sea fishing. It did not require any grant to enable our citizens to engage in their occupation outside
the territorial limite, that is upon the open sea; but they were forbidden to take, dry, or cure fish in the
bays and harbours. They were permitted, however, to come into those inshore waters for shelter,
repairs, wood, and water, 'and for no other purpose whatever.' To what American vessels is this
privilege given? Plainly to those that fishî in the open sea. To say that the clause 'for no other
purpose whatever' applies only to nets connected with taking, drying, or curing fish within the 3
miles' limit, whicl acts are in terms expressly prohibited, is simply absurd. It would be much more
reasonable to say that, applying the maixim noscitur a sociis, the words, 'for no other purpose whatever'
are to be construed as having reference solely to matters connected with regular fishing voyages,
necessary, convenient, or customary in the business of fishing, and are not to be extended to other acts
of an entirely different and purely commercial nature.

"1resident Grant declares that so far as the Canadian claim is foundedupon an alleged construction
of the Convention of 1818, it cannot be acquiesced in by the United States. He states that during the
Conference which preceded the signing of this Treaty, the British Commissioners proposed a clause
expressly prohibiting American fishermen fron carrying on any trade with British subjects, and
from having on board goods except such as might be necessary for the prosecution of their voyages. He
adds

" This proposition which is identical with the construction now put upon the language of the
Convention, was emphatically rejected by the American Commissioners, and thereupon was abandoned
by the British Plenipotentiaries, and Article I as it stands in the Convention was substituted."

" The President has been misinformed. The proposition alluded to lad no connection with the
privilege given in the latter part of Article I, to enter bays and harbours for shelter and other similar
purposes; but referred expressly and exclusively to the grant contained in the former part of the
Article of a right to talke, dry and cure fish on the coasts and in the bays of Labrador and Newfound-
land. This is apparent froim a reference to the negotiations themselves. On September 17th, 1818,
the American Commissioners submitted their first projet of a treaty. The proposed Article relating to
the fisheries was nearly the same as the one finally adopted, including a renunciation of the liberty to
fIlsh within three miles of other coasts and bays. The proviso was as follors:-

" Provided, lowever, that American fishermen shall be permitted to enter such bays and harbours
for the purpose only of obtaining shelter, wood, water and bait.

"The British counter projet granted a liberty to take, dry, and cure fish on the coasts of New.
foundland and Labrador within nuch narrower limits than those demanded by the American Pleni-
potentiaries. It admitted the fishing vessels of the 'United States .into other bays and harbours, 'for
the purpose of shelter, of repairing damages therein, of purchasing wood and obtaining water, and for
no other purpose.' It also contained the following clause

"It is further understood that the liberty of taking, drying, and curing fish granted in the
preceding part of this Article shall not be construed to extend the privilege of carrying on trade vith
any of lis Britannic Majesty's subjects residing within . the limits hercinbefore assigned to the se of
fishernen of the United States. And in order the more effectually to guard against smuggling, it shall
not be lawful for the vessels of the United States engagedia the saidftshery to have on board any goods,
wares, and merchandise, except such as may be necessary for the prosecution of the fishery."

" Messrs. Gallatin and Rush replied, insisting upon a privilege to take, dry and cure fish on the
coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador within the limits first demanded by them, and added as the last
sentence of their letter: The clauses making vessels liable to confiscation in case any articles not
wanted for carrying on the fishery should be found on board, would expose the fishermen to endless
vexations. On the 13th October, the British Commissioners proposed Article I as it now stands, vhich
was accepted at once. There was no discussion of an alleged right of American fishermen to engage
in trade, and no further allusion on the subject. Indeed,throughout all thesé conferences the American
Commissioners Vere labouring to obtain as extensive a district of territory as possible on Newfoundland,
Labrador, and the Magdalen Islands for inshore fishing, and paid little attention to the privilege--then
apparently of small value, but now important-of using other bays and harbours for shelter and
kindred purposes. The British agents, on the other hand, endeavoured to confine the former grant
within narrow bounds, and to load it with restrictions. The rejected clause concerning trade and
arrying goods, was one of these restrictions, and in its very terms.referred álone to the vessels taking
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curing fish on the portion of the Newfoundland and ]Àbrador coasts made free to our citizens. It
should be noticed that the proviso finally adopted omitted the iight originaly demanded by the
Americans of entering other bays and harbours for bait, and is identical with the one at first submitted
by the Britisl Plenipotentiaries, strengthened by the addition of the word 'wliatever' after the clause
'for no otier purpose.' It is evident, therefore, that the British Government is not estopped from
opposing the claim now set up by American fishermen and sustained by the President, and anything
that occurred during the negotiations preliminary to the Treaty.

" We must fall back, then, upon the accepted doctrines of international law. Every nation las
the undoubted right to prescribe such regulations of commerce carried on its waters and with its
citizens as it deems expedient, even to the extent of excluding entirely some or all foreign vessels and
merchandize. Such measures may be harsh, and under some circumstances a violation of inter-state
comity, but they are not illegal. At all events, it does not become a Government to complain, which
now maintains a tariff prohibitory as to many articles, and which at one time passd a general embargo
and non-intercourse Act. There seem to be special reasoiis why the Dominion Authorities may inhibit
general commerce by Americans engaged in fishing. Their vessels clear for no particular port; they
are accustomed to enter one bay or harbour after another, as their needs demand; they might thus
carry on a coasting trade; they -would certainly have every opportunity for successful smuggling.
Indeed, this would legitimately belong to the local customs and revenue system, and not to the
fisheries. We are thus forced to the conclusion that American. fishermen have no right to enter the bays
and harbours in question and sell goods or purchase supplies other than wood and water."

It is not necessary to add a word to the able and impartial language quoted, except
to suggest that if the author had been now vriting, h e miglit have found a mure forcible
example of inhospitable legislation than the " general embargo and non-intercourse Act,"
namely, the attempt to evade the plighted promise of the nation, to remove the taxation
from fish, by taxing the cans-useless for any other purpose-in which the fish are sent
to market.

While restoring to the legislation of Nova Scotia its true character, this article
shows also which of the two decisions rendered, one by Mr. Justice Hazen, the other by
the distinguished and learned Chief Justice, Sir William Young, must be held to be the
correct one, on preparing to fish. The latter's judgment receives from this impartial
source an authority which it did not require to carry conviction to all unprejudiced
minds.

The necessity for the Nova Scotia Statute of 1836, so much complained of, became
apparent within a pretty short period.

In 1838, as mentioned in the United States' Brief, page 9, several American vessels
were seized by British cruisers, for fishing in large bays. Between the dates of the
Nova Scotia Statute and these seizures, the American Secretary of State had issued
circulars enjoining American fishermen to observe the limits of the Treaty,.but without
saying what these limits were. Why did he abstain from giving his countrymen the
text of the Convention of 1818, Article I? They could have read. in it that the United
States had renounced for ever the liberty of taking, drying or curing fish within three
marine miles of any coast, bay, creek or harbour, and that they could not be admitted
to enter such bays or harbours, except for shelter, or repairing damages, or obtaining wood
and water, and for no other purpose whatever. Every fisherman would have understood
such clear language. Statesmen only could imagine that "bays " meant large bays.
more than six miles wide at their entrance.

It was the privilege of eminent politicians, but not of the fishermen to handle that
extraordinary logic which involves the contention-lst. That for the purpose of fishing,
the territorial waters of every country along the sea-coast extend three miles from low-
water mark. 2nd, That "in the case of bays and gulfs, such only are territorial waters
as do not exceed six miles in width at the mouth upon a straight line measured from
beadland to headland. 3rd, That." all larger bodies of water connected with the open
sea, form a part of it." These words are taken from the Answer to British Case (pages
2, 3). The framers of the Convention of 1818 must have meant those large bays, when
they excluded American fishermen fron entering into any bay, &c. The most that the
fisherman could have said, after reading the text, would be that it must have been an
oversight-and he would never have thought of taking, the law in his own hand and
disregarding a solemn contract entered into by his Government. But, with his conimon
sense, he would have said,:-The Convention could not mean the small bays, since I arm
told by American lawyers that it did not require a Treaty to protect.the small bays
against our interference. (See the answer to the Case at page 2.) Theword bay could
not mean anything but those large bays, whicb, in the:absence of Treaty stipulations,
might by some be considered as forming part of ti open sea. And acting on this Plain.
interpretation of the most clear terms, the fisherman vould havé abstained from enteringinto any bay except for the purposes mentioned in the Convention. Old, fishermen
would n additionhaveg.taught the'younger ones that:there-was a'paramountirea'son
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why the American framers of the Convention of 1818 could have no desire to open the
large bays to iheir fishermen, for the reason that, up to 1827 or 1828, that is, until ten
years after the Convention, mackerel had not been found in large quantities in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence.

If, then, the circulars of the Secretary of the Treasury to American fishermen
failed to put the latter on their guard, when the Nova .Scotia Legislature showed such
firm determination to enforce the rights of lier fishermen, and coerce the American to
obedience to law and Treaties, the responsibility of any possible conflict feu upoi the
American and not upon the British authorities.

Our friend, Mr. Dana, expressed with vehemence of language, which impressed us
all, the serions consequences wvhich would have followed if a drop of American blood
lad been spilt in these confiiets. We have too good an opinion of our American cousins
to think that they would have been much moved if one of their countrymen had been
killed while in the act of violating the law in British territory. The United States have
laws as well as other nations against trespass, piracy, and robbery, and it is not in the,
habit of nations to wage war in the protection of those of their countrymen who commit
any of these crimes in a foreign land. The age of filibustering has gone by, and no
eloquence can restore it to the standard of a virtue.

However, a state of things vhich is calculated to create temptations such as were
offered to A merican fishermen iii Canadian waters should be at all times most carefully
avoided, and it vas the desire of both British and American statesmen to renove such
dangerous and inflammable causes of conflict, which brouglit us to the Reciprocity Treaty
of 1854.

By that Treaty, British waters in North America were thrown open to United
States' citizens, and United States' waters north of the 36th degree of north latitude
were thrown open to British fishermen, excepting the salmon and shad fisheries, which
were reserved on both sides, Certain articles of produce of the British Colonies and of
the United States were adnitted to each country respectively, free of duty.

That Treaty suspended the operation of the Convention of 1818, as long as it was
in existence. On the 17th March, 1865, the United States' Government gave notice
that, at the expiration of twvelve months from that day, the Reciprocity Treaty was to
terminate; and it did then terininate, and the Convention of 1818 revived, from the 17th
March, 1866.

However, American fishermen were admitted without interruption to fish in British
Amnerican waters, on payment of a license, which was collected at the Gut of Canso, a
very narrow, and the nearest, entrance to portions of these waters. Some American
vessels took licenses the first year, but many did not. The license fee having been
raised afterwards, few vessels took a license, and flnally alinost all vessels fished without
taking any. Everyone vil] understand the impossibility of enforcing that system. All
American vessels having the right to fish in British American waters under the Conven-
tion of 1818, those who wanted or professed to limit themselves to fishing outside of the
three-miles limit had the rigit to enter on the northern side of Cape Breton without
takirg a license. As long as that license was purely nominal, many took it in order to
go every where without fear of cruizers or molestation. When ourlicense-fee was doubled
and afterwards trebled, the number of those who took it gradually dwindled to nothing.
The old troubles and irritation were renewed, and many fishermen have explained before
the Commission how embarrassing it was in many instances to know, fron the deck of a
vessel, how far from the shore that vessel stood. Three miles have to be measured with
the eye, not from the visible shore, but from low water-mark. There are coasts which
are left dry for several miles hy the receding tide. When the tide is up, landmarks may
be familiar to the inhabitants of the shore or frequent visitors of its water; but, for the
fisherman who comes there for the first or second time, or perhaps for the tenth time, but'
after intervals of years, it rnay be a difficult task to determine where lie can fish with
safety. And what can be more tempting-I should say tantalizing--than to follow a
school of mackerel which promises a full fare in one day and a speedy return home, with'
the mirage of a family to embrace, and of profits to pocket? Should men be exposed to
such temptations, when commercial intercourse and money, as an ultima ratio present so
nany modes of removing restrictions? Is there any one of these varied modes of settle-

ment which is worth the life of a man?
Great Britain and the United States owed it to their noble common ancestry and

to their close relationship, not to listen to the evil advice of passion, and to show
to the world a new battlefield, where cool judgment and good will are thé most
successful arms.

With the termination of the Reciprocity Treaty, reappeared the cruizers and
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cutters aiong the fishermen, and irritation seemed to have acquired vigor and intensity
during the suspension. Other international differences had grown up, from the beginning
of the civil war, and had accumulated during the whole of that var, to such an extent
that a spark might start a serious conflict. Fortunately cool heads were predominant
in the two Governments; the Joint ligh Commission was appointed, and the Washington
Treaty reduced to a money quegion, what in former times would have cost the lives of
thousands of men, and would have, besides, entailed on both sides an expenditure of
money ten times more considerable than the compensatory indemnities resulting from
that Treaty. Ten Articles of that Treaty concern the fisheries, from the XVIIIth to the
XXVth, both inclusive, and the XXXIInd and XXXIIIrd. In addition to the liberties
granted to them by the Convention of 1818, Americans are admitted, by Article XVIII,
to fish everywhere, in common with British subjects, without being restricted to
any distance from the coast, with permission to land for the purpose of drying their
nets and curing their fish, provided they do not interfere with the rights of private
property.

On the other hand, British subjects are admitted, by Article XIX, to the same
liberties on the eastern sea coasts and shores of the United States, north of the 39th
parallel of north latitude.

Article XXI declares that as long as the Treaty shall subsist, fish oil and fish of all
kinds (except fish of the inland lakes and of the rivers falling into them, and except
fish preserved in oil) being the produce of the fisheries of the United States or of
the Dominion of Canada, shail be admitted into each country respectively free
of duty.

By Article XXII it is agreed that Commissioners shall be appointed to determine,
having regard to the privileges accorded by the United States to the subjects of Her
Majesty, the amount of any compensation which ought to be paid in retura for the
privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States, under Article XVIII, and that
any sum of money which the Commissioners may so award shall be paid in a gross sum
within twelve months after the award given.

Article XXXIII stipulates that the fisheries articles shall remain in force for
the period of ten years from the date at which they may come in operation, by the
passing of the requisite laws on both sides, and further, until the expiration of two years
after notice given by either of the parties of its wish to terminate the sane.

The Treaty came into operation on the 1st July, 1873. Great Britain claims from
the United States a sum of 14,880,000 dollars for the concession of the privileges granted
to the citizens of the [United States for the period of twelve years.

On the part of the United States it is contended that the liberty of fishing
in their waters and the admission of Canadian fish and fish oil, duty free, in the
markets of the United States is equivalent to what Great Britain obtains by the
Treaty.

The questions now to be inquired into are :-Ist. Is the British claim proved
and to what extent? 2nd. Have the United States rebutted the evidence adduced
on behalf of Her Majesty, and have they proved a set-off to any and what extent.

Wherever Americans have expressed a disinterested opinion about the Gulf .and
other Canadian fisheries, they have never underrated their value, as they have in this
case, where they are called upon to pay for using them.

At a time when no diplomatist had conceived the idea of laying the claim of the
United States to these fisheries, on the heroic accomplishments of our army and navy
from the old British colony of Massachusetts, as we have heard from the eloquent and
distinguished United States counsel before this Commission:-at a time vhien, emerging
from war, fit occasions offered themselves for reminding Great Britain of what she owed
to the bravery of Massachusetts boys, who had planted her flag in the place of the,
French colours over this Dominion; in these times the right of fishing in those waters.
had accrued to the American people from no other origin than a concession by treaty,
and no other basis than the uti possidetis. When another Commission is appointed by
England and France to settle the differences which'exist between them in reference to
the Newfoundland Fisheries, I doubt much if the political oratory of our American
friends could not, with a littles change of tableaux and scenery, be turned to some
account, such as the French reminding the English people of the miseries endured by
Jacques Cartier during the winter he spent-at Sable Island on his way to New.
foundland, Louisburg, and Quebec, to bring European civilization among the aboriinal
tribes.

Although it is hard to vouch for anything in suchi mattersof fany, Idoubt muchl
whether France wilrecall he heoic deeds of her Cartiersand Champlainsito.mak
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herself a title to these fisheries. She will not make such light work of her Treaties. as
our friends have done.

In the line of historical titles adopted by our learned friends, the Scandinavians
would wipe out even the claim of Columbus, for three or four centuries before the-
discoveries of the great Genoese navigator,·some of their fishermen had- visited profitably
the banks of Newfoundland. My learned friends should be as much alarmed at the
consequences of their fiction, as Mr. Seward was when dealing with the, Headland
question in the Senate-p. 9 of the British Brief-he pointed out that the construction
put upon the word bay, by those who confined them to bodies of water six miles wide at
their mouth, would surrender all the great bays of the United States.

While listening with pleasure to the narration of the great achievements of the
Massachusetts boys, we could not understand why they shed their. blood for those poor
and unproductive fisheries. We looked a little at history, we searched for a confirma-
tion of the pretensions of our friends, and we found a very different account, in the
writings of their great statesmen, both as to the basis of their claim and as to the value
of the fisheries.

John Quincy Adams, who represented with others, as bas already been mentioned,
the United States at the Treaty of Glient, in 1814, collected information. He applied
to Mr. James Lloyd, and this gentleman, writing from Boston on the 8th Marc1, 1815,
communicated to hin what will be found from page 211 to page 218 of his "Duplicate
Letters." A few citations vill not be out of place here:-

"The shores, the creeks, the inlets of the Bay of Fundy, the Bay of Chaleurs, and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, the Straits of Belleisle, and the coast of Labrador, appear to have been designed by the God
of Nature as the great ovarium of fish;-the inexhaustible repository of this species of food, not only
for the supply of the American, but of the European continent. At the proper season to catch them in
endless abundance, little more of effort is needed than to bait the hook and pull the line, and
occasionally even this is not necessary. In clear weather, near the shores, myriads are visible, and the
strand is at times almost literally paved with them."

" The Provincials hadr become highly alarmed at the expansion of this fishery and trade; jealous
of its progress and clamorous at its endurance, they, therefore, of late years, have repeatedly
memorialized the Government in England, respecting the fisheries carried on by the Americaus, whilo
the whole body of Scottish adventurers, whose trade both in imports and exports, and control over the
inhabitants, it curtailed, have turned out in full cry and joined the chorus of the Colonial Govern-
ments in a crusade against the encroacliments of the infidels, the disbelievers in the divine authority
of kings, or the riglts of the provinces, and have pursued their objects so assiduously that, at their
own expense, as I ia informed from a respectable source, in the year 1807 or 1808, they stationed a
watchmani in somefavourable p;osition near the Straits of Canso, to count tw numecr of Americn vessels
which& passed those straits on t/bis Cmploymnent, ww returned 938 as the number actually ascertained by
him to have passed, and doubtless many others, during the nigkt or in stormy or thbick weatwr escaped his
observation, and some of these aggressors have distinctly looked forward vith gratification to a state of
war, as a desirable occurrence, -which would, by its existence, annul existing Treaty stipulations, so
injurious, as they contend, to their interest and those of the nation.

"The Coast and Labrador Fisheries are prosecuted in vessels of from 40 to 120 tons burthen,
carrying a number of men, according to their respective sizes, in about the same proportion as the
vessels on the Bank Fishery. They commence their voyages in May; and get on the fishing ground
about the 1st June, before which time bait cannot be obtained. This bait is furnished by a small
species of fish called capling, which .5trike inshore at that time, and are followed by immense sloals of
cods whichfeed upon t/em. Each vcssd selcc her umfishing ground along the coast ofthe Bayof (Jlueurs,
tw Gulf of St. Lawrence, t/e Straits of Belleisle, t/w Coast of Labrador, even asfar as Cuimberland Island,
and the entrance of Hudson's Bay, thus improviug a fishing ground reaching in extent from the .45th
to the 68th degree of north latitude.

"In choosing their situation, the fishermen generally seek some sheltered and safe harbour, or cove,
where they anchor in about six or seven fathoms watcr, unbend their sails, stow them below, and literally
making themselves at home, dismantle and'couvert their vessels into habitations at least as durable
as those of the ancient Scythians. They then cast a net over the stern of the vessel, in -which a,
sufficient number of capling are soon caught to supply them with bait from day to day. Eaclh vessel
is furnished withfour or five liglit boats, according to their size and number of men, each boat requiring
two men. They leave the vessel early in the morning, and seek the best or sufficiently good spot for
fishing, which is frequently found within a few rods of their vessels, and very rarely more than one or
two miles distant from them, where they haul the fish as fast as theycan pull their lines, and sometimes
it is said the fish have been so abundant as ta be gaft or scooped into the boats, without aven a hook
or line; and the fishermen also say that the codfish have been known to pursue the capling in'such'
quantities, and with such voracity, as to run in large numbers quite out of water, on to the shores.
The boats return to the vessels about nine o'clock in the morning, at breakfast, put their fish on board,
salt and split them, and after having fished several days, by which time the salthas been sufficiently
3truck in the fish first caught, they carry them on shore and spread and dry them on the rocks or temporary
flakes. This routine is followed every day, with the addition of attending to such as have been spread
and carrying on board and stowing away those that have become sufficiently cured, uintil the vess elis
filled with dry fish, fit for an immediate market, which is generally the caseby the middle or last of
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.ugust, and with which she then proceeds immediately to Europe, or returns to the United States; and
tbis fish, thus caught and cured, is esteemed the best that is brought to market, and for several years
previous to that of 1808, was computed to furnish threefourtl parts of all the dried fish exported from
the United States."

The following statements to be found on page 219 of the work were furnished to
Mr. Adams by a person, whom lie qualifies as a very respectable merchant, who dates his
letter Boston, May 20th 1815

«My calculation is, that there were employed in the Bank, labrador and Bay fisheries, the years
above mentioned, 1,232 vessels yearly, viz., 584 to the Banks. and 648 to the Bay and Labrador. I
think the 584 Bankers may be put down 36,540 tons, navigated by 4,627 men and boys (each vessel
carrying one boy), they take and cure annually, 510,700 quintals of fish; they average about three
fares a year, consume annually 81,170 hhds. of salt, the average cost of these vessels is about 2,000
dollars each; the average price of these fish at foreign markets is 6 dollars per quintal; these vessels
also make from their fish, annually, 17,520 barrels of oil, which commands about 10 dollars per barrel,
their equipments cost about 900 dollars annually, exclusive of salt.

" The 648 vessels that fish at the Labrador and Bay, I put down 48,600 tons, navigated by 5,832
men and boys; they take and cure annually, 648,000 quintals of fish; they go but one fare a year;
consume annually 97,200 hhds. of salt. The average cost of these vessels is about 1,600 dollars; the
cost of their equipments, provisions, &c., is 1,050 dollars; those descriptions of vessels are not so
valuable as the bankers, more particularly those that go fron the district of Maine, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island, as they are mostly sloops of no very great value; most of these vessels cure a part of
their fish where they catch them, on the beach, rocks, &c., and the rest after they return home ; several
cargoes of dry fish are shipped yearly from the Labrador direct for Europe. The usual markets for
those fish are in the Mediterranean, say Alicant, Leghorn, Naples, Marseilles, &c., as those markets
prefer small fish, and the greatest past of the fish caught up the Bay and Labrador are vcri small. The
average price of these fish at the market they are disposed of is 5 dollars ;- these vessels also make fron
their fish about 20,000 bbls. of oil, which always meets a ready sale and at handsome prices, say from
8 dollars to 12 dollars per barrel, the most of it is consumed in the United States.

1,232 vessels employed in the Bank, Bay, and Labrador fisheries,
measuring ... ... ... ... tons 85,140

Number of men they are navigated by ... ... ... 10,459
Number of hhds. salt they consume ... ... ... 178,370 hhds.
Quantity of fish they take and cure ... ... ... 1,158,700 quintals.
Barrels of oil they make . .. ... ... ... 37,520 barrels.

" There are also a description of vessels called jiggers or sinall schooners of about 30 to 45 tons
that fish in the South Channel, on the Shoals and Cape Sables, their number 300, they carry about
four or five hands; say 1,200 men, and take about 75,000 quintals of fish annually; consume 12,000
hhds. of salt, and make about 4,000 barrels of oil; their fish is generally sold for the West Indies and
home consumption.

" There are another description of fishing vessels commonly called Chebacco Boats or Pink Sterns,
their number 600; they are from 10 to 23 tons, and carry two men and one boy each, say 1,800 hands;
they consume 15,000 hhds. of salt, and take and cure 120,000 quintals of fish annually. These fish
also are wholly used for home and West India market, except the very first they take early in the
spring, which are very nice indeed, and are sent to the Bilbao market, in Spain, where they always
bring a great price; they make 9,000 barrels of oil; these vessels measure about 10,300 tons.

'There are also about 200 schooners employed in the mackerel fishery, measuring 8,000 tons, they
carry 1,600 men and boys, they take 50,000 barrals annually, and consume 6,000 hhds. salt.

"The alewive, shad, salmon, aud ierring fishery is also immense, and consumes a great quantity of
salt.

Whole number of fishing vessels of all descriptions ... 2,332
Measuring .. ... ... ... 115,940
Number of men navigated by ... ... 11,059
Salt they consume .. ... 265,370 hhds.
Quantity of fish they take and cure 1,35à,700 quintals.
Number. of barrels of oil .. 50,520 barels.
Number. of barrels of inackeral ... 50,000 barrels.

'There are many gentlenen who assert, and roundly too, that one year there were at the Labrador
and Bay, over 1,700 sail beside the bankers, but I feel very confident they are rnch mistaken, it is
Mpossible it can be correct."

Then Mr. Adams gives the authority of, his approbation at page 233 to t lie followinig
statements, from ' Colquhoun's Treaties on the Wealth, Power, and Resources of the
Britisl Empire," 2nd Edition, 1815..

"The value of these lisheries, in:table No. 8, page 36 is estimated at £7,550,000 sterling.
New Biunswick and Nova Scotia,; from being both watered by the Bay of'Fundy, enjoy

advantages over Canada, which more than compensate a greater sterility of soil. These are to be
traced to the valuable and extensive fisheriesin the Bay;of Fundy, which, in point of abundance and
variety of the fmest fish, exceed al calculation, aid nay be.onsidered as a mine of gold-à treasure wbici
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cannot be estimated too high, since with a little labour, comparatively speaking, enough could.he
obtained to feed all Europe.' Pages 312, 313.

"Sinice the trade with the United States has been so greatly obstructed, the produce of the fisheries
in the British colonies thus enîeourage(l by the removal of ail competition, lias been greatly augmented;
and nothing but a more extenled population is required to carry this valuable branch of trade ahnost
to any given extent.

" It will be seen by a reference to the notes in the table annexed to this chapter, that the
inhabitants of the Unitedl States derive incalcuable advantages, and employ a vast number of men and
vessels in the fisieries in the River St. Lawrence, and on the coast.of Nova Scotia, whicht exclusively
belong to Great Britain. The dense population of the Northern States, and their local situation in the
vicinity of the most prolific fishing stations, have enabled then to acquire vast wealth by the indulgence
of this country.' Page 313.

"'If ought ever to be kept in view, that (with the exception of the small islands of St. Pierre and
Miquelon, restored to France by the Treaty of Paris, in May, 1814) the wlole of the most valuable
fisheries of North America cxchsivcly belong1 at this present tine Io the British Crown, which gives to
this country a monoply in all the markets in Europe and the West Indies, or a right to a certain
valuable consideration froin all foreign nations to whom the ]British Govermnient may concede the
privilege of carrying on a fislery in these seas.' Page 314.

"'Private fisieries are a source of great profit to the individuals, in this and other countries, who
have acquired a right to such fisheries. Why, therefore, should not the United Kingdom derive a
similar advantage from the lisleries it possesses within the range of its extensive territories in North
America (perhaps the richest anld most prolific in the world), by declaring every ship and vessel liable
to confiscation which should presume to fish in those seas without previously paying a tonnage duty,
and receiving a license liiniited to a certain period wben fish may be caught, with the privilege of curing
such fisl in tie British territories ? All nations to have an equal claim to such licences, limited to
certain stations, but to permit none to supply the British Vest Indies, except His Majesty's subjects,
whether resident in tei colonies or in the parent State.' Page 315.

St. John's or Prince Edward's Island.

"'FsurEts.-This island is of the highest importance to the United Klingdom. Wlhether the
possession of it be considered in rclation to the Americans, or as an acquisition of a geat maritime
power, it is worthy of the nost particular attention of Governiment. Mr. Stewart lias justly remarked,
in bis account of that island (page 296), that the fishery carried on, from the American States, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, for soce years past, is very extensive, and is known to be one of the greatest
resources of the wealth of the Eastern States, fromn which about 2,000 schooners, of fron 70 to 100
tous are aiuiilly sent into the gulf; of these about 1,400 mnake their fisli in the Straits of Bellisle and
on the Labrador shore, fromn whence what is intended for the European market is shipped off, without
being sent to their own ports. About 600 American schooners make their fares on the north side of
the island, and often muake two trips in a season, returning with fidl cargoes to their own ports, where
the fish are dried. The iuinber of men enployed in this fishery is estimated at between 15,000 and
20,000, and the profits on it are known to bc very great. To sec suclh a source of wealth and naval
power on our own coasts, and in our very harbours, abandoned to the Americans, is mucl to be
regretted, and would be distressing, where it not that the means of re-occupying the whole, with suci
advantages as must soon prechide all competition, is afforded in the cultivation and settlement of Prince
Edward's Island." Pages 318, 319.

It must be remembered that these statements were for the last ten years of the last,
and the first ten years of the present century.

We arc not informed where the 50,000 barrels of mackerel were then caught, but
we have the opinion of Senator Tuck, cited at pages 9 and 10 of British Brief, who
savs: "Perhaps I should be thought to charge the Commissioners of 1818 *vith
overlooking Our interests. They did so in the important renunciation which I have
qIuoted, but they are obnoxious to no complaint for so doing. In 1818, we took no
mackerel on the coasts of British possessions, and there was no reason to anticipate that
we should ever have occasion to do so. Mackerel were then found as abundant on the
coast of New England as anywhere in the world, and it was not until years after that
this beautiful fish, In a great degree, left our waters. The mackerel' lishery on the
provincial coast has principally grown up since 1828, and no vessel was ever licensed for
that business in the United States till 1838. The Commissioners in 1818 had no other
business but to protect the codlish, and this they did in a manner generally satisfactory
to those nost interested."

. Fromi the assertions of scemingly well-informed Gloucester officials, accepted as sucl
by the American Counsel, the state of things described by these Boston gentlemen in
1815, would have undergone a complete change, not progressively and in accordance
with the laws of nature; but on the contrary, the species and quantity of fish cauglit in
Our waters, and the number of vessels and men engaged in that business, have gradually
become more and more insignificant. The magnates of cod and mackerel fron
Gloucester and otier ports, who -had draped themselves in lofty statistics for the
Centennial, have come here to explain once more that all is not gold that glitters. They
took off their Centennial costumes, as people do after a fancy ball, they lumbled themselves
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to the last.degree of mortification, contending that the Gulf fisheries had reduced them to
beggary, they laving lost some 325 dollars, others only 128 dollars, on every trip they
had made there during scores of years in succession. People who do not know those
hardy and courageous fishermen of Gloucestèr, would hardly believe that some of tlem
have gone through 170 trips consecutively, without ever flinching in their Spartan
stoicism, uinder an average loss of 225 dollars each trip! Who should wonder, if, in
their disgust of such an ungrateful acknowledgement, mackerel should have gone to
distant zones, where they could be better appreciated.

Cool philosophers thought they were bound to reduce to nine the wonders of the
world. Thev were mistaken. Here is that wonderful town of Gloucester, State of
Massachusetts, in the United States of America, which lias been built, and lias grown up
rich and prosperous, by accumulating losses and ruins upon former losses and-ruins.
The painful bistory of its disasters should be inscribed as the tenth wonder.

Fishing, no doubt, like all other industries, has its fluctuations of success and partial
failÙre; but as it resis upon an inexhaustible supply to be found someIwhcrc, it never
can be said to be an absolute failure. It vas only within a few years that experimental
science was applied to fish. Science is diffident, as shown by Professor Baird; in fact,
science teaches uncertainty and unbelief, becanse the more a iman learns, the more he
finds himself ignorant, the more lie labours to know if what he thought to be one thing,
is not another thing. The witnesses~ froni Gloucester are forenost in that sehool of
philosophers, who doubt of their own existence. Their town is already a myth; their
families would have soon been the same; and alas! themselves, if thêy had been
too long before this Commission, would have to kick each other to know whether they
were myths or living beings.

I will have a more fitting occasion for reviewing the evidence brouglit on behalf of
the United States gencrally. For the moment the contrast vas rather tempting,
between what Americans of our days thought of our fisheries, and what their ancestors
thought almost a century ago. I proceed now to show that the British claim has been
proved.

Mr. Dana.-.That was as to the cod-ishery.
Mr. Doutre.-l thinîk they have made very little difference.
Mr. Dana.-Cod-fishing is prosperous now.
Mr. Doutre.-It must not be forgotten, as one of our learned friends expressed

himself in reference to other matters, they have now a point to carry. When Mr. Adans
was collecting his information he had no point to carry, but simply to give a plain
statement of facts. Those rich fisheries which were spoken of in such glowing ternis in
1815 have, it is asserted, declined to nothing, because we ask for their value. • I never
heard the - matter more plainly and squarely laid down than it was yesterday, by my
learned friend, Mr. Whiteway, when he said, " Now, that you possess these fisheries,
how much would you ask for their surrender?" If we vere to turn the tables in
this manner, we would see the Gloucester gentlemen coming here and describing the
fßsheries in Centennial colours.

Mr. Dana.-Our testimony was all to the effect that the cod-fishery is still profitable
in Gloucester.

Mr. Doutre.-I think at this hour we must understand the bearing of the testimony
or we will never do so. The fisheries in Maine have been completely destroyed and no,
longer existý I will read from theitestimonv on that point in a few moments.

The number of American vessels frequenting the British-American waters could
niot be estimated vith any degree of precision. Witnesses could only speak of what
they had seen, and but very few «of them could, within a short time, go over all the
fishing grounds and make an estimate, even if they had gone round with that object
in view. They had to trust to wlat they had heard from other parties, who about the
same time had been in other portions of these waters, and by combining the knowledge
acquired from.others with their own, they were able to give a statement of the number
of vessels frequent ing those waters.

Captain Fortin, page 328 of British evidence, states that in the Province of Quebec
only, the extent of the coast on Nvhich the fisheries of Canada are conducted is about
1,000 miles ; and Professor Hind, page vii of lis valuable paper, estimates the area of
coastal waters conceded to the United States by the Treaty, to be about 11,900 square
miles. Americans have been in the habit of fishing ail around the Bay of Fundy, and
on the south-east coast of Nova Scotia, without counting the Gulf; but the bidlk of the
American fleet entered the Gulf, pincipally by the Gut of 'Canso, and also bygoing
round Cape Breton, or by the Strait of Belle Isl, coming from"Newfoundland. We

[636] 2 S
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have a mass of evidence that they vere on al points at the same time, and in large
numbers-

Babson, 20th American Affidavit, estimates the American fleet at 750 sai.
Plumer, 22nd ,, , ,, ,, ,, 700 ,
Pierce, 24th ,, ,, , says from 700 to 800
Gerring, 26th ,, ,, , says 700
W.onson, 30th ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 700
Embree, 167th ,, ,, ,, says 700 to 800
Grant, 168th ,, ,, ,, ,, says 700

Bradley, the first American witness examined before the Commission, in answer to
the American Counsel, page 2: Q. Give an approximate amount to the best of your
judgnient ?-A. 600 or 700 certainly. I have been in the Bay with 900 sail of American
vessels, but the number rather diminished along the last years I went there. Everything
tended to drive them out of the Bay, cutters, and one thing and another, and finally I
vent fishing in our own waters and did a good deal better.

Graham, page 106 of American Evidence, undertakes to contradict Bradley-but
finally lie lias no better data than Bradley to guide himself, and after ail his efforts, he
admits the number to have been 600 sail.

This was during the existence of the Reciprocity Treaty, and on this point, as well
as on all others, it is to that period that ve must refer, to find analogy of circumstances.

The average catch of these vessels presents naturally a great diversity of apprecia-
tion, and on this the causes which divided the wvitnesses are more numerous than those
concerning the number of vessels. First the tonnage of the fishing vessels, varying from
30 tons to 200 tons, must have regulated the catch more or less. When a vessel had
a full cargo, she had to go home, even if fish had continued to swarm around her. Then
the most favoured spots could not admit of the whole fleet at the same time. They had
to scatter over the whole fishing area with fluctuations of luck and mishap. We must
add to this that many of the crews were composed of raw material, who hlad to obtain
their education and could not bring very large fares. Some naturalists have expressed
the opinion tliat fish are inexhaustible, and that no amount of fishing can ever affect the
quantity in any manner. When it is thouglit that one single cod carries from 3,000,000
to 5,000,000 of eggs for reproduction, one mackerel 500,000, and one herring 30,000,
as testified by Proetssor Baird, on pages 456 to 461 of the United States' evidence;
there was some foundation for that opinion, but several causes have been admitted as
dininishing and sonetimues ruining altogether some species of fish. Predacious fish,
such as shark, horse-mackerel, dogfish, bluefish, and probably many others have had
both effects on sonie species. (See Professor Baird's evidence at pages 462, 476, and
477.) A more rapid mode of destruction lias been universally recognized in the use of
seines or purse-seines, by which immense quantities of fish of all kinds and sizes are
taken at one time. By tha:t means the mother fish is destroyed while loaded witli eggs.
Fisb too young for consumption or for market are killed and thrown away. It is the
universal opinion anong fishermen that the inevitable effect of using purse-seines must
eventually destroy the most abundant fisheries, and many American witnesses attribute
the failure of the mackerel fishery on their ovn coast, in 1877, to that cause. It is truc
that this theory is not accepted by Professor Baird, vho, however, lias no decided
opinion on the subject, and who has given the authority of a publication, which he
controls, to the positive assertion that this mode of catching fish is not injurions. Pages
476, 477.

When a vessel of sufficient tonnage is enployed, that is from forty tons upwards,
the catch of mackerel lias varied from 300 to 1,550 barrels in a season for each vessel.

Here is the evidence on the subject of mackerel:
Chiverie, Pritish evidence, p. 11, makes the average 450 barrels per

vessel in a period of twenty-seven years. Some years, that
average rcached 700 barrels per vesse].

MacLean, p. 25, says the averago has been 500 per vessel during the
twenty years from 1854 to 1874.

Campion, pp. 32, 34, 38, average for 1863, 650 barrels; 1864, fromn
û00 to 700; 1865, over 670; 1877, some caught 300 barrels
with seines in one wvreek. One vessel seined a school estimated
at 1,000 barrels.

Poirier, p, 62, average catch 500 to 600 per vessel in one season.
Harbour, p. 79, ,, 500
Sinnett, p. 84, ,, 500
Grenier, p. 87, ,, 500 to 600
McLeod, p. 98, ,, 500 )p J
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Mackenzie,.p. 129, average catch of mackerel 700 barrels per ve9sl.
Grant, É. 182, ,, ., 600 to 700 ,
Purcell, p. 197, ,, 250 per trip.
MeGuire, p. 210, average catch of .mackerel, 600.per season.

Forty-four other witnesses examined, on behalf of the Crown. and cross-examined
before the Commission, have stated the same fact. These statenents are confirmed by
the following American witnesses:-

Bradley, American evidence, p. 2, 600 barrels.
Stapleton ,, p. 10, 600
Kemp, ,, p. 63, 600 to 700.
Freeman, ,, p. 75, 600 to 750.
Friend, ,, p. 119, 520
Orne, p: 127, 233 per trp 466 per season.
Leighton, ,, p. 140, 361 722
Riggs, ,, p. 156, 342 684
Rowe, ,, p. 161, 246 492
Ebitt, ,, p. 175, 375 650
Cook, ,, p. 181, 280 560
Smith, , p. 186, 274 > 548
MeInnis, ,, p. 191, 457 914
Garder, ,, p. 209, 240 480
Martin, ,, p. 211, 273 546
Turner, ,, p. 226, 270 540
Rowe, ,, p. 235, 259 518

alceman, p. 3275, 443 o 75 886

I order that any one may verify the correcttess of this estimate, for every wvitness,
1 may state that this is thie process through whichi 1 arrived at it. 1 took the inumber of
barrels caughlt in eachi trip, by every witness, and divided the total by the number, of
trips. Some wvitnesses have miade more than that average, others have made Iess. 1
abstai-ned frorn taking the larger and the smaller catches; and in thilsrespect I have.
followed a mode of estimating the matter, wich ilias been incorporated in our legisiation..
Whien, iu 1854, Séignorial, tenuire wag abolilhed iu Lower Canada, indernnity was to ho
paid to tie Seigniors whio conceded for 'lods-et-ventes," that is to say, a kind oIýe .'alty
upon any salenor mutation of property %vlich took place, consisting of ýone-twelftb cf
purchase money. There wvas no fine imposed on property being transrnitted -byinherit-ý
ance, only in case of mutation by sale, or anything equivalent to a sale, suchi as exchange.
Then to estimate the value of thiat righit;,, whichi was -,so va-riable, becauise during soine
years .there Nvou1d be almost2 no mutations in a Seigniory, vhile during oter years there
wvou1d be many, a rule Nvas adopted, by -which the income of the Seigniory, froli' that
source, for 14 years, wvas taken, the, two highest and two lowvest years struck ont, andrthe.
ton other years held to'constitute an average, and:the aniouint, cap)italised at 6 per cent.,.
wvas to be paid. In that, iatter they wýere dealing witli facts wvhich. could be found in
the books of the Seigniories ; it wvas noàt based upon wvhat my learned friend, Mn. Dana,
has'soi well called the swimm-ing basis ; wvhile here the calculation: is certainly suirrounded
ivith miuch greater difficulty. Some of the, fishermen have madeouly une tnp lui a-yezir,
but it wvas, their own fault, as they could have, made two and thiree. 'I have caiculated
on two trips a-year only, althoughi many have made three, and. -;otild, have, justified me
in adding a third to the amount per season. ,I remained within, that miediunm Nvhere t.he

Lati prver sas tht tuthdwels.I have given the calculations'for rnackerel; Her
is that for codfishi

iPurcel], p. 198. las knowvn.of 1,000, but, does not state whether quintals or -barrels.
Bigelow, p. 221. Sprîng codflsheries on Western .and La H ave Banks, summer

anatmn fih es on te .Grand' Bank.;, They make frorn six to twenty
trips in a year, mîi freshi cod. Nogquantity .stated.ý''

StapleLon, p.ý 226.. Caughlt 600,quintals ,wit.hin 2ý- miles ofPic dadIsland.
Bal<er, p. .269.' Has-seen 200 -Amierican, vessels codfishiing in-ono part, between

Cape Gaspe and Bay Chaleur, eachvcssel-catchiiig 7100 quintals.
Flynn,- p. 270., .700, quintals per vessel, catighlt on Miscon, and Orphan Banks, al

the bait for wbich is.cauglit inshorej and consist linakel n herrin..
Lebrun, p. 289. 700 to 800 (luintals, from -Cape-Chatte to Gaspe, per. vessel.
Roy, p. 293. Has seen 250 ýto 300 American vessels- c6dfisinig.
Johin McDonald, p. 76ù0 quin tais.
Sinnett, p. 85. '300 draughts, or 600. quintals.
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The following.relates to herring:-
Fox, Customs Officer; Brit. Evid.. p. 114. 600,000 barrels entered outward since

1854; at lcast one-half of the vessels have failed to report.- This is near
Magdalens.

Purcell, p. 1.98. 50 vessels fishing, and catching each 1,000 barrels.
MeLcan, p.235. In Bay ofFundy, 100to 125-American vessels fishing for herringin

winter. aind catching 7,000,000 to 10,000,000 herrings, which went to Eastporti
Lord. p. 245. Fromt 900,000 dollars to 1,000,000 dollars. worth' of herring caught

annually, by Americans, fron Point Lepreaux, incilding West Isles, Campo-
bello and Grand Manan, Bay of Fundy.

Mc Laughlin, p. 254-255, estimates at 1,500,000 dollars the annual catch of herring
by A mericans around the Island and the nainland of Bay of Fundy.

Halibut, pollock. hake, haddock, were caught by Americans all over Canadian
waters, but in snaller quantity, and their separate.mention hcre would take more tine
and space than the niatter is worth. However, ve vi11 sec vhatis said concerning tiiese
diffe-cnt kinds in the sumnmary of evidence concerning the inshore fisheries.

In the discharge of my duty to my Government, I have thought proper to go over
grounds which laid at the threshold of the question at issue ; tirst, because the repre-
sentatives of the United States Government hlad selected them as a fair field for
surroniing that question with artificial clouds of prejudice and fictitious combination of
facts and fancy ; and, in the second place, because I thought that the main question
wvould be better uniderstood if the path leading to it vas paved with a substantial and
trutlifîd narration of the circnmstances vhich had brought this Commission togetler.

The United States are bound to pay compensation, not for fishing generally in
waters surrounded by British territory, but for being allowed to fislh within a zone of
tlree miles, to be measured, at low-water mark, from the coast or. shores of that territory,
and from the entrance of any of its bays, creeks, or harbours, always renenbering
that they hadi the right to fish all round Magdalen Islands and the coast of Labrador,
without restriction as to distance. The functions of this Commission consist in doter-
mining the value of those inshore fisheries, as compared to a privilege of a similar character,
granted by the United States to the subjects of Her Majesty, on some parts of the
United Statcs' coasts, and thon to inquire what appreciable benefit may result to the
Canadians from the admission of the produce of tieir fisheries in the United States, free
of duty, in excess of a similar privilege granted to the United States' citizens in Canada;
and if such excess should bc ascertained. then to apply it as a set-off against the excess
of the grant made to the United States over that made to the subjects of Her Majesty.

As the learned Agent and Counsel representing the lnited States have often
criticised the acts of the Colonists, when they constrained the Americans to execute the
Treaties and to obey the municipal laws, first of the separate Provinces, and thon of
the Dominion, probably with the object of contrasting the liberality of their Govern-
ment vith the illiberality of our own; I vould like to ask which of the two Govern-
monts wvent more open-handed in the framing, of the fishery clauses of the Treaty of
Washington ? Did we restrict the operations of the Americans to any latitude or geo-
graphical point over any part of our waters ? Not at all. We adinitted them every-
w%,her ; while on their part they narked the 39th parallel of north latitude on one of
their coasis, to vit, the eastern sea-coast or shores, as the herculean coluna beyond which
wve could iot lie admitted. The imniediate and practical consequence was that wre
granted the liberty to fish over 11,900 miles of sea-coasts, where the bulk of the fishing
is located; and we were granted the right to fish over 3,500 miles of'sea-coasts, vhere no
fishing is donc of any consequence by the American themselves, and, where no British
subjeet has ever been seen. (As to area, sue Professor Hind's Paper, page VIT.)In
tlis instance tle A mericans cannot contrast the good will of the Inperial Government
with the illibrality of the Colonists, because the latter were represented in the Joint
High Coiissioni hv ilicir first Minister, who assented to the Treatv, and the Dominion
Parlianient, and the Legislatures of Prince Edward Island, and of Nelvfoundland, equally
assented, ilirongh solemn Parliamentary Acts.

li dealing with the valne and extent of the North British-American coast tisheries,
I think 1 muay with all safety say thlat in the waters surrounding the three-mile limits
there are no deep-sca fisheries at all. The assertion may appear liazardons to our
American friends, but I am sure they vill agree with me when I remind theni of tihe
whole bearing of their own evidence. No doubt their witnesses have niade use of the
wvords "dcep-sea fisheries " in contradistinction to the shore fisheries proper; but is there
one of their witnesss who lias ever pretended to have caught tish in any place other
than banks when it vas not inshore ?
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The whole of the witnesses on both sides have testified that when they wer e not
fishing inshore they were fishing around Magdalen Islands, which is another shore, on
Orphan, Bradley or, Miscou, or other banks.; but as regards a deep-sea fishery, in contra-
distinction to banks or shore fishery, there is no such thing in the whole evidence.

Sir Alexander Galt.-Are you now referring to the fisheries generally, or to the
mackerel fisherv in particular?

Mr. Doutr;.-To the codfishery alsc. Codfish is taken on banks.
Mr. Dana.--It is a question of names-what you call a bank fishery.
Mr. Doutre.-Is not the result of the whole evidence on both sides that fish is to be

found on the coast within a few miles, or on banks, and nowhere else? This is the prac-
tical experience of all fishermen. Now, science explains why it is so. That class of
evidence is unanimous on this most important particular, namely, as to the temiperature
necessary to ihe existence of the cold-water fish in commercial abundance, such as the
cod aud its tribe, the mackercl, and the herring, which include all the fish valuable to
our commerce. According to the evidence I shall quote, the increasing warmth of the
coastal waters of the United States, as summer advances, drives the iish off the coast
south of New England into the decp sea, and puts a stop to the summer fishing for
these fish on those parts of the coast in the United States; a condition of things due to
the shorevard swing of the Gulf Stream there. On the other hand, it is stated that on
the coasts of British America, where fle Arctie current prevails, the fish come inshore
during the suniner months, and retire to the deep sea in the wvinter months.

Professor Baird says, on page 455 of bis evidence before the Commission, speaking
of the codfish, in answer to the question put by Mr. Dana, What do you say of their
migrations ?" Answer: " The cod is a fish the migrations of which ëannot be followed.
readily, because it is a deep-sea fish, and does not show on the surface as the mackerel
and herring ; but, so far as we can ascertain, there -is a partial migration; at least, some
of the fish don't seem to remain in the same localities the year round. They change
their situation in search of food, or in consequence of the variations in the temperature
the percentage of salt in the water, or some other cause. In the south of New England,
south of Cape Cod, the fishing is largely off-shore. That is to say, the fish arc off the
coast in the cooler water in the summer, and as tle temperature falls approaching
autumn, and the shores are cooled down to a certain degree, they come in and are taken
within a"few miles of the coast. 'In the northern waters, as far as I can understand from
the writings of Professor Hind, the fish generally go off-shore in the winter time, excepting
bn the south side of Newfoundland, vhere, i an informed, they maintain their stay,
or else come in in large numbers; but in the Bay of Fundy, on the coast of Maine, and
still further north, they don't remain as close to the shore in 'winter as in other seasons."

You vill observe that Professor Baird limits his staterment that the warm water in
summer drives the fish off the coasts of the United States to the south of New England
only. The datcr appears to-be cold enough for the'n on the coast of Maine in summer
to permit of their coming inshore. But now let us see what he says of the condition of
the fisheries there. In his officiai Report for 1872 and 1873 the following riemarkable
statement. is to be fond:-

"VWhatever may be the importance of increasing the supply of salmon, it is trifling comparedwvith
the ýrestoration of oui exhauasted cod-fisheries, and shoulL these be brought back to their original
condition, we shall find within a short time, an increase of wealth on our shores, the amount of
which it woukt be difficult to calculate~ Not only vould the general prosperity of the adjacent States
be eihanced, but in the increased nuniber of vessels built, in the larger 'number of men induced to
devote themselves tomaritimi e pursuits, and iù the general stimulus to everything connected'ith the
business of the seafaring profession, we should beirecovering in a great measure from that loss which
has been the source of so ninclh lamentation to political economists and well-wvishers of the country."
Page, 14. Report of Commissioner of Fisk and Fisheries, 1872-73.

It thus appears froin the testimony of Professor Baird that the cod are driven off
the shores of the United States south of New" .England by the increase of temnperature in
the summer nonths, and on theevw England and Maine shores the cod fisheries are
exhausted. The only conclusions that can be drawn from tiese facts are that the sole
dependance of theiUnite d States' ishermen for cod, whiclh is the most important: com-
mercial sea-fish. is, with the single exception of George's shoals, altogether in waters off
the British American coast line

Professor Hind says in relation t this subject and in answer to the questions

"What, about the cod Isit a.fish that reguires a low temperature ?-L. With regardto the
spaiing of cod, it aways seks.th eoldest water yhýerever ice is flot prsenant. là. the palvnn
grounds firom the Straits of Bellé Isie dôWn to thissaehušètts Bay and they are er haunaronidele
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-they spawn during almost all seasons of the year, and always in those localities where the water is
coldest, verging on the freezing point. That is the freezing point of fresh water, not of salt, because
there is a vast difference between the two."

The cause of the spawning of the cod and the mackerel at certain points on the
United States' coasts is thus stated by the same 'witness:-

« Q. Now take the Anerican coast, show the Commission where the cold water strikes.-A.
According to Professor Daird's reports there are three notable points where the Aretic current impinges
upon the banks and shoals within the limits of the United States' waters, and where the cod and
mackerel spawning grounds are found. If you will bear in mind the large map we had a short time
ago, there were four spots marked on that map as indicating spawning grounds for mackerel. If you will
lay down upon the chart those points which Professor Verrill lias established as localities where
the Arctic current is brought up, you will find that they exactly coincide. One spot is the George's
Shoals."

So dependent is the cod upon cold waters for its existence, that Professor Baird
tells, in reply to the question put by Mr. Thomson, " Could cod, from your knowledge,
live in the waters which are frequented by the mullet?" "No; neither could the
mullet live in the waters which are frequented by the cod." (p. 471.) Now, in another
portion of his evidence, Professor Baird says (p. 416) that " the mullet is quite abundant
at some scasons on the south side of New England;" and thus we have, in a different
inanner, explained the reason why the cod cannot live in summer on the shores of the
United States south of Cape Cod on account of the water being too warm, and the
evidence of the witness is confirmed by the followinge evidence of Professor Hind:

"Q. Are those thrce fishing localities on the American coast, Block Island, George's Bank, and
Stellwagen's Bank, in Massachusetts Bay affected every year, and if so, in what vay, by the action of
the Guilf Streaii ?-A. The wlole of the coast of the United States, south of Cape Cod, is affected by
the Gulf Stream during the summner season. At Stonington the teinperature is so warm even in June,
that the cod and haddock cannot remain there. They are all driven off by this warm influx of the summer
flow of the Gulf Streai. The same observation applies to certain portions of the New England coast."
-Rebuttal evidence, page 3.

The testimony of these two scientific witnesses then agrees completely with
reference to the important question of temperature. We all know of the enormous fleet
annually sent by the Americans to the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, the Nova Scotia
Banks, and the various Banks in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. With the exception of the
comparatively small quantity of cod taken on the United States' coasts, in spring and fall,
and on G eorge's Shoals, the greater part of the 4,831,000 dollars' worth of the cod
tribe, which the tables put in by Professor Baird show us to be the catch of last
year of United States' fishermen, must necessarily have been taken in British American
waters, or off' British American coasts, for there are no other waters in which Americans
take this fish.

Turning now to the mackerel, we shall find that the same prevailing influence,
nanely, that of temperature, actually defines the spawning area and limits the feeding
grounds of iis fish.

Colonel Benjamin F. Cook, Inspector of Customs, Gloucester, tells the Commission
that this very ycar, " In the spring, ont south, there was a large amount of mackerel,
and late this fai, wlen we were coming from home recently, the mackerel lad appeared
in large quantities from Mount Desert down to Block Island ; but daring the middle of
sumnier they seem to have sunk or disappeared." Page 182.

In the portion of Professor Hind's testimony, just quoted, the cause of the mackerel
seeking three or four points only on the United States' coasts to spawn in the spring is
given, which is, that there the Arctie current impinges on the coast-line. Cold water is
then brouglit to the surface, and as both the eggs of the cod and of the mackerel float,
the low condition of temperature required is produced there by this northern current.
This question of the floating of the eggs of the cod and of the mackerel is very impor-
!ant, for when the time of spawning is considered, it shows from the testimony of both
witnesses that the coldest months in the year are selected by the cod in United States'
waters, and the mackerel spawn only when the Arctic current or its offset ensure the
requisite degree of cold. The same peculiarity, according to Professor Baird, holds
good with regard to the herring. This condition of extreme low temperature, necessary
for the threc commercial fishes, so limits the area of suitable waters off the coast of the
United States, that the American fisiermen are compelled to come to British American
roasts for their supply of these fish, whether for food or for bait.

All the American witnesses concur in the statement that the cod-fishery is the most
p )rofi table, and there is an equal concurrence of statement that the cod-fishery is
erroneously styled an off-shore, or so-called deep-sea fishery.



1 call attention to the codfishery, as pursued by the gr'at' Jersey houseswholly in
small open boats, and almost always within three miles from the shore; to'the codfisherg
pursued on the Labrador Coast,Ivholly.inshore ; on the whole extent of Newfonndand,
exèept a sniall portion of th western coast also wholly inshore; to the codfisheries
pursued in the deep bays and among the Islands of Noya Scotia, on the north shore of
the St. Lawrence, ,on the northern coast of Cape Breton, quite close to the shore.

That leads me, by a natural connection, to banks and shoals,.for it has been shown
that thesc bring tlie cold water of the Arctic current to the surface, byobstructing its
passage. The underlying cold current rises over the banks and pushes the warmer ,water
on each side. All our testimony goes to prove tlat the mackerel are almost altogether taken
on'shores, banks and shoals, where the water is cold. An off'sliore bank is a submarine
elevation -a hill top in the sea-and the temperature here is cold, because the Arctic
current or cold: underlying strata of water rises over the baiks with the daily flow, of
the tides. (Professor Hind's paper, page 97.) This is the fisherman's ground, both for
cod at some seasons and for mackerel at all seasons. But what of a shelving or sloping
coast two or three miles out to sea, exposed to the full sweep of the tides? Is not that
also practically one side of a bank, over wvhich the flood tide 'brings the cold under-
lying waters, and mixes them with the varm surface waters, producing in' such localities
the required temperature? Looking at the Chart of Prince Edward Island,. the
Magdalen Islands, and the estuary of the St. Lawrence, there is no part of theMagdalen
Islands, here the. Americans fish within the three-mile limits, iwhere water is so deep
as within the three-mile limit on Prince Edward Island, east of Rustico, and covering
fully one-half the mnackcrel ground there. The depth of water between two and three
miles fron the coast is shown on the Admiralty chart, to vary there from 9 o 13
fathoms vithin those limits, or 54 and 78 feet ; enough to float the largest inan-of-war,
and leave 25 to 40 feet beneath lier keel. I t will be remembered that in one of the extracts
I have read, the depth of water where fish are taken is given at from 5. to 8 fath oms
And -yet we have been constantly assured that there is not water enough for inshore
mackerel fishing in vessels drawing 13 feet of water at the utmost. Besides all ihis,
we have the testimony so frequently advanced frorm fishermen on the shofes of Prince
Edward Island, that the American fishermen were a source of alarm and injury to theM,
on account of their lee-bowing their boats. This proves two important faets-first: thiat
the American, fishermen did and do constantly come within the three-mile limit to fish for
mackerel, and they come in with their vessels, because the fish is there.

Having given the reason why these cold water species of fish, according to a law of
nature, must be found quite ,close inshore, I will now proce'ed to show that the facts
put in evidence fully sustain science.

I shall first direct the attention of your Honours to the special facts coinctedv ith
the.fishing operations pursued on ; the:coasts of the estuary of the St. Lawrence aiid the
Gulf of St., Lawrence, ifrom Cape Chatte. to Gaspe, anid ý Cape .Despair,« on tie, south.
side, and from Point des Monts, on the north side of the estuary,to Seven Islandsthence
to Mingan, thence to Natashquan, an immense stretch of coast line.

The witnesses from. the Province of Quebec have more to say about cbd hait
halibut, and, herring than about mackerel.

Mr. P T Lamontaignetetifies in rePly to M Thomson as follows:

"Q. Take;,fromi Cape Chatteto Gaspe, along the south shore, wia is the averageeannual expot
each year of, fish I refer to the; codfish and linefish ?-A.FronL my place down to Cape Gaspe thére
will be 25,000 quintals at least of dried fish exported.

"Q. Taking the. whole Gaspe shore, wliat would you say ?A Ishould think ot lesstÉa froma
180,000.to 200,000 quintais of dried fish..

Q. What is the value per quintal previous to exportation ?-A. They shuld not be 'worth less
than 5 dollars per quintal.

"Q. How are these fish taken, byessels'or by boats -A. By bots.
"Q. Are they taken with hook and lne ?-A. Yes. \What we take on ourcoast ar6 alltaken with

boats and with hook and lie,,
"Q. Have you any halibut'on your coast ?-A. Not at present.
"Q. What is the reason ?-A. We attribute it to the Americans fishing for halibut on our coat.
"Q. What time do they fish ?-A. About August.
"Q., What years did they corne.there ?-A. From1 1856 to 1866 and 1870, as near as 'I ean

remember. '

"Q. In 1866 the Reciproeity Treaty came to an end. dihe Americans fish for halibut there
in 1870 ?-A. I could not say exactly the year, but I amr sure they fished there. * .

"Q. Did they'fish after the abrogation of the Recipro*ity Treaty in 1866 ?1A. The Americans did
fish there.

"Q. Was halibut taken withintwo' iles of the shore ? A' Neäfttie shre. '; . . : *

"<Q. The' Americans came ainafter the Reciprocity Treaty was*abrògated did thef ?.-A. I 'elièo
they did.
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-Q. And they cleaned ont tie halibut ?-A. Fishermien aill agree in saying that they took away
ail the halibut on our coast."

Wliilc ve are speaking of the halibut, I must remind the members of the Com-
mission of the strenuous efforts made by the American counsel and witiiesses to impress
them w'ith the notion that lialibut was extinct all over the Bav of St. Lawrence, and
that the Americana never fished for codfish in the Gulf ainywhere. We are not left here
to select between conlicting testimony. We have judicial authority to strengthen our
assertions. I will extract from a report filed in the case, four seizures of vessels cauglt
in the act of fishing lialibut and cod within the three-mile limit.

Liz7e A. Tarr,' 63 tons, Messrs. Tarr Bros. owners, Gloucester, Mass., U.S., seized 27th August,
1870, by N. Lavoie, schooner 'La Canadienne,' about :;50 yards fron the shore in St. Margaret's Bay,
north shore of Gulf of St Lawrence, Province of Qube.Anchored at West oint of S Maaret's
Bay, nîear Seven Islands, St. Lawrence coast, west of Mount Joly, about :P50 yards fron the shore.
Five fishing boats were alongside the vessel, crew having just returned from tending their ines, which
were set between the vessel and the main land. Six halibuts were found on the ines. Master
admitted that the owner of vessel had directed himii to go and fish there, as the Governuient cutter was
seldoi seen in these places, and somte of the crew stated thiat if tbey had good spy-glass they would
not have been caught. Tried in Vice-Admiralty Court at Quebec. Vessel condenned. Defended.
Sold for 2,801 dollars; mîoney paid to credit of Receiver-Genieral, after deducting costs and charges.

"'Sanuel Gilbeit,' 51 tons. Richard Hlanain master, Gloucester, Mass., U.S., seized July 24th,
1871, by N. Lavoie, schooner 'La Canadienne,' about two miles .W. by W. from Perroquet Island,
near Mingan, on the north coast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. At the time of capture schooner was
taking fresh codfish on board fron one of lier Ilats alongside. Two of her boats were actively fishing
at a distance of 450 yards fron shore, and men on board were in the net of hauling in thîeir lines with
fish cauglt on their hooks. When seized boats were lialf-full of freshly caught codfisli, and had
also on board fishing gear used for cod fishing. Owner admitted having fished, but pleaded as an
excuse that he -%vas under the impression that the provisions of the Washington Treaty vere in
operation. Tried in the Admiralty Court at Quebec. Vessel condenmed. Vessel released for costs.

"c' Enola C.,' 66 tons, Richard Cunninghamn master, Gloucester, Mass., U.S., seized 29th May,
1872, by L. H. Lachance, schooner 'Stella Maria,' less than two miles fromt the shore in Trinity Bay,
north shore of Gulf of St. Lawrence, Province of Quebec. Actively fishing at time of capture; had
been fishing all day with trawl nets set fron 50 to 600 yards froin shore, and extending five or six miles
along the coast, between Point des Monts and Trinity Bay. When captured, vessel was becalmed
inside of 2 miles of Trinity Bay ; had on deck two fresh cauiglht halibuts, and two of lier men were at
the time engaged in raising trawls set close in Trinity Bay. On tleir coming alongside of vessel, it was
ascertained they had two lhalibuts in tlcir bioat. Master admitted having comnitted the offence, but
begged hard to be let off, on .ccount of this being his first offence. Had been warned, before coming
to Trinity Bay, not to fisl witlin limits. At tine of seizure vessel had on board a cargo of about 2,000
pounds of halibut and salt. Sureties discharged.

"' James Bliss,' 62 tous, Allan Mcisaacs master, Gloucester, Mass., U.., seized 18tli June, 1872, by
L. H1. Lachance, schooner 'Stella Maria,' vithin one and a lalf miles of the east end of Anticosti
Island, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Province of Quebec. At tinie of capture was auchored within one
and a lialf miles fron the shore, between iPoint Cormorant and the east end of Anticosti Island. Actually
fishing for lialibut vitl five travl nets set aroundi the vessel, between 50 yards and one and a lialf
miles fron the shore, and had been fishing there for three days previous. Master acknîowledged the
offence, and stated that lie had been warned b.y his owners not to expose their vessel. Sureties
discharged."

Dr. Pierre Fortin, M. P.P., testified before the Commission as to the large number
of British establishments engaged iii the codfisheries on the south shore of the River St.
Lawrence, to the head of Baie des Chaleurs, and on the north shore of the River and
Gulf of St. Lawrence. Dr. Fortin, examined by myself, testified as follows:

"Q. AIl those establishments dealt exchisively in cod ?-A. Yes, their principal business is codfish.
Sometimes lerring and nackerel are dealt in but not mueh. The principal is codfish.

"Q. Do any of those establishments resort to Newfounîdland for cod ?-No, not at all; never.
Well, where is all their cod caught ?-A. On the shore, andfrom boats.

" Q. Is all the cod they deal in caughît in Quebec waters ?-A. Yes.
"Q. With boats ?-A. Yes, and they fish froin the shore.
"Q. What kind of boats ? Open boats ?-A. Fishing boats manned by two men.
"Q. Name the banks and their extent, which exist in these waters ?-A. On the north shore 1

know of only two banks of small extent. St. John or Miigan and Natashquan.
"Q. St. John and Mingan are the sane thing ?-A. Yes, the sane bank. Six or seven miles

from the shore.
" Q. Of what length is it ?-A. They lie six or seven miles from the shore, but they Merge into the

shoal fisheries. They are not distinct from the shool fisheries. They are seven or eight miles in
Iength.

SQ. What is the length of the Nataslhquan ?-A. It is about 10 miles in length. These are all
the banks on the north side.

"Q. Now on the south side ?-A. Well, from Mantane to Cape G aspe, is what is called tbe River St.
Lawrence, there are no banks. The fishing is all carried on wtiliin 3 miles, andi soinetimnes within 2 miles.



Then tiere are two banks opposite the shore of Gaspe and Bay Chaleur. There is a bank called Point
St. Peter's Bank-, w-hici is very small, 10 miles out. It is a very small bank, 3 or 4 miles in extent.
Then there is Bank Miscou, or Orphan, a bank lying off the coast of Miscou; also off the coast of
Gaspe or Bay Chaleur, a distance of about 20 miles-15 or 20 miles.

"Q. Now, takinxg into account these banks, could vou state how far froin the shore, or, rathier,
could you state what proportion of the whole quantity of cod taken is caught withiu these 3 miles ?-A.
Taking into account that only our people that are settled in St. John's River, and a place called long
Point, visit this Mingan or St. John Bank, also that but few fishermen fromi Natashquan go on the
bank, that is of our own fishermen, and taking into account that our fishermen generally go on the bank
only in two or three places, I should think that more than three-fourths-1 should say 80 per cent.
or up to 85 per cent. ofthe codfish taken by Canadian fishernen are taken inside of Britishi waters."

As to bait for the lialibut fshery, Mr. Fortin said-

"Q. What is the bait used for halibut ? -A. Herring and codfish. Codfish is as good as any. It is
firmer than herring, and holds well on the hook. They put a large bait on so that the small codfish
cannot take the bait, because the object of the halibut fishers is to take nothing but halibut. When they
take codfish. they have to throw it overboard.

" Q. And as codfish as -well as hening, are taken inshore, they have to come inshore ?-A. Yes, they
come in close to the shore for halibut."

And, with respect to codfish, Mr. Fortin continues-

" Q. Well, what liait is used for codfish ?-A. The bait they use are caplin, launce, herring
mackerel, smielt, squid, clam, trout, and chub.

" Q. Where do they generally keep ?-A. Near the shore. The caplin and launce fish are on the
shore rolling on the beach sometimes, and our fisherimen catch many of those with dip-nets without
using semnes. Herring are caught also near the shore vith nets.

I" Q. Well, can the codfishery be carried on advantageously otherwise than vith fresh bait ?-A
No, no. Salt bait is used sometimes, when no other can be had, but it cannot be used profitably.

"Q. Is there any means of keeping fresh bait for sone time ?-A. Wùel, some of our large
establishments which have ice-houses have tried to keep the bait they use in a fresl state as long as
they could, but they have not succeeded well. They may from, half a day to a day in warn weather
perhaps.

"Q. With ice ?-A. Yes, because the herring, for instance, nay be fit to eat, but not for bait.
"Q. Why ?-A. Because the hait they use must be fresh enough to stick on the hook. If it is not

very fresh it does not stick on, and it will not catch the codfisb, because the codfish vill take the*bait
off the hook, and leave the hook.

"Q. You say it can only be kept half a day or a day ?-A. IL miay be kept perhaps a day or two
It depends upon the weather.

"Q. Well, would it be possible for the Americans coming there to fishx for cod to bring their bait
with them in a frozen state ?-A. No, it is impossible.

"Q. They could only bring salt bait, which is not much used ?-A. That is ail"

Mr. John Short, M.P. for Gaspe, examined by. Mr. Davies, gave evidence as
follows:-

"Q. Can you, give the Commission an estimate of the quantity or fisi taken by our fishermen
annually along the coast ?-A. From Mount Cape Chatte to New Richmond the catch would be about
100,000 quintals.

" Q. Where is new Richmond ?-A. On Bay Chaleurs. There is Anticosti aud the north shore of
the St. Lawrence, froin Joli north-westward, which will give 100,000 quintals, making together
200,000 quintals.

"Q. The north shore of the St. Lawrence and Anticosti will give 100,000 quintals ?-A. Yes, with
the Magdalen, Islands.

"Q. What kiud of fish is taken ?-A. Codfish chiefly; herring is the next catch in quantity and
importance.

"Q. You don't fish mackerel to any extent ?-A. No.
"Q. You. don't go into it for the pu-pose of trade ?-A. No; we find the codfish more remunerative.
"Q. What is the value of those 200,000 quintals of fish ?-A. The cost value is about 5 dollars

per quintal, which would give a value of 1,000,000 dollars. The inarket value is higher; it ranges
from f dollars to e dollars per quintal.

"Q. Q low far are those fish talcen from shore by the fishermen, take the north shore ?-A. Prin-
cipally and nearly altogether inshore.

Q. Now take the south shore ?-A. Fromn Cape Chatte to Cape Gaspe they are all taken inshore,
and fromi Cape Gaspe to New Riclunond the greater portion is taken inshore, some are taken on banks.

"Q. W'here do the Amxerican cod-fishernen get their bait ?-A. They get a great quantity' from
the inshore fishery.

"Q. Have you seen then Catch bait ?-A. I have sec them set nets, but not take thein up.
"Q. Have you any doubt that they do catch bait ?-A. I have not. They often draw seines to

Bhore for caplin and small bait.
"Q. Could the Americans carry on the deep-sea cod-fishery without that bait ?-A. Not with

success.
"Q. You are quite sure about that ?-A. Yes; I have no hesitation in saying it could beot'h

carried on."
L636] 21T 2
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Mr. Josef 0. Sirois tells the Commission, in his examination by myself:-
"I am a merchant at Grande Ilivere, County of Gaspe. I have employed men to fish for me

round ny neighbourhood. I have lished on tie south side of the River of St. Lawrence, from
Paspebiac to Cape Gaspe, a distance of about ninety miles. My fishing -was donc with snall boats,
each baving two men; I generally have six of such boats emnployed fisling. I lave carried on this
kind of business during the last twenty years. It is cod we take on that coast. Cod is slightly more
abundant than it vas twenty years ago ; it inay be that each boat takes less, but the numiber of boats
has considerably increased during thlat period. Part of the cod is taken along tie coast, and the
remainder on M\iscon Bank. Cod is taken fron oue to two miles fron the coast. They take about
half their catch on the coast -within the distance nentioned, and the renaining half on Miscou Bank.
They take cod with bait, cons'isting of caplin, lerring, squid, snelt, and mackerel. The bait is obtained
at from a quarter of a mile to two miles fromt the coast; it is very rare the fisheinnen vould have to go
out as far as three miles to take bait. Amnericau fishennen could not bring fresh bait fron their homes.
It cannot be kept with ice to be ised advantageously for more than two days. The effect of placing
bait on ice is to soften it so that it will not hold on the hooks. I have seen a umnber of American
schooners fishing mackerel on the coast."

Mr. Louis Roy, of Cape Chatte, testified to the Commission, in reply to myself, as
follows

" Q. Wlat part of the coast of the River St. Lawrence arc you acquainted with ?-A. From Cape
Chatte to Cape Gaspe.

Q. Wlat is the distance betveen those points ?-A. About 140 miles.
"Q. That is on the south coast ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Do you know anything of the north coast ?-A I have some knowledge of the north coast,

but am not so fainiliar with it as with the south coast
"Q. What extent of coast on the north side do y,. !now ?-A. About 160.
"Q. That would make a length of 300 miles of the river coast, that you are acquainted with ?-

A. Yes.
"Q. Is it to yoiur Iknowledge that the Anericans have been fishing on that part of the River

St. Lawrence ?-A. Oh, yes; tiey have fished near mny place very oftenx.
"Q. Whenl did they begin to fish on that part of thxe river ?-A. About 1854.
"Q. The time of the Reciprocity Treaty ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Until then you had never seen imuci of thein ?-A. Olt, yes. I saw many during the ten

years previous to that.
"Q. But they came in large nubers after that date ?-A. Yes, they came in large numbers for

about six or seven years, but after that they came in less numbers.
"Q. You inean during the last years ?-A. Yes.
"Q. At the tine they were frequenting that part of the river, how many sail have you any

knowiedge of as visiting the coast ?-A. Fromi Cape Gaspe to Cape Chatte?
"Q. Yes, and on the north shore also ?-A. About 260 or 300 sails.
"Q. Schooners ?-A. Yes.
"Q. What vas the general tonnage ?-A. About 70 or 80 tons.
«Q. That is the average ?-A. Yes ; there would be some 50 tona and somie 120.
"Q. You say tiat nany visited during one season ?-A. From spring to fall. Oh, yes.
"Q. After the Treaty of leciprocity ?-A. Not so much.
"Q. You inean not so nuch after the Treaty was terninated ?-A. Yes.
"Q. But during its existence ?-A. Well, about the number I have stated.
"Q. Were they fishing for lish to trade with ?-A. Yes.

Q. What kind of lish vas it 7-A. Cod.
"Q. Where was the cod caught ?-A. Do you mean what distance from the shore ?
"Q. Yes ?-A. Withinx three miles.

. Well, out of these 300 miles you have spoken of, vhere could cod be fished for off the
coast ?-A. Well, for about 15 or 20 miles off the north shore. On the south shore there are none at
all outside. You can't catch off beyond three miles on the south shore.

"Q. Where are those 15 or 20 miles ?-A. From Mingan.
"Q. Have you any knowledge of the catch that one of those schooners would take, neither the

largest nor the smuallest. Take an average ?-A. About between 500 or 600 barrels cadi vessel.
"Q. For the whole season ?-A. Yes; because some of thei made two trips and sone three.
"Q. Well, then they would not take 500 or 600 barrels each trip ?-A. No, no; I mean for the

whole season.
"Q . Is the cod as abundant now as it was 30 or 40 years ago ? Do you get as niuch ?-A. Oh,

yes, as much as 30 or 40 years ago. I am sure of it.

"Q. Have you any idea what quantity of fisi is taken by the Canadians in that part of the
river ?-A. Oh, yes; I iave a memorandum here. 1 calculate that the catch of codfish fromn Cape
Chatte to Cape Gaspe, along the coast, is about 220,000 quintals of dry fish, -valued at 4'50 dollars a
quintal.

"Q. Do you know if much of tiat is exported to the United States ?-A. Not at all; lot any.
"Q. Now, as to the inackerel, is that the fish for whicl the Anericans were fishing on that part f

the river ?-A. Yes.
" Q. Where is the mackerel taken generally ?-A. It is witbin three miles, because always the fat

mackerel is inside of a mile-close by.



"eQ. Well, from the knowledge you have of the locality, do you think you would see any
American schooners if they were prevented fron fishing within three miles of the shore ?-A. No.

"Q. Would it be profitable for them ?-A. They cannot do it. They would not come because
they would not catch enough to pay expenses."

Mr. James Jessop, of Gaspe, examined by Mr. Weatherbe, testifles as follows :-

" Q. As a matter of fact, where do they get most of the bait, on the shores or on the banks ?-
A. More inshore than on the banks.

«Q. Do the Americans come inshore constantly for bait ?-A. They may not come on our shores,
but on other shores they do. Most of them go to Shippegan, which is a great place for Ising
herring. The herring come in from the Banks of Shippegan; the Americans catch them, and also
follow themn inshore.

"eQ. The Americans come from the banks on purpose to catch bait ?-A. Yes, and when they go
out of the bay they get fresh bait when the herring school is passing out.

"'Q. How long does fresh bait last ?-A. It will only keep fresh one day.
<'Q. That is when there is no ice on board to preserve it ?-A. Yes.
"'Q. Where there is ice, how long wil the bait keep fresh ?-A. Two or three days.

Q. From Cape Chatte to Cape Gaspe, how far fron the shore did the Americans fish?-A. From
Cape Chatte to Cape Gaspe, the Americans came in along the shore. I never fished there. I have
passed up and down and seen American vessels fishing for mackerel right along the shore.

"Q. Did you see or hear of Americans fisbing for mackerel outside of three miles from shore ?-
A. No; ail within one mile, one mile and a half and two miles of the shore.

'<Q. Did you ever hear of any fishing outside three miles ?-A. Not on that coast.
"Q. On the north side of Bay Chaleurs where are mackerel found ?-A The great body of

mackerel is along the shore. A few may be caught outside in deep water, but the mackerel make into
the shore, and come after small bait.

"Q. Where are most of the mackerel caught ?-À. Handy to the shore, sometimes a mile and a
half out. Sometime not five acres out.

<'Q. Do you know from the Americans themselves whether they catch the greater part of the
mackerel inshore ?-A. Yes. The vessel I was on board fished inshore with boats. The vessel was at
anchor in Newport harbour.

"Q. Iow far from the land ?-A. About 300 yards.
<'Q. Did you catch al the fish there 7-A. There were no fish in the harbour. We caught them

in a cove called Carnaval.
"Q. How far fron the shore ?-A. About 2 cables'length. We got 100 barrels one day.
eQ. Did you catch your fish far from the shore ?-A. The farthest we caught might be half-a-mile

off.
"Q. How many did you catch ?-A. I could not say exactly, but we pretty nearly loaded lier. I

left her, and she afterwards left to tranship ber cargo.
"'Q. Do the Americans fish along your shores for cod ?-A. They do.
l Q. Within three miles fron shore ?-A. Yes.
"Q. To any extent ?-A. They* don't fish codfish to any great extent within three miles from

shore.
leQ. Where do they fish for cod ?-A. On Mincou Bank and Bank Orphan.
"Q. What is thenumber of the fleet engaged in fishing on Miscou Bank alone ?-A. I have heard

my men say from forty to fifty sail.
"Q. You would put the average at forty sail ?-A. Yes.
ceQ.Do yon know what is the number of the cod fishing fleet in the bay on an average each year ?

-A. Fron 300 to 400 vessels.
l Q. Nearer 400 than 300 ?-A. About 400.
"Q. Where do these cod fishermen get the bait they use ?-A. A great deal of it inshore, along

our coast.
"Q. How do they get it ?-A. By setting nets inshoro, and sometimes by buying it.

Q. What kind of fish do they catch for bait ?-A. Herring. I have seen thema seining herring.
I have heard that they ji" asquid and bob mackerel.

<Q. They catch cap n ?-A. Yes."

Mr. Joseph Couteau, of Cape Despair, examined by myself gives the following
evidence:-

"'I am 42 years of age. Ilive at Cape Despair, in the county of Gaspe. I am, a fisherman, and
at present employ men in the fishing business. This fishery is carried on along the coast fronm one to
three miles from the shore, and also on Miscou Bank. The Americans fish there. I bave seen as many
as forty sail fishing there at the saine time. The Americans procure their bait along and near the coast.
The bait consist of herring, caplin, and squid. The cod fishery cannot be prosecutedte advantage with
salt bait. The' Americans cannot bring with them to Miscou Bank a sufficient supply of bait. la 1857
I fished in an American schooner called the <Maria.' I do not remnember her captain's name.: The
schooner was fitted out at and started from Portland. During the first three months of the, oyage, we
fishcd for cod along Cape Breton, the Magdalen Islands, and Miscou Bank At Cape Breton we took
the ced.at distances of fromu a mile ta inile and a half frn the shore. VYe ,fished at about the same
distance from the shore at the Magdalen Islands. We took 330 quintals of cod. e caghti about
three-quarters of our load within three miles of the coast off Cape Breton antd the Magdalen Island,
and the remainder at Miscou Bank. We procred o rhait on the Cape Breton shore."
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Mr. Abraham Lebrun, of Perce, examined by Mr. Weatherbe, tells the Commission
where the Americans procure their bait:-

"Q. Where do they procure their bait ?-A. The generality of them procure it on the coast.
"Q. How do they get it ?-.A. In nets. They take lierring in nets.
"Q. And what else ?-A. Squid; they also seine caplin on our coast.

* * * * * • • * *

"Q. Where do they get their nets with whicli they catch it ?-A. They bring them vith them.
"Q. Where did they get the bait after the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty ?-A. They run

the risk of capture to obtain it ithin three-mile linit.
"Q. Year after year ?-A. Yes.
"Q. How do you know that ?-A. I have seen them do so."

The witness is then asked about halibut:-
"Q. Halibut are caught along the north shore of the River St. Lawrnce for the distance of 180

miles, to which you have referred ?-A. Yes.
"Q. And they are taken on the coast of Anticosti, and along the south coast, and along the other

coasts, on tie south side of the St. Lawrence, which you have mîentioned ?-A. Yes, sir, from Cape
Chatte to Cape Gaspe ; this is a celebrnted coast for halibut.

"Q. Are ihalibut caught on the shores of Gaspe and the :Bay of Chaleurs ?-A. They are, or have
been caught there.

"Q. By whom is the halibut fishery carried on ?-A. Chiefly by the Americans.
"Q. And how are they caught ?-A. With trawls.
"Q. .What effect lias their mode of fishing lad on the coast as a halibut fishery ground ?-A.

With regard to halibut, it has injured the fishery.
yQ. y vhat means ?-A. By overfishing. Halibut is a fish which does not reproduce itself like

the cod, and of course the fishing is tius affected and injured.
"Q. By whorn lias this over-fishing been done ?-A. By the Americans.
"Q. I)iring low many years ?-A. It has been the case as long as I can rememaber-that is, from

1856 to the time when I left the north shore, in 1873. They have frequented the coast from year to
year.

"Q. Is the halibut fishery carried on now on the south shore ?-A. At present halibut are very
scarce there, but formerly they were very plentiful on this coast."

Mr. John Holliday, who pursues the 6shing business on an extensive scale at the
mouth of the Moisie River, testiiied, in his exanination by Mr. Thomson, as follows:-

"Q. Well, do you take no halibut or hake -A. Ve take a few halibuît, not of any great moment,
this year past.

"Q. Wiy is that ? It used to be plenty ?-A. They used to be, but since 1868 or 1869, the coast
is nearly cleaned of halibut by the Aierican fishermen coming there. Two of them were tak-en in my
neighbourhood; that is two of their vessels were taken by the cruizers.

"Q. What becane of theni ?-A. I think they vere both condenned.
"Q. Well, were those halibut taken within thbree miles of the shore ?-A. Oh, yes, vithin about

a mile and a half of the shore.
"Q. Ihere was no doubt, then, about the fact of the infringement of the law, for which those

vessels were taken ?-A. I have seen several of thein leave the coast and leave their lines. When
they saw the cruizers come they stood out to sea and cane back a day or two afterwards and picked
up their lines.

"Q. That was within three miles ?-A. Yes.
"Q. IIow near ?-A. About a mile and a half.
"Q. I do not know whether the atmosphere there is of that peculiar character that a vessel within

half-a-mile will think she is three miles out ?-A. They could not well think that.
" Q. You cnu generally tell when you are within three miles ?-A. Yes; at al eventd within a

mile and a half.
" Q. Well, you say that in 1868 and 1869, the American schooners came there and fished out the

halibut-A. Yes, they cleaned them out.
"Q. What kind of fishing was it ?-A. With long lines or trawls.
"Q. There were a great mnany hooks upon them ?-A. A great number ; there were several miles

of then.
-Q. What was the effect of that, cither to your ov , knowledge or from what you have heard ?-

A. The whîole of our iishorc fishermen fished codfish a -i lhalibut. We get none now, or next to none.
"Q. No halibut you mean ?-A. No halibut.
"Q. Are they a fish that keep pretty close to the bottom as a rule ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Therefore they are the more liable to be taken up by the trawl ?-A. That is the method

adopted in this countiy of catching tieni altogether.
"Q. 3efore tle .Amuericans caie with a trawl, how did your people take theni ?-A. With hand

lines.
"Q. Where they reasonaily plenty in those days ?-A. Yes; a boat lias got from ciglt to ten.

Now they very seldoi get any.
"Q. WVell, had the hand-line fishing been continued and those trawls not introduced, is it or is it

not your opinion that the halibut would be iow there just as it used to be ?-A. I think it would be
as good as previously.

"Q. In your opinion then this trawl fishing is sinply destructive ?-A. To halibut."
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Saturday, November 17, 1877.
The Conference met.
31r. Doutre continued his argument in support of the case of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment as follows:-

May it please your Excellency and your Honours-
When we sepirated yesterday, I demanded and obtained an adjournment until

Monday, as I considered I required that time to lay before the Commission the matter in
issue in its different aspects; and I am still of opinion that I would have fulfilled my
duty in a more complete manner, if the arrangement of yesterday had been adhered to.
However, a very pressing demand was made upon me to meet this afternoon, in order to
close my part of the argument, and leave the -way free andý clear for ny successor on
Monday. With a strong desire to comply with the denmand from gentlemen with whom
I have been acting·so cordially so far, and with whom I hope to act cordially up to the
time of our separation, I made an effort to be able to present myself before the Commis-
sion at this hour. However, I shall have to deal, I fear, in a very ineffectual manner
vith the imatters that remain to be considered. I have taken particular care in

arranging the evidence and argument, not entirely for the reason that your Honours
required any information from nie to form your opinion. I think, after this long inves-
tigation, the minds ofryour Honours must be pretty well made up, and could fnot be
muclialtered and influenced by any remarks I could offer. But we must not forget that
this Treaty is a temporary arrangement, vhich will be the object of fresh negotiations
within a pretty short period, and I considered that those who will have to deal with the
question five, six, or eight years lience, will be unable readily to discover, in this mass of
evidence, what part lias a bearing upon one branch of the case, and what part upon
another bran ch; and I thought it would be useful, if not for the present moment, for the
future, to make a complete investigation of the evidence, and to place it in such a shape
that those who si2il succeed your Honours in dealing with this question may be guided
in some way through these fields of testimony. When we adjourned yesterday, I was
showinîg at what distance from the shore the cod fishery in the estuary of the St. Lawrence
is prosecuted. Before proceeding to another part of the evidence, I desire to draw the
attention of your Honours to what lias fallen from the learned counsel on behalf of the
'United States, Mr. Foster and Mr. Trescot.

Mr. Trescot admits that the British case can be supported by proof of " the habit of
United States' fishermen."

"t If fifty fishermen of a fishing fleet swore that it was the habit of the fleet to fish inshore, and fifty
swore that it was the habit never to fish inshore, you might not know which to believe; but supposing,
what in this case will not be disputed, that the witnesses were of equal veracity, you would certainly
know that you lad not proved the habit.

"You will see, therefore, that the burden of proof is on our friends. They must prove.their catch
equal in value to the award they claim. If they cannot do tbat and undertake to prove habit, then
they must do-what they have not done-prove it by an overwhelming majority of witnesses. With
equal testimony their proof fails.»

There is an enornous quantity of testimony produced, on the part of Her Majesty's
Government, to show that the United States' fishing feet constantly, throughout the
season, fislied within three miles of almost all the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence-
on the shores of Nova Scotia (including all the shores of Cape Breton), the shores of
Prince Edward Island, the west shore of the Gulf, the shores of Bay de Chaleur and
Gaspe, both shores of the River St. Lawrence, and the wliole north shore to Labrador,
the shores of Anticosti, as well as the shores of the Bay of Fundy. The various fleets of
United States' vessels were very seldom, if ever, during the fishing season, out of sight of
very large numbers of respectable and intelligent wvitnesses residing on:various parts of
ti coast, whose sworn evidence has been received by the Commission. Besides, witnesses
too numerous to mention have given evidence sufficient literally to fill a volume, of having
fshed in American bottoms, and they testify that the common custom of the various
fleets was to fish within three miles of all the shores thrown open by the Treaty of
Washington.

In addition to this, a very large number of' witnesses have corroborated the views of
almost all United States' vriters and statesmen vho have offered the opinion th.iat,
without the «thrce-mile belt," the Gulf fishery is useless; and these latter iwitnesses,
who have been interrogated on the subject, have, without perhaps' a single - exception,
stated that the American skippers and fishermen have invariably adnittéd tihat, vithout
the free use and enjoyment of tlhe three-mile inshore fisheriés, they"considired' it .ieles



to enter the Bay of St. Lawrence for fishing purposes. Can there be stronger proof of
habit ? Speaking of the British testiniony, says the lcarned counsel, Mr. Trescot : " With
equal testimony, their proof fails." Peirhaps so. Has " equal testimony " been produced
by the United States? Is there any testimony vhatever to contradict this immense mass
of evidence of the "habit " of the United States' fishing fleet?

Numbers of fishermen vere produced by the United States to show that they them-
selves had fished at Bianks Bradley and Orphan, and other banks and shoals, and at the
Magdalen Islands, outside of British waters, who by the way, nearly all suffered loss, but
scarcely any of these witnesses undertook to show where the fleet fished. On the contrary,
they al most invariably qualified their statements by showing that they spoke only of their
own individual fishing.

The learned counsel for the United States impliedly admits that, unless there has
been produced witnesses contradicting the British evidence as to "habit," the British
case is made out. There is a singular absence in the vast number of witnesses and
affidavits produced on both sides for twelve weeks-there is a singular and marked
absence of contradiction, and upon the principle involving "l habit," enunciated by
Mr. Trescot, the evidence can be relied on with confidence as fully and completely
establishing the claim.

The learned agent, M4r. Foster, in his very able speech, contends that the British
claim is not made out, because there are but a trifling quantity cf fish caught by United
States' vessels within the formerly prohibited limits, but it can be clearly shown that he
is entirely mistaken as to the weight and character of the evidence. He says:-

"If the three-mile limit off the bend of Prince Edward Island, and down by Margaree, where our
fishermen soinetimes fish a week or two in the autumn (and those are the two points to which almost
all the evidence of inshore fishing in this case relates), if the three-mile limit had been buoyed out in
those places, and our people couid have fished where they had a right to, under the law of nations and
the ternis of the Treaty, nobody would have heard any complaint."

Again :-

" Almost all the evidence in this case of fishing within three miles of the shore relates to the bend
of Prince Edward Island and to the vicinity of Margaree. As to the bend of the island it appears, in
the first place, that many of our fishermen regard it as a dangerous place, and shun it on that account,
not daring to coine as iear the shore as -within thrce miles, because in case of a gale blowing on shorè
their vessels would be likely to be wrecked."

He also says:-
" There is sometbing peculiar about this Prince Edward Island fishery, and its relative proportion

to the Nova Scotia fishery. As I said before, I am inclined to believe that the greatest proportion of
mackerel caught auywhere iishore, are caught off Margaree, late in the autunin. The United States'
vessels, on their honeward voyage, make harbour at Port lood, and lie there one or two weeks; while
there they do fish within three miles of Margaree Island; not l-htween Margarce Island and the main
land, but within three miles of the island shores; and just tiuere is found water deep enough for
vessel-fishing. Look at the chart, wilcl fully explains this fact to my mind. Margaree is a part of Nova
Scotia, and Professor Hind says thore is an immense boat-catch all along the outer coast of Nova Scotia,
and estimates that of the mackerel catch, Quebec furnishes 7 per cent. (lie does not say where it comes
from), Nova Scotia 80 per cent., New Brunswick 3 per cent., and Prince Edward Island 10 per cent."

This is also from the learned Agent of the United States:-

"When I called Professor Hind's attention to that, and remarked to him that I had not heard
much about the places where mackerel were caught in Nova Scotia, he said it was because there was
an immense boat-catch on the coast. If there lias been any evidence of United States' vessels fishing
for mackerel within three miles of the shore, or more than three miles from the shore of the outer
coast of Nova Scotia, it has escaped my attention. I call my friends' attention to that point. If there
is any considerable evidence, I do not know but I might say any appreciable evidence of United
States' vessels fishing for mackerel off the coast of Novia Scotia (I an not now speaking of Margaree,
but the coast of Nova Scotia), it bas escaped my attention. As to 'Cape Breton, very little evidence
bas been given, except in reference to the waters in the neighbourhood of Port Hood."

Providing Mr. Foster were correct in the view he bas put forward of the evidence,
he might with some reason urge the Commission to refuse the Award claimed on behalf
of Her Majesty's Government.

Nothing could be more unjust and unfair to the character of the Canadian fisheries
than to adopt the statement of the learned Agent as to Prince Edward Island and Mar-
garce as the correct result of the facts established by absolttely uncontradicted evidence
now before the Commission.

It is true that the main efforts of United States counsel were exerted to impeach
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the large array of respectable witnesses who testified to the great wealth of the fishery
in the bend of Prince Edward Island, and the constant use of those grounds by United
States' fleets. But, if Mr. Foster should ever again have occasion closely to examine the
whole evidence given in this case on both sidgs, lie will find that, beyond the efforts to
depreciate that tract of water between the North Cape and the East Point, and that at
Grand Manan, there is scarcely a line of testimony offered by him or his learned asso-
ciates to shake or contradict the evidence given respecting all the other vast and rich
Canadian fishing grounds. The evidence of the value to, and use by, American fisher-
men of al the coasts of Nova Scotia from the Bay of Fundy eastward, all round the
Island of Cape Breton, the north shores of the coasts and bays of New Brunswick to
Gaspe, and the entire coasts of Quebec, within the jurisdiction of the Commission, is
almost, if not absolutely, uncontradicted.

This applies as well to the affidavits as to the oral testimony, and it may be stated
liere of the British affidavits, what cannot be said of those of the United States, that they
are strikingly corroborated by the testimony of witnesses both on the direct as well as
the cross-examination.

I here produce a number of extracts and references, which are more than sufficient
to convince even our learned friends on the other side that they have taken only a very
partial view of this case; and I call Mr. Foster's especial attention to these witnesses.
At the risk of being considered tedious, I cite this evidence, because the statement of my
learned friend wvas emphatic, and lie threw out a special challenge in asserting that there
vas but little evidence of fishing by Americans, except at the twyo places mentioned by
hun.

The pages refer to the British evidence:-
Page 79. Mr. George Harbour, a resident of Sandy Beach, Gaspe, vas called as a

witness, and gave evidence of the Americans fishing for mackerel in that locality. He
says, " They came in right to the shore, close to the rocks. Upon an average they take
500 barrels in a season (two trips). He has never seen thein fishing for mackerel'outside
three miles."

Page 83. Mr. William S. Sinnett, a resident of Griflin's Cove, Gaspe, called 's a
witness, says, " that he has seen American skippers fish two miles from the shore, and
inside of a mile for mackerel; and that he has never seen them fishing outside of'thr'e
miles." This witness speaks entirely with reference to'his own locality.

Page 87. Mr. George Grenier, of Newport, Gaspe, gave evidence that he <has seen
American vessels fishing for mackerel 25 yards from the Point."

Page . Hon. Thomas Savage, of Cape Cove, Gaspe, says, in his evidence, that
"the fishing grounds extend from Cape Gaspe to Cape Chatte. As soon as the mackerel
come in, the American fishermen take that fish, and the Gaspe fishermen' cannot get
bait."

Page 276. Mr. James Joseph testifies that he has seen the Americans flshing
from Cape Chatte to Gàspe, right along the shore, all within one or two miles from the
shore.

Page 280. Mr. Joseph Couteau, of Cape Despair, Gaspe, called as a witness,
says that "the Americans fish :along the coast of Gaspe, from one te three miles off
shore."

These witnesses are confirmed and supported by-
Wm. McLeod, of Port Daniel, Gaspe.
Philip Vibert, of Perce, Gaspe.
James Baker, Cape Cope, Gaspe.
Wm. Flynn, Perce, Gaspe.
Abraham Lebrun, Perce> Gaspe.
Louis Roy, Perce, Gaspe.
Page 180. Mr. James McKay, Deputy Inspector of Fish, Port Mulgrave, after

giving evidence of fishing close inshore off Cape Breton, in 1862, says: "In 1872, fished
in American schooner "-Colonel Cook,, and cauglit 400 barrels on second tripathree.
fourths caught inshore. Cauglit 800 barrels of mackerel in two trips in 1872. In 1873
caught 360 barrels in two trips. The greatest portion of the, fish were taken about
Cape Low, Cape Breton, 'close inshore.'

Page 226. Mr. John Stapleton, of Port Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, says in his
evidence that he has fished in Americanvessels inaBay Chaleur, on the west coast of
New Brunswick, to Escuminac äiid Point Miscou, from Point'Miscou to Shipàegan, d
thence to Paspebiac and Fort Daniel, down to Gaspe, round Bonaventure.Island as far
as Cape Rogers.

Page 243. Mr. James Lord, of Deer Island, New Brunswick, gives evidence that the
636)
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Americans " take as imuch as the British fishermen on the mainland from Point Lepreaux,
including West Isles, Campobello and Grand Manan.»

Page 347. Hon. Wm. Ross, Collector of Customs at Halifax, formerly a resident of
Cape Breton, and a inember of the Privy Council of Canada, gives'evidence as follows:
" The American fishermen fish for mackerel on the Atlantic coast of Cape Breton, from
Cape North to Scatterie, in August, Septeniber, and October, fishing inshore and offshore,
but more inshore than ofFshore."

Page 374. Mr. John McDonald, of East Point, Prince Edward Island, says, in his
evidence, that he "has fished in American vessels about Cape Breton, Prince Edward
Island, on vest shore, Bay of Chaleurs, and Gaspe, within three-mile limit."

Similar evidence is given by-
Page 558. John Dillon, Steep Creek, Gut Canso.
Page 361. Marshall Paquet, Souris, Prince Edward Island.
Page 365. Barnaby Melsaac, East Point, Prince Edward Island.
Page 384. John D. 1McDonald, Souris, Prince Edward Island.
Page 388. Peter S. Richardson, Chester, New Brunswick.
Page 399. Mr. Holland C. Payson, Fishery Overseer at Westport, Nova Scotia, says

in his evidence that St. Mary's Bay, the coast around Digby Neck, vith Briar Island
and Long Island, are valuable fishing grounds. The two islands in 1876 exported about
200,000 dollars' vorth of fish. This district is frequented by small American schooners,
who fish for cod, halibut, pollock, and herring.

Mr. Payson's evidence is corroborated by that of Mr. B. H. Ruggles, of Briar
Island, Digby, Nova Scotia.

Page 407. Mr. John C. Cunningiam, of Cape Sable Island, Nova. Scotia, says in
his evidence, that United States' fishermen take halibut off Shelburne County, itiin three
miles of the shore-say one and a-half to two miles. A full fare is about 800 quintals;
take two fares in three months.

These witnesses were examined orally, and nearly all, if not al, ably cross.
examined.

The following are from the British affidavits, also to show the extent of coast used
by United States' fishermen:

J. E. Marshall, fisierman, a native of Maine, was ten years master United States
fishing vessel.

"1. The fishing by Anerican schoners was very extensive from 1852 to 1870. During that
period the inimber of Amierican vessels which have visited the shores of the GuIf of St. Lawrence,
foir fishing purposes, yearly, amounted from 200 to 500 sails. This f have seen with my own eyes.
All these were nackerel fishing. The places where the Amiericans fished nost during that period
vere on the shores of Cape Breton, lrince Edward Island, New :Brunswick, and on the shores of Bay

of Chaleur, from Port Daniel to Dalhousie, and east, froni Vort Daniel to Bonaventure Island, in
Gaspe Bay, and on the south shore of Gaspe, from Cape Rozier to Matane, and on the north shore
from Moisie to Gadbout River. 1 have fished imyself nearly every year in these places, and 1 never
missed ny voyage."

James A. Nickerson, master mariner, Nova Scotia:-
"4. My best catches vere taken off the north coast of Cape Breton, from Shittegan ta Hanley Island,

Port Hood, and 1 never cauglit any of the fish to speak of beyond three miles fron the shore. I am
certain, and positively swear that fully nine-tenths, and 1 believe more than that proportion of my
entire catch was taken within three miles of the shore, the nearer to the shore ' conld get the better
it vould be for catching fish. One reason of that is that the mackerel keep close in shore to get the
fishes tley feed on, and these little fishes keep in the eddies of the tide quite close to the shore.

" 9. These American lishermen get their catches in the sane place *we did. They took the fish
close into the shore, that is by far the larger proportion of them, and the opinion among the American
fishermen vas universal, that if they were excluded froi fising within these three miles off the shore,
they might as well at once abandon the fishery."

John L. Ingraham, Sydney, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, fish merchant:-

"I have seen at one time 200 American fishing vessels in this harbour. In the summer of 1876,
I have seen as niany as thirty at one time.

3. These vessels fisli often within one-half mile of the coast, north and east of Cape Breton, and
al around.

" 21. American fishermen cone around the southern and castern coast of Cape Breton, by dozens
through the Canal and Bras d'Or Lake, and wherever it suits them."

Daniel McPhee, fisherman, Prince Edward Island:
"1. That*I have personally been engaged in the mack-erel and cod-fishing in the Gulf of St

Tawrence since the year 1863.
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"2. That in the year.1863-1 commenced mackerel fishing in the Ainrican vessel 'Messina,' and
that during that ycar, we fished in the Bay Chaleur, and took home with us 600 barrel s of 'mackerel
during the fishing season of that year, one-third of which quantity, T would say, was caught within
three miles of the shore.

"10. That about 200 of the Ainerican vessels get tieir bait on the Nova Scotian coast, and in my
opinion, without the bait obtained there thcy could not carry on the fishing.

"11. Then there is also a fleet of forty Aierican vessels which fisl off Grand Mtuun. They
average 350 barrels of hcrrinig per vessel, wlieli are al cauglht close to the shlore."

Chas. W. Dui, fisherman, Prince Edward Island:

"1. Thalt I have been engaged in fishing for about twenty-eight years, w'inter and suimer, iii both
boats and vessels, having fisled in the cod-fishing on. the banks for about seven winters. I have
also fisled mackerel ii this gulif with the Americans, from the sunmmer of 1868 till 1871, and also in
the halibut fislery on these coasts.

2. "At Anticosti we could often sec the halibut on the bottoi when we were trawlinîg. This
would he about two or three hundred yards fromn shore. . Lave seen 10,000 lalibut a day caught at
Anticosti, in water where we could sec bottomu. This halibut fishery is the best payin fishery
that 1 have ever been in. I have made 90 dollars in twelve days as onc of the bands of the
fishery."

Jas. Houlette, fisherman, Prince Edward Island:-

"1. That I have been enigaged in fishing for lifteen years, lu vessels belonging to the United States.
I have fished all about Bay Chaleur, fromt Portwood to Seven Islands, at the Magdalens, all long
this island coast, anîd two years' inackerel fishing on the Aincrican shores, and many winters cod-
fishnùg"

John R. McDonald, fariner and fisherman, Prince Edward Island:-

"13. That almost all ie .imerianfiskemn, fish close into the shore of ilte difercnt provinces of Ite
Dominion, and I do not think the Americans vould find it worth while to lit out for the Gulf fishing if
they couil not fish near the shore. The, year the cutters were about the Anericans did not do very
mnuch, althougli they used to dodge the cutters and fish inshore."

Alphonso Gilman, fisherman, Prince Edward Island:-

"7. That when the mnackerel first caine into the bay, they generally caie up towards Bay
Chaleur, Gaspe, aud round there-passing the Magdalen Islands on their way. It is up there-that
the American Ileet generally goes first to catch fisi."

Joseph Campbell, Prince Edward Island, master mariner, nine ycars United States*
vessels:

" 2. That trom the years 1858 to 18671 was constantly and activoly engaged in fishing aboard
Aniericai vessels, and dmuing that time I fished on al the fishing grounds.

"3. We got our first fare generally in the Bay Chaleur. Fully nine-tenths of this fit would be
caught close inshore, within the three-mile limit."

Alex. Chiverié, merchant, Prince Edward Island, formerly fisherman; was twenty
years in United States' vessels:

" We fished off the north part of Cape Breton, and caught the whole of our fare within three iles
froi the shore.

7. That iii the year 1867 1. was master of a r Iishiîîg schooner. The first trip of that
scasont we fished between the Minuiehi and Bay Chaleur. During that trip the fish played chiefly
inshore, about a mile from the shore. ,At times during that trip I would be getting a good catch, when
the Aimerican vessels, to the nunber of lifty or sixty, would come along, aud by dmwing off the fish
spoil ny fishing., Durinig that trip, the Americans, 1 would say, caught fully tlineefolirth of their fare
within the three mile lhinit."

Nathaniel Jost, master mariner, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia

2. have also sean mnany Amcrican nmackerel-mnen engaged ii taking imackerel around the coast
or Cape Bret:on Pince Edward island, and eastirn side of New. Brunswick, anan of thesd lished
inshore. I would say that there weie at least 400 Aierican vessels around the before-mentioned coast
taking mackerel. During the past two years 1 have seen at ee time in sight, five Amnericanx vssels
engaged ii taking codfish oi the southern coast of Nova Scotia and a great manyiii sailing along
anid at Sable Island this spring i have seen fron fifteen to tweity In sigt at one time, engaged iu
taking codfish.

Benjamin Wentzler, fisherman, Lower La Have, Nova Scotiai:-

1. "I have been engaged in the fisheries foi twentyeven ears, up to eighteei hundred and seventv-
live inclusive, and fished every year in the North ,.ay, rond Cape Breton, Prince Edwardt Island,
eastern side of New rinsvick, and arounid t1eagdalens. I have taken all the lis found in thei aters
of the above-nentioncd coast. I am also well acquamited with ihe inshoro fisheries iiitunenburm Couiity
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I have seen often more than a hundred Anierican vessels fishing on the above-namied coasts in one
fleet together, and I have seen these vessels make off from the shore when a steamer appeared to
protect the fishery, and when the smoke of the steamer could not be seen they came in again to the
shore. Such large numibers of thein made it daugerous for Nova Scotian fishermen, and I have lost
many a night's sleep by themi in order to protect our vessels. I have seen in Port Hood harbour about
three hundred sail of Ainericau vessels at one time, and it is seldomt, if ever, that a third of them are
in any harbour at one time, and I have been run into by an American schooner in Port Hood Harbour.
From 1871 to 1875 inclusive, I have seen the Americans in large numbers around Prince Edward
Island, eastern side of New Brunswick,-and around Cape Breton. I have seen many American vessel
on the above-nentioned coast engaged in taking codfish."

Jeffrey Cook, fishermant, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia

"2. While in the Bay of Chaleur, the summer befom last, I saw many American vessels there
engaged in fishin, and have also seen nany of them there fishing since 1871. I have counted, the
summer before last, fifty Amuerican vessels within three-fourths of a mile from each other. The most
of the American vessels which 1 saw fisled inshore around the above-mentioned coasts. I saw them
take both codfish and mackerel inshore within three miles of the shore. Mackerel are taken mostly all
inshore, and I would not fit out a vessel to take mackerel unless she fished inshore."

James F. White, nerchant, Prince Edward Island:-

"13. The niackerel, in spring, cone down the Nova Sceotian shore, and then strike up the bay to
the Magdalen Islauds, fron there some shoals iove towards the bend of this island, lad others towards
Bay Chaleur, Gaspe, and round there. The Amnericans are well acquainted with this habit of the
mackerel and follow thein. They have very smart schooners, and follow the fish along the shore,
taking their eue, to a great extent front what they sec our boats doing."

John Champion, fisieriman, Prince Edward Island

"13. On an average there arc eight hundred American vessels engaged in the cod, hake and
mackerel fisheries in the bay, that is including this island coast, the Magdalen Islands, the New
Brunswick and Nova Scotian coasts. There have been as many as fifteen hundred sail in a season,
according to their own accotints. I myself have seen three hundred sail of them in a day."

Wm. Champion, fisherman, Prince Edward Island:-
"Was one year in an Anerican vessel, down eastward on this island, and about Port Hood,

Antigonish, Cape Geore and other places in that direction. The boats and also the Amaerican
schooners fish close inshore. We fished right up in the Bay Chaleur and round the other shores of the
provinces."

James B. Hadley, Port Mulgrave, notary public, merchant
"The principal places where the Ainericans fish for nmackerel in the summer months are all over

the Gulf of St. Iawrence, off Pomquett Island, Port Hood, Prince Edward Island, in the Northumber-
land Straits off Point Miscou, as far up as rthe Magdalen Rliver, across to the Seven Islands, off and around
Magdalen Islands, and in the fall from East Point and the Magdalcn Islands, and Island Brion, thence
to Cape St. Lawrence and Port Hood, and around the casternr shore of Cape Breton to Sydney Harbour.
The trawling for cod-fish is donc all round our shores fron the lst of May till the fal."

George McKenzie, master mariner, Prince Edward Island, was forty years fishing:-

"Wheu the mackerel strike off for this island, the Ainrican schooners unever wait along the bight
of this island, but press up towards the North Cape, and Miscou, and Mira, and generally along the
west coast of New Brunswick and up as far as Seven Islands above Anticosti, as their experience has
taught them that that is the quarter where the fish are to l found first. Iater on in August and
Septemuber they come back into the bight of this island. Nearly all the fish caught during these
times are caught near the shores of the British possessions, althougi there are some Aacrican vessels
which fished entirely in deep water away from the land, but these are comparatively few."

William H. Sweet, of Fall River, in the State of Massachusetts, United States of
America, but now of Port Hood, fisherman

"1. I have been engaged in the fishing vessels fitted out by the Americans for the past five
years, and have been engaged during that time in fishLin in all parts of tte Gulf, on the coast of Nova
Scotia, Cape Breton, and Prince .Edward Island, and on the shores of the Magdalen Island.

2. A. large number of American vessels have been engaged in fishing in these waters for somte
years past, taking chiefly mackerel and cod-fish.»

Jas. Archibald, fisherman, of Boston

1. I have been engaged i the fishing business for twenty years past, and during seven years
past i have been fishing in American merican and Canadian waters. I have been engaged



in various kinds of fishing on the coasts of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, in the Gulf and about the
Magdalen Islands, and Prince Edward Island. I came into this port in an American fishing vessel,
and have been engaged in fishing here during the present season.'

This last is corroborated by Richard Thomas, fisherman, of Bootli Bay, Maine.:

Michael Crispo, merchant, Harbor au Bouche, Nova Scotia
"The mackerel are caught all around the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence."

Thomas C. Roberts, master mariner, Cape Canso, Nova Scotia:

" 2. During the years that I was employed in fishing, the number of American vessels fishing for
mackerel and cod-fish in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the coast of Nova Scotia, would, to the best of
my knowledge, range from six hundred to seven hundred each year. The average number of men to
each vessel would be about fifteen."

Jacob Groser, fisherman, Lower La Have, Nova Scotia:-

"2. Four years ago I was in the Bay of Chaleur, and for many years constantly before that time
year after year. Five years ago I have seen in the Bay of Chaleur, from 200 to 300 American vessels
in one fleet. The most of these vessels took mackerel, and they took the most of their mackerel inshore,
and very seldom caught much mackerel beyond three miles from the shore."

Philip Le Montais, Arichat, agent of Robin and Co.

"The harbour of Cheticamp is mucli frequented by American fishing vessels, and I have seen at
one time along the shore between 600 and 800 fishing vessels, most of which were American. These
vessels were fishing for mackerel along the shore of Cape Breton."

John Ingraham, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia:-

"2. About 600 American vessels, from all ports, are engaged in fishing in Canadian waters, the
average number of men is about fourteen; this is within my knowledge the past fifteen years. They
fiLh for mackerel, codfish and halibut, from Bay de Chaleur to Cape Forchu."

Page 110. John Morien, of Port Medway, Nova Scotia, proves fishing for mackerel
by American vessels at Cape Canso, within half-a-mile of the shore.

Page 111. John Smeltzer, of Lunenburg, testifies that he has seen American vessels
fishing for mackerel in the back Harbour of Lunenburg.

Page 115. John Bagnall of Gabarus, Cape Breton, proves American fishing vessels
in Gabarus Bay, north-east side of Cape Breton.

Page 118. Ryan Murphy, of Port Hood, Cape Breton, swears that lie has known as
many as 700 American vessels fishing in the Gulf and the shores around Nova &otia, Cape
Breton, and the Magdalen Islands.

Page 126. H. Robertson, of Griffiin's Cove, Gaspe, proves an extensive mackerel-
fishery by Americans at Griffin's Cove, and ncigibouring coves.

Page 126. Donald West, of Grand Greve, Gaspe, swears to over 100 American
schobners in Gaspe. Bay yearly for mackerel fishing.

Page 127. Michael McInnis, of Port Daniel, Bonaventure County, Qiebec, testifies
that the mackerel fishery by Americans has been carried on on an extensive scale on that
shore.

Pages 134 and 136. John Legresly and John Legros, of Point St. Peter, Gaspe,
prove a large number of American mackerelers in Gaspe Bay during and since the
Reciprocity Trcaty.

Daniel Orange and Joshua Mourant, of Paspebiac, Gaspe, swear that they have
annually seen a large fleet of American mackerelers in Bay of Chaleur.

Page 138 to 190. Forty-nine others, all of Gaspe, swear to the continual use by the
United States' fishermen of the fishinggronds insliore of that region, and to the annual
presence of a large fleet of American fishing-vessels ;n the Bay of Chaleur and Gaspe
Bay.e

Thîe folloving personsalso testify that the Americans fish on all the shores àf Nôva
Scotia, eastern and northern shores of Cape Breton, A'ntigonish Bay, east coast of New
Brunswick, and Bay Chaleur:-
Page of Ajjidavits-

156. W. Wyse, Chathan, New Brunswick.
181. Gabriel Seaboyer, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.
182. Patrick Mullins, Syiney, Cape BretonNova Scotia.
190.JolinCair t Port Monton Nova Scotia. 7 '

192n Thomas Condon Guysboi-o' NovaScotia.
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200. 1iatthew Monroe, Guysboro', Nova Scotia.
200. Isaac W. Rennells, Cape Breton. Nova Scotia.
206. Joshua Simith, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.
207. Martin Wentzel, Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.
209. Alexander McDonald, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.
216. Amos H. Oathouse, Digby, Nova Scotia.
226. Robert S. Eakins, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
227. John A. McLeod, Kensington, Prince Edward Island.
230. Angus B. McDonald, Souris, Prince Edward Island.
233. John MicIntyre, Fairfield, Prince Edward Island.
237. Thomas Walsh, Souris, Prince Edvard Island.
239. Daniel McIntyre, Prince Edward Island.
217. John Merchant, Northumberland, New Brunswick.

From end to end, the British evidence shows that the UJnited States' fishermen
carry on their operations witbin the British territorial waters. I beg here to introduce
a few instances fron the evidence of the United States' witnesses who were produced to
prove that the niackerel fislery vas carried on in vhat is called by the United States'
counsel " the open sca."

Tinothv A. Danies, of Wellfleet, Massachusetts, fisherman, called on behailf of the
Government of the United States, sworn and exanined.

By 3fr. Foster:-
"Q. low old are you ?-A. Seenty years.
"Q. Were you engaged in mackerel fishing during a good many years ?-A. Yes.
"Q. How nany years did you coine to the Gulf to fish mackerel ?-A. Seventeen years.
"Q. What year did you begin and what year end ?-A. From 1846 to 1873, I believe, inclusive;

one year out.
"Q. Were you in the sanie schooner all the tine ?-~A. Yes.
"Q. What was the naine of the vessel ?-A. 'Pioneer.'
"Q. What tonnage ?-A. Sixty-two tons.
"Q. New or old measurement ?-A. Old measurement.
<'Q. Were you captaii all tihese years ?-A. Yes.

* * * * * * * * s
"Q. Wliere did you do your principal fishing in those places, more than three miles from the shore

or less ?-A. More than three miles.
* * * s s * * * s *

"Q. If you were a young man and fishernan once more, and wanted to come to the Gulf to catch
mackerel, would you bc prevented fromi doing it by the fact that you wère forbidden to fish within three
miles of the shore ?-A. I think so."

By Mr. Weatherbe:

"Q. If you were forbidden to come within three miles of the shore, vould you come at all ?-A.
It would be under certain circuistances. If there were no fish with us and plenty there, perhaps 1 might.
I cannot say as to that.

"Q. Fron your experience, if you had been restricted, during all the years you cone to the bay,
froin coniing to within three miles of the shore, you would not have come ?-A. I think not."

Stephen J. Martin, master mariner and fisherman, of Gloucester, was called on
behalf of the Governmnent of United States. Here arc some extracts from pages 212 and
215 of the Anericain evidence.

By Mr. Dana:-
" Q. But you did not fish within the three-mile limit ?-A. No.
"Q. Can yon not find ont from reports of vessels and froni your owi observation where the fish

are ?-A. Yes.
"Q. You keep your cars and eyes open al] the time you are fishing ?-A. Yes.
"Q. It is not necessary, actually, ta go in and try if you find vessels leaving a place without

catching anythiig, to liscover that this is the case ?-A. No.
" Q, And you have to judge as to the presence of fisl, a good deal froi the reportq of otliers ?-A.

Yes. A great manymen have a choice as ta fishing groun'ds; tliis is the case everywhere, whether in
cod, halibut, or mnakerel fishing. Soie fish one w«ay and sone another.

f * e * s s * *

" Q. From youzr experience in the bay-a pretty long one-do you attacli much importance to the
riglt of iishing witliin three niles of tlie shore ?-A. Well, no, I do not think it is of any importance.
It never was so to me."

By Mr. Weat1herbe :.

"Q. You never fished so close to thc àhote ab that ?-A. Sometimes we did, We fished within
feya miles of Bird Rocks.
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"Q. And within four miles of them ?-A. Well, yes.
"Q. But you did not generally rnn in so close ?-A. We might have done so. I could not tell

exactly how far off we fished. We used to catch our fish on-diffèrent days in different places.
"Q. You -were asked whether you would not have your ears open and your understanding to

know where other people caught their fish, and vour answer was that some people had their choice 1
-A. Yes, sir.

«'Q. That is to say that some people have their choice to fish in certain places and other in different
places ?-A. Yes.

"Q. And that is the only answer you gave. I suppose that you did hear where others were
fishing. Have you given a full answer ?-A. I have given a full aiisver.

"Q. You must have heard where others have fished ?-A. Of course if a -man gets a ful trip on
Orphan Bank he will go there again.

"Q. He does not care vhere others have fished ?-A. No.
"Q. Then it is possible that some fish altogether in one place; and some altogether in another

place ?-A. Well, I don't know aiiything about that-I only know my own experience.
"Q. Then you can give no idea where fish are caught except your own actual experience ?-A

WMrell, I knov where people have said.
" Q. That is just what Mr. Dana asked you. I want to take the same groundl that he did that

your cars were open and you understood. Your answer vas simply that some had their choice ?-A.
If I spole a vessel and he said there was a good prospect at Bradley I shouald go there. If lie said
there was good fishing on the Magdalens I should go there.

"Q. I thouglit your answer -was that some would have their choice, that no matter vhat they
heard, they would still go to the same places ?-A. I would go where I got good catches the year
before.

"Q. Then you did'nt hear of others fishing ia othier places ?-A. I have heard of them fishing
at Bradley and Magdalens, and up the Gulf."

Again
"Q. Now I don't want to trouble you with reading any opinions, but about what time was it

ascertained. that the mackerel fishiig was inshore ?-A. I coald not tell.
"Q. At the time you. mentioned it was not known that it was an inshore fishery at all ?-A. No,

not to my kIowledge.
"Q. It was after it vas ascertained that it was an inshore fishery that you heard of a difficulty

about the limit ?-A. Yes."

By Mr. Dana:-
"Q. I wisli to ask you with reference to the last question, when you ascertained that the mackerel

isheiry -was an inshore fishery ?-A I stated it was not in the year 1838.
" Q. Mr. Weatherbe asked you when you first ascertained that the nackerel fishery was an inshore

fishery, and whether this or that happened before you ascertained that it was an inshore fishery.
Now. have you ever learned that it was an inshore fishery in distinction from an outshore fishery ?-A.
No.

"Q. Well, what do you miean when you speak of 'after you understood it was au inshore fishery.'
Do you mean mainly or .largely inshore ?-A. No. We would hardly ever catch any inshore in the
first part of the season. Some parts of the year they did take them inshore and offshore too.

"Q. Takiug them all through, where did you catch them ?-A. Most of thein are caught offahore."

By Mr. Weatherbe:
"Q. I a.sked when it was that the difficulty first arose about the limit, and whether it was

after it was considered au inshore fishcry, that is, 1839 ?-A. I referred to the year 1838. It was an
inshore fishery when tliey fished there; Wheu vessels didn't fish there, you could not call it an inshore
Ashery."

The attempt of many wituesses to show that the fishing was all carried on outside of
three miles was.amusing, to say the least.

Isaac Burgess, of Belfast, Maine, fisherman, called on behalf of the Government of
the United States, sworn and examined.

By 3Mr. Foster
This witness fished in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in the years 1868, 1869, 1872, and

1874, and excepting on one day, all his fishing was outside of three miles.
By Mr. Weatherbe:~

"Q. You caught youx mackerel four miles off ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Wliat proportion ?-A. -Half of them-I could not tell.
"Q. I suppose that would be the distance you would select as being good fishing ?-A. Yes sir.
"Q. That would be the best fishing you have ?-A. Yes, six.
"Q. I suppose. -most of the fishermen fislied that distance ?--A Yes, they generally fished« off there

near four or five miles.
SQ..Itis considered about the best fishing for lour or five miles ?-A. Yes, it is.

"Q. I suppose in some places the fish would go in three aud a half miles ?-A. Yes, some fish do.



" Q. You would not mind coming in thrce and a half miles if you were four miles out, I suppose;
sometimes they would nanage to get in three miles ?-A. No vessel that I have ever been in.

"Q. I am not spealdng of the vessels, but the fish-is there anything to stop them at four miles ?
-A No.

" Q. There is no obstruction of any kinL Just as good water ?-A. Yes,. only a little
shallower.

"Q. Just as good feed ?-A. Yes.
" Q. Peihaps better feed ?-A. WeIl, most generally the gales drive them off, but they come back

agam.
"Q. I suppose when the wind is a little offshore, the best feed would be inside, close in ?-A.

Yes.
"Q. Closer inside than four miles ?-A I should say so.
"Q. They would then go in pretty close ?-A. Yes.
"Q. You would then go in there and drift off?-A. Yes.
"Q. And the fleet woid do that. We have evidence of that. The fleet would run in as close

as they could get and then drift off ?-A Yes, that was the way they fished.
"Q. As close as they could get in ?-A. Not within four miles.
"Q. I was referring to a little coser. I wanted to come in a little closer if I could. I was

throwing a little bait ?-A. Well, probably there might have been some fellows got in handier.
"Q. Some would go in handier ?-A. Yes, some of the captains went in.
"Q. Let us make a compromise and say three miles and a half. You don't object to that, do

you ?"-(No answer.)

George Friend, of Gloucester, whose evidence is to be found on page 119 of the
United States, was produced and examined by Mr. Foster. He had many years'
experience of fishing in the Gulf of St. lavrence, having fished there every year from
1855 to 1860, and owned several fishing schooners, two of which were seized, but after-
wards released. le gave evidence that the great body of his mackerel were caught
more than three miles from the shore.

He was cross-exaimined, and at page 123 the following record appears
By Mr. Weatherbe:-

" Q. Between 1868 and 1876 you had five vessels fishing ?-A. Yes.
«Q. And you made three mackerel trips ?-A. Yes.
"Q. And you lost money by tbem ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Whcre did the vessels fish-outside of the three mile limit ?-A I could not tell you.
"Q. You have no idea where they fished ?-A. No.
"Q. You had three vessels fishing in the bay-you sent them there ?-A. Yes.
"Q. They came home, and you lost money by the trips ?-A. Yes.
"Q. And you undertake to say that you do not know, and never made any inquiry whether the

vessels fished inshore or outside ?-A. Yes.
" Q. You never made any inquiry about it ?-A. No."

This witness also stated that he was not aware whether any of these vessels had
fishing licenses from the Canadian Goverrnent.

"Q. Is the privilege of using the inshore fisheries of any use to you as fishermen ?-A. No.
Personally I say no.

"Q. Do you know that practically yourself ?-A. That is my opinion.
"Q. You never fished inshore ?-A. No.
<'Q. Therefore you are not able to say so from your own knowledge ?-A. I fished offshore for the

very reason that I thought I should do better there. I had a perfect right to come inshore.
"Q. You lost money, you say ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Did you every try inshore fishing ?-A. No.
"Q. But you say the privilege of inshore is of no value ?-A. That is my opinion.
"Q. Jor what reason ?-A. I gave you my reasons. It would keep the vessels out of the harbours

and they would get more mackerel.
. Q. What else ?-A. Then we would not have so maany drafts. They lay in the harbours too long,

and go into harbours when it cones night.
"Q. Is it not the practice for the fishermen to run into the shore and drift off, and then run in

again ?-A. It is not always you can drift off shore.
"Q. Is the privilege of going ins1ure an advantage to you ?-A. If the mackerel were inshore it

would certainly be an advantage; if they were not inshore, it would not be an advantage.
"Q. Yoti never tried whether the inshore was not better than the outshore fishing; why did

you not try it ?-A. Because I thought I could do better outside.
"Q. Year after year you lost money. As a business man, why did you not try fishing inshore

like other fishermen who have made money ?-A. I don't know where they are; they are very much
scattered.

"Q. Why did you not try ?-A. Because I thought I could do better offshore.
"Q. Do you know of any vessel which fished within three miles of the shore ?-A. Not

personally.
ç« Q. Why do you say not personally ?-A. Because I do not know any one. I never saw them

in there fishing.
"Q. Did you hear of any vessel which fished inshore ?-A. I could not tell what I have heard.
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"Q. Have you heard of vessels fishing inshore ?-A. I could not answer that.
Q. Did you ever maie any inquiries ?-A. No. I was not interested.
Q. You fished offshore, lost money, and never tried to fish inshore, and never made any

inquiries as to whether there was good fishing there or not ?-A. Yes.

This is from the record of the evidence of Charles H. Brier, of Belfast, Maine, called
on behalf of the Governmenît of the United States.

By Mr. Doutre:-

" Q. Can you find out easily -whether you are three miles or four miles, or five miles off ?-A. I
dlon't know how we can.

"Q. Suppose you -were about five or four miles, would you cal it offshore or inshore ?-A. I would
caU it inshore.

"Q. Then what leads you to say you caught about half of your trip inshore and half out ?-A.
B-ecause we did I suppose. We lad a licence to fisi inshore, and we did.

Q. You. were not afraid of going in there ? So long as you found fish you fished there ?-A.
Yes.

" Q. Well, you had no reason vhatever, had you, to take a note of the quantity taken inshore
or outshore-wvhat reminds you now of the fact ?-A. I don't know anything to remind me, only
that we fished about half the time offshore and cauglit about as many fish offshore as in."

Permit me to refer to one locality to show how completely our learned brethren on
the other side have ignored our evidence. I select this instance because the absence of
contradiction is perhaps unusually striking. Grand Manan, on the vest side of the Bay
of Fundy, i have intinated, has received the especial attention of United States' Counsel,
and many witnesses were called to contradict the very strong case made out by
Mr. Thomson there. Let me call your attention to the other side of that Bay, and to
the attention bestowed to that part of the Province of Nova Scotia by my learned friend
Mr. Weatherbe. If you look at the map you will ßnd St. Mary's Bay on the south-
westernmost corner of Nova Scotia, on the castern shore of the mouth of the Bay of
Fundy. From Cape Split, near the head of the Bay of Fundy, follow down the castern
shore of that bay to Brier Island at the very extremity of Digby Neck, a strip of rocky
soil averaging one or two miles in widtl, which forms the barrier between the Bay of
Fundy and St. Mary's Bay, a bay 6 miles in width at Petite Passage. From Brier
Island go to the head of St. Mary's Bay, 30 miles, and follow the sinuosities of the
opposite coast to its mouth, and proceed southwardly along the shores of the old Frencli
settlement of Clare towards Barrington, that ancient town which was founded by fisher-
men from Cape Cod, who settled there with their families in 1763. Here is a coast-line
on the western part of Nova Scotia 250 or 300 miles, including the whole length of
Digby and Annapolis Counties, w'ith the finest zones and currents and temperature on the
globe for a great ishing ground-swarming within three miles of the shore, as you vill
find by turning to the 413th page of the British evidence, with codfish, haddock, pollock,
halibut, herring, and mackerel. In twenty-four hours, with the " Speedwell," Professor
Baird would extend the list of edible ish very much. It is true we did not call
witnesses from every part of this coast; it vould have occupied too much time. WC
did, hovever, produce sufficient evidence. Take Brier and Long Islands, about 14
miles in their entire coast line. These islands are within about five or six hours' sail of
the United States, and will in a few months be alnost connected by rail, after you cross
St. Mary's Bay, with Halifax. The Inspector of Fisheries at Brier Island, Holland C.
Payson, who vas cross-examined by Mr. Dana, has carefully collected information. The
people of these two islands alone catch 200,000 dollars' worth of fish annually. It
would be fair to put the catch of that entire coast at 3,500,000 dollars. Ezra Turner,
from Maine, whose testimony is to be found on page 235 of the Anierican evidence, and
wv'ho has fished in the Britisl waters for thirty or forty years, swore that Maine is bank-
rupt in the fisieries from end ta end. .This is corroborated by a nuimber of American
witnesses, and by the official records of the nation.

In the American Answer, it is claimed that the poor people of our ishing villages
are saved from destitution by the Aimerican ishermen. Mr. Payson and Mr. Rugles-
the latter a descendant of the celebrated General Ruggles-say their people do not pay
a cent of poor tax. The almost destitute fishermen from the bleak coasts of Maine, and
from New Enîgland, since the Treaty of Washington, during the last four years throng-
these friendly neigibouring coasts of ours, and from these two islands alone they carry
away annually from one-third to one-fourth as many fish as are caught by the inhabi-
tants-say 50,000 dollars' worth. They come with small vessels, which they hautl up
or anchor, and they establish themselves on the shore, and carry on these fisheries
side by side with their Canadian brethren. Tlis exercise of the right is gradually
growing annually.
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These American fishermen admit their distressed condition at home; and the great
advantages they enjoy by access to our coasts. These fisheries of ours, with those on
the New Brunswick shore, including the Grand Manan, are a great blessing to dur
neiglibours. This is no fancy picture. Here is a list of the affidavits filed to establish
the facts. Here are the facts from fourteen men, whose statements could have been
fully sifted.

The statements of Holland C. Payson and Mr. Ruggles as to the value and extent
of the fisheries in the Bay of Fundy and the southern coast of Nova Scotia, are corrobo-
rated by tlic affidavits of-

155. Joseph D. Payson, Westport, Digby County.
207. Livingston Collins, Westport, Digby County.
218. Wallace Trask, Little River, Digby County.
218. George E. Mosely, Tiverton, Digby County.
220. Gilbert Merrit, Sandy Cove, Digby County.
221. Joseph E. Denton, Little River. Digby County.
221. John McKay, Tiverton, Digby County.
222. Wliitfield Outhouse, Tiverton, Digby County.
f222. Johi W. Snow, Digby, Digby County.
223. James Patterson Foster, Port Williams, Annapolis.
223. Byron P. Ladd, Yarmouth, Yarmouth.
225. Sainuel M. Ryersun, Yarmouth, Yarmouth.
240. Thomas Milner. Parker's Cove, Annapolis.
240. James W. Cousins, Digbv Town, Digby.

More than seven weeks before the United States' Agent closecd is case, we produced
two of the nost intelligent and respectable men in the district. While Mr. Dana was
cross-oxamining then, his countrymen were on the shores of Digby fisbing with their
vessols. A messenger in a few' hours could have detected any exaggcration in their
stateients. Fron that hour to the end of their case, not one word of all that evidence
bas been contradicted or shaken. These New England fishermen continue, under the
Treaty of Washington, to pursue thcir ancient calling, and their number is increasing
on the western and southern shores of Nova Scotia and at Grand Manan, and all around
the Bay of Fundy.

Mr. Dana calls this practical pursuit of the fisheries in British waters a franchise, an
incorporcal faculty. Call it what you w'ill, is it not a great advantage to his country-
men ? Is it not the salvation of the State of Maine ? Is it not affording an inereasiflg
nuiber of Aiiericans safe and steady employment ? These fisheries do not fail. I
invite the careful attention of the Commission to pages 399 and 412 of the British
evidence. Arc these fisheries not supplying cheap and wholesone food to citizens of the
United States? Is it not making lihardy sailors of lier stalwart sons ? Mr. Dana can
appreciate that. Mr. Foster says he fails to find any evidence, except as to the bend of
Prince Edward Island and Margaree. Can you, " pencil in hand," measure by arith-
metie the benefit of the right of fishing to the people of a whole coast, who have been,
trained to nio other pursuit, and whose families are dependent on the return of the boats
from Brier lsland and the other coast of Nova Scotia?

What goes on liere at oe extremity of these wonderfully varied and prolific Cana-
dian fisieries, is going at the otlier extreme at Gaspe and the mouth of the St. Law-
rence, and at aill other points varied by the circumstances of place.

I wish to call your attention to an error-shall I say a geographical error-of our
lcarned friends. The learncd Agent for the United States says he can figure this question
up pencil in hand. H-e adniits, vith all the assistance of Mr. Babson and his figures
(wlicl are not evidence at all)-he admits one link in the chain of his argument is
wvanting--the Port Mulgrave returns of 1S75. Does the learned Agent know that the
Port Muigrave returns are entirely incomplete ? Mr. Foster seems to be labouring
under fle delusion that every American fisherman reports liiself as hc -passes through
the Strait of. Canso. This is not really the case. Ldok at the map and read the
evidence, and thon sec if it is possible to say howv many fishermen never sail in the direc-
ticn of tlie Strait. All round the eastern and northern side of the Island of Cape Breton
there are the finest mnackerel grounds in the Gulf' of St. Lawrence or the vorld. No
United States' witnesses could be produced to call this a dangerous coast. There are a
numbiier of fine barbours-the ancient port of Louisburg anong the number, open all
winter. This latter port is now connected by forty miles of railroad with the magnifi-
cent harbour of Sydney.

James McKay, of Port Mulgrave, Inspector of Fishi, was called and examined as a
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'Mwitness before the Commission. He says: "No one man stationed in the Gut of Canso
can get an accurate list of the vessels that go through there. To do so is a moral
fimpossibility."

James Purcell, Revenue Officer at Port Mulgrave, says: "The number of light-
dues collected would not be a fair return as showing the actual number of vessels that
pass through the Gut of Canso."

B. M. Smalley, fisherian, of Bedford, Maine, was called on behalf of the United
States and examined. I invite the Commissioners to read his evidence:-

" Q. Now don't you think the same fish go out and in ?-A. Is it your idea that certain schools
keep in one place, and certain schools in another ?-A. Yes, it is iny opinion the mackerel go out
and in, and we know they do. But it is my positive idea that the best fish that go into the Bay Chaleurs
.go through the strait and by Sydney.

"'Q. Do you mean the Strait of Canso ?-A. No. The Strait of Belleisle, and cone down to
Sydney.

"Q. What time ?-A. Well, they are passing up and down there after the nonth of August,
until they ail go out.

"Q. You think these are not the same as you catch off the north of the island ?-A. No, I don't.
"Q. Do you think your opinion is general ?-A. Yes, sir.

Here are a few extracts from the evirlence on file:-
Archibald B. Skinner, Inspector of Fish at Port Hastings, Capo Breton, has been

thirty-two years engaged in the fishing business, and has been a practical fisherman:-

"During the Reciprocity Treaty a large fleet of Anerican fishing vessels came to this coast
during the summner season to carry on a fishing business. The number increased during the Treaty,
until at the termination a fleet numbering hundreds of vessels were engaged in flshing around the coast
of Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, and the Magdalen Isla.nds. These principally
took mackerel and cod-fish, but they took other fish as well.

"A large portion of the American fishing fleet is now going every year -cp the eastern side of Cape
Breton, and fishing in the vicinity of Scaterie, Cape North, and the sections around there. I under-
stand that these grounds are very rich in fish."

To reach these localities they are under no necessity whatever of passing through
the Gut of Canso. They may, directly after they come from the Bay of Fundy, either
pass along the coast of Nova Scotia and reach the Gulf by way of the northern part of

.Cape Breton, or pass north in the vicinity of Newfoundland.
George C. Lawrence, merchant, Port Llastings:-

"Not nearly all the American fishing vessels passing through lthe Straits of Canso are noted or
reported. A great number pass through every year that have never been noted or reported at all.

-"The Newfoundland herring fleet from American ports go thither along the eastern side of Cape
Breton instead of passing throughu the Straits, and toward the latter part of the season large quantities
of the most valuable mackerel are taken by Americans on the eastern shore of Caf e Breton, between
Cape North and Louisburg, and thereabouts."

Alexander McKay, merchant, North Sydney, Cape Breton:

"None of the cod-fish vessels to iuy knowledge, go through the Strait of Canso. They come
around the southern and eastern coast of Cape Breton, and mnany mackerelmen do the same
Mackerelmen fish around by Scaterie, and it is therefore shorter for thema to corne round by the
southern and eastern sides of the Island of Cape Breton."

James McLeod, master mariner, Cape Breton:-

"Last sumner I fished fromn Cape North to Scaterie, during the cod season, and saw at that season
great numbers of American fishermen there, engaged in fishing. Within the last two years I have
seen many Anerican fishermen, fron Cape North to Scaterie, engaged in ma.ckerel fishing, and have
seen at one time between twenty and thirty American fisiermen so engaged within sight, and think
that there would be, in that vicinity, at one time, about one hundred."

William Nearing, fisherman, Main-à-Dieu, Cape Breton

"All the cod-fish and halibut fishermen conte around the southern and eastern ceasts of Cape
Br-eton, and do not run through the Strait of Canso. During the past five or six yearà I have seen on
an average, upwards of one hundred American fishing vessels each year around in this vioinity

William Edward Gardiner, merchant, Louisburg:

"The Amnerican vessels which corne here do not pass through the'Strait of Canso."

Thomas Lahey, fisherman, Main-à-Dieu, Cape. Breto:

"I have seen in one day from 'fifty to sixty of these American vessels. These Anieican vessels
came rouùd the southern coast of Cape Breton and did not run through the Strait of Canso. Durin g
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hie past five or six years I have seen on an average during the fishing season over a hundred American
lisling vessels in and near the waters where I fished, and I have often found it difficuit to keep out of
their way. Those Aierican vessels take ail kinds of fisli-mackerel, codfish, and halibut. On board
these vessels there are from sixteen down to ten mon on each."

Isaac Archibald, merchant, Cow Bay, Cape Breton:-
The Anericaus in this bay have often practised throwing bait overboard, and thms enticing the

nmaekere! off-shore."

Jolin Peach, fishernian, Cow Bay, Cape Breton, fished fron Cape North to Scaterie,
and in Cow Bav:-

"The Amnericanis fish fron three miles off-shore close up to the land for mackerel, and come in
amnong us inshore fishernen and take the fish away froin us.'

James Fraser, master mariner, Svdnev :-

During the past ten years I have se(îr 160 American vessels fish in Sydney harbour fori mackere!
in one day, :md large fieets of American iishing vessels visit our harbour daily for the purpose of
cathing uackerel during the nackerel season year after year."

John Ferguson, Cow Bay, Cape Breton.

"I have seen froi forty to fifty American vessels pass through the "Kittle" between Scateri
an<l 3ain-a-Dieu, in onc day."

John Murphy, fisherman, Lingan, Cape Breton

"1During the past five or six years 1 have caught miackerel in-shore around Lingan harbour, and ast
year i have seen froni ten to fifteein sail of American vessels engaged in taking nackerel.

"The Anericanackerehnen who. lish around here cone around the southern and eastern coasts of
Cape Breton, and al the codfish andi halibut fishermen come around the saine way.'

Angus Matheson, fisherman, Sydney, Cape Breton

"1 have cauglt them in Sydney Harbour, until the bottom of the boat touched the ground. The
Anericans always comne in-siore for the mackerel, and when they did not fish then in-shore they baited
them off to beyond the three miles."

At a tiie when the imaginative faculties of the learned American Agent and Consul
had not been appealed to by their Government,-at a time when it had not yet been dis-
covered that the Americans derived their title to our fisheries from the achievements of a
Mssachusetts army and navy, our American friends had another basis to rest their claim,
also not to be found in the Treaties. Until quite recently, Ainerican fishermen were
under the firm impression that the mnackerel was an American born fish, from the neigh-
bourhood of Newport, Rock Island, Cape Henloper, Cape May, and other places on the
American coasts, which vere and are spawninggr-,ounds. Under that notion, whatever
mackere vas to be founcd in Canadian waters, vere nothing but the migrating product of
the fertile Americai coasts. That theory vas t.ouchingly impressed upon the minds of the
Joint High Commissioners during the winter and in the early spring which preceded the
*Washington Treaty. The mackerel of the Canadian waters were represented as a species
of strayed chicken or domestic duck and pigeon, which the owner had the right to follow
on hi- neighbour's farn. At that tinie they had no interest at all in depreciating our fish,
for Canadian mackerel were then quoted at the highest rates on the markets of Gloucester
and Boston ; this was avowedly the case. They had even prepared statistics for the Cen-
tennial, in which these fish were at the highest price quoted on these markets, because it
,vas only the prodigal son which was' thus offered. These fish vere considered then their
property, and why should they endeavour to depreciate the value of their property ? Some
of the British Joint High Cormissioners, under this strong assertion of right, felt a deep
commiseration for the proprietor of the poultry in being restricted to certain grounds in
the execution of a search warrant for the recovery of his property ; and in order to repair
the cruehies of the Convention of 1818, thev were-like a facetious American writer-
prepared to sacrifice ail their wives' relatives to do something at our expense for the
United States, as an atonement for that long injustice.

While these notions were prevalent, our American friends had no interest in depre-
ciating a property which constructively was their own. In a long article on the fisheries,
publislhed in the New York " World," of the l5th April, 1871, not quite a month before



the signing of the Washington Treaty, evidently written by a well-informed person, we
read the following :-

"About the middle of April, or the lst May, the mackerel fleet naikes the first trip of the season to
off Newport, Rock Island, Cape Heuloden, and Cape May, and if they have good luck, inay get as much
as 200 barrels to each vessel. Those are all, however, poor fisli, only rankigii as No. 2, and sometiimes
not even that. A little later in the season, say in June, and far northward, " No. 2 " fish are caught,
but it is not until the middle and latter part of Augist, that up in the Bay of Chaleur, off Prince
Edward's Island, and off the Magdalen Islands, in Canadian waters, the finest and fattest fish, both
Nos. 1 and 2, are caught. Fron the time they are first struck in the Bay of Chaleur, the naekerel
move steadily soutlward, until they leave Canadian waters, and are off Maine and Massachusetts, the'
fishermen, both Americani and Canadian, follow them."

As already said, this idea of a migrating mackerel prevailed until Professor Baird, of
the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, and other specialists, destroyed it by asserting that
the mackerel was a steady and non-migrating squatter, that what was found on the
American coasts was born there, and remained there, in a pretty limited circle of motion
induced by necessity of finding food ; that what was caught in Canadian waters was also
born, and bad there its habitat, in similar conditions of circumnavigation for food, or to
escape from predacious fish. From the moment our friends discovered that the fish which
were caught in the Bay were Canadian fish, these lost with them all prestige. From that
moment Canadian markets lost all consideration and credit in the minds of manv.
American witnesses, heard in the case, called our mackerel trash ; others invented a con-
temptuous word to describe its rank inferioritv, and called it eel-grass mackerel, some-
thing hardly good for manure, almost unfit for quotation on the market of the United States.

We do not claim such marked superiority for Canadian mackerel as was attributed to
them when supposed to be of American growth ; but the evidence fairly weighed shows.
that while both shores have good, indifferent, and, inferior mackerel at times, as a whole
the Gulf mackerel have commanded a higher price on the American market than American
caught mackerel, and in a run of years the quantity caught in the Gulf was, as well as
quality, superior to American shore mackerel.

In order to see whether there is any difference between Canadian and American
mackerel, I appeal to the statement produced here by Mr. Low, unknowingly, I think,
because he put his hand in the wrong pocket at the time, and drew out a statement pre-
pared for the Centennial, showing that our mackerel, which had been described as being of
such, inferior quality, netted 50 per cent. more than the American mackerel in the market.

The valuation which this Commission is called upon to rake of the respective
advantages resulting from the Treaty can hardly be based on an arithmetical appreciation
of the quantity of fish caught by Americans in the three-mile limit, althougli the evidence
given on this point cannot but assist the Commissioners in forming their opinion. No
tribunal of arbitration probably ever had to deal with such variable aud uncertain elements;
and if the Commission were left without anythirg to guide them towards a port of refuge,
they would be left on a sea of vagueness as to arnount. Fortunately, they will find in the
case an anchor, something of a definite character to guide them. During the Conferences
of the Joint High Commission, the Representatives of the United States offered to add to
fish and fish oil, as additional compensation, the admission, free of duty, of coal, sait, and
lumber. The annual value of the duty on these articles in the United States, taking an
average of the period from 18C4 to 1875, would be:-

Value. Duty.

Dollars Dollars.
Coal .. .. .. .. .. 773,645 190,886
Salt .. .. .. ;. 91,774 46,182
Timber and Lumber 1.. .. .. 7,345,394 ,083,609

Total . .. .. 1,330,677

Which gives for the twelve years of the 'Treaty the sum of 15.848,125 dollars. The
annuai value of the duties in, Canada on these article', taking an average of the same
period, would be

Value. Dutv

Dollars. Dollars.
Coal 1,196,469 8,491
Sart 92,332 248
Timiiber and Lumber .00,085 6,S74

Total 15,613.
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Dollars.
American duties .. .. 15,S48,124
Canadian duties .. .. , .. .. .. 187,356

The balance in favour of Canada would therefore be .. .. 15,660,768

If the matter had been settled on that basis, it does not mean that Canada would have
received 15,660,768 dollars as a direct compensation paid into her Treasury, but according
to the theory adopted by American statesmen it would have to cost that sum to have
acquired those fishing privileges.

In the estimation of the evidence adduced on both sides, I admit that there is
apparently a conflict of views and facts; but when weighed in the scales of an expert, by
a judge or lawyer accustomed to winnow the chaff from the grain, the discrepancies would
turn out more fictitious than real. We have built, by a mass of witnesses and documents
unassailable, the foundations of our claim. In many instances we have obtained, from
American writers, reports and witnesses, the confirmation of that substantial part of our
case which consists in the value of our fisheries, both to our people and for the American
nation. The ex parte portion of our evidence, consisting in the affidavits, bas been fully
sustained bv the oral evidence. Generally our witnesses have been selected among citizens,
whose station in life and well-established character, gave moral authority to their state-
ments; and we could challenge our friends on the American side to point out the
deposition of one witness -who had to correct bis examination in chief, when cross-
examined. Can we say the same thing of a large number of American witnesses without
imputing to any of them the desire of stating an untruth? They have, as a rule, shown
themselves so completelv blinded by their national prejudices, that they have, unwittingly
to themselves, been induced to give to most of their statements a colour which would have
been, in an ordinary court of justice, easily construed as a determined inisrepresentation of
facts. As an example of the reckless mianner in which sone of the American witnesses
have spoken of the relative value of the fishing privileges granted by the Treaty of
Washington, we refer to the 21st American Affidavit, subscribed to by Frank W. Friend
and Sydney Friend, of the firm of Sydney Friend and Brothers, Gloucester, and sworn to
before one of the most important witnesses before this Commission, David W. Low,
Notarv Public and Postmaster of Gloucester, who' could not ignore, and perhaps wrote
hinself this affidavit. In answer to the 34th Question (p. 53) "l The anount of remis-
sion of duties on Canadian fish, and the free market of the United States for their mackerel
and other fish, saving the expense of cutters; and the benefits of a large trade from the
Ainerican vessels; the admission to our coasts for menhaden and mackerel, will aggregate
an advantage of nearly 2,000,000 dollars a year in gross amount." I may here mention
the fact that two other wvitnesses wrote at full length the amount, "200,000,000."
(Affidavits 18 and 19.) " For this we obtain the privilege of pursuing a fishery, which,
after deducting expenses, will not net to the American fishermea 10.000 dollars
a vear.

The United States' Agent and Counsel, who have made a successful effort to excludc
froni the consideration of this Commission the commercial advantages resulting from the
purchase of bait and supplies, and of transhipping cargoes on our coast, have thought
proper to collect a mass of evidence to prove the commercial advantages resulting to
British subjects from the Washington and Reciprocity Treaties. For instance, Messrs.
R. V. Knowlton and Edward A. Horton, of Gloucester, value at 200,000 dollars per year
the bait sold by Canadians to Americans ; and at half a million dollars per year the goods
sold to Americans for refitting.

The principal witnesses brought from Gloucester came here with such prejudiced
minds, not to say worse, that their examination in chief secmed like an attempt to blind
this Commission with one-sided statements, from which, at first siglit, evolved a mystery
which took us some time to penetrate. Taking their figures as they first gave themu it
seemed a picce of folly for any American fisherman to have attempted, more than once or
twice, to have fished in British waters, as the result of each trip constituted a net loss-
the quantity of fish taken being almost insignificant, and in quality unfit for the American
market. Their statisties were arranged to create that impression. The statistics with the
names of several firms who had pursued such an unprofitable business for a period of
twenty-five and thirty years consecutively were furnished. We could not find in Our
experience of things and men, an obstinacy of that magnitude in mercantile affairs. The
cross-examination of these witnesses, extracted piecemeal, presented these transactions
under a different aspect, and it turned out after all, that the Gloucester vessel owners and
fishermen had had all along more sense than the witnesses wanted us to suppose-it turned
out that the fish caught in our waters were highly remunerative in quality, and was in
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quality branded in the Boston and Gloucester markets far above the American shore
mackerel.

. I have now doue with this portion of my subject, and I have said all I have to say
vith reference to the evidence brought in support and in contradiction of the British

Case; and I now desire to deal briefly with what has been pleaded as an offset to our
claim.

When we come to deal with the privileges granted by the Americans to the 'subjects
of Her Majesty in British North America, we find thein to be of two kinds:

lst. Right to fish on the south-eastern coast of the United States to the 39th paralle
of north latitude.

2nd. The admission, free of duty, of fish and fish-oil, the produce of British Torth
American fisheries into the United States' market.

As to the privilege of fishing in American waters, this Commission will have very
little difficulty in disposing of it. It the first instance, it has been proved that the most
of the fish to be found in these waters are câught 30 and 90 miles offshore, almost
exclusively on Georges Bank, and the British fishermen would not derive their right of
fishing there from Treaties, but from international law. In the second place, no British
subject bas ever resorted to American waters, and the province of the Commissioners
being limited to twelve years, to be computed from the lst July, 1873, there is no possi-
bility to suppose that thev will ever resort to these waters, at least during the Treaty.
There remains, then, but one item to be considered, as constituting a possible offsett, that
is, the admission, free of duty, of Canadian fisli and fish oil. This raises several questions
of political economy, which will be better dealt with by my colleague who is to follow me,
and I will limit myself to say that if the question now under consideration were pending
between the fishermen of the two countries individually, this would suggest views which
cannot be entertained as between the two Governments.

IThe controverted doctrines between freetraders and protectionists as to who pays the
duty under a protective tariff, whether it is the producer or consumer, seems to be solved
by this universal feature, that, in no country in the world has the consumer ever started
and supported an agitation for a protective tariff; on the contrary, we find everywhere
directing and nursing the inovemnents of public opinion on this matter, none but the
producers and manufacturers. This cannot be explained otherwise thain that the
manufacturer receives in addition to a remunerative value for bis goods the amount of
duty as a bonus, which constitutes an artificial value levied on the consumer. It is in
most instances the co'nsumer that pays the whole amoint of the duty. In a few cases
there may be a proportion borne by the producer, and there is no process of reasoning or
calculation to determine that proportion. When duties are imposed on articles of food
which cannot be classed among luxuries, there seems to be no possibility of a doubt that
the whole duty is paid by the consumer. Salt cod or mackerel will never be called
luxuries of food. A duty imposed upon such articles lias.had the effect of raising their
cost far above the amount'of duty, and .had thereby the effect of increasing the profit of
the producer, at the expense of the consumer. For instance, a barrel of mackerel which
would have brouglit 10 dollars when admitted free, will bring 14 dollars under a tariff
of 2 dollars per barrel; and statistics will be laid before the Commissioners to prove that
fact, which I will not undertake to explain. This being so, however, would it be equitable
to subject the Canadian Government to the payment of an indemnity to the United States
for providing American citizens vith a cheap and wholesome article of food, when it is
evident that the Canadian fishermen have, asa rule, been benefited by the existence of
an American duty on the product of their fisheries. The Government of the Dominion
any more than its inhabitants have not suffered in an appreciable manner from the
imposition of duties on fish, and the remission of that duty has been profitable only to
the consumers of the United States or to the merchant who re-exports Canadian fish to
foreign countries. Ve may therefore conclude that in a fiscal or pecuniary point of view,
the remission of duty almost exclusively profits the citizens of the United States. The
admission of the.United States' fishermen to British waters at this period is pregnant with
advantages unknovn under the Reciprocity Treaty. Of late numerous new lines of
railway have been. built in, all the British provinces bordering, or in the immediate
neiglibourhood of; the, United .States, especially in. the .provinces of Quebec, New.
Brunswick, Prince Edward's Island, and Nova Scotia. A new industry, consisting in the,
carryirig of fresh fish all over the continent as far as California, has sprung ,up of Ilte.
With the confessed exhaustion of most of. the American sea-fisheries, this industry must
find the largest.part of its supplies in British waters.

.To these varied advantages must be added the political boon: conferred upon the
United States, of-allowing them to raise and educate, in. the only possible school, that'
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class of seamen which constitutes the outer fortification of every country, and of protecting
her against the advance of her enenies on the seas, Would it not be a monstrous
anonaly if, bv means of an indirect compensation under the name of offset, the Canadian
Goverunient should be taxed for creating a United States navy, from which alone
Canadians might entertain apprehensions in the future? I am sure any tribunal would
pause before committing sucli a flagrant act of injustice. Your Honours will remembcr, I
am certain, that, although the Treaty of Washington is apparently made for a period of
twelve years, it night become the starting point of a perpetual Treaty of Peace, if not
stained by the verdict of this Commission, as an iniquitous instrument. It is, on the
contrary, to be hoped that future diplomatists vill find both in our proceedings and in the
award the elernents upon which to base an everlasting adjustment, which will for ever
settie the question of the British North American fisheries. On presenting such a result
to the three Governments interested in this matter, we would collectively and individually
feel proud of having been associated with this international trial.

I cannot close these remarks without acknowledging the valuable aid I have received
fron Professor I-ind's book, filed in this case. As a specialist in the several branches of
science connected with this case, he elucidated several grave questions, and gave the kev
to a great part of the evidence. My learned friend and esteemed colleague, Mr. Weatherbe,
with whom I more particularly consulted, and who was so weil acquainted with every spot
in Nova Scotia, directed my attention to those parts of the evidence which brought in
relief the advanced post occupied by this province in the fisheries. To both I here tender
ny nost cordial thanks. The inexhaustible patience and endurance of your Honours

<luring these proceedings extending over a period of five months, were only equalled by
tie exquisite urbanity and kindness with which we have ail been treated. To my other
British and American confreres before the Commission, I wish to express a feeling of
fellowship which I vill for ever cherish. The American and British Agents and the
Secretary will ailso be associated in my remembrance with one of the most pleasant
incidents of my life,-enlivened by their sincerity of purpose, and the uniform good-will
tiey have brought to bear in the discharge of their onerous duties.

No. IX.

Final Arguments on behalf of Her Britannic Majesty, by Mr. Thonson.

Monday, November 19.
THE~j Conference mnet.

lav it Please your Excellency and your Honours:
IT bas now becomne nmy duty, after the evidence taken during this long and tedious

inquiry bas been concluded, to present the final argument on behalf of Her Majesty's
Government. I could wish, in view of the great importance of the issue, that the
imatter had been placed in abler hands, I shall not go very much into the historical
question which has been involved in this inquiry, because my learned friends who preceded
me have gone fully into that; and, although I dissent from some of the views presented by
the learned Counsel for the United States, and may, incidentally, in the course of rny
remarks, have occasion to state some particulars of that dissent, I do not think there is
ainything in those views that calls upon me to consider the subject at length.

.iere vas one inatter which, if I may use the expression of my learned friend, the
Agent of the United States, at one time appeared likely to loorn up with very great impor-
tance. 1 refer to the headland question. I feel that I can congratulate this Commission
that, for the purpose of their decision upon the subject submitted to them, that question
does not assume any importance whatever in this inquiry. But I wish to guard myself
(listinctly from assenting to the view presented by Mr. Foster, when alluding to that subject.
He rather appeared ta assume that, for practical purposes, this headland question had been
abandoned by Her Majesty's Government, and that the mode of conducting this inquiry,
on the part of the Counsel for Her Majesty's Government, showed such an abandonment.
I beg to set my learned friends on the other side right upon that matter. There has been
no abandonment whatever. It only comes to this: that in this particular inquiry the
evidence has so shaped itself, on either side, that your Excellency and your Honours are
not caller upon to pronounce any opinion on the subject. There can be no doubt that
under the terms of the Treatv, your Excellency and Honours are not empowered to pro-
nounce any authoritative decision, or effect any final settlement of that much-vexed
question. Incidentally, no doubt, it might have fallen within your province to determine
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whether the contention of the British or of the American Government, in reference to that
question Were the correct one; because, had it been shown that large catches had been
made by the American fisherinen within the bodies of great bays, such as Miranichi and
Chaleurs, it would have become at once necessary to come to a decision as to whether we
were entitled to be credited with *those catches. -But, in fact, no such evidence bas been
given: And that course was taken somewhat with the view of sparing you the trouble of
investigating that question, when the Treaty did not empower you to effect a final decision
of it. The learned Counsel, associated vith me on behalf of Her Majesty's Government,
and myscif, shaped our evidence as much as possible with reference to the inshore fisheries.
We concluded that if the American Government, who had put this matter prominently
forward in their Brief, intended to challenge a decision from this Commission, they would
have given evidence of large catches made by their vessels in those bays. They have
not done so. The evidence on our side bas shown that, to a very great extent, the value
of the fisheries is inshore ;'that, undoubtedly, very large catches could be made in the
bodies of those bays, and that the fish frequent the body of the bays as well as the portion
within three miles from the contour of the coast all around those bays ; but we -tendered
evidence chiefly with relation to the fisheries within three miles of the shore, by no means
intending to have it understood-in fact, we expressly disclaimed the intention of having
it uuderstood-that there was not in the bodies of those bavs valuable fisheries. I can
only say, however, that before this Commission there is no evidence of that, and you may
disniiss it, therefore, fromn your minds. When this headland question shall hereafter arise
(if it should unfortunately arise), then I beg to say that the position laid down when the
Convention of 1818 was made, bas sincé been in no way departed from. My learned
friends on the other side point to the Bay of Fundy. They say, there is a bay which,
Great Britain contended; came within the Convention of 1818, and yet she was obliged, in
consequence of the decision given by Mr. Bates, in the case of the "l Washington," in. 1854,
to recede from that position in reference to that bay. I beg to say that Great Britain-did
not recede. It was stated on the other side that it was res adjudicata. I say it is not. It
is wholly improbable that the Bay of Fundy will ever again become a matter of contest
between the two nations, but the fact in regard to that case is, that Great Britain gave the
United States the right to do in that Bay that which answered their purpose quite as well
as if she had abandoned lier claim. She relaxecl any claim that she hud by the Convention
of 1818, and that relaxation bas never been departed from, and in all human probability
never vili be departed fromn for all time to corne. .But it is relaxation, and nthing else.
My learned friend rather assumed, than distinctly stated, that the decision in regard to the
Bav of Funday wouldl have considerable weight in reference to other bays. I deny that.
Gieat Britain expressly guarded herself against any such construction. And, moreover,
she guarded hersolf against another construction placed upon the negotiations between
the two Governments, viz., that the Gut of Canso was common to the two nations. The
British Governinent, so far as I an informed:(I have no special knowledge on the subject,
except that afforded by the correspondence and negotiations between the two Governments)
enphatically deny that doctrine. The Gut of Censo is a mare clausum, belonging to Great
Britain, to the Dominion of Canada. It is a strait on either side of which is the territory
of the Dominion. There is no foreign shore upon that strait. It:is not necessary for me to
argue, nor shall I argue, what.would be the effect on the, international question, assunming
the Gulf of St. Lawrence to be an open sea, whose waters could be traversed:by the keels
of other nations, and to which the Gut of Canso was the only entrance. How far the
position 1 assume might be modified, if that were the case, Il shall not consider; but such
is not, in fact, the case. There is another entrance north of the Island of Cape Breton,
and also one by the Straits of Belle Isle.

In connection with this sn'ject, permit me to call your attention to the instructions
issued by the British Government to the Admiralty, immediately after the Reciprocity
Treaty had been abrogated by the United States.: These instructions are dated the
12th April, 1866, ànd were issued by Mr. Cardwell, thea Secretary of State for the
Colonies, to guide the fleet about to protect the British North American fisheries

"It is, therefore, at present the wish of Her.Majesty's Government neither to concede, nor, for the
present, to enforce, any rights in this respect which are in their nature open to any serious question.
Even before the conclusion of the 'Reciprocity Treaty, Hier Majesty's Government had consented to .
forego the exercise of its strict riglit to exclude Aierican fishermen from the Bay of Fundy, and they
are of opinion that during the present seàsôn that right should not be exercised in the body of the Bay
of Fundy, and that American fishermen should not be interfered with, either by notice or otherwise,
unless they are found within three miles of the shore, or within three miles of a line drawn across the
mouth of a bay or creek, whieh is less than ten geographical miles in vidth, in conformity with the
arrangement made with France inK1839.
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"American vessels found within these limits.sliould be warned that by engaging, or preparing to
engage in fishing, they will be liable to forfeiture, and should receive the notice to depart wbich is
contemplated by the laws of Nova Seotia, New Brunmswick, and Prince Edward Island, if within the
waters of one of these colonies under circumstances of suspicion. But they sltuld not be carried
into port except after wvilful and persevering neglect of the warnings which they may have received,
and in case it should become necessary to proceed to forfeiture, cases should, if possible, be selected for
that extreme step in which the offence of fishing has been committed within three miles of land.

"Her Majesty's Govenument do not desire that the prohibition to enter British bays should be
generally insisted on, except when there is reason to apprehend some substantial invasion of British
riglits. And in particular, they do lot desire Ainerican vessels to be prevented froi navigating the
Gut of Canso (from which Her Majesty's Governuient are adviscd they may 1bc lawfully exdluded),
unless it shall appear that this permission is used to the injury of colonial fishermen, or for other
improper objects.

" I have it in conmand to make this communication to your Lordships as conveying the decision
of Her Majesty's Govemment on this subject.

"I have, &c.,
(Signed) EDWARD CAiRDWELL."

I quote these instructions, and make these observations, in order that hereafter it may
not be said that the views expressed by the American Counsel in regard to the Bay of
Fundy and the Gut of Canso were acceded to by being passed sub silentio by the Counsel
for Great Britain.

WVitl these preliinary observations, I shall return to the main question, and lere I
may say that some weeks back, when your Excellency and Honours arrived at the conclu-
sion that this inquiry should be closed by oral, instead of written, arguments, I foresaw
that great difficulties must occur, if Counsel were expected to do what Counsel ordinarily
do whilst closing cases in Courts of justice. If the immense mass of testimony, covering
many hundreds of pages, together with the voluminous appendices and addenda to the
evidence, were to be gone over, and the relative value of the testimony on cither side to
be weigied, it seemed certain that the several speeches closing this case, on eithei side,
must necessarily extend over weeks. I had some curiosity, when my learned friend,
Mr. Foster, comienced his address,-and a very able one it was,-to sec in which way he
would treat this matter, and whether or not lie would attempt to go over all this evidence.
He quite reassured me, when he said:-

"A great m,îass of testinony Las beei adduced on both sides, and it miight seeni to be in irre-
concilable conflict. But let us not )e dismayed at this appearance. There are certain land-marks which
cannot be changed, by a careful attention to whbicl I think we may expect to arrive at a tolerably
certain conclusion."

I thought he had made an epitome of the evidence, and had attempted to sift it, but
I was " disnaved" aftervards, when I discovered that, so far from considering hinself
bound by the testimonv, lie conveniently ignored nearly the whole of the British evidence,
and that the small portions to vhich he did refer, lie was pleased to treat in a way that
did much more credit to his ingenuity as an advocate than to bis spirit of fair dealing with
the witnesses. I therefore did not feel at all relieved by bis course. Throughout bis
speech, as I shall show, there have been a series of assumptions, without the slightest
evidence on which to base them. It was a inost admirable speech in every respect but
one. It had little or no foundation in the facts proved. It was an admirable and
ingenious speech, I admit, and the same mav be said of the speeches of his learned
colleagues. It was an admirable speech in a bad cause. Fortunately, I feel that I am
not here for the purpose of measuring my strength as an advocate against that of Judge
Foster. Were it so, I am very much afraid I should go to the wall. But 1 have just this
advantage over him, as I think I shal satisfy you before I have done, that iy cause could
not be injured even by a bad advocate; and I think I shall show you that bis cause bas
been made the very best of by a wonderfully good advocate.

Now, 1 think that probably the proper course for me to take is to go through those
speeches, and after having done so, to turn your attention somewhat to the evidence. I
take the very pleasant and humourous speech of my learned friend Mr. Trescot, which
certainly gave me a great deal of amusement, and, I humbly conceive, put me very much
in the position of the man who was beaten by bis wife, and who, being remonstrated with
by bis friends for permitting it, said that it pleased her and didn't hurt him. The speech
of ny learned friend pleased him, and didn't hurt us a bit. I will show why. In the
course of bis argument lie referred to a Minute of the Privy Council of Canada, made in
answer to Earl Kimberley shortly after the Treaty of 1871 was negotiated between the
two countries. Mr. Trescot laid great stress upon the fact that this•was not a Treaty
between the United States and Canada, but that it was a Treaty between -the United
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States and England. No person disputes that proposition. It is not doubted. But I
suppose that no person will dispute the fact that, although England is nominally the party
to the Treaty, the Dominion of Canada is vitally interested in the result of this Commis-
sion. There is just this difference between this Treaty and an ordinary Treaty between
the United States and England; that by its very terms it was wholly inoperativeas
regards the British North American Possessions, unless it were sarictioned by the
Dominion Parliament and the Legislature of Prince Edward Island, which at that time
was not a part of the Dominion. In this respect it differed from an ordinary Treaty,
inasmuch as by the very terms of the Treaty the Dominion of Canada had a voice in the
matter. But I an willing to treat the matter, as Mr. Trescot bas been pleased to put it,
as one between England and the United States alone, as the High Contracting Parties.
You will recollect that, in the " Answer" to the British case, it was put prominently,
forward that this Treaty was not only a boon to the Dominion, but that it was so great a
boon that the then Premier of this Dominion, in bis place in Parliament, made, a speech to
that effect, which is quoted at length in the Answer. Nowit may be right enough to quote
the statements of public men in each of the countries. They are representative persons,,
and may be supposed to speak the language of their constituencies. Therefore I do not
complain of their words being quoted. But I was surprised w'hen, in the course of this
inquirv, it was argued-I do not know whether it was by Mr. Foster or by one of the
learned gentlemen associated with him-that these speeches were calm expressions of
opinion by gentlemen not heated in any way by debate. It struck me that that was a
curious way in which to characterize a debate in the House of Commons upon a question
vital to the existence of the Ministry for the time being. I thought that was ,just a case
where we had a right to expect that the speeches delivered on either side would probably
partake of a partizan character, and not only so, but that it was inevitable that' the
Government speakers would use the strongest arguments they could in defence of the
action.of their leader, even though their arguments weakened the case of their country in
an international point of view. Had my learned friends been content to put forward
these speeches in their answer, and quote them for the purpose of argument, there would
have been nothing to say beyond this, that when Sir John A. Macdonald and others
talked about the fisheries, they were speaking of what they knew nothing about. They
ihad no practical knowledge w'hatever. What practical knowledge of the matter had any
of us around this table before hearing the evidence ? None whatever. And yet, can it
be that Sir John A. Macdonald, Dr. Tupper, Mr. Stewart Campbell, or anybody else who
made speeches, add whose remarks have been quoted, had a tithe of the information that
we now possess. Therefore, I think that we may dismiss the whole of those speeches by
saying, without meaning anything discourteous, that the persons who niade- them were
talking' about matters of which they knew nothing, and therefore that their speeches
ought to have no weight with this Commission. But Mr. Trescot bas relieved me from
using even that argument, for ie has referred to this Minute of Council which I hold
in my band, passed in the very year in which the Washington Treaty was negotiated, and
before the Legislature of Canada had adopted it. And I wish to call the attention of
the Commission to the fact that the whole Privy Council were present, including Mr.
Peter Mitchell, the then Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and especially to the fact
that Sir John A. Macdonald was present. The Minute is as follows:-

« Privy Council Chia&nler, Ottawa, Friday, July 28, 1871.
"IPresent :-Thé lion. Dr. Tupper, in the chair:; the Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald, the Hon. Sir

George Et. Cartier, the Hon. Mr. Tilley, the Hon. Mr. Mitchell, the Hon. Mr. Campbell, the Hon. Mr.
Chapais, the Hon. Mr. Langevin, the Hou. Mr. Howe, the Hon. Sir Francis Hincks, the Hon. Mr.
Dunkin, thelHon. Mr. Aikins.

" To His Exeellency the Right Honourable-John, Baron Lisgar, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,P.C.,
"eGovernor-General of Canada, &c., &c.

May it please your:ExceHency-
" The Committee of the Privy Council have had under their consideration the Ear of Kimberleyrs

despatch to your Excellency, dated the 17th JTne ultimo, transmitting copies of the Treaty signed
at Washington on thé Sth May last, by the ý Joint High Commissioners and which has -since been
ratified by Her Majesty and by the United States of America; of the instructions to Her Majestyýs
High Commissioners, and of the Protocols of the Conference held by the Commission; and likewise
the Earl of Kimberley's despatch of the 20th June ultimo, explaining the failure of Her Majesty's
Government to obtain the consideration by the Tnited States' Cominissioners, of the cldaims of Canada
for the losses sustained owing to the Fenian raids of 1866 and 1870.

" The Comnimittee; of the Privy Council shave not failed to give their anxious consideration to'the
important subjects discussed in the Earl of Kimberley's despatches, and they feel assured that they wil
consult the best interests of the Empire by stating frankly, for the information of lHer Majesty's
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Governnient, the result of their deliberations, which they believe to lbe in accordance with public
opinion iii all parts of the Dominion.

" The Committee of the Privy Council readily admit that Canada is deeply interested in the
maintenance of cordial relations between the Republic of the 'United States and the British Empire,
and they vould therefore have been prepared without hesitation to recommend the Canadian Parlia-
ment to co-operate in procuring an amicable settlement of- all differences likely to endanger the
good understanding between the two counries. For such an object they vould not have hesitated
to recommend the concession of some valuable rights, wlich they have always claimed to enjoy
under the Treaty of 1818, and for which, as the Earl of Kimberley observes, Her Majesty's Govern-
ment have always contended, both Governments having acted on the interpretation given to the
Treaty in question by high legal authorities. The general dissatisfaction which the publication of
the Treaty of Washington lias produced in Canada, and which lias been expressed -with as much
force in the agricultural districts in the West as in the Maritime Provinces, arises chielly from two
causes.

"lst. That the principal cause of difference between Canada and the United States lias not been
removed by the Treaty, but remains a subject for anxiety.

"2ndly. That a cession of territorial riglits of great value lias been made to the United States,
not only without the previous assent of Canada, but contrary to the expressed wishes of the Canadian
Governnent.

" Tlie Commuittee of the lrivy Council vill submit tieir views on both those points for the
information of ler Majesty's Government, in the hope that by means of discussion a more satisfac-
tory understanding between the two Governments may be arrived at. The Earl of Kinberley lias
referred to the riles laid down in Article Vi of the Treaty of Washington, as to the international
duties of neutral Governments as being of special importance to the Dominion, but the Conmittee of
the Privy Council, judging fron past experience, are nuch more appreliensive of misunderstanding,
owing to the apparent difference of opinion between Canada and the United States as to the relative
duties of friendly States in a time of peace. It is unnecessary to enter into any lengthened discussion
of the conduct of the United States during the last six or seven years, with reference to the organiza-
tion of considerable numbers of the citizens of those states under the designation of Fenians. The
views of the Canadian Governuent on this subject are in possession of Her Majesty's Government,
and it appears from the Protocol of Conference between the High Commissioners that the British
Commissioners presented the claims of the people of Canada, and were instructed to state tliat they
were regarded by 11er Majesty's Governmcnt as coming within the class of subjects indicated by Sir
Edward Thornton, in his letter of 26th January last, as subjects for the consideration of the Joint High
Conimissioners. The Earl of Kimberley states that it -was with much regret that Her Majesty's
Governiment acquiesced in the omission of tiese claims from the general settlement of outstanding
questions between Great Britain and the United States, and the Conmittee of the Privy Council,
while fully participating in tiat regret, must add that the fact that this Yenian organization is still in
full vigour, and that there seens no reason to hope that the United States' Government will peiforra
its duty as a friendly neigihbour any better in the future than in the past, lcads, then to entertain a
just appreliension that the outstanding subject of difference with the United States is the one of all
others w1hich is of special importance to the Dominion. They must add, tiat they are not aware that
during the existence of this Fenian organization, which for nearly seven years lias been a cause of
irritation and expense to the people of Canada, ler Majesty's Governmnent have made any vigorous
effort to induce the Government of the United States to perform its duty to a neiglibouring ipeople,
w«ho earnestly desire to live vith then on ternis of anity, and wlho during the civil war loyally
performied all the duties of neutrals to the expressed satisfaction of the Government of the United
States. On the contrary, while in the opinion of the Governnent and the entire people of Canada,
the Govenient of the United States neglected, until muchi too late, to tae the necessary measures to
prevent the Fenian invasion of 1870, ler Majesty's Government hastened to acknowledge, by cable
telegrai, the prompt action of the President, and to thank liii for it. The Comnittee of the Privy
Council wvill only add, on this painful subject, that it is one on which the greatest unaninity exists
among all classes of the people throughout the Dominion, and the failure of the Ilighi Comissioners
to deal with it lias been one cause of the prevailing dissatisfaction with the Treaty of Washington.

'<The Conmaittee of the Privy Council will proceed to the considenation of the other subject of
dissatisfaction in Canada, viz., the cession to citizens of the United States of the riglit to the use of
the inshore fisheries in comnon with the people of Canada. The Earl of Kimberley, after observing
that the Canadian Government took the initiative in suggesting that a joint British and American
Commission shonild be appainted, vith a view to settle the disputes which had arisen as to the inter-
pretation of the Treaty of 1818, proceeds to state that 'the causes of tie difficulty lay deeper than
any question of interpretation,' that 'the discussion of such points as the correct definition of bays
could not lcad to a friendly agreemaent with the United States,' and that 'it -was necessary therefore
to endeavour to find an equivalent which the United States might be willing to give in return for the
fishery privileges.

"In the foregoing opinion of the Earl of Kimberley, the Committee of the Privy Council are
unable to concur, and they cannot but regret that no opportunity -was afbrded then of conmmunicating
to Her Majesty's Goverinmuent their views on a subject of so muci importance to Canada, prior to
the meeting of the Joint High Commission.

"Wlie the Canadian Government took the initiative of suggesting the appointment of a Joint
B>ritish and American Conunsission they never contemaplated the surrender of their territorial riglits,
and they had no reason to suppose that ler Majesty's Government entertained the sentiments expressed
by the Earl of Kimberley in his recent despatch. Had such sentiments been expressed to the delegate
appointed by the Canadian Government to confer with his Lordship a few months before the appoint-
ment of the Commission, it -would at least have been in tleir power to have remonstrated against the
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cession of the inshore fisheries, and it would moreover have prevented any inember of the Canadian
Government from acting as a member of the Joint High Commission, unless on the clear understand-
ing that no such cession should be embodied in the Treaty without their consent. The expediency of
the cession of a common right to the inshore fislieries has been defended, on the ground that such a
sacrifice on the part of Canada should- be made in the interests of peace. The Committee of the
Privy Council, as they have already observed, would have been prepared to recommend any necessary
concession for so desirable an object, but they must remind the Earl of Kimberley that the original
proposition of Sir Edward Thornton, as appears by his letter of 26th January, was that 'a friendly
and complete understanding should be come to between the two Governments as to the extent of the
rights which belong to the citizens of the United States and Her Majesty's subjects respectively, -with
reference to the fisheries on the coasts of Her Majesty's possessions inL North America.'

" In bis reply, dated 30th January last, Mr. Secretary Fish inforns Sir Edward Thornton that the
President instructs him to say that 'lie shares with Her Majesty's Government the appreciation of the
importance of a friendly and complete understanding between the two Governinents with reference to
the subjects specially suggested for the consideration of the proposed Joint Iiigh Commission.'

"In accordance with the explicit understanding thus arrived at between the two Governments,
Earl Granville issued instructions to Her Majesty's High Conunission, which, in the opinion of the
Comnittee of the Privy Council, covered the whole ground of controversy.

" The United States lad never pretended to claim a riglit on the part of their citizens to fish
within thrce marine miles of the coats and bays, according to their limited definition of the latter tern;
and although the right to enjoy the use of the inshore fisieries might fairly bave been made the subject
of negotiation, with the view of ascertaining vhether any proper equivalents could be found for such
a concession, the United States was precluded by the original correspondence from insisting on it as a
condition of the Treaty. The abandonment of the exclusive right to the inshore fisheries, without
adequate compensation, was not therefore necessary in order to coine to a satisfactory understanding
on the points really at issue.

" The Committee of the Privy Council forbear from entering into a controversial discussion as to
the expediency of trying to influence the United States to adopt a more liberal commercial policy.
They must, however, disclaim inost emphatically the imputation of desiring to imperil the peace of
the vhole empire in order to force the American Government to change its commercial policy. They
have for a considerable time back ceased to urge the United States to alter tlieir connerclal policy,
but they are of opinion that vhen Canada is asked to surrender lier inshore fisieries to foreigners, she
is fairly entitled to name the proper equivalent. The Committee of the Privy Couneil may observe
that the opposition of the Government of the United States to reciprocal free trade in the products of
the two countries was just as strong for some years prior to 1854, as it bas been since the termination
of the ]Reciprocity Treaty, and that the Treaty of 1854 was obtained chiefly by the vigorous protection
of the fisheries which preceded it, and that bu, for the conciliatory policy on the subject of the fisheries,
which Her Majesty's Governinent induced Canada to adopt after the abrogation o the Treaty of 1854
by the United States, it is not improbable that there would have been no difliculty in obtaining its
renewal. The Committee of the Privy Council have adverted to the policy of Her Majesty's Govern-
ment, because the Earl of Kimberley bas stated that there is no difference in principle between a
money payment and 'the system of licenses calculated at so many dollars a ton, which was adopted
by the Colonial Government for several years after the termination of, the Reciprocity Treaty.'
Reference to the correspondence vill prove that the licence system was reluctantly adopted by the
Canadian Government as a substitute for the still more objectionable policy pressed upon it by Her
Majesty's Goverinment, it having been clearly understood that the arrangement was of a temporary
character. In bis dispatch of the 3rd March, 1866, Mr. Secretary Cardwell observed: 'Her Majesty's
Government do not feel disinclined to allow the United States for the season of 1866, the freedom of
fishing granted to them in 1854, on the distinct understanding that unless some satisfactory arrange-
ments between the two countries be made during the course of the year this privilege will cease, and all
concessions made in the Treaty of 1854 will be liable to be withdravn.' The principle of a nmoney pay-
ment for the concession of territorial rights lias ever been most repugnant to the feelings of the Canadian
people, and has only been entertained in deference to tbe vishes of the Imperial Governinent.
What the Canadians were willing under the circu.mstances to accept as an equivalent was the
concession of certain commercial advantages, and it has therefore been most unsatisfactory to them
that Her Majesty's Government should have consented to cede the use of the inshore fisheries to
foreigners for considerations which are deemed wholly inadequate. The Committee of the Privy
Council need not enlarge further on the objectionable features of the Treaty as it bears on Canadian
interests. These are admitted by niany who think that Canada should make sacrifices for the general
interests of the Empire. The people of Canada, on the other hand, seem to be unable to comprehend
that there is any existing necessity for the cession of the riglit to use their inshore fisheries without
adequate compensation. They have failed to discover that in the settlement of the so-called 'Alabama'
claims, vhich -was the most important question in dispute between the two nations, England gained
such advantages as to be required to make further concessions at.the expense of Canada, nor is there
anything in the Earl of Kimberley's despatch to support such a view of the, question. The other parts
of the Treaty are equally, if not more, advantageous to the United States than to Canada, and the
fishery question must, consequently, be considered on its own merits; and if so considered, no reason
bas yet been advanced to induce Canada to cede her inshore fisheries for wbat Her Majesty's Govern-
ment have adnitted to be an inadequate consideration. Having thus stated their views on the two
chief objections to the late Treaty of Washington, the Committee of the Privy Council will proceed
to the consideration of the correspondence between Sir Edward Thornton and Mr. Fish, trasnsmitted
in the Earl of Kimberley's despatche-of the 17th June, and of his Lordship's remarks thereon. :This
subject bas already been under the consideration of the Committee of the Privy Council, and a
report, dated the 7th June, embodying thieir views on the subject, was transmitted to the Earl of
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Kimberley by your Excellency. In his despatch of 26th June, acknowledging the receipt of that
report, the Earl of Kimberley refers to his despatch of the 17th of that montb, and 'trusts that the
Canadian Government will, on mature consideration, accede to the proposal of the United States'
Government on this subject.' The Comniittee of the Privy Council in expressing their adherence to
their report of the 7th June, must add, that the inapplicability of the precedent of 1854, under which
the action of the Canadian Parliament was anticipated by the Government, to the circumstances now
existiig appears to them manifest. The Treaty of 1854 was negotiated with the concurrence of the
Provincial Governients represented at Washington, and met with the general approbation of the
people; whiereas the fishery clauses of the late Treaty were adopted against the advice of the Canadian
Governinent, and have been generally disapproved of in all parts of the Dominion.

" There can lardly be a doubt tiat any action on the part of the Canadian Government in antici-
pation of the decision of Parliament vould increase the discontent which now exists. The Committee
of the Privy Council requcst that your Excellency will communicate to the Earl of Ximberley the
views which they entertain on the subject of the Treaty of Washington, in so far as it affects the
interests of the Dominion.

(Signed) WM. H. LEE,
Clerk, Privy Council, Canada."

N ow, here is a statement made by the Privy Councillors, on oath as Privy Councillors
to give the best advice to the Governor-General; and they state that the opinion they are
about to give is in accordance with public opinion in all parts of the Dominion. There
was no new election after that opinion was given, and before the debate in which the
speeches were made that bave been quoted. There was no change in public opinion, as
evidenced by a new election, and the return of other persons to the House of Commons
to represent that change. It was the same House. The saie members were present, and
the sanie Privy Conneillers heard and participated in that debate. That is, those of them
that were members of the Bouse of Cominons. Now, here is the authoritative declaration
of the opinion of the members of the Privv Council, and that opinion is expressed, not
simply as the private individual opinion of these councillors, but as a reflection of the
public opinion of the whole Dominion, that this Treaty did gross injustice.to British North
American interests. And, in that opinion, Sir John A. McDonald, whose speeches are
quoted here against us, agreed. Mr. Trescot, in citing that Minute of Council, to my mind
cited the best evidence that could be adduced in favour of the British claim.

1 admit vou have nothing to do with the question whether or not this Treaty satisfies
the countries interested in it, whether it satisfies the Dominion, or whether it is unsatis-
factory to the United States. That is not the question. That is all over and past, and
you are here for the purpose of determining the difference in value between the advantages
conceded to the United States and those conceded to the Dominion of Canada by the
Fishery Articles of the Treaty of Washington. I only make these observations for the
purpose of saying that it is wholly impossible for the United States to show, as they have
attempted to do in their Answer, by the speeches of Canadian statesmen, that all the
advantages of the Treaty are in favour of the Dominion. I will therefore pass to another
branch of the subject, but before doing so I wish to revert for a moment to the question
as to the Bay of Fundy, to which I referred a few moments ago. I desire to cite a letter
addressed on the 6th July, 1853, by the then Secretary of State of the United States,
MNr. Marcy, to the Hon. Richard Rush, one of the negotiators of the Convention of
1818. It is as follows:-

"S)EPATMENT o STATE, WASInGTON,
"C Sir, " July 6, 1853.

" You are probably aware that within a few years past, a question lias arisen betwee the United
States and Great Britain, as to the construction to be given to the Ist Article of the Convention of
1818, relative to the fisheries on the coast of the British North American Provinces.. For more than
twenty years after the conclusion of that Convention, there was no serions attempt to exclude our
fisiermen fromn the large bays on that coast; but about ten years ago, at the instance of the provincial
authorities, the home government gave a construction to the Ist Article, wbich closes ail bays, what-
ever be their extent, against our citizens for fishing pumposes. It is true that they have been
permitted to fish in the Bay of Fundy. This permission is conceded to them by the British Govern-
ment as a natter of favour, but denied as a right. That Government excludes them from all the other
large bays.

" Our construction Of the Convention is thiat Anerican fishermen have a right to resort to any
bay, and take fish in it:• provided they are not within a marine leagueý of the shore. As you
negotiated the Convention referred to, I should be mucl pleased to be favoured with your views on the
subject.

"I have the honour to be, etc., etc., etc.,

STo the Honouirable ReRIAnn RUSII, (Signed) W. L. MARCY.

"Sydenham, near P>iladelphia."

This clearly proves that the American Goverrment understood lie matter thoroughly.
Official correspondence is the best authority on the subject.
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Mr. Foster.-That correspondence was before the decision in the case of the
Washington.

MHr. Thomson.-Lord Aberdeen wrote the despatch containing the relaxation on
March 1 Oth, 1845. The schooner had been seized in 1843, and the decision of Mr. Bates,
as umnpire, was given in 1854, in December. The reason why I cited the letter to Rush
was to show that in 1853, in July, the United States iad full knowledge of the con-
struction which had been placed upon that relaxation. It is true, savs Mr. Rush, they
have been permitted to fish iii the Bay of Fundy, but that is conceded as a matter of
favour and not of right, and that was in 1845.

31r. Dana.-But you recollect that after we had that decision, we did not accept the
concession as a favour.

Mfr. Thomson. -Great Britain has expressly adhered to her opinion from the beginning
to the end as I said before. It is no use to quarrel about the terms of relaxation.
Whether the terms mean a relaxation or not is behind the question. It is a practical
abandonment since Great Britain bas said that as regards the Bay of Fundy she bas
relaxed her claim and does not purpose to enforce it again. No such claim has been
made since that time, and we have given no evidence of any fishing in the Bay of Fundy,
except the fishing within territorial liiits, around Grand Manan, Campobello, Deer Island,
and the coasts o the county of Charlotte and the Province of Nova Scotia.

M211r. Trescot.-No one objects to the view that Great Britain adheres to the con-
struction you insist upon, so long as you admit that the United States adheres to its
construction under which the waters of the Bay of Fundy are not British territorial waters.

Mrr. Tiomson.-I only wish ta say that the United States themselves understood the
position of the British Government, and that they must take the concessions in the terms
and with the meaning that the British Government attached ta it. A man who accepts a
gift cannot quarrel with the ternis of it.

1r. Dana.-Mr. Everett declined ta accept it as a courtesy.
MKr. Ttiomso.-As a matter of fact the United States have not declined ta accept it.

They have acted upon it ever since. If they had kept ail their vessels out of the Bay of
Fundy for fhar of that construction being placed upon their use of these waters, we
would have understood it. But they have cntered and used it ever since.

Mr. Dana.-Tle United States had fished there under. a claim of right. England
agreed not to disturb them, but still contended that we had not a right. Therefore our
going in was not an acceptance of any favour from Great Britain. This subject was
referred to a Commission and the Commission decided, not on general grounds, but on the
ground that one headland was on the American territory. Therefore it was a special
decision, and that decision settled the question as to the Bay of Fundy, sa that we have not
accepted anything from Great Britain which precludes us froni taking the position always,
that we had claimed from the first, nanely, that we had a right to fish in the Bay ofFundy.

Mr. Thomson.-Tie two Commissioners, Mr. IHornby and Mr. Upham, were
authorized to decide whether the owners of the Washington should or should not be paid
for the seizure of their vessel. That was the only authority they had. They had no more.
authority to determine the headland question than you have, and it is conceded that you
have no such power. Neither had they. A fortiori neither had Mr. Bates, the umpire.

M1r. Dana.-That was the very thing they had to determiine.
Mr. Thomson.-They had ta determine the legality of a seizure. Incidentally the

question of the headlands might come up,just as it would have here,' had evidence been given.
1r. Foster.-Will you not read the paragraphs from the umpire's decision?

31r. Thomson.-I haven't it here.
Mr. Foster.-He puts it on two grounds. It was impossible ta decide the question

whether the United States could be paid without deciding whether the Washington was
rightly or wrongly seized. That depended upon whether she was seized in British territorial
waters. Mr. Bates, the Umpire, decided she.was not, and put it on two grounds, one of
whiich Mr. Dana bas stated, viz. that one of.the headlands of the Bayof Fundy was on
American waters, and, the other that the headland doctrine was new and had received its
proper. limitation in the Convention of 1839, between France and Great Britain, that it
was limited ta bays not exceeding ten miles in width.

Mr. Thtomson.-While I do not dispute what Mr. Foster says-I go back ta what I
was saying when I was interrupted, that these twoa gentlemen, WMr. Hornby and
,Mr. Upharn, had no authority ta decide the headland question. They had undoubted
power to decide whether the vessel was improperly seized, and if so, to assess the damages,
and because Mr. Bates in giving his decision against the. British ýGovernment was pleased
to base it upon the ground that one headland was in the 'United States and the other;in-
British territory, according to his views of the contour of the bay, is behind tic question
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He had no more power to determine that important international question than, as it
is conceded, have your Excellency and Honours in this Commission.

Mfr. Trescot.-Docs not the question of damages for trespass settle the right of
possession?

3r. Thomso.-1 am quite willing that when the learned Counsel for the United
States think I am making misstatements of law or facts I should be interrupted, but I
cannot expect them to concur in my arguments, and it is difficult to get on in the midst
of interruptions. If I understand the arguments against the British. case, able arguments
I admit they are, and if 1 understand the arguments which I shall have the honour to
submit, I shall show that they have not one single leg te stand upon; that they have no
foundation for the extraordinary defence that bas been set up to the righteous claim of the
British Government for compensation. If I fail to show this, it will not be because it
cannot be shown bv Counsel of the requisite ability, but simply because I have not the
ability to present the subject as it should be presented to your Excellency and HJonours.

My learned friend, Mr. Trescot, after taking the ground that the Treaty was not made
between the United States and Canada, but was made between the United States and
Great Britain, went on to use an argument which certainly caused me a great deal of
astonishment at the timne, but whieh 1 think, upon reflection, will not inure to the benefit
of the United States. " Why," said hc, referring to a Minute of Council which he read,
" the Canadian Government said in that Minute that if Great Britain would guarantee a
loan of (I think it was 4,000,0001.) they w'ould be willing that this Treaty should be
passed." Now, that had reference, we well know, to the Fenian claims particularly.
Whether it vas creditable to Canada or not to give up the right to conpensation for the
outrageous violation of neutral territory by iarauders from the United States, it is not my
province to argue. She had a right to give it up if she saw fit to do so in consideration of
a guarantee by Great Britain of the proposed loan. Mr. Trescot says: 'Because you were
dissatisfied with this Treaty,-because you were dissatisfied with losing your territorial rights,
-you obliged Great Britain to guarantee a loan of 4,000,0001. in reference to an inter-
colonial railway." Great Britain did guarantec a loan, and Canada got the money. " With
what face," lie says, 4does Canada come here now and claim compensation since she bas
been paid for that P"

Well, it struck me that if bis argument was correct it proved a little too niuch. What
does it show ? This question, by his own contention, is one between Great Britain and the
United States. Great Britain claims a compensation here which, under the terms of the Treaty
she is entitled to get. If, therefore, as Mr. Trescot argues, the claim lias been paid, I would
asK, who has paid it ? If Canada has been paid for yielding certain important territorial
rights to the United States for the term of twelve years from 1873, if Canada bas ceded
those rights to the United States, as undoubtedly she bas by the Treaty of Washington, and
if Canada lias been paid for that cession by Great Britain, then I apprehend Great Britain
bas paid the debt which the United States ouglit to have paid, and she can properly and
justly look to the United States to be refunded. Now, that guarantee was exactly
4,0C0,0001. sterling. We are modest in our claim, ane ask for only 15,000,000 dollars
altogether. That being so, I think Mr. Trescot lias pretty well settled this case. I think
it was lie, but I an not quite sure, who said in the course of his speech,although I did not
find it reported afterwards, perhaps it was Mr. Dana,-that when lie came down here first
he thought the case of the British Government was a great deal better than it turned out
in evidence.

Mr. Trescot.-I didn't say that.
Mr. Thomson.-It was said by one of the Counsel for the United States. It may be

repudiated now.
Mr. Dana. -I haven't comimitted my speech to menemory.
Mr. Thomson.-Uniortunately, 1 do not find it committed to paper. At all events that

is the fact. If you take Mr. Trescot's argument, the result is that we must get 4,000,0001.
sterling. Great Britain paid that ; and it is just the case of a man who, with the consent
of another, pays that other's debt. It is moneypaid to bis use, as all lawyers know, and is
a valid claim against the party for whon it vas paid.

Now, I will follow him a little further, and will examine some other propositions that
ie laid down. Ie says this, on page 58 of bis speech

"It is precisely, as far as you are concerned, as if, instead of the exchange of fishing privileges,
that Treaty had proposed au exchange of territory, if that Treaty had proposed the exchange of Maine
and Manitoba, and the United States liad niaintained that the value of Maine was much larger than
Manitoba, and referred it to you to equalise the exchange. It is very manifest that to New England
for instance, it iniglit not only be disadvantageous, but very dangerous; but the only question for
you to consider, would be the relative value of the two pieces of territory."
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Well, 1 will take his view of that matter, and let us see what follows. He in effect
says, just put one territory against another and take their value-how many acres are
there in the State of Maine, and how many in the Province of Manitoba ? Now we
have evidence of what the concession is under this Treaty to the fishermen of the
Dominion. They get the right to fish as far north as they please over a lne drawn from
the 39th parallel of north latitude upon the American-coast, a distance, I think of some-
where about 1,050 miles. As against that, the United States fishermen get upon the
British American coast the right to fish over an extent of some 3,700 odd miles. There
is a clear balance entirely against them. Or, if you choose to take the area in square
miles you have nearly 3,500 square miles of fishing territory given to us by the United
States, while 11,900 square miles of British territorial waters are given to them. I am
quite willing to meet them upon their own ground, to oppose them with their own weapons.
In that view there is just the difference in our favour, between 3,500 square miles and
11,900.

Now, I will pass on to another branch of our claim for compensation. Great Britain
says, and we have proved that, along the line of Canadian coast upon which the American
fishermien ply their calling by virtue of this Treaty, there have been very costly harbours
made, and there have been numerous large and expensive lighthouses erected. Great
Britain says that by means ofthese harbours and lighthouses the fishermen of the United
States have been enabled more successfully to prosecute their calling in territorial waters.
That would strike you, I think, as being obviously the case. These improvements render
the privilege conceded by us much more valuable than it otherwise would have been.
Suppose the coast to have been entirely unlighted, and the harbours to have been unsafe
and difficult of access, it might then well have been said that the privilege was merely a
nominal one; that no fisherman could ply bis vocation in Canadian territorial waters
without danger to life and property. The evidence as to the cost of these works is before
you, and I do not intend to go into it. I am only alluding to it because I am following
the course of Mr. Trescot's address. Does it not strike you as reasonable that the effect
of these expenditures upon the American fishing business should be taken into considera-
tion ? Not only is there greater safety and more certainty of successful catches, but money
is thereby actually put into the pockets of their merchants in the shape of premiums of«
insurance saved. If it be true that they pay 1 per cent. a month for a fishing vessel in the
Bay,-and some of the witnesses say that is the rate,-what would they pay if there were
no sucb lighthouses to guide their vessels to a place of safety, no such harbours to shelter
them from storms. When Mr.' Trescot made bis flourish on the subject, he asked if we
had no trade that required these lighthouses. I am afraid to trust my memory to quote the
very words he used, for his language startled me a little. I read his remarks as follows:-

"And now, with regard to this question of consequences, there is but one other illustration to
which I will refer, and I will be done. I find at the close of the British testimony, an elaborate
exhibit of 166 lights, fog-vhistles, and humane establishments, used by United States' fishermen on
the coast of the Dominion, estimated to have cost in erection, from the Saiabro Lighthouse, built in
1758, to the present day, 232,138 dollars, and for annual maintenance, 268,197 dollars. I scarcely
know whetlier to consider this serican; bat there it is, and there it has been placed, either as the
for a claim, or to produce an effect. Now, if this Dominion has no commerce; if no ships bear
precious freight upon the dangerous waters of the Gulf, or hazard valuable cargoes in the straits
which connect it with the ocean; if no traffic traverses the Imperial river which connects the Atlantic
with the the great lakes; if this fabulous fishery, of which we have heard so much, is carried on only
in boats so small, that they diare not venture out of sight of land, and the fishermen need noother
guide and protecting light than the light streaming from their own cabin windows on shore; if, in
short, this Dominion, as it is proudly called, owes nothing to the protection of its commerce and the
safety of its seamen; if these humane establishments are not the free institutions of a wise and
provident government, but charitable institutions to be supported by the subscriptions of those who use
them-then the govermnent of the Dominion can collect its 200,000 dollars by levying light dues upon
every vessel which seeks shelter in its harbours, or brings wealth into its ports. But if, in the present
age of civilization, when a common humanity is binding the nations of the 'world together every day by
mitual interests, mutual cares, and privileges equally shared, the Dominion repeals lier light dues in
obedience to the common.feeling of the wlole world, with what justice can that government ask you,
by a forced construction of this Treaty, to re-impose this duty, in its most exorbitant proportions and
its most odious forni, upon us and upon us alone."

Now, a more extraordinary argument than that I have never heard used. Your
Excellency and your Honours are here to value the difference between the concessions made
by the United States to Great Britain on the one hand, and those made by Great Britain to
the United States on the other. We contend that the fisheries of the United States are
useless, not because there are no lighthouses on their shores, and no harbours in which
our fishing vessels could find shelter in time of need. - But we say their fishing grounds
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are of no service to us, because the fish are not there, because our fisherman have never
used them, preferring. to fish upon our own coasts; there being, in fact, no occasion for
them to leave their own shores and go hundreds of miles away from home to fish on the
American coast. But if the fish. had been abundant in American coastal waters, and
lighthouses had been there to guide our fishermen. and harbours to preserve them from.
shipwreck, or reduce their perils, do you think these things should not be taken into con-
sideration in fixing the compensation for the use of those fislieries ? Do you think they
would not have been the basis of a claim against us ? Certainly they would. I shall
show from the written statements of United States officials what estimate was placed upon
ligh thouses immediately after the great storm, which is called the " American Storm," by
reason of the vast number of American vessels that were destroyed in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, and the vast number of American seamen that found a waterv grave beneath
its waves. I will show you what was thought about this subject of lighthouses at that
time. And if you can then agree with the view presented by Mr. Trescot, I have nothing
more to say ; but I do not think it is possible that you can. In the official correspon-
dence, w'hich is in evidence, we have this letter addressed by the then United States'
Consul, I think, at Pictou, to Sir Alexander Bannerman, at that time the Governor of
Prince Edward Island. It is No. 28 in the official correspondence (Appendix HI.), put in
as part of the evidence in support of Her Majesty's case, at the outset of these proceedings.,
I may mention here that a number òf the witnesses spoke of the storm as having taken
place in 1851. This letter bears date in 1852, but as it refers to a great storm, and I have
heard of only one such storm happening between 1850 and 1860, I should judge either
that this is a misprint for October, 1851, or that the storm actually took place
in 1852, for no two storms succeeded one another in 1851 and 1852. The letter is as
follows:-

"CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
<'Sir, Province of ova Scotia, October 28, 1852.

" Since my return from Charlottetown, where I had the honour of an interview with your Excellency,
my time lias been so constantly employed in the discharge of official duties connected. -with the results of
the late disastrous gale, so severely felt on the north side of Prince Edward Island, that I have not found
time to make my acknowledgnents to your Excellency for the kind and. courteous reception extended
to me at the Government Hlouse, nor to furnish you with my views relative to some improvenients
which might be made by your Excelency's Government, thereby preventing a similar catastrophe to
the one which lias so lately befallen nany of my countrymen; and at the same time on behalif of the
Government, of the United States, which I have the honour to represent, to thank yon most feelingly
for the promptness and energy displayed by your Excellency in issuing proclamations whereby the;
property ot the poor slip-wrecked mariners should be protected fron pillage.

" These varions duties devolving upon me, I now have the pleasure of discharging, but only in a;
brief and hurried manner.

" The effect of the recent visitation of Providence, althougli most disastrous in its consequences,
will yet result in much. good.

" In the first place, it has afforded the means of knowing the extent and value of fisheries on your
coast, the number of vessels and men employed, and the immense benefit which would result to the
people within your jurisd.iction,,as well as those of the United States, if the fishermen were allowed
unrestrained liberty: to flish in any portion of your waters, and permitted toland for the purpose of
curing and packing.

"From remarks made by your Excellenoy, I. an. satisfied it is a subject vhich lias secured your
most.mature reflection and consideration, and that it would be a source of pride and pleasure to
your Excellency to carry into successful. operation a measure fraught with so much interest. to both
cQuntries.

" 2nd. It has been. satisfactorily proved, by the testimony of nany of those who escaped from a:
vatery grave in.tlhe late gales, that had there been beacon lights upon the two extreme points of the coast,

extending a, distance of 150 miles, scarcely any lives would have been lost, and but a small amount of.
property been sacrificed. Aud I am satisfied, froin the opinion expressed by your Excellency, that
the attention of your Government will be early called to the subject, and. that but a brief period.
wil elapse. before the blessing; of the. hardy fishermen of, INew England, and, your own industrous
sons, will be gratefully returned for this most philanthropie effort to preserve life and, property, and
for.which. benefit every vessel should contribute its share of light-duty.

"<3rd;. It bas been the meaus of developing the capacity of many of your harbours, and. exposing
tie dangers. attending their entrance and the .necessity of immediate steps being, taken to place buoys
in such prominent.positions that the mariner would in perfect safety flee to themn in case of necessity,
with a knowledge that these guides would enable.him to be sure of shelter and protection.

From the desire manifested by your Excellency previous to my leaving Charlottetown, that I
would frcely express my views relative to the recent most nelancholy disaster, and niake such
suggestions as might in my opinion have a tendency to prevent similar results, there is no occasion for
my offering an apology for addressing you at this time.

"I have, &c.,
(Signed) B., if ýNORTON.

United States' Consul for Pictou Dependency.
"Ris Excellency Sir A. BANNERMAN, &c., &c."
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Bear in mind that an official letter, .written in the year 1864,by Mr. Sherman, the
then American Counsel at Charlottetown, was put in evidence by the United States Agent;
and IMr. Foster contended with much force that the statements in that letter should be
treated as thoroughly trustworthy, because the writer could have bad no object in
misleading his own Government. I accede to that view. No doubt Mr. Sherman believed
in the truth of all he w'rote. It is for you to say on the evidence whether or not he was
correct in point of fact. Apply Mr. Foster's reasoning to Consul Norton's letter, and

-are not -the value of the Prince Edward Island in-shorefisheries, and the value to American
'ishermen of the lighthouses and harbours, since built and constructed around lier shores,
proved by the best of all evidence ? As regards the in-shore fisheries, the Consul had no
object in overestimating their value in any way to the Governor of the Island that owned
them, or to the :Governmient that alone, of ail the Governments of the world, sought
,entrance into them, as against the rightful owners. Now, what does lie say:-

"It bas been satisfactorily proved, by the testimony of many of those wlho escaped from a watery
grave in the late gales, that had there been beacon lights upon the two extreme points of the coast-
extending a distance of 150 miles, scarcely any lives would have been lost, and but a snall amount of
property been sacrificed. And I an satisfied from the opinion expressed byyour Excellency, that the
attention of your Government will be early called to the subject, and that but a brief period will elapse
before the blessing of the hardy fishernen of New England and your own industrious sons, will be
gratefully returnei for this mnost philanthropic effort to preserve life -and propertyiand for which
benefit every vessel should contribute its share of light-duty."

This is a very different opinion froin that of Mr. Trescot-very different, indeed. All
these lighthouses, aad many more than ever Mr. Norton dreamed of, have since been
built. Before thev were built Mr. Norton says that such erection would prove of the
greatest value to future American fisherrmen, and that, lot only their blessings would be
poured on the heads of those vho should erect them, but lie even pledged them to go a
step further, and part with that which they are less disposed to bestow than blessings- a
little money. The light dues have long since been abandoned.

'Mr. Foster.-When ?
3r. Thomson.-They were abandoned in 1867. It has been so stated in evidence,

and it is in the Minutes. Fron that time to the present, there have been no liglit dues
collected at all.

He goes on tosay:-

"It has been the means of developing the- capadity of-mnany of your harbours, and exposing .the
dangers attending their entrance and the necessity of immediate steps beiug taken to place buoys in
such prominent positions that the mariner would in perfect safety flee to them -in case of necessity,
with a knowlédge that these guides would enable him to be-sure of shelter and protection."

There is the opinion of a disinterested man at that time, or rather of a man who was
directly interested in getting these light-houses erected, for which we nowv ask them to
pay us a fair share during the twelve years they are to be kept up for their fishermen.
We .could not ask it:before, although the fishermen were-in the body of the Gulf, and had
the advantage of them. But when they come on equal;terms with our own subjects, inrto
our territorial waters, why should they not bear a portion of the territorial burdens? Is
it not monstrous to argue against it?

Mr. Foster.--~Does it not appear in your evidence that you charged the American
fishing-vessels light dues fron the time they came into your harbours, or passed through
the Strait of Canso, until sucli time as vou saw fit to abolish them, having collected
enough to pay for them ?

Mr. Thonmson.-They have been abolished since 1867, as regards the Gut of 'Canso,
if my memory does not deceive me very much, we have in the evidence of that very
amusing gentleman, Mr. Patillo, a description of the way they were evaded. 'To this
evidence I shall refer hereafter.

I think that I have now shown conclusively that this part of the British Case is
entitled to serious and favourable consideration at the hands of your Honours-I mean
this question of the lights.

I come to another part of Mr. Trescot's argument, which I think will be found on
page 59:

"Ihave but one other consideration to suggest before I come to the history of this question, and
it is this: If you will examine the Treaties, you will find that everywhere it is the 'United States
fishermen,' the 'inhabitants of the United States'-the citizens of -the United States vho are prohibited
from taking part inthe fishery within the, thrée-mile limit. Now,I say,-remember, I am not talking
about local legislation on the other side at all, I am talking about Treaties. I say, there is nothing in any
Treaty whicli would forbid a Nova Scotian or a Prince Edward Island citizeunfrom goingto Gloucester,
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hiring an Aierican vessel with an Ainerican register, and coming within the three-mile limit and
fishing-nothing at all. If such a vessel be ianned by a crew half citizens of the United States
and half Novia Scotians, who are fishing on shares, recollect, and who take the profit of their own
catches, where is the difference ? The United States citizens may-violate the law, but are the citizens
of Nova Scotia doing so ? They are not the 'inhabitants' or ' fishermen of the United States' excluded
from fishing within the three-mile limit."

I do not like to say I was startled at that, because Mr. Trescot says I am startled
continually. Nevertheless, I was. I defy the parallel of that proposition to be found,
uttered by any statesman or lawyer that ever existed. Mr. Trescot stands alone in that
view, both as having the extraordinary faculty to conceive such an idea, and the yet more
extraordinarv boldness to utter it in a civilized community, and before a tribunal such as
this. What ? Because the American ship-owners of Gloucester, Wellfleet, or anywhere
along the coast of New England, choose to take into their service Prince Edward Islanders,
who are starved out in consequence of their fish being stolen under their noses, he bas
the audacity (I do not use the word offensively, but in a Pickwickian sense), to say that a
vessel so manned is not an Anerican vessel within this Treaty ; but that a British crew
makes an American vessel a British vessel.

Mr. Trescot.-That is not the statenent of the extract you read.
Mr. Dana.-There is nothing about vessels in the Treaty.
Mr. Thomson.-I will read it again:-
"I Now, I say, &c.'
Now, if he means that there is nothing in the Treaty of Washington to prevent

American vessels entering our waters to fish, I agree with him, but if lie means that there
is nothing under the Treaty of 1818, I take issue.

It is the boldest proposition I ever heard, that an Anierican vessel, an American
bottomn, manned by British inhabitants from Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, or any
other part of the Dominion, owned by American owners, but sirnply manned by British
subjects, could come into our waters in the face of the Convention of 1818 ; I say I. never
heard such a proposition before, and do not ever expect to hear it again. Such a
proposition never emanated from any northern brain. It requires the heat of the South
to generate such an idea.

At page 60 Mr. Trescot says:-

"That in valuing the exchange of privilege, the catent to which the privilege is offered, is a fair
subject of calculation, and that a privilege opened to 'ail British subjects'is a larger and more
valuable privilege than one restricted to only the British subjects resident in the Dominion."

I have already dealt with that proposition. I have shown that if that is the case, the
United States have given us the right to fish where there are no fish at ail, over an area
of 3,500 square miles, und that they get under the Treaty the right to fish over 11,900
square miles on our coasts, where there are fish in abundance. So his first proposition is
necessarily against him. Then take the second

" That in valuing the exchange of privilege, only the direct value can be estimated, and the
consequences to either party cannot be taken into account."

It is difficult to sec what is meant by that. Does he mean to say, if this privilege,
which is given to the Americans, to enter our territorial waters and fislh there, should have the
effect of preventing the whole Gloucester and American fishing fleet from being absolutely
destroyed for want of business to make it pay, and if we should show conclusively on
behalf of the British Govcrnment, that such is really the case, that, nevertheless, the
United States' Government should not pay 1 dollar because it is a consequence of the
privilege, and not the direct value ? Does he seriously contend for such an extraordinary
doctrine ? I think I shall be able to show you by the evidence on record in this. inquiry,
that unless the Americans had the right to corne on the shores of Nova Seotia and New
Brunswick, to enter our territorial waters along the*shores of Prince Edward Island, along
the Gaspe shore, the southern shore of Labrador, and along the estuary of the St.
Lawrence, that unless they had those rights, the United States' fishing fleet could not
subsist; and I do not intend to rely upon British proofs on that point; but I intend to
turn up the Anierican evidence, and I shall make that as clear as daylight. I will prove
it by evidence fromi the lips of their own witnesses, man after man, witness after witness,
not by evidence given by us. And it is to be said that the United States ought topay
nothing to us for riglts obtained under the Treaty, if I can show that without those
rights the Gloucester fishing fleet, and all the American fishing fleet, the whole North
American fishery, as prosecuted by Americans, would. be a failure ? : Are they not to.pay
for that privilege ? If we hold fishing ground over which alone fishing can be successfully
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of Mr. Foster, Mr. Dana, and Mr. Trescot, is the extraordinary fallacy that this is a simple
question for you to determine as between Great Britain and the fishermen of Gloucester.
They apparently think that if they can show that under the status quo before the Treaty, their
fishermen could make more money than since the Treaty went into operation that is an
end of the British Case. That is not so. The Treaty was not made between Great
Britain and the fishermen of Gloucester; it was not made in respect to the Gloucester
fishermen, but in respect to the whole body of the people of the United States. It is
not a question whether the fishermen get more or less money. In fact, however, how is
the whole trade of Gloucester and other American fishing ports kept up ? Is it not
by the fishing business ? The people of Gloucester do not, however, live merely on fish.
They have to buy meat, pork, flour, &c., which are raised elsewhere than in Gloucester, I
apprehend. They come from the far West; the Gloucester people are consumers of the
produce of the far West. How are they able to pay for that produce? From the
fisheries ; and so the far West is interested as much as the seaboard itself. So again take
the consumers of the United States. If a much larger quantity of fish goes into the
country under the Treaty than otherwise would, the price falls and the consumers get the
fish for far less money. Is that not a benefit ? I care not whether it is an injury to
Gloucester lishermen or not; I care nothing about them, as a class, although it can and
will be shown that the fishermen of Gloucester, as such, have not lost 1 dollar by this
Treaty, but have made money. Now, let us pass on and see what is the next proposition.
Mr. Trescot says:-

"That so far as British subjects participate in the in-shore fishery in United States vessels upon
shares, their fishery is in no sense the fishing or fishermen of inhabitants of the United States."

I have dealt with this subject before. It requires a man possessing great flexibility
of argument and great boldness of utterance, to enunciate such a proposition in this or
any other Court. We have heard it for the first time, and we will never hear it again
after this Commission closes. What differeice docs it make in valuing the privilege
given under the Treaty whether the vessels sent out by the City of Gloucester, the
towns of Wellfleet or Marblehead, or other towns on the New England[coast;are imanned
by British subjects or foreigners. We have it in evidence that some of the fishermen are
Portuguese, some Spaniards-Portuguese certainly-and I arm not sure but that some
vere Danes, and men belonging to the more northern nations. Why not have prepared
a schedule, showing how many of those who fished in American vessels, and made nioney
in them, were Portuguese or Spaniards, and asked us to make dedudtion because they
were not American citizens. The whole money and profits of the voyages, excepting the
men's shares, went into the pocket of the merchants ? Never was such an argument
lheard as that the United States should not pay I dollar, because fish" might have
been caught by Portuguese, Spaniards, or Frenchmen on board of United States' vessels.
The United States must be reduced to very great straits in supporting its failing case,
before they would use such an argument. 1 could not help thinking, after the evidence
got fairly launched, that the American counsel were much abroad as to what their own
case really was. I do not for one instant charge upon Mr. Foster, that in preparing his
case he put in a single statement that he did not believe to be absolutely true ; he
necessarily had to receive the information from sonebudy else. Yet you see througbout
the United States' " Auswer " statements that are, and must be admitted to be, wholly
without foundation.

Look at this statement as put forward in the United States' Answer, which will
remain on record as a statement of the views of the Government and of the facts which
the Governient of the United States pledged itself to prove

"The United States' inshore fisheries for mackerel, in quality, quantity, and value, are unsurpassed
by any in the world."

So far from this being the fact, we had from the lips of witness after witness, called
on behalf of the United States, that their in-shore fisheries have entirely failed. thât last
year there was, as far as mackerel was concerned, an: exceptionally:goodcatch upon tlieir
own coast, but that the body of that catch was not taken within United States' territorial
waters at all, but extended over areas of the sea from: ten to fifty miles distant from the
shores. Yet this extraordinary statement is put upon record. I say again I do not assume
for.an instant that Mr. Foster wrote this on behalf of the United States not believing it
to be trueý I believe that some parties or otherI do not know who, have given. him
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false and incorrect information, and he has committed the United States to a statement
that is utterly and wholly at variance with the facts. The Answer says

" The United States in-shore fislieries for maekerel in quality, quantity, and value are unsurpassed
by any in the world. They are within four hours' sail of the American market, and many of the
mackerel are sold fresh at a larger price than when salted and packed. The vessels fitted *with
maekercl seines can use the same means and facilities for taken menhaden, so thit bobh fisheries can
be pursued togetier. And they combine advantages compared with which the Dominion fisheries are
1mcertain, poor in quality, and vastly less in quantity."

In Hcaven's name if these Dominion fisheries are " uncertain, poor in quality and
vastly less in quantity," liow happens it that such an excitement.bas been aroused, and
such an incendiary address been made before this Commission, as was delivered by
Mr. Dana, and to which I shah have to call the attention of your Excellency and your
Honours. If the fisheries are so " uncertain, poor in qualitv, and vastly less in quantity,"
and miles and miles awav from their own coast, what did they mean by .fighting for
entrance into these waters, and bv challenging us with making Âinhospitable laws to keep
ther out ? If the lips of their witnesses told the truth, the laws are hospitable laws;
they are laws passed by us for the purpose apparently of keeping them out of the fishery,
but their effect was to keep American fishermen from ruining themselves. They make
voyage after voyage into the bay, each one resulting, they say, in a loss of 500 dollars
or 1,000 dollars.

1 will show your Excellency Ind your 1-lonours by-and-bye, the figures put in for the
purpose of showing the losses made by these men who sent their vessels to the Bay for
the fish "e poor in quality, and vastly less in quantity," while there -were thousands and
thousands of fish off their own coasts, just waiting to be caught, and deal with those
figures as thcy deserve to be dealt with. Did you ever hear anything like it in the
worl d?

The United States Answer further states

" The Canadian fisheries are a long voyage from any of the markets whatever, and involve far
more exposure to loss of vessels and life. These fisheries along the shores of the United States are
now open to the conpetition of the cheap built vessels, cheap fed crew, and poorly paid labour of the
Dominion fishermen who pay trifling taxes, and live both on board their vessels and at home, at less
than half the expeuse of AmLrican fishermen."

1 have not heard any evidence of that yet. It is a pretty bold assertion to put
forward, and not support with proof. But if it were true, what does it mean ? We have
bad the evidence of American fishermen to show that they live like little princes, and we
had one witness who absolutely told us that the cook was the chief man on board. The
men must make a fortune in the Bay to enable then to live like princes, at a rate at
whiclh thev would only bejustified in living if they had from 10,000 to 12,000 dollars a-year.
If tbey choose to indulge in expensive dress and food, and return at the end of the year
and say :thcy have lost money-are we to lose the compensation to which we are entitled
for our fisheries ? I.never heard such an argument used before, and I hope never to hear
it again. If nien choose to eat, drink, and wcar all their profits, they must abide the
consequences.; they cannot- both have their cake and eat it.

Let us see what else the " Answer " says :-

"It is only fron lack of enterprise, capital and ability, that the Dominion fishermen have failed to
use them; but recently hundreds of Dominion fishermen have learned their business at Gloucester,
and other American fishinr towns, and by shipping in American vessels. They (the Dominion fisher-
men) have in the United States waters, to-day, over thirty vessels equipped for seining, which, in
coinpany with the Ainerican fleet, are sweeping the shores of New England."

When we first read that extraordinary statement, we were beyond measure astonished.
We:made enquiries, but no one ad'ever heard of these vessels; and after cross-examining
Anerican witnesses, and examining our own witnesses, we found at last trace of a phantom
ship, one vessel alone that vas ever heard of on the United States coast, since the Treaty
was imacde. The truth must have~been known to the man who gave the information to
Mr. Foster, for he must have been a practical.man or lie would:not have been called upon
to give information, and the information is precise " over thirty vessels." The man who
gave that information to Mr. Foster, -who induced him to commit his Government to such
an extraordinary and baseless statement, deliberately and wilfully, in :my judgment,
deceived the Agent of the United States.

I call your Honours' attention to these facts, in order to show:that the Agent and
Counsel of the United States hardly knew what sort of a case they had when they came
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into Court. They must have been, entirely misled as to the facts, by fishermen or fish
dealers, or those interested in the fisheries on the New England coast.

I will pass on. Mr. Trescot says.in bis argument:-

"With regard to the history of these Treaties, there are two subjects in that. connection which I
do not propose to diseuss at all. One is the lieadland question. I consider that the statement madee
by my distinguished colleague, who preceded me, lias really taken that question out of this discussion.
I do not nderstand that there is any claim made here that any portion of this award is to be assessed
for the privilege of coming within the headlands. As to the exceedingly interesting and very able
brief, submitted for the other side, I am not disposed. to quarrel, with it. At any rate, I shall not
undertake to go into any argument upon it. It refers entirely to the question of territorial right,
and the question of extent of jurisdiction-questions with which the United, States lias iothing to
do. They have never been raised by our government, and probably never will be, because our claim
to fisli within the three-mile limit is no more an, interference with territorial and jurisdictional
rights of Great B ritain, than a right of wvay through. a park vould be an interference with the o wner-
ship of the property; or a right to cut timber in a forest would be an interference with the fe-simple
inthe. soil."

Well, I should like to ask your Excellency and your Honours whether a gentleman
who, owned a farm would not find that its value materially diminished by someone else.
having a right of way over it. Could he sell it for the same price ? He obviously could
not. And, why ? Because the enjoyment of the privilege is destroved to the extent that
the, easement gives the enjoyment of" it to the person holding the right of way. The
assertion that it makes- no difference to a person possessing land that somebody else has
the right to cut trees on it I submit is perfectly absurd. It isjust what the Americans have
the righ.t to do under the.Treaty. They have not.the right.to come to our lands and eut trees,
but they have: the right to come into our, territorial waters and take from tbem, fish, which
are just as- valuable to the waters as. trees are-to the land. They have the right to take
the fish, and. for that, 1, apprehend, they must-pay; If a man has:the right to enter on my
land to cut trees, Ipresunie he must pay compensation for it; I presume he cannot get
the right unless compensation is agreed upon. That is what we say. Taking fish from
our waters is precisely the same as. taking trees off our Iand.

Further on. ia, his argument, Mr. Trescot puts, forward the. extraordinarv doctrine that
the Treaty of 1818 was rescinded by the Treaty of 1854.

At page 60 he uses these words:
"Then with regard to the character of the Convention of 1818. I wisl to put on record here my

profounld: conviction that by every rule of diplomatie interpretation, and by every established
precedent, the Convention of 1818 was abrogated by the Treaty of 1864, and that when that Treaty was
ended. in. 1866, the United. States and Great Britain were relegated. to the Treaty of 1783, as the
regulator of. their. rigihts."

Well, the proposition that the. Convention of 1818 was abrogated by the Treaty of
1854 is sufficiently novel. 1 will, however,.show your Honours that by the Reciprocity
T-eaty, so far from, there being any intention shown, to abrogate the Treaty of 1818, the
exact opposite was the case ;, and that the Convention. of 18-18 is cited. in the Reciprocity
Treaty as a Treaty then. subsisting, and, which shall continue to subsist. Before I read
f-om the Reciprocity Treaty I! desire. your Excellency and your Honours to understand.
that in refuting.these arguments, I do not do so because. they can have had any substantial
effect upon this Commission. They cannot possibly have any. Your Excellency and
vour Honours know too much of international law to, believe any such proposition. But
i am afraid that, if such propositions are. allowed to, run, broadcast through their speeches,
,without being. controNverted, it. may be, imagined that ve are unable to meet them, and
therefôre allow thenito, pass sub silentio.. If the matter was being argued before a tribunal
which had then and there to, decide on it, and the Court, were composed of lawyers, I.
would not ask to be heard, and would not insult, the Court; by arguments against so
untenable a proposition. The observations I am now making are for the purpose of
refuting opinions; not:in the minds of your Excellency or-your Honours, but in the mninds
of the public who;have not the same intelligence or means of information as your louurs.
The, Reciprocity Act recites

"Hear Majesty the Queen of Great Britain, beingsspecially desirous, with the Government of' the
United; States,.to. avoid further misundeistanding: between, théir respective, subjects and, citizens, iin
regard to.the extent of the:rightof fishing on the coasts'of British North America, secured to:each by
Axticle I of.a Convention be.tween.the UIlnited! States and, Great Britain, signed at London on the 20th
day of October, 1818, and being also desirous toi regulate theieommerce and navigation between their
respective territories and people, and more especially between Her Majesty's possessions in iNorth
America, and the United States,, inL such- manner, as., to. render, the . sanie reciprocally benefiejal ý'1nd
satisfactory, have réspectively, &c."
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Your Honours vill see that the Act commences by stating that both Governments
are desirous of avoiding further misunderstandings between their respective subjects and
citizens, with respect to the extent of the right of fisbiing given by that article; and after
reciting the Convention of 1818, and the particular article in question, goes on to say that
it was important that the right under the Convention should be settled. So far from
showing any intention to repeal the Convention of 1818, the exact opposite was the fact.
That is the preamble. Here is the enacting part

"It is agreed by the high contracting parties, that, in additioi to the liberty, &c."

Does it say in this Treaty that it swept away the Treaty of 1818 and enacted a new
Treaty in lieu thereof? So far from that being the case, it says:-

c* * * In addition to the liberty secured to the United States' fishermen by the above-
mentioned Convention of October 20th, 1818, of taking, curing, and drying fish on certain coasts of the
British North Ainerican Colonies therein defined, the inhabitants of the United States shall have, &c."

And yet it is seriously urged by one of the learned Counsel on behalf of the United
States that the Treaty of 1854 abrogated the Convention of 1818. I think I have
satisfactorily refuted Mr. Trescot's argument on this point, although that argument was
not material to any question arising under the Washington Treaty. I now turn your
attention to Twiss on " The Law of Nations." I am reading from the edition of 1859.
At page 376 Sir Travers Twiss says

" Treaties properly so called, the engagements of which imply a state of amity between the con-
tracting parties, cease to operate if war supervenes, uuless there are express stipulations to the
contrary. It is usual on the signature of a Treaty of Peace for nations to renew expressly their
previous Treaties if they intend that any of themn should become once more operative. Great Britain,
in practice adnits of no exception to the rule that all Treaties, as such, are put an end to by a
subsequent war between the contracting parties. It was accordingly the practice of the European
Powers before the French Revolution of 1789 on the conclusion of every war which supervened upon
the Treaty of Utrecht to renew and confirm that Treaty under vhich the distribution of territory
amongst the principal European States had been* settled with a view of securing an European
equilibrimu."

This has a double bearing. Part of the argument which bas been used by
Mr. Trescot is, that we are remitted to the rights- acquired by the Treaty of 1783. He
conveniently passes over, for the purposp of his argument, the fact that a war occurred
between the United States and Great Batain in 1812, which was followed by a Treaty of
Peace signed 24th December, 1814, the Treaty of Ghent. There is no doubt, says
Mr. Trescot, that in consequence of the repeal of the Convention of 1818 by the
Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, the two nations are remitted back to the right each possessed
under the Treaty of Paris of 1783: and that the Treaty of Ghent has nothing to do with
this matter. I answer to that argument, that sucli is not the law of nations. By the law
of nations, when war was declared in 1812 by the United Stictes against Great Britain,
every right she possessed under the Treaty of 1783 was abrogated, and, except so far as it
vas agreed by the parties that the status quo ante bellum should exist, it ceased to exist.
The status, which is commonly called by writers uti possidetis, the position in which the
Treaty found them, alone existed after the Treaty of 1814 was concluded. I have cited the
express authority of Sir Travers Twiss upon the subject.

But we (o not stop with British law. I will take American law on the subject, and
we will see where ny learned friends find themselves placed by American writers. I now
cite fromn "Introduction to the Study of International Law, designed as an aid in teaching,
and in historical studies, by Theodore D. Woolsey, President of Yale College." At page 83
President Woolsey uses this language:-

"At and after the Treaty of Ghent, which contained no provisions respecting the fisheries, it was
contended by American negotiators, but without good reason, that the Article of Peace of 1783, relating
to the fisheries was in its nature perpetual, and thus not annulled by the war of 1812. By a Conven-
tion of 1818 the privilege was again, and in perpetuity, opened to citizens of the United States. They
might now fish as well as cure and dry fisi, on the greater part of the coast of Newfoundland and
Labrador; and on the Magdalen Islands, so long as the same should continue unsettled; while the
United States on their part renounced for ever any liberty 'to'take or cure fish, on, or within three
marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbours of His Britannie Majesty's Dominions in
America, not inieladed within the above-nentioned limits."

It is there positively declared by one of their own writers "on international law in so
many words-and he not only lays down the law generally, but takes up the specific case
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.Vith whichtwe are now dealing-that the Amierican contention is entirely incorrect. He
says

"At and after the Treaty of Ghent, which contained ni- provisions respecting the lisheries, it was
contended by Anierican negotiators, bi iri/honii good n that the Article of the Peace of 1788,
relating to the fisheries, was in its nature perpetuxal, and t1xis mot annulled by the war of 1812."

I think that statement is pretty conclusive. Now, here is the general law which
President Woolsey lays down. At page 259 he says:-

"The effect of a Treaty on all grounds of complaint for which a war was undertaken, is to
abandon themn. Or, in other words, aIl peace imllies amnesty or oblivion of past subjects of dispute.
*whether the saine is expresslyi mentioned in the terms of the Treaty, or not. They cannot in good
faith, >e revived again, although petion of the saime aets may he a rigliteous ground of a new war.
Au abstract or general right, however, if passed over in a treaty, is iiot thlerebv waived.

If nothing- is said in the Treatv to :dIter the state in which the war ei.ual leaves the parties,
the rule of 'ati possidciü is tacitly accepted. Thus if a part of the national territory has passed into the
hauds of ai eneiuy during a war, ami lies umder his contral, at the peace or cessation of hostilities, it
remains lis, unless expressly ceded.

That is quite clear. If, at the end of this war, Washington had been in the possession
of the British, and if nothing had been said about it in the Treaty, it would have become
British territory; but with the exception of soine unimportant islands in the Bay of
Fundy, no territory fell into the hands of the British ; and those islands, I believe, were
subsequently given up. If, however, the cities of Boston or New York had at that time
been actually in possession of the British, unless there had been a clause introduced into
-the Treaty by whicl the territory was to return to the status quo ante bellum, it would
have been governed by the iti posseditis rule, an would have remained British territory.
I also refer your Honours to 3 Philliniore, pp. 4i57, 458, and 459, to the sanie effect.
Now, I am not aware tiere is anything else in Mr. Trescot's speech which I need
specially take up, because some of the other points occur in the arguments of Mr. Dana
and Mr. Foster.

Mr. Trescot.-Perhaps you will allow me to say that you are replying to an opinion,
and not to an argument.

Ar. Thtomson.-Where an opinion is put forward by .Counsel, he must either be
Counsel of such eninence that bis opinion did not require to be supported by authorities,
or else authorities should be advanced at the tinie. I admit that Mir. Trescot possesses
great ability; but I have undertaken to neet hini by British and American authorities,
and, as I have shown, he is completely refuted by both. I think it was Mr. Trescot's duty,
when he put forward such an extraordinary doctrine, to have stated lis authorities.
If lie did not chôose to do so, I cannot lelp it; but if be now wishes to retract it as not
being anything else than an opinion, well, of course, it makes the natter different.

Mr. Trescot.-No ; but I did not argue it.
MUr. Thomson.-It is put forward not as an opinion, but as a proposition on behalf of

the United States ; there is no opinion about it; and when the United States speak
through the mouth of Counsel, I am. bound to treat the inatter seriouslv. If this were a
comnimon case between man and man, I would not treat it seriously; but when sucli a pro-
position is put forward on the part of a great nation, through Counsel, it cannot be treated
lightly, but is entitled to be treated with respect; and if there is nothing in it, I ani bound
to show that sucli is the case.

I pass from Mr. Trescot to Mr. Dana. 1. propose to take this course for this reason:
while I admit the great ability of Mr. Trescot and Mr. Dana, stilli tLhink your Honours
will agree with me that whatever the case of the United States has in it, is to be founct
in the speech of Mr. Foster. No doubt it is also to be found in the other speeches; but I
am taking Mr. Trescot's speech and M11r. Dana's speech out :of their order because I only
want to toucli on those subjects contained in theni which Mr. Foster did not put forward.
Anything submitted by Mr. Foster, althougli it is put forward by Mr. Dana and
Mr. Trescot, I will treat as it appears in Mr. .Foster's speech, in order to avoid goirig over
the ground twice. Besides, Mr. Foster, as Agent, put forward his case wvith great ability,
and as lie on this occasion is offlicially the Representative of the United States, I shall treat
his argument as the most serious one of the three.

Mr. Dana stated that all these fisheries helonged to the United States as a right--it
is very curious language-because, said lie, thev were won. .He gave a very good descrip-
tion, only a little fanciful, oftlie.whole of the contests for the last century, in respect to
the fisheries. It was a very pretty. essay, and I had much pleasure in listening to it. it.
was delivered, as one would expect anything emanating fromu liim would be delivered,
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very well indeed-the English was admirable, and the style not to be found fault with.
But there was very considerable play of imagination, and in this respect the lcarned Counsel
on the other side have a great advantage over ne, for I am obliged to stick to hard facts.
Thev have followed the practice of the free-swimming fish, and taken a little trip through
historv ini a most graceful but free-and-easv madner. Mr. Dana sets out by stating that
the fisheries belonged to the United States, and particularly to the State of Massachusetts,
because, savs lie, they were won by the " bow and spear " of Massachusetts men. I never
had the pleasure of visiting any of the museuns of Boston or other cities of New England,
where those bows and spears arc, presumably, hung up, but if those bows of that olden
tine were anything like so long as the bow which American orators, statesmen, and lawyers
sometimes now-a-days draw in defence of real or imaginary American rights, then 1 must
confess that they must bave been most formidable weapons. It is a very extraordinary
view, certainly, to present, that because those people fought in some former time with sorne
persons on the coast-Mr. Dana does not say whether thev were French, or barbarians, or
Indians-they at that time being British subjects, they thereby acquired the right to our
fisheries.

But Mr. Foster went a step further. le stated-l suppose it was this which set off
bis colleagues-that we are indebted to the people of Massachusetts for now being in pos-
session of Nova Scotia, and that it was entirely owing to their efforts that the British fiag
waves to-day on the Citadel, instead of that of France. Well, it was rather a bold assertion
to inake, certainly. I believe some of these Massachusetts men were fighting characters
in those days. They fought with the people of England, and came out because they could
not live in peace and quietude under British rule; they came out and found liberty of
conscience for themselves. and terrified other people by burning witches and stripping
Quakers, showing that, after all, the old British intolerance was pretty well uppermost.
But they were fighting people always, and they came over, and no doubt fought with the
French to some extent; and for the first time, I knew they went down to Le Pre, and
committed the abominable outrage of turning out all the Acadians ; I suppose they were
comnanded bv General Winslow. Mr. Dana should have told Mr. Longfellow the story
before he wrote " Evangeliie," because, probably, the British iight not have sufflred so
much in public opinion if it had been generally known that they were Massachusetts people
who coimitted the outrage. I am glad to this extent that the people of Nova Scotia are
relieved froni the odium. .A friend placed in my hands, after the statement had been
made, a well-known history of England, containing a statement which shows the spirit
in which the descent was made by the Massachusetts people upon the coast and. upon the
French. I find that about that time, after they had come here and fought, and-if I nay
accept Mr. Foster's view of history as true-delivered us out of the hands of the French,
they sent a claini to England for their services. That claim was laid before the Br3itish
Parlianent, 'which, at the instance of George II, voted them the large sum, in those days,
of 115,0001. for their services. So, besides being fighting men, they were cute enough to
get paid for their trouble. Now, by the rule qui facit per alium facit per se, it was Great
Britain herself that was filghting, and these were her hired troops. If the people of Massa-
chusetts are going to set up a claiii to the Province of Nova Scotia and ail the fisheries on
the score of their fighting, the money so paid to them should be given back, and 115,0001.
with 125 years' interest will be a sum which we will condescend to receive for our fisheries
and go and live somGwhere else, as we must do when our fisheries are gone.

That is really the history of that transaction on which the Counsel of the United States
so vaunt themselves. I do not say that the Massachusetts men did not fight well; no
doubt they did. Mr. Foster says they were people who knew their rights, and, knowing,
dared maintain them. The people of this Dominion also knew their rights, and will main-
tain them too. When I know that the present learned and able Chief Justice of Nova
Scotia is sitting in this chamber, within sound of ny voice, as I now speak-when i see the
portraits of his eminent predecessors, and of Sir Fenwick Williams of Kars, and Sir John
Inglis of Lucknow (both sons of Nova Scotia) looking down upon me from the walls, I
know that our rights have been and are thoroughly understood, and can, if necessary, be
bravely upheld and defended in the future as they have been in the past. But 1 presume
the day will never again come when Great Britain will be forced to measure strength with the
United States. It is perfectly idle to make use of such language in an inquiry such as
this, and in mîaking these remarks I do not wish to be understooa as saying anything that
can be considered at all offensive to my friends of the United States; I make thein simply
in answer to observations made, as I subnit, most unnecessarily by them.

Mr. Dana's other propositions I will pass over as rapidly as i can consistently. -le said
we had no territorial waters-that no nation has. He stakes bis reputation on thât point.

Mr. Dana.-No; you misunderstood nie.
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Mr. Thomson.-On page 67 Mr. Dana says:-

"Now, these fishermen should not be excluded except froma necessity, some kind of necessity,
and I am willing to put at stalke whatever little reputation I may have as a person acquainted with
the jurisprudence of nations, (and the less reputation, the more important to me) to maintain this
proposition, tbat the deep-sea fisherman, pursuing the free-swirnning fish of the ocean with his net,
or his leaded line, not touching shores or troubling the bottom of the sea, is no trespasser, though he
approaches -within'three miles of a coast, by auy established, recognized law of all nations."

Now, I say that the meaning of that proposition is this, that there are no such things
as territorial waters. I say it means that and nothing else. That is a distinct affirmation,
that by international law any fisherman can approach within not merely three miles of
the coast, but within any distance from the coast, if he keeps bis leaded line from touching
the bottom, and the keel of his vessel from touching the land, and that no international
law excludes him. Upon that extraordinary proposition T take direct and unqualified
issue.

Mr. Dana.-What is the proposition to which you refer?
Mr. Thomson.-The proposition was that there are no such things as territorial

waters.
Mr. Dana.-I made no such proposition. The question was this--was there among

territorial rights the right to exclude fishermen from fishing ?
Mr. Thomson.-I did say this, that Mr. Dana had put forward the proposition that

no nation possessed territorial waters. But no doubt that was too broad, because there
may be territorial waters so enclosed by land that I presume no question could arise in
regard to them, therefore I stated his proposition too broadly. But Mr. Dana does not
confine his statement to the one that no nation bas absolute territorial rights over waters;
He says that any foreign fisherman can come within any distance of the shores, and if he
does not allow bis leaded line or the keel of bis vessel to touch the bottom, he has an
undoubted right to fish.

Mr. Dana.-There is no established recognized law of all nations against it.
Mr. Thomson.-Mr. Dana says, "by any established, recognized law of all nations."

I do not wish to have any fencing about words ; I use words in their ordinary meianing.
I presume Mr. Dana means civilized nations. I do not suppose he will contend that, if
the civilized nations of Europe and America had recognized a doctrine totally different from
that enunciated by him, but the King of Ashantee or Siam or some other potentate away
off in the interior of the vast Continents of Asia and Africa had not acceded to that
doctrine, it was not therefore the law of nations. I presume he refers to the civilized
nations. I will now show the Commission that the proposition submitted by Mr. Dana has
no foundation in international law. I say again, that I understand the expression to mean
all civilized nations.

I undertake to prove the co6ntrary of that proposition to be true, not only by inter-
national law writers in England, but also by the writers in the United States. Taking up
the English writers, I call your attention to I. Phillimore, page 180, edition of 1854, at
which lie says:

"Besides the rights of property and jurisdiction within the limit of cannon shot froin the shore,
there are certain portions of the sea which, though they exceed this verge, may, under special
circumstances, be prescribed for."

The writer there assumed that in regard to the three mile line there was nu doubt
about it. Sir Robert Phillimore farther wrote

"Maritime territorial rights extend, as a general rule over arms of the sea, bays, gulfs, estuaries,
which are enclosed, but not entirely surrounded by land, belonging to one and the same state."

Not only does Sir Robert Phillimore lay down the law that round the coast of any
maritime nation, to the extent of three miles, its territorial waters flow, but he goes further,
and says that in the case of estuaries and bays, inclosed within headlands, such estuaries
and 'bays belong to the State. That would have been an authority, had the headland
question per se, come up for argument. I state it, however, for another purpose. That is
an authority which at all events shows the views of one of the greatest writers on Inter
national Law upon the subject under discussion.

Mr. Dana.-Is there anything said about fisheries.
Mr. Thomson.-I have read the passage, and will hand you the book if you -desire it.
Mr. Dana.-The question is, whether among thé rights is there one to exclude

fishermenb
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Mr. Thomson.-With great respect for Mr. Dana, I am meeting the proposition as I
find it in his argument, not as lie chooses to eut it down. It is thus stated:-

That the deep-sea fisherman, pursuing the free-swimmning fish of fle ocean with his net or his
leaded line, not touching shores or trawling the liottoin of the sea, is io trespasser, thougli he approach
within three miles of a coast, by any established, recognized 1aw of all nations."

I think the onus probandi lies on Mr. Dana, and those who support such a proposition,
of showing that there is a special exception to be made in favour of fishermen of all nations
by vhich they can enter, without permission, the territorial waters of another nation-a
foreign nation-and be no trespassers. I have shown that the waters are territorial ; that
is all I have to do. The moment I show that the waters are territorial, then for all
purposes they arc as nuch part of the State as are the lands owned by the State, with the
exception that vessels prosecuting innocent voyages may sail over them without committing
any trespass; they may pass to and fro to their respective ports, but foreigners can pursue
no business withni those waters any more than they can pursue business on land.

Mr. Dan e.--Can nations inclose them?
Mr. Thomson.-In answer to that question, 1 say that nations cannot inclose them.

Other nations have the right of way over them, and the right in case of tempest to enter
the ports. Humanity dictates that. But no business can be pursued by the citizens of
one nation within the territorial waters of another, whether that business be carried on by
fishermen or by any other class of persons. That proposition is sustained by the authority
I have read fron Phillimore. I will show, however, that Sir Robert Phillimore does not
stand alone, and that it is not the law of En'gland only, but the law of the United States as
well. I call vour attention to Wheatoui on International Law, page 320. This language
is used:-

" The maritime territory of every state extends to the ports, harbours, bays, mnouths of rivers, and
adjacent parts of the sea inclosed by headlands, belonging' to the saine state. The geieral usage
of nations superadds to this extent of territorial jurisdiction a distance of a marine league, or as far as
a camion shot will reach from the shore aflong all the coasts of the state. Within these limits its
right of property aid territorial jurisdiction are absolute, and excNlde those of every other nation."

Mark the emphatic language of this great writer on International Law

" ithin, tise liMits Ï4 rights of property a n terrioria juri(diction arcabso ."

He declares that no right to interfere with these limits in any way is possessed by
other people or by other classes of people. If fishermen had the right to approach within
these limits of territorial jurisdiction wmich extend to the distance of three marine miles
from the coast, no English-speaking writer on International Law would use the terni here
employed, and say that every nation whose coasts are surrounded by these territorial waters
bas such an absolute rigtht. Under such circumstances, the author would have used the
teri " qualified right;" and supposing that fishermen were the only class to be allowed
within these waters, he would say at once that "these nations have this right against all the
world, except fishermen, vhio undoubtedly have the right to fish within those waters if they
do not touch the land with the lead of their fishing lines or with the keels of their vessels ; '
but no one has so written, and this very accurate author, who is quoted with approbation
by English and Continental writers on International Law, states that-

"Within these limnits its rights of property aqnd territorial jurisdiction are absolute, and exclude
those of every other nation."

This language, I repeat, is emphatie, and I an glad that it is the language of an
American writer, because 1 presume that it will in consequence have greater weight with
Mr. Dana.

M-r. Dana.-I would like to ask my learned friend whether lie would himself be willing
to adopt that language and say that these rights of property are absolute.

Mr. Tiiomso.-Yes; 1 have seen no decision which in any way qualifies that, unless
it can be said that the case of the Queen v. Keyn (which is quoted against us in the Ame-
rican Brief, and reviewed at some length in the British Brief in reply) qualifies it. To that
case it will become my duty to refer by-and-bye.

Mr. Wheaton further states that "the general usage of nations superadds to this
extent of territorial juyisdiction a distance of a marine league, or as far as a cannon shot
will reach frion the shore along all the coasts of the State."

Nowe, I say that the propositions of International Law thus laid down by'this very
eminent Aierican writer are entirely at variance with the doctrine laid down by Mr. Danai
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Mr. Dana bas put to me a question which I am quite willing to anwer. It is this:-
Whether or no I would myself, if writing on the subject, use suchi language as that, and
say that a nation bas exclusive right of property within its territorial waters.

Mr. Dana.-Absolute right.
Mr. Thomson.-Yes, absolute right of property; with the single exception-which is,

of course understood by all writers on the subject-that the ships of other nations have a
right to pass through and by those waters for innocent purposes, and in cases of storm to
enter harbours, or anchor in them for the purpose of shelter. I say that nations have
such absolute right ; and that there is no law of nations-no International Law, or any
other law anywhere, by which fishermncn or any other class have the privilege of comning
within those waters and fishing without the permission of the nation to whom those
territorial waters belong, and whose coasts they wash.

Let me now turn the attention of your Excellency and Honours to the case of the
Queen v. Keyn, upon the authority of which Mr. Dana very mucb. relies. In that case
the prisoner was indicted for the crime of manslaughter, alleged to have been committed
by himu on board a foreign ship, of which lie was the Captain, in the English Channel, and
within three miles of the British shore. He was tried in the Central Criminal Court .of
London, and convicted. A novel point of law was raised by the prisoner's Counisel and
reserved for the Judge. In order to understand the bearing of that point, I think it right
to explain to the Commission that, in order to clothe English Courts of Assize with the
common-law jurisdiction to try offenders, the offence must have been committed within the
body of a county. Unless so committed, no grand jury could indict, and no petit jury try
or convict a prisoner. Those large bodies of sea water within English headlands, called
"King's Chambers," were considered to lie within the bodies of counties, as the case of
the Queen v. Cunningham, cited in the "British Brief," shows. No formai decision had
ever, so far as I am aware, determined that the territorial waters lying around the external
coasts of England were within bodies of counties. Over offences comiitted upon the seas,
and not within bodies of counties, the jurisdiction of the Lord High Admiral attached, and
he or bis deputies, sitting in Admiralty Court. tried and punished the offenders.

By a statue passed in the reign of William IV., the criminal jurisdiction of the
Admiral was transferred to Judges of Assize, and to the Central Criminal Court. The
substance of the objection raised by Captain Keyn's Counsel was this: The realm of
England over which the Common-law jurisdiction extends, does not reach beyond the line
of low water, and therefore the Court bas no common-law right to try the prisoner. la
regard to the Admiralty jurisdiction conferred upon it by the statute of William, that
cainot affect the question, because the Admiral never had jurisdiction over foreign vessels,
or over crimes committed on board of them. The Court of Appeal quashed the conviction,
holding, by seven Judges against sir, that the realn or England did not, at common-law;
extend, on lier external coasts, beyond the line of low water. But the Judges who quashed
the conviction all held that the Parliament of Great Britain had the undoubted right -l
confer upon the Courts of the Kingdom full authority to deal with all questions arising within
her territorial waters around the evternal coasis. Owing to the absence of such legislationi
Captain Keyn escaped punishment.

The Court of Appeal in this case was conposed of thirteen Judges, and it is well to
bear in mind that the authority of the judgment is greatly weakened by the fact that x
were one way and seven the other.

Mr. Dan.-One of them'died.
Mr. Thomson.-Judge Archibald lied, I think ; and after his death, the decision of

the Court, letting the man go free and holding that the Central Criminal Court had no
jurisdiction in the matter, was given bv the casting vote of the Lord Chief Justice of
England, Sir Alexander Cockburn.

I was surprised at Mr. Dana, who, whilst commenting on this case-I presume that
he had not read it very recently-stated that the Common-law lawyers -were greatly
puzzled, and that the Civil-law lawyers alone-

Mr. Dana.-I said other lawyers-other tha those who were strictly trained in the
Cormmon-law.

Mr. Thomson.-I think that I can give your exact language.
Mr. Dana.-You will flnd it on page 71 of our argument. .

Mr. Thomson.-Mr. Dana said

"The Franconia case which attracted so much attention a short time ago did not raise t iis qustion,
but it is of sone importance for is to reméinber. There there was no question of headlands. It
was a straight Eue coast, aud the vessèl wvas within thiree miles of the shore. But what was the ship
doing ?' Shé w'as bearingUher -way dôwn the English Ciannel against:the sea and wind; and sheý'made
her stretchés toward theEnglish. shore, ,omingiasmear as safety permitted and:thenitoltheYreneh
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shore. She was in innocent use of both shores. She vas not a trespasser, becanse she tacked within
three miles of the British shore-' a]] this I conceded.' It was a necessity, so long as that channel
was open to commerce. The question which arose was this. A crime having been committed on board
of that ship while she was within three miles of the -British coast, was it committed within the body
of the county? Was it committed within the realm, so that an English sheriff could arrest the man,
an English grand jury indict him, an English jury convict him, under English lw, le being a foreigner
on board a foreign vessel, bound from one foreign port to another, while perlhaps the law of his own
country was entirely different? Well, it was extraordinary to see how the common-law lawyers were
put to their wit's end to make anything out of that statement. The thorough-bred common-law
lawyers were the men who did not understand it, it was others, who sat upon the bench, who under-
stood it better."

Now, 1 mean to say, that when iy learned friend delivered himself after this manner,
I think that he forgot who composed the Bench un this occasion. That Bench was wholly
composed of Common-law lawyers, with the solitary exception of Sir Robert Phillimore.
The only Civil-law Judge who then sat on the Bench, out of the whole thirteen, or what.
ever was the number, was Sir llobert Phillimore; and the judgment of the majority of the
Court wvas determined by a casting judgment, which was delivered by the Lord Chief
Justice against the jurisdiction of the Crown ; and of course this is a decision of which I
understand that Mr. Dana npproves. So far, however, fron the Common-law lawyers having
had nothing to do with this finding, the fact is, that if it had not been for the Common-
law lawyers no such decision would have been given at all.

Mr. Dana.-I do not include the Equity and Ohancery lawyers among the others.
Mr. Thomson.-No Equity or Chancery lawyers sat on the Bench, not one; all tlle

Judges who sat on that Bench were Comnon-law Judges, except. Sir Robert Phillimore,
who was a Judge of the High Court of Admiralty; and, as I have stated, the casting
decision was given by Lord Chief Justice Cockburn, himself a great Coinmon-law lawyer.

How was the Prliament of England to exercise or give jurisdiction over these waters,
unless they vere within the territorial jurisdiction of the nation, for neither the Parliament
of Enland nor the Parliament of any other country can possibly make laws for the
government of the high seas ? The moment you get within the three mile line of coastal
sea, vou are within the jurisdiction of the countrv whose .coast is washed by those waters.
The Lord Chief Justice decided on a technical ground against the.authority of the Crown,
but further stated his conviction-and so also expressly held ail the other Judges who
agreed with him--that it was within the province and the power of the British Parliament to
pass an Act by which its own jurisdiction and the jurisdiction of the Courts (over these
territorial waters which washed the coast) could be establisbed and maintained ; therefore,
so far from this judgment being against the doctrine that there are such territorial waters,
it is the very best authority which could possibly be given for saying that such jurisdiction
does exist. If it were not for.the law of nations, the very moment that you got beyond
the realm-that is to say, on the coast just below low-water mark, the nation. would have
no jurisdiction over you, and Parliament could not touch you at all, as you would then be
on the high seas; but, by the law of nations, all civilized countries have this jurisdiction
within the three mile line, and hence the Parliament or other legislative body existing
within the country can pass laws governing this territory ; and it was only the absence of
these laws that induced the Lord Chief Justice and the other Judges to arrive at the
decision to which they came. I therefore think, may it please your Excellency and your
Honours, that I have refuted this proposition of Mr. Dana's, and refuted it by the autho-
rities of his own country, as well as by British authorities.

Mr. Dana.-Which proposition do you nean-the one that I put, or the one which
you put?

Mr. Thomson.-I refer to the one which you put, viz., that there is no exclusive
jurisdiction enjoyed by any nation over its territorial waters.

There is now another thing to be mentioned. What is the practice of the United
States herself? Why, the United States has never permitted any vessel of any foreign
country to approach her coasts within the three mile limit to fish there. They have
uniformly excluded such vessels; and not only have they uniformly excluded them from
within the three mile limit, but further, they have also rigidly excluded them from the large
bays, such as the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays, and bays of a similar description-not
bays which are merely six miles in width at the mouth, but many miles beyond. The
whole practice of the United States is entirely against Mr. Dana's theory; and what is the
practice as recognized by this very Treaty, under which your Excellency and your Honours
are now sitting-this Treaty of 1871 ? What do you find is here given by Great Britain
to, and accepted by, the United States? It is the right to enter our territorial waters.;
end the United States gives to Great Britain, and Great Britain accepts from the United
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States the right to enter ler territorial waters ; and she absolutely not only gives that
right, which England accepts-and England admits her right, or otherwise she would not
accept the grant-but the United States also go a step further, and say that, " although
we give you the right to come on our coasts and fish in our waters within this privileged
and territorial distance, yet we ivarn you that we only give you that right for the portion of
our coasts lying to the northward of the 39th parallel of North latitude." Can anything
be clearer than that. It is in the face of that declaration of the United States herself, that
one of her Counsel, in arguing this case, advances this most extraordinary doctrine. If
Mr. Dana be right about that inatter, then the 39th parallel of North latitude is no barrier
at ail to our fishermen, and we have the rîght to go down and fish where we please along
the whole length of the coast of the United States. But do you think that this would be
tolerated for a moment ? What would be said to us if we attempted it ? Would it not
be this? "<You have admitted our rights, and we have admitted your rights, then how
dare you come to the southward of that line?" What could be said to that ? Why
clearly nothing, save that we were infringing our agreement.

And then, although I do not know that this, in itself, would have very much strength
as an argument, it might be mentioned that, in 1818, the Americans agreed, not on any
account whatever to cone within three miles of our coasts; but we never made any agree-
ment not to come within three miles of their coasts. At ail events, we are not hampered
by any such agreement; and if this novel law be correct, as Mr. Dana lays it down, then,
beyond a doubt, we bave a right to fish on their coast anywhere we please. . There can be
no doubt about that at ail. It belongs to the law of nations, says Mr. Dana, that, as ]ong
as our leaded line does not touch bottom, and our vessel's keel touches no sand beneath
the water, we have the undoubted right to go there and fish ; but I am very much afraid
that the Americans would treat us to some of their torpedoes if we were to go down there,
and explode us out of those waters in a very short time ; and I. think that we w-ould, under
such circunistances, have very scant sympathy from the civilized world. What does
Mr. Dana, or the other Counsel in this case, mean by raising this question ? A number of
the observations made by Mr. Dana, in the course of his speech, I could understand would
well become the hustings. i could well understand that, in a speech before a Legislative
Assembly, having a jurisdiction over the matter, for the purpose of getting such Assembly
to alter the law, he might advance such reasons and argument to show why the law should
be altered; but are we not now met-the very point which has been forgotten by some of
the Counsel-to determine the relative value of reciprocal privileges bestowed on each
nation by the Treaty of 1871 ? Is not that Treaty the charter under which you sit? and
does not that expressly admit that we have this three-mile limit? And have not the
Americans accepted ail our terms ? They got permission, by that Treaty, to enter these
liniits; and you are here to assess the damages which they ought to pay to Great Britain
for having that riglit extended to them. Why are these questions raised at ail?

1 nust now refer to some language employed by Mr. Daia, which, I hope, he used.
unadvisedly. I am not going to say a harsh word at ail; but, I confess, it struck nie that
a great deal of what he said was out of place; and I only refer to it for the reason, which
I stated at the outset, that i cannot pass by these observations without notice, lest it
should be said hereafter that they were put forth by a man of high reputation at the United
States' Bar, and therefore advanced seriously on behalf of the United States, and that Great
Britain stood here, represented by her Counsel, and never dissented from these views.
Let me now say what they are. I will first take one expression, which he uses on page 69.
He says

"But there were great difficulties attending the exercise of this right of exclusion-very great
difficulties. There always have been, there always will be, and I pray there always shall be such, until
there be fiee fishing as well as free trade in fish."

Now, I hope that my learned friend, Mr. Dana, used that language unadvisedly. If
Mr. Dana had been a member of, a igh Commission, appointed to settie new Treaties
between two countries-two great and Christian countries, as Mr. Foster characterized
Great Britain and the United States-this language rnight· then beused, and he might
then pray that the tim would come when there should be no such exclusion- but, i think
it is a very different thing when the law stands as it does, fixed, and as yet unaltered, and
unalterable for the next seven or eight years, to employ this dangerous and incendiary
language. I use the term incendiary, in thisway: I féar that this language will coine to the
ears and be read hy the eyes of a class of men, whom the evidence laid before your Excellency
and yonu Horours if it be n entirely untrue, sows are not always the most peaceable
and la-abiding citizensto be found in this world. Those fishermen are sométimes rather
lawless m en; and if they find language s uh as this usedl by the lips of a 1ared d



eminent Counsc of the United States, they may say at once, "This is Unitcd tates'
doctrine, and they will back us up; and if we break throuàh these laws, which wc know
perfectly well were passed for the purpose of preventing us having these rights, and passed
for the purpose of preventing us entering these waters, the United States will back us up,
for she has said so through her Counsel." I deprecate that language very much.

In this connection I will point out some other sentences, from which I entirely dissent
for the saine reason. I will take the following statement, which wvill be found on page 71
of the Argument:-

"There was, at the same time, a desire growing on both sides for reciprocity of trade, and it
becamie apparent that there could be no peace between these countries until this attenpt at exclusion
by imaginary ines, always to be matters of dispute, was given up-until we came back to our ancient
riglts and positions. It was more expensive to Great Britain than to us. It made more disturbance
in the relations between Great Britain and lier provinces than it did between Great Britain and
ourselves ; but it put every nan's life ii poril ; it put the results of every mnan's labour ii lieril, and
for whbat? For the imaginary right to exchude a deep-sea fisherman from dropping his lok or Lis
net into tue water for the free swimming lish, that have no habitat, that aire the proierty of nolbody,
but which are created to be caughît by iishermen."

I again say that these views might possibly be properly advanced by Bigh Commis-
sioners appointed to seule iew Treaties between nations; but, in respect to a definite
Treaty whicl cannot be altered, and over which this Commission bas no power whatever,
this languagé ouglit never to have been uttered.

Again, on page 72, we find the following:-

That, iay it pilcas the tribunal, is the nature of this thiree-imilo exclusion, for the reliquish-
ment of which Great Britain asks us to nmake pecuniary compensation. It is one of immense impor-
tance to lier, a cause of constant trouble, ai, as I shan show you-as lias been shown you already by
my predecessors-of very little pecuniary value to England, in sharing it with us, or to us in obtaining
it, but a very dangerous instrument for two nations to play with."

Now, I cannot conceive why any danger should exist in connection with any solemn
agreement made by two great nations which clearly understood their respective rights
under tiat agreement. I am not now talking of the headland question at all. I an not
(liscussing that, but there is an explicit agreement that these people shall not enter waters
within three miles of the land, and how that became a " dangerous instrument," unless one
or other of the parties to it intend to commit a breach of it, I cannot understand. Of course,
Great Britain does not intend to commit any breach of it, because she gained no privilege
under it ; and, unless the United States' fisiermen intend to violate it, and the United
States intend to uphold them in committing this breach of international law, and this
breach of faith, I cannot see wlere this " dangerous instrument " is.

ir. Dana.-Does the learned Counsel refer to the present Treaty?
Mr. Thonson.-Oh, certainly not. As I stated at the outset, I cannot perceive why this

language was used at all, because, under the Treaty by virtue of which you are now sitting,
there is no question about this at all. The Treaty of 1818 has nothing to do with this
inquiry except, indeed, showing how Americans were formerly excluded fron the limits,
and therefore, what privileges-they have gained under the Treaty of Washington.

So, on the saine page, 72, he says, after alluding to the abrogation of the Reciprocity
Treaty

" We cwere remitted to the antiquated and most undesirable position of exclusion, but we remained
in that positiou ouly five years, from 1866 unîtil .1871, until a new Treaty could be made, aud a little
while longer, until it could be put into operation. What was the result of returning to the old system
of exclusion? Why, at once the cutters and the ships of var that were watchinxg these coasts spread
their sails; they stole out of the harbours where they had been hidden, they banked their fires, they
lay in wait for the American vessels, and tley 1,ursued theim fron headland to headland, and from
bay to bay; sonetines a British officer on the quarter-deck--and then ve were comparatively safe-
but sometimes a new-fledged provincial, a temporary officer, and then we were anything but safe. And
they seized us and took us, not into court, but they took us into harbour, and they stripped us, and
the crew left the vessel, and the cargo was landed; and at their will and pleasure the case at last
miglit come into court. Then, if we were disnissed, we had no costs, if there was probable cause, ve
could not sue, if we had not given a montlh's notice, and we were helpless."

I repeat that I deprecate these teris. Who brought the cutters down upon them
after 1866? Did Great Britain do so? Did the Dominion of Canada do so ? Most
certainly not. The United States did so. Their eyes were open to the consequences of
their act. and the United'States, under these circunstances, of their own mere motion,
abrogated the Treaty of 1854, by which common privileges were given to American and
British fishermen. It was their own act by whicli that Treaty was abrogated, and as a
consequence, they were remitted to the old system of exclusion. We did not do this.
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According to Mr. Dana, during all this time, during the twelve years that this Treaty was
in force, oui- cutters were lying in all our harbours, with their fires banked, and new-
fledged-officials, clothed in a little brief authority, strutting the quarter-deck, waiting ta
come out and make piratical excursions against American fishing-vessels.

Is that description borne out by the evidence ? I appeal to your Excellency and
your H onours whetlier that is language which ought to have been used on this occasion.
I emphatically say that it is not. I say that it is calculated to excite a bad feeling amongst
these fishermen, who are not too mucli disposed to be governed by the law any way, and to
make them more lawless in the future than they have been in the past.

I will now read another statement to which I take exception. It is to be found on
page 73. While speaking of the imposition of the licences, and of their prices beingraised,
&c., lie said this

«Why, this was the result-I do not say it vas the motive-that it left our fishermen unpro-
tected, and brought out their cutters and cruizers, and that whole tribe of harpies that line the coast,
like so imany vreckmen, ready to seize upon any vessél and take it into port and divide the plunder.
It left us a prey to them and unprotected."

Now, may it please your Excellency and your Honours, I would be less than a man,
and be doing less than my.duty, if I did not repudiate that language, and if I did not say
there is not a tittle of evidence to warrant that language being used in this Court. This
is not a matter to laugh at and joke about at ail. These are serious statements which go
forth to the public, and statements which, if they are uncontradicted, are calculated to
prejudice not only the good relationships .which subsist between the United States and
Great Britain, but also those that exist between Great Britain and the Dominion of Canada
herself. If it were true that lier oficers were a set of harpies, preying on the United
States' lishermen and seizing their vessels, taking them into her harbours, and dividing the
plunder, it would be time that England should interfere, but such is not the case. 1
appeal to every member of this Commission, to your Excellency and your Honours,
whether there lias been a tittle of evidence adduced warranting the use of languago such
as that. We have had no evidence at all upon this subject, except the testiniony, I think,
of a witness whose name I forget, and who gave evidence about a Mr. Derbv, who com-
manded one of the Government vessels. He stated that Captain Derby came on board,
and was going to seize the vessel, when the master said that lie would go on board of the
cutter, see Mr. Derby, and settle the matter up; and that the master, when he came back,
said that he had settled it up with Mr. DerbV for 25 barrels of mackerel. On cross-
examination cf this man, I discovered by his own admission that they had been in the
harbour of Margaree that morning, or so'mewhere ori the coast of Cape Breton, and had
then taken more than 25 barrels of mackerel ivithin the three-mile limit

So that, if his statement weretrue, all that Captain Derby had done was, instead of
putting the law into force and seizing tha'tvessel, and confiscating ber tackle and apparel
and furniture, and ail the cargo she had on board, lie had let the man off by taking only
25 barrels, which had been caught within British limits.

Does that look like the act of a man who was a "harpy," or a "pirate," or who was
disposed to " divide the plunder ?" But I-say, moreover, it is convenient to make these
chargs-I speak now of the witnesses; and not of Mi. Dana-it is convenient for a witness
to make charges against a marr who is dead. Captain Derby is no* lying in his ,grave.
The tongue that could come forward and show the falsehood and siander of that statement
is silent for ever, and it is cheap work for this witness, with respect to a dead man, to say
that such ànd such a thing was done, ivhën ho knows that the falseness of his statements
cannot be proven. I pay very little respect tó such testimony; and, with the exception of
this, not a particle'of evidence bas beenuresented in the course of this long inquiry which
would justify the naking of this very serious charge by Mr. Dana. On behalf of Her
Majesty's Government, I repudiate that languagec.I say that it is not called for in this
case, and that there are no facts proven to warrant it.

Again, we have very strong language .usedin reference to Mr. Pattilo, and it has been
said that if a portion of his blood lad been shed, the seas would have probably been
"incarnadined." But what is Pattilo's own statement? A curious subject was Mr. Pattilo
to go to war about. What kind of a character he was when young, I-knew no; but some
person told me that e had experienced religion before he canie into this Court. I thought
that if hlihad; theold man wasnot entirely crucified in hi&nwhe le gâ'e his evidence
here. What:did lie tell yo? That he w'a a Neya Scotianbybirth, thwt héent tothé
United States, as be had a right te do, and,that ihe took the oath of aliegiance there, as ie'
had aWight te do. And when Ipt tó himtbe questionas te wete n held taken
this oath"f allegiance, e hbd odttakein oaöth of abjüratin agaist ueen toria and
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,everything British, lie admitted that lie had. Now, -in this there was nothing criminal.
He had a perfect riglt to take the oath of allegiance there, and certainly nobody cared to
have him remain in Nova Scotia. But what did he *do ? After becoming au American
citizen, and a citizen more American than they are thenselves, lie takes his vessel into the
Gulf, and systematically trespasses on our fisheries. It is not attempted to say that when
it ,suited his convenience lie did not go in and trespass on.our fishing rights. He had no
scruples, when it suited him to do so, about fishing inside the limits; and, so far did lie
carry this matter, that be absolutely sailed up into the territorial waters of Newfoundland,
and got into the ice close up to the shore; and, when some officers cane there, he armed
bis crew, and set them ail at defiance. He said that he drove away the " whole calabash "
of the officers. - At all events, he kept then off, and stayed there the whole winter, cutting
holes in the ice, fishing, taking herring up and walking off with themf. This man did not
appear to -understand that there are national rights which he could infringe. Wäas à
man like that; one to go to war about?

Take his own account of the circumstances, and of the shots fired at'his vessel, and
what was it ? He was passing through the Gut of Canso, and having the advantage of
those very lights which one of the Consuls of his adopted country, Mr. Norton, has stated
in his despatches to be absolutely necessary to their fishermen, and for which they ought
to pay. Now, for the use of these lights, which save vessels from being destroyed, which
warn them of their danger when danger is near, he refused to pay the dues. He does not
,pretend to say that lie did not know that the officer in question had a perfect right to
collect these duties; but uevertheless, instead of paying, lie asks, "Where are vour
papers ? " The officer replies, "I have left ny papers on .shore." "Then," excliims
Pattilo, i be off out of here," and he.gives a most graphic description of how he turned
the officer into his boat. I should think that lie was a nice subject to go to war about.

Mr. Foster.-This affair arose, not because lie would not pay thelight dues, but because
he had the charity to bring home a woman.

Mr. Thomson.-No, it occurred on account of the refusal to pay light dues.
Mr. Foster.-Tbere is no evidence to that effect.
M1r. Thomson.-I will turi to the evidence, and we will see. I think that your

.Excellency and your Honours will recollect that it was the light dues whicli the officer
wanted to collect. If Pattilo stated that it was for bringing home and landing a lady, who
wanted to be landed there, I should say at once that you would not believe it. To suppose
that any officer of any English or Dominion cutter would undertake to fire shots after hin
because he landed a lady to whom lie bad charitably given passage to some place in the
Gut of Canso, is simply too ridiculous a supposition to be tolerated for a4moment. Well, I
will not take up your time now with this subject, but if my learned friend will turn to the
evidence, and point out that I am mistaken i saying that the trouble arose with reference
to the liglit dues, I will admit:my error.

Mr. Foster.-Will you read these two paragraphs?
Mr. Thomson.-In the course of rny cross-exanination of this witness, the followin'

evidence was given
"Q. Were you lying close inshore ?-A. I was at anchor and not fishing.
"Q. Lying close inslhore ?-A. Yes, right close in, under -Margaree ior shelter. He did not

attempt to take me ; if he had I would have given hima a clout, but he took another vessel, the 'fllarp,'
Captain Andrews. Ikept a watch all night,,but they did not come alongside; if they had, we vould
have given them grape shot, I bet."

I thought that I could not be mistaken at all about it
Q. Had you grape shot on board ?-A. We had a-gun loaded with ýsugs or something of that sort.
"Q. In fact then you were never boarded by a Customs or seizing officer ?-A. I was boarded by

.an oflicer who came for liglit noney, at Little Canso, that same year.
Q. Did you pay the light money ?-A. No.

"Q. Why ?-A. Because this man was not autborized to receive it.
"Q. What did you do ?-A. I hove him into his boat, of course,-and got rid of hi.

Q. You knew thatrthe liglit money was due ?-A. Certainly,;and I was willingto payit, had the
right man come for it.

"Q. Did he represent himself to be a Custom-house officer -A. Yes.
"Q. Did you aski him for his authority ?-A. Yes.
"Q. And did he show it ?-A. No.
Q. And then you threw him overboard ?-A. I told him'he had to leave, and seeing he would

not go, I seized'lini bythe nape of the neck and his.bréeches'and put him·into his boat."

There is an express distinction made in his statements.
Mr. Foster.-You want to read only what you lease of the whole story. "Read on;
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Mr. Thomson.-If Mr. Foster seriously thinks that I am vrong in saving that thiS
man refused to pay the light money, I will do so. The officr distinctly caie to collect
the light money, and this man put. the officer overboard, and into his boat. I' wilf
continue the quotation: "I He was.bound to take me, because I had landed a poor girl."

" Q. Was this girl contraband ?-A.. Yes, I supposed they called her so at any rate I do not
know thatshe is now-in town, but she became lawyer Blanchard'swife afterwards. I merely took her, on,
board as a passenger, and landed her. Afterwards I was fired at and chased by three cutters.

"Q. For putting this officer overboard ?-A. No, I did not put him, overboard, but .I put him into,
lis boat.

"Q. In lawyer's phrase, did you gently Iay- hands on him ?-A. I put- hin in his boat, in the
shortest way. He stripped off and said it wouldl take'a man to handle him, but I made up my mind
that he should not stop, though I did notwant to fight, still I was quite able to take my own part: I
talked with him and told him that I hd. merely landed a.poor girl with her effects, a trunk and a band
box, &c., but this would not do him ; -when he came on board.he asked: ' Who is master of this vessel.?,
Says I, 'I am for lack of a better.' L Says he, -'I. seize this vesse],' and with red chalk he put the King's,
broad R on the mainmast. He wanted the jib hauléd down in ordexr to havé the boat taken on board.
We had not come to an anchor, but I told him that he would have to wait a while. Finally he came'
down below and I took the papers out of- acanister, and.being a little excitedof course, in hauling off
the cover, a receipt for light dues, which; I had paid :that year, dropped on the forecastle floor. He,
picked it up aud said'Ie would, give me a receipt on the back of it. Says I, 'Who are you ?' He
answered; 'I am Mr. Bigelow, the Light Collector.' ' Well,' says 1, 'where are your documents ?, Savso
lie, 'I have left them, ashore.' 'Then,' says I,, 'go ashore, you vagabond, you. have no business here."
Says he, 'Won't you pay me ? 'Not a red cent,' says 1; 'out with you.'. He cried out, 'Put the,
helm down.' Says 1, 'Put the helm up ;' but he came pretty near shoving us ashore, as we were within
10 fathoms of the rocks. Says he, 'Who are yo V I said, 'I arn Mr. Pattilo.' Says he, 'You
vagabond, I know the Pattilos.' ' WeUl,' says 1, ' then you must know me, for there are only two of us.'
Says he, ' I will take you anyhow - I will have a cutter from Big Canso. There will be a man-of-war
there; and if there is not a man-of-war, there will be a cutter, and if 'there is not a pxutter, I will raise
the iilitia, for I am bound.to take you.' I asked him if he meant to do ail that, and he said he was jus£'
the iman to do it. I seized him to put him back-into his boat, and he stripped.off and told me that it
took a man to ihandle, him; with that I made a lunge at him,. and jumped ten feet. If he had not
avoided me, I.would have taken his head off his body. I then seized him and chucked him into his
boat. Then three.cutters came down and chased me."

Now, there- is the whole story. It. is perfectly ridiculous to suppose that the officer
when he;went down to collect the money, went down to seize the vessel.

Mr. Foster.-The whole of that recital is something which you introduced in yourj
cross-examination.

Mr. Thomson.-I certainly introduced it in my cross-examination. There can be no
doubt about:that at al. There were a good many disagreeable things which I introduced..
into my cross-examination of American witnesses; 'was probably here for. that purpose.
It was hard to get at ail that this gentleman, had done ;, but L wanted to discover 'it, and,
there is the story as told by himself.. Taking his story,;according to bis own account :it is
this: He andthe officer went down into the;cabin, and.theý officersupposed that.he was-
going topay the ligiht dues. This man. opened a canister, and a former receipt for light.
dues fell out. The officer,.was going, t give him a receipt on this paper, when Pattilo-
asked, '"here is.your authority?" followed with. "Get out you vagabond," when he
found that the officer had. not his papers with him. lu reference to. Mr. Dana's uncalled-
for:remarks reflecting upon,'.the- officersof. cruizers, which from time to time, have been.
engagedin protecting our fisheries. against:the trespasses of Armerican fishermen, I, deem
it my duty to nake a few observations. To the instructions issued in April 1866 by:
Mr. Cardwell,.Secretaryof:State for;the Coloniesto the Lords of the Admiralty, have
already had the honour:to;call the attention .of:this Commission.

Theispirit 'of forbearance and courtesy:in .which they were written speaks, for itself.
No unprejudiced miidcan fail to appreciate it., The instructions issued bythe Dominion.
Government for the' guidance' of; its ; own cruizers,. are, -nearlyi similar, in form, and whollr,
similar in spirit to those issued b'y the mother.country. And. here I would remark that
the Imperial Government does not appear tohave.entertained -for Dominion Commissions
the sane contemptuous opinion which,. unfortunately for us as aken possession. of
Mr. Dana's mind

Youwill see. that each of the Imperial officers is advised to obtain, if possible,
Commissions from the Dominion Government.

Mr.- Cardwell says, "« Any ofiLer .who is permanently charged 'with .the protection of
the fisheries in the waters of any ofthese Coloniies may find it useful to obtain such a
Commission."

No you w1 see that,' under'thèse insctrutions, no ywr of imediate seizure asL
given, 'àlthough sul pow é.t 'se ie exist ed under the Convention of 1818, and dÁra
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Statute of George III, passed to enforce that Convention; yet so liberal was the British
Government that they absolutely required cruizers, before seizing any one of these vessels
which might be found trespassing over the lines, to give a warning of two or three days,
and sometimes of twenty-four hours, as the case might be. You catn see at once what
was the effect of giving these instructions: Every American vessel inless she persistently
remained in these waters, and fished contrary to law, must of necessity escape. If they
were found fishing in prohibited waters, they were warned off, and told not to offend again,
but they could not be seized, of course, unless they committed an offence contrary to that
warning; and yet these officers are represented as if they were a body of naval freebooters.
If you judge of their character from the language of Mr. Dana, you would imagine that they
were a lot of pirates, vho reniained in their harbours, with fires banked and stearn up,
ready to rush out on unoffending fishing vessels, to catch and bring them into port, and
then to divide the plunder. This is the most extraordinary language that, I think, was
ever used to characterize a respectable body of men, or that will ever again be used, in
any Court, and especially in a High Court of Justice, such as this. The instructions state'
that:

"'American vessels found within these limits, should be warned, that by engaging, or preparing to
engage in fishing, tliey will be liable to forfeiture, and should reccive the notice to depart, which is contem-
plated by the laws of Nova Scotia. New Brunswick, anl Prince E dward Island, if within the waters of
one of those Colonies under circumstances of suspicion.' But they should not be carried into port,
except after wilful and persevering neglect of the warnings which they nay have received, and in case it
should become necessary to proceed to forfeiture, cases should, if possible, be selected for that extreme
step in which the offence of fishing has been committed within three miles of land."

Mr. Foster.-What year is that?
Mr. Thomson.-1866, April 12th. This was just after the expiration of the Recipro-

city Treaty.
Mr. Foster.-Vessels were seized without 'warning.
Mr. Thomson-Eventually this was the case, simply because it was found to be of no

use to treat these fishermen in this lenient manner. It had no effect on them, if they
could in any way possibly avoid the cutters. They took these concessions rather as a
right than as a favour, and in every instance in which they were tried, took the advantage
they conferred without showing any gratitude at all. They endeavoured, at all'hazards, to
force themselves into these bays; and then eventually to force themselves into the
prescribed limits ; and so it was at last found necessary by the Dominion Governnent to
give up the warning system. It was found that to warn these vessels was simply to give
them the right, the Moment that they received warning, to sail out, and then the moment
that the cutter turned her back, to sail in again; that is to say, they saved themselves
from being caught by a cutter at all. They received several warnings, I think, and
even if they had only one, they had the chance to: escape, and the result was that
nothing at all wàs done towards repressing the evil. These instructions, therefore, had to
be altered, and made more stringent; but, nevertheless, it was still i'equired that vessels
should not be seized, except when caught fagrante delicto, and actually fishing,or
preparing to fish, within the prescribed limit. - In truth, to preserve these waters, as thev
ought to be preserved, the moment that a vessel has once entered the limit, and incurred
forfeiture, no matter where she sails to afterwards, she should be liable to be seized, and
ought to be seized, in my humble judgment, and condemned, unless it could be clearly
shown that the captain, when he entered such limit, supposed that he was not committing
any breach of the law, and believed that he was four or five miles offshore, when, in fact,
he was within the three-mile limit. In such case, of course, no harshness. should be
extended towards hin. I will show you, however, before I get through, that the American
Government itself, having heard of these complaints-I dare say very much in the language
which Mr. .Dana has thought proper to use on this occasion--sent down Commodore
Shubrick to make inquiries into this matter; and you will find that Commodore Shubrick
found that these storiès were utterly unfounded.

A despatch dated the 9th September, 1853, was as follows:-

"[No. 23.] 'PRNcEToN,' AT PoRTSMoUTH, N.L,
" Septemb~er 19, 1853.

"Sm,-My despatches from the 1st to the 14th, inclusive, have informed the Department of the
movements of this ship up to the 16th of August.

"After leaving Halifax, I ran along the coast of: Nova Scotia to the Strait of Canso, which I
entered on the evening of the 17th, and anchored at Sand Point. On the next day I anchored
successively at Pilot Cove and Ship Harbour. At eaci of these places diligent inquiry was made of
the masters of American vessels, and, at the last, of our Consular Agent, in relation to the treatmaent of
our fishing vessels by the armed vessels of other nations, and no instance was learned of anyimproper
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interference. Some cases were reported of vessels having been warned off who were found fishing or
loitering within three miles of the shores.

"It was thought advisable to make particular inquiry in this stràit, as it is the passage through
wbich great numbers of vssels' pass, and where wood, water, and other supplies' are obtained,; and
althoughi there were not many Americans in it at the time of our visit, I was informed by the Consular
Agent that in the course of the last year eleven thousand vessels, of. all kinds, were. counted passing
through both ways, and some must have passed in the nighlt who were not counted.

"From the Strait of Canso I went to Pictou. This port is the residence of the Consul of the
United States for the north coast of Nova Scotia, to whom complaints of interference would naturally
be made, if atny should be experienced within the limits of his Consulate ; but he had heard of none.

" From Pictou I crossed over to Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, and inquired into the case
of the schooner 'Starlight,' seized by Her Majesty's steamer 'Devastation; the official papers in
relation to which were forwarded with my despatch No. 15.

"The 'Fulton' having joined me at Pictou, accompanied me to Charlottetown, that some slight
repairs migiht be made to her mnachinery, under the direction of Chief Engineer Shock. She was
despatched on the evening of the 29th August, under instructions, copies of which accompany 'this.

" Leaving Charlottetown it was found necessary to' anchor in the outer harbour of Georgetown,
in order to make some repairs to the engine of the 'Princeton '-the necessity of which was not
discovered until after we had lefft Charlottetown, but which, fortunately, could be doue :by our own
engmeers.

"On the 2nd September, at meridian, we anchored in Gaspe Bay, Lower Canada, having, in the
course of the night and morning, passed through many hundreds of fishing vessels, showing generally
American colours. These were all fishing outside the bays. The ship passed slowly through them
with her colours set, but it was'deemed best not to interrupt them in their fishing by boarding or
running so near as to hail. If any one of them had complaint to make, communication could be easily
had with'the ship, and' the slightest intimation of such a wish would have been immediately attended
to, but none was made.

" The 'Fulton' was at anchor in the inner harbour. A'copy of Lieutenant Commanding Watsons
report of bis proceedings under my orders of the 29th ultimo is with this.

"Soon after I anchored at Gaspe, I was informed that the 'anchorage, which I had taken by
advice of my pilot, was unsafe, if it should blow a gale from the east-of frequent occurrence at this
season. No pilot could be found to take so large a ship into the 'inner harbour, and, as night was
approaching, I got under way. and put to , sea with both vessels. It had now become necessary to
replenish our coal, and I determined to go to Sydney, in Cape Breton Island, for that purpose.

"I arrived at Sydney on the 4th, the ' Fulton,' in company, and;after taking on board a supply off
coal for each vessel, put to sea again on the morning of the 9th.

"Aftei a passage protracted by stroig head winds, and a part of the time by thick weather, we
anchored at St. John, New Brunswick, on the afternoon of the 13th.

"A large number of. persons, estimated at fifty thousand, were congregated at this place to witness
the ceremony off breaking ground'for the European and North American Railway. The occasion had
brought-the Lieutenant-Governor of the -Province, Sir Edmund Ilead, to St. John. We received
from the Lieutenant-Governor, and the authorities of the city, the most cordial welcome, and every
hospitality was extended to us nationally and individually.

«The absence from St. John of the Consul for the United States prevented my getting any official
information on the subject of the fisheries ; but from no source coùld I learn that' there had been any
occurrence of an unpleasant nature; and by al persons, official and private, here as in the other provinces,'
a most anxious desire was expressed that the rights and privileges ofthe citizns of the United States,
and of the inhabitants'ofthe provinces, in relation to the fisheries, might be so distinctly defined, and
so authoritatively annohneed, that there should be no room for misunderstanding, and no possible cause
for irritation on either side.

"I left St. John on the morning of the 17th instant, the Fulton' in *company, and anchored
outside of this harbour on the evening of the 18th, in a dense fog. This morning we have succeeded in
getting'to a good anchorage off .Fort Constitution.

"It is with 'great diffidence that, from the experience of so short a cruize, prosecuted, as is known
to the Department, under circunstances of unusual embarrassment, I offer a few suggestions as to the
description'off force most suitable for the protection of the fisheries, and as to the time most proper foi
its operations.

"'Some off the most valuable fisheries, such as those in Miramichi Bay, Chaleur Bay, and: north as
faras Gaspe,'are carried on in small vessels and. open boats, and close inshore. 'If, therefore, the
privilege to fishin those bays' is to be' 'maintained by us, the vessels for that service should be
small: steamers' of light 'draught of water. The shores of Prince Edward Island abouud with fish
of all kinds. The mackerel strike in early in the seasoD, and can only.be taken close in-shore.

"The fishing season around Magdalen Islands through' the Strait of Belleisle; down on the coast
of Labrador, commences early in Jnne. The herring fishing commences 'in George's Bay, Newfound-
land, as early as April, and continues about a month. 'Afterthat, -the fishing ýon that coast is only
for iackerel and cod; and it is to be remarked, that where mackerel is found, cod is' also abundant.
These fisheries are carried on in vessels off larger size, but still of easy draugl t of water and the
vessels intended for their protéctioi should also' be of:easy draught.

"The coasts of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, the south side of Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton
Newfoundland, and ]Labrador, aboundin ' godd harbours,' some 'off them capable of receiving aud
accommodating large navies; but there are numerous harbours to which the fishing vessels principaly
resort, which wil not admit véssels' off heavy draught; and" here the protected go, 'the protector
should be able to follow. The narrow passages, the strong and irregular currents, and the fre4uant
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fogs and thick weather with which the navigator has lhere to contend, point emphatically to steamers
as the best force for this service.

" One steamer of suitable size for the commanding officer, and two or three of smaller size and
easy draught, having speed and power, with light armaments, would be sufficient for all the purposes
of this station. Coal, at a low price, and of suitable quality, could be contracted for at Sydney or atf
Pictou, both within the limits of their station; and the commanding officer, having his headquarters.
at Portland or at Eastport, might control their movements, and make occasional visits to the different'
fishing-grounds himself.

"The establishment of such a squadron would, I know, give great satisfaction to the citizens of
the United States all along the coast from Boston to Eastport; of this we had unequivocal evidence in
our reception at every port where wetouched. It would afford also an opportunity for the introduc-
tion into the Navy of numbers of the hardy sons of New England, who, from rarely seeing a vessel of
war, have imbibed unfavourable impressions of the public service. An infusion into the lower
ratings of persons drawn from such a population would elevate the character of the service, and enable
it to maintain a discipline founded on good sense, moral rectitude, and patriotism.

" The smaller vessels should be-one on the coast of Labrador, about Newfoundland ; one about'
the Magdalen Islands, Cape Breton, and the Strait of Canso ; and the other from Pictou, Prince
Edward Island, and up as far as Gaspe, Lower Canada-all to leave the lUnited States by the first of
June, and return by the last of September.

" It would not be advisable for any of the vessels to remain in the Gulf of St. Lawrence after the'
15th Septenber; the gales by that time become frequent and severe ; sharp frosts commence, and.
the tops of the Gaspe moantains are generally covered with snow by the first of October. The north
side of the Bay Chaleur has been known, I am informed, to be frozen to some extent by the Middle of
September.

" I should do injustice to the excellent officer in command of the 'Princeton,' Commander Henry.
Eagle, if I failed to make known to the Department the able and cheerful assistance in the execution.
of my duties that I have received at al times from him, and from the accomplished, officers under his
command.

" The 'Fulton,' Lieutenant Commanding Watson, bas been most actively employed, a great part of
the time under my own eye. She bas been managed with great judgment; and I am under
obligations to ber commander and officers for the alacrity with which my orders have always been
carried out.

" The ' Cyane,' and the ' Decatur,' though cruizing under my instructions, have not been with me.
The reports of Commanders Hollins and Whittle are doubless before the Department; and from my
knowledge of those officers, I feel that they will be perfectly satisfactory.

"Since writing the above, the report of Commander Hollins has been received, and is herewith
inclosed.

"I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,
"W. B. SHUBRICK,

"Commanding Easteru Spadron&.
"Hon. J. C. DoBBI, Secretary of te Navy."

There is not one word in the whole of this Report which shows that anything had
taken place for which there was cause for any complaint whatever; and Lieutenant
Commanding Watson, of the United States' Navy, wrote the following despatch, addressed
to Commodore Shubrick:

"U.S. STEAMER 'FULTON,'
"'Gaspe, Lower Canada, September 2, 1853.

"Sin,--In accordance with your instructions of the 29th ultimo, I have the honour to report that J.
received on board at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Major-General Gore, Coinmander-in-chief of
Her Britannic Majesty's forces in Nova Scotia, and staff, hoisted the English flag at the fore, and.
proceeded to Pictou, where I landed them. General Gore expressed himself much gratified at your
having placed the 'Fulton' at his disposal.

"'After parting from you off the Island of Pictou, I proceeded, cording to your directions, along
the north side of the island, in Miramichi Bay, Chaleur Bay, and to Gaspe, where I was in hopes of
meeting you. It was my intention to have gone further up the Bay of Chaleur; but a heavy sea.
induced me to rn for Gaspe. While there, Her Britannic Majesty's steam sloop-of-war < Argus'
Captain Purvis, came in. Captain Purvis immediately came on board, and an interchange of civilities
took place on the most friendly and courteous terms. Captain Purvis states that he has not had,
the least difficulty with our fishermen, with one exception, and that so slight as not to be taken
notice af.

On my way to this place L passed between five and six hundred fishermen; and in my con-
versation with those I spoke to there appears to be the greatest harmony existing between them and
the inhabitants.

"On coming to anchor here, I waited on the Collector and authorities of the port; and their state-
ments tend to confirm my previous reports, that se far from any dissatisfaction being felt at Our
fishermen, they are welcome on the coast, and. nothing bas yet transpired to alter my previously
expressed opinion.

"Very respectfully, I remain, your obedient servant,
«J. M. WATSON,

"BLieutenant Commanding, United States Navy.
"Comn. WiiLLiAm B. SHSUBRICK

" ommanding Eastern Sgpadron."
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Now,these are American official documents, which certify as to the treatment tbat the
American fishermen bad received at the hands of the cruizers up to that time. In order to
show further what this treatment was, I will mention the case of the "Charles," vhich
.as seized by the Captain Arabin, of the " Argus," at Shelburne on the 9th May, 1823.
Although this happened a long time ago, I cite it to show how the British Government
treated these matters then and ever afterwards. The "Charles" was actually seized in the
very act of fisbing; and there could be no doubt about the right to condemn her. But
the midshipman who was put in charge of ber, while in the course of bis passage from
Shelburne to St. John, according to the instructions of Captain Arabin, stopped some other
vessels which were fishing, and, 1 think, brought one. or.two of them, into St. John. The
" Charles " was then put in the Admiralty Court and condemned ; but when the British
Government learned 'what had been done, inasmuch as Captain Arabin had exceeded his
instructions by using the vessel as a cruizer while en route from Shelburne to St. John,
before her condemnation, not only gave her up, but also paid the costs of the prosecution,
and the other two vessels which had been so taken-whether they were liable to condemi-
nation or not I do not know-were also given up. This was the treatment which American
-fishermen received at the hands of the British Government.

Again, at Grand Manan, two vessels were taken by cruizers in 1851 or 1852-1 think
they were called the "Reindeer" and "lRuby "-or before that, because the account of

Ahis affair is found in the Sessional Papers of 1851 and 1852. They were actually taken
in one of the inner harbours of Grand Manan; a prize crew was put on board, and they
were sent to St. Andrew's; but on their way up, as these two schooners passed Eastport,
as they necessarily had to do, an armed force came out froi iEastport, headed by a Captain
of Militia, overpowered the crew, and took possession of thei -Correspondence ensued
-on this subject-to which I call your attention-between the British Ambassador and the
American Secretary of State, in which it was pointed out iby the former that this outrage
had been committed on the British flag; but through the whole of this correspondence, l
cannot find any apology was ever made, or that the British Ambassador's remonstrances on
that subject were even answered.

I only see, in looking over the correspondence-also as given in the American Sessional
Papers-that a demand by the British Governmnent for reparation was.:made; they did not
demand the punishment of these men, or even the restoration of the vessel; but simply
demanded some ackuowledgment for the outrage which'had been committed on the British
flag; and yet that was never made.

This condùct, I tfiink, may be contrasted pretty fairly with the treatment which the
Americans received at the hands of Great Britain, when Great Britain could have enforced
the laws against them." Thé official list of the vessels that were seized was 'put in
evidence, I think. I now call your attention to it; you will find, in looking over it, that
in every instance where condemnation took place, therewas no doubt that a -breach of the
law by American fishermen had been committed. There'is one matter in this connection
-to which I desire to call your attention; it is to be found ini the official correspondence,
No. 17, and it throws some little ligiht, I think, upon the extraordinary chargeà fwhich
Mr. Dana, I consider, hias* somewhat too hastily muade.. It is No. 17 of the official
correspondence put in; it is a return of Armerican vessels detained and prosecuted in the
Registered Court of Vice-Admiraity at Charlottetown

Registrytof the Court of Vice-Admiralt'
harlottetow, October 6, 1852,

A RETURN of American vessels detained and prosecuted in this Court for a violation of the Convention
made between the Government of Great Britain and the United States of America, in the year
.A-D. 1818, and prosecuted in this Court.

Name of vessel. Date of eizu. ate of Condemuation. Remarks

hlooner "lorida,' of Gloucester, 3rd August, 1852. 7th septe be 1852. e l y e rph Majest11. cboone
ScOfer oAnca, Tegraph, o;M eln

Sehooner Union," of Broklynuitea 20thl.u1y, 1852 *24th September, 8 2 d ard
statesof America northera cost cf Prince Edwid

-Bchooner"' caroliné Knight,» of New- ,l1thSeptemnber;1852. '-Not yet adjudicated.. Detained ,by lier Majesty'a steam-sloop
* .buryport, United States.of.America "Devastation,"' Colin -Yorke Camnpbell,

Commander, on .the northern ooaat of
.Prince EdwardIsland

reuently coudemn
-*Sbë WIlA WJBYd~gsrr
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"In addition to this return, the schooner ' Golden Rule,' of Gloucester, United States, was detained by
the • Telegraph,' Iieutenant Chetwynd, and brouglit into Charlottetown.: Before she was deliveitd over
to the proper authorities, in ternis of the Imperial Statute, Vice-Admiral Sir George Seymour arrived.in
Her Majesty's steam sloop 'lBasilisk,' to whom the Master 'of the <Golden Rule',appealed, stating
lie was part owner of the schooner, and would be ruined if she was condemned. The Admiral, on the
23rd August, left authority with the Lieutenant-Governor to direct lieutenant Chetwynd to liberate the
schooner, provided the Captain acknowledged the violation of the' Convention, and that his liberation
was an act of clemency on the part of the Commander-in-Chief. Bartlett, the captain of the ' Golden
Rule, left such an acknowledgment in writing, which was forwarded to Sir George Seymour;'along
with an addition on a question from the Lieutenant-Governor, that he had stood inshore to fish,
mistaking the 'Telegraph' tender for one of his countrymen's schooners..

" A. BANNIERMAN, Lieut enant-Governor.
"'Prince .Edward Island, October 11, 1852."

Here is the case of a man caught in the very act, but who made his appeal ad
misericordiam, and was permitted to have his schooner back again simply because he said
he would otherwise have been ruined. This is the treatment which American vessels have
received at the hands of British officers. The treatment which British officers received in
return is to be found recorded in the speech of Mr. Dana.

I will now pass to the next point. Mr. Dana, on page 74, says
"«We -were told that we were poisoning their fish by throwing gurry overboard, and for all that

there were to be damages. Now, these inflammatory harangues,made by politicians, or published in the
Dominion newspapers, or circulated by those persons who went about through the Dominion obtaiing
affidavits of witnesses, produced their effect, and the effect was a multitude of witnesses who swore to
those things, vho evidently came here to swear to them, and took more interest in'them, and wer
better informed upon them, than upon any of the important questions which were>to be determined.
When we came to evidence to be relied upon, the evidence of men who keep books, whose interest it
was to keep books, and who keep the best possible books-men who have statistics to make up upon
authority and responsibility, men whose capital and interest and eveiything were invested in the trade,
then we brought forward witnesses to whom al persons looking for light upon this question would be
likely to resort."

A marked distinction is drawn, you will perceive, by Mr. Dana there, with regard to
the witnesses called on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, as to credibility, and those
heard on behalf of the United States. He refers to our witnesses in slighting terms, and
says that they were brought here under the influence of inflammatory harangues, and
articles published in Dominion newspapers, which Mr. Dana may have read, but which I
never had the good or bad fortune to see. He states that they were brought hère under
that influence, and thus did swear to things which they appeared to know a great deal
about. Now, I think that I can contrast the testirnony given on the part of Her
Majesty's Government with that given on the part of the United 'States, without fear of
any damaging conclusion being drawn against our witnesses. And I put it to your Excel.
lency and your Honours, whether during the long period that we have sat here, and
witnessbs on both sides have been called-a period extending over twelve weeks, atleast-
one single witness called on the part of the British Government broke do'wn under cross-
examination-; and I ask whether it can be with truth said that his was 'the rsult of thé
cross-exaiination of the American 'wtnesses.

I consider that in many respects a number of the American vitnesses appéared to
great disadvantage; and I am surprised not only at Mr. Dana's remarks in this respect, but
I am also surprised at his following up his remarks on this point by saying:-

"Whien we came to evidence Io be relied upon--the evicence of mien whwo keep books; &c.">

Why, if ever there was a break-down of a witness in this World, it was the break-
down of Mr. Low made under the cross-examination of my learned and clever' friend
and colleague from Prince Edward Island, Mr. Davies. That man came forward to repre-
sent the fishing-vessel owners of Gloucester, and the--fish-dealers of Gloucester; and -he
brought forward their books-or at least such books as they were pleased to show, and not
the, books we required to have, but their trip-books; and he put in statistics--to which I
will have the honour hereafter tO call the attention of yourExcellency and yourHonours--
for the purpose of shoving very small catches made in the Bay, and very large catches off
on the American shore; and also for the purpose of showing that the catches in the Bay
resulted almost in the ruin of those who sent vessels there, while they made large sums of
money out of their catches taken on the American shore; but- whenunder cross-examina.
tion by Mr. Davies, what was the result ? It was this: that those figures which were
intended to establish, 'and which were brought forward here for the purpose of showing
that state of facts, showed conclusively and proved directly the opposite.
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Mr. Low, under Mr. Davies' cr'oss-examination, entirely broke down, and was,
compelled to' admit that his figures proved the exact reverse of that which he had
previously said and undertaken to prove; and the exact reverse of the pretended state of.
facts which his clients or bis principals sent him here to prove. I am not mis-stating this
inatter at all. I will show you when these statisties come to be considered, and from the
figures themselves, and from the very admission of Mr. Low hiruself, that this was the
result. If there ever was a man who was utterly destroyed on cross-examination, it was
Mr. David Low, the great statistician from Gloucester, who came up here intending to
defeat us by cooked statistics and nianipulated figures.

My learned friend, Mr. Trescot, in the course of bis observations, made a verv
humorous allusion to a time during.the Revolution, when a schooner came down to Prince
Edward Island, captured the Governor and Council, and took them off and presented them
to General Washington, who looked at them as curiosities, and then, as Mr. Trescot says,
" Treated them as young codfish are treated, threw them back into the water and told
them to swim home again." Well, time brings its revenges, and the Premier of Prince
Edward Island, i think, revenged that insult to bis island and his Governmnent, for the
great Low froin Gloucester came down here, prepared to destroy, and bent upon destroying,
Fer Majesty's case; but when he fell into the hands of my learned friend, Mr. Davies,
he captured Mr. Low, turned bim .inside out, and utterly destroyed bis testimony ; and
taking him to the water-if I may use Mr. Trescot's figure of speech, said, " Now, Mr.
Low, I drop you down, and you had better swim back to Gloucester;" and he swam
back to Gloucester as fast as he possibly could. But I will show that after he got
there, he endeavoured to retrieve bis fallen reputation by sending here affidavits, which
were probably thought to be beneficial to the American case, but which, I will have the
honour to show, conclusively prove a precisely opposite state of facts to that set forth in
the affidavits which were filed by the American Government in the earlier part of the
case.. If that be supporting the.American case in any respect, I am quite ready to give
my learned friends on the opposite side all the advantage that can accrue to thern from
this last set of affidavits.

Tuesday, November 20, 1877.
The Conference met.

The closing argument delivered on behalf of Her Majesty's Government, was resumed
by Mr. Thomson as follows:-

When I left off Iast evening, May your Excellency and your Honours please, I had
not the book in which the-decision of the Queen v. 'Keyn is reported. I have that book
now, and, as I supposed, I find tbat my léarned friend, Mr. Dana, was in error in intimating
tL.jt the Commnon Law lawyers in that case were entirely afloat. I thouht, from my
recollection of the case, that the Judges wbr decided it were all Comnonaw lawyers,
as I said yesterday, except Sir Robert Phillimore, a Judge of the High Court of
Admiralty. I 1old in iny hand a report of the case, aùd I find that my recollectioin of it
wvas accrate.

Mr. Dana, also,' in his remarks, referred to the decision of the Judicial Committeeof
the Privy Council ;given in the case of the Direct lJnited States' Cable Company v. the
Anglo-American.Telegraph Company. It is reported in Law Reports, Second Appeal
Cases, 394.It was an appeal from-the Supieme Court of Newfoundland to the highést
AppellateCourt in-the realmon omtters either conéëcted with theAdmiralty jurisdietion
of England, or with Colonial umttí·s. "-This Court iscomposed of the Lord Chancellor
fOr the time being, and of all ex-Chanceilors, and there may bë a number of thm-and of
several'paid Judgés, ind quite a number of other eminent men besides-all or early ail of
them great'Iaweers. The judgient in tiis case was delivered by, one of the ablest men on
the English iBenbl. nImean lord- Blackbiro, vho was transferred fron the Common
'Law;Benh t th Hous& f ILor-dsnder anewd ct yhichauthorizes Pee s to be 'crated

Mr. Dana.ppeared to think thiat Lord Blackburn, in delivering thilsjudgment; merely
lpoke fo himself; -bt this 'as not mi"ply bis yoW judgnïent, t wasalso the jdgrnent of

the other Judges ho Ñ4eré associated with in H-e siniply pronomce d it that is al
nd heun'doùbtdly ote it, but'.all tlie Judges greed witl hinî He said-I cite frora
an e 421

[636] 3. 0
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"There was a Convention made in 1818 between the United States and Great Britain relating to
the fisheries of Labrador, Newfoundland, and His Majesty's possessions inorth America, by which it was
agreed that the fishermen of the United States should have the riglit to fisir on part of the coasts (not9.
including the part of the Island of Newfoundland on vhich Conception Bay lies)."

I may mention here that the simple question at issue- was whether Conception Bay
was a British bay, and I think that it is twenty or thirty miles wide at the mouth.

" And should not enter any ' bays' in any part of the coast except for the purpose of shelter and
repairing and purcbasing wood and ohtaining water, and -for no other purposes whatever. It seems
impossible to doubt that this Convention applied to all Iîays, whether large or small, on that coast, and
consequently to Conception ¯Bay. It is true that the Convention vould only bind the two nations who
were parties to it, and consequently that, though a strong assertion of ownership on the part of Great
Britain. acquiesced in by so powerfil a state as the United States, the Convention, though weighty, is
not decisive. But the Act already referred to, 59 (eo. Ilr, cap. 38, though passed chiefly for the
purpose of giving effect to the Convention of 1818, goes further. It enacts not merely that subjects
of the United States shall observe the restrictions agreed on by the Convention, but that persons
not being natural-born subjects of the King of Great Britaiu, shall observe them under penalties."

Now, I think in regard to this case tliat if my learned friend bad really taken
time to read and consider this decision he would have seen that it goes further than lie
supposes.

Mr. Dana.-I did read it.
Mr. Thomson.--Then you are labouring under a misconception in reference to its

scope.
Before I pass to Judge Foster's argument-and in point of fact this is part of his

argument-I -want to call your attention to a complaint that was tmade-it struck me,
verv unnecessarily-by the Counsel of the United States Vith reference to a law of 1836,
contained in the Statute Book of Nova Scotia, which law shifts. the burden of proof froni
the Crown to the claimant of any vessel seized. At first sight it appeared to be unfair, but
I believe that the revenue laws of every country-certainly the revenue laws of England
from time immemorial--have contained that clause, and I think that the same is true of
the revenue laws of the United States, as I will have the honour of pointing out hereafter.
These laws in effect enact simply this: that with regard to any seizure made by a public
officer in his public capacity, the burden of proof must lie on the claimant, and you must
recollect that this provision applies not'only to the seizure of a vessel,.but also to the
seizure of any goods liable to forfeiture and condemnation. The law enacts that when the
claimant comes into Court, ie shall be conpelled to prove that all that may have been
done has been done legally. Well, that is fair enough, is it not ? for Within bis cogni-
zance lie all the fàcts of the case. He knows whether everything has. been fairly done,
and whether ie lias ionestly paid the duties; and he knows-if we take, for instance, the
case of a. vessel wvhich lias entered the limits here-very well for what purpose she
entered, and lie can prove it. HIe knows that under this Convention fishing vessels can
enter for certain purposes British waters'; that is to say, for the purpose of getting wood
and water, for the purpose of repairs, for shelter in case of stress of weather, and foi no other
purpose whItever. He knows that, and; lie can show therefore that although his vessel
was seized within the limits, lie was really in there for no other purposes than those
prescribed by the Convention of 1818. Thus there was no great injustice put upon him.
Besides this all public officers, while acting in the discharge of their duties, are supposed
to have no private interests involved, and it would be, very hard to subject thern to the
annoyance of actions, if even prim'facie grounds are shown for acting as they did.; the
law, therefore, declares that no action shall lie under such circumstances, and even if it
turns out that the seizure was strictly speaking illegal, nevertheless, if the Judge certifies
that there -was reasonable and probable cause for the seizure being made, the plaintiff shall
not recover costs. There is nothing unfair in that, is there ?

.MWIr. Dana.-It is also prohibited to sue.
Mr. Thomson.-Well, they may be virtually prohibited from suing at all, but I do not

think that the Act says so. I am, however, quite willing to admit that this clause is just
as bad as a clause prohibiting from suing at all,ý.because ,as the party cannot recover
damages or costs on such certificate being given, it practically prevents him from suîng
at ail. I am quite satisfied, however, that lie could not get the question before a Court,
unless he had the right to sue.

Mr. Dana.-I believe that you are right about that. s This is.decided by the Court of
First Instance. The Court tries the question of seizure and gives the certificate.

Mr. Tiomson.-That is it, and it certainly practically prevents suing, at all; otherwise
a person acting in the discharge of his duty vould not be for a -moment safe from
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annoyance. -The moment the Judge grànts a .certificate stating that there was reasonable
and probable -cause for the seizure, no suit can be further maintained.

Mr. Foster.- W here there is probable cause for .seizure, he canuot bring any action
to recover any costs, nor any damages. What I would like to call your attention to is-
this: I think that you will be unable to find a'ny Statute of Great Britain or of the United
States where this seizure by an executive officer is made primd facie evidence of the
liabilitv to forfeiture.

Mr. Thomson.-Well, we will see about that before I get through.
Mr. Dana.-The owner isnot a party to that suite in which such certificate is given.
Mr. Thomson.-It is a proceeding in rem and the owner is clearly a party to it. I

may explain to your Excellency and Honours who are not lawyers, that the proceeding
in rem is one directly against the property and not against the person of the owner. le
gets formal notice of the libel filed by the serving officer, and has the right to appear
and defend. If lie does not, his property will probably be condemned. I say, therefore,
that it is idle to assert that lie is no party to the suit Should lie elect to bring a suit
against=the seizing officer lie is, ofcourse, tlie party plaintiff.

Mr. Dana and Mr. Foster have both pointed to the bond for costs required to be
given by a claimant of property seized, and characterizes the lav requiring it to be given
as-oppressive and unjust. Let us see why this bond is required.

The -proceeding in rem, as I have already stated, is not against the owner of the
goods personally, -but against bis property. If lie chooses to contest the legality of the
seizure by resisting a condemnation, he ought to be made liable for costs in case of failure.
But he cannot be made so liable unless lie gives lis bond to that effect. Where is the
oppression or the injustice of this rule ? Without it the Government would be forced to
contest at its own expense every seizure made by its officers.

I am surprised at this objection to our law being raised by legal men, and your
Excellency and your Honours will no doubt be surprised wheu I assure you that the law
of the United States on thissubject is similar to our own, as I shall proceed to show, to
the entire satisfaction, or dissatisfaction, of my learned friends on the other side.

I will now read from the Revised Statutes of the United States at page 171,
section 909:-

"I In suits of information brought where any seizure is made pursuant to 'any Act providing for or
regulating the collection of duties on imports or tonnage,,if the property is clàined by any person, the
burden.of proof hall lie upon such clainant."

Here is the-United States"Statute; and I am surprised, I must confess, at United
States' lawyers making any charge against British legislation when their legislation on the
sane subject is'in no wise different. 'The clause thus concludes:

"Provided that probable causelis shown for such prosecution, to be judged of by the Court."

There is no difference whatever between our law and theirs on this subject.
Then.again.on page 182 of the same volume, section 970, it says this:

"When in any- prosecution commenced on account of the seizure of any vessel, goods,-wares,. or
merchandize,a nade by any:collector or.other officer uder any Act of .Congress authorizing such,seizure,
judgmentis -renderedfor the claimant, but:if it appears tothe Court that there was reasonable cause
of seizure the Court shall cause a proper , certificate thereof to be entered, and the claimant shall not
in suchi case be entitled to costs, nor shall the personi vho nade the seizure, nor the prosecutor, bo
liable"to suit or judginent onf account of such suit or prosecution; provided, thàt tie vessel, goods,
wares, or merchandize be, after judgment, forthwith returned to such claimant or his agent."

Tliis clearlyproves'what is done in case the seizing offlcer is in the wrong, .and when
consequently the-property seized bas to be restored, and if 'that enactment is not on all
fours ith ours Fdo not know what'is.

Mr. Foster.--There is no such provision for-the return of the property-in your Act.
Mr. Thomson.'-I am-really surprised at Judge er sayig so. - What is the result

'of a proceeding in ren? Can-heie be any doubt about it at all ? It must result in a
judgment one way ôrth-ea thër. There are only;two -judgmentsipossible in a proceeding
in*rem-;judgment of condemnation, or judigment of acqilttal, which restores the property
at once-; while itis transfe' ed to -the Governmnent in case of condemnation. Ilhave-not
time to lodk foivthemnatter inrthis immense volume but I 'have -here ,another book which
shows that.a bond mustibe given in these cases- in the United 'States 'as well as here. I
thiak thatýthbeUiited IStates look fter. their interests about Ias wellas any other -nation;
and I believe thatin the volume whichl no bold inniy hand it Willbe found-thata bond
has'to be giien. This vdlume-conthins the'Custms-Regulations cf 1874,antd epitomes

[636] 3 C 2
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of the èifferent Acts as I presume for the guidance of the Customs officers. In Article
842, page 397, it says that " seizures may be made by any private person, but at the
peril of responsibility in damages in case the seizure is not adopted by the Government."
Well, this is a nost extraordinary law, and it altogether eclipses the English or our law on
the subject.

In case the act is adopted by the Government such person is secure froin action, or,
in uther vords, any American citizen who chooses ta make a raid against any person who
has comrnitted any infraction of the Customs or other laws of the country, can do so, and
the latter cannot bring an action against hini if the Government chooses to adopt his case.
It is further stated on page 398

"Fromî that danger officers of Custons are protected by law in all cases where reasonable cause of
scizure sha llappear.

"1 t is nninaterial who iakes the seizure, or whether it was irregularlv made or not, if the
adjulicatioi is for a suflicient cause."

On page 402, Article 859, it is stated, and there is cited in the margin an Act of
July 18, 1866; sa vou sec that this "inhospitable legislation'' is of very recent date:-

"Any person claiming the propeity so seized, or any part thereof, may witbin the time specified
file vith the collector a claim, stating his or her interest in the articles seized, and deposit with such
collector or other officer a bond to the United States in the penal suxa of 250 dollars -with two
sureties. to he approved by such collector, conditioned that in case of the condemnation of the
articles si claimîed, the obligors shall pay all the costs and expenses of the proceedings to obtain suclh
condemnnationi."

And Article 860 says:

But if no such claim shall be filed nor bond given within the time specified, such collector
siall give not less than fifteen days' notice of sale of the property so seized by publication in the
inanmer before-mentioned, and at the time and place specified in such notice, he shall sell at public
:metion the property so seized, but mîay adjourn such sale fron time to time for a period not exceeding
thirty days in aIl"

Now I think that I have conclusively shown for the benefit of my learned friends
opposite that ha;Ld they looked at the "inhospitable laws " of their own country, they would
have licsitated before naking the attack which has been directed against ours. I said Jast
niglht tliat it would be ny duty to point out to you some extraordinary discrepancies which
are to be found between the two sets of aflidavits which have been filed by the United
States ; and the pledge which I then gave.l shall now proceed to redeem. I shall be glad
indeed-I sav it in all sincerity-if my learned friends opposite can, as I am pointing out
these discrepancies, get up and say that I am mistaken, and show me.how they can be
reconciled, for I am desirous of not making one single statement which is not borne out bv
the facts. If, therefore, the learned Agent of the United States, or'either of the learned
counsel who are associated witlh hin, can say that I amn wrong, before I get through, I
shal e quite wîilng to permit them to interrupt me and point out my error; I will then
at once withdraw nv statements and apologize, if iecessary, for having made them; but
at prescnt I'cannot s ee how thev can be explained at all.

I n order that 1 nay be understood on this point, I think that it would be advisable that
your Excellency: and vour Honours should have before you the two statements,
Appendix <1) and Appendix (O). Appendix (M) contains the set of affidavits which was
first filed by the United States, arid Appendix (O) contains the later body of affidavits
which they filed in this case.

In Appendix (O) you will find-towards the middle of the book--a set of
statements, wvhich purport ta have been taken from the books of Gloucester firms, they
werc produced by Mr. Babson, and filed by. Mr. Foster, on October 24th, 1877.

Now, 1 tak-e the finished statement made by David Low and Company,. and this
David Low is the Major Low who made such a pleasant figure before the Commission.

Mr. Foster.-He is an entirelv different person, Mr. Thomson.
Mlr. Thomso.-Are you sure about that? i think.not.
Now, if Vou look at page .110, Appendix (M), you will find affidavit No. 70, made

by the tirm f David Low and Company. They state that the number, of trips madQ
to tie Bay of St. Lawrence in 1872 vas five; and that the number of barrels of mackerel
.taken was .1,250. In 1873, they say that there were five trips made, and that the number
of barrels of mackerel caught was 750. In 1874, they swear that two trips were made,
and that 440 barrels were taken. In 1875, they say only one trip was made, and 200
ïbarrels caught, while in 1876, no trip was made at all.

Now, [et mie turn vour attention to the statements filed concerning the years
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1872, 1873, and 1874, for this firm in, the .second set of affidavits contained in
Apptndix (O). What do they here say for 1872? ..David. Low and Company have been
pleased to declare here that in 1.872 they had three. vessels in the bay, and took 460,
barrels of mackerel. In 1873 they had eight vessels which took 1,944 barrels. In 1874,
four vessels, which took 1,328 barrels. In 1875 one vessel, which took 205 barrels;.
showing a discrepancy between the two affidavits of 1,297 barrels. I regret to say that
this is no solitary instance, as you will see if you will kindly follow me while i state the
resuit of these conflicting depositions.

I objected, as your Excellency and youi Honours recollect, at the very ouiset on behailf
of Her Majesty's Government, against the system of putting in affidavits at all. i
have no faith in them-no, not the slightest. I wanted the matter to be tried by living
witnesses, who should go on the stand there, tell their story and be cross-examined;
and then if they came out of the ordeal of cross-examination untouched and unscathed,
their evidence would be entitled to weight; but these deponents can sit down and niake up
what statements they like, they have not to submit to any cross-examination. No eve
can see what they are about except the eye of the Almighty.

Now, I have shown. by the figures which appear in the affidavit No. 70, and the
statenient in Appendix (O), that a discrepancv of 1,297 barrels exists between these
statements, the later of which. was filed by Mr. Foster in October last, only last month ;
and I say that these figures cannot be reconciled in any way-or, at least, if this can be
done, I will be very glad to hear it.

Mr. Foster.-You know ail that is to be said about that is this, the last statement
is more favourable to you than the first one, and it was prepared with great care.

Mr. Thomson.-It is an extraordinary fact that both of .these statements were
produced from the books of David Low and Company, and I can onlv sav that when
persons file two statements, one of which is diametrically opposed to the other, that it is
very little to the credit of the person who filed them to say that the last statem ent is more.
favourable to the persons they were intended to injure than the first.

Mr. Treceot.-There was no intention to injure.
Mr. Thonson.-If a statement was put forward with a view of making a correction

it -would be another matter, but this is not the case, and the next one to. which Lwill call
vour attention is to be found in letter L,'Appendix (O), affidavit No. 75, both made by
same. parties, which says that the number of trips which were made. by the vessels of
John F. Wonson and Company in the Bay of St. Lawrence, in 1872, was three, in which
trips they got 500 barrels, while in this statement in Appendix (O) they sav that in 1872
they took in the Bay of St. Lawrence 475 barrels, showing a.discrepancv of 25 birrels.
You may say this-- is a small: number, but recollect, it is said that these two statenents-
were taken from the books of the firm; and these are the books which we were asked to
go to Gloucester and examine, and this matter I beg to call to the attention of your
Excellency and your Honours.

In 1873, they say, in this affidavit, that two trips were made, and 450 barrels of
mackerel taken, while in this statement, Appendix (O), they say that in 1873, lour trips-
were made, and 980. barrels taken.

In 1874, according to aflidavit No. 75, they say that 510 barrels of mackerel were
taken in two trips, and in this statement, Appeudix (O), they say that three tripe ;were made,.
and 620 barrels taken.

In 1875, they say, in the affidavit No. 75, that one trip was made, and, 120 barrels.
taken ; and, in 1875, according to the statement contained in Appendix (O), two trips were
made with a catch of 203 barrels; or, in other words, there exists a discrepancy of; 83
barrels between these two statements. One or the other of them must be untrue.

Mr. Foster.-That gives the sanie result;-the latter statement was -more carefully
prepared, and is, more:favoufable to you than the former.

Mr. Thomson.-You wiil find that some: of these statements are just the other way,
so that argument will not help you. My object is not to. show which set of-atlidavits:is
more adverse or more favourable to the United States, or which . is more,, favourable, to
Canada or England, but it is to show that these statements cannot ,be relied uon. The
have been put in here fora purpose, but what that purpose is, of course I do notknow.

I will now.passion and exanine the next ,statement to which -1. ;propose to call vour
attention. If you;lookat the statenient which appears on the next page of-:Appendix (O),
and the corresponding affidaîit, which is No. 54, you wilIl see:that it is stated in the. -atter

that,,over the: signature of -Samuel Haskeil, that in 1872 four trips were naden.-into the
Bay. of St. Lawrence, and 1,100 barrels of mackerel taken; gvhile, ia -the stateiment
contained iii Appendix (O),it is represented that they got none at allin the Bay of t,
Lawrence. ---
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This is an instance where the idea which Mr. Foster has mentioned is reversed.
In 1873, it is stated in the affidavit No. 54,'that two trips were made and 420 ba~rrels

of mackerel taken; and, in 1873, they are pleased to say in theistatemerit, Appendix '(O)ý
that four trips were made in the bay, and -672 barrels taken. Here the catch of 672
barrels is adnitted, while in the other aflidavit that catch is represented as having been 420
barrels.

In 1874, they say in affidavit 'No. 54 that thev took 383 barrels in the Bay of St.
Lawrence, while thev admit in the last statement, A7ppendix (O), that the-catch in the bay
that year was 720 barrels, taken in two trips. In 1875, they say none were taken, and in
1876 also none. Now there is a discrepancy of 911 barrels between these two statements,
which are utterly irreconcilable.

If you ivill now pass overIto Appendix (O), letter R, to the statement of IDennis and
Aver-the corresponding affidavit is No. 59-you will find that Dennis -and Aver say that
"since the Washington Treaty, so called, has 'been in effect, our vessels have been
employed as follows: " since 1871, they state that they made six trips in the Bay of St.
Lawrence, and cauglit 1,800 barrels of mackerel; while, in 1871, according to this state-
ment, Appendix (O), they took 2,585 barrels of mackerel in the'Bay of St. Lawrence. In
1872, they sav in this statement, Appendix (O), that the.catch in the Bay of St. Lawrence
was 2,287 barrels; in 1873, 2,504 barrels ; in 1874, 2,455 barrels; iii 1875, 116 barrels,
and in 1876, 136 barrels, contrasted with the catch of 1,800 barrels, according to affidavit
No. 59. If the figtres are rightly given, vour Honours will.see that, for that period,,their
catch was 10,083 barrels--that is to sav, they caught in the Bay of St. Lawrence 10,083
barrels of muackerel according to this statement,'which vas filed last October, while they
swear in their affidavit No. 59 that'the catch amounted to 1,800 barrels.

Mir. Trescot.--This number was put-in for six trips.
M1r. Thomson.-Oh, no,; if you -look at the head of the affidavit, you will observe it-is

stated that-

"Since the Wasliiigton Treaty, so called, lias been in effect, our vessels .have been eniployed as
follows."

And again, they swear to having'made six trips during that time.
MUr. Trescot-During which they got 1,800 barrels.
Mr. Thomson.-Butit. turns'out that they made a great many more trips during this

period, and caught 10,083 barrels of-mackerel.
M1r. Trescot.--They are only-credited with havinîg; made six trips.
Mr. Thomson.-Then Mr. T1'rescot wishes your ýExcellency and your IHonours to

understand that, although the heading of this afBdavitis that it purports to'be a statement
of all the trips made since the Washington Treaty up to the time when the aflidavit 'was
made, it is, in fact, a suppressio veri, and'that they only swear to sixtrips.

M1r. Trescot.-J do not say anything about it. i have ·not, as lyet,-had a chance to
look at it.

ir. Thomson.-A discrepancy, at all1events, exists between the number 1,800 barrels
and the number 10,083 barrels, and a difference of 8,283. That is against us this time;
and, moreover, this is a pretty large sum. The first affidavit was entirely against us, as
they say in it.that their catch in the:bay was onlv 1,800 barrels.

Mr. Foster.-l have already called your attention to the fact that2thc last-statements
are more correct ýthan' theeearlier ones.

Mr. Thomson.-What must be the character of these books, -when this gentleman
who sends this last statement -swears that it was taken from them:? What. can be -the
character of these books, or-he character of the 'mien who 'have made up ithis statement
fron the books, andsent in suòh an affidavit as No. 59, from whiclh I have just read. It
is either a gross attempt to deceive the Commission, or elsethe books are'whollyinaccurate
and unreliable.

If vour Excellency and your iHonours will now look at letter T, 'to whichI cal lyour
attention, you will :find the statement'of James rTalr 'and Brothers. The corresponding
aflidavit in Appendix (M) is'No. 72. Itis stated in affidavit No. 72 that the nuiber',of
trips made in the Bay of St. Lawrence in 1871 v«as 'four, and the 'catch 1,287 barrels of
mackerel; while,;according to this other9tatement in 1871, they madeithree:trips with a
catch of 1,054 barrels. ln l 8 72 'twotrips were' made according ito the aflidavit No. 72,
and 888 barrels'-were taken ; while,;in J.872, two trips were'madeaccording to this state-
ment, Appendix (O), with a eetch ofe727 barrels only. In S73,1according to the affidavit,
four trips vere made, and 672 barrelswere caught ;~while in 1873, according to this 'last
statement, the catchtof -mackerel. in :the Bay f St.Lawrencc was onlv 660 barrels. In
1874 three trips were made according to affllavit No. 72, with a catch' of 1,124 barrels:;
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while, in 1874, according to this.last statement,,they only caught 774 barrels in the Bay of
St. Lawrence,.thus cutting doWn the former statement very materially. In 1875 they say
they got nothingin, the: Bay of Si. Lawrence, and in 1876 they say in the affidavit that
they caught:190barrels of'mackerel.; while, i the statement, Appendix (0), they statethat
in 1876 their catch in the bay amounted to 197 barrels. Now these two affidavits cannot
be recdnciled; the discrepancy is tQo great.

The next one in the list to which I will direct your attention is letter U, and the
corresponding affidavit is No. 74, made by Clark and Sbmes. They say that "since the
Washington Treaty, so called, our vessels 'have been enployed as follows:" and then state
that the number of trips wvhich they made in the Bay of St. Lawrence in 1872 was four,
with a catch of 812 barrels of mackerel; while, in this statement, they declare that, in
1872, they inade nine trips to the bay, and got 2,189 barrels-2,189 against what they
are pleased to put down in affidavit No. 74 as 812. They swear, in fact, in the afidavit-
which was sworn to on the 6th July last, that they only caught 812 barrels of mackerel
in the Bay of St. Lawrence in 1872; while, in this affidavit they swear that their catch
during that season in the bay amounted to 2,189 barrels'; the discrepancy is tremendous.

Then in 1873 they say that they made four trips to the bay and took 680 barrels,
while in 1873 they admit i this other statement that they made seven trips and absolutely
got 2,333 barrels. In 1874, they say in affidavit No. 74, they made two tripsto the bay
and obtained 300 barrels, while in 1874, according to the statement ii Appendix (O), they
made four trips and got 1,407 barrels. In .1875 they say that they got none in the bay,
and in 1876 sixty barrels, while in this other statement they represent that their catch in
the bay in 1876 was fifty-one barrels. Now, the discrepancy between these two state.:
ments amounts to 4,128 barrels; and this is the kind of testimonv on which the United
States expects to get an award!

iMr. Trescot.-It is still in your favour.
Mr. 7Tomson.-We will now turn to the very next page, letter V, Appendix (O).

The corresponding affidavit is No. 55. Joseph Friend here makes the same statement
which I have already cited, that "since the Washington Treaty, so called, has been in
effect, our vessels have been employed as follows : " and he states that the number of trips
made in the Gulf of St. Lawrence in 1872. was four, and the catch 1,500 barrels of
mackerel, while in 1872 only one trip was made and only 163 barrels taken, according to
the last statement found in Appendix (O). Evidently that was not done with the
intention of helping the British case much. Then we find it stated that in 1873 three
trips were made to the bay, according to affidavit No. 55, and 1,200 barrels taken, while
in 1873, according to this last statement, one trip was made, when only 145 barrels of
mackerel.were taken, cutting down eve-ything. Iii 1874 they admit by the first affidavit
getting 220 barrels in the bay, while here they admit taking that season 201 barrels. There
is a discrepancy between these two statements of 2,411 barrels-the number represented
in this last statement being so muchiless than what they admitted in the first affidavit.

While I am. uponthis subject of these first affidavits, I will call your attention to one
feature which runs through the whole of them, and which may possibly account for the
very extraordinary testirmony which has been given on the part of the American Govera
ment by the American witnesses with reference to the value of our in-shore fisheries. They
swear that these in-shore fisheries are worth nothing. You may recollect that during my
cross-examination of Mr. Pattilo, I asked him the question, What do 'you mean.by saying
that they are worth nothing? I suppose that this is the case because the fish are
uneaught ? and. he answered--Tes,t, hat is the reason. In other Words, he macant that
srnimmg fish are of io value; and that was put forward in fact by some of the opposite
counsel, I think, in the course of their argument.

Through all their affidavits this very same doctrine ismaintained. I think that there
is not one of them which-does not contain the same, statement. Select any ofthenand
you will see it is stated that the actual value of the fishin the water before they;are taken;
is nothing. This is placed near the bottom of the statement; and it is contained in
every one of those "affidavits It is delaredi."the actual value of the fish in the4water
before they are taken isnothing,"rand "the actual value.of the mackerel in the water before
they are taken is ditto.'

We wili now look over,,if the Commission pleases, to B.B. the statement of Leonard
Walen, the corresponding afidavit is No. 66. 1 do not mean to say that I have noticed
all the! discrepancies. which ;are contained in these. affidavits,. I do not thiik that I have
done so, as we have not had the time toexaininethem witï sufficient attention. Leonard
Walen his affidavitNo. 66,. sates that, the nunlber f tipsi dmae to the Bay of
St. Layvrencehin l872 wasitwo, and in 1873 one; andthat onthe trips made during these
two seasons-1872 and 1873-he took 900 barrels of mackerel. Now on Iooking at his
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statement which is filed here in Appendix (O), I find that for 1872 and 1873 he
absolutely swears that no trips were made to the bay during these two seasons, and that
no mackerel were caught there at all by him. l How do you think that this gentleman
would figure if he was brought up here and put to the test of cross-examination on that
stand ?

Taking the next statement, C.C., the statement-of William S. Wonson-the corre-
sponding affidavit is 64. He states that the firm of Wonson and Company " since the
Washington Treaty, so called, has been in effect, have employed their vessels as follows.",

In 1872 they made two trips to the bay and caught 350 barrels ot mackerel according
to affidavit No. 64, vhile in 1872, according to this last statement, not a single trip was
made to the bay by any of their vessels, as you see. In 1873, they say that two trips
were made, wfhen they got 400 barrels; while in 1873, according to the last statement,
thev caught in the Bay of St. Lawrence 923 barrels. In 1874, according to affidavit
No. 64, 325 barrels, and according to Appendix (O), 885 barrels. In 1875 they swear
in their first affidavit they made two trips to the bay, and got 300 barrels; and in 1875,
thev declare in this last statement, that they made but one trip and caught 156 barrels.
In 1876 hey made one trip to the bay, as they swear in their first affidavit, and caught
150 barrels of mackerel, while in this last statement they say that they got none at all in
the bay in 1876.

I think I might go on if I chose, but it seems to be running them almost to the death
to follow up this subject. These are affidavits obtained from persons whom they took
care not to bring here to be examined.

There is another matter to which I wish to call your attention, in connection with
these afidavits, to show how peculiarly they have been prepared. I do not at all seek to
quarrel with the decision which was given by this Commission some time in September
last, by which vou exclude frorn the consideration of the Court the question of the value
of the privilege which the Americans enjoyed, of buving bait and ice, and of transsbipping
cargoes. [t was contended with great force by my learned friends on the other side that
those privileges did not fall within the provisions of this Treaty; and I contended on
behalf of Her Majesty's Government, that at all events in the view of that Government
they did fall within the provisions of this Treaty; but of course if the American Govern-
ment put a different constructïon upon it, and accepted the exercise of these rights at
merely our will and pleasure, I thought that the consequences would be -worse to thema
than to us. Your Excellency and your Honours adopted the view of the American
Government on this point and ruled that those privileges did not fall within the province
of this Treaty. As a matter of interest, now, perhaps, only historie because I do not ask
you to reverse your decision on that subject I wish ta call your attention to the fact.
that the Lnited States at one time held a very different opinion from that which was here
put forward by my learned friend Judge Foster, and his able coadjutors. If you look at
question No. '29 in all these affidavits, you will observe a peculiar fact-a great number
of these affidavits are prepared by question and answer, and they were taken a number of
years ago, for sorne of them are dated as far back as 1873 and 1872, and possibly
previously.

Mr. Foster.-Those were taken in reply to a series of questions propounded by the
Treasury Department.

Mr. Thonson.-Now, the Treasury Department is a governmental department of the
United States; and this question No. 29 is repeated in each affidavit. Wherever in'these
afidavits you find that nuniber, you find the same question, although you will find divers
answcrs given to it. The question is as follows

" Do American fishermen gain, under the Treaty of Washington, any valuable rights of landing to
dry nets and cure fish, or to repack them, or to transship cargoes which ýwere not theirs before? if so,
what are those rigihts, and what do you estiinate them to be worth annually in the aggregate ?

And the answer of this particular witness in the first affidavit is -

" do not know how valuable the privilege granted by the'Treaty of Washington niay prove."

That is the question which is put throughout, and I say that this is the best evidence
you can have in support of the view that the United States entertained at the 'time when
ihese questions were framed ; a very different opinion from that which they entertain now
with refèrence to the privilege'swhich tbey obtained under this Treaty..

I muade in an earlier portion of my address some remarks with respect to the littIe
value that is to le attached ta affidavits as a rule; and I think that I bave exemplified the
validity of iy contention tolerably well.
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Let me now turn your attention to 'two American. affidavits, numbered 18 and 19
(Appendix M.) Look at question 11 in No. 18. It is as follows:--

"Q. Will the adiission of Canadiaii fishermen to our insiore fisheries cause any detriment or
hindranceto the profitable pursuit of these lisheries by our own fishermen ; and if so, in what manner,
and to what extent annually ?-A. It will probably be a detriment to our markets to the amount of
200,000,000.?

On page 45, No. 19, the same question is put, and it, vith the answer, is as
follows:

"Q. Will the admission of Canadian fishermen to oùr inshore fisheries cause any detriment or
hindrance to the profitable pursuit of these fisheries by our own fishermen ; and if so,·in what manner,
and to what extent annually ?-A. It will. Probably a detriment to our maerkets to the amount of
200,000,000."

We assumed at first that this answer was probably a nmisprint, but on referring ta the
originals which I hold in my hand, I find that this estimate, two hundred millions, is not
only here in black and white, but also that itis not put down in figures, it is set down
in plain legible handwriting; that such admission will be " robably a detriment to our
markets ta the ari'ount'of Two Hundred Millions."

Now, if we only value our fisheries ý at the same rate, I presume that they must be
worth, for the twelve years in question, 2,400,000,000. Sa much at present for these
affidavits.

I will next turn my attention ta Judge Foster's argument. The argument of the
counsel opposite upon all the salient points of the case of necessity had ta be the same;
though they were clothed in different language, and viewed from different stand-points,
they were substantially the saine; and I select Judge Foster's argument, not because these
arguments .were not put forward with great force by Mr. Dana and Mr. Trescot!,but I
select Judge Foster, sirnply because he is the accredited Agent of the United States; and
therefore, in that respect and in that sense, his arguments are entitled, I suppose, to greater
weight.

I think the first point I wil have ta call attention to is on page 37 of Mr. Foster's
affidavit, in which he says

Mr. Foster.-You speak of my affidavit; I did not make any affidavit.
Mr. Thomson. -I intended ta say Mr. Foster's speech. I should be very sorry: ta

suppose Mr.- Foster would make an affidavit such as this. it is an admirable argument on'
behalf of a very bad cause, but I don': thinkéhe would like-toswear to it. Mr. Foster
stated, in speaking of theaffidavit of the-British witneses from Prince Edward Island, that
they had been made on the-assumption that: thé three-mile line;was a line outside a line
drawn: from East Point to North Cape. .Now,-there is no.evidence of that. There is, no
e vidence that;the Bend ofPrince. EdwardIsland was ever claimed ta be a bay from East
Point ta North Cape.

Mr. Foster.-Yes, there was.
Mr. Thomson.-At. all events you can find 'in no officiai correspondence any such

view, aid 1 do not, as Counsel fôr Her Majesty's Goverrnent, present any such view:now.
I refer to this imatter because, based on that theory, Mr. Foster made what I think was
an unfair charge againstithePrince EdwärdIslandraffidavits' He says in his speech, page
37: " The affidavits from Prince Edward Island were drawni upon the theory that -that is
the rale, and in two or three of these I find it expressly stated, 'that all the mackerel .were
caught within the three-mile line, that is to say, within aline three miles from a straight
line drawn from East. Point to North Cape."

But there wre only two affidavits th eut cou' by, aýy possible construction be made
ta bear sucha meaning

Mr. Jostr.-Look atMcLean's af davit, page 42e
Mr. Tkomsn .-Yes, you refered to hirn by amn No let me see wha he sys

although even'if one ofthem did make his affidavit upon that assumption it would not be a
very important matter.

Mr. Foster.-My argument was that theywee ail inade in answer ta the same series
of questions, and the oily öossibliiétepretatiòof those, qestions is that suèh was the
view entertained.

Mr Thomson.-These affida its were drawnp n answer ta no questions whatever.
There were no questions put t hese ope. They e bstnìve ffidavit draw up
not by one man orby onehand. »

Mr. oster-Compare theni and youwil see that every man aàsWers th 9 a
paragahre f theafiidavitto te sme qustionc' .,,
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Mr. Davies.-No, that is not the case.
; Mr Poster.-Try them.

Mr. Thomson.-I will try MeNeil. He says, in section 4 of his affidavit:-

"4. That the fish are nearly al cauglt close to the shore, the best fishing ground being about
one and one-half miles from the shore; in October the boats sometimes go off more than three miles
from land. Fully two-thirds of the mackerel are caught within three miles from the shore; and all are
caught within -what is known as the three-mile limit, that is within a line drawn between two points
taken three miles off the North Cape and East Point of this island."

He draws the distinction at once. He says two-thirds were caught within three miles of
the coast, that is, following the contour of the shore ; but if you are going to draw a line
from point to point, and take the three-mile line as a line outside of that, then they were
all caught within that line. But you see that, for the purpose of our case, the fact that
two-thirds were cauglit within three miles of the contour of the coast, is all that is
necessary. There were only two affidavits, I think, that had any allusion of this kind,

Mr. Foster.-See McLeod's affidavits, page 218.
Mr. Thomson.-In the 6th section of McLeod's affidavit he says:-

"6. That nine-tenths of our mackerel are caught within one and one-half miles from the shore,
and I may say the whole of them are cauglit vithin three miles of the shore. There may be an odd
catch of mackerel got more that three miles from shore, but that does not often happen. The greater
part of the codfish caught by hand-line are cauglit at from two to five miles from the shore, and al
the codfish caught by the trawl or set-lines are caught within three miles from the shore. There are
no mackerel or codfisli at all caught by the boats outside of the three-mile limit-that is, outside of a
line drawn from points three miles off the headlands; while the herring are ail caught close inshore,
within two miles of the shore."

There is nothing in that. It has been very honestly put by the witness. He says
nine-tenths of the fish were caught within three miles of the shore.

It is a pure assumption on the part of Judge Foster that this line he refers to is a
line drawn from the headland formed by East Point to the headland forned by North
Cape.

Mr. Foster.-What other headlands are there?
Mr Thomon.-There are headlands formed 'by the indentations aloing the coast; and

he refers to them. It will be found, as I have stated, that the witnesses referred to draw a
clear distinction. They say that two-thirds or nine-tenths of the fish, as the case may be,
are caught within three miles of the shore, but that, if you draw a line three miles outside
of the line fron North Cape to East Point, they are all caught within such a line.

At page 39 Judge Foster introduces the inshore fishery question in this way:-

"We come then to the inshore fishing. What is that ? In the first place there bas been
some attempt to show inshore halibut-fishing in the neighbourhood of Cape Sable. It is very slight.
It is contradicted by all our witnesses."

I take leave to join issue with him on that statement, and I call attention to page 439
of the British testimony, where lie will see what the evidence is. I an obliged to call the
attention of the Commission to this, because Mr. Foster treated it as a matter of course, as
le did the case of Newfoundland. On page 439 William B. Smith, of Cape Sable:Island,
is asked and answers as follows:

"Q. With regard to halibut-fishing-is there any halibut-fishing carried on near Cape Sable Tsland ?
-A. Not by British people. The Americans fish there.

"Q. Every year ?-A. Every year regularly.
"Q. What is the number of the fleet which come there te fish for halibut ?-A. I have seen as high

as nine sail at one time. I should suppose there was from forty to sixty sail.
" Q. Are the vessels cod-fishers at other times of the year ?-A. I think they are. During

the latter part of May and June they fish for halibut ; then they fish for cod until October, and then
for nalibut.

"Q. In the spring and fall they fish for halibut, and in the summer for cod ?-A. Yes.
Q. Wlere do you live ?--A. On Cape Sable Island.

"Q. Can you see the fleet fishing for halibut ?-.A. Yes.
"Q. Are they right within sight from your door ?-A. Yes. I can count the men on deck with

an crdinary glass. I counted at one time nine sail at anchor fishing there."

At page 440 he is asked, just at the top of the page

"Q. How ffar from the shore are those halibut caught ?-A. From one mile to two and a-half or
three miles perhaps off.

"Q. They are caught inshore ?-A. Near my place they fish. withiu oile mile and a-half of the
shore in eighteen fathoms water."



Now here is the evidence of a, credible witness, a very respectable man, whose
testinony was not shaken in the least by cross-examination.

Cunningham gave evidence, which will be found on page 407, to the same effect.
Mr. Foste.-Have you got through with these gentleinen?
Mr. Thomson.-Yes, except that I am góing ta show how you attempted ,to answer

the whole of that testimony.
Mr. Foster.-Shall you not want an observation. - the one you have referred to?

It is this: If you follow the testimony through you wil that this witness, William B.
Smith, testified that there was one spot #here there was eighteen fathoms of water, and
tliat was the spot where they caught'the halibut. It turned out that upon thé chart that
depti could not be found. In reply"to the question whether he could name any person
who had caught halibut there within the distance he had named in eighteen fathoms of
water, he gave us the name of one vessel, the 'e Sarah C. Pyle," Captain Swett (as it is in
the report), of Gloucester; and beiîg asked if he is a halibut fisher, he says he think
he is.

Mr. Thomson.-When Smith was under cross-examination the question was put to
him whether there was eighteen fathoms of watér in the place where the halibut was
caught, and he said there was. A chart was placed in his hand, and whether he looked at
it or not I do not know, and I do not care. It was said to him by the Counsel for the
United States, " Look at that chart and you will find no such depth as eighteen fathoms."
He said, "I have known it all ny lifetime'; I know there are eighteen fathoms there."
And while the American case was going on, and while one of the witnesses, who had
been brought for the purpose of contradicting Smith, was on the stand, I, myself, took thé
British Admiralty chart, and on thë identical spot wbich Mr. Smith had referred to I found
eighteen or twenty fathoms of water. I think Mr. Foster must have forgotten this
incident when he interrupted me.

I now turn to the evidence of Cunningha n, page 407. The following passage occurs
in his evidence:

" Q. How much within three miles do these vessels which fish for halibut withii that distance
from the shore come ?-A. I could not say; some, perhaps, fish withiný one and a-half miles of the
shore. Where I am engaged in prosecuting the fisheries, some of the American vessels fish within one
and a-half miles, and others within two miles of the shore and so on.

" Q. Are any cód and halibut taken outside of the three-nile limit ?-A. Oh, yes but this is not
so much the case with halibut as with cod.

" Q. Do many American fishermen fish there, outsidé of three miles from shore ?-A. Undoubtédly
some seventy-five American sail do so around the shores of the county of Shelburne."

The word "outside" in the last question but one must be a misprint for inside. My
question was: " Do many American fishermen fish there inside of three miles from the
shore?" And the answer .was, undoubtedly, "Some seventy-five American sail.dô so
around the shores of the county of Shelburne.

Now I will turn the attention of the Commission to the evidence of Patillo.
Mr. Foster..-Do you .understand Cunningham as having left his iestimony that

seventy-five sail of halibut fishermen freqented the shores of the county of Shelbu-ne?
Mr. Thomson.-No; American fishermen.
Mr. Foster.--He said he could not tell how many fished for halibut.
Mr. Thomson.-I dare say if he had been an untruthful witness he would have

fixed the nnumber at oncer
I now turn t« the evidence of Thomas R. Patillo-not the Patillo of pugnacious

ié'putation-and I want to refer specially to the remarks of my learned friend in reference
to the evidence of Mr. Patillo, because it is a warning to the Commissioners to scrutinize
the argument of my learned friend very closely. It is wonderfully ingenious, and unless
you watch it very closely it will possibly nislead you. This is what Mr. Foster said, page
39 of his argument:-

"So mrnuch for the inshore halibut fishery. I will, however, before leaving it; refer to the state-
ment of one British witness, Thomas R. Patillo, who testified that occasionally halibut may be caught
inshore, as a boy may.catch a codfish off the rocks.

. Now he puts it as if Mr. Patillohad said that occasionally a halibut might be caught,
as a boy might catch a codfish off the rocks, but that it was not pursued as a business.
There is just enough truth in his statement to make it a little dangerous. This is the way
the question is put

"Q. Occasionally a halibut might be caught inshore, as a boy might catch a codfish off the rocks,
but pursued as a business halibut are caught in the sea ?-A. Yes, in deep water."

[636] 3D2 -
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Now, surely this answer is not an assent to the proposition that halibut aié i nerély
caught occasionally, as " as a boy would catch a cod of the rocks." It is an answer to the
last branch of the question, namely, that the halibut are caught in the sea. The witness
says, "Yes, they are caught in deep water." Now, surely it was not fair on the strength
of this answer to quote Patillo as saying that occasionally halibut might be caught " as a
boy would catch a cod off the rocks."

Mr. Foster.-Now, wait a moment. I had previously asked, "To what bank-s do the
fisbermen whom you supply with bait resort?" and the witness had answered, ' They
chiefly go to the Western Banks and to Banquereau, and to our own offshore banks. The
halibut is a deep-water fisb, and it is taken in 90 fathoms of water and upwards." Then
I said, " You don't know of any inshore halibut-fisbing doue by the Americans which
amounts to anything ?" In answer to which the witness said, "Not inside 90 fathons of
water." Then I asked, "Do you understand that the halibut-fishing is substantially
everywhere a deep-sea fishery?" to which he answered" Yes." Then I put this question:
"Occasionally a halibut may be caught inshore as a boy may catch a codfish off the
rocks, but, pursued as a business, lialibut are caught in the sea?" And the witness
answered " Yes."

31r. Thoiso.-No; the witness, honestly enough, says that the halibut-fishery is
usually a deep-sea fishery; but the words describing it as merely an occasional thing to
catch one inshore are Mr. Foster's; and the witness does not assent to these words, but to
the statement that halibut are caught in the sea, to which he replies "Yes, they are caught
in deep water."

I only refer to this as an illustration of the dangerous power possessed by mny learned
friend in the twisting of evidence. "So much," he says in his speech, "for the inshore
halibut-fishery; and that brings me to the inshore cod-fishery, as to which I am .reminded
of a chapter in an old history of Ireland that was entitled 'On Snakes in Ireland,' and the
wholc chapter was, ' There arc no snakes in Ireland."'

Now, that is a very amusing way of treating the cod-tishery, but, unfortunately, it is
not justified by the facts. If there is no more truth in the statement that there are no
suakes in Ireland than there is in the statement that there is no, inshore cod-fishery, I am
very much afraid that island is overrun with vipers. Xov I will show you distinctly that
we have the nost conclusive testimony on the subject of the inshore cod-fisheries, and it
is a very singular thing that my learnéd friend should have dismissed the subject so
summarilv as lie did. I refer to the evidence of the British witness named Nicholson,
page 207. Let us see wliat he says. By the same token, this is the very man that speaks
of the halibut also. In the cross-examination by Mr. Dana, on page 207, the followiug
passage occurs:

" Q. Well, cod are often caught inshore, but would not you say cod vas a deep-sea fishery ?-
A. Yes.

"Q. And halibut is the sane ?-A. Yes.
"Q. I believe one witiess, a Mr. Vibert, of Perce, in the county of Gaspe, saidt that the lialibut

were altogether caught within the three-mile limit, without any exception. He says, 'that is I believe
what I bave understood from our fishermei; they have told me that halibut could not be caught in deep
vater.' (Reads from page 110 of the evidence). Should not you say that was a iistaken statement ?-

A. Yes. The Gloucester folks go every winter. lu fact they go the ,vhole year round to catch them.
In the suniner they get halibut in shallow water, but in the winter they have to fish in 100 fathoms
of water.

" Q. So they are a deep-water fish as a fish, but you can catch them inshore ?-A. They nay be
caught inshore.

" Q. Do the Anericans thenselves pursue the halibut-fishing except as IL deep-sea fishery -
A. Oh, yes. They take theim anywhere where they can get them.

"Q. Do you think that on this coast the Americans fisli for ialibut ?-A.' Yes.
"Q. They take them as they find them, but do they undertake as a business the fishing fox

halibut inshore ?-A. Certainly, the Treaty allows it. They will take them in.our harbours if
they can."

Now, if you look at page 413, the evidence.of Mr..Ruggles, you will.findsome
evidence*upon this point:-

"Q. What kind of fish are caught here ?-A. Cedfish, haddock, hake, pollock, halibut; herring;
and some miackerel wlien they strike our shores.

"Q. Is it an inshore fishery ?-A. With the large proportion of the inhabitants it is an inshore
fishery in siall boats.

"Q. Do you know vliere Cape Split is ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Now, does this fishery extend up the north coast of the island and off Digby Neck as far as

Cape Split ?-A. Yes. It is quite an extensive fishery up to the 1sle of Haute, and tliat is well up to
Cape Split.

"Q. From Cape Split it extends, all the wayto your.islanîd.' Around the shotresof; the-bay, are
there fisheries therc ?-A. Yes.
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"Q. Àroua both sides of the bay ?-A. That is Digby Neck aide and Claré..
"Q. And down the coast as fax as Yarmouth ?-A.- Perhaps on the south 'side of St. Marys Bay

on the French shore or the township of Clare it is not so extensive.
"Q. It is not so extensively carried on, but is the fish as good ?--A. I could hardly say it was as

good on the south side, but still there are a number that prosecute the fisheries there. - It is increasing
annually. The inhabitants are turning their attention more to the fishery business."

You will recollect that this evidence is wholly uncontradicted, and the same is
true of the testimony of Mr. Payson, on page 399. He is Fishery Overseer for Long
Island and Brier Island, residing at Westport, Digby County,.Nova Scotia. His evidence
is as follows:-

"Q. You are Inspector of Fisheries there ?-A. Yes; up to Tiverton aud Petit Passage.
<Q. What do you consider to be the value of the fisheries there ?-A. Last year the fishermen

exported about 200,000 dollars' worth of fish.
"Q. What parts of the coast does that include ?-A. The two islanda.
"Q. Trom the two islands which constitute about seven miles of the thirty miles of the Neck on

one side of the bay, the fish exported amounted to 200,000 dollars ?-A. Yes.
"Q. The other portion of the fishery is as good as yours ?-A. Well, perhaps not quite. They -

are not as fully carried out.
"Q. Fish are as plentiful?-A. There is fishing all along the coast.
"Q. The people on those islands live ahnost exclusively by fshing ?-A. Pretty much altogether.
"'Q. For a number of years your district has been frequented by small American schooners ?-

A. Yes.
"Q. What kinds of fish do they catch ?-A. They catch the same kinds as we do-cod, halibut,

pollock, and herring.
"Q. They catch their own bait ?-A. The smallvessels catch their own bait.
"Q. Besides these small American schooners, your district is frequented by other American

fishing vessels ?-A. A great many other vessels come in mainly for bait, sometimes for ice, and go
out again.

"Q. How often do they come in for bait ?-~A. I have known some vessels to come three times in
a season.

"'Q. Where do the small American vessels take their fish ?-A. To where they belong, I supposei
They come from along the coast down to Mount Desert.

"Q. It is a business that is increasing ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Do the American vessels fsh, there during the season -A. The small~fishing vessels fish

there during the season; and the other vessels cone in for bait. There are fisheries at Whale Cove,
and White Cove from one to three miles above Petit Passage, and quite an extensive fishery about
five miles above. The people there complained of the small American vessels coming there and
interfering with the fishery. I told them I could not do anything because the Americans are allowed
the same privileges as we are. I also heard complaints of the Americans transgressing the law by
Sabbath fishing and throwing gurry overboard. In two cases I issued a varrant, but they got, out of
the way and it was.not served upon them.

" Q. Why do the American schooners come over to your district, and not fish on their own coast -
A. They said the fishery on their own coast hias failed, and they gave me as a reason that they thought
it was a good deal due to the trawling practices.

"Q: During how-many years have they been coming there ?-A Three or four years.
"Q. They gave you tliat as the reason why they come to your coast ?--A. I talk to a

great many masters of American vessels. My son keeps an ice-house, and they come there for ice,
and I have talked with them: about·the fisheries, and they tòld me the trawling had, in a Measure,
broken up their fishing.

"Q. How .far from the shore do they catch cod, pollock, and haddock ?-A. From half-a-mile to a.
mile. The large vessels fish mnostly outside the three miles, but the small vessels fish on the sam'e
ground as our fishermen. The small vessels fish within half-a-mile or a mile of the shore. They
anchor the vessels in the harbour, and go'out in-boats to fish; they fish close inshore."

Now, they did not contradict that evidence at all. I do not know what the extent of
coast is from Cape Split to Digby Neck.

Mr. Foster.-What counties does it include?
Mr. Thomson.-Kings, Annapolis, and Digby.
There was an attempt to contradict this evidence by the evidence of Sylvanus SMith,

page 338 of the American testimony. As the Counsel for the United States have not the
privilege of replying, it is only fair that I should cite the pages of the American testimony-
that were presented in attempted contradiction of the evidence of our witnesses.

The evidence of Sylvanus Smith is as follows

Q. How ar e to any place havé you kuonn of thelalibut being f!shéd -A 150 miles
may be the nearest point. -

"Q. These are banks, but baven't you known it ta be done, or attempted near shore ? kI have.
"Q. Wheïe have you known themI ?-A On the Labrador coast they have caugiht' them large near

the shore. I have lnovn them catch them in thirty miles or twenty-five rmiles, around Cape Sable -.
L fished there quitea mnberpf years-around Seal Island and Brown's Bank.

"Q. How ear land thére diffou ever fish ?-A I have fis6e irsigh f laid, coula see it
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"Q. Did you ever fish. within three miles?-A. No;.1 don't think anyone could fish in ther.
because it is not a fishiùg ground.

"Q. Yon don't know of añyone -A. No."

That is all he could give in the way of contradictions, if I recolléct right. On
page 340 this question is put to him:--

"Q. You cannot speak of the places where halibut have been caught since that time from practical
knowladge ?-A. No.

"Q.Previôus to 1864 you weré engaged. How many seasons -were you engaged catèhing
halibut ?-A. I think some six or eight.

" Q. When you were then engaged did you go into the Gulf of St. Lawrence at al for lialibut ?-
A. Never.

"Q. Are you aware that there is a halibut-fishery around Anticosti? -A. I never was aware
of any.

" Q. Well, the fact that two vessels were seized there while inside trying to catch would be somè
evidence that they believed the halibut were there ?-A. Well, they look for them everywhere.

' Q. Don't you think they nust have had reasonable grounds ?-A. I don't think it. They are
in the habit of looking everywherë where they may be.

"Q. Do you stand by thé full mheaning of your answer that yon don't think they had reasonable
grounds for believing the fish to be there ?-A. WeU, a man might have reasonable grounds for
believing they were in the water anywhere."

Mr. Foster.-Have you the evidence where he says that one of his vessels strayed
into the Gulf of St. Lawrence after halibut? Look also at Swim's affidavit, page 238:-

aloucester, October 10, 1877.
"I, Benjamin Swim, of Gloucester, Mass., on oath depose and say, that I was born at Barrington,

Nova Scotia, am twenty-seven yeais of age, and amn now master of schoon'ér 'Sarah C. Pyle,' of
Gloucester, and have been since Apiil of this year engaged in cod-fishing, during that time
have landed 150,000 lbs. of codfish and about 3,000 lbs. of halibut, and caught them aIl, both codfish
and halibat, on Western Banks. The nearest to the shore that I have caught fish of any kind this
year is at least forty miles.

aBENJAMIN SWIM, Master of schooner 'Sarah C. Pyle."

Mr. Thomson.-This is what Swim says: Mr. Smith gave the name of the ''Sarah
C. Pyle," of Gloucester, Captain Swett, as one vessel that had fished near shore in eighteen
fathoms of water.

Mr. Foster.-It is not Sylvanus Smith who speaks of tbat.
Mr. Thomson.-No; it is William B. Smith. The question is as follows:-

"Can you give us the name of any of these vessels that you say have been fishing within that
distance of the shore in eighteen fathoms of water ?-A. I can give the name of one, the' Saiah C. Pyle,'
Captain Swett, of Gloucester. I supplied him in the summer with 2,800 imackerel."

But whose affidavit have we? Not the affidavit of Captain Swett, but of Benjamin
Swim, of Gloucester.

Now there is no word that. during the whole of this season he commanded the "Sarah
C. Pyle." This evidence was given a long time ago, while the affidavit which purports to
be a contradiction is sworn on the 10th October-months after he had given the evidence.
Captain Swim had the printed evidence, I presume; at all events some person must have
had the printed evidence and communicated to him its purport. He must have read the
statement that it was Captain Swett who commanded her, and that the witness William
B. Smith sold her 2,800 nackerel. Now this affidavit is altogether silent as to Captain
Swett. If it was intended to be a contradiction of the witness's statement, there should
have been a statement that there was no such a person as Captain Swett in command of
that vessel. Captain Swirn does not undertàke to say that he commanded the vessel
during the whole time since April last. He says :-," I am now master," &c.; "have been
since April." He may have sent another man out as captain, and himself remained master
upon the register. It would be quite consistent with anything that he bas stated in his
affidavit.

Mr. Foster.-The affidavit is dated the 10th October, while the evidence was given
on the 28th September. So there is not such a great while between.

Mr. Thomson.-But it is undoubtedly made for the purpose of contradicting William
B. Snith, and I say that it is a most singular circumstance that they produced no affidavit
from Captain Swett.

Mr. Foster.-There is no Captain Swett. Probably the short-hand reporter got the
name wrong.

Mr. Thomson.-If this affidavit was intended as a contradiction, it should háve con-
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tained an allegation that there was no Captain Swett, that there was no other « Sarah 0.
Pyle," and that this deponent had been in command of her during the whole tiïe. Even
had all that been done, there would have been this important question, whether a man
who comes here and subjects himself to cross-examination, and whose evidence, s sub-
stantially unsbaken, can be, or ought to be, contradicted by an affidavit made in a chamber
by sorne interested person behind the back of the person to be affected by it, and absolutely
protected against any hostile cross-examination. I say that any writing produced under
such circumstances to contradict such a witness is not worth the paper it is written on, and
ought not to be. What is the reason le did not come here? If he was intended to con-
tradict our witness, why, in common fairness, didn't he either come here or show some
reason that prevented him from attending as a witness in person ? Shoals upon shoals of
witnesses have come here from Gloucester and been examined. What is the reason that
Swim did not come as Smith did and subject himself to cross-examination? Smith was
not afraid of cross-examination. Why was Swim? I dismiss his affidavit as no contradic-
tion whatever.

Mr. Foster.-Don't dismiss it until I call attention to the fact that further on in the
cross-examination of Smith ie says he does not know where the " Sarah C. Pyle" caught
her halibut at all, and that all he knows is that he supplied the bait.

Mr. Thomson.-Where is that
Mr. Foster.-Read right along in Mr. Dana's cross-examination. His statement on

cross-examination is as follows:---

Q. You have with you a memorandum concerning this vessel to whieh you sold these mackerel?
-- Yes.

'Q. What did they do with the mackerel ?-A. They put the fish in ice on board. I do not know
what became of the latter afterwards.

Q. What did the vessel do then?-A. She went out to fish.
iQ. Dd you see her do so ?-A. Yes.

<cQ. Did she continue fishing with 2,800 freshi mackerel on board ?-A. The captain took them for
part of his bait. We did not supply him altogether with bait.

"Q. Did you go on board of lier after she left the harbour ?-A. No.
"Q. Do you know what she caught ?-A. No.
Q. Whether cod or mackerel ?-A. No.

"Q. It might have been cod ?-A. Yes.
«Q. Why did you say it -was halibut ?-A. I said that we supplied him with bait, but I do not

know that she caught halibut.
"Q. As to those vessels, can you tell with your glass at that distance whether what they haul on

board is halibut or cod ?-A. I do not know what they catch, but they say that they come thère to fish
for halibut. I frequently converse with them."

Mr. Thomson.--Ie says this Captain Swett is a neighbour of his, that the "'Sarah
C. Pyle," of which Captain Swett was master, fished for halibut, that lie supplied hin with
2,800 mackerel, that she went out to fish, and in answer to the question why he said it
was halibut she· caught, he says, we supplied her with bait; and in answer to the next
question, he says he does not know what they catch, but that-they say they corne there to
fish for halibut. Captain Swett told Mr. Smith that he carme there to fish for halibut, and
Smith believed bis word, and UIsay that his evidence stands entirely uncontradicted ; and
in view of:what I have seen of bis evidence,I shall dismiss the affidavit of Swimn as being
entirely irrelevant, aud having no bearing whatever upon the matter.

But there is another man that was brought forward to contradict Mr. Smith. Con-
fronted with the maps, and shown that the soundings were there that he had undertaken
to say were not there, hewas obliged to admit that he had not been there for eleven years,
while M.. Smithi ad given'evidence referring to a period within a couple of years.

There is another witness that they put' forward to contradict Hopkins' testimony. On
page 417 of the British evidence Hopkins testifies as follows 1

e o aware that halibut is taken i e b ats as well as cod and p1ook ?-A
our boats ? Yes, it is taken inliore.

Q. I think you said you had heard of Americans coming ln within three miles; but you did not
ùow ?-A. I do not~kow. Mr. Cunningham will kcnow moie than I do. It is a little aside from
where my business takes mïe. I have understood that they have been in a good deal around St. John

Island, just west of where I am.
Q. That i .withiu three railes ?-A Close in." 

In this connection I will turnyour attention to the evidence of Joseph Coutoure
page 280. He says :

* "Q. i 42yeaxs a a agee iri lth ii Ga e. o am, a fisheri,
and at present employ men in the fishing business. klThis fLshery is carried on along the coast, from one
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to three miles from shore, and also on.Miscou Bank. The Anericans fish there. I hava seen as many
as forty sail fishing theie at a time."

Mr. Foster.-That vas in 1857?
Mr. Thomson.-Yes; I want to show that the fish were there. The whole evidence

shows that the codfish do not fall off.
Now on page 293 we have the evidence of Louis Roy, of Cape Chatte, Gaspe, fish

merchant, formerly fisherman. His evidence is this:-

"Q. Is the cod as abundant now as it vas thirty or forty years ago? Do you get as much ?-A.
Oh, yes, as uch as thirty or forty years ago. I am sure of it."

I will not read, but simply refer to, the evidence of James Horton, James Jessop, and
the Hon. Thomas Savage, which is all to the same effect as to this question of the
cod-fishery, and therefore I submit that this was not a part of our Case to be summarily
dismissed upon the principle that there are no snakes in Ireland.

Now I pass from the cod-fishery to the question of bait.
IUpon that subject I want to be distinctly understood. I will just refer you in general

terms to the question. Under the decision of this Commission the bait vhich the
Americans, who come into our harbours, purchase cannot be taken into consideration. The
point, therefore, that I have to make in view of that decision is this, that so far as the
evidence shows tliat the Americans have gone in for the years that are passed, and have
themselves fished for bait or employed others to fish for it, that must be taken into con-
sideration, upon the principle that the man who employs another to fish for him in point
of law fishes himself. T presume that will not be disputed. In reference to the years that
are to come, the proposition that I submit is this:-That this Commission having decided
that under the Treaty of Washington the privileges of buying bait and ice, and of trans-
shipping cargoes, are not given by that Treaty. American vessels have no right to exercise
them, and if they do so, they are liable to forfeiture, under the Convention of 1818.
Therefore, as regards these rights, we go back to that Convention,' and Am erican vessels
exercise then at their peril. In reference, therefore, to the future of this Treaty, American
fishermen mnust be presumed to bow to your decision and obey the law. -That being so,
what will they do ? Thev must get bait; they cannot do without it; and they will there-
fore have to fish for i t themselves. In any case,- you must' assume that they will get
whatever bait they require from our shores during the next eight years, according to law,
either by fishing themselves or going and hiring persons to fish for them, which, under the
Treaty, they undoubtedly have a right to do.

Then arises the question, is this bait absolutely necessary for them or not? Now
the whole evidence shows that without the bait they cannot prosecute the fisheries at
all. Even their own cod-fisheries it is really impossible for them to, carry on, unless
they get our bait. That this must be thoroughly understood by American fishermen, is
indicated by the extraordinary efforts made to get rid of the difficulty. :That is clear,
because Professor Baird was put upon the stand to give evidence thata new process had
been discovered by .vhich clams could be kept fresh for an indefinite length of time, and
that these could be used for bait. They were so fresh when preserved, I don't know for
how many weeks by this process, that the Centennial Commissioners made up their minds
(and bold men indeed they must have been) to eat them.

But Professor Baird omitted to tell this Commission a matter.which was very essential
to the inquiry, and that was what was the chemnical process and what was the cost of that
process by which bait which would become putrid and useless under ordinary
circumstances within the usual time, was prevented fron becoming in that condition ;
and i think until that fact is made clear, your Honours must dismiss it from your minds.
I only refer to it to show that the American -Government felt that upon:that subject it was
in a very difficult position. It is clear therefore to .my mind, and I think it must be
assumed by this Commission, that without"fresh bait American fishermen cannot
get on.

The next question is, can they get a supply of fresh bait on their own shore ? There
is a consensus of evidence given by witness after witnesz who went, on the stand and stated
that he came once, twice, three times or four times during one season for. fresh bait
into ports of Nova Scotia, along the Cape Breton shore., I did not ekamine is to the
Grand Bank fishing vessels, for that part of the case I left to my learned colleague,
Mr. Whitéway; büt as to the George's Banks fishery, the süpply of bait is obtained frmn
our own shores. It is one of the matters your Honours must take into considerätion,;
that if Arnericän fishermen were kept out of oui waters so that they could not get bait
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not only their mackerel-fishing in the bay would go dowvi,.but their cod-fishery would go
down also. According to the evidence, if your Honours will examine it, we hold the
keys in our hands which lock and uniock the whole North American fisheries, I mean
the North American fisheries for cod, halibut, mackerel, and herring, in fact for all those
fish which are ordinarily used for food.

Mr. Foster.-Do you say mackerel?
Mr. Thomson.-Yes, in regard to mackerel, I will show that we hold the keys. It is

probably forestalling my argument a little ; but Mr. Foster, in the course of his speech,
asserts that because the larger proportion of mackerel, as lie says, comes from the American
coast, our mackerel does not have any effect on the market.

Mr. Foster.-I thought you were speaking about bait and the bait question.
Mr. Thomson.-So I was. Even for mackerel, it is not much of pogie bait they use,

and at all events they use other bait as well; but pogie is not necessarily an American
bait, it is a deep.sea fish, as has been shown by different witnesses.

Now, in regard to the quantity of bait, I refer you to the evidence.
John F. Campion, of Souris, Prince Edward Island, pages 36, 37, and 45, says

"There are large numbers of American trawlers off Cape North. They catch their bait around
the coasts of Newfoundland, sometimes at St. Peter's Island, and at Tignish Bay. I have seen themn
catch herring for bait this spring. .hree or four were setting nets right in Our harbour."

John James Fox, Magdalen Islands, at page 114, says:

"Americans catch bait largely in our neighbourhood; the chief place for catching it is at Grand
Entry Harbour; they set their nets on shore; they want this bait for cod-fishing."

Angus Grant, Port Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, at pages 184, 185, says-

"Americans both purease and fish for squid; they catch squid by jigging; large quantities axe
taken at lawkesbury. They buy and catch bait at Crow larbour and those places."

James Purcell, Port Mulgrave, at page 197, says:

"United States' vessels get their bait in our harbour ; they sometimes buy it, and sometimes catch
it. I have seen then catching it. I have seen eighteen vessels taking squid as fast as they could haul
theni in, at Hawkesbury."

John Nicholson, Louisburg, Cape Breton, at page 205, says
"IAmericans both fish for their bait anzd huy it. I have seen them fishing for squid close to

the shore."

John Maguire, Steep Creek, Nova Scotia, at page 213, says

"American cod-fishing vessels sometimes catch squid for bait."

James Bigelow, Wolfville, Nova Scotia, at page 222, says
"Americans frequently catch bait on our shores."

John Stapleton, Port Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, at pages 228, 229, says:

"I have seen numbers of Americans catching squid in Port Eawkesbury; this year I suppose
fifteen or twenty sai; last year about twenty-five or thirty. They cannot carry on the Bank fishery
.without procuring fresh bait."

Hon. Thomas Savage, Cape Cove, Gaspe, at page 264, says

"I have seen Americans come in and catch bait themselves, or rather set their nets to do so
among our fishermen they seine for it; they vould do very little at cod-fishing without the privilege o
getting fresh bait."

James Baker, Cape Cove, Gaspe, at page 270, says:-
" Americans fishing at Miscou Bank come in to different places along our coast for fresh bait; theyites theniselves

principally catch it themselves,,taking squid, miackerel, and caplin; they took it close inshore."

James Jessop, Newport, Gaspe, at page 277, says :
" Americancod-fishers ru up to Shippegan and Caraquette and fish for herring for bait, with nets;

týhey alsortake Ëiackerel and squid; they could not carry onthe fishery profitably.without coming in t'
get fresh bait."

Willian Flynn, Percé, Gaspe, at page 278, says:-

There are annually about 400 cod-fishers lu the bay; they get a great dealof their bait'inhore
iiong our coast by setting nets for it, andsoretimes by buying it. . I have seen them seining herring

[..36].E
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and caplin, and have hieard that they jig sguid and bob mackerel. I don't believe they could cany on
the cod-fshiery profitably without coming inshore for fresh bait."

John Short, Gaspe, at page 284, says:-

"American codfishers get a great quantity of their bait from the inshore fisbery. I have seen
them set nets, and have no doubt of their catching their bait inshore; they often draw seines to
shore for caplin and small fish. Without the right of coning inshore they could not successfully carry
on the deep-sea cod-fishery."

Abraham Lebrun, Percé, Gaspe, at page 288, says

"I have heard from United States' captains that there are 500 cod-ishers in the bay. They get
their bait on the coast. They take herring in nets. They also catch squid, and seine caplin. They
take mackerel as we. They bring their aets -with then. They liad either to pmur e fresh bait or go
without ýfish."

John F. Taylor, Isaac's Harbour, Nova Scotia, at page 296, says:-

"<United States' cod-fishers in the gulf rnn inshore for bait-they go in boats to get them. Without
the right of getting fresh fish inshore, tley could not carry on the fishery with success."

George Romeril, Percé, Gaspe, at page 309, says:-

"'Most of the 'United States' cod-fishers come inshore for bait; they get it with nets and by
purchase; they take chiefly lierring; they bring their nets with them, and catch the bait themselves
close inshore. The cod-fishery could not be carried on successfully without access to the shores for

James Hickson, Bathurst, New Brunswick, at page 341, says:-
" United States' vessels ome inshore and ish for bait when they can, and'buy it when they can;

they take squid inshore. They couldn't carry on the fishery without comning in for bait."

John Dillon, Steep Creek, Nova Scotia, at page 360, says:-

" Sone Uhnited States' vessels corne inshore and set their nets for bait."

Thomas R. Pattilo, Liverpool, Nova Scotia, ut page 376, says:-

Anerican vessels have this season been taking mackerel for hait in the haboeur."

Peter S. Richardson, Chester, Nova Scotia, ut page 390, says:-

I have knowa pnty of nien tatching their own squid in Newfoundland or Canso."

H olland C. Payson, Westport, Nova Scotia, at page 399, says:-

"The small Anerican schooners fishing ii our vicinity catch their own bait.''

John Purney, Sandy Point, Nova Scotia, at page 421, says:-
"The other day Aiericans were fishing for bait inside of Shelburne lights. One of the captains

of the vessels told me he had taken three barrels that day in the harbour, of small mackerel for bait,
The United States' vessels could not carry on their deep-sea fisheiy witbout getting fresh hait."

That is an epitome f some of the evidence-not the whole of t; and your Hionours
will find on examination that the evidence is strong on the point, and that nearly all the
witnesses agree that they cannot get on without the fresh bait. I am not going to touch
on that point at length, because it was successfully dealt with by my learned friend,
Mr. Whiteway, who, i think, effectually settled the question of sait bait. It is admitted on
all bands that it cannot for a moment compete with fresh hait.

'The next point to wlhici i tara your Honours' attention is a part of our case which
has been made the object of attack on the other side-the Grand Manan fishery. Imean
the fishery round the Island of Grand Manan, Campobello, and Deer Island, and adjacent
islands, and on the main shore of Charlotte County opposite. I do not intend to call your
-attention -eothe evidence, for the time which has been given me in -which to elose my
argument wilt not enable me to do so. I therefore pass it over, by -calling your Honours'
attention simply to the result of that evidence. It is proved by Mr. McLaughlin, who is
admitted on all bands to be not only an able man, 'but an honest, straiglitforward man-
lamrna who bad apractical knowledge of the fishing business, and is a personal friend of
ýPro1èssor Baird, that the British catch was in value over 500,000 dollars on the Island of
Grand Manan alone. He had especial reasons for knowing it, because, he was Fishery
Wardeu, and it was his business to ind out what the catch was , and he;says the catkh put
on paper was below the acttial catch, for this sufficient reason, that the mien to whonm he
"vent '(and bewentto every person engaged in the fishing business) were;afraid 6f.beinj taxed



to the extent of their full catch, and therefore gave him an under-estiniate of the quantity.
When he explained to them that in point of fact he was only Fishery Warden, they
said they knew he was something else, and that he was a County Councillor, and they
were afraid he would carry the information he obtained as Fishery Warden to the County
Council. Mr. MeLaughlin says that the figures are entered under the mark. lie then
says that the catch of the Island of Campobello and Deer Island is as large as the catch of
Grand Manan. He says, in regard to those three islands of Grand Manan, Campobello,
and Deer Island, and the adjacent islands, that the American catch round those islands is
as great, or greater, than the British catch, that is to say, there are 2,000,000 dollars'
worth taken round those islands. Upon the main shore, he says, from all he cari learn
-and he bas talked with different men engaged in the business on the main shore, from
Lepreau to Letite-there is as great a catch as that which is taken round the islands.
That statement of Mr. McLaughlin, which was a matter of opinion, is corroborated
as a matter of fact by Mr. James Lord and Mr. James R. McLean, vho were not only
practical fishermen, but were personally engaged in the trade, and own fishing vessels.
Mr. Foster says: "If you admit the statement to be true, look wbat follows. A larger
quantity of herring is taken round Grand Manan than the whole foreign importation of the
United States." We have nothing to do with that. The American Counsel have under.
taken to show that away out in the Bay of Fundy, on some ledges far beyond the three-
mile line, at what they call the "Rips," they catch a great many herfing, as'also at
different places along the coast; but it does not appear by the returns. The United States
do not import a great iriany herring. There is no pretence for saying that we make use of
the United States' market fbr our herring. A number of witnesses have proved (I have
not time to read their testimony, but I state it as the fact) that the large market for slt
herrings is to be found in this Dominion, in the different cities and towns from St. John to
Toronto, and one witness stated that he had at Toronto met American sait herrings
coming over the border, and competing with him in the market. And our herrings are
also shipped to Sweden and elsewhere. Therefore the remark of Mr. Foster, though true
in fact, really has no bearing on the case.

How was this evidence sought to be met? It was sought to be met by Eliphalet
French, who is a merchant living at Eastport, a man who, if I recollect aright, had never
been on the Island of Grand Manan. He said he had knowledge of the fishery there, and
he put his second-hand information against the personal knowledge of McLaughlin, Lord,
and. McLean, because, said he, the whole trade comes through Eastport. There happens to
be a division in the American camp on that point, for Pettes, who was another witness brought
to contradict the statements made by British witnesses regarding Grand Manan, swears that
very few herring go to Eastport. Whether he told the truth or not I do not know and >
do not care. They are not our itnesses, and it is not my business to reconcile their
statements. It is curious that when those people were brought to contradict our evidence
they could not agree. They not only undertook to contradict the British witnesses; but
they contradict each other. Then we had Wilford J. Fisher, who formerly lived at Grand
Manan, but afterwards became a naturalized citizen of the United States, and now resides.
at Eastport. For eleven years back-for a number of years, at all events-his foot had
never been placed on Grand Manan ;,he had no personal knowledge as to what the
fisheries were for the Iast eleven or twelve years. Another witness was Pettes,;who, after
having stated that lie was largely engaged in the fishing business, it turned out, caught
about 200 dollars' worth of herring in a year, was a boarding-house keeper in winter, and
at other times ran a packet to St. Andrew's. This is the man who contradicted French, as
to the herring trade with Eastport, and said none went there. And these are the men
brought up to contradiet McLaughlin! Asked if McLaughlin was an honest and respectable
man, they acknowledged thathe was ; but Pettes, having no personal knowledge, undertook
to say that his judgment in regard to the catch off the mainland and the islands was just
as good as the judgments of those tbree men whose particular business, it was- to make
themselves acquainted with it in every particular.

I never heard more reckless swearing-with. great deference to the other side
-in my life, except, indeed, the extraordinary affidavits iay perhaps have out.Heroded
it. For living witnesses I never heard much more reckless swearing than was done by
those gentlemen to contradict those whom they were obliged to admit were honest men,
and who' they ought to have admitted possessed better neans of knowledge. This is ill.
I have to say on this point, except this: one of the witnesses, I believe Pettes, absolutely
said he had never heard of the American fleet coming down there for herring

Mr. Foster.-I think 'not.
Mr. Thomson.-Then it was one of, the others
f.]Fster.-- thàiiot.3
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Mr. Thomson.-It is not very important, except for the purpose of arriving at the
conclusion as to whetherthis man told the truth or not. That is the only manner in which
it is important. That the American fishing fleet cornes down here every year is a settled
fact. But there is an important point connected with this fleet, to which I respectfully
call the attention of the Commission. It is a confessed fact that the American fleet
does come down there, that very large quantities of herring are taken, and have been taken
yearly, and will be taken for all time to come, I suppose; but not one single captain of all
that fleet-and the names of the captains and vessels they commanded are known--has
been put on the stand for the *purpose of contradicting the British evidence in regard to
the fisheries of Grand Manan, and the adjacent shores of New Brunswick to the north of it.
That is a most extraordinary circumstance, that not a single man of ail that fishing fleet bas
been called for the purpose of giving evidence on that point.

M r. Foster.-You are entirely mistaken about that. Here is Ezra Turner, and
Sylvanus Smith had been there.

Mr. Thonson.-He had not been engaged in the fishery for eleven years back, if my
memory serves me right. We will take Ezra Turner first. I am speaking now of within
the time covered by the testimony of those witnesses whom the four witnesses were called
to contradict. If you say Ezra Turner cornes within the reference, I am quite willing to
be shown that such is the fact.

Mr. Foster.-What time do you say is covered by the witnesses ?
Mr. Thomson.-I say it was during the time of the Reciprocity Treaty, and possibly a

few years later.
Mr. Foster.-If you look at Ezra Turner's evidence, on page 227, you will find the

following:-

Q. In regard to the herring fishery at Grand iManan, have you been in that neighbourhood after
herring ?-A. Yes, I suppose I was the man who introduced that business.

"Q. H.ow many years ago was that ?-A. That is twenty-five years ago, I guess.
"<Q. Did you go there to catch herring or to buy them ?-A. That is the way all our vessels do;

they go and buy then from the inhabitants there, who fisli the herring and freeze them.
"<Q. When were you there last ?-A. I was down there last year, last winter. I only stopped

a little vhile."

Mr. Tiomson.- Was he down there as captain of one of the vessels?
Mr. Foster.-He is a man who has been captain all his life.
Mr. Thomson.-What I said was, that of all the fishing fleet coming there, not one of

the skippers bad been called for the purpose of contradicting the evidence given by
McLaughlin, Lord, and MeLean, and they could not contradict it unless they were down
there as captains during the period over which the testimony of these men runs. Now,
as far as I remember, Turner has not done so,

Mr. Foster.-Here is the evidence of Lawrence Londrigan, who was there last winter
in the " J. W. Roberts." He does not come within the terms of the statement, because
he was not captain. P. Conley was captain of the vessel. Londrigan, in his evidence,
says:-

'<Q. What were you doing last winter ?-A. I left to go in a vessel for frozen herring.
'<Q. What is the name of the vessel ?-A. ' J. W. Roberts.
"Q. Where did she hail from ?-A. From Rockport, Me.
"Q. Who vas her captain ?-A. P. Conley.
"iQ. When did you start from Rockport ?-A. Sixteenth December.
"Q. How long were you gone ?-A. We were at Beaver Harbour and around Grand Manan about

two weeks.
"Q. Were other vessels there ?-A. Yes.
"Q. How many ?-A. 'Electrie Flash,' 'Madawaska Maid,' ' Mary Turner,' 'Episcatawa.'
"Q. How many frozen herring did you get ?-A. Some were bought frozen and some were bought

green, and took ashore, and some we froze on the deck of the vessel.
" Q. What did you pay for them ?-A. For most of thema 50 cents a hundred, for about 25,000,

45 cents a hundred."

Then I can quote frorn aflidavits.
Mr Thomson.-I believe I an making an admission, which is not borne out by the

evidence, when I say I admit you can turn out twenty such cases as this, which is no
contradiction, nor does it fall within that to which I called attention. I said not a captain
had been called as a witness-and I am willing to treat this man as a captain-for the
purpose of contradicting the British witnesses. Our witnesses swear that the Americans
come down and get an immense quantity of fish there, to the value of 1,000,000 dollars
yearly. This man (Londrigan) cores down and partly bears out that evidence. He
comes down to tell you how many herring the captain of the vessel bought and paid for.
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Is that any contradiction? It is a direct affirmative. But if half-a-dozen captains- were
put on the stand and said they had been acquainted with the fisheries all their lives, and
for the last two years that no such catch of herring, as was alleged, was ever made by the
American fleet, which we know from our experience is not possible, that would be no
evidence in contradiction. So far from this evidence, to which Mr. Poster has called
attention, being contradiction, it is direct evidence in confirmation.

Mr. -Dana.-Is your position that we caught the herring ?
Mr. Thomson..-I say you either caught them or went down and hired people to

get them, and by the rule qui facit per alium facit per se, you caught them yourselves.
Mr. Foster.-Do you say we caught thern or bought them ?
Mr. Thomson.-I say you did both. I say that a large portion of them, according to

the evidence, you bought. This man cornes down and buys. Suppose 500 people did
buy, does it prove that 900 people did not corne down and catch.

Mr. Foster.-We had Gloucester vessel-owners here who testified that they fitted out
their vessels, carrying no appliances to catch berring ; that they carried money and brought
back herrring, leaving the money behind them.

Mr. Thomson.-With great deference for Gloucester merchants-I shall have to deal
with their evidence by-and-bye-those who have appeared before the Commission in affida-
vits do not stand so well that much attention can be given to their evidence. I want the
evidence of men on the spot, of men who came down and fished. It was quite possible for
some of the captains, of whom there is a large body, to have been brought down ; they could
have been produced. We have produced positive affirmative evidence that they corne down
and catch fish, while no evidence has been given against that, and it is a significant fact in
regard to the Grand Manan fisheries that not a single tittle of contradictory evidence of such
a character as to diminish one pin's weight from the British evidence has been advanced.

Mr. Dana.-Your statement was not that you did not believe the evidence, but that
there was no such evidence.

Mr. Tiomson.-I am not going to say I do not believe the witness. I take the
witness to whose evidence Mr. Foster called attention, and I say I am willing to admit you
could produce twenty such witnesses, and so far from their testimony being contradictory
it is affirmatory. The American Counsel have not shown that every man who obtained
herring bought them; they could not prove their proposition in that way. It did not
prove that because somebody bought therefore nobody caught any.

I pass from that to a principle which is laid down by Mr. Foster at page 41 of his
speech, in which he says: " You must look at this case as you would at a mere business
matter, pencil in hand, and figure up bow much to charge against the Gloucester fisher-
men." This is the error, the fallacy that underlies the whole American defence to our
case-that the question to be decided is one between Great Britain and Gloucester fisher-
men. It is no such thing. It is a question between the United States and Great Britain,
and not whether these fishermen have been injured or the reverse. The question is
whether the United States have got a greater benefit by the advantages whiclh have been
given them under the fishery clauses of the Treaty than we have by the advantages given
to us.

What is the effect of free fish going into the United States ? Is not the effect that
the consumer gets it cheaper? and the consurmers are inhabitants of the United States.
It is alleged that the business is going to be broken down. When that happens it is time
enough to talk about it. It is said that the fresh fish business is going to entirely destroy
the trade in salt fish, for fresh fish can be packed in ice and sent over the Dominion, aid
as far as Chicago and St. Louis. I do not doubt but that that may be done to some
extent, but it will be very expensive. I doubt whether fresh fish cin be carried as cheaply
as salt fish ; it must be very expensive to carry it in the refrigerator cars; besides, fresh fish
of that description can only be purchased by large hotels and by people who have plenty
of money; but the ordinary consumer cannot afford to eat fresh fish, which is' much more
costly than salt fish. The trade in fresh fish must be confined to the line of railroads ; it
cannot be taken by carts into the country, while barrels of salt fisli could be rolled off at
any station. Therefore, this point is entirely out of the argument. But the principle laid
down is entirely incorrect.

The questionis what benefit is the Treaty to the whole United States? I will show
you by figures, which cannot possibly be mistaken, that previous to the iReciprocity-Treaty
the price of mackerel in the United States was at a.pretty large figure. The moment the
Reciprocity Treaty threw open the Ameérican miarket and there was a large influx of our fish,
the pricesfell. That state of things continued from 1854 to 1866. In 1866, when'by the
action of the United States' Government the Reciprocity Treaty became a dead letter, the
same state of things as existed before the Treaty again existed. Fish, which during those
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vears had been cheap to the consumer, rose in price, I will show that the moment the.
Trcaty of 1871 -the Washington Treatv under which this Commission is now sitting-was
passed and went into operation, the sane result again followed. The prices of mackerel
and other fish which had been high, fell. What is the argument which necessarily flows
froni that? It is that the consumer thereby gets his fish a great deal cheaper-; there can
be no doubt about that. But there is another view which must be taken. If it. be true, as
has been contended in evidence, that Gloucester merchants could not carry on their
fishing operations without having access to our shores, and I think it is clear and conclu-
sive that they cannot carry on the mackerel fishery, in the bay, for instance, 'without
going within the three-mile lirnit, there is an end to the question. They cannot carry on
a large business in their own waters without the assistance of our fisheries; they cannot
carry on the fishery in the bay-the great mass of the testimony shows that-unless they
get access to the shore line. To concede, for the sake of argument, thàt large schools of
mackerel are to bc found in the body of the Bay of St. Lawrence, and sometimes taken by
seines and sometimes by book and line; those schools, in order: to be available to the
fishermen, must be followed by them, and if they undertake to follow the schools they
must make up their minds to go within three miles of the shores or lose the fish. The
whole evidence shows that, and that the fishermen came bito the inshure waters, even
when the cutters were there, and ran the risk of seizure, and that was to themn a dreadful
occurrence, for it involved the forfeiture of the vessel. They knew the danger, and yet they
ran the risk. These men knew their business, and would not incur the risk to their
property without obtaining a return. And what was the reason? They could not do
w'ithout the inshore fisheries, andrather than go home without a catch they ran the risk
of seizure and condemnation.

It is said, on behalf of the United States, that during the last few years, notwith.
standing the American fishermen have been free to go into any portions of the bay, they
could not iake catches. Let me dispose of that at once. If it be true that the Ameri-
cans have gone into the bay since the Treaty went into operation, and failed to get large
catches, it lias resulted from the ruinous system of purse-seining, a system which has
destroyed the fisheries on their own coast, and will do so everywhere else. The effect, as
has been graphically described by a number of witnesses, has been such that ail the fish
which can be gathered in the net, which is swept round for a mile or more, are taken in
that treniendous seine-thousands of barrels at a tiie; they can only take out so many
at a time, in the interval a large portion die and are unfit for food. It is a most disastrous
and ruinous mode of carrying on any fis.hery; and I hope, for the sake of the United States
thenselves, and the fishermen who carry on the fisheries, that the day will come, and soon
come, when the destructive purse-seine fishing will bc prohibited by legislative enactment.

There is one requisite, without which purse-seining in Our own waters is an utter
failure-there must be deep water, or if there is not very deep water, there must be a
snooth bottom. In the gulf there is not very deep water, and the bottom is exceedingly
rough. Because some among American fishermen got exceptionally large catches with
purse-seines off the United States' shores, they persist in using purse-seines in the gulf.
What follows ? The fishermen do not dare to approach the shores for the purpose of
using the seines. They would be quite useless near the shores, and are nearly sO in the
body of the bay. What is the resuilt? They come back without catches, and then under-
take to say that there is no fish in the Bay St. Lawrence. The truth is, they go with
appliances utterly unfit to take the fish there. That is the truth about the matter. I say
it is the purse-seining that inakes the whole difficulty; and if they had stuck to hook and
line they would have had all these years back as good fishing in the bay as they could get
arywhere.

But, under all the circuistances, can they get on without the right to enter the shore
fisheries ? The moment they get into the shore fisheries thev get full fares. There is no
conflict of testimony upon that point. We have shown, by a mass of testimony, that there
are no large catches to be made without the riglit to go inshore. What is the evidence
brought to contradict that? It is the evidence given by men who have not caught any
fish inshore because they never fished there. Very few have undertaken to say that they
have go.ne inshore and failed. The whole testimony has shown that the American fisher-
men cannot get along without the inshore fisheries.

la estimating the value, if it bc true that their own cod-fishery cannot be carried on
without our bait; if it be true they cannot supplytheir own market with mackerel from
the Anerican shores without getting a supply from the:Gulf of St. Lawrence; and that
tbey cannot get mackerel in the gulf without going inshore, we make out our case, do we
not? It is not a question as to what each fisherman sailing ont of Glouc'ester is tobe
eharged; the question is this, whether the United States nust not pay for th erivil
that enables Gloucester to maintain its present state of prosperity. Every nation has said
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every. nation has sconsidered, that the fisheries form the nursery of its fleet. It is a
business which bas been nurtured by large bounties by the United States and other
countries. The class offishermen .is a favoured, privileged class. Theirs is the most ancient
calling in the world. And can it be said it is nothing to the !United States to keep up that
class? Is it nothing that they have there the nucleus out of wich.their naval force must
be kept up? The United States cannot get on without her :navy; she must have a great
navy. It is not sufficient that she should be a great Power on land; she intends to be,
and I hope always will be, an important and great Power on the sea. And how can
she be a formidable naval Power .unless .she has some means of nurturing lier marine;
and how is that to be nurtured, except through the fisheries ? It is one of the most
important schools she can possibly have. I shall have to call your attention to speeches
on this point in which it is shown to be one of the benefits accruing to the United States.
I therefore say, that.when Mr. Foster laid down the extraordinary rule that your Honours
.must approach the consideration of the question of value as a common matter of business,
with '' pencil in hand," he took a ýnarrow and erroneous view of the matter, based upon
the fallacy underlying their wbole case, that it is a question between the fishermen of
Gloucester and Great Britain, when it is nothing of the Iind.

Upon the question of the value of the two fisberies, alluded to by Mr.. Foster, tables
were put in by Major Low, to which J .wish to call your Honours' attention. Iu Major
Low's evidence, page 402, he gives two statements of Mr. Steele's transactions, showing
the average of montbly earnings of Mr. Steele'à fleet ,each year, fron 1858 to 1876, in
each department in which they were employed, after paying stock charges and so forth.
lu .1858, the number ofvessels was eight. I am reading eow from an analysis of MVajorLow's
tables, ruade up very carefully by Mr. Miall, of Ottawa, a very able man in statistics, wh1o
has giventme.a great deal of assistance in this matter, and who is very anchrate in bis figures.

1 r. Foster.-Let Mr. Miall be put on the ,stand as a witness.
Mr. Thomson.-All you bave to do is to refer to Major Low's evidence. I want. to

call your Honours' attention particularly to this, because a large portion of the evidence
submitted by the United States was for the purpose of sbowing that the coddishing was
an important business, and the mackerel-fishing was not, ,But that evidence proved the
opposite. This is the sum total of Major Low's own figures, as put in for the years from'
1858 to 1876, that the:average earuings of each vessel in the -cod-fishing: business per
month -was 393 dollars, while :the average earnings of each vessel per rnonth in the bay
nackerel business was 442 dollars, andon the Americaushore only 326 dollar.. Thiese

are Mr. Low's own figures. and the results which tbey prove, Here is the stateuet :-

ANMLyois of Statement of Messrs. Steele's Transactions, ýput in e-vidence 'y Major Lo W
a witness on, behalf.of the United States-sbowing the îmonthly earnings of Messrs.
Steele's deet, eaci year from 1858 to 1.87.6, in each department in which they are

iemployed, aier paying stock charges and crews' wages:

Cod 8ishinag. ,Bay Mickeral Fishing. Shore Mackerl Fisbing.
No. of________ __________ __

Vessels.'IVses ve sel s Titne Egaged. Time.Engaged

Months. Days. Dols. Months. Days. Dols. Months. Days. 'ogies.
1)nring>Reciprocity Treaty- Dois.

1858 . 8 31 7_ 215 33 ;22 318 1
1:859 .. .. 10 33 9 271 42 13 246

-860 .. s. il 42 15 211 33 18 273 7 24 427:
11861 a.. 1 65 8 158 22 3 *

2
0

2  6 14 235
1862 .. 9 59 8 243 14 16 326 2 27 190
1863 .. 9 39 14 392 20 7 659 .1 24 209
1864 .. .. B 37 6 407 27 25 800
'e65 ... .. . 8 26 24 856 8 97 766A,"

Buning Duial1Priod-
86,6 .. . . o 36 6 551 3 .9 617 .

1867 .. . 10 52 9 40 3 4  13 464'.8 130
1868 0. .. .. 1 66 6 488 17 16 301
1869 . 8 21 545 9 3 2
1870 .. .. 7 37 26 404 ,. 17 18 ' 426
1871 .. .. 6 35 17 383 . 14 -9 299
1872 .. .. 10 56 9 416 5 5 513 7 13 209

Puri4g Washington Treaty-42
1873 .. ., .. 8 57 11 42Il8 8
874 .. .. .. 9 3 25 466 5 290

1875[ . ... g. 61 j- 27 430 9 16.' .54.6,,
1876 .. .. 13 74 11' 360 .17 21 '231

-Y -8. - -

Time engaged anually.. ........ 48 .. 2 . 3 C3
Te ,vesse1 .. 5 8 2 10

CSes .eariggs per snanth per
vessel .. ' ... ... . 393 . 442 326O;.e* -ewqppr mea-
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Mr. Foster.-I understand that this paper will be put in, that we will have an
opportunity of examining it, and of replying to it, if justice is done.

Mr. Thomson.-We will have no nistake about that matter. I am quoting from a
paper what the result of Major Low's evidence is.

Mr. Foster.-Here is a table of statistics presented, and held in the hand, and we are
told with what care and by what skilful hands it has .been prepared, and yet they do not
propose to give even the details from which the result is made up.

Mr. Thonson.-I will hand over the figures, and you can look at them.
Mr. Foster.-I say we are entitled to have it to examine, and we are entitled to reply

to it. If the learned counsel is allowed to read anything prepared by Mr. Miall, whom he
bas had at work all summer, and did not see fit to call as a witness, we certainly are
entitled to examine it and reply to it.

Mr. Thomson.-If you will look at page 402 A of the American evidence, you wili find
the table. You will find by that, which contains Major Low's figures, that, from 1858 to
1876, Mr. Steele's vessels made an average of 393 dollars per month during the time they
were cod-fishing. That is what the statement shows; whether it is truc or false, I neither
know nor care. These figures also show that, in American waters, the earnings per month,
per vessel, while mackerel-fishing, were only 326 dollars, while in the bay mackerel-fishery,
the vessels made per month, during the summer season, an average of 442 dollars. That
table was put in for the purpose of showing the comparative values of the several fisheries
-the cod-fishery by itself, the mackerel-fishery on the American shore, and the mackerel-
fishery in the bay-and the result is just what I state.

Sir Alexander Galt.-The statement, I think, must be made as part of your
argument.

Mr. Thomson.-There is no intention to offer the statement as evidence; it is
argument; but I think it would be very unfair if I did not point out where the result
stated was to be found. Surely it is easy to see what tbe result is.

Mr. Foster.-We do not object to your assertion as to that being the result.
Sir Alexander Galt.-It is now, I judge, the business of the Commission to say

whether the evidence bears out the statement. The time has passed for receiving evidence.
M1r. Foster.-I assent to that, with a certain qualification. That is the ultimate

business of the Commissioners ; but when, at the end of the last argument, astatement
of that sort is brought forward, of which no previous notice has been given, although
ample notice might have been given, then common justice and the rules that apply before
all tribunals that I ever heard of, give to the parties who have not the last word the
right of making an explanation. It is just what we gave notice would happen, if, after
ail our arguments were made, the other side were allowed to reply, and sometimes in
derision, and sometimes sportively, the phrase that fell from me that I believed masked
batteries would be opened, bas been repeated during the investigation. It is just what I
meant by the phrase ; it is bringing out at the end something that requires explanation,
and then trying to eut off the opportunity of giving that explanation. - I never
knew that attempt to succeed in a court of justice, and I do not mean that it shall
succeed here till we have done our utmost to prevent it. So, then, the learned counsel
puts in these statements at this time; we will have overnight to examine thern, and if we
require an opportunity to make an explanation, we expect to be heard upon it to-morrow.

Ir. Thomson.-I can only say that not one figure bas been referred to by me on this
point that is not to be found in Major Low's statement, put in a long time ago. But he
absolutely admitted it himself, in so many words, in his cross-examination. I call attention
to bis evidence on page 389, given on 5th October, more than a month ago. At the
bottom of that page, you will find his cross-examination by Mr. Davies, as follows

" Q. Dividing the number of the vessels into the results, what will it leave you ?-A. 623 dollars.
Q. So that tie average catch per month of the vessels employed in the American shore fisheryfrom

1858 to 1865, anounted in value to 623 dollars, while the average catch per, month of the vessels engaged
in the Gulf of St. Lawrencejßshery rcalized 998 dollars ?-A. Yes.

"Q. And the average value of the catch of the vessels engaged in the gulf fishing for the same
period of time was 998 dollars ?-A. Yes."

Now, how can my learned friend say that we are springing any new matter upon
them ? Here is their own testimony, given by the man of statistics from Gloucester,
the great man who came lere literally shielded by Steele. It is the most extraordinary
thing I ever heard in my life.

Now, I want to follow this matter up a little. These statistics were put-in for the
purpose of proving two results, viz., that the mackerel catch on the United Stàtes' shores
was a first-rate one, and the catch in the bay was a very bad one; but it happens that



by their own showing, they prove just the contrary. I repeat what I said yesterda , that
Mr. Davies captured that gentleman morally by his own confession.

We will now tura to another portion of his testimony. I call your Honour's atten-
tion to a statement put in by Major Low, at page 338 of his evidence. He is asked by
Mr. Dana as follows :-

"Q. Have you eve' made Up any statistics relative to the shore and gulfisheries, showing the
difference between the American shore fishery and the Gulf of St. Lawrencc fishery ?-A. Yes, and the
statement' is as follows:

Nqinber of Fishing Vessels in Gulf of S. Lawr'enc' Maclcel Fishing anl the Agimerican
Shiore Mackerel FisherU.

1869. 194 vessels in gulf, average catch 209 barrels ... ... 40,546 barrels.
151 ,, offshore ,, 222 ,, ... ... 33,552
Mackerel caught by boats and some Eastern vessels packed

in Gloucester ... ... ... ... ... 19,028

Mackerel inspected in Gloucester ... ... 93,126

1875. 58 vessels in gulf, average catch 191 barrels ... ... 11,078 barrels.
117 ,, Am. shore ,, 409 ,, ... .. 47,853

58,921

"The average catch is based on the average catch of eighty-four vessels from seventeen firms in
1869; and twenty-eight in bay and sixty-two vessels off American shore from twenty firms in 1875.
These firms have:none botter than the rest."

I desire particularly to call your attention to this extraordinary statement. They
select as a specimen of the catches on the American shore, not a series of years, say
from 1869 down to the present time; but they select 1869, which, according to the
evidence, was the worst year of the fishery in the gulf, and 1875, which happened tO be the
best year the American fishermen have had on their own coast, and put the;statement before
this Commission as a fair average of the resuIt of the two fisheries. Now, this manwas
under oath, when this statement was put in, and if I can show you from his testimonythat
he afterwards had to admit that it was not a fair way of submitting the matter, and the
average was totally different, I say I amn justified in characterizing this, piece of conduct
on the part of Major Low as a gross attempt to deceive the Commission.

Mr. Foster.-Major Low had made a collection of statistics in 1869 fort purpose
of a report, as Town Clerk of Gloucester, long before the Treaty was made, and wholly
without reference to it. In 1875 he made another, for the purpose of the Centennial,
both of them wholly aside from the purpose of this investigation. Now, iin seeking'for
light, we sought fron him only the statistics he had made. " As to 1875 being the
best year on our coast, that is a very great mistake. If you ilIturn ta Tabe
B, Appendix O, which shows the. number of barrels of macker el packed and
inspected in:Massachusetts, from 1850 to 1876, you will perceive that 1875'w9asa very
bad year, and far below 1876 and 1874, and the shortest years. So the statement that
1875 was selected as a good year is quite out of the way.

Mr. Thomson.-In view of what I showed this moring to be the contents of
Appendix 0, I think Mr. Foster is very bold to refer to it.

Mr. Foster.-It shows that the catch in 1875, even that of Bay St. Lawrence, was
a very small one.

Mr. Thomson.-Let us see what Major Low says about this table at page 389.
Mr. Foster.-It is given at page 329. Four questions and answers contain an

explanation of how théy were made up, only you do lnot happen to read them. Just read
them.

Mr. Thomson.-This question is put to Mr. Low by Mr. Dana.

"Q. In order that the Commission may understand whether these Gloucester merchants, when
making these statements here, are guessing ,at what they say, or have absolute data to go upon, and
know what they are about; you have, at our request, made an examination of the books of one of the
firms ?-A. I have exanined the books of the most successful firm engaged ii the Bay mackerel
fishery.

"Q. That is the firm of Mr. Steele ?-A. Yes, I did tis of my accord, because I wanted the
Commission to see how these books are kept.

"Q. Will you produce these books ?-A. I have the trip book, which I have numbered one, -for
the years since 1858 and 1859; their previous books were .burned ini the great fineat Gloucester in
1864.' I have the trp books fr the years extending fron, 1858 to, 1876 inclusive, nineteen 'years."

[636] 3F.
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M[r. Foster.-Go back to what you were upon.
fr. Thomson.-It is as follows:-

" Q. You do not, I suppose, include in this statement any but vessels-it has nothing to do with
boat-fishing ?-A. No.

" Q. Will you state fron what source vou have inade up these statistics ?--A. The information
coucerning the vessels whicl fished in the gulfi and those which fished off our shore, I obtained and
tabulated for the information of Gloucester, wlien I was Tom Clerik, in 1869.: ind the report for 1875
was procured for centennial purposes-not by imyself, but by soime ohe who did bis work vell.

" Q. Can you say, as a inatter of belief, that these statistics were inade up for centenial purposes,
and not with reference to this tribunal?-A. Yes, I believe that is the case.

"Q. From what sources were those for 1875, for instance, taken ?-A. The catch was taken fromn
the reports of the iiuinber of firms I nentioned.

"'To howmany firms do Von. refer ?--A. These include the nost successful firms, Geûrge Steele, &c.
" Q. Those are firms that had been the imost successful, whether on our shore or in the Guilf of

St. Lawrence, which are to be considered the iost successful firms in Gloucester ?-A. George Steele,
I.eighton and Company, Dennis and .Ayer, Smith and (ott.

Q. These are generally considered to be the nost sucessful firins ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Were they all included in this return ?-A. Yes.
"Q. The tonnage of the vessels was smewhat larger in 1875 than it was in 1869 ?-A. I think

not. I think it was about the same."

What does that anount to ? That lie made up the statement for 1869 for the
Centennial, and the other for sone other purpose ; but lie brings them both here for the
purpose, as I charge upon him, of deceiving this Commission.

Mr. Trescot.-He tells you what they are.
Mr. Thoson.-I say again, that when a witness puts in evidence statements such

as these, because there was no object in showing what the catches were in 1869 and 1875,
unless it was intended as a fair specimen of the average years, and has the information
in his own breast by which directly opposite results would be shown ; a witness who
comes here and makes such a statement does so deliberately to deceive the Commission.

Your Honours will recollect that nothing but the trip books were produced ; though
we gave notice to produce the other books they did not do so. Look at page 385 and
and see what Major Low says on this subject, and then say whether he is a gentleman
whose testimony can be depended on. At page 385, towards the bottom, there is the
following :-

"Q. [n the first place, is George Steole a charterer of vessels ?-A. No.
"Q. Then this statement, which assumes to relate to George Steele's business, as his naine is

mentioned as the charterer of the vessel, does not represent an existing state of facts, but is merely a
theory which you put forth ?-A. I supposed I had mientioned on the account that it was an estimate."

At page 368 and 369 of Major Lowe's evidence, a statement is handed in entitled:
" Number of vessels engaged during seventeen years, from 1858 to 1876 inclusive, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence Mackerel Fishery, excepting the years 1870 and 1871, -when none
were sent, by George Steele, of Gloucester-107; average time employed yearly for
seventeen years-15." In regard to that, I desire to call attention to the evidence on
page 385, your Honour bearing in mind the fact that Mr. Dana put to Major Low the
question that he had examined the books for the purpose of giving a statement which
could not lie-no guess work but absolute verity, so far as the books were concerned.
Mr. Davis, on cross-examination elicited the following:-

"Q. The owner vould suffer no loss though the charterer would. It seens singular, does it not?
You say this is where a man charters a vessel?-A. Yes.

"lQ. ln the first place, is George Steele a charterer of vessels ?--A. No.
"Q. Then tiis statement, which assumes to relate to George Steele's business, as his naine is

mentioned as the charterer of the vessel, does not represeit an existing state of facts, but is merely a
theory which you put forth ?-A. I supposed I had mentioned on the account that it was an estimate.

" Q. That is the real fact, is it not ?-A. Yes. The real fact is that I made a iere estimuate in
this regard."

Now, that is a nost extraordinary statement.
Mr. Foster.-In what regard?
Mr. Thomson.-In regard to this, that Mr. Dana put forward Major Low, as a man

who had exarmined the books of Gloucester merchants for the purpose of getting an
absolutely correct statement, and no guess work; yet we find him coming forward with a
deliberate piece of guess w'ork.

Mr. Foster.-He made a statement fron the books, and tien made a supposittious
hypothetical case of one voyage, to show what the result would have been.

Mr. Thoson.-At page 386, your Honours, still bearing in mind that this was to be
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no imaginarv matter, but absolutely made up froi the books, a nunber of questions are
put by Mr. Davies:-

" Q. How did you get these thirteen or fourteen trips ?-A. I saw the trip books. 1 asked Mdr.
Steele for permission to show tliem to the Conuission.

" Q. You tien liad the opportunity of examining the books ?-A. Yes, as to bis trip books, but
not as to lis ledger.

" Q. Did you ask for his ledger ?-A. I did not.
" Q. I suppose if you had done so you 'would have obtained access to it ?-A. 1irobably I should.
" Q. Therefore you do not know vhat his books show as to actual prolit and loss sustained by hiu

during this period ?-A. I do not.
"Q. And the actual state of facts may be at variance with the theory you advance ?-A. I hardly

think so.
"Q. Supposing that George Steele stands in the position you assume in this statement, lie would

be bankrupt, beyond all redemption ?-A. Yes.
" Q. You have proved him fromi theory to be bankrupt beyond aill redenption, when iii fact lie is

a ceapitalist worth 45,000 dollars, wlich exhibits the difference between the practical statement and the
theory ?-A. Yes, but lie liad capital vien lie went into the business.

"Q. Do you state that he brouglit it in with him ?-A. One-half of it was muade in the sail-
iaking business.

"Q. Where was the other half miade ?--A. I the lishing business, during iineteen years, but
that is only 1,000 dollars a year, and lie ouglit to make that.

" Q. The actual loss on each vessel, for 107 vessels, you place at 167 dollars ?-A. Yes.
" Q. Will you mnake that up and tell me for how inucli lie ought to be a defaulter ?-A. His loss

would be 17,869 dollars.
" Q. And that is not consistent with the facts-hle is not a defaulter to that anount ?-A. He has

made it up in other parts of bis business ; but as far as his vessels are concerned, he has probably lost
that sumn.

"Q. You did not get access to his profit and loss ledger ?-A. No.
"Q. That would show exactly how it, is, and this is an imnaginary conclusion ?-A. Yes, I could not

inake it up without the actual bills for expenscs for his vessels. 1 thouglit it w-as already understood
that this was imginary."

Now, this is the testimony that is given to Mr. Dana's request that the statemen,
should be perfectly true.

Wednesday, November 21, 1877.
The Conference met.
Mr. Thomson continued his closing argument is support of the case of Her Britannic

Majesty.

Your Excellency and your HoInours:-When we adjourned yesterday I was referring,
I think, to a statement produced by the American witness, Low, the figures of which were
prepared to show the respective values of the fisheries on the American shore and in the
Bay St. Lawrence for a period of years, froni 1858 down to 1876 inclusive. It appeared,
however, on cross-examination «that the earnings of the vessels engaged in codfishing
averaged each 393 dollars per month after paying off the crews and liquidating the "stock
charges"; the vessels mackerel fishing on the American shore made 326 dollars per
month ; while those mackerel fishing in Bay St. Lawrence averaged each 442 dollars per
month. These figures as determining the relative values of these fishing -rounds, to
which I will hereafter call your attention, are I conceive, conclusive.- While Low was on
the stand he put in statements from the books of George Steele and Sinclair and Low.
The statement of Steele, which is to be found on page 402 of American evidence, shows
when the figures are examined that the bay catch from 1858 to 1876 was 33,645 barrels
of the value of 403,832 dollars. It shows that the catch extending over the same period
of time on the American shore was but 5,395 barrels. of the value of 43,101 dollars.
The average price of the bay catch per barrel was 12 dollars, and of the shore catch
7 dols 99 c. Now that, your, Honours will see, is important, for it cornes from Major Low,
who came here for the purpose of proving directly the opposite. He came here to sustain
the extraordinary view that was presented in the American Answer and by Aemrican
witnesses, namely, that the fisli caught on the American shore were more valuable than
the fish cauglit in Bay St. Lawrence. Unfortunately the figures by which it was attempted
to prove that, proved directly the reverse. Your Honours have only to takeup the
Ainerican Evidence at page 402, and take the statement (A.) to find the resuit.. The
statement'of Sinclair and Low, whicl is found at pages 380 and '381, shos thatin the
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vears 1860, 1861, and 1862 the bay catch was 3,645 barrels, bringing 23,059 dollars, or
an average of 6 dols. 32 c. per barrel, whilst the catch on the American shore was 1,024
barrels, bringing 5,532 dollars, or an average of 5 dols. 42c. per barrel. Sylvanus Smith,
an American witness, wlen on the stand, produced a statement, or bis evidence wili
establish, that from 1868 to 1876, his bay catch was 10,995 barrels, realising
111,703 dollars, averaging 10 dols. 16 c. per barrel; whilst the United States' shore
catch was 19,387 barrels, bringing 176,998 dollars or 9 dollars per barrel, 1 dol. 16 c.
less per barrel than the bay catch. Procter's statement shows that his bay catch from
1857 to 1876, for 19 years, was 30,499 barrels, realising 345,964 dollars, or an average of
11 dols. 57 c. per barrel. Procter gives no American shore catch, I suppose lie bas
good reason for not doing so; I presume that the figures would not have compared
favourably.

It is remarkablc that the statement of Sylvanus Smith (which is to be found at page
330 United States' evidence) is taken for the period from 1868 to 1876, when the
American Fisheries were said to be at their best, I think. But be that as it may, he
shows--althoughî lie came lie came here for a different purpose-that bis bay catch was
10,995 barrels, realizing 111,703 dollars, or an average of 10 dols. 16 c. per barrel; whilst
his catch on the American shore was 19,387 barrels, realizing 176,998 dollars, or an
average of 0 dollars per barrel. Now these statements are put in by Mr. Low, with the
exception of those of Sylvanus Smith and Procter, who, though brought here for another
purpose vas obliged, in cross-examination by Mr. Davies, to admit the facts which I have
shown. It is sufficient also that Low was put forward by Mr. Dana as a gentleman who
would put in statements direct froni books in order to insure accuracy, and Mr. Dana
himself takes this view in his speech, for lie says, after commenting somewhat severely on
the British evidence, "Now, let us turn to evidence that can be relied on'"-the evidence
ofbooks. Yet Low, though lie had full access to the books, did not care to take the whole
of the contents, such as they were, but lie chose only to take certain figures and hold back
those on the other side of the account in favour of the Gulf Fisheries; and lie is obliged
to admit that lie made the statement up merely as an estimate. This is sufficient, because at
first it was put forward that all these were accurate statements. Why the man who came
here professedly to give the contents of the books of the Gloucester nierchants engaged
in the fishing business, should give an estimate instead of the actual facts, passes my
comprehension.

Mr. Foster.-You are entirely incorrect-the statenent he came here with. was an
estimate. le made an estimate for one voyage, after putting in the result of the analysis
of the trip books, and after the whole trip books were before you.

Mr. Thomson.-I say that the trip book only shows certain expenses connected with
a particular voyage, not the whole expenses of the vessel. There was no record therein
as to what was paid for provisions, for coal, and a number of articles. And while I am on
that subject I may mention that hard coal was charged in one of the accounts-I forget
which, but your Jionours vill recollect-at the rate, I think, of 10 dollars a ton. It
struck me as an exceedingly high price, wlen it can be bought in St. John for 5 dols. 50 c.
and perhaps less. It struck me as very odd.

Mr. Foster.-It depends on the year.
Mi. Thomson.-Well, this year. Cordwood, for what purpose it is required I do not

know, is entered at 8 dollars or 10 dollars a cord, while Mr. Patillo said in cross-
examination that lie had bouglt it at 2 dols. 75 c. per cord. These are al little straws
on the current showing which way it is running.

Mr. Foster.-He never said that in the United States lie could buy it at that price.
Mr. Thomson.-He got it at Canso. He said the Amîerican fishermen al got their

wood at Canso; and I then asked hini how much thev paid for it. It is wholly absurd to
suppose that shrewd American fishermen would buy their wood in the United States and
pay a high price, when they could get it at Canso, which was directly on their route. at
2 dollars 75 c. a cord.

Ir. Fostcr.-IHe bas been out of the business since the end of the war, and Steele's
books are for later years.

Mr. Thomson.-I apprehend that Steele's trip books do not show what was paid for
wood, and the other books .have not been produced. It is truc the extraordinary offer was
made to us that ve should go down and examine all the books of the Gloucester
merchants. I greatly doubt whctlcr the learned agent of the United States could have
borne me out if I had gone into one of the Gloucester bouses and asked to sec their
books.

Mr. Foster.-You had better come and sec.
Mr, Thomson.-And besides, judging from the two sets of afildavits which have been
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filed, both professing to come from one set of books, it appears as if these were different
sets of entries in the same books relating to the same subject, or that they were taken
from different books.

Mr. Dana.-Do you mean that the offer was not made in good faith?
Mr. Thomson.-I do not mean to say that the offer was not made in good faith. It

was also rejected in good faith. We knew exactly where we were. I apprehend that the
Agent and Counsel of the United States could have no possible authority to enable us to
go into the stores of Gloucester merchants and search their books. I think that, like
Patillo, they would have asked for our authority.

Mr. J)ana.-It is very well to make sport out of it, but you are calling in question the
honour of persons.

Mr. Thonson.-If Mr. Dana thinks I am calling in question the honour of Counsel, I
must say 1 am doing nothing of the kind. I would be very sorry to be misunderstood.
We have got along so far very pleasantly at this Commission, and I hope we will do so toc
the end. I, state most distinctly that I have not the slightest idea of charging any
dishonourable motive on the part of the United States' Counsel; but I mean to say,
that, though the offer was made in good faith, it was rejected in good faith, and for
the reason which 1 have stated.

These are the last observations I have to make in regard to Low. Ie certainly was
a most preposterous failure, coming here as he did, paraded as a man of figures and statistics,
having the title of Major in the army, and having filled the office of Postmaster, and I don't
knîow how many more offices. He was brought here to destroy our case, and by his
answers and cross-examinations he really benefited it as much as a witness could possibly
do. I think that the only parallel case to that of Low (and it may be a parallel case)
occurred some thousands of years ago on the hills of Moab. I can imagine Mr. Collector
Babson, who appeared to have charge of a great number of witnesses, and marshalled them
in and out, saying to Low, after he had given his evidence, in the same language as was
used by the King of Moab to the Prophet Balaam, "I brought you here to curse mine
enemies, and ' Low' you have blessed them altogether these three times ; now depart into
your own country." And I presume he departed.

There has been some difference of opinion as to the catch taken within the limits. It
has been put down by a large number of witnesses as being at least a two-thirds catch ;
some of themn have said it was a nine-tenths catch. Mr. Foster has based his argument on
the assumption that it was a one-third catch. The evidence on our side is overwhelming
on this point. I called your Honours' attention yesterday to the fact that the evidence
produced to answer our case was given by witnesses who had not been on the ground them-
selves at all; they fished, they said, elsewhére, and did not value the inshore fisheries,
simply because they did not choose to use them.

Let us refer to the testimony of some of our witnesses

"Mr. Simon Chivirie stated that two-thirds at least of the mackerel caught off Prince Edward
Island is taken within three miles of the shore, and some seasons none could be caught outside. (le
spoke from an experience of thirty years,) the reasons being that mackerel come inshore to feed. In
the Bay of Chaleur the fishing is all inshore, the reason being that in the centre it is deep water, with
a stroug current. On the south side are banks where fish food abounds.

Mr. McLean stated that he'himself had seen vessels among schools of mackerel, as far as the
eye could see eitherway along the coast, right inshore. lie had seen mackerel takeh with jig in tyo
fathoms of water. Mackerel, he said are only taken when shifting, except in shoal grounds, or on
banks. When he was in the habit of fishing all the mackerel lie took was within three miles of
the shore.

"Mr. Campion said he did not fish outside the limit, because there were no fish there. Somae
vessels used to drift off the land, but they would have to sail in again-they could get no fish beyond
the three mile limit.

" Mr. Campbell stated that two-thirds of the fish taken by the fishing vessels in the Bay of Chaleur
arc taken within the three mile limits. The American fleet, he said, caught mackerel from two to two
and a-half miles from the coast. There was not much fishing doing outside three miles.

"Mr. Poirier stated that he could safely say from an experience of forty years, that he had nevei
caught mackerel more than two miles from the shore.

"Mr. Sinnett, of Gaspé, stated that he had seen American skippers fish two miles from the sböre, and
inside a mile for mackereL ie had never seen them further than that; they generally fished said lie,in by the shore. Codfish, said he, is cauglit in his neighbourhood at from one and a-half to two miles
from the shore.

Mr. Grenier stated that he had: seen some fishing for mackerel beyond three miles, but the
majority fished vithin the limit. More than two-thirds or the ;whole catch of Americans s taken
inside three miles.

Mr. MacLeod stated that Americans fishing vessels fished mostly within three miles in the Bay
of Chaleulr.He hîimsèlf had ke lei fish off Miscon and Shipegn within lilf-a-mile of the shore.
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"l Ur. A. McKenzie stated that the Ainerican fleet took two-thirds of -their catch inshore, but lie
added that sone skippers got all tieir catch in cep mator, perhaps one vessel in twenty.

"fr. Angus Grant spoke of the trips he had made, all inshore or close inshore, for one half-mile
to one and one-half miles.

"Mfr. Brown made a statement to the same effect.
"Mr. 3MfacKay spoke of the catches he had made inshore off Cape Breton, so close that he would

sometimes be anichored among the boats.
"Captain Hardinge, FLN., stated that the best fishing was without a doubt within three miles;

there could be no two opinions on that point. Froi his experience and observation on his fishing
station, and froni information lie lad obtained, lie stated it as bis opinion that the outside fishing for
mackerel was of no account wbatever. He had never received any information to the contrary.

"Mr. Nicholson stated that with regard to the nackerel lie had seen taken, all the catch was
within tbree miles of the shore.

"Mr. 3cGuire stated that most of the United States' captains -7ith whom lie had conversed,
said that they caught their mackerel inshiore.

"fMr. Stàpleton considered, as a result of bis conversations witli American fishermen, that threc.
fourth of the fish are caught inshore. In 1851 lie lad fished with fifty American vessels close inshiore
near IMargaree and around Cheticamp, and all got full fares within a quarter of a mile of shore.

"Mr. Baker stated that three-fourth of the mackerel taken by the Amiericans on the Gasp6 coast
and in the 3ay of Chaleur 'was taken within the three mile limit.

Mr. Jessop of Gaspé had seen Americans lishing in his district riglit along the shore, and within
one mile or two miles of the shore.

"'Mr. Coutoure stated that lie bad takenî cod in an Ainerican vessel on the Cape Breton coast,
fromi one mile to one and a-half miles fron the shore, and lad made good catches of mackerel off
Prince Edward Island, within two miles of the shore.

" Mr. William MacDonnell stated that all the fish he had taken at Margaree and Cheticamp vere
within three miles of the shore.

<"fMr. Paquet likewise spoke to large catches taken inishore. The fish, said he, taken near
Margaree, Cheticamp, Broad Cove, and Limbo Cove, on the Cape Breton shore are all caught within
the limit. About Prince Edward Island lie said the fisi were taken. within half-a-mile and two miles
of the shore. On the New Brunswick shore -within two and a-half miles and three miles of the shore.
In the Bay of Chaleur within a-half mile and two and a-half miles of the shore; but a few miglit be
caught, lie said, in the centre of the liy. Along the south side of the River St. Lawrence fish were
caught about 150 yards from shore.

"Mr. MacIsaac stated that about two-thirds of the entire catch of nmackerel was taken inshore.
"<Mr. Tierney spoke of large catches of mackerel taken fron within a mile to a mile and a-half

of the shores of Prince Edward Island. He Iad fished for eleven years around the island, and had
taken three-fourtbs of bis catch within that distance.

"Mr. McPhee stated that during the vhole period of his fishing from 1862 to 1874 threc-fourths of
the fish he had caught had been taken within three miles.

Mr. John MacDonîald also spoke to the large quantities of fish taken during a period of nearly
20 years, the greater proportion of whicl were taken inside the three-mile limit.

"Mr. John R. and Mr. John D. McDonnald spoke to a similar experience.
"Mr. Richardson who had fished in American vessels fron 18.50 to 1874, stated that ninc-tenths

of the fish he had caught while in -them had been taken within three miles of the shore.
"fMr. Clement McIsaac stated that le lad never cauglt 100 barrels of mackerel outside of three

miles.
"Mr. McInnis who had fished in .American vessels from 1858 ta 1878, stated that two-thirds of

the catches lie had made were within the three-imile limit.
"Mr. Benjamin Campion, spealdng from an experience of seven years fishing, said that two-thirds

of the catch had been taken within the three miles."

Many other witnesses testify to the extreme value of the inshore fisheries, but I think
i have quoted enough for my purpose.-

Let us now examine the testimony as to the number of United States' vessels
frequenting Canadian waters:-

"Mr. Chivirie estimates the unuiber of United States' maekereling vessels in the GulIf annually
fron 1848 to 1873 at about 400 ; since 1873 not over 200 or 300.

"Mr. James E. McLean states that in 1858 the Anierican fleet was 600 or 700 sail. fHe counted
400 anchored under the south shore at Enst Point.

"Mr. Joli Camnpion places the nuiber from 1812 to 1866 at fron 600 to 700.
"M. Josepht Campbell estimates the number at fron 450 to 500 in 1866 and 1867 and 400

in 1869, 1870, and 1871.
Mr. Poirier stated thtat lie had seen 800 sal come into the waters betwecn Cascamipéque and

Mimanigash ; all Jishing very close to shore.
"lon. Mr. Howlan, of Caseunpeque says :-I have seen 340 United States' vessels aniually in my

harbour ; generaUy when there was a gale fi wind.
"Gregoire Grenier states that lie bas scen more than a 100 sail in a season;and mare than twentv

came to an anchor in front ai bis place.

Mr Fostr.-Grenier's evidence all refers to what passed more than isevef years
0o
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1/r. Thompsonz.-We11, even so ; the mackerel have not changed their habits.
fr. Foster.-I thought that they had.

Mr. Thomson-
Mr. McLeod says

«During the season of 1852, there were from 460 to 470 American vessels in the Gulf-
mackefelers. In 1854, from 200 to 300 Anerican vessels were fishing in the Bay of Chileurs. In
1855, from 200 to 300 in that quarter; piobably 600 in the Gulf. -They told me that there were about
600 inside of Canso, In 1856, about the usual number. li 1857 the saine, and up to 1862, about the
saine thing;- also in 1864, 1865, and 1866 the saie. In 1867, there were from 300 to 400 inside
the Bay Chaleurs. I have seen in 1867, 250 lying at anclior in, Port Ianiel Bay, and as many more
at Paspebiac on the same day, three fourth Americans."

Mr. Philip Vibert, of lerce, Gaspé

" Of late years few United States vessels have visited our district for mackerel, but I have seen
200 or 300 in sight at one time. Not more than four or five years ago I counted 167 froma iny house.
I have seen 300 ii Bay Chaleurs and steaiing up to Quebec ; have seeni as many more on the way up.
The average, number fromu the Gut of Canso upwards, I should put at not less than from .350 to 400,
averaging seventy to sevety-five tons. Skippers come ashore and are communicative in fact, in many
instances they are interested in other vessels, and they look after the catch, and eau tell pretty well
what -it is. There is no difficulty in arriving at a general estimate of the take of boats."

A vessel inay come into Georgetown with a broken spar, and the captain state that thiere are
seventy-five vessels at the Magdalen Islands, another vessel would report 100 vessels in Bay Chaleurs
-that is the only way in whichyou c-an get at the munber of vessels in the bay."

Mr. George Harbour, of Sandy Beach, Gaspé

"Three hundred is about the average. Have seen as many as fifty at one time in the harbour. In
1872 there were at least 300 sail."

Mr. Wm. A. Sinnet, of Griflin's Cove, Gasp:

Has been told by American captains that there were 300 sometimes, as high as 500. Did not see
all that number at one time, but lias counted as many as sixty odd sail at one time at Madeleine
River."

The testimony of Angus Grant, Port Hawkesbury, will be found on page 180. He
says

"From1854 to1856 average between 500 and 600 wlthin the bay. Hias seen 400 salilin Port
Hood at a time. The number increased fromu 1856 to 1869,,and of larger tonage. ,- Since 1869 down,
600 to 700 sail. Quite a large fleet in 1873; about 500 in 1874; not so many in 1875; and 1876
perhaps not quite half of that. This year there is quite a large fleet coming. Has seen theni coming
every day. Lives on Strait of Canso, and can see then cross. Average number of, United States'
codfishing fleet, froi 200 t 300 sail."

1 want to see whether hie gi es the p roor ion of the catches made inshore.
Mr. Foster.-The bulk of your witnesses did so.
Mr. Thomson.-Yes, they did do so Nowlet me, see what the Americans state in

their own 'aflidavits My learned friend, Mr. Foster, assumes the catch tak-en inshore, for
the yurpose of argument, to be one-third; but I am going to show you that a number o
his own affidavits (affidavits which were made bya number of his own men), give this
catch as about one-half, interested as they were; some of our witnesses lpaced it at nine-
tenths and consequently I think that this Commission may fairly assume, that at least
tlhree-fourths of these catches are taken inshore.

II will take affidavit No. 201, contained in Appendix M.
Mr. Foster.-Read the whole of it.
Mr. Thomson.-lt runs as follows :-

"I, Roderick McDonald, of ow Point, N. S. do deelare and say on oath as follows :-I an living
at Low Point, Inverness, county Nova Scotia, am over thirtyyears 'old have been fishing fo'rabout
twelve years'îuntil three years ago,when Ikocked off, because mackerel was scarce in the bay; and it
did not pay--The mackerel fishing has much fallen off dung.the:last six or seven years--during
tbese six or seven years the average yearly-catch has~ not been'overihalf. of.what is was eight or ten
years ago-during sonme seasons they wil lie "muchmore off the shore, at other seasons more inshore-
during hot -weather they wvill work ,more off shore-the bestplace for mackerel Ihaveever.seen'is ou
Bradley Bank about twenty milés from North Cape;Prince Edward Islad-sometimes th~e Americans
when mackerel is plenty, will: catch about two-thirds of their entire catch outsIde a line three miles
from shore; but striking an average I think that during a season when mackerel is plenty; American
will catch about one-half outside'and the other half inside a lne three miles from shore
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That is the only part of this affidavit which I need read at present.
Ar. Foster.--Remenber that Mr. McDonald. is a Nova Scotian.
Mr. Thomson.-So is Pattilo a Nova Scotian.
Mr. Foster.-McDonald lives there, and bis affidavit was taken down there.

1r. Tiomson.-No matter where the affidavit is taken, the affidavit is, here among
ihose submitted by the American Government, and they must adopt it as they have put
it in. Hlaving obtained this statement, if they did not like to put it in they need not have
done so; but having.put it in they are bound by it.

M1r. Foster.-That is a fair argument.
Mr. Thomson.-George Critchett, being duly sworn, says

"I am living at Middle Milford, Guysboro' County, Nova Scotia-I an 37 years old, fron my
eighteenth year until four years ago, I have been out mackerêl and cod-fishing nostly in American vessels
-I left off fishing because the nmackerel fishing had been poor for several years, and is still; whenever
mackerel get to be plenty again I will be out fishing in vessels. I think that in former years, say
.from ten years ago and longer, the average number of the American mackerel fleet was upwards of
300 duiring the season-during the same period about thirty or forty Provincial vessels were in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence-the number of Anerican vessels above referred to, is intended as the niumber
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence-during the years previous to the last ten years, the average catch of
mackercl was two trips for aci vessel-during the last six or seven years they have scaïcely averaged
one full cargo during the season-I think that inackerel go where they find the best and largest quantity
of feed, and that when the wind is off shore it drives the sniall fish on which mackerel feed into deeper
water, and the mackerel follow them, and whenever there -is a big fleet off shore and heave over
much bait, the mackerel vill follow the fleet--during the years I was out fishing ve did better outside
a lino three miles from shore than inside that line-on an average, I am of the opinion, about from
half to two-thirds of all mackerel caught by vessels in the Gulf is caught outside of a liné three .miles
from shore."

This deponent states that from one-half to two-thirds of the catches were made
outside, and thus virtually admits that one-half were taken inside of the three.mile limit;
this is about as favourable as our own testimony. We all know that the language which
appears in most affidavits is the language of the man who draws them up;, and. this is
true in nine instances out of ten ; and undoubtedly the most that they could get out of
this man was that from one-half to two-thirds of the trips were made outside of thé
limit.

Mr. Foster.-He says that during seven years past the vessels have *not averaged a
full cargo during the season.

Mr. Thomson.-That makes no difference. I only want to see what the catch js. I
ama not at present discussing any other question.

Mr. Foster.-He also states that until the present season only two or three vessels
seined in the gulf.

Mr. Thomson.-That is another point, and I arm only touching on one point at .the
present moment.

In aflidavit No. 177 (Appendix M) George Bunker says

"I, George Bunker, do solemanly declare tiat I am 31 years old-that I arn living at Margaret
Bay, twenty-four miles trom Hialifar. I have been employed as a fisherman ever since 1 was a boy-
for ten seasons I have been master of a fishing vessel, fishing in the waters off the American coasts and
those of Nova Scotia, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and Magdalen Island, for cod, and mackerel, and
herring-codflsh is not at all caught by the American fishermen within three miles from theshore-
about half of the mackerel caught by the Americans is caught within three miles from shore."

Mr. Foster.-He states that the catch of mackerel has lar gel falléi off during the
last five or six years.

Mr. Thomson.-I cannot read all through this affidavit. They are very interesting
reading, I dare say, but they take time.

In affidavit No. 192, Appendix (M) I find that Philip Ryan says :-

"I, Philip Ryan, do solemnly declare that I am living at Middle Milford am 42 yearskof
age-I think I was about 16 years of age when I first went out fishing in the Gulf of St. lawrence
in fishing vessels-I have mostly been mackerel fishing, although some season(I, have been cod-fshing
in the bay-I left off going in fishing vessels in 1872; the American fishermen don't dry their nets nor
cure their fish on our coasts, as far as I know-during the last1eight or ten years ïnackerel fishing has
much. fallen off, and. during the last two years as far as I eau hear, mackerel fishing has almost-been a
failure-porgies and clams as far as I know, is -universally.used in the bay as bait, although: afew
Provincial vessels may occasionally use herring--porgies andclams got all from the States, as;far askI
am aware-I should think that about one-half of all the mackerel caughtby vessels is caught outaide a
line three miles from shore."
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Now that is what he says, This you see is contained in the Ameican testimony, and
1 aay that it is conclusive against the case of the American Government. If they did not
like these 'affidavits they need not have put them in, but being in, I say that'they are
conclusive against the American case. :Besides there is another nmatter which sets this
question at rest. VWhen Professor tHind was on the stand, he gave evidence' which was
not only very interesting, but, as I submit, conclusive, in view of this conflict of testimony.
I have nu doubt that it was so to the Commission, as certainly it was to us. lHe pointed
out the scientific reasons why the fish, such as the cod, mackerel, halibut, and other fish
of that description which are useful for food, inhabit the Bay of St. Lawrence. -He says
that these fish must necessarily live in water of the temperature of 37 or 40 degrees, or
even of a temperature colder than that. He states tiat the great Arctic current which
brings down from the north those immense icebergs that make our climate so excessively
cold and inhospitable, quite as ."inhospitable" as many of the statutes of which ny
learned friends opposite have coinplained, also brings with these ,icebergs. an antidote to
the poison, in the shape of these fish of commerce. He says that this cold stream of
water enters the.Gulf of St. Lawrence, and the fish with it; and he points out that on
the American coast there can of necessity be but very little fish of this description. He
also points out-and I am not going to take up your time by referring to his evidence
in extenso at all-that on three or four points on the American coast this great Arctic
current impinges; that it remains there for a certain period.of the year, and in the spring
that the fish go with it, and remain on the shore there until this cold current of water
iecedes; but that the great Ocean River, as it is called by Lieutenant Maury, the Gulf
Stream, in its summer swing approaches very near the American coast in some places, and,
touching it in other places, separates the surface current from the colder waters beneath,
where these fish feed, and thus drives them from the American shore to colder regions
le further pointed out that even in the Gulf of St. Lawrence there are many places where
these fish do not live; that zones of water of different temperatures are found there, some
warmer and some colder than others; and that in the colder zones these fish live, whilst
in the warmer zones they are unable to live. You will recollect, no doubt, without iny
calling your attention particularly to the evidence, that a number of witnesses, American
and British,l testified that every now and then, after having tolled the fish out from the
inshore waters by throwing porgie bait they would suddenly disappear, and be :lost to
them; and this is accounted for at once. by Professor Hind's evidence. The cause is
this, that the fish then suddenly find themselves in a zone of warmer water, in which
they do; not care to live; consequently they at once dive to a greater depth for the
purpose of finding a zone of water more congenial to their habits of life; and by-and-by
they find their way back to the shore. Another piece of evidencewhich Professor Hind
gave struck me as being of great importance in this case. iHe pointed out one extra
ordinary phenomenon which is observable in -the, great Bay of St. Lawrence. He says
that the tides come in through the Straits of Belle Isle, and are divided by the Magdalen
Islands into two portions. One portion runs away along the southern coast of Labrador,
around the island of Anticosti, and up the northern bank, of the River St. Lawrence, while
the other portion passes down to Prince Edward Island and into the Strait of Northumbér-
]and. He says that in consequence of the great distance which one portion of the tide
has traversed, while the other bas travelled a shorter distance, the tide coming down from
the northern.coast meets the ebb tide about the middle of the island, and. as* a consequence
of that there is really high watér always found 'about the centre of the island ; and, for
that reason the island presents the peculiar appearance it does, having been hollowed, out
year after year by the action of these tides. The effect of that phenonenon is-anid it is
a phenomenon which I think Professor Hind stated only occurs in one or two other places
in the ;hàbitable globe-that the whole of. the^fish. food is carried inshore. ' The cold
water which is necessary to the existence of these food fish of coinmmerce, such as the,
mackerel and the cod and the halibut, is carried inshore in the bight of Prince: Edward
Island; it is carried inshore along the southern coast, of Labrador; it is, carried inshore
along the northern bank of the River St. Lawrence. All this he points out as being the
necessary result of that tide. , These fish are thus brought inshore, andthey necessarily
have to remain inshore in order t get the food which they most desire tofeed upon.

I then put this question ta Professor Hind:

"If there should be two clas'ses ,of vitnesses here, each -of them being a niunerous class, and.if
one class swears that the catch of mackerel off the Prince Edward Island shore is very slight within
the three mile limit, and the other that this-catch is very good within the three. mile iimit,^which
would you say, in-a scientifie :point of view, is telling the truth." "Undoubtedly," he replied, "those
who swear that a very great portion of the catch is taken thiere within thethr-ileimitbeausm
science says that this must be the case."

[636j
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So you see that, supposing these witnesses came here and honestly told what they
believed to be the truth, we have Science stepping in and deciding the question, and,
moreover, deciding the question entirely in favour of the British case. I shahl, therefore,
not trouble your Excellency and your Honours any further with the evidence upon that
point, but pass to another branch of my argument. I believe: that I stated yesterday in
the course of my argument, that were we to assume the American account of the inshore
catch of mackerel in the gulf to be correct, and fix it at one-third, that evern then it
would be quite impossible for them to prosecute successfully nackerel fishing in the gulf,
without having access to the inshore fisheries. The business would not pay. They would
eventually be compelled to abandon the Gulf of St. Lawrence altogether, and in that case
their market would iot be supplied with mackerel.

The evidence shows that although an exceptional catch may be made in the bay
without going near the shore at ail, yet that no man in his senses would fit out vessels and
send them into the bay, unless he had the privilege of folloiving the shoals of mackerel to
the shore. There is a consensus of evidence on that point, submit.

There was a statement made with reference to this fishery by Mr. Foster, in his
speech, 'in connection with the evidence of George Mackenzie, which I think I ean
convince Mr. Foster was erroneous. No doubt ie unwittingly misrepresented Mr.
Mackenzie's statement.

Mr. Poster.-What is it about?
Mr. Th.omson.-You put in bis mouth this language; it is quoted in your speech -

" There has not been for seven years a good vessel mnackerel fishery, and for the last two years
it has been growing worse and worse."

Now, he did not say anything of the kind; and I want to show that this is the case.
I will read you what you said:-

"We have the statement of one of the Prince Edward Island witnesses, George Mackenzie, on
page 132 of the British evidence, -who, after describing the gradual decrease of the American fishery
by vessels, says, <There bas not been for seven years a good mackerel fishery, and for the last two years
it has been growing worse and worse."'

I wish to call the attention of the Commission to this matter to prevent their being
misled by this statement. I do not, of course, char'ge any wilful mis-statement upon my
learned friend, and consider that he has fallen into an unintentional error. Such language
was never used by the witness in question: he never said-' and for the last two years it
has been growing worse and worse." If my learned friend will turn up the evidence and
point such a statement out, I will withdraw this assertion; but though I have carefully
gone through bis evidence I cannot find it.

Mr. Foster.-Do you think that I am quoting that expression of opinion?
Mr. Thomson.-It is printed with quotation marks. You put forward this statement

as having been made by him ; and I undertake to say that this statement in that respect
has never been made.

Mr. Foster.-I am put down as having quoted that continuously. I may say that I
did not correct that portion or-a great portion of my speech.

Mr. Thomson.-You say that this statement is to be found on page 133?
Mr. Foster.-The following portion of his examination is to be found on page 133 :7-

"Q. The fisheries failed pretty suddenly did they iot -A For a god many years they weme
failing.

"Q. Which was the last good year ?--A. We have not really had a good year during the laat
seven years.'

I think you are right. I do not think that the exact words of the expression which
is placed in quotation marks is to be found there; but that statement contains the spirit of
bis evidence.

Mr. Thomson.-On page 128 he gives an opposite view.
Mr. Foster.-I have just read from page 133. I must compare the statements, and

see how they correspond. I should hate to be responsible for the accuracy of the
printing.

Mr. Thoson.-I will not take up any more time about this matter, further than to
say to the Çommission that I bave carefully gone :through this evidence, and I cannot
findit. 

.lIMr. Fosier.-I say that the substance of this statement is there.
Mr. Thomsn.-I differ from you on that .point; but if you show that it is there, I

will withdraw what I have said about it.



M.. Foster.-l have already pointed out, the substancée of it onag 183.
MrThOmson.-And I say that the substance of the stateients which appenr on

page 128 is exactly the opposite.
Mr. Foster.-I dare say. Mr. Davies was then examining; but the statements from

.which I quoted were made in cross-examination.
Mr. Thomson. -The following statement appears on page 44 of Mr. F'osters

argument
"That would mnake 24,404 barrels caught in British territorial waters the irst year of the Trèaty.

lie were these nackerel woith? Mr. Hall tells you that he buys tem landed on shore for
3 doM 75 c. a barrel."

This-is the point to which I wish to call your attention. I ýcannot comprehend vhy
Mr. Foster should assume the value of the privilege of taking these lfish to be fixed by the
cost of procuring thern. It seems to ne quite clear that the value of fish in the watà,
is just their value in the market-less the cost of procuring them and transporting them
thither.

However, taking his own method of valuationthis calculation is based on thestate-
ment which Mr. Hall makes, that he bought up these mackerel for 3 dols. 75 c. a bar.eL
I have looked over Mr. Hall's evidence, but it isi very difficult to say whether he meant
that he paid 3 dols. 75 c. a barrel by reason of hav ig his men in bis employ on particular
ternis, or that he got them at that price; but George McKenzie, who was also a witnèss,
states on page 132 of his evidence, that he paid 6 dollars a barrel for nackerel this
year., Now, these two statements are entirely at variance, if Mr. Hall 'meant that such
was the actual value of the fish whén they were taken out of the water and transfered th

Mr. Foster.-Mr. MeKenzie tétified as follows on page 132
" Q. Then do you pay as high as 6 dollarsa barrel for fresh .fish ?-A. Yes.
"Q. How nueh did you pay last year ?-A. We did not then pay higher than 1 dol. 50 c.
"Q. That would be 4 dol. 50 c. a barrel ?--A. Yes.
"Q And the year beforé last ?--A. The price then was thé same âs it was last year.
"Q.: How mueli didyou pay four years ago ?-A. About the sa'me, from- 1 dol. to 1 dol. 50 C."

Mr. Thomson.-As you will perceive, Mr. McKenzie states, as I said;-that he lias
given 6'dollars a barrel for these fish this year, .as agáinst the .price*which Mr'Hall chose
to say he only pays, or 3 dols. 75 c. a barrel. Mr.. McKenzie says that these fi h cost
him 6 dollars a barrel. Mr. Foster's -calculatioi i based on the statemen niade by
Mr.:Hall, and: this i here confronted-with the evidence of Mr. McKenzie.

If your Eicellency and yoùr Honours believe that thé evidence given on this point
by Mr. McKenzie is correct, and you must judge betweeà the two, the calculation of
Mr. Foster is necessarily at fault

Mè Foste.-Mr. McKenzie buys hifish by the hundred and he estimates the
nmber of fish contained in a barrel that is the way in which he ,makes out the rice as
being 6 dollars a barrel. ;

Mr Tomson.Mr. Foster says: That would "make 26 404 barrels caught in Britsh
;territorial waters that yeen" which was 1873. Now Ttake Mr. Foster's ovwn figes
this mätter., Heë furthier says on page 44:-

"Thavtwas the first year of the Treaty, and ther were imported into the United States frdithe
British Provinces 90,889 barrels, on which the duty of 2 dollars a barrel would arount to 181,778
dollars. The value of the fish that our people caughit is 99,000 dollars; aid the Britishfishermen gain
in remission of duties nearly 182,000 dollars."

This is the only year which Mr. Foster has selected.
Mr. Foster.--I have taken the figures for every year since the Washington Treaty

went into effect.
Mr. 'homson.-Even allowing, as the Unitéd State affidavits affirm, that the part

ofthe gulf catch which is taken ,by thermnwithin the three-mile limit only0anuùts to
one-half, we have 40,000 -barrels. To this quantity '-you havelto tadds thè quantity
imported from Canada, which. is nearly all taken inshore, amountingE to 91;000 barrels,
the total is 131,000 barrels, and consequently it' appears froi these figures that there
were -taken.from ]British territoriaid, aters about-45 per cent.' of' thér entireeoiinimption
of- the United States. ~.And if the proportioniof thefvoyages-ndde in theNif,anäd takRëh
within the .three-mile limito be two-thirds, then these digureshare- increasedEto 150,000,
cr to zoverr'50. per:cent., anid-this js .'the +result which4follow&froiù efi..Foñter"s own

[686s -are .5 .03

the -. , 0i S O
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Mr. Poster.-That is, you add the catch of your own people to the òatcli of'oui
people in the gulf, and say that is such a percentage of the total amount that went into
the United States' market. I dare say it may be so.

Mr. Thomtson.-So, as United States' fishermen obtained in the gulf that year 80,000
barrels, and there were imported into their market from the British Provinces about
91,000 barrels, that makes a total catch in the Gulf of St. Lawrence of 171,000 barrels,
that is to say, the catch on the United States' coast was 130,339 barrels, or 43 per cent.,
and the catch in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 171,000 barrels, or 57 per cent., this makes a
total of 301,339 barrels. Now, these very figures themselves are about the very best
evidence that can be advanced as to the relative value of these two fisheries.

With reference to the value which the United States themselves put on our fisheries,
I want to cite some of their own.figures; and the value which the Americans themselves
have set on these fisheries is very conclusively shown by admissions of their own public
men.

kir Alexander Galt.-Before you take up that point, Mr. Thomson, will you be kiid
enough to tell me what the proportion of the catch you claim as taken inshore, bore to
the whole American consumption; 50 per cent. you have made it, and i think it was
33 per cent. ?

Mr. Thomn.o,-I say that if the proportion of thc voyages taken inshore within the
three-mile limit be two-thirds, there were taken in British territorial waters about 50 per
cent.

Sir Alexander Galt.-50 per cent.?
Mr. Thomrson.-Yes. I will read the proposition again. Now, allowing, as the

United States' affidavits affirm, that one-half of the catch was taken inshore, viz.,
40,000 barrels, add importations from Canada, 91,000 barrels, which makes 131,000
barrels; and therefore there have been taken in British territorial waters 45 per cent. of
the entire consumption of the United States. That is what I said.

Mr. Foster.-That is assuming the whole of your catch to have been taken
inshore.

Mr. Thomson.-Yes; and if the portion vouched for as taken from within the three
mile limit be two-thirds, then these figures would make 152,000, or over 50 per cent. of
that consumption.

Mr. Foster.-I hope that the Commission will not charge us for the privilege
possessed by British fishermen of catching mackerel.

1r. Dana.-Some of the British catch is taken eight miles from land.
Mr. Thomson.-In order to show the value, as stated by the Americans themselves, of

these fisheries, I will quote the language of Mr. Secretary Seward, which is. quoted
on page 16 of the British Reply to the United States' Answer. Mr. Secretary Seward
said

"Will the Senate please to notice that the principal fisheries in the waters to which these limita-
tions apply are the mackerel and the herring fisheries, and that these are what are called 'shtoal fisheries,'
that is to say, the best fishing for nackerel and hening is -within three miles of the shore. Therefore,
by that renunciation, the United States renounced the best mackerel and herring fisheries. Senators,
please to notice also, tliat the privilege of resort to the'shore constantly to cûre and dry fish, is very
important. Fish can be cured sooner, and the sooner cured te better they are,.and the better is the
market price. This circumstance has given to the colonies a great advantage in this trade. That
stiiulated their desire to abridgo the Ameiican fishing as miuch as possible; and indced they seck
naturally enough to procure our exclusion altogether froin the fishing grounds."

11r. Foster.-What year was that?
1r. Thomson.-1852. Touching the mode in which the Treaty of 1818 as regards

large bays shall be construed, Mr. Secretary Seward said this:

*While tiat question is kept up, the American fishieries, vhich were once in a most prospeious
condition, are conparatively stationary or declining although supported by large bounties. At the
same time, the Provincial fisheries are gaining in the quantity of fish exported to this couitry, Rnd
largely gaining in their exportations abroad.

"Our fishermen want all that our own construction of the convention gives them,- aid wait
and must have more-they want and must have the privilege of fishing within the three inlibited
miles, and of curing fish on the shore."

Certainly the circumustances which induced Mr. Secretary Seward to use that lan-
g4age in 1852 have not ,changed in such a manner as to authorize the United States, or any
of her public men, to use different language to-day.

Senator Hamlin, after describing the magnitude and importance of theAierican
tisliermen as the greatest fountain of their commercial prosperity and naval .power,
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declared that if the Anierican fishermen were kept ont of. our inshorè water, an immense
amount of property thus invested would become useless, and the fishermen would be left
in want and beggary, or imprisoned in foreignjails.

And in the House of Representatives Mr. Scudder, of Massachusetts, referring to this
subject, said

"These fish are taken in the waters nearer the coast than the codfish are.' A considerable
proportion, from one-third to one-half are taken on the coast, and in the bayé and gulfs of the
British Provinces."

Now, upon that question, not only as to the value of our fisheries, but also as to the
proportion of the catch which is there taken, this seems to be very strong testimony
coming from an American statesman. He continues :-

"The liiabitants of the 'rovinces take imauy of thexn in boats and with seines. The boat and
seine fisihev is the inore successful aud i'otitable, and would be pursued by our fisherinen, were it not
for thù'bstipulajt.ons of the Coivention of 1818, betwixt the United States and Great Britain, by which
it is contended that all the Lisheries within thice Miles of the coast, with few unimportaut'exceptions,
are secured to the Provinces alone."

Mr. Tuck, of New Hampshire said:-
"This siore fishery whicli we have renounced, is of great value, and extremely important to

American fishermen. . . . From the lst of September to the close of the season, the mackerel run
near the shore, and it is next to impossible for our vessels to obtain fares without taking fish within the
prohibited limits. The truth is, our fishermen need absolutely, and must have the thousands of Miles
of shore fishery which have been renounced, or they must always do au uncertain business."

He may well call them thousands of miles, because we have shown by evidence here
that they amount to no less than 11,900 square miles. He further says

"If'our mackerel inen are prohibited from going within three miles of the shore, and are forcibly
kept away (and nothing but force will do it) then they may as well give up their business first as last
It will be always uncertain."

This is a significant dbservation. We find through all these speeches allusions made
to the trouble which the course that had been adopted under the provisions of the Treaty
of 1818 towards the body of American fishermen coming on our shores to fish, would cons
tinue to bring ,upon the 1two countries, and that war was imminent. Why was this?
Surely if the fishery on their coast is so valuable they can stay there, and if the fisheries on
our coast are so valueless they can stay away!_, We have not asked them to come into
our waters. Andit does appear to me thatit comes with extremely bad grace from these
people to make complaints that harsh measures are used ,to keep them ont of them.
What right have they at all? They have renounced all right. They have have solemnlv,
as far back as 1818, renounced any right to enter these waters, and that Convention is in
full force still, save as temporarily affected by the Washington Treaty. We have no right,
except tenmporarily, under the sane Treaty, ta enter their waters. But, accorling to the
argument:of Mr.' Dana, we have the right to enter them, because he says there are no
tërritorial waters belonging to any country. In that sense you cannot be prevented from
fishing in any waters, if I understand his proposition correctly'; and we therefore have the
right ta go there and fish. But what do the United States say? They hold to no such
construction of the law of nations. So far from that being the case, their own shore
fisheries cannot be touched by foreigu fishermen, and even under the Treaty, by virtue of
which your. ßxcellency and . your ,Honours are now sitting, our, fishermen, have only the
right to fish on their shores from the.39th. parallel of north latitude northward, not one
step-not one mile to the southward of that parallel can they go. The strongest possible
proclamation of sovereignty which ané' country can possibly hold out ta another is here
held out by the United States'with regard ta their territorialwaters to England ardto the
world ; and, yet, for the purpose of getting into our waters, we _aýre told that, under the law
cf nations, Aierican fishermen can come. and demand complete freedom, of access to
themn ;, but when it comes to their own waters.that-doctrine will not do at ail. 'This is the
reductio ad absurdum with a vengeance! Who ever heard anything like .it! Here is a
solemn agreement which has been entered, into between two countries, and yet we have
complaints-complaint-after complaint-regarding the means which our-Government have
exercised in' order to keepIthese people from fishing in ur water-s, from wliich they are
inhibited by a solemn Treaty. . Why, it does'not seem to nie ta be fai--not ta use any
stronger term than that, and using the miIldest-possible term ta chaicterise it--ta adopt
this toie.LOn thecontrary,it-ismost'unfair ;and here;Mr.Tuck states that nothing but
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force will keep the American fisliermen out of our waters. But there is a strong reagoù
for the employment of this language. What is it? Why, our fisheries are ail valuable,
while theirs are practically valueless; "and the truth is," says Mr. Tuck," "' our fishermen
absolutely niust have access to our thousand of miles of shore fisheries." He states -

"They (the Americans) want the shore fisheries, they want the right to erect and maintain
structures on shore to cure codfish as soon as taken, thus saving cost, and making better fish for market;
and believing their wishes to ho easy e.taecomplishment,.they will not consent te the endurance of
former restrictions, the annoyances and trouble which they have so long felt."

This is very extraordinary language for any man to use. The admission is clear,
and also the conclusion which Mr. Tuck draws from it. It is this: they want our
inshore fisheries fiee from those restrictions, the effect of which the United States' fisher-
men have so long felt ; and this is simply a declaration made on the part of American
citizens that a solemn agreement entered into between their country and Great Britain is
an agreemnent which they do not choose to keep. But of course, such views cannot be
toleratedin any Court.

Now, let us see what are the views as to the value of our fisheries entertained by the
persons who live in Boston, the very centre of the fish trade. I wilt call your attention
for a lw moments to the first annual report of the Boston Board of .Trade, of 1855, and
just alter the Reciprocitv Treaty had come in fbrce. It was presented at the annual
meeting, which was held on the 17th January, 1855. I will only read an extract, but the
whole book may go in, if necessarv, and be considered as read, if you please. This is the
saime extract which I read wh'len 1 cross-exarnined Mr. Wonson

"But in connection with the Reciprocity Treaty, it is to the importance of the fisheries that'yur
Directors wish at this time particularly to call your attention; 70 per cent. of the tonnage employed
in the whale, cod, and mackerel fisheries in the United States belongs to Massachusetts, and Boston
is the business centre.

" By colonial construction of the Convention between the United States and Great Britain of 1818,
we were excluded from not less than 4,000 miles of fishing-ground. The valuable mackerel fishery is
situate between the shore and a line drawn from the St. Croix River, southeast to Seal Island, and
extending along the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia-about thrde miles from the coast-around Cape
Breton, outside Prince Edward Island, across the entrance to the Bay of'Chaleur; thence outside the
Island of Anticosti to Mt. Joly on the Labrador coast, wlhere the right of shore fishing commences.
The coasts within these limuits following their several indentations are not less than 4,000 miles in
extent, and all excellent fishing-grounds. B3efore the mackerel fisliery began te be closely watched and
protected, our vessels actually swarmed on .the fishing-ground within the spaces ,enclosed by.the lne
mentioied.

"Each of these vessels made two or thrce full fares in' the season, and some thousands of
valuable cargoes were landed every year in the United States, adding largely te our wealt7 ni
prosperity.

"A sad contrast lias since existed. Froi Gloucester only 156 vessels were sent te the Bay of
St. Lawrence in 1853. Of these net more than one in ton made the second trip, and eventhey did not
geL full fares the first trip, but went a second tine iii the hope of doing botter. The principal persons
engaged in the business in Gloucester estimnated that the loss in 1853 aaounted te an average of
1,000 dollas on ea6h vessel, without counîting that incurred fron detention, delays and damages, fron
being driven out of the harbour, and fromn waLste of time by crews. IL was agreed by d1 parties that
if their vessels could have bad free access te the fishing.grounds as formerly, the difference te that
district alone would have been at least 400,000 dollars.

"In 1853 there were forty-six vessels belonging to Berverly, thirteensof them went te the bay in
1852, but owing to the restrictions, their voyages were vholly unsuccessful, and none of them went
in 1853.

" At Salen only two mackerel licenses were granted in 1853, and at Marblehead only six.
"At Newburyport there are ninety fishing vessels ; seventy of these went to the bay for màackerel

in 1853, but almost all of then, it is said, made rinous voyages. At Boston only a dozen licencés
were granred for this fishery in 1853, and very few. of the 100 vessels belonging te the towns of Dennis
and iarwich, ou Cape Cod-two-thirds of which are engaged in the mackerel fishry-went te the
bay for mackerel last year, because of the ill-success attènding the operations of the year previous.
One of their vessels of 100 tons burden, nanned by sixteen men, was six weeks in the bay in 1853,
and returned with only one barrel of nackerel.

" «Unless some change had taken place beneficial to the interests of our hàrdy fishermen, the
northern fisheries would have been wholly ruined, and in all probability have entirely ceased, except on
a very limited scale on our own shores. The 150,000 tons of shipping employed in thèsé fisheries
would have been obliged te seek employment elsewhere, and the product of the fisheries themuselves,
amounting to 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 dollars annually, would have been lost te us. .The present Treaty
opens te us again all these valuable fisheries, and our thanks are due to the; distinguished statesmen
who have laboured in bringing it te a successful termination ;. and your Directors are most happyto
makesmention of the services of Israel D. Andrews, Esq.-a gentleman whom we hope to have the
pleasute of meeting to-day-who lias -worked muost assiduously for the last four years in colle'tin'
and -furnishing in his valuable repoits almost all the information possessed on the subjeet .and
without whose exertions, it is hardly too much to say, the Treaty-never would have been made."
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Is not this conclusive? These vessels, I suppose, kept away from the three-mile
limit, and they made ruinous voyages, and yet we have bad witness after witness declaring
here on the American side that the best fishing was outside of that limit, and that there
was no.fishinginside at all.

This is the opinion of the Boston Board of Trade on this subject. Tn fact, we hold
the key in our hands which locks and unlocks the North American fisheries of both
countries ; and it is necessary for us ta« take care that we are not deprived of our
rights without rcceiving proper and adequate consideration.

Your Excellency and your JIonours will recollect that the Reciprocity Treaty was not
put an end to by us; but it wâs put an end to by the solemn act of the United* States
against the desire of Great Britain, and against the wishes of the Dominion of Canada.

On page 391 of the American evidence, the following question was put to Major Low
the then witness on the stand:

"Looking up the files of the « Cape Ann Advertiser" with reference to the Centennial, I notice a
statement relative to your fisheries, and to the effect their prosecution has had on Gloucester, to which
I would like to call your attention, to see whether you agree with it or not."

It bas been shown here before the Commission, and it is well known to everybody
acquainted with the fisheries, that this paper, the ''Cape Ann Advertiser," is the great
organ of the fishing interests of New England.

This article runs as follows:-

"In 1841 the fishery business of Gloucester had reached its lowest ebb. Only about 7,000
bartels of mackerel were packed that year, and the whole product of the fisheries of the port was only
about 300,000 dollars. lin 1851 the business began to revive, the Georges and :Tiay Chaleur fishery
began to be developed, and from that time to this year, 1875, has been steàdily increasing, until at the
present time Gloucester's tonnage is 10,000 tons more than Salem, Newburyport, Beverly. and Marble-
head united. Nearly 400 fishinr schooners are owned at, and fitted fron, the port of Gloucester hy
thirty-nine firms, and the annual sales of fish are said to be between 3,000,000 dollars and 4,000,000
dollars, all distributed from here by Gloucester hous.es.

T&e Commercial Wharues.

" The wharves once covered with molasses and sugar hogsheads, are now covered with fish fales
and the odours of the <sweets of the tropies' have given place to 'the ancient and fish-like smells of
oil ad dried cod; the few sailors of the Commercial Marine have been succeeded by five thoussnd fisher-
men drawn from all the maritime quarters of the globe, and the wharves that were the wonders of our
boyhood days are actually swallowed up in the splendid and capacious piers of the present day, so
much have they been lengthened and widened.

The Salt Trade.

"<For many years after the decline of the Surinam trade, hardly a vessel was ever seen at
Gloucester, and many persons thought that nevermore would a majestic ship be seen entering this
capacions and splendid seaport. . But never in the paliest days of Gloucester's foreign trade. were
such immense vessels seen a at the present day. Ships of 1,500 tons (as big as six William and
Henry's) sailed into Gloucester Harbour from Liverpool and Cadiz, and came into the wharves without
breaking bulk, and also laid afloat at low water. More than forty ships, barques, brigs, and schooners of
from 400 to 1,400 tons laden with saIt alone, have discharged at this port the present year, and also
the same number last year. The old, venerable port never presented such a forest of masts as now can
be seen ; sometimes six ships and barques at a time, besides innumerable schooners.

Te City of Gloucester of 1875, amd the Tffo of 1825.

"What a contrast is presented as a ship enters the harbour now, with what was presented in
1825. The littie rusty, weather-beaten village, with two 'meeting houses' anud a few dwellings and
wharves gathered around them; two or three thousand people with 500,000 dollars property, was al
that Gloucester then was, as far as we can ascertain; now 'the central wards, without suburban
districts, contain 14,000 people, with 9,000,000 dollars valuation."

The article continues in this fashion:-

"Five banks with nearly 2,000,000 dollars capital in them (including Savings); and this increase
has arisen, not from foreign commerce, but from the once despised andinsignificant fisheries.

«It willbe seen by a review of the history iof Gloucester, that a foreign commerce did not build
the town up in.population or wealth ;.that from 1825 :to 1850, its invcrease. had been very small,; but ,
from-1850 to.1875, it bas grown from 8,000 to 17,000 inhabitants, and its valuation fron 2,000,000
dollars to9,000,000 dollars I It is the fisheries that have mainly caused this great change; it is the
success of that branch of industry that has lined Gloucesterlàarbour with barves, erelousand
packing establishments, from the'Fort to ' Oakes' Cove.' It ls the fisheries that have built up Rochy
Neck andEastern Point, and caused Ward 3 (Gravelil and Prospect Street) ta show nearly all the
gain in population from 1870 to 1875." 1
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This is the testimony of the organ of the Gloucester'fishermen. I might consume 4
great deal of your time in similar quotations. I turn 'your attention now *to a book
which was quoted by my learned friends on the other side, this book of Mr. Adams upon
"The Fisheries and the Mississippi." At page 204 this language is'.used under the head
of fishing liberties and their values:-

" Of these ten thousand men, and of their wives and children, the cod fisieries, if I may be
allowed the expression, were the daily bread-their property--their subsistence. To how many
thousanIs more were the labours and the dangers of their lives subservient? Ticir game was not only
food and raiment to theinselves, but to millions of other human be-ngs.

"There is sonething in the very occupation of fisiermen, not only beneficent in itself but noble
and exalted in the qualities of which it requires the habitual exercise. In connuon wivth the
cultivators of the sou, their labours contribute to the subsistence of mankind; and they have the merit
of continual exposure to danger, superadded to that of unceasing toil. Industry, frugality, patience,
perseverance, fortitude, intrepidity, souls inured to perpetual conflict with the elements, and bodies
steeled with unremittiug action, ever grappling with danger, and faniliar with death; these are the
properties to vhich the fisherman of the ocean is formed by the daily labours of his life. These are
the properties for which He who knew what was iii nan, the Saviour of rnankind, sought Ris first
aud found His most faithful, ardent, uaid undaunted disciples anong the fishermen of His country.
ln the deadliest rancours of national wars, the examples of latter ages have been frequent of exempt-
ing, by the conmnon consent of the most exasperated enemies, tishermnen froin the operation of
hostilities. lu our treaties with Prussia, they are expressly included aruong the classes of men 'cwhose
òccupations are for thc commion subsistenec and burfit of nankind;' with a stipulation, that in the event
of war betweenu the parties, they shall be allowed to continue their employment without molestatiou.
Nor is their devotion to their country less conspicuous than their usefulness to their kind. While the
huntsmnu;a of the ocean, far fron bis native land, fron his family, and his fireside, pursues, at the
constant hazard of life, his ganme upon the bosoim of the deep, the desire of his heart, is by the
nature of his situation ever intently turned towards his home, his children, and bis country. To be
lost to them gives their keenest edge to bis fears; to returni with the fruits of bis labours to them is
the object of all bis hopes. By no men upon earth have these qualities and dispositions been more
constantly exemplified than by the fishenen of New England. Fron the proceeds of their 'perilous
and hardy industry,' the value of three millions of dollars a year, for five years preceding 1808, was
added to the exports of the United States. This was so mnuèlu of national wealth created by the
fishery. With vhat branci of the whole body of our commerce vas this interest unconnected ? Into
'what artery or vein of our political body did it, not circulate wholesone blood? To what sinew of our
national arma did it not iupart firness and energy ? We are told that tiey vere 'anrnially decreasing
in nmber;' Yes ! they Ind lost their occupation by the war; and wliere vere they during the war ?
They were upon the oen:n aud upon the lakes figlting the battles of their country. Turn back to the
records of your revolutiou-ask Saimtuel Tucier himnself, one of the numnber; a living example of the
cl.aracter comnon to then all, what were the fishernen of 'New England in1 the tug of war for
independence ? Appeal to the beroes of all our naval wars-ask the vanquishers of Algiers and
Tripoli-ask the redeeners of your citizens fron the chains of servitude, and of your nation from the
humiliation of annual tribute to the barbarians of Africa-call on the champions of our last struggles
with Blritain--ask Hull and Bainbridge, ask Stewart, Porter, and Macdonough, what proportion of
New Eiugland fishermnen were the companions of their victories, and sealed the proudest of Our victories
with their blood; and lthen listen if you can, to be told that thet utnoifendiayg citizens of the West were
.not at all henefited by the tishing privilege; and that the few fishermnen in a remote quarter, were
entirely evcmnp from the dangcr.

" But we are told also that, 'by far the greatest part of fish taken by our fishermen before the
present war vas eaught in the open sea, or upon our own coaste, aud cured on our own shores.' This
assertion, is like the rest, erroneous.

" The shore fishery is carried on in vessels of less than twenty tons burtien, the proportion of
ivhich, as appears by 'Seybert's Statistical Annals,' is about one-seventh of the whole. Witl regard
to the comparative value of the Bank, and Labrador fisheries, I subjoin lereto information collected
from several persons, acquainted with then, as their statements wvill show in their ninutest details."

I know of no language that can more forcibly bring home to the Commission the
value of this fishery. If the eloquent language that I have quoted contains- a tittle of
the truth, then this fishery is the nursery of the American naval marine. The future
maritime defenders of their country are to be found amongst the bold and fearless men
who prosecure these fisheries, and amongst them alone. From the fishing vessels of
America sprang those maritime defenders of her flag who maintained with undaunted.
bravery the honour of their country in the last war with England ; and ftom the sane
source must be drawn those who doubtless would do so agnin if, unfortunately, another
war should arise between the two countries. Yet, when we speak of such a fish'ery as this,
we are calmly told by Mr. Foster " You must not look at these advantages at all, but like
business men you must, pencil in hand, put down the figures and make a calculation of the
values, as though it were a petty matter of bargain and sale between man and man." In
the name of our common hiumanity, in the name of the common honour of -England and
Amnerica, and of the Dominion for whicl I am counsel this day, I repudiate such a con-
struction being placed upon this Treatv.
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There are some other p&ssages id this book to which I may call your attèntioù. At
page 210 this language is used:

"These fisheries, as most advantageously secured to the United States by the Treaty of 1873, and
made at the tit ewas, I have always understood, a sin quit non of that Treaty,'offer an invaluable
fund of -wealth and power to our country, one which hias never been duly attended to, nor justly
appreciated; but which, if continued and improved, was destined to grow with our growth and
strengthen with our strength.

IThe prosecution of tiese coast and bay fisheries, although it had already become extremely
advantageous, had undoubtedly reached, in a very small degree, the extension and importance it wsu
capable of attaining. The unsettled state of the commercial world for the past twenty years,. and the
more alluriug objects of mercantile enterprise which such a state of things evolved, seemed, in point
of iimediate consideration and attention, to throw tiese fisheries into the background; but still, until
first checked by the systeu of einbargoes and restrictions, and finally stopped by a declaration of war,
they were silently, but rapidly, progressing, and reaching au importance 'which, though generally
unknown to ur country and its statesmen, had become higlly alarming to the Governments amd
more wealthy merchants of the provinces, aud was begi.nning to attract the attention and jealousy of
the Cabinet of Great Britain towards themn.

" The shores, the creeks, the inlets, of the 3ay of Fundy, the Bay of Chaleurs, and the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, the Straits of fBelleisle, and the coast of Labrador, appear tó have been designed by
the God of Nature as the great ovarium of fish-the inexhaustible repository of this species of food,
not only for the supply of the Ainerican, but also of the Europea continent. At the proper season,
to catch theni in endless abundance, little more effort is needed than te bait the hook and pull the
ine, and occasionally even this is not necessary. lI clear weather, near the shores, myriads are

visible, and the strand is at times almost literdly,.paved with them.
".All this was gradually making itself known to the enterprise and vigilance of the New England

fishermen, and for a fcw seasons prier to the year 1808, the resort to this employment had become
an object of attention froin the Thanes at New London, to the Schoodic; and boats and vessels. of t
small as well as a larger size, were flocking to it from all the intermediate parts of the 'United States.
lu the fishing season, at the best places for catching the cod, the New England fishermen, I am. told.
on a Sunday, swarmed like flies upon the shores, and that in some of these years, it probably would
not make an over-estimate to rate the number of vessels employed in this fishery, belonging to the
United States, at fron 1,500 to 2,000 sail, reckoning a vessel for each trip or voyage, and including
tlre larger boat fishery, and the number, if the fisheries w.ere continued, would shortly be still further
and very greatly extended.

"The nursery for seamuen, the consequent increase of power, the mine of vealth, the accumula-
tion of capital (for it has been justly observed, that lie who draws a codfish froxm the sea, gives a
piece of silver to his country), the effect upon the trade and customn of Great Britain, aid thte corres-
ponding advantages to the United States, of 'which the cnlag'enienof such an intercource was
susceptible (for the stock of fish appears inrexhaustible), yon are much better able to couceive them
thai I am to describe; but I with pleasure point tiemi anew for your consideration, as ou many
accounts prescuting one of the most interesting public objects to which it eau be directed."

At page 199 the following language is used:-

"Die the opinion of M1r. Russell ihat it nîy-the portion of the fislhcries La which we ari- entitled,
even within the Britisi Territorial jurisdiction, is of great importance to this uuioiL To New England
it is among the iîost valuable of earthly possessions.

Now, in the course of his argument, Mr. Foster put the question as if it turned
distinctly upon who paid the duty, the producer or the consumer. Whether that be
absolutely necessary, for the purpose of determining this case in favour of Great Britain or
not, is not for me to say. That is a question of political economy with which l am neither
desirous, nor probably capable, of dealing. But I am not afraid to let our case turn upon
that question. I think I shall show you by evidence of witnesses and by figures, that ia
every instance in this case the duty is paid by the consumer. ,I am speaking imore
particularly of the mackerel ; I -shall conclusively show that :in tihe ,year when the
Reciprocity Treaty was in force, the price of mackerel fell off; that immediately after the
Reciprocity Treaty terminated, the price of mackerel rose in the American market. , shall
show that immediately after that state of affairs was terminated by'the Treaty of Wasbington
the price of mackerel again fel off, and we say that these facts establish at once that the
consumer must have paid the duty. Our witnesses have, one and ail, or nearly all,
testified that in their:judgment the consumer paid the duty. In answer to the question
put by the learned counsel associated with me and myself, ." Would you rather, have the
Americans excluded from your fisheries and pay the duty?" they have said "Yes."
While I am upon this subject I will remark, although I will not have' time t, turn
attention to the document itself, that Mr. Fostër, or, at all events, one of the: learned
counsel for the United States, read in his speech a, communication fromithe Hon."Peter
Mitchell,. the.n- Minister of Marine and Fisheries, for the, purpose. of showiìg th.t the
repeal of the Reciprocity Treaty would be ruinous to our fishermen.: . Now upon eference
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tô that communication you will fnd that what lie did put forward was this: that if the
Americans would come in without either paying a license fee or giving any other compen-
sation at all for our fisheries, and if they fished in our territorial waters where the fish
were to be taken, side by side with our own fishermen, and then carried their catch into
the American market free of duty, while our fishermen, fishing on the same terms, and
witb no better appliances, were met there with a duty of 2 dollars a barrel on mackerel
and 1 dollar on herring, it would necessarily be ruinous. And that proposition, no
doubt, bas a vast deal of truth in it. It is impossible, I assume, for two persons to fish
upon equal ternis in the sane waters, and then, when they go into the American market,
for one to be met by a duty while the other has no such duty to pay, without it operating
to the disadvantage of the former. But that it is a totally different case from the one we
have to deal with.

I shall show you, as I have said, that during the period of the Reciprocity
Treaty the prices were low, and that the moment that Treaty was repealed or abrogated
by notice from the American Government, the prices rose. That the moment that state of
affairs was terminated by the Washington Treaty the prices fell again; and we say that is
conclusive proof that the Americans have to pay the duty. There has been a consensus of
testimony, American and British, upon that point.

Let us see what the American witnesses say, for I afiirm that on both sides the
witnesses agree in the statement that the consumers pay the duty. It is true that
American witnesses, who are themselves fishermen, or those who speak the opinion of
fishermen, say that they would prefer the old state of things. Why? Because, under
that state of things, they could steal into our waters and carry off our fisb for nothing,
and then their British competitor was met in the market vith a duty of 2 dollars a barrel,
while they were free. But I apprehend the consumer did not want that state of affairs.
These witnesses admitted that it made the fish dearer, whenever the question was put to
them. I have eut out the evidence referring to this point, and I will read it:-

AMERICAN WITNESSES ON DUTIES.

Page 75-F. Freeman:-

" Q. If you were allowed to nake your choice which would you take-exclusion fromü the British
inshore fisheries and the imposition of a (luty on colonial caught fish, or the privilege of fishing inshore
in British waters and no duty ?-A. I would rathèr have the duty.

"Q. You say you would rather have the duty paid; you think you would make more money; you
are speaking as a fisierani ?-A. Yes.

"Q. You would have a better market for your fish ? jnder the present system the consumer gets
his fish cheaper, does he not? You would itacc th7 consuncr yay that 2 dollars duty? You would ëll
your fish. 2 dollars higter ?-A. Yes.

Mr. Tresco.-That is political economy.
Mr. Thonson.-Why did you ask him?
Mr. Trescot.-I asked hini simply which system he would prefer.
M1fr. Thomson.--I am asking him why?

"Q. And you say the reason is that you would get so nmuch money in your pocket at the expense
of the people that eat fish. Is not that the whole story ?-A. Certainly.

Page 93-N. Freeman:-
"Q. Were yoi among tiose who opposed or favoured the contiuance of the ]Reciprocity Treaty ?

-A. I was among those that opposed it.
"Q. There were sonie thiat opposed it or rather required the duty to be inaintaiied upon codfish ?

-A. I was one who preferred to have the duty retained upon codfish.
"Q. Upon codfish ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Your people wished in fact to keep the duty on codfish ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Why ? Be kind enough to state why ?-A. Because we feit it vould be better for us as a

cod-fishing town to exclude as far as possible the fish fromu the Provinces. It 7wolld give lis a better
ýMancc, as we supposed, to dispose of mir fish ai higher rates.

"Q. And the eflèct of the Treaty you considered would be to reduce the price ?-A. We supposed
that the effect of the Treaty would be to bring in codfish froni these Provinces into our portind of
course necessarily it was presuned that it would reduce the price of fish.

"Q. i suppose the mackerel fishernien have the saie object, to keep up the price of fish ?-A. I
presume they have.

" Q. Then, of course, you think .your views are correct. You thiuk now I presune that your
ophdon iWas correct ?-A. Yes.

"Q. And you still continue to think that is correct, and that the affect of the provisions of tihe
Treaty is to bring down, the price of fish ?-Â. Yeq, I think that is the tondency I amnó nct aware
whether it has brought the prices down.
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"Q. I mean to say you have not changed your opinion ?-.A No.
"Q. Of course there might be other causes operating, but that is the general tendency of the

Treaty ?-A. Yes.
"Q. To make the fish cheaper for the consumer ?-A. We have so regarded it. Well, perhaps, it

would have that tendency. We have thought that it would.
"Q. That is precisely what your opinion was ?-A. Yes.
"Q. You have not altered your opinion ?-A. No.
* Q. Your opinion, if you will allow me to put it in my words, is that it makesffuh cheaper ta the

oeusuners in the United States ?-A JAy opinion is that it iwill 7are that tendency.

Page 107-Graham

Q. You say that you would prefer a duty on Canadian fish entering American market to the
privilege of fishing within three miles of the shore in the bay ?-A Yes, I should if I went fiahing.

"Q. Why ?-A. Because I do not think that the privilege amounts to as much as the duties
to us.

"Q. Why do you want the duty kept on ?-A Because, in the firt place, we would get more for
our fish in the United States.

"Q. And when the duty is aholislied the price naturally comes down ?-A. The fisli might then
be a little cheaper.

"Q. That is your opinion ?-A I do not think that the price would come down muci.
"Q. Then why do you want the duty kept on ? Do you not think that you gave a rather

hasty answer ? You say you would prefer the duty to the privilege of fishing in the Bay of St.
Lawrence, within the limits ?-A. Yes.

"Q. Why ? I understood you to say, it was because this would keep the price up ?-A. That was
a little erroneous, I think Let me think the matter over.

"Q. Why would you rather prefer the duty to the privilege mentioned ?-A. Because that would
keep the price up, and we would then get more for our fish. I thouglt you had me a little.

"Q. I merely want your statemeut on the point ?-A. That is my candid opinion.
"Q. You now speak as a fishermanî ?-A. Yes, if I was fishing that would be my idea.
"Q. Al classes of men have selfish motives ?-A I want to get all I can for what I have to qeI

and to buy as cheaply as possible.
"Q. And in order to get a high price for your fish, you want the duties on ?-A. Yes.

Page 124-Friend:-

"Q. You thought you would get more mackerel and get a better price for them ?-A. If we had a
duty on mackerel we would get a botter price, and would get more mackerel if we fished off shore.

Page 130-Orne:-

"Q. You say you would prefer a duty of 2 dollars a barrel to the liberty of fishing vithin the
limits of the bay ?-A. I do.

"Q. Why ?-A. Because I think the mackerel which I take to market would then bring more.
,',.Q. Would the price be then higher by 2 dollars ?-A. I could not say.

Q. What is your belief ?-A. I belive that woud be heMcase.
'Q. Consumers might appreciate the matter differently 7-A. I speak as a fisherman.

Page 147-Leighton:-

"Q. In regard to mackerel, leaving herring out, Would you prefer a duty on mackerel A es.
"Q. You speak as a fisherman ?-A. Yes.
"Q. Why would you prefer a duty on mackerel ?-A. Our inackerel would fetch tat wue, eA a

barrel. We lose that, you know.
"Q. By the duty coming offi-A. Y, the fishermmn los it, The Govermnmnt doms zo ?ose it
"Q. And the people who eat the sh gain it 1-A., Yes.
"Q. And if yon were to speak to a man whose business was consuming mackerel, you would get

an opinion adverse to a.duty 7-A Yes.
"Q. You would not object I suppose to run the duty up a little higher-how would that suit th

fishermen ?-A. I think that is about right.

Page 1 60-Riggs:-

"Q. You say you wo4ldprefer a duty being imposed on our mackerel to the right to fiah inahor
in British waters ?-A. I should.

"Q. Why do you want a duty on ?-A. It is no benefit to us to fish inshore, that I ever saw.
"Q. Why do you want it on ?-A. Well, 'we would have a better market for our fish.
"Q. Would youiget a higher price for them ?-A. We should-yes
"Q. "id therefore yo are speacin as a fishernnan; as such you would like to get the highest

prce you could for your fish 7-A. Certaly.
"Q. You thlink that the imposition of a duty would give you a better market-A. Yes if

Canadians had to pay the duty, it is likely they vould not fetch the fish in.
"Q. What would be the result of that ?-A. We would have a higher price and aquicker market.
"Q. You would ave a higher price 7-AK I do noL know th.at this would be the eae or anythingL

about it; but it would be a quickermarket for -us
(6361 3 H 2
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Page 187-Smith :

"Q. You speak as a. fshe'rnan; yon wvant to get the most yiou cau. How much do you telk you
4'uld get ?-A. As mueh as the duty.

Q. I don't know but you are right. Perhaps you would like to have a little more on. Suppos.
ing a duty of 8 dollars was put on, I suppose it would still have the effect of rising the price of fish ?-
A. I thbik it vould kill us. No, let me see. I don't know anything about that. I think bykeeping
the English fish out, our fisli would bring a better price.»

Page 201-Procter:-

"Q. Speaking as a fisherman, would you prefer to have the duty on ?-A. Personally, I would
rather have the duty on.

"Q. Why ?-A. Because the duty is better for us, for it vould have a tendency in years of gond
catches to prevent your people fromn increasing their business. It has that tendency.

"Q. Has it any tendency to better you, as well as to injure your neighbours ?-A. That is what
we were looking for-for botter prices.

"Q. H.as it a teidency to increase prices ta your tisheinen ?-A. It would.
"Q. Sn, if it increases the price of the fish, it strikes me the consumer must pay the increased

price ?-A. Amn I not clear that the duty las anything to do with it ; it is the catch."

Page 207-Procter:-

"Q. And did not the duty on Canadian cauglit fish replace the bounty ?-A..Yes; and the
reduction of the duty on salt was granted as an offset for the reinoval of the duty.

Page 208-Procter:-

" Q. And that came latter ?-A. Yes, two or three years after the Ratification of the Treaty.ï
"Q. When it was proposed to take the duty off you remonstrated, thinking that this would reduce

the price of fish, and this was the general feeling among fishermen and of the inhabitants of the coast
of New England ?-A. Yes."

Page 312-Warren:-

" Q. Now, with regard to the riglit of carrying our fish free into the United States, I suppose you
think that is of no advantage to your fishermen, that provision of the Treaty ?-A. I have no idea
it is any advantage to our side of the house.

"Q. It is a disadvantage, isn't it ?-A. Yes, it is against us.
"Q. Be kind. enough to explain how ?-A. Al these things seemn to me to regulated by supply

and demand. If there is 100,000 barrels of muckerel hove into our market on top of what we produce,
the tendency is to depreciate prices.

"Q. Tf this provision of the Treaty increases the supply of mackerel in the United States market
it will bring down the price of fish ?-A. State that again.

"Question repeated ?-A. I think it would have that tendency.
"Q. That is the reasôn you think it is nto advantage to your fishermen to have the privilege of

fishing inside ?-A. No, putting both questions of the Treaty together, it is no advantage, because the
supply is increased and the prices are depreciated.

"Q. You will admit this, that it is an advantage to the consumers by bringing down the price ?
You admit that ?-A. Yes.

"Q. Then in point of fact it gives you cheap fisi ?-A. The tendency is to cheapen them.
"Q. For the people of the United States ?-A. Yes."

Page 326-Lakeman:-

" Q. The American fishernien want the duty back on fish, I suppose ?-A. I do not know about
that, I am sure; but they naturally would wish to have it back again, I suppose, in order to exclude
our fish froi their market.

" Q. I suppose that the consumer got his fish cheaper, owing to the removal of the duty, and the
admission of your fish inito the American Market ?-A. The consumer would thon get his fish cheaper
.- the more fish ti are put on the market the cheaper the consumers gets then.

" Q. Is not thec zesult of the Treaty, which adnits your fisl into the Ainerican market, on equal
ternis with the Amuericain fish, to mnake the price of fisi lower in that narket ?-A. It lias that tendency
evidently.

"Q. Therefore the consumer gets his fish for less mioney ?-A. Evidently he does. When herring
are abundant the price is low.

"Q. It fmrther follows thiat although a certain class of fishermen may lose something by this free
admission of British fishx into the Anierican market the American publie gain by it 1-A.'1By getting
their fish at a lower price ? Of course it inakes the price of fish lower in that market. That is clear.

" Q. Thon the consumer gets the fish cheaper? He evidently does-the larger the quàntity that
is put upon the market the less the price will be."

Page 389-Sylvanus Smith

"Q. Supposing the mackerel caught in colonial waters were excluded, woild it, or would it not,
have any effect upon thë price you get for your fish ? Supposiig one-fourth of i the quantity consumed
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ln the States was excluded, would it have ainy any effect on the price of the other three-fourths ?,-.
, 1 think sone, not much, I think it would stimulate our home production.

" Q. Ii 'yhat wvay VoIld it stiinulate it? By raising the pcee, is it nt ?-A. *Wrell to a smaW
patent.

"Q, Well, thon the affect of the British mackerel coming in is that the consumer is able to buy it
cheaper than lie otherwise would.-A. Well up to a certain point. The effect would be very sma4ll
There is not a large enough quantity. It is our home catch that affects it."

Page 429-Myrick:-

" Q. What would be the effect upon the business of your firni of putting back the former 'duty of
2 dollars a barrel upon mackerel sent from Prince Edward Island to the States ? I would like you to
explain your views in this regard, paticularly ?-A. Well, I suppose, since we have got our business
established there, and our buildings and facilities for carrying on the fishery, it would be difficult for us
to abandon it altogether; but we would then turn our attention more particularly to codfishing, until,
at any rate, the nmackerel season got well advanced and the mackerel became fat, and if any -would
bring a iigh price it would be those taken in the latter part of the season. We miglit catch
some of theni, but we would not undertake to catch poor mnackerel to compete Yith those cau hlt Ôn
the American shore.

"Q. Explain why not ?-A. Well, No. 3 mãckerel, which are poni mackerel, gceerally bring a good
deal less price than fat mackerel, and men do not catch any more poor mackerel than they do fat ones;
the cost of catching them, and of barreling and shippinag theni is the sane, while the fat mackerel
bring a better price. WTe would carry on the codfishing business irrespective of the American market;
we would catch, cure, and ship codfish to other markets-to the West India markets, and we might
make a fair business at that; but as to catching macherel exciusively under such circumstances, it would
not do to depend on it ail."

Page 430-Myrick :-

"Q. Wlat is it that fixes the price of mackerel in the United States market ?-A. Ot, well, of
course it is the sucpply and demand, as is the case with ergcytking ese. When there is a large catch of
mackerel on the .Aerican shore, prices rle low ; this is a very sensitive market. . If a fleet of 500,
600, or 800 vessels are flshing for mackerel, and those interested get reports of the fleet doing
anything, the market falls at once; and this is the case, particularly when prices are any way
infiated."

Page 488-Isaac Hall:-

"Q. Y'ou told Mr. Foster that if a duty vas re-imposed you would consider very seriously
whether you would continue in the business ?-A. Yes.

"Q. Yon made that statement on the assumption that you paid the duty ?-A. Yes.
"Q. I think it lias been explained very clearly that the price of fish depends almost altogether

on the catch-this is, the case, to a large extent ?-A. To a large extent-yes. If there is a large catch
of maekerel prices rule low, and if tiere is a small catch .they rule high.

" Q. If the evidence given here on the part of British witnesses is correct, two-thirds of the fish taken
by American vessels in the guilf, I nay say, are cauglit inshore ; and assuming that two-thirds of their
whole catch in the gulf is taken inside of the three-mile limit, could the American fleet, if they were
excluded from fisling vithin this lirait, prosecute the galf flishery for the other third-would thisjuay
tiem ?-A. I think it would be a difficult business te do so, if that proportion is coriect.

SQ. If the price gots up, who pay the cnhanced piice? is il not the consmner ?-A. Yes.
"Q. And if the catch is large, the price goes down-so it would- depend in some measuré on

whether the catch on the American or on car own shore was large, as to who would pay this duty ?-
A. Yes; and on the quality of the maackerel."

These are quotations that I .make from the American evidence. I do not quote from
our own, as Mr. Dana admitted there was such a consensus. of evidence on that p nt,
that he almost insinuated that it was too uniforr to be depended upon.

I now propose to deal at Iengtlh with two questions of vital importance in this inquirv,
viz.:--

1st. In favour of which country is the balance of advantages arising from reciprocal freedoun of
trade gained by-the Treaty of Washington ? and

2nd. Upon wahm is the incidence of duties levied upon fish exported by Canada into the U nited
States; the producer or the consumer?

I again (if I may do so without giving offence to my learned friends on the othr sde)
express my obligations to Mr. Miall for the valuable assistance he has afforded in preparing
my argument on these points.

Article XXI of the Treaty of Washington is as follows-
"It is agred tiat for the terni of years nentionied in Art. XXIII of tihis Treaty, fisli nd fisl oil

of all kinds except fish of the inland lakes and of the rivers falling into-them. and except fisli pre-
served in oil), being the products of thé fisheries of the Tnited States or of the Dominiof Canadi,
or of Prince Edward Islandshall be admiitted into each country.repectively, free ofduty."
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Article XXII. " Inasmiuch as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannie Majesty that the
privileges accorded to the citizens of the 'United States under Article XVIII of this Treaty are of
greater value than those accorded by Articles XIX and XXI of this Treaty to the subjects of Her
Britannic Majesty, and tluis assertion is not admitted hy the Governiiment of the United States, it is
further agreed tlat Comraissioners shall be appointed to determine, having regard to the privileges
accorded to the United States to the subjects of ler Britannie Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and
XXI of this Treaty, the amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, ought to be paid by the
Governmient of the United States to the Governient of H-er Britannic Majesty in returu for the privi-
leges accorded to the citizens of the United States iuder Article XVIII of this Treaty; and that any
sun of money which the said Comnmissioners inay so award shall be paid by the United States Govern-
ment in a gross sum within twelve months after such award shall have been given."

The advantages which might be expected to flow from the reciprocal freedom of
markets, provided for by Article XXI, might be of two kinds:-

1. Increased trade.
2. Increased profits upon the volume of trade already existing.

The latter, however, could only obtain upon the supposition that the duties previously
levied bad been a burden upon the foreign producer.

In reference to the first of these questions it is contended-

1. That the increase of consumption in the United States of British caught fish bas lot been equal
to the increase in Canada of the products of the United States fisheries.

2. That a considerable portion of the products of British American fisheries exported to the
United States for inany years past, ias been re-exported to foreign countries wlhere they have entered
into competition with other foreign exports of Her Majesty's British American subjects; and it must
be borne in mind that these fish have not paid any duty.

These propositions will be dealt with seriatim.
By reference to statement No. 8, to be found on page 435 of the British evidence, it

will be found that for the seven years following the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty
(when duties were payable upon importations) the imports of fish and fish oil froin the
United States into the Dominion of Canada and Prince Edward Island were as
follows

Dollars.
1867 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 172,366

1868 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 170,156
1869 !., .. .. .. .. .. .. 99,563

1870 ,, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 99,409

1871 . .. . .. . .. . .. 123,331
1872 .. ., .. .. .. .. ., 123,670

1873 .. .. .. .. .. 279,049

the average annual value being 152,506 dollars.
During the years 1874 1875, 1876, 1877, when no duties were payable, they have,

under the operation of the Treaty, been as follows:-
Dollars.

18'4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 728,921
1875 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 727,587
1870 .. .. .. .. .. .. 697,657

1877 .. .. .. .. .. .. 750,382

the annual average liaving been increased to 721,637 dollars.
The increase, therefore, of United States exportation of fish and fish oil annually to

Canada has been 569,131 dollars, of which 279,030 dollars consisted of fresh fish, leaving
390,101 dollars as the increase upon articles previously subjected to duty. ý As against
this gain to the United States the British producers have gained an increased market in
the United States of only 340,589 dollars, as will be seen by the following figures to be
found in the same statenent.

During the seven years immediately preceding the Washington Treaty, -when duties
u'ere payable, the, United States imported the fish products of Canada and Prince Edward
Island as follows, viz.

Dollars.
1867 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,108,779
1868 .. .. .. .. .. 1,103,859

1869 .. .. . . .. .. .. 1,208,805
1870 .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. 1,129,665

1871 . .. ... ... ... 1,087,341
1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 933,041
1873 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,393,389

the, annual average being 1,137,839 dollars.



Since the Treaty has been in full operation the annual average has increased tò
1,505,888 dollars, the imports baving been as follows:-

Dollars.
1874 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,612,295
1875 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 1,637,712
1876 .. .. .. .. 1,455,629
1877 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,317,917

the increase in the annual average being 368,049 dollars, of which increase 27,460 dollars
was due to fresh fish, leaving 340,589 dollars as the increase upon articles previously
subjected to duty. From these figures it is clear, then, that as respects the advantages
arising frorn an increased market the United States and not Canada has been the greatest
gainer. It may be remarked, before leaving this part of the subject, that although the
statistics put in by the Government of the United States, as to the total imports into the
United States from Canada, approximate very closely to those put in by Her Majesty's
Goverament in respect of the exports from Canada to the United States ; there is an
important discrepancy between the exports from the United States to Canada, as put in
evidence in Table XIV of Appendix 0, and the imports into Canada from the United States
as put in evidence by Her Majesty's Government.

This has already been referred to during the course of the evidence, but the attention
of the Commissioners is now again directed to the explicit admissions of Mr. Young, the
Chief of the Bureau of Statistics at Washington, in bis reports of 1874, 1875, and
1876. With regard to this subject, for example, he says, at page 15 of bis report for
1876:-

"During the year ended June 30, 1876, the total value of donestie merchandize and produce
exported to Canada, and which was omitted in the lReturns of the United States' Custor oflicers on
the Canadian border, as appears from the official statements furnisbed by the Commissioner of
Castoms of the Dominion, amounted to 10,507,563 dollars, as against 15,596,524 dollars in the
precediig year, and 11,424,566 dollars in 1874."

2. I beg now. 1o call the attention of your Excellency and your Honours to the fact
that a considerable proportion of the products of the British-American fisheries, exported
to the United States for many years past, bas been re-exported to other foreign countries,
where they may be fairly presumed to have entered into competition with the direct foreign
exports of Her Majesty's British-American subjects.

This will clearly appear by reference tO statement No. 11, to be found on page 437 of
the British evidence, which shows that the exports of dried and smoked, pickled and
other cured fish (exclusive of California) ta all other foreign countries, from 1850 ta 1876,
averaged annually (at a gold valuation), as follows, viz.:-

Dollars.
1850-1854 . .. .. .. .. 755,165 non.reciprocal years.
1860-1866 .. .. .. .. 1,001,984 reciprocal years.
1866-1873 .. .. .. .. .. 1,196,554 non-reciprocal years.
1873-1876 .* .. .. 1,640,426 reciprocal years.

Now, comparing these exports fromn the United States to all foreign countries, with
the imports from Canada to the United States, it would appear that they are largely
inter-dependent. .The imports referred.ta are as follows:

Dollars.
1850-1854 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 792,419
1856-1866 .. .. .. .. . . .. 1,377,727
1866-1873 . . .. .. .. .. 1,137,889
1873-1877 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,505,888

With regard to this matter, I call attention to the followingassertion made at page 9
of the "Answer " of the United States, viz.

"Bat , while the result (of the Washington Treaty) to them (Canadians) has been one of steady
developinent and increasing vealth, the United States' codfishery even has declined in amount and
value."'

If, then, the domestic production of the United States has decreased, and the exports
to foreign countries have increased in about the sane ratio as have the importations from
Canada,.is it not evident that the increased imports have been made mainly with a vieîWto
the supply of foreign xmarkets--o what is equivalent-to supply the hiatus in the markets
of the United States due to the exportation of a greater quantity of theirý own fish products
than'the yield 'of theid ishéries warranted, in view of their own requirementsa for home
consumption? ' It would seeni from an examination of the statistics that the, increased
importations fron Canadaduring those years in which no duties were leied on Canadian
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fish vere largely due to an increased foreign trade, and it .is contended that Hler Majestys
subjects gained no substantial pecuniary advantage from supplying those foreign markets by
indirect rather than direct trade. On the other hand, the tendency of this class of trade
is to throv the foreign carrying trade, bitherto conducted by subjects of Her Majesty, more
and more into the bauds of the shipowners and bro6kers of the United States.

A close examination of Canadian exports confirms this view. Of the entire exports
those to the United States and to other foreign countries compare as follows

Ycare. Percentage sent to the Percentage sent to
United States. other foreign countries.

1850-54 .. .. 31q 681
1856-66 .. .. 34 7-10 65 3-10
1866-73 .. 281 71J
1873-76 31 1-10 68 9-10

If any further reasoning is required in support of this very evident contention, the
following extract from page 529 of the " United States' Census Report for 1860 " may be
useful:-

"<By the Warehousing Act of 1846, foreign fish were allowled to be imported and entered in bond,
and thence exported without payient of duty; but nuder the Reciproeity Act, Colonial fishx até
admitted frec of duty. Tliese Acts have caused our principal fisi distributing cities, such as Boston,
New York, and Philadelphia, to beconie exporters of large qulantities of foreiga fishx."

Although, therefore, the export trade of Canada bas progressively increased from vear
to year, it is plain that the renioval of fiscal obstructions on the part of the United States
bas had the effect more or less of turning a certain proportion of our foreign trade, with
other foreign. countries, into American channels. In other words, a, larger proportion of
the West Indian and South American fisi trade of Canada bas been done through United
States' merchants, whenever tariff restrictions have been removed.

Now, the able Counsel and Agent of the United States bas chosen as the basis upon
which to determine the question of remissions of duty, the year 1874.

It is contended that it would be nanifestly unfair to take as a basis upon which to
estiniate such remissions, those years during which it is alleged the exportations from
Canada to the United States have (mainly in consequence of such remissions) considerably
increased.

The United States import froim Canada and Prince Edward Island of fisi and fish-
oil fromn 1867 to 1873, during which period duties were imposed upon such importations,
were as follo:vs

Dollars.
1867 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,108,779
1868 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,103,859
1869 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,208,805

1870 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,129,665

1871 .. ... .. ..... 1,087,341
1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 933.041

1873 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,393,389

The average annual value of the above-mentioned importation was 1,137,840 dollars,
and the largest in. any one vear, 1,393,389 dollars, in 1873.

The commerce and navigation returns of the United States give the importation from
Canada in tiat year at 1,400,b62; or, including Newfoundland, at 1,685,489 dollars, as
follows

lmported. Amount of Duty
which would

Description. Rate of Duty. have been

Quantity. Values. collected if entered
for consumption.

Dollars. Dollars. Dollars.
Fish (fresh) . . .. 8,627,724 lbs. 278,707 Free.
Herring.. . .. .. 53,039 bbls. 179,377 1.00 per bbl. 53,339
Mackerel .. .. .. 89,698 bble. 605,778 2.00 ,, 179,396
Sardines, &c., preserved in oil .. 3,527 50 per cent. 1,763
All others not elhewhere specified . .. 552,032 131 ,, 74,524
Oil, whale and fish .. . 12'1,315 gale. 66,068 20 ,, 13,213

Total . .. .. 1,685,489 321,935
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Now, by reference to the United States' Commerce and Navigation Returns for 1873
(page 311) it will be seen that the re-exports of foreign Ésh were asfollows:-

Barrels. Amount. ate. Duty.

Dollars. Dollarg. DollarsÀ
Ilerring.. .. .. .. .. 19,928 81,775 1 00 per brl. 19.928
Mackerel .. .. .. .. 36,146 178.328 2 00 ,, 72,292
All other .. .. .. .. 213.534 13- per cent. 28,827
Oil (page 319) .. .. .. .. .. 25,601 20 ,, 5,120

Total .. . . .. .. 126,167

This suin, therefore, representing duties which never were collected must be deducted
from the aggregate duties accrued, as shown by the figures just previously given, viz.,
321,935 dollars.

Deduct- Dols. Dols.
Duties on re-exports .. .. .. .. .. . 126,167
Estimnted duties on fish products not covered by Washington Treaty,

estimated at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10,000
136,167

Thus feaving a sum of .. .. .. .. .. 185,769

in regard to which it remains to be decided Whether or not îts remission bas inured to the
benefit of the Canadian producer.

The United States contend, at page 31 Qf the Answer, that the remission of duties to
Canadian fishermen during the four years which have already elapsed under the operation
of the Treatv has amounted to about 400,600 dollars annually, which proposition it was
explicitly stated would be conclusively proved in evidence which would be laid before the
Commission. This extraordinarv assertion which, it lias been contended, has been contra-
vened bv the vhole tenor of the evidence, whether adduced on behif of theiUnited
States or of Great Britain, was followed up by the laying down of the following prin-
ciple, viz.:

"W1 ere a tax or duty is imposed upon a small portion'of the producers of any commodity, from
which thé great body of its producers are exen pt, sicl tax or duty necessarily remains a burden upon
the producers of the smaller quantity; diminishing their profits, vhich cannot be added to the price;
and so distributed àmong the purchasers and constuners."

It is contended, in reply, that this principle is true only in those cases in whichr the
ability on 2the part of the majority. of producers to supply the commodity thu? taxed, is
fully equal to the demand.

The question whether the consumer or producer pays any imposts levied upon the
importation of certaincommodities, does not depend upon whether the body of foreign
producers is large or small relatively to the body of domestic )rolucers, with whose
products theirs are to corne into conpetion, but sinply upon the question whetheror not
the existing home -oduction is equal to the demand. If it. b not equal, and a q.uantity
equal tol one-thiir ur one-fourth of that produced at home he really required, prices must
go up until the foreign producer can be ternpted to supply the remainder, and the
consumer will pay the increased price not only upon the fraction iinported, but upon the
greaterl quantity produced wilhin the iniporting country as well. And the. tendency of all
the evidence in this case, British and American, bas been a nost explicit and direct
confirmation of this principle.

The British evidence to which I shall immediately call your attention, proves beyond
a doubt that when duties were imposed upon mackerel of 2 dollars per barrel, British
exporters to the United States realized a sufficient increase-of price to enable them to pay
those duties and still receive a net anount equal to the average price received before those
duties were iniposed, as well as after they were removed.

Uponi a careful ekaminatibn of the United States' testimony, it will, I submit, appear
that during those years when duties were impïosed upon British.caught fish, the price of
mackerel When landed from United States' vessels from their fishing voyages in the ay,
was to the full extent of the duty in excess of the price they commanded after the duty
was.repealed, or before it was inposed.

It is i mpossible to conceive a clearer prof thiat the. consumer and not tie,producer
had to bear the burden of. the duty and not only that but an equivalent burden upon

[636] 3I
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every barrel of mackerel caught and landed by the United States' mackerel vessels during
the existence of that duty.

In the evidence adduced on behalf of Her Majesty's Government this point bas been
established beyond possibility of refutation. The average prices obtained hy the fluilowing
firns, viz., A. H. Crowe, Lawson and Harrington ; and Young, Hart and Co., in gold, at
Halilax, after payment of duties and all other charges, are given by the various witnesses
as follows, the sales being made in all cases to United States' buvers.

BRITisH EviDENCE.-1861-1866 (during lteciproeity).

P. 424, A. H. Crowe
P. 419, Lawson aund Harrington
P. 425, Young, Hart and Co.

Average prices ..

No. 1.

D. c.
13 12
12 78
12 66

12 85

No. 2.

D. o.
8 75
7 98
8 54

8 42

No. 3.

D. c.
6 65
6 73
6 04

6 47

P. 424, A. H. Crowe
P. 419, Lawson and Harri
P. 425, Young, Hart and

Average pric

P. 424, A. H. Crowe
P. 419, Lawson and Harr
P. 425, Young, Hart and

Average price

ngton
Co.

s..

1866-1873 (dutiable period).
13 05
13 30
14 46

9 43
9 83

10 62

6 55
6 63
6 28

.. I. 13 60 9 96 649

1873-1877 (during Washington Trcaty).
12 37 10 00 8 00

ington .. .. 12 25 8 62 7 46
Co. .. 12 81 9 39 7 18

s.. .. .. 12 47 9 33 7 55

It will le observed, then, that the Halifax merchants had to subnit to no decline in
price from 1866 to 1873.

The evidence adduced on behalf, of the United States proves the prices at which
mackerel caught by United States' vessels in the Bay of St. Lawrence during these saine
periods were valued, on settling with the crews (enclusive of the cost and irofits of
packing, which would have increased the prices by 2.00 dollars per barrel), to have been
as follows:-

J. O. Proctor.

As per page 208a
United States' eidence.

D. e.
7 80

12 00
12 30
11 '90
5 20
7 60

10 96
il 13
14 20

Sylvanus Smith. George Steele.

Page 330, Page 402,
United States' evidence. United States' evidence.

D. c. D. c.

10 98
12 85
10 87
5 77
7 62

10 84
12 21
12 93

9)93 09 .. 8)84 07

10 34 .. 10 51

15 74 .. 15 35
12 22 .. 14 12
18 45 16 00 1885
17 80 16 00 17 31
11 90 13 00

8 00
986 14 00 822

6)85 97 5)67 00 b)73 85

Year.

1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865

Average

1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

13 4014 33Average 14 77
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J. O. Pioctor. Sylvanus Smith. George Steele.

Year.
As per page 208a Page 330, Page 402,

United States' evideice. United States' evidence. United States' evidence.

1873 .. .. .. .. 9 85 9 25 10 46

1874 .. .. .. .. 5 52 6 00 6 25

1875 . .. . .. 14 46 11 33 14,18
1876 .. .. .. 11 05 10 20 11 60

4)40 88 4)36 7.5 4)42 49

Average .. .. 10 22 9 19 10 62

These prices produce the following result:-

1857 to 1865. 1866 to 1873. 1873 to 1876.

During operation Dutiable period. During
of Reeiprocity Treaty. Da p d ashington Treaty.

D.e. D.e. D. e.
J. O. Proctor .. .. .. 10 34 14 33 10 22
S. Smith .. .. .. .. Nil. 13 40 9 19
George Steele .. .. .. 10 51 14 77 10 62

Average price in United States' currrency 10 42 14 17 10 01

Approximate gold prices* .. .. 9 17 il 33 9 00

From these prices, it is abundantly clear that the consuming classes in the United
States were compelled to pay at least 2 dollars (gold) per barrel more for all the mackerel
brought in by the United States' vessels during the existence of the duty.

What stronger evidence can be required than these facts (perhaps the only facts with
reference to which the testimony of witnesses on both sides are fully and absolutely in
accord) to satisfy an impartial mind as to the real incidence of taxation, upon the article
in question; and inasnuch as the mackerel is the only fish the market for the best
qualities of which is limited to the United States, it is not deemed necessary to continue
the inquiry with reference to other fish products to which the markets of the world are
open, and whose prices therefore can in no way be influenced by the United States.

Now, if your Honours please, there is but one othber subject to which I will call the
attention of this Commission before I close, and that is to the offer made by the
Anerican Comnmissioners at the time this Treaty of Washington was being negotiated. i
refer to the offer to remit the duty on coal, lumber, and salt. Thlie circumstances are
stated at length in the Reply of Great Britain to the Answer of the United States, and,
thetefore, I need not refer particularly to the figures. The suin was 17,800,000 dollars,
as far as I can recollect. Now, if it is true, as contended by the United States in their
" Answer," that the remission of duties means a boon to the persons in whose favour they
are remitted, and that those persons are the producer., then it is clear that this a fair
estimate put by the Arnerican Righ Commissioners themselves, upon the fishing privileges that
they were then endeavouring t obtain from the British Government. Whether that is a
correct principle or not, is no part of my duty to contend. My argument is that that
was the view of the United States, as a country, believing in the proposition that the
producer. and not the consumer, pays the duty.

In thcir own Answer they put the remission of duties which they say inures to our
benefit at 400,000 dollars a year. While we do not admit the correctness of their view
of that remission .ether in principle or amount, their Answer is an. admission of their
estimate of the value of he concessions afjorded to them. If the concessions were worth
as nuch as that, then the award of this Commission must of necessity be in favour of
Great Britain for a large ameunt. But it may be said " You have got the value .of this
because we have remitted these duties." We have. shown by evidence and argument
conclusively that the producer does not pay I dollar of these duties, that flisi from the
11alifax market was sent there during the period when the duties were paid, and that the
fish merchant here received back in bis own cuunting-house for the fish sold in Boston, as

.Average price of currency 1857 to 1865, 88e.; 1866 to 1873 80c.; 1878 to 1876, 90c.
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mucli monev as when there was no duty paid at all. The remission of duty, therefore, is
a benefit to citizens of the Untited States and not to us.

I have, in order to close this argument to-day, passed over a nurnber of subjects
to which I at one time intended to call to the attention of the Commission. But the time
is pressing. We are all to a considerable extent worn ont with the labours of the
Commission. Yesterday I asked the Commission to open at an earlier hour to-day in
order that I might finish mny reinarks without further adjournment, and I am happy to be
able to redecm my proise.

I have now brought my argument on behalf of Great Britain to a close. To the
shortcomings and defects of that argument I am painfully alive. But the cause I have
advocated is so rightcons in itself, lias been supported and sustained by evidence so
tiustwoitlv andl conclusive, and is to bc decided by a tribunal so able and impartial as
that which I have the honour to address, that I entertain no fears of the resuit.

Altlhouhul I rejoice that a responsibility which fbr nany months has pressed with no
ordinary weiglt upon ny learned colleagues and nyself, is well nigh ended, yet»I cannot
but fee a pang of regret that the days of my pleasant intercourse with the gentlemen
engaged in and connected with this most important inquiry, are draxing to a close.

For the kind consideration, and unfaiiling urbanity extended to mny colleagnes and
nysell, I tender to vour Excellency and your lonours my nost sincere acknowledgment
and thanks.

What shall I say to my brethren of the United States? To thei, uniformi courtesy
tact, aind kindlv feeling, we chiefly owe it, that this protracted inquiry lias alnost reached
its termination wi'thout unpleasait difference or dissension of any kind.

To the cause of the United States, which both ny patriotism and miy professional
dutv constrain me to regard as utterly untenable, the ability, ingenuity, and eloquence of
Judge Foster, Mr. Dana, anf Mr. Trescot, have dlone more tian justice. They have
sliown thcmnselhcs no unworthv imiembers of a profession which in their own countrv
has becen adorned and illustrated on the Bench and at the Bar by the profound learning
of a Mi\arshall, a Kent, and a Story, and by, the brilliant eloquence of a Webster and a
Chioate. From my learned, able, and accomplished brethren of the United States, I shall
part when this Commission shall have closed its labours with unfeigned regret.

A few words more and I have (oie. 'o the judgnent of this Tribunal, should it
prove adverse to mv anticipations, Great Britain and Canada will bow without a murmur.
Should, however, the decision be otherwise, it is gratifying to knovw thiat We have the
assurance of ber counsel, that Aierica will accept the avard in the sane spirit with which

accepted the Geneva judgmnt, and like England pay it without unnccessary
derlav. This is as it should be. It is a spirit which redeets honour upon both countries.
The spectacle presented by the Treaty of Washington, and the arbitrations under it, is one
at which the world iust gaze with wonder and admiration. While nearly every other
nation of the world seules its difficulties with other Powers by the dreadfuil arbitrament of
the sword, England and America, two of the most powe rfuI nations upon the earth,
wlhosc peaceful flaigs of commerce float side by side in every quarter of' the habitable
globe, whose ships of war salute each other almost dailv in every clime and on every sea,
refer their diflerences to the peaceful arbitrament of Ciristian men, sitting without show
or parade of anv kind in open eaurt.

On the day that Ilie Treatty of Washington was signed by the High Contracting
Parties, an epoch in the history of' ciilization was reached. On that day the hcaviest
blow ever struck by linian agency fel upon that great anvil of the Ahnighty upon which,
in His ownm way and at lis appointed tine, the sword and the spear shall be transformed
into the plough-shiarc and the rea)ing-hook.


